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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis examines the severity of convict experiences in Western Australia, through an analysis of 

the illnesses and injuries transportees suffered.  Harnessing prisoner medical records in conjunction 

with convict-written accounts and official correspondence and statistics, it explores the living and 

labour conditions convicts faced, the health impacts of their punishment, and the objectives of 

convict administrators.  The limited existing research on convict treatment in Western Australia 

depicts a relatively benign and reformatory system in which conditions were generally less severe 

than for prisoners sent to Australia’s eastern shores – only the five-year tenure of Governor John 

Hampton (1862-67) has been associated with episodes of harshness.  These representations draw 

largely on the claims of Western Australian convict department officials that their system was more 

‘humane’ and ‘rational’ than earlier incarnations.  While also produced by the state, records of 

diseases and deaths provide greater insights into the sufferings of prisoners, making it possible in 

some measure to recover convict experiences.  Through a multi-faceted analysis of several thousand 

prisoner health problems, this study challenges the long-established view that Western Australian 

convicts endured relatively little hardship.       

  

The first portion of this thesis analyses changes in convict health over time (during the period 1850-

77) and compares the conditions experienced by inmates of the Fremantle Convict Establishment, 

prisoners at regional depots and work parties, and ticket-of-leave convicts.  For Fremantle inmates, 

severity was not confined to Governor Hampton’s regime but was evident from the Convict 

Establishment’s inception.  For much of the 1850s, overcrowding, poor sanitation, inadequate diets 

and arduous labour in chains produced dramatically elevated rates of death and disease.  These first 

chapters also uncover numerous deficiencies in the provision of food, accommodation, sanitation 

and medical care for regional convicts and show that these men enjoyed few health advantages over 

incarcerated Fremantle prisoners.  Mortality data suggests that acquiring a ticket-of-leave offered 

similarly few benefits in terms of health, particularly for aging convicts and men hired in urban areas.  

Furthermore, there is evidence that many ticket holders were socially marginalised, poverty-

stricken, and vulnerable to mistreatment from colonial employers. 

 

The second half of the thesis seeks to position the experiences of Western Australian convicts within 

the broader context of transportation to Australia.  It shows that convict labour management in 

Western Australia was driven largely by the same economic motives that historians have identified 

in eastern Australia and questions claims that the Western Australian system was primarily focussed 
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on prisoner reform.  As has been argued for Tasmanian transportees, the treatment a Western 

Australian convict received depended as much upon his occupational skills as his moral progress, 

creating an uneven system in which men lacking useful trades were more prone to punishment and 

poor health.  This section also compares the experiences of secondary offenders in Eastern and 

Western Australia, contending that attempts to impose heightened severity on reconvicted men 

were less effective in the western colony, probably because of the absence of isolated ‘penal 

stations’ and the employment of recidivists on key public works projects.  The after-effects of the 

convict voyage on health are also investigated, revealing that experiences at sea had an even greater 

impact on death rates after landing than has been shown to be the case in Van Diemen’s Land.  

Lastly, this thesis engages with emerging debates about the health impacts of the mid-nineteenth-

century shift from physical to psychological punishments in convict Australia.  Although penalties 

such as solitary confinement are often considered more ‘enlightened’ than the floggings that 

predominated in convictism’s early years, this study suggests that cellular isolation, a practice 

routinely employed in Western Australia, was in fact more damaging to prisoner wellbeing.  

 

This uniquely detailed and nuanced account of convict treatment in Western Australia shows that 

each stage of the convict system involved considerable suffering, whether it was incarceration at 

Fremantle Prison, forced labour at regional outposts, or life on ticket of leave.  The pioneering 

comparisons of the second half of the thesis suggest further that many aspects of Western 

Australian convictism were no more equitable or ‘humane’ than the eastern Australian systems 

depicted by current scholars.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The vast body of records constructed to control, classify and monitor the convicts transported to 

Australia’s east coast has inspired several decades of fruitful historical inquiry into the treatment 

these prisoners received and the nature of the system designed for their punishment.  Despite a 

similarly abundant archive for the close to 10 000 convicts landed at Fremantle between 1850 and 

1868, detailed explorations of the convict experience in Western Australia are relatively limited.  

Until very recently, most historians provided only brief accounts of convict treatment in the Swan 

River Colony, rarely venturing beyond generalised assessments of the system’s ‘humanity’ or 

‘harshness’.1  Some twenty-first-century studies have offered more detailed and nuanced 

contributions, but this developing literature pales in comparison to the complex and fertile debates 

surrounding convictism in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.2   

 

This historiographical divide between Eastern and Western Australia has been accentuated by the 

failure of each side to engage with the other.  Most studies of Western Australian convicts make no 

mention of the theories of convict management and punishment put forward by historians of the 

eastern penal colonies.3  Nor do they examine how these arguments might be applied or refuted in 

the context of the Swan River Colony.  Studies of transportation to New South Wales and Van 

Diemen’s Land are similarly unlikely to incorporate or even acknowledge the experiences of 

                                                           
1 See in particular, W.B. Kimberly, A History of West Australia: A Narrative of her Past together with 
Biographies of her Leading Men, Melbourne, F.W. Niven & Co., 1897; J. S. Battye, Western Australia: A History 
from its Discovery to the Inauguration of the Commonwealth, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1924; A. Hasluck, 
Unwilling Emigrants: A Study of the Convict Period in Western Australia, Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 
1959; F.K. Crowley, Australia's Western Third: A History of Western Australia from the First Settlements to 
Modern Times, London, Macmillan, 1960; J.E. Thomas and A. Stewart, Imprisonment in Western Australia: 
Evolution, Theory and Practice, Nedlands, W.A, University of Western Australia Press, 1978.  
2 The most important and innovative recent contributions on Western Australian convicts include: P.R. Millett, 
'"[A] Mild But Firm System Of Discipline": British Convicts and Their Punishment in Western Australia, 1850-
1886', PhD Thesis, University of Western Australia, 2003; S. Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', in J. Sherriff 
and A. Brake (eds), Building A Colony – The Convict Legacy: Studies in Western Australian History, vol. 24, 2006, 
pp. 48-61; S. Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks: Archaeological Investigation of the Western 
Australian Penal Colony, 1850-1875', PhD Thesis, University of Western Australia, 2013. 
3 Sean Winter’s recent PhD thesis and subsequent monograph are notable exceptions.  Winter contextualised 
his discussions of the structure and operation of the Western Australian convict system by ‘modelling’ global 
developments in British convict transportation.  This included comparisons between Western Australia and 
earlier transportation schemes to New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, as well as some discussion of 
concurrent penal ventures in Bermuda and Gibraltar.  See Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 
11-77; S. Winter, Transforming the Colony: The Archaeology of Convictism in Western Australia, Newcastle 
upon Tyne, Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2017, pp. 13-53. 
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prisoners sent to Australia’s western shores.4  In short, there is a tendency for Western Australia to 

be viewed as separate and distinct from Australia’s other convict systems, a small-scale penal 

experiment to be treated as a special case rather than an adaptation of earlier schemes.   

 

One of the aims of this dissertation is to overcome this view and begin to integrate Western 

Australian convicts into wider debates about the nature and severity of convict transportation.  It 

shows how models of convict management developed by Stephen Nicholas et al., Raymond Evans 

and Bill Thorpe, and Hamish Maxwell-Stewart can be applied to labour organisation at Fremantle 

Prison and explores parallels between the Western Australian ticket-of-leave system and convict 

assignment in eastern Australia.5  It also compares the punishment of secondary offenders in the 

Swan River Colony with their counterparts in eastern penal stations and shows that conditions on 

the voyage to Western Australia influenced colonial death rates in the same way as they had done in 

Van Diemen’s Land.  Western Australia is also employed as a case study to examine a little-explored 

aspect of Australian convictism – the impact on convict health of the mid-nineteenth-century 

transition from corporal to cellular punishment.  

 

The study’s other central aim is to provide a richer and more comprehensive account of convict 

treatment in Western Australia than has previously been offered.  Through detailed analysis of 

convict medical data, this thesis illuminates the living and labour conditions that transportees 

experienced and the health impact of the punishments they suffered.  Although largely based upon 

medical statistics, the ensuing chapters are concerned not so much with disease or medical practice, 

but with the insights that health data can provide about life within the Western Australian convict 

system.  In particular, this thesis seeks to exhaustively document the level of hardship that convicts 

endured.  It examines conditions in every phase of the Western Australian convict era and during 

each stage of a convict’s sentence in the colony.  It also compares the impact of different work 

regimes and punishments on prisoner wellbeing and assesses whether a convict’s labour skills 

influenced his treatment.  This more thorough and nuanced discussion will help to problematise the 

                                                           
4 Babette Smith’s 2008 book Australia’s Birthstain was the first notable work to integrate convict narratives 
from Western Australia, New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.  See B. Smith, Australia's Birthstain: The 
Startling Legacy of the Convict Era, Crows Nest, Allen & Unwin, 2008. 
5 See S. Nicholas (ed.), Convict Workers: Reinterpreting Australia's Past, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1988; R. Evans and B. Thorpe, 'Power, Punishment, and Penal Labour: Convict Workers and Moreton 
Bay', Australian Historical Studies, vol. 25, no. 98, 1992, pp. 90-111; H. Maxwell-Stewart, 'Convict Workers, 
"Penal Labour" and Sarah Island: Life at Macquarie Harbour, 1822-1834', in J. Bradley and I. Duffield (eds), 
Representing Convicts: New Perspectives on Convict Forced Labour Migration, London, Leicester University 
Press, 1997, pp. 142-162. 
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often hastily-drawn conclusions of earlier Western Australian convict histories, providing a more 

complete answer to the question: How severe was the convict experience in Western Australia?   

 
In many ways, this thesis is a ‘history from below’ – it is concerned chiefly with the sufferings of 

convicts themselves rather than the agendas and machinations of prison officials and administrators. 

Due to limited first-hand convict accounts, many previous studies of Western Australian convictism 

have relied on the picture of prison conditions, labour regimes and ticket-of-leave life portrayed by 

convict department regulations and official correspondence.6  Although these are valuable sources, 

they also represent the image of the convict system constructed and disseminated by the punishers, 

rather than the carceral realities experienced by the punished.  This thesis aims to challenge these 

government-produced depictions by examining the illnesses and injuries that befell transportees and 

what they reveal about convict treatment.  Each cause of death pronouncement or disease diagnosis 

provides a brief glimpse into the life of the victim and the conditions that produced their suffering.  

In this way, the symptoms and scars inflicted upon convict bodies can reveal more about the 

experience of transportation than the masses of official paper documenting their punishment. 

 

This study of convict health draws chiefly upon four large databases of prisoner records transcribed, 

categorised and coded as part of this project.  The first is a database of more than 4000 convicts 

treated in the Fremantle Prison hospital between 1857 and 1877.  Although transcribed from a 

continuous series of ‘hospital admissions book’ entries spanning the period 1857-86, the database 

excluded patients admitted after 1877 because the dwindling imperial convict population became 

too small after this point (less than 100 men) to enable meaningful statistical analysis.7  This same 

end date was applied to all datasets compiled for this thesis and defines the endpoint of the period 

investigated.  The hospital admissions book is a remarkably comprehensive and previously untapped 

source compiled by the Fremantle Prison Medical Officer during this period, Surgeon George 

Attfield.  It contains daily lists of hospitalised prisoners with their diagnoses and surgeon’s remarks, 

                                                           
6 See in particular, Battye, Western Australia; Crowley, Western Third; Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment; C. 
Gertzel, 'The Convict System in Western Australia, 1850-1870', Hons Thesis, University of Western Australia, 
1949.  Battye also relied on the newspaper reports of Howard Willoughby, an anti-transportationist intent on 
demonstrating the Western Australian system’s excessive leniency.  Although her research was inspired by the 
letters of convict William Sykes, the majority of Alexandra Hasluck’s conclusions about the severity of 
convictism in Western Australia were similarly drawn from official reports and rule books, supplemented by 
Willoughby’s observations.  Hasluck herself admitted that Sykes’ letter collection contained ‘little beyond 
family information'.  See Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants.  Quotation is from ibid., p. xv.  Peter Millett’s analysis of 
Fremantle Prison also largely presented a view of punishment as described by convict department officials.  He 
was primarily concerned with ‘the aims of transportation’ rather than its effects on those incarcerated.  See 
Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 143-206. 
7 SROWA, Hospital Admissions Book, Fremantle Prison, November 1857 - October 1886, Acc. 1156/M32, AN 
358. 
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as well as basic patient information such as registration number, age, and previous location (many 

had been transferred from outstations or road parties).  Additional details of the patient’s prison 

occupation and prison class were added to this dataset from Fremantle Prison’s ‘casual sick register’, 

in which many convicts were listed prior to hospitalisation.  When combined with similar data for 

non-hospitalised convicts, this information made it possible to compare convict morbidity rates by 

age, employment type, occupational skill level, and prison class (reconvicted or probation), allowing 

a sophisticated examination of convict health trends and their implications. 

 

The second database amalgamates several records of convict mortality in Western Australia.  A 

considerable amount of information on convict deaths had already been compiled through the 

meticulous research of Rica Erickson and Gillian O’Mara in a volume entitled Convicts in Western 

Australia.8  These findings have also been transcribed into a digital database by researchers at 

Fremantle Prison, a resource from which this thesis drew heavily.  As part of my research, the data 

provided by Erickson and O’Mara was checked against tables of convict deaths listed in British 

Parliamentary Papers and terminal cases noted in the hospital admissions book.  It was also 

compared against references to convict burials in the ‘order books’ of Fremantle Prison 

superintendents and the reports of prison chaplains.  As well as uncovering minor errors in Erickson 

and O’Mara’s data, this checking process added much additional information on cause of death, 

place of death, and the ‘class’ of the deceased (probation, ticket-of-leave, or reconvicted).  The final 

product was a database of 802 convict deaths occurring between 1850 and 1877, most of which 

included details of the place and cause of death and the convict’s ‘class’.  Together with information 

from the convict indents (such as the occupations convicts held in England and their ages on arrival), 

this data provided important insights into the factors which disadvantaged transportees or 

enhanced their chances of survival.  Despite the wealth of mortality information compiled by 

Erickson and O’Mara, this detailed statistical analysis of convict deaths is unprecedented.  Before 

this study, no researcher had attempted even a simple calculation of crude mortality rates among 

Western Australian convicts.  Mortality data is particularly crucial for examining the conditions faced 

by ticket-of-leave men and prisoners stationed at regional depots and road camps, since records of 

non-fatal illness in these areas are no longer extant.9  For much of the convict era, these men made 

up the majority of Western Australia’s ‘bond’ class. 

                                                           
8 R. Erickson and G. O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia, 1850-1887: Dictionary of Western Australians, 
Nedlands, W.A., University of Western Australia, 1994, Vol. 9. 
9 Although regional convicts and ticketers were often admitted to Fremantle Prison hospital when their 
illnesses were severe or chronic, many received medical treatment at small-scale depot infirmaries for which 
no medical records have survived.  On the transfer of seriously-ill patients to Fremantle, see Surgeon Attfield's 
Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), Despatches: Convicts, 1858, CO 18/104, p. 418.  
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The third medical dataset is comprised of extant ship sick lists from sixteen of the 37 convict voyages 

to Western Australia.  These lists provide similar patient information to the hospital admissions book 

for Fremantle Prison, recording the name, age, diagnosis and eventual fate (death, cured or hospital) 

of every prisoner who received medical treatment while on board.  These entry fields were 

remarkably consistent for all surviving sick lists compiled en route to Western Australia.  Because the 

scope of this thesis is limited to convict treatment in Western Australia rather than on the voyage 

out, the sick lists database was primarily employed to assess the impact of disease at sea on prisoner 

health during the months after landing.  This analysis required linking the sick lists and mortality 

datasets, using each convict’s unique registration number as an identifier.  Through this process, it 

was possible to trace the same individual from the ship’s sick bay to his death in the colony 

(provided he died under sentence or on ticket of leave).    

 

The fourth database documents every recorded sentence of refractory cell confinement, separate 

treatment and hard labour in irons inflicted at Fremantle Prison between 1858 and 1867.  Almost 

3000 orders for prisoner punishments to commence or cease were extracted from the several 

thousand pages of superintendents’ order books that span this ten-year sample period.  These 

records provide an extraordinarily rich day-by-day account of discipline and punishment within 

Fremantle Prison, but their transcription for this study was limited to the name of the prisoner to be 

punished, his registration number and class, the type of punishment and its start and end dates, and 

the work party or prison ward to which the prisoner was discharged.   This information was then 

used to collate punishment data for each prisoner and to link his punishment record to hospital 

admission entries and death data.  These interlinked datasets made it possible to identify disease 

trends over the course of a punishment sentence and to examine the cumulative effects of repeated 

disciplinary action on convict health.   

 

Despite the many advantages of utilising convict health statistics, there is an inherent risk in any 

quantitative historical study that one will lose sight of the individual – that each convict’s personal 

narrative and its power to enhance historical understanding will be ‘blotted’ out by ‘a deluge of 

numbers’.10  To avoid valorising statistics at the expense of prisoner testimony, this thesis supports 

and enriches many of its numerical conclusions with anecdotal snippets from a range of individual 

convict lives.  Some of these personal extracts are taken from the few extant Western Australian 

convict narratives and letters, while other prisoner stories have been assembled from the patient 

                                                           
10 Quotation taken from Evans and Thorpe, 'Power, Punishment, and Penal Labour', p. 94. 
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case notes of prison surgeons, the order books of Fremantle superintendents, and the often 

voluminous reports of other convict department officials.  Other supporting material for the 

statistical databases has been gathered from contemporary newspapers, parliamentary reports, 

convict department correspondence, architectural plans, and the journals of ship surgeons. 

 

Although prisoner medical records can provide important insights into the lives of the punished, it 

should also be noted that these were records produced by men in positions of power.  While 

convicts often described the ailments they suffered to ship or prison surgeons, their eventual 

diagnosis was shaped by the diagnostic skill of the surgeon, his willingness to trust convict 

testimony, his stance on malingering, and even his professional ambitions.  As will be shown in later 

chapters, there is some evidence that a minority of prison medical officers and ship surgeons 

manipulated hospital data and even falsified records in order to justify a medical theory or maintain 

their reputation.  Although such practices were probably uncommon, it is worth remembering that a 

surgeon often had the power to contrive or distort medical statistics if he was motivated to do so. 

 

In terms of the hospital admissions book, any inconsistencies in diagnostic practice and record 

keeping were at least limited by the fact that the same surgeon remained in charge of Fremantle 

Prison for the duration of the record series (Surgeon Attfield).  Records of convict deaths were less 

consistent across time and place.  From the early 1850s until the mid-1860s, most official death lists 

and burial notices related only to ticket-of-leave men and convicts who died at the Fremantle Prison.  

This meant that deaths of regional convicts in these years were often identified only through convict 

registers, in which mortality details were sometimes incomplete.  Cause, place and date of death 

information was therefore less readily available for prisoners who perished at regional depots and 

work parties and it is also possible that mortality figures for these men are slight underestimates.   

  

This lack of information surrounding regional convict fatalities is characteristic of a broader trend in 

Western Australian convict records.  While portions of convict department correspondence, yearly 

reports and statistical volumes document aspects of ticket-of-leave life or outstation conditions, the 

overwhelming majority of Western Australian archival material pertains to inmates of the Fremantle 

‘Convict Establishment’.  Although this thesis investigates convict treatment in each stage of the 

Western Australian system, this inescapable archival bias has forced the study to retain a Fremantle 

focus.  As a result, some of the more detailed and complex analyses of convict health that follow 

relate primarily or exclusively to convicts confined in Fremantle Prison.   
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Before examining trends in convict health, this thesis first outlines the present state of scholarship 

on the Australian convict system.  Chapter One summarises key works and arguments relating to 

convict treatment in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, before detailing the assertions and 

research questions of previous histories of the Western Australian convict era.  It also discusses 

literature on convict health, most of which explores the causes of sickness and death on the voyage 

to Australia and the sufferings of convicts banished to peripheral penal stations.  Findings from the 

small number of works that touch upon prisoner health in Western Australia are also outlined in 

some detail. 

 

Chapter Two tracks changes in the conditions convicts experienced in Western Australia, using 

evidence from official reports, newspaper sources, contemporary chroniclers and convict accounts.  

It provides an overview of the structure and workings of the Western Australian convict system and 

outlines the range of punishments to which prisoners were exposed.  It also examines the nutritional 

content of convict rations and the sufficiency of energy intakes for the rigours of convict labour, as 

well as investigating the quality of convict accommodation and levels of crowding in prisons and 

depots.  Provisions for sanitation, medical treatment and the maintenance of hygiene are also 

discussed in relation to both regional and Fremantle convicts.  This chapter also explores the 

treatment awarded to ticket-of-leave men in hiring depots and private service, assessing their legal 

status, standards of living, and chances of achieving colonial ‘success’.   

 

Chapters Three and Four compare the effects on convict health of the transformations in diets, living 

conditions and labour regimes described in Chapter Two.  Chapter Three introduces convict hospital 

and mortality data for Fremantle Prison, contextualising these records through a discussion of 

nineteenth-century developments in medical practice.  It identifies disease and death trends over 

time at the Convict Establishment and explores the insights these patterns provide about prison 

conditions and the severity of convict labour.  Although largely a pioneering study, this longitudinal 

analysis also engages with the work of previous historians, testing claims that convict health 

improved greatly after 1855 and that prisoner treatment was unusually severe in the mid-1860s 

under Governor John Hampton.   

 

Chapter Four offers a similar analysis of mortality trends over time for regional convicts and ticket-

of-leave men.  For outstation and road party prisoners, this chapter primarily considers the health 

effects of overcrowding, deficient sanitation, bush labour, and isolation from medical treatment.  

The ticket-of-leave section focusses on the role of economic fluctuations in shaping health 
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outcomes, and on the effects of age and rural versus urban employment.  This chapter also tests the 

assertion, made by many historians, that discharge to a regional work party or ticket of leave 

improved convicts’ quality of life.  In search of a regional health advantage, it compares the mortality 

rates of both ticketers and regional convicts with inmates of Fremantle Prison.  It also contrasts the 

health record of ticket-of-leave men with free colonists, in order to discern the position of ticketers 

within the colonial workforce and colonial society.   

 

Chapter Five examines labour management at Fremantle Prison and the relationship between work 

skills and convict treatment.  Through a comparison of morbidity rates for different prison 

occupations, it discusses the relative importance of coercion and incentives in managing each sector 

of the Fremantle Prison workforce, and explores the use of convict labour as a productive force or 

punishment tool.  Such issues have been central to debates on the convict system in eastern 

Australia but are yet to be explored in any detail for Fremantle transportees.  The role of pre-

conviction skills in determining a convict’s treatment has been similarly overlooked by Western 

Australian historians and is examined in this chapter by comparing punishment rates for Fremantle 

inmates with differing pre-arrival trades.  The relationship between labour skills and ticket-of-leave 

quality of life is also investigated by analysing reconviction and mortality rates among ticketers from 

different occupational backgrounds.  Chapter Five also assesses the efficiency of the ticket-of-leave 

system in matching convict skills with colonial job opportunities and compares these results with 

Nicholas’s similar analysis of convict assignment in New South Wales.11    

 

Chapter Six explores the experience of secondary punishment in Western Australia.  It outlines 

convict department efforts to apply greater severity to transportees reconvicted in the colony and 

compares these measures with the punishment of secondary offenders in eastern Australia.  It also 

examines the health advantage that reconvicted men held over ordinary ‘probation’ convicts at 

Fremantle Prison, offering some preliminary explanations for this remarkable reversal of the 

mortality trends found in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.   Part of this analysis focusses 

on the ‘knock-on effects’ of diseases suffered on the voyage to Western Australia and their impact 

on probation death rates in the months after landing.  Regression techniques are used to test the 

relative importance of conditions at sea and conditions on land in determining post-voyage mortality 

patterns.  Although similar analyses have been carried out for Van Diemonian convicts, this is the 

first study to examine voyage knock-on effects in Western Australia. 

                                                           
11 S. Nicholas, 'The Convict Labour Market', in S. Nicholas (ed.), Convict Workers: Reinterpreting Australia's 
Past, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988, pp. 120-5. 
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Chapter Seven investigates the impact of punishments such as chain gang labour, floggings, solitary 

confinement and separate treatment on convict health in Western Australia.  Using regression 

analysis, the effects of each of these punishments on mortality and time spent in hospital under 

sentence are tested, as well as the relationship between prison punishments and survival after 

sentence.  The stresses inflicted by enforced solitude are examined in particular detail, using both 

modern and historical studies of solitary confinement to contextualise the responses of Fremantle 

inmates to isolation and their rates of recovery after release.  In examining the post-sentence 

impacts of punishment, this chapter also investigates rates of convict recidivism, a recognised 

indicator of a prisoner’s capacity to reintegrate into society and achieve subsistence.  Perhaps most 

importantly, this analysis compares the health effects of mental and physical punishments, providing 

valuable insights into the impact on prisoner wellbeing of the nineteenth-century shift from 

punishment of the body to punishment of the mind, a transformation which occurred in both the 

English penal system and the Australian convict colonies.  

 

Combined, these chapters provide a uniquely detailed depiction of the conditions convicts 

encountered in Western Australia.  Through records of their faltering health, transportees left a trail 

of clues about their carceral experiences, making it possible to reconstruct their complex and varied 

sufferings in prisons, depots, road camps and on settler farms.  Using this rich body of unstudied 

medical data and a range of analytical tools and explanatory frameworks imported from eastern 

Australian scholarship, this thesis reassesses the severity of the convict experience in Western 

Australia.  It provides a much-needed addition to the limited literature on convict treatment in the 

colony and marks a pioneering attempt to incorporate Western Australian transportees into broader 

debates about convictism in Australia.
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CHAPTER ONE 

Review of Literature 

 

The vast majority of scholarship on Australia’s convict past has been produced within the last 50 

years.  During this period, examining the severity of the convict experience in Australia has 

transformed from a marginal concern to an issue of fierce debate and the subject of complex and 

nuanced research, particularly with the rise of ‘the new social and cultural history’ from the late 

1980s.1  As David Roberts notes, this transformation has produced ‘a more multifaceted and 

personalised picture … of convict work and ways of life’ than ever before, recognising ‘the great and 

numerous variations’ in convict experiences.2  Recent mass-data initiatives such as the Founders and 

Survivors Project (for Tasmanian convicts) are now also allowing scholars to analyse tens of 

thousands of individual convict lives concurrently, enabling intricate studies of entire transported 

populations.3   

 

Set against this wealth of scholarship, research into the Western Australian convict system remains 

in its infancy.  Despite burgeoning interest in this area from postgraduate researchers in recent 

years, the key questions and theoretical frameworks used to analyse convict treatment in Australia 

have all stemmed from studies of the eastern colonies. 4  It is to these core works that this chapter 

now turns.   

                                                           
1 D.A. Roberts, 'The "Knotted Hands That Set Us High": Labour History and the Study of Convict Australia', 
Labour History, no. 100, 2011, p. 46. 
2 Ibid. 
3 See J. Bradley et al., 'The Founders and Survivors Project', History of the Family, vol. 15, no. 4, 2010, pp. 467-
77; H. Maxwell-Stewart, 'Big Data and Australian History', Australian Historical Studies, vol. 47, no. 3, 2016, pp. 
362-3; H. Maxwell-Stewart, 'The State, Convicts and Longitudinal Analysis', Australian Historical Studies, vol. 
47, no. 3, 2016, pp. 414-29.  Building on the work of Founders and Survivors, the ‘Digital Panopticon’ project 
has produced a much larger database linking prison, court and census data from Britain with records from New 
South Wales, Western Australia and Tasmania pertaining to transportation, punishment and post-sentence 
life.  Although this data will provide an invaluable resource for scholars (particularly through its ability to 
reconstruct ‘cradle-to-grave’ convict ‘life courses’), it has yet to yield any substantial research on convict 
treatment in Australia.  See The Digital Panopticon: The Global Impact of London Punishments, 
<www.digitalpanopticon.org>, (accessed 7 April 2018); L. Williams and R. Ward, 'Initial Views from the Digital 
Panopticon: Reconstructing Penal Outcomes in the 1790s', Law and History Review, vol. 34, no. 4, 2016, pp. 
893-7, 927-8.  For examples of early research using the Digital Panopticon data, see ibid., pp. 893-928; L. 
Williams and B. Godfrey, 'Bringing the Prisoner into View: English and Welsh Census Data and the Victorian 
Prison Population', Australian Historical Studies, vol. 47, no. 3, 2016, pp. 398-413; R. Shoemaker and R. Ward, 
'Understanding the Criminal: Record-Keeping, Statistics and the Early History of Criminology in England', British 
Journal of Criminology, vol. 57, no. 6, 2017, pp. 1442-61. 
4 Recent dissertations on Western Australian convictism include: Millett, 'Mild But Firm'; Winter, 'Global, 
Regional and Local Networks'; R.M. Campbell, 'Building the Fremantle Convict Establishment', PhD Thesis, 
University of Western Australia, 2011; W.J. Edgar, 'The Convict Era in Western Australia: Its Economic, Social 
and Political Consequences', PhD Thesis, Murdoch University, 2014; F. Bush, 'The Convicts' Contribution to the 
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The Convict Experience in Eastern Australia 

 
Published in 1965, Lloyd Robson’s The Convict Settlers of Australia was a landmark study in 

Australian convict historiography.  Robson’s work has been widely recognised for its unprecedented 

statistical approach to discussing the origins and crimes of the convicts, a much-debated issue at the 

time and one which occupied the majority of the text.5  Between statistical analyses and attempts to 

place convicts within a British criminal underclass, Robson provided valuable, if tantalisingly brief, 

assessments of the convict experience.  He emphasised that transportation presented real 

opportunities for convicts to make a fresh start and marginalised the role of penal stations (to which 

secondary offenders were sent), noting that few prisoners received such severe punishment.6  But 

Robson also stressed that a convict’s experiences and prospects were largely dependent on the 

temperament of his master or overseer.7  While suggesting that ‘a great majority of masters [in Van 

Diemen’s Land] took pains with their assigned servants, admonished them, and advised them’, 

Robson contended that other convicts assigned to free settlers ‘were in virtual slavery’.8  Probably 

with these conflicting images in mind, he offered only ambiguous conclusions on the severity of 

convict treatment: ‘the general picture of life for the convict … was a dark one, though not as dark as 

it could have been’; ‘the system was not as bad as it might have been, but it was bad enough’.9  

 

Robson’s work was followed one year later by another foundational history of Australian convictism 

penned by A.G.L. Shaw.10  With a heavily imperial focus, Shaw’s work provided valuable insights into 

the political machinations and economic objectives that shaped convict transportation.  Although his 

preoccupation with the administrators and architects of the system left little room to illuminate the 

experiences of the convicts themselves, Shaw’s account of convict treatment was nonetheless more 

                                                           
Built Environment of Colonial Western Australia between 1850-1880', PhD Thesis, Curtin University, 2012; A. 
Haast, 'The Economic Impact of Convict Transportation on the Western Australian Economy, 1850-1900: An 
Archaeological Investigation', Masters Thesis, University of Western Australia, 2014; E. Mein, 'Inmate Coping 
Strategies in Fremantle Prison, Western Australia', Hons Thesis, University of Western Australia, 2012. 
5 For a discussion of the convict origins debate, see S. Garton, 'The Convict Origins Debate and the Problem of 
the "Criminal Class"', Australian and New Zealand Journal of Criminology, vol. 24, no. 2, 1991, pp. 66-82. 
6 L. Robson, The Convict Settlers of Australia: An Enquiry into the Origin and Character of the Convicts 
Transported to New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, 1787-1852, Carlton, Vic., Melbourne University 
Press, 1965, pp. 112, 115, 118-22, 129.  Robson made sporadic minor references to New South Wales penal 
stations and devoted only two pages to secondary punishment in Van Diemen’s Land.  See ibid., pp. 90, 97, 99-
100, 116-8. 
7 Ibid., pp. 100, 112, 128. 
8 Ibid., pp. 112, 129. 
9 Ibid., pp. 110, 128. 
10 A.G.L. Shaw, Convicts and the Colonies: A Study of Penal Transportation from Great Britain and Ireland to 
Australia and Other Parts of the British Empire, London, Faber and Faber, 1966. 
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thorough than Robson’s had been.  He devoted considerable attention to penal settlements and 

generally resisted stereotypes of brutal, destructive and relentless punishment at such places.  Shaw 

noted that deliberately inefficient work methods were enforced at several penal stations to increase 

the rigours of convict labour, and emphasised that punishments were ‘severe’ and ‘vicious’.11  But he 

denied claims of ‘brutality and torture’, even at the infamous Norfolk Island, and conceded that 

certain ‘relaxations and indulgences’ were always part of convict management at secondary 

punishment centres.12  Like Robson, Shaw highlighted the unequal treatment of assigned convicts, 

but without frequent recourse to emotion-laden terms such as ‘slavery’. He stressed that ‘open 

prisons’ like those of the assignment system relied on rewards as well as punishment and blamed 

inadequate convict legal protection for the punitive excesses of some masters.13  While Shaw 

portrayed a convict system driven by both incentives and punishment, the picture of convict life he 

presented was considerably harsher than Robson’s account, largely because of Shaw’s greater focus 

on secondary punishment.  

 

In 1983, John Hirst offered a distinctly different view emphasising the ‘normality’ of convict society.14  

According to Hirst, early New South Wales was neither a ‘jail’ nor a ‘slave society’, with convicts 

possessing the same economic freedoms and legal rights as free immigrants.15  A mixed labour force 

existed in which convicts and ex-convicts were employed together according to skill, not crime 

committed.16  Convict assignment was particularly characteristic of Hirst’s ‘normality’, since these 

prisoners were viewed as servants, a ‘natural and proper position for working people’ at that time.17  

That a convict held the position of a servant does not, however, render his being a convict an 

irrelevant condition.  As Hamish Maxwell-Stewart would later argue, convictism imposed ideological 

‘chains’ on a man, depriving him of the right to trade his labour for a wage, and justifying his 

exploitation by his past as a law-breaker.18   

 

Despite this oversight, Hirst’s work made many important contributions to convict scholarship.  He 

argued, for example, that penal stations were subject to the same laxity and unequal treatment 

                                                           
11 Ibid., pp. 203-4, 206, 209-10. 
12 Ibid., pp. 204, 206-10. 
13 Ibid., pp. 220-4, 229. 
14 J. Hirst, Convict Society and Its Enemies: A History of Early New South Wales, Sydney, Allen & Unwin, 1983. 
15 Ibid., p. 82. 
16 Ibid., pp. 82, 106. 
17 Ibid., p. 32. 
18 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 143-4; H. Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates: The Death of a Convict 
Station, Crows Nest, Allen & Unwin, 2008, pp. 155, 158. 
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already identified by historians in the assignment system.19  Skilled men were in demand at places of 

secondary punishment and avoided heavy labour as a result.  Prisoners were also needed to fill 

supervisory roles, acquiring the attached privileges and indulgences.20  Attempts to regulate and 

crack down on such preferential treatment only ‘wrestle[d] with the intractable, carrying failure 

written across them.’21  Hirst also argued that secondary punishment was only a peripheral aspect of 

the convict system.  While penal settlements were ‘horrible’, convicts could not be arbitrarily 

sentenced to these places.22  This was an important feature of the ‘normality’ Hirst ascribed to 

convict society.  He argued that the majority of ‘convicts no more lived in terror of Norfolk Island 

than I do of a maximum-security prison’.23 

 

Perhaps most importantly, Hirst established a binary between punishment and productivity as the 

key drivers of convict management.  He asserted that the ‘overwhelming concern’ of the early 

governors ‘was not with penal discipline but with survival and economic development’.24  Thus 

convicts were not treated according to their crimes but according to their usefulness as workers, 

whether assigned to settlers, in government employ, or at penal stations.25   

 

For the next twenty years, historians would debate whether the primary purpose of convict 

transportation was punishment or the productive use of convict labour.  This question is closely   

related to issues of convict treatment and health.  A system focussed on productivity, in which 

prisoners’ occupational skills and labour potential were highly valued, would benefit from careful 

treatment of convicts, and concern for the conditions in which they lived and laboured.  A 

punishment-centred approach, however, would more likely result in neglect of convict health, or 

active cultivation of a harsh environment for prisoners.   

 

Robert Hughes provided the first significant contribution to this debate in 1987, emphasising 

transportation’s punishment imperative through an evocative portrayal of the system’s ‘horrors’.26  

Hughes’ work was a corrective response to the ‘normalising’ accounts of authors like Hirst, whom he 

                                                           
19 Hirst, Convict Society, p. 92. 
20 Ibid., p. 93. 
21 Ibid. 
22 J. Hirst, Freedom on the Fatal Shore: Australia's First Colony, Melbourne, Black Inc., 2008, p. viii. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Hirst, Convict Society, p. 83. 
25 Ibid., pp. 82-3. 
26 R. Hughes, The Fatal Shore: A History of the Transportation of Convicts to Australia, 1787-1868, London, 
Collins Harvill, 1987. 
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felt had lost sight of the convict era’s dark underbelly.27  In particular, Hughes argued that such 

works ‘underestimated the moral and human significance’ of the penal settlements.28  He asserted 

that while ‘relatively few convicts were pitched into these hellholes’, such places were ‘absolutely 

integral to the System’ because they provided ‘a standard of terror by which good behaviour on the 

mainland of New South Wales [and Van Diemen’s Land] … would be enforced’.29  As well as giving 

detailed accounts of whippings, iron gang labour and suicide at penal stations, Hughes highlighted 

examples of wretched living conditions, including woefully deficient rations at Macquarie Harbour, 

and squalid housing and medical shortages at early Port Arthur and Moreton Bay.30   

 

While Hughes’ book was a commercial success, the historiographical significance of his work was 

undermined by a tendency for sensationalism and lurid imagery.  The sources he interrogated were 

partly responsible for these excesses.  Having condemned the ‘folkloric picture’ of convict society 

that had dominated convict historiography before Robson, Hughes’ research drew largely upon the 

nineteenth-century commentators who had first promulgated such an image.31  Although he 

examined the journals and diaries of some convicts and administrators, much of the convict archive 

was conspicuously absent from Hughes’ work.  

 

Only one year passed before a challenge emerged to Hughes’ representation of convictism.  Convict 

Workers, edited by Stephen Nicholas, proclaimed itself a ‘radical reinterpretation’ of Australia’s 

convict past (although in many ways it furthered the work of Hirst).32  Using the quantitative 

techniques of economic historians, the book analysed the convicts’ value as ‘human capital’ – that is, 

their merits as a labour force.33  It argued that convicts were ‘ordinary British and Irish working class 

men and women’, rather than the exiled criminal underclass Robson and Shaw had described.34  

These ‘convict workers’ were physically fit and productive, better educated than is commonly 

assumed, and brought useful skills with them.35  To effectively harness these qualities, convict 

assignment was organised so that the skill of the worker largely matched the job they were given, 

and rewards, rather than the whip, were the standard device for extracting convict labour.36  

                                                           
27 Roberts, 'Knotted Hands', p. 41. 
28 Hughes, Fatal Shore, p. xiv. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid., pp. 375, 401, 442, 460-70. 
31 Ibid., p. xiv. 
32 Nicholas (ed.), Convict Workers, p. ix. 
33 S. Nicholas and P. Shergold, 'Unshackling the Past', in S. Nicholas (ed.), Convict Workers: Reinterpreting 
Australia's Past, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988, p. 7. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid., pp. 8-9. 
36 Ibid., pp. 10-11. 
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Nicholas et al. presented the convict system as largely incentive-based, and designed chiefly for 

efficiency and productivity, rather than for punishment.   

 

Not surprisingly, Convict Workers devoted considerably less space to penal settlements than Hughes 

had done.  Nicholas even concluded that convict treatment was relatively benign (compared with 

slavery and bonded and indentured labour), because prisoners were seen as a productive asset.37  

He pointed out that the standard convict ration was more generous than for other forced labourers 

and British soldiers, and that the energy it contained was greater than modern calorie 

recommendations.38  In addition, convicts worked fewer hours per week than English workers, and 

lived in more spacious, better-ventilated accommodation.39  They also received free access to 

medical care and experienced relatively low morbidity rates.40   

 

Despite its new insights, Convict Workers soon came under attack for privileging quantitative data 

over qualitative accounts.41  Nicholas paid little attention, for example, to the quality of medical care 

convicts received, the cleanliness of their ‘spacious accommodation’, or the possibility of rotten and 

unpalatable rations.42  The diaries of American political prisoners in Van Diemen’s Land provide just 

one example of convict sufferings in vermin-infested housing, with inadequate clothing and bedding, 

inferior rations, and incompetent, uncaring doctors.43  Raymond Evans and Bill Thorpe also criticised 

Convict Workers for its reliance on convict department statistics, claiming that Nicholas had 

produced ‘a view of the punished and the system which disciplined them, as collated and conceived 

through the eyes of the punishers’.44  They warned against accepting official ration scales, clothing 

allowances and punishment regulations as ‘unproblematical facts’, since administrators had a 

tendency to bend the rules.45   

 

Evans and Thorpe’s important critique also exposed the limitations of Convict Workers’ conceptual 

framework.  They argued that the concepts of incentive-based convict management and efficient 

                                                           
37 Nicholas, 'Care and Feeding of Convicts', pp. 195-6. 
38 Ibid., pp. 184-6. 
39 Ibid., pp. 187-91. 
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use of convict skills could not be applied to secondary punishment centres.46  Drawing on evidence 

from Moreton Bay penal station, Evans and Thorpe claimed that while skilled workers operated at 

such establishments, a significant body of ‘peripheral’ convicts were brutalised and terrorised ‘as a 

potent warning to any convict who transgressed authority’.47   Moreton Bay, they argued, was 

intended as a place of physical and psychological demoralisation.48  ‘Human capital’ was not 

nurtured with a view to productivity, but worked to the limits of human endurance.  Critical of 

Convict Workers’ quantitative approach, Evans and Thorpe sought to reintroduce convict voices to 

the narrative of transportation. They highlighted convict accounts of their dire situation at Moreton 

Bay, including Thomas Matthew’s report that ‘some men being feeble, drop down from hard work 

coupled with starvation and die’.49   

 

To better describe the experience of penal station convicts, Evans and Thorpe defined the concept of 

‘penal labour’, in which punishment was central ‘within the labour process’.50  They argued that 

penal station prisoners were not driven at work to maximise output, but instead labour was 

organised to be as painful as was consistent with the delivery of punishment.51   At Moreton Bay, 

convicts were often beaten or whipped as they worked, and deliberately inefficient methods of 

deploying the workforce (such as cultivating infertile land, or banning the use of draught animals) 

equated work with punishment.52    

 

While Evans and Thorpe demonstrated the shortcomings of Convict Workers’ economic models, 

their definition of ‘penal labour’ suffered from a similar lack of explanatory power, since it could be 

applied only to the minority of convicts who experienced penal station life.   Evans and Thorpe 

partially addressed this problem in a later article, stating that the rise of secondary punishment 

centres was part of a broader diffusion of ‘authoritarian terror’ throughout convict society.53  A 

‘harsh military masculinity’ developed in Australia, in which an emphasis on obedience to authority 

overtook the advantages of harnessing skilled male convict labour.54  This produced important 
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qualitative changes in the character of convict life, such as ‘an incremental rise in convict dread’.55  

But regardless of the fear instilled in the core convict population, the conditions experienced by the 

majority were not like those at Moreton Bay.   

 

In 1997, Maxwell-Stewart attempted to resolve the dichotomy between ‘penal labour’ and Convict 

Workers, asserting that both models ‘worked (and work) side by side’ at Macquarie Harbour penal 

station.56  Functioning essentially as a colonial shipyard, the settlement supported a number of 

skilled positions, such as ship construction crews, in which prisoners received numerous incentives 

to productivity, including extra rations, separate living quarters, spirits and tobacco.57  Skill was a 

valuable commodity at Macquarie Harbour and men employed in ship construction received 

preferential treatment because of their value as productive assets (in line with the Convict Workers 

model).58  As Maxwell-Stewart pointed out, incentive-based management was also necessary for 

skilled work like shipbuilding because it reduced the risk of industrial sabotage.59  

 

Other aspects of convict management at Macquarie Harbour strongly exemplified ‘penal labour’, as 

defined by Evans and Thorpe.  The settlement’s ganged convicts, many of whom laboured in chains 

hauling and rafting timber, received insufficient rations, were frequently beaten, and spent much of 

their time semi-submerged in water.60  Overseers offering rewards for productivity were harshly 

dealt with.61  Ganged labour at Macquarie Harbour was ‘constructed to be a punishment in its own 

right’; maximising work output was a lesser concern.62  Furthermore, since ganged work required 

few skills, these convicts became ‘barely more than instruments, and expendable ones at that’.63  

Maxwell-Stewart has demonstrated a similar disparity in convict treatment at Port Arthur penal 

station, showing the mortality rate for ganged convicts to be more than three times that of other 

prisoners for the period 1832-43.64   
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While Maxwell-Stewart did not produce a unified theory of convict management or convict 

treatment, his work helped to incorporate penal stations into discussions of the broader convict 

system.  He explained the elaborate relationships between these two worlds: how the image of the 

Macquarie Harbour hauling gangs was designed to ‘curb incentive inflation’ in the core regions; and 

how the station’s skilled jobs served to retrain unskilled convicts and drive colonial economic 

growth.65  Such observations made it clear that an examination of secondary punishment was critical 

to understanding wider systems of convict management.   

 

Although less relevant to the study of Western Australian convicts (all of whom were male), the 

1990s also witnessed a proliferation of scholarship on convict women.  Following on from her 

contribution to Convict Workers, Deborah Oxley uncovered the ‘valuable economic assets’ possessed 

by female transportees (such as occupational skills, literacy and numeracy) and challenged their 

image as ‘damned whores’ from a ‘professional criminal class’.66  Other historians provided insights 

into the treatment convict women received in the colony.  Joy Damousi explored how nineteenth-

century understandings of sexuality, masculinity and femininity shaped the female convict 

experience.67  Kay Daniels also showed that convict women were held to moral behavioural 

standards not applied to men and stressed the lack of demand for female convict servants, which 

left assigned women vulnerable to sexual exploitation and arbitrary dismissal.68  Daniels’ view was 

later challenged by Kirsty Reid, who argued that female assignees were much sought after in Van 

Diemen’s Land and were therefore ‘formidable colonial actors capable of challenging not only their 

immediate workplace conditions but also … wider gender and class codes’.69     

 

A series of articles by Bill Robbins provided similar insights into the degree of influence exerted by 

male convict labourers over their working conditions.  Focussing on government work gangs in early 

New South Wales (particularly at the Sydney and Parramatta lumber yards), Robbins highlighted 

numerous cases of convicts restricting the intensity of their labour, controlling their hours of work, 
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and bargaining for greater rewards.70   He argued that these workers were empowered and 

protected by shortages of labour (particularly skilled labour) in the colony.71  At the lumber yards, 

where a wide range of specialised tasks required specific expertise, the demand for skilled convicts 

was particularly great.72  Most prisoners employed there were either skilled mechanics or 

apprentices and ‘adult learners’ in the process of training.73  According to Robbins, the difficulties 

involved in replacing these workers not only allowed them to eke out a number of perks from their 

supervisors, but also decreased the use of physical punishment in favour of lighter reprimands that 

would preserve ‘more of the convict worker’s productive capacity’.74  

 

Robbins argued that benign convict work conditions were also the result of a strong focus on 

productivity (rather than punishment or reformation) from convict administrators.75  This prevented 

brutal strategies of labour management, because the authorities needed ‘not a passive or defeated 

workforce, but one that was productive’.76  Instead of brutality, Robbins argued, the lumber yards 

developed ‘an elaborate form of bureaucratic control’ which focussed on utilising convict skills, 

training unskilled men and balancing acceptable work output with convict contentment.77    

 

In many ways, Robbins’ work reflected the conclusions drawn by Convict Workers.  Indeed he noted 

that the lumber yards case study confirmed many of Nicholas’s findings.78  Robbins’ later work, 

however, made an important distinction in convict management between the period 1788-1821 and 

the post-Macquarie era (1822-30).79  He argued that under Governors Brisbane and Darling, 

government gangs became ‘deliberately and indelibly associated with punishment and harshness’.80  
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The vast majority of skilled men were transferred to the private sector and the gang system was 

transformed from ‘a productive organisation for the performance of public labour’ to a vehicle for 

imposing punishment.81  Without the necessity for productivity, overseers were able to confront and 

significantly weaken convict bargaining power, enforcing longer work hours of ‘regular and constant 

toil’.82  Robbins’ recognition of this transformation in work conditions added nuance to the relatively 

homogeneous view of convict treatment presented in Convict Workers.    

 

David Roberts and Daniel Garland have identified a similar transition in the management of New 

South Wales penal stations.  They argued that while the first penal settlement at Newcastle was 

intended as both a commercial enterprise and a place of exemplary punishment, from the 1820s 

new stations such as Norfolk Island and Moreton Bay were geared primarily towards ‘onerous forms 

of penal industry’, irrespective of their profitability.83  According to Roberts and Garland, Newcastle’s 

dual objectives encouraged a system of labour management that combined the regular use of 

violence and intimidation with certain inducements and rewards that would spur prisoners to 

industry.84  Commandant Wallis (1816-18), for example, advocated the importation of ‘articles of 

comfort’ for Newcastle’s best workers, and granted another ‘select group’ of convicts permission to 

manage nearby farms.85  As Roberts and Garland pointed out, such ‘comforts and advantages’ were 

seen as incompatible with the ‘more severe and rigid system of discipline’ to be enforced at the new 

penal settlements.86  Commerce with these places was strictly prohibited, as was private enterprise 

within them.87  Henceforth, objectives of punishment and deterrence were to dictate the severity of 

convict life and labour, without the intrusion of productivity concerns.88   

 

Richard Tuffin has also examined transformations in convict management in Van Diemen’s Land.  He 

argued that the period 1803-39 was typified by colony-building projects in the core regions, 
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underpinned by punishment-oriented labour in chain gangs and penal stations on the periphery.89  

From 1839 until 1871, imperial policy increasingly focussed on reducing expenditure by raising 

convict labour productivity, both at the new ‘probation stations’ and at secondary punishment 

centres.90  This involved the adoption of labour-saving techniques and equipment, which reduced 

the difficulty of convict work.91  Tuffin focussed in particular on the effect of this transition on labour 

regimes at Port Arthur and its outstations.  He highlighted the introduction of bullocks and horses to 

convict farm labour, as well as the use of iron tramways, log slides and steam sawmills in timber-

harvesting work that had formerly relied on human muscle power.92  Such changes transformed 

labour at Port Arthur from a largely punitive exercise to an ‘economically efficient’ enterprise.93   

 

Closely related to these studies of convict labour management are explorations of convict resistance.  

Building on the seminal works of Alan Atkinson and Grace Karskens in the 1970s and 1980s, research 

into convict protest has become a staple stream of convict scholarship since the 2000s.94  Two such 

works made particularly important contributions to debates about convict treatment.  Roberts’ 

analysis of the remote Wellington Valley convict station (in New South Wales) revealed how 

geographical isolation could offer commandants protection from accountability and scrutiny, 

allowing them to neglect convict wellbeing and impose regimes of severe and oppressive 

discipline.95  Roberts also showed, however, that the same isolation left administrators vulnerable to 

organised convict resistance, particularly in the absence of a substantial military detachment.96  At 

Wellington Valley, efforts to impose a coercive regime based around flogging only convinced 
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prisoners to rebel, causing a high rate of desertion that crippled the settlement.97  Only after an 

array of rewards were established (particularly for convict overseers), and a graded system of less 

severe punishments introduced, was Wellington Valley able to function effectively.98  Roberts’ case 

study demonstrated that oppressively brutal regimes were rarely viable at isolated stations.  Barring 

a significant military presence, convicts in these places retained some control over their treatment, 

even when managers viewed them merely as instruments to be coerced. 

 

Tom Dunning and Maxwell-Stewart have also demonstrated the capacity for collective convict 

resistance in isolated areas.  By analysing the ‘mutiny’ of a probation gang at Deloraine (Van 

Diemen’s Land), the authors showed that despite the ‘de-individualising process’ of ganged labour – 

in which constant orders, strict supervision and the lash turned men into machines – such convicts 

‘were not merely passive subjects of power’.99  Through a mass strike and mass absconding, the 

Deloraine convicts were able to escape poor quality rations and oppressive working conditions that 

had been exacerbated by corrupt officials and the operation of ‘black economies’.100  Dunning and 

Maxwell-Stewart argued that such conditions were not unique to Deloraine and that collective 

resistance was therefore ‘a likely by-product of ganging’ in many frontier locations.101  Thus even 

ganged labour faced limitations in its ability to enforce harsh discipline. 

 

In the last decade, a number of broader studies of convict societies have also provided insights into 

the severity of the convict experience.  Using a patchwork of meticulously-researched individual 

convict stories, Babette Smith sought to correct the popular image of convicts as ‘men destroyed by 

relentless punishment, their lives wasted away under the lash at the penal settlements’.102  Among 

her sample of 1100 transported men and women, Smith identified only a handful who matched this 

description.103  Even the ‘most tragic’ case she uncovered (a convict named Tom Stacey) was ‘not a 

simple victim of a brutal system’, she argued, but an ‘agent of his own fate’.104  Smith emphasised 

that the majority of convicts successfully navigated the system and later constructed families and 
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businesses.105  She marginalised the Moreton Bay prisoners examined by Evans and Thorpe and 

downplayed Maxwell-Stewart’s emphasis on the ‘condition of being a convict’.106   

 

While Smith uncovered many important individual narratives, her system of sampling may have 

skewed the study’s overall findings.  Smith’s core convict sample was selected from just four ships, 

only one of which arrived during the post-Bigge era of convict assignment, ‘when the transportation 

system was at its height’.107  In addition, more than half her sample consisted of convicts transported 

after 1850, many of whom received their tickets of leave before arriving in the colonies.108  It is 

perhaps not surprising that few of these men suffered the worst excesses of convictism.   

 

Despite these methodological issues, many of Smith’s findings were reaffirmed by Alison Alexander’s 

work on convicts in Van Diemen’s Land.  Noting that many convicts ‘were never or seldom 

punished’, Alexander argued that transportation was, for most, ‘a relatively benign experience’, 

producing relatively few ‘traumatised ex-prisoners unable to function in wider society’.109  She 

stressed that assigned convicts in particular ‘were not treated like criminals’ but were ‘sent to live in 

the community more or less as ordinary employees’.110  While Alexander’s assertions were broadly 

similar to Smith’s, her research stood on firmer statistical foundations.  She was among the first to 

harness data produced by the Founders and Survivors Project, a scheme that digitally compiled and 

organised over one million records pertaining to Tasmanian convicts.111  Using large samples from 

this database (5000-7000 convicts), Alexander was able to estimate the typical level of punishment 

that prisoners received and to examine their behaviour after release.112 

 

James Boyce presented a similarly positive picture of convict life in early Van Diemen’s Land, arguing 

that assigned convicts were treated largely as servants rather than prisoners.  He noted that 

assignees often received plentiful diets of mutton, damper, tea and sugar far exceeding the official 

ration and that many were allowed small allotments of land on which to build dwellings.113  Boyce 
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argued, however, that this prevailing ‘servant identity’ was remoulded by Governor Arthur’s ‘new 

systems of punishment’ from the mid-1820s.114  He pointed out that the creation of iron gangs and 

penal stations that were ‘universally feared’ greatly increased a master’s capacity to extract work 

and subservience from his assignees.115  While these convicts were still styled as ‘servants’, they 

were motivated to conform less by indulgences than by the threat of punishment in a gang or 

gaol.116  According to Boyce, these changes demoted convicts from their early status as ‘peasant 

smallholders or bush entrepreneurs’ and returned them to the position of ‘unfree labourers’.117       

 

Karskens identified a similar transformation in early New South Wales.  She emphasised that early 

Sydney was far from a ‘gaol town’, noting that convicts were not constrained by gaols or barracks 

but ‘rented rooms together or dossed down in the kitchens and skillions of established 

householders’.118  These early transportees enjoyed ‘the freedom of the streets’ and some even ‘felt 

at home’ rather than consigned to a ‘terrible place of banishment’.119  According to Karskens, this 

way of life changed during the Macquarie era (1810-21), particularly after the completion of Hyde 

Park Convict Barracks in 1819.  This ‘seriously authoritarian’ structure forced convicts to give up their 

private lodgings and allowed the authorities to maintain closer surveillance and spatial control over 

their charges, imposing a more regimented daily routine and longer work hours.120  Karskens argued 

that whereas early Sydney had been characterised by freedom of movement and fluid spatial 

boundaries, convict life in the Macquarie era ‘was marked by walls’.121  

 

Since the publication of these more general works, the most important research relating to convict 

treatment has involved large-scale statistical analysis of the Tasmanian convict data collected by 

Founders and Survivors.  Several of these studies have focussed on the trajectories of convict lives 

after sentence.  Rebecca Kippen and Janet McCalman have examined the factors influencing convict 

‘successes’ after emancipation.122  Although their work largely explored whether aspects of a 
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convict’s pre-transportation background (particularly his ‘character’) impacted post-sentence 

outcomes, Kippen and McCalman also revealed much about the long-term effects of convict 

punishments.  Examining male convicts between 1826 and 1838, they found that the transportees 

most disadvantaged after release were those who had served the longest sentences and suffered 

the most punitive ‘insults’, such as floggings, solitary confinement and penal station labour.123  Such 

men were less likely than other convicts to marry or have traceable grandchildren, and more likely to 

disappear from the archival record, a sign that many were re-institutionalised in asylums for the 

poor or insane.124  As Kippen and McCalman noted, these findings suggest that punishment had a 

long-lasting detrimental impact on many convict lives.125  They argued that ‘stories of “winners” 

among the emancipists’ had distorted representations of convict life after sentence and concluded 

that most men transported to Van Diemen’s Land died without money, friends or descendants.126 

 

Another important study of post-sentence outcomes was Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart’s exploration 

of convict recidivism in the Tasmanian probation era (1840-53).  Using regression analysis, they 

found that reoffending after release was primarily linked to the level of punishment suffered under 

sentence.127  Those who reoffended had spent more time in solitary confinement and at hard labour 

than their fellow convicts and were more likely to have previously absconded (probably in response 

to their harsh treatment).128  As with Kippen and McCalman’s work, these findings suggested that 

severe punishment had a long-term effect on convict lives, in this case by making it harder for 

prisoners ‘to adjust to life post-emancipation’.129   

 

Founders and Survivors data has also been used to examine the effects of convict transportation on 

prisoner health.  Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart have analysed causes of sickness and mortality on the 

voyage to Van Diemen’s Land and Kippen and McCalman have examined predictors of convict 
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mortality in the colony, both during and after sentence.130  These studies are examined below 

alongside other works relating to convict health.   

 

Literature on the convict experience in Australia has transformed considerably since the disparate 

accounts of convict life offered by Hirst and Hughes, and the competing theories of labour 

management presented by Nicholas et al. and Evans and Thorpe.  Since these polarising works, 

historians have sought a middle ground, recognising the complex and changing nature of the convict 

system and the multi-faceted experiences of its prisoners.  They have more precisely articulated the 

role of secondary punishment centres within the penal colonies and have exposed the diverse 

systems of convict management within these institutions.  Scholars have also examined changes in 

convict treatment over time (for both penal station men and convicts in the core regions) and have 

highlighted the role of productivity concerns and punishment imperatives in causing these 

transformations.  Further research has shown that occupational skills and labour shortages could 

empower convict workers and several studies have examined the limitations of coercive treatment, 

particularly in frontier locations.  This nuanced picture of the convict experience has been further 

enhanced by recent statistical research exploring the factors that influenced convict health 

outcomes, recidivism and post-sentence ‘successes’.  These studies have shown that the treatment 

convicts received affected not only their experience under sentence, but their ability to build a new 

life after release.  

 

The Convict System in Western Australia 
 
Western Australia is conspicuously absent from most of the prominent works discussing convict 

transportation to Australia.  Babette Smith was the first to effectively weave the experiences of 

Western Australian prisoners into a narrative of Australian convictism – Swan River Colony convicts 

made up around one quarter of her core sample.131  Before Smith, only Hughes and Shaw had 

included the Western Australian system in their broader histories, and they did so almost as a 

postscript.132  Such fleeting mentions are characteristic of a broader dearth of literature on 

convictism in Western Australia which has only recently begun to be remedied.  As Bob Reece has 

noted, ‘convictism is one of the dark secrets of Western Australia’s history that has not yet been 
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properly faced’.133  Most Western Australian convict records were only opened to the public in 1975, 

as a result of the Australian Joint Copying Project, and the decision to include convict entries in the 

Dictionary of Western Australians (1979) was not taken lightly, for many still considered the state’s 

convict history to be ‘very sensitive’.134  In 1934, historian Alexandra Hasluck had been asked to 

destroy a bundle of newly uncovered convict letters, so sensitive was the information they might 

contain.135  Following a ground-breaking 1981 issue of Studies in Western Australian History devoted 

to convictism, some authors have begun to lift the ‘general amnesia’ surrounding Western 

Australian transportees, but there is still much work to be done.136 

 

The Western Australian convict system was structurally different to the systems implemented in 

Australia’s eastern colonies.  Western Australia had no penal stations as such.  Secondary offenders 

were incarcerated at the ‘Convict Establishment’ in Fremantle alongside the recently transported.  

Nor were convicts assigned to free settlers, a system which had been heavily criticised in the east for 

being akin to slavery.137  All Western Australian convicts were placed under government control and 

engaged in an ambitious program of public works.  Only once a convict earned his ticket-of-leave 

could he work for private employers.138  Ticket-of-leave men were closely supervised and their 

movement was restricted, but they could generally choose their employer and were paid wages.139  

It should also be noted that no female convicts were ever transported to Western Australia. 

 

Perhaps because of these differences, historians who do discuss the Western Australian convict 

system generally present it as far superior to earlier schemes in eastern Australia, both for its 

increased intent to reform convicts and its decreased tendency for undue harshness and cruelty. 
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W.B. Kimberly’s pioneering 1897 study of Western Australian history claimed that the convict system 

was ‘evolved from a past, and often fatal, experience’ in the eastern colonies, where ‘herding 

together, stringent discipline on unsystematic lines, and revolting cruelty were common’.140  

Western Australian convicts instead encountered a scheme that was ‘based more or less on sound 

and philosophic principles’ and was in fact ‘hardly penal’.141  They journeyed ‘along the gradations of 

a system’ which propelled prisoners towards moral reform and ‘reduced the opportunities for 

diabolical inhumanity’.142   Kimberly did concede that convict punishments were often ‘grotesque’, 

but, in his view, such treatment was ‘necessarily severe’ and numerous privileges were granted as a 

counterpoise.143  According to Kimberly, it was only during the tenure of Governor John Hampton 

(1862-67) that ‘men were made to suffer without deserving it’.144  During this period, well-behaved 

prisoners were placed in chain gangs ‘for the slightest pretext’ and accusations of cruelty towards 

particular convicts abounded.145   

 

Two histories written by J.S. Battye in 1912 and 1924 closely echoed Kimberly’s assertions.146  Battye 

argued that the convict system in Western Australia was ‘formulated on sound and humane lines’, 

that ‘its underlying principle was remedial’, and that ‘it could never have brought about the awful 

horrors of Van Diemen’s Land …’.147  He also criticised the ‘tyranny and oppression’ of Hampton’s 

reign, and claimed that severe punishments were otherwise used only ‘when considered necessary 

in the scheme of reformation’.148  Battye even restated that the system was ‘hardly penal’.149  Indeed 

he borrowed so heavily from Kimberly that Geoffrey Bolton has suggested Battye’s work was almost 

tantamount to plagiarism.150    

 

But there were some differences between the two scholars.  Unlike Kimberly, Battye argued that the 

absence of convict assignment in Western Australia played a significant role in improving convict 
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treatment.  He quoted journalist Howard Willoughby’s 1865 claim that assignment, as practised in 

eastern Australia, placed ‘the convict at the mercy of a master, who may be both brutal and 

vicious’.151  As Jennie Carter has noted, Battye’s prosaic descriptions of punishment were also very 

different from Kimberly’s empathetic and evocative phrases.152  When describing a flogged prisoner, 

for example, Kimberly wrote of his ‘raw flesh quivering, his whole body shaking with involuntary 

shuddering. In a few days the back might be covered with repulsive festering wounds’.153    

 

The next work to examine convictism in Western Australia was an honours thesis completed by 

Cherry Gertzel in 1949.  Gertzel concluded that ‘life in the Fremantle Establishment cannot have 

been too hard’ for the ordinary prisoner.154  She noted that prison warders tended towards laxity 

rather than cruelty in the early 1850s, and only during later years under Hampton did ‘extreme 

punishment upset what was at most times a discipline by no means unjust in a penal settlement’.155  

In many ways, Gertzel confirmed the largely benign picture of convict life presented by Kimberly and 

Battye.  She did, however, assert that insanitary conditions were rife, particularly in the prison 

hospital, until convicts were transferred from temporary buildings to Fremantle Prison in 1855.156  

For Gertzel, this move marked an important turning point, after which convict management became 

more regimented and severe, but convict living conditions improved.157  Gertzel’s work was also 

notable for its relatively detailed discussion of life on ticket of leave.  She contended that ticketers 

were ‘to all intents and purposes free’ and that the surveillance and restrictions imposed on them 

‘were not irksome’.158  This section also gave a brief overview of ticket-of-leave wage rates and living 

costs, concluding that average earnings would have allowed a ticketer to ‘live well’.159   

 

Alexandra Hasluck’s Unwilling Emigrants (1959) did little to question the growing orthodoxy around 

Western Australian convictism.  Hasluck claimed that the Western Australian convict period 

‘undoubtedly had reformatory aspects that were lacking in the earlier and harsher years in other 

colonies’.160  A ‘national conscience’ had been aroused and ‘within the scope of the times, convicts 

were treated as human beings who had taken a step on the wrong path’.161  She noted a harsh 
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regime under Governor Hampton, but argued that this was uncharacteristic of the Western 

Australian system and probably stemmed from the Governor’s chequered past as Comptroller-

General of Convicts in Van Diemen’s Land.  Hasluck also remarked that an influx of increasingly 

dangerous transportees in the 1860s may have necessitated stricter disciplinary measures.162  

Finally, Hasluck emphatically asserted ‘that the conditions amounting almost to slavery which had 

pertained in the early years of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land were never present in 

Western Australia’ because convicts were not assigned to free settlers.163 

 

The work of Frank Crowley in the 1960s further endorsed the arguments of Battye and Kimberly.164  

Crowley wrote that in Western Australia: ‘there was comparatively little of the brutal treatment 

which so many convicts had had to endure in New South Wales and Tasmania in earlier years; at no 

point was there widespread sadism and unscrupulous exploitation’.165  He claimed that Western 

Australian convicts were generally well-fed and clothed and received a number of privileges if well-

behaved.166  Crowley also reaffirmed the well-established view that Governor Hampton’s regime 

involved stricter discipline, more regulations and harsher treatment than was characteristic of 

Western Australian convictism, particularly emphasising the prevalence of chain gangs and floggings 

during this period.167  Crowley freely admitted that his work was far from revolutionary, stating that 

he ‘did not intend to “replace” the earlier works’.168   

 

In 1978, J.E. Thomas and Alex Stewart adopted a somewhat new approach, assessing the Western 

Australian convict system from a legal perspective.  Their conclusions, however, remained familiar.  

Thomas and Stewart condemned several of Governor Hampton’s methods as ‘extreme and in reality 

illegal’, including indeterminate sentences of bread and water in dark cells, floggings of twice the 

number of lashes allowed by law, and separate confinement for more than the allowable nine 

months.169  According to a petition from prisoners, such ‘arbitrary measures’ were personally 

supervised by the Governor himself.170  Thomas and Stewart also claimed that Hampton’s harshness 
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was ‘the only general unpleasantness which was reminiscent of the eastern colonies’.171  They 

praised Captain Henderson (Comptroller-General of Convicts, 1850-63) for his insistence on the rule 

of law and the correct, legitimate treatment of prisoners, which ensured that conditions in Western 

Australia were ‘much less brutal and squalid’ than in the earlier transportation schemes.172 

 

It was not until the work of Tom Stannage that some challenge was posed to the ‘well-established 

truths’ of Western Australian convict history.173  While Stannage agreed that convict treatment at 

the Fremantle Convict Establishment was never as bad as in the eastern penal stations, he argued 

that the conditions experienced by Western Australian convicts ‘were almost certainly less pleasant 

than they have been portrayed to date’.174  Even under Captain Henderson, chains, the lash and the 

dark cell were ‘well used’.175  Stannage pointed out that the absence of convict assignment was no 

reason to suspect a benign system, since one could argue ‘that Western Australia had a unique 

ticket-of-leave system which was as unpredictable in its effects as was the old assignment system’.176  

Indeed Kimberly had previously noted that ‘cases are chronicled where a ticket-of-leave man 

laboured under a hard inhuman taskmaster’.177  

 

Simon Stevens has more recently analysed variations in ticket-of-leave experiences in greater detail, 

through a case study of ticketers in Greenough (near Geraldton).  Stevens recognised that ticket-of-

leave men working in the Greenough pastoral sector suffered considerably worse treatment than 

those labouring as tradesmen in the town itself.178  Convict shepherds received lower wages, faced 

regular disputes with their masters, and were far more likely to be punished for misdemeanours.179  

Stevens attributed this partly to the disparate religious backgrounds of urban and rural ticket-of-

leave employers.180  He also suggested that town-based ticketers received preferential treatment 

because many were qualified tradesmen well-suited to urban labour.181  He noted that the majority 

of convicts sent to Western Australia were ‘semi-literate tradesmen’ from English industrial 
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towns.182  Most ‘had never worked on farms’ and those who had were primarily Irish cottiers who 

‘knew how to grow potatoes and corn, but little else’.183  Stevens highlighted pastoralist complaints 

about convict workers ‘not in the least degree acquainted practically with agricultural pursuits’ and 

argued that many ticketers in rural areas were therefore dispensable, or even detestable, to their 

employers.184  His was the first Western Australian study to posit a link between the skills convicts 

possessed and the treatment they received.   

 

The first substantial work devoted entirely to the convict period in Western Australia was Peter 

Millett’s 2003 PhD thesis on convict punishment.  Millett stressed the reformatory intentions of the 

system in place at Fremantle Prison.  This was ‘an institution that sought to turn criminals into 

economically useful workers’, through ‘ceaseless surveillance, countless constraints and rewards’.185  

Millett argued that convicts who fulfilled prison norms for conduct and industry progressed through 

a complex classificatory system towards their ticket of leave, gaining remission of sentence, better 

diets, and less demanding work along the way.186  For prisoners in these upper echelons, an 

economy of reward and punishment operated to produce politically docile, useful members of 

society.187  But Millett also showed that not all Fremantle inmates were viewed as ‘reformable’.  He 

pointed out that once a convict, through persistent disobedience, found himself among the lowest 

classes of prisoner (iron class, absconder class, and stringent class), he was unlikely to ascend the 

classificatory ladder.188  According to Millett, these bottom classes received few rewards, only 

‘punishment and more punishment’.189  They were subject to extra surveillance, performed the 

worst work available on lesser rations, and wore leg irons.190  Through his work on prisoner 

classification systems, Millett was the first to outline in detail the great variation in convict 

experiences within Fremantle Prison.191  His study has parallels with research on the varied 
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treatment of convicts in eastern penal stations, although Millett argued that ideals of reform shaped 

these variations, rather than the economic concerns stressed by Maxwell-Stewart and others.192 

 

In 2008, Babette Smith produced the first concerted attempt to integrate Western Australian 

convictism into a broader study of the transportation era in Australia.  Smith highlighted the 

successful careers and lives of numerous Western Australian convicts, demonstrating (as she had 

done for other Australian transportees) that most were not ‘destroyed by relentless punishment’.193  

She also emphasised points of difference between the ticket-of-leave system and earlier schemes of 

labour assignment in eastern Australia, highlighting the numerous freedoms that ticketers 

possessed, such as the right to start businesses and acquire personal property.194  Much of Smith’s 

work therefore reinforced the image of a comparatively benign system in Western Australia.  She 

did, however, concede that the punishment of Western Australian convicts was at times 

‘disproportionate to the crime’, noting the excessive severity often inflicted upon absconders, as 

well as the ‘heavy’ penalties applied to ticket-of-leave men for seemingly trivial offences.195  Smith 

also contended that ex-convicts in Western Australia were less able to escape their criminal pasts 

than emancipists in Australia’s eastern colonies.196  According to Smith, the former encountered 

‘severe discrimination’ that limited their employment options and social mobility.197    

 

The most recent study of the Western Australian convict era was a 2014 PhD thesis by Bill Edgar.  

Much of Edgar’s work repeated the arguments of early Western Australian historians.  He presented 

convictism in eastern Australia as an ‘iniquitous’, ‘cruel’ and degrading practice, whereas the 

Western Australian system was ‘rehabilitative’, ‘enlightened’ and more ‘humanitarian’.198  Edgar also 

stressed that the ticket-of-leave system was far superior to assignment, because ticketers received 

‘every inducement … to become honest, useful labourers’, and he echoed Thomas and Stewart’s 

claim that the proper ‘rule of law’ spared Western Australian convicts from brutality and squalor.199   

Edgar’s most original contribution was his criticism of the ‘inaccurate and distorted view’ of 
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Governor Hampton as a cruel and indiscriminate disciplinarian.200  Although this claim challenged 

existing historiography, it is less radical than it first appears.  Edgar conceded that Hampton’s tenure 

involved unusually ‘harsh regimens’ or ‘stringent measures’ (such as increased flogging), but argued 

that such rigid discipline was ‘a necessity’ given the ‘more serious-type of offender’ arriving in the 

1860s.201  He sought not to downplay convict suffering in the Hampton era but to absolve the 

Governor from personal blame.  Edgar stressed Hampton’s personal aversion to corporal 

punishment and emphasised his positive achievements, such as an ‘outstanding contribution’ to the 

colony’s economic progress through a concerted program of public works.202   

 

Several studies of individual convict lives have further enhanced understandings of the convict 

experience in Western Australia.  Rica Erickson’s examination of ‘The Fenians’ highlighted the 

separate and generally superior treatment offered to political prisoners, while her biography of John 

Acton Wroth revealed the ‘great deal of freedom’ often granted to well-educated, middle-class 

convicts.203  Sandra Potter has also shown that ‘white-collar convicts’ were generally appointed to 

positions of trust within the convict system, working as clerks, constables, or unofficial medical 

officers.204  She further argued that middle-class prisoners were able to regain respectability and 

social acceptance after sentence, although they were by no means guaranteed financial security.205  

Margaret Brown has also provided an important account of the negative extremes of convict life, 

describing the brutal experience of prisoner Thomas Bushell.  After years of floggings, solitary 

confinement, the lunatic asylum, and chain gang labour, Bushell was eventually hanged for 

assaulting a prison warder.206 

 

Some contributions to this field have also been made by archaeological studies.  Louise Bavin has 

shown that prison design and convict management in colonial Western Australia were the product of 
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tensions between the latest theories in British penology and the economic circumstances of the 

colony.207  Convicts experienced a somewhat antiquated system which involved congregate 

confinement, the use of convict labour in public spaces, and public punishment of the body, because 

these made more economic sense than the cellular confinement, prison labour, and reformation of 

the mind advocated by prison reformers.208  Bavin also noted some measures which indicated 

government concern for convicts’ welfare, such as a focus on ventilation of prison sites and the 

separation of waste disposal areas from prison hospitals, kitchens and living spaces.209  But the 

Convict Establishment also subjected prisoners to monotony and sensory deprivation in line with the 

‘promotion of punishment rather than reform’.210  

 

Olimpia Cullity has also examined agendas of reform and punishment at the Convict Establishment, 

through a study of museum artefacts in the ‘Fremantle Prison Collection’.211  Although she noted 

Millett’s account of the harsh treatment applied to sectors of the prison population, Cullity largely 

stressed the reformative intentions of prison administrators, particularly Captain Henderson.212  She 

noted Henderson’s emphasis on the measured and fair conduct of prison officers and highlighted his 

use of reward systems to encourage prisoner obedience and industry.213  Cullity also emphasised the 

role of ‘faith as a reform tool’ in Henderson’s system, noting the ‘grand and imposing’ design of the 

prison chapel and describing extant religious objects such as convict bibles and communion sets.214  

Although she also discussed objects of punishment, such as leg irons and whips, Cullity largely 

ascribed brutal penalties to the ‘severe and harsh method’ of Governor Hampton.215 

 

Although primarily concerned with Fremantle Prison’s ‘place in penal design’, some architectural 

studies have also provided insights into convict living conditions in Western Australia.  J.S. Kerr 

revealed several shortcomings in convict accommodation and sanitation at Fremantle Prison.216  He 
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noted episodes of overcrowding in the prison’s ‘association wards’ and highlighted the 

‘extraordinarily small’ size of convict cells.217  Kerr also described the Fremantle Prison sewerage 

system in detail and documented intermittent blockages and leaks, as well as highlighting the 

insanitary use of ‘urine tubs’ and ‘night buckets’ in certain parts of the prison.218  A more recent PhD 

thesis by Robin Campbell reaffirmed many of Kerr’s findings.  Campbell’s work also offered new 

insights by documenting the layout of regional convict depots and the ‘temporary convict 

establishment’ (the precursor to Fremantle Prison).219   

 

While they do not examine the convict experience, other studies have provided valuable background 

information on Western Australian transportees.  Particularly notable was Sandra Taylor’s 1978 

analysis of the convicts’ origins and crimes – the first statistical study to examine this issue in 

Western Australia.220  Taylor showed that the proportion of ‘serious’ and repeat offenders among 

the convicts increased over time and asserted that Western Australia received a ‘worse’ type of 

offender than the eastern colonies, with more violent criminals and fewer thieves.221   She also 

found that ‘industrial’ workers (mostly from building trades, textile work and metallurgical 

industries) formed the largest occupational group among the convicts and noted a ‘very high 

proportion’ of ‘skilled tradesmen’.222  Taylor argued that Western Australia received a smaller 

percentage of agricultural workers than New South Wales or Van Diemen’s Land.223   

 

Nicholas Meinzer re-examined the backgrounds of Western Australian convicts in 2015, focussing on 

their value as ‘human capital’.224  He confirmed Taylor’s claim of a predominance of urban trades, 

finding that ‘construction workers’ were overrepresented among Western Australian convicts 

(compared to the British prison population), while rural workers were underrepresented.  Meinzer 

argued that convict skills were therefore ‘misaligned’ with the needs of a predominantly rural 
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colony.225  He also showed that rates of convict literacy and numeracy were higher than in the 

general British population.226  

 

Several further works have discussed the convict system’s implementation and impacts.  Pamela 

Statham has investigated the reasons why Western Australia became a British penal settlement.227  

Archaeologist Martin Gibbs has identified and described the many ‘convict places’ of Western 

Australia (including ticket-of-leave depots, road stations and work camps) and Mathew Trinca has 

examined ‘the spatial operation of convictism’ at these sites.228  Erickson also briefly discussed the 

varied fates of ex-convicts in Western Australia, while Barry Godfrey and David Cox have examined 

rates of recidivism among these men.229  A considerable stream of literature has also debated the 

economic impacts of convict transportation, including its contribution to the ‘built environment’ of 

Western Australia.230 

   

While the body of literature on Western Australian convictism has grown in recent years, 

interpretations of the convict experience still revolve around three perennial assertions: that the 

Western Australian system was largely reform-oriented; that its convicts received comparatively 

benign treatment (except during the Hampton era); and that the ticket-of-leave system was 

‘superior’ to earlier schemes of convict assignment.  Although some recent contributors have 
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implied that convict treatment was more varied and perhaps more severe than previously thought, 

the foundational views of Western Australia’s early historians are yet to be thoroughly reassessed.   

 

Convict Health at Sea 
 
In terms of studies specifically related to prisoner health, the convict voyage to Australia has been 

the most fruitful area of scholarly research.   Numerous historians have shown that conditions 

aboard the convict ships were benign by nineteenth-century standards.  Charles Bateson’s seminal 

work contended that ‘the worst horrors’ of the voyages had ended by the dawn of the nineteenth 

century and that conditions steadily improved from then on.231  In fact Bateson argued that ‘the later 

convict ships’ had ‘a better health record’ than early emigrant voyages.232  Through a more detailed 

analysis of voyage mortality, John McDonald and Ralph Schlomowitz confirmed Bateson’s assertions 

in 1989.  They found that shipboard deaths were initially high (11.3 per thousand convicts per 

month) for the period 1788-1814, but declined to a strikingly low 2.4 deaths per thousand prisoners 

per month for 1815-68.233  Remarkably, this second figure was lower than the death rate for trans-

Atlantic migrant voyages during 1836-53 (even when juvenile and elderly immigrant deaths were 

excluded), a journey less than half the duration of that to Australia.234  McDonald and Schlomowitz 

credited the transformation in convict health to more effective pre-boarding screening for disease 

and better hygiene standards on board, although they conceded that decreased mortality on convict 

hulks (where prisoners were detained prior to transportation) may also have had a flow-on effect.235    

 

Several historians have emphasised the introduction of ‘surgeon-superintendents’ on convict vessels 

(1815) as the key turning point for prisoner health at sea.236  These were naval medical men granted 

complete authority over the ‘care and management’ of shipboard convicts.237  They were subject to 
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naval discipline and directly answerable for any neglect of prisoners.238  Surgeon-superintendents 

supervised pre-boarding disease screening and the maintenance of hygienic conditions on the ship.  

Under their command, accommodation, bedding and clothing were kept clean and well-aired, the 

ship’s decks scrubbed every day, prisoners regularly exercised on deck, daily medical inspections 

conducted, and infectious cases quickly isolated.239  As Kim Humphery has pointed out, some 

surgeon-superintendents also possessed a real desire to ‘improve’ the convict population, 

particularly through regular schooling.240  Theirs was ‘a narrative of benevolent, if belated, 

reform’.241   

 

Other voyage mortality and morbidity trends have been identified which demand attention.  In 

1996, Mark Staniforth examined 57 vessels arriving in Australia between 1837 and 1839 and found 

that female convicts had a significantly lower voyage mortality rate than their male counterparts.242  

He speculated that disease screening procedures, shipboard cleanliness, and voyage diets must have 

been superior on female convict vessels, and also noted that female convict ships were less crowded 

than those with a cargo of men.243   

   

R.V. Jackson more closely analysed female convict voyages in a 2006 article focussing on transports 

to New South Wales for the period 1821-40.  Jackson discovered that whereas in the early 1820s 

sickness rates were likely to decrease during the voyage, by 1840 morbidity was far more likely to 

rise on the way to Australia.244  He argued that the principal reason for this transformation was an 

increase in the number of convicts aboard each vessel (and therefore the number of patients per 

surgeon), which would have increased the difficulty of preventing infection and keeping ‘the ever-

present threat of scurvy and debility’ under control.245  

 

Building on Jackson’s observations of increasing morbidity during the voyage, Maxwell-Stewart 

demonstrated that sea travel could have a detrimental effect on convict health well after 

disembarkation.  Once on land, many prisoners suffered the ‘knock-on effects’ of diseases 
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contracted at sea, leading to elevated death rates after landing.246  For convicts transported to Van 

Diemen’s Land, this period of heightened mortality lasted between six months and a year.247  

Maxwell-Stewart also argued that unhealthy barrack accommodation and heavy labour regimes 

could exacerbate post-voyage debility.  He found that female convicts – who spent less time in 

barracks after arrival and were generally spared heavy labour – recovered more quickly from the 

voyage than their male counterparts.248  Convicts transported to Norfolk Island also suffered 

particularly high post-voyage mortality, suggesting that the penal station’s notorious labour regime 

made it more difficult for prisoners to shake off the debilitating effects of the long sea voyage.249   

 

Katherine Foxhall has argued that debilitating pre-voyage experiences in English prisons had a similar 

flow-on effect for convict health, influencing disease outbreaks at sea.250  She noted a ship surgeon’s 

observation that prisoners who had endured the hulks or imprisonment under the ‘separate system’ 

were often ‘on the very brink of stumbling into maladies of the most fatal character’.251   Foxhall also 

argued that many transportees were persuaded to conceal their ailments during pre-voyage 

screening by gaol surgeons anxious to remove unwanted invalids from British and Irish prisons.252   

 

The most comprehensive analysis of convict health at sea was written in 2014 by Kippen and 

Maxwell-Stewart, featuring data from 289 convict vessels that sailed to Van Diemen’s Land between 

1818 and 1853.253  The study found no evidence that length of voyage, size of vessel, experience of 

surgeon-superintendent, or extent of overcrowding had an impact on shipboard mortality.254  It also 

argued that the convict-to-surgeon ratio was not important because nineteenth-century medical 

intervention was generally ineffective once a patient was sick.  Instead, the main factor reducing 

convict mortality was disease prevention through shipboard hygiene regimes.255  Kippen and 

Maxwell-Stewart also found that ships arriving during the antipodean winter were more prone to 
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high morbidity, because wild weather in the South Atlantic and Southern Oceans impeded cleaning 

and put a strain on water closets.256  Their study also extended Jackson’s findings, noting that death 

rates increased over the course of both male and female voyages, but contradicted Staniforth by 

concluding that female death rates were in fact higher than male.257  Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart 

argued that logistical difficulties in rejecting sickly convict women (particularly those with children) 

undermined screening procedures and that the presence of children in the convict quarters of 

female transports exacerbated sanitation problems.258   

 

Compared with this vibrant array of literature, convict health on the voyage to Western Australia has 

received little attention from scholars.  Those who have examined the issue generally agree that 

conditions aboard the convict ships were relatively benign.  According to Battye, ‘on the voyage out 

every care, so far as was possible, was paid to their [the convicts’] comfort and health, so that 

serious illness was infrequent and death a very rare event’.259  Hasluck noted that the ships used 

‘were tolerably clean and not unbearable’, while Kimberly asserted that stricter hygiene rules and 

increased freedom to exercise drastically reduced the ‘deadly maladies’ which had plagued the early 

transports to New South Wales.260  Although he argued that a Fremantle-bound convict ship was ‘a 

floating prison’ characterised both by reformative discipline and arbitrary punishments, Millett 

conceded that the ‘war against death’ waged by surgeon-superintendents was ‘remarkably 

successful’.261  Edgar similarly asserted that while punishment was ‘severe’ on Western Australian 

voyages, most convicts ‘arrived in good health’.262  According to Millett, only 44 prisoners died on 

the 43 convict transports that sailed to Western Australia, and on 24 of these voyages there were no 

deaths at all.263  On the other hand, nineteen prisoners died on just two voyages in 1853.264  Paul 

Weaver has examined the causes behind these uncharacteristically high mortality rates, highlighting 

the incompetence of the ships’ surgeons – particularly John Bowler on the Phoebe Dunbar, who 

ignored regulations to regularly dispense lemon juice to the prisoners, causing advanced scurvy to 

proliferate.265  Weaver also argued that convicts were deprived of rations, so that surplus supplies 
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might be sold for a profit once in Fremantle, a practice he suggested was common on convict ships 

at this time.266 

 

Convict Health on Land 
 
Studies of convict health on land are relatively scarce and generally focus on penal stations.  In 1963, 

Douglas Gordon produced a study of Moreton Bay which sought to explain the settlement’s 

exceptionally high mortality rate before 1830 (peaking at 115 per thousand per year in 1829) and its 

regular epidemics of dysentery, ophthalmia and ‘febris intermittens’ (probably malaria).267  Gordon 

highlighted ‘poor social conditions’, including poor hygiene, overcrowding and malnutrition, as the 

principal causes of Moreton Bay’s ‘lethality’.268  Once these issues were resolved, mortality declined 

rapidly.269  Gordon also found that epidemic diseases occurred with much greater frequency in the 

convict population than among the soldiers who guarded them, a disparity he attributed largely to 

the severe and comfortless penal regime imposed by the Moreton Bay authorities.270   

 

Dan O’Donnell has summarised convict health at the Newcastle penal settlement during 1811-22, 

presenting dysentery, ophthalmia, pulmonary conditions, scurvy and venereal disease as the most 

prevalent illnesses.271 He highlighted ‘cold, dank living premises’, summer flies, winter shortages of 

fresh vegetables, and contaminated drinking water as likely causes of disease.  O’Donnell noted 

settlement surgeon William Evans’ opinion that poorer living conditions made Newcastle ailments 

‘more fatal and obstinate’ than in Sydney.272  Newly-arrived ex-Sydney men, Evans claimed, were 

used to ‘a luxurious mode of living’ and the sudden change of lifestyle brought about ’a great and 

violent change in their constitution’.273  O’Donnell also examined the difficulties that Evans faced in 

combating malingering and procuring sufficient rations for his patients.274   

 

J.H. Pearn has provided a similar overview of disease and death at Macquarie Harbour penal station, 

where dysentery, skin conditions, and chest diseases proliferated from constant exposure to wind, 
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water and damp.275  Pearn noted that ‘the death rate at this violent and remote outpost was 

surprisingly low’, but deaths from drowning and ill-fated escape attempts were significant.276 

 

Two honours theses have examined health at Port Arthur penal station.  In 1995, Lynette Ross 

presented an overview of death rates throughout Port Arthur’s history (1830-77) and discussed 

causes of death for the period 1830-41 in detail.277  She identified gastro-intestinal diseases as the 

worst killers, with respiratory conditions also important.278  Ross questioned prevailing ideas that 

Port Arthur’s cold and wet winter climate had a strong impact on mortality and suggested instead 

that wider disease patterns, such as colonial epidemics, played a more significant role.279     

 

Another dissertation by Louis Marshall analysed daily sick lists from Port Arthur for the period 1868-

70.  Marshall examined the harshness of conditions at the penal station through comparisons with 

disease data for Port Arthur during 1830-40 and Tasmanian hospitals during 1869-70.280  This 

analysis revealed a relatively benign Port Arthur environment in the 1860s and suggested that many 

illnesses were related to the station’s aging population.281  Remarkably, the Port Arthur death rate 

was found to be lower than that of free Tasmanians of a similar age.282  Marshall also compared 

morbidity rates for different convict occupations and found significant disparities, indicating great 

variation in convict treatment.283  The morbidity rate of chain gang prisoners, for example, was eight 

times that of convict overseers.284  The study also showed that prisoners subjected to ‘separate 

treatment’ experienced elevated morbidity for up to five months after their return to association.285 

 

To date, the only study to examine convict health outside of penal stations has been Kippen and 

McCalman’s 2015 article on mortality under and after sentence in Van Diemen’s Land (for male 
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convicts transported during 1840-52).286  This was also the first study to offer detailed statistical 

analysis of factors influencing convict mortality.  Kippen and McCalman found that those most likely 

to die under sentence had exhibited extreme mental distress while a convict (demonstrated by 

behaviour such as tearing clothes), had been subjected to solitary confinement, and had suffered 

‘accumulated insults’ to both the mind and body (such as floggings, solitary, chain gang labour, or 

time in a penal station).287  They argued that temperament and behaviour within the system were 

therefore more crucial to a convict’s survival than were background characteristics (such as place of 

birth, occupation, or crime).288  The study’s most important finding was that transportation had its 

greatest impact on mortality not through punishment of the body, but through punishment of the 

mind.289  This was particularly true after a convict’s emancipation.  Higher mortality after sentence 

was strongly correlated with days spent in solitary confinement, but not with the number of lashes 

received.290  Kippen and McCalman thus concluded that the Tasmanian convict system ‘was 

ultimately a test of strength of mind’.291      

 

Convict Health in Western Australia 
 
Papers and books examining convict health in Western Australia are remarkably rare given the 

wealth of archival material relating to this subject.  Some studies of health and medicine in Australia 

have touched upon Western Australian convicts.  Angela Brasier’s article on medical research within 

the convict system included a discussion of the experiments conducted by surgeon David Rennie at 

Fremantle Prison.292  She highlighted Rennie’s trials of dangerous purgative treatments on convict 
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and History, vol. 12, no. 2, 2010, pp. 25-31. 
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patients and argued that these methods exemplified a wider British movement to harness convict 

bodies for the purposes of medical investigation.293  Bryan Gandevia’s study of occupational disease 

in Australia also made brief reference to health at Fremantle Prison in the 1860s, noting the dangers 

associated with heavy convict labour (particularly quarrying, ‘blasting’ and timber-felling) and the 

high prevalence of mental ill-health among the convicts.294  Gandevia also praised surgeon George 

Attfield’s ‘humane’ approach in exempting unwell or disabled convicts from work and excusing the 

mentally or physically ill from solitary confinement and flogging.295   

 

Histories of health in colonial Western Australia also provide brief insights into convict disease.  In 

his study of early medicine in the colony, Frank Hansford-Miller noted the prevalence of tuberculosis 

in the convict population, but suggested the disease was largely brought over from England.296  

Dudley Snow similarly commented that tuberculosis was the most conspicuous cause of death 

among Western Australian transportees in the mid-1850s and 1863-70.297  Otherwise he presented a 

positive picture of convict treatment, highlighting a surgeon’s comments from the early 1860s that 

‘there is never any overcrowding of inmates, never any damp, always free ventilation … the 

prisoners therefore, though by no means robust-looking, enjoy a great immunity from serious 

diseases’.298  Snow also highlighted Surgeon Attfield’s claim that ‘there is nothing in the discipline of 

this prison which tends to produce mental alienation’.299  He further noted that the proportion of 

convicts in the prison infirmary rarely exceeded seven per cent between 1870 and 1880.  While 

Snow implied this was a low figure, it is in fact similar to the average hospitalisation rate at Moreton 

Bay penal station.300  Phyl Garrick and Chris Jeffery’s history of Fremantle Hospital also briefly 

discussed the surgeons who served at the Convict Establishment and developments in the Fremantle 

convict hospital, but did not comment on the state of convict health.301 

 

                                                           
293 Ibid., pp. 29, 35. 
294 B. Gandevia, Occupation and Disease in Australia since 1788, Sydney, Australasian Medical Publishing Co., 
1971, pp. 172-4. 
295 Ibid., pp. 170-3. 
296 F. Hansford-Miller, A History of Medicine in Western Australia, 1829-1870, Vol. 8: Disease in Early Colonial 
Western Australia, Perth, Abcado, 1994, pp. 45, 50-2. 
297 D. Snow, The Progress of Public Health in Western Australia, 1829-1977, Perth, Public Health Department, 
1981, pp. 40-1. 
298 Ibid., p. 41. 
299 Ibid., p. 43. 
300 Ibid., p. 44. Five to six per cent of convicts at Moreton Bay were generally in hospital.  This figure rose to 
between eight and nine per cent during the disastrously unhealthy years 1828-29. See Gordon, 'Sickness and 
Death at Moreton Bay', p. 477. 
301 P. Garrick and C. Jeffery, Fremantle Hospital: A Social History to 1987, Fremantle, Fremantle Hospital, 1987, 
pp. 14, 17, 25-6. 
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Among studies of Western Australian convictism, Gertzel’s honours thesis was the first to include a 

discussion of prisoner health.  Her most important conclusion was that disease rates were highest in 

the period 1850-55, declining sharply thereafter (no statistics were presented to support this 

argument).302  Gertzel attributed this trend to the transfer of convicts to Fremantle Prison, a better-

equipped and more spacious facility than the insanitary buildings and infirmary in which convicts 

were previously housed.303  She noted that ‘seasonal epidemics’ of dysentery and other ‘gastric 

complaints’ were the most common ailments in the early period, caused by salt meat and ‘impure 

and brackish’ drinking water.  Eye diseases were also common.304  Nonetheless, the general picture 

of convict health presented by Gertzel was a positive one.  ‘Those who suffered from severe illnesses 

were usually men who had come from England in a poor state of health’, she argued.  ‘Most convicts 

quickly became acclimatized and thrived in the “Sunny West”’.305 

 

Margaret McPherson later examined the treatment of mentally-ill Western Australian convicts.  She 

noted that the Fremantle Lunatic Asylum served largely as ‘a disposal centre for those who did not 

fit the perceived ‘moral’ social standard’, arguing that many convicts were admitted because of their 

violent or intractable nature rather than any underlying mental illness.306  McPherson also portrayed 

ex-convicts with a history of lunacy as a ‘maligned’ and ‘alienated’ class of Western Australian 

society.307  She gave several examples of expirees unable to escape from a cycle of asylum 

admission, poverty and crime.308  McPherson did not, however, discuss the causes of convict mental 

disease or the prevalence of such conditions.   

 

By far the most valuable study of convict health in Western Australia appears in a PhD thesis 

completed by Sean Winter in 2013.309  Winter’s primary contribution was comparing the health of 

ticket-of-leave men with convicts in Fremantle Prison using mortality statistics.  He found that the 

most commonly reported cause of death for both populations was tuberculosis, but that this 

accounted for a much higher proportion of deaths among prison inmates.310  Winter asserted that 

                                                           
302 Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 63. 
303 Ibid., pp. 61-3. 
304 Ibid., pp. 63-4. 
305 Ibid., p. 63. 
306 M. McPherson, 'A Class of Utterly Useless Men: Convict Lunatics in Western Australia', in J. Sherriff and A. 
Brake (eds), Building A Colony – The Convict Legacy: Studies in Western Australian History, vol. 24, 2006, pp. 
65-8. 
307 Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
308 Ibid., pp. 66-9. 
309 Winter’s dissertation later formed the basis for a published monograph.  See Winter, Transforming the 
Colony.  
310 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 159. 
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ticket-of-leave men had ‘less chance in general of dying from the majority of diseases’, but noted 

their greater risk of ‘accidental death’.311  He argued that prison life would have increased exposure 

to infectious disease through close living arrangements.  These ailments were then exacerbated by 

unhygienic toilet facilities, monotonous diets, and cold accommodation during the winter months.312  

Winter’s archaeological evidence from the Toodyay and York ticket-of-leave depots suggested that 

ticketers supplemented official rations with native meats and produce from depot gardens, making 

their diets more varied and nutritious than those of incarcerated convicts.313  He further claimed that 

ticket-of-leave depots were rarely filled to capacity and were therefore more spacious than the 

Convict Establishment.314  Winter also highlighted the outdoor lifestyle of most ticket-of-leave men, 

which was ‘more vigorous, but also considerably healthier than that of prison inmates’.  This same 

lifestyle, he argued, increased the chances of accidental death through risk-prone heavy labour.315 

 

Winter also provided a rudimentary analysis of non-lethal illness within Fremantle Prison during 

1850-69.  He found that contusions, boils, abscesses and similar minor ailments were the most 

frequently diagnosed conditions, followed by eye diseases such as ophthalmia and nyctalopia.316  

Diarrhoea and dysentery were also frequently reported, but Winter suggested these occurred in 

specific epidemic outbreaks, rather than being a consistent problem.  The same was true of fevers.317  

Winter also noted the curious absence of phthisis (pulmonary tuberculosis) until the 1860s – given 

that it was listed as a major killer in death records throughout the convict era.  This suggested that 

diagnostic practices and disease reporting varied over time.318  

   

Another of Winter’s important contributions was his contention that convict medical care was 

significantly undervalued by the authorities.  Winter showed that expenditure on healthcare 

represented a miniscule component of yearly convict department budgets, apart from funds set 

aside for the construction of hospitals at prisons and depots.319  He argued that for most convicts, 

medical treatment ‘was only provided in the form of a medical officer working with extremely 

limited resources’.320   

                                                           
311 Ibid., pp. 156, 159. 
312 Ibid., p. 159. 
313 Ibid., pp. 315-6, 321. 
314 Ibid., p. 322. 
315 Ibid., p. 159. 
316 Ibid., p. 160. 
317 Ibid., pp. 160, 162. 
318 Ibid., p. 162. 
319 Ibid. 
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Winter’s work represented a preliminary attempt to subject the health of Western Australia’s 

convicts to empirical and analytical study.  This is a research area rich with source material, capable 

of providing valuable insights into the treatment of Western Australian transportees and the severity 

of the convict system in which they were embedded.  There remain many unanswered questions 

about Western Australia’s convict era.  The image of Western Australian convictism presented by 

scholars continues to be dominated by stereotypes of a ‘superior’ system, contrasted against 

outdated conceptions of a brutal, vindictive and slave-like convict experience in the eastern colonies.  

The work of Millett, Stevens and Winter (among others) has begun to re-examine these depictions 

with greater nuance and sophistication, but much of the received view on Western Australia’s 

convict past still harks back to the histories of Kimberly and Battye.  Valuable as these works were, 

they did not scrutinise the convict archives.   

 

As has been demonstrated, literature on convict treatment in the eastern Australian colonies is 

abundant, providing a rich contextual basis for a study of Western Australian convict experiences.   

These works also provide a range of explanatory tools and conceptual frameworks with which to 

analyse the Western Australian context.  All that remains is to reproduce this level of sophistication 

in discussing the 9669 convicts landed on Western Australian shores.321

                                                           
321 The number of convicts transported varies slightly depending on the source used. The figure of 9669 men 
was calculated by Ian van den Driesen.  It excludes convicts who died en route.  See I. van den Driesen, 
'Convicts and Migrants in Western Australia, 1850-1868', Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society, vol. 
72, no. 1, 1986, p. 41. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Convict Care and Treatment in Western Australia, 1850-1877 

 

Any study of prisoner health relies upon a thorough knowledge of the living and labour conditions 

experienced by the incarcerated.  As a basis for the health analyses that form the bulk of this thesis, 

this chapter provides a detailed overview of convict diets, medical care, sanitation, accommodation, 

and punishment in Western Australia from 1850 to 1877.  To chart transformations in these areas, it 

harnesses convict department correspondence and statistical returns, newspaper reports, and, 

where possible, the testimony of convicts themselves, as well as the work of previous historians.  

Tracking so many variables over time, and for each stage of convict punishment (incarceration, 

regional labour, and ticket of leave), requires a work of considerable substance.  This chapter is 

therefore somewhat longer than other portions of the dissertation.  Nonetheless, it offers a 

pioneering survey of Western Australian prisoner treatment throughout the convict era and in all 

sectors of the convict system.  As will be shown, few of the topics discussed below have received 

substantial scholarly attention (with the exception of convict punishments) and certainly no 

overarching study of convict living and work conditions has been produced.1  Thus as well as 

providing contextual information for the convict medical data that follows, this chapter challenges 

and enriches the existing literature on convict treatment in Western Australia.  

   

The Western Australian Convict System 
 
All convicts transported to Western Australia had already served a mandatory nine months separate 

confinement in a British prison of the Pentonville type.  This was followed by a sentence of hard 

labour at a public works prison.2  Some prisoners completed their hard labour sentence in Britain 

and were then eligible for a ticket of leave upon arrival in Western Australia.  Others with time still 

to serve became ‘probation prisoners’ in the Western Australian system, facing incarceration and 

hard labour in the colony until their ticket of leave was earned.  Western Australia therefore 

required a system which would enforce industry among probationers and apply their labours to 

                                                           
1 For studies of convict punishments in Western Australia, see in particular Millett, 'Mild But Firm'; Bavin, 
'Punishment Administered'; Cullity, 'Reform and Punishment', pp. 63-79. 
2 These were the first two stages of the ‘progressive stage system’ instituted by Sir Joshua Jebb (surveyor-
general of prisons) in the 1840s.  The third stage involved conditional release on licence for prisoners 
remaining in Britain, or a ticket of leave for men transported to Western Australia.  The initial term of 
mandatory separate treatment was set at eighteen months in 1842, before being reduced to twelve months in 
1850, and nine months in 1853.  The first few shipments of Western Australian convicts had therefore served 
twelve months in separation, rather than nine.   See R. McGowen, 'The Well-Ordered Prison: England 1780-
1865', in N. Morris and D.J. Rothman (eds), The Oxford History of the Prison: The Practice of Punishment in 
Western Society, New York, Oxford University Press, 1998, p. 93; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 73. 
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important public works projects, as well as effectively distributing ticket-of-leave men to settlers 

desperately in need of their labour.  The situation was further complicated by reconvicted prisoners 

(those who reoffended while under sentence or on ticket of leave in the colony), whose punishment 

required facilities capable of applying stringent, reformative discipline.  The system devised to meet 

these multiple requirements evolved considerably throughout Western Australia’s convict era. 

 

All convicts under sentence were initially concentrated at Fremantle.  When the first shipment of 75 

convicts arrived on the Scindian in June 1850, no preparations had been made for them.3  A 

woolshed near the Fremantle foreshore was hastily developed and expanded to form a temporary 

prison with three large association wards, one of which was used for reconvicted men.4  Although it 

provided accommodation for over 700 men by 1853, the ‘temporary convict establishment’ was, as 

Comptroller-General Edmund Henderson pointed out, ‘totally unprovided with the means of 

enforcing stern punishment and discipline.’5  In 1852, work began on a more ‘suitable’ permanent 

prison at an elevated site nearby.6   Although initially conceived as a series of radiating wings on the 

Pentonville model, the new convict establishment was eventually simplified to one long rectangular 

division containing four tiers of cells in two rows, with two association wards at each end (four in 

total).7  Behind this main edifice was a ‘refractory cell block’ with its own separate yard.  The new 

prison was ready for occupation by June 1855, although it was not fully completed until 1859.8   

 

                                                           
3 Crowley, Western Third, p. 32. 
4 Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 5 February 1851, BPP: Further Correspondence on the Subject of Convict 
Discipline and Transportation (Presented 14 May 1851), London, William Clowes and Sons, 1851, p. 98; 
Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 October 1852, BPP: Further Correspondence on the 
Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 18 July 1853), London, George Edward Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1853, p. 198. 
5 Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 12 September 1853, BPP: Further Correspondence on the Subject 
of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented May 1854), London, George Edward Eyre and William 
Spottiswoode, 1854, p. 203; Comptroller-General Henderson, enclosure in Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of 
Newcastle, 6 March 1854, BPP: Further Correspondence on the Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation 
(Presented February 1855), London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1855, p. 124.  
6 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 April 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 160; Comptroller-
General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP: Further Correspondence on the Subject of 
Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 4 August 1851), London, William Clowes and Sons, 1851, p. 
102. 
7 Campbell, 'Building Convict Establishment', pp. 7.5, 7.15.  For plans of the initial prison designs, see TNA (UK), 
Convict Establishment, Fremantle, W. Australia: Plan of Prison Building, 1851, MPGG 1/114/9.  For the revised 
plans, see Figure 2.2. 
8 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855,  BPP: Further Correspondence on the 
Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 2 June 1856), London, George Edward Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1856, p. 161; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 191. 
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Figure 2.1.  Plan of the Temporary Convict Establishment, 1851.9 

                                                           
9 Plan of Mr. Scott's Premises held as Convict Establishment, 1851, TNA (UK), Despatches, January - February 
1851, CO 18/58, pp. 273-4.  A fourth barrack building was added in 1853.  See Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of 
Newcastle, 12 September 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 203. 
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Figure 2.2.  Detail from Plan of Fremantle Prison, 1857.10 

 

In these early years, the majority of convict labour was absorbed at Fremantle, in repairing and 

developing the temporary prison, and constructing the new prison.  In 1853, ‘branch prisons’ were 

formed at Guildford, North Fremantle and Freshwater Bay, from which convicts could be engaged on 

other public works projects.11  But these were established largely to increase the amount of available 

prisoner accommodation rather than to disperse the convict workforce.12  At this stage it was still 

considered too dangerous to employ convicts at any great distance from Fremantle, due to a lack of 

proper superintendence.13 

 

Instead it was ticket-of-leave men who were intended to perform government works in the districts.  

After recognising the hopelessness of sending a ticket-of-leave man from Fremantle ‘80 or 100 miles 

into the interior to seek work among widely scattered settlers,’ Henderson proposed the creation of 

a network of ‘depots’ from which ticket-of-leave holders could be recruited by private settlers, those 

not employed being utilised ‘to further and develop the resources of each district.’14  This last point 

                                                           
10 Taken from TNA (UK), Plan of the Convict Grant, Fremantle, Annual Estimates for 1857-58, MPG 1/722/16. 
11 Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 12 September 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 203. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1853, ibid., p. 234. 
14 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 105; Governor 
Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 15 November 1852, TNA (UK), Despatches: Reports of the Comptroller-
General of Convicts, 1852-1853, CO 18/69, p. 137. 
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referred largely to roadbuilding enterprises.  Most of the depots were built between 1851 and 1853, 

as far north as Port Gregory, as far south as Albany, and as far east as Toodyay (see Figure 2.3).15 

They served as administrative centres for the distribution, supervision and control of ticket-of-leave 

men, and as training facilities, many fitted with carpenters’ and smiths’ shops.16   

 

While the depots were very successful in making convict labour more accessible to the colonists, the 

‘constant drain of all the good men’ to the employ of private settlers left at the disposal of the 

convict department only those ‘unfitting instruments’ whose ‘physical or other incapacity for 

anything like constant or laborious work’ made them unappealing to other employers.17  Saddled 

with these ‘small boys and sickly or infirm men’, construction of even the depots themselves was 

slow to progress.18  The depot system soon became too expensive to maintain and the wages of 

ticketers in depot were considerably reduced in an attempt to reduce government expenditure and 

instil a desire for private work.19  By 1853, Henderson questioned whether a ticket-of-leave man in 

depot or on a road party ‘is any better, or even so well off as a prisoner’.20  During 1855-57, all but 

two of the ticket-of-leave depots (Guildford and Bunbury) were either closed down or downgraded 

to branch establishments (used as short-term accommodation for unemployed ticketers en route to 

Guildford or Bunbury).21  All were eventually closed by the mid-1870s due to reduced convict 

numbers.22  From 1856, ticket-of-leave holders in depot no longer received pay, were fed and 

clothed by the convict department, worked in gangs under close supervision, and were confined 

                                                           
15 Gibbs, 'Archaeology of Convict System', p. 62. 
16 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 68-71. 
17 Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 15 November 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, pp. 138-9. 
18 Ibid., p. 153; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 October 1852, BPP, July 1853, p. 199. 
19 Comptroller-General Henderson, enclosure in Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 30 November 1853, 
BPP, May 1854, p. 224; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, 
p. 161; SROWA, Governor's Despatches relating to Convicts, 1855-1865, Cons. 390/41, WAS 1169, no. 24, p. 
15. 
20 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 165. 
21 A. Cromb, The History of the Toodyay Convict Depot, Dianella, W.A., Self Published, 2010, p. 81; Acting 
Comptroller-General Wray's Half-Yearly Report, 13 March 1857, BPP: Further Correspondence on the Subject of 
Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 25 August 1857), London, George Edward Eyre and William 
Spottiswoode, 1857, p. 21. 
22 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 71; Extract from the Acting Comptroller-General's Report, 
1873, BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 
1874, p. 526; Extract from the Acting Comptroller-General's Report, 1874, BPP: Report of the Directors of 
Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1875, p. 562. 
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after work hours.23  The small, ‘floating’ population of unemployed and incapacitated ticketers were 

from this point on treated as prisoners in all but title.24   

 

At the same time as the ticket-of-leave system was being scaled down, convicts under sentence 

became more widely dispersed.  A number of outstations (permanent buildings of wood or stone) 

and road parties (temporary camps of tents or bush huts) were established in the mid- to late 1850s 

as bases for roadbuilding, quarrying and other public works projects, and the former ticket-of-leave 

depots at Mount Eliza and North Fremantle were now also occupied by sentenced prisoners.25  Perth 

gaol was also transferred from colonial hands to become a depot for probation convicts in 1858.26  

To begin with, only probationers close to receiving their tickets of leave were allowed to work at a 

distance from Fremantle.  In Henderson’s words, road parties became ‘the stepping-stone to a 

ticket-of-leave’.27  From 1858, reconvicted prisoners also served the last part of their sentence at a 

road party at Sutherland Bay (now Matilda Bay).  This was the first experiment in granting them ‘any 

species of liberty’.28  The system’s expansion was somewhat curtailed in 1859-60 due to a decline in 

convict arrivals and confusion as to whether transportation would continue.29  Many road parties 

were ‘called in’ and convicts reconcentrated at Fremantle, where a shortage of prisoner labour had 

begun to impede the running of the prison.30 

                                                           
23 Governor Kennedy to Secretary of State Labouchere, 28 November 1856, BPP: Further Correspondence on 
the Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 21 March 1857), London, George Edward Eyre 
and William Spottiswoode, 1857, p. 120; Acting Comptroller-General Wray's Half-Yearly Report, 13 March 
1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 21. 
24 Comptroller-General Henderson's Annual Report, 20 March 1861, BPP: Further Correspondence on the 
Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 8 May 1862), London, George Edward Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1862, p. 8. 
25 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, pp. 37-8; Superintendent 
Dixon's Annual Report, 31 January 1859, BPP: Further Correspondence on the Subject of Convict Discipline and 
Transportation (Presented 1860), London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1860, pp. 25-6. 
26 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 54. 
27 Governor Kennedy to Secretary of State Labouchere, 13 September 1857, BPP: Further Correspondence on 
the Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented August 1859), London, George Edward Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1859, p. 20; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 13 September 1858, 
ibid., p. 139. 
28 Superintendent Dixon's Annual Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 30; Comptroller-General Henderson's 
Half-Yearly Report, 13 September 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 139. 
29 Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 23 March 1860, p. 2. 
30 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 67. 
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Figure 2.3.  Map showing Location of Convict Prisons and Depots in Western Australia.31 

                                                           
31 Figure is based on maps used in Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 56, 58. 
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Governor Hampton’s arrival in 1862 ‘infused new spirit’ into the public works programme.32  The 

resumption of transportation in 1861 and Hampton’s request that only prisoners with long periods 

still to serve be sent to Western Australia provided more probation men than had been available 

during the 1850s.33  With greater labour resources at his disposal, Hampton increased the number of 

prisoners employed in constructing public buildings and roads.34  Several depots were reopened as 

accommodation for gangs of probation prisoners and a ‘careful selection’ of reconvicted men.35  

Small numbers of unemployed ticket-of-leave holders also lived and worked at the depots, due to a 

mid-1860s colonial recession that reduced demand for their labour.36  During these years, Fremantle 

Prison was viewed primarily as a reformatory for those not yet trusted to progress to an outstation 

and as a place of severe punishment for reoffenders (especially absconders).37  By 1868, ‘a very large 

proportion’ of Fremantle inmates were ‘men of dangerous and reckless character whom it is difficult 

to control and scarcely possible to amend.’38  While it remained the strong disciplinary arm of the 

convict system, Fremantle’s importance had diminished to such an extent that Comptroller-General 

George Hampton described it in 1867 as ‘simply a sort of receiving depot’.39  At this time, Fremantle 

housed only around one quarter of Western Australia’s convicts under sentence.40 

 

The end of transportation to Western Australia in 1868 initiated another contraction in the convict 

system.  From around 1870, remote working parties began to be broken up, followed by closer road 

parties, outstations, and finally the depots.41  This reduction was paralleled by a flurry of staff cuts 

                                                           
32 Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 195. 
33 Governor Hampton to Duke of Newcastle, 22 November 1862,  BPP: Further Papers on the Subject of Convict 
Discipline and Transportation (Presented 24 July 1863), London, George Edward Eyre and William 
Spottiswoode, 1863, p. 22; Comptroller-General Henderson to Governor Hampton, 18 November 1862, ibid., 
p. 23. 
34 Battye, Western Australia, p. 255. 
35 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 57; Comptroller-General Henderson's Annual Report, 1 
January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 26. 
36 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 57; Stannage, People of Perth, p. 114; Acting Comptroller-
General Hampton's Annual Report, 31 January 1867, BPP: Annual Reports on the Convict Establishments at 
Western Australia and Tasmania (Presented May 1867), London, George Edward Eyre and William 
Spottiswoode, 1867, p. 6; Governor Hampton to Duke of Newcastle, 19 February 1864, BPP: Annual Reports on 
the Convict Establishments at Western Australia and Tasmania (Presented 2 June 1865), London, George 
Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1865, p. 3; Comptroller-General Newland's Annual Report, 13 
February 1865, ibid., p. 23. 
37 As will be shown in Chapter Five, Fremantle’s role as a public works prison and industrial centre meant that 
these official goals of punishment and reform were often sidelined in order to enhance labour productivity.  
38 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Annual Report, 24 February 1869, BPP: Annual Reports on the Convict 
Establishments at Western Australia and Tasmania (Presented 1869), London, George Edward Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1869, p. 4. 
39 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Annual Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 9. 
40 See Appendix 1, Tables A1 and A3. 
41 Extracts from the Comptroller-General's Report, 1871, BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, 
London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1872, p. 512; Extracts from the Acting Comptroller-
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and the abolition of certain convict department offices.42  During his visit to Western Australia in 

1872, Anthony Trollope noted of the convict system: ‘The numbers are decreasing both of officers 

and men … Everybody is talking of retrenchment’.43  It is clear from the eagerness with which local 

officials reported each saving and sacking that imperial pressure had been applied to reduce costs.  

In 1873, for example, the Comptroller-General reported to Britain that ‘all possible reductions 

compatible with the due efficiency of the service have been made.’44  By 1875, all but a handful of 

convicts were once again inmates of Fremantle Prison.45  A dwindling imperial convict population 

remained there until the prison was handed over to the colonial authorities in 1886, the end date 

commonly assigned to the Western Australian convict era.46   

 

Punishment 
 
As Bavin has argued, punishment in the Western Australian convict system was governed by two 

competing pressures: developments in British theories of penology, and the economic needs and 

capacities of a small, underdeveloped colony.47  In the early to mid-nineteenth century, British penal 

reformers rejected the idea that public, physical punishments could remould the criminal, instead 

turning towards hard work, constant supervision, compulsory movements, regular activities, solitary 

meditation and religious instruction as paths to reformation.48  Both the silent system (where 

prisoners laboured among other men but in silence) and the separate system (silent, solitary 

confinement, broken only by brief periods of silent exercise and a chaplain’s Christian message) 

were developed at this time in order to reform men through ‘the reasoning mind and not the beaten 

                                                           
General's Report, 1872, BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1873, pp. 535-6; Extracts from the Acting Comptroller-General's Report, 1873, BPP, 
1874, p. 526; Extracts from the Acting Comptroller-General's Report, 1874, BPP, 1875, p. 562; Hasluck, 
Unwilling Emigrants, p. 54. 
42 Extracts from the Comptroller-General's Report, 1871, BPP, 1872, p. 512; Extracts from the Acting 
Comptroller-General's Report, 1874, BPP, 1875, p. 563; Extracts from the Comptroller-General's Report, 1875,  
BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1876, 
p. 593; Extracts from the Comptroller-General's Report, 1876, BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, 
London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1877, p. 620.  
43 A. Trollope, Australia and New Zealand, London, Chapman and Hall, 1873, Vol. 2, p. 96. 
44 Extracts from the Acting Comptroller-General's Report, 1872, BPP, 1873, p. 535. 
45 Extracts from the Comptroller-General's Report, 1875, BPP, 1876, p. 591. 
46 See for example, Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 58; Gibbs, 'Archaeology of Convict 
System', p. 62; Millett, 'Mild But Firm'.  For further details on the transfer of Fremantle Prison to the colonial 
government, see Correspondence Respecting the Transfer to the Colony of the Imperial Convict Establishment 
(Paper No. 22), Minutes and Proceedings of the Western Australian Legislative Council, Perth, Government 
Printer, 1884; Report of the Commission and Papers relating to the transfer of the Imperial Convict 
Establishment to the Colonial Government (Paper No. 25), Minutes and Proceedings of the Western Australian 
Legislative Council, Perth, Government Printer, 1885. 
47 Bavin, 'Punishment, Prisons and Reform', p. 121. 
48 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 77-8, 84; M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, 
trans. A.M. Sheridan, London, Penguin Books, 1977, pp. 128-9. 
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body’.49  Although the Western Australian system incorporated aspects of contemporary British 

penal theory (especially in its treatment of reconvicted prisoners), the colony was hamstrung by a 

lack of prison infrastructure (excluding Fremantle Prison) and by shortages of capable prison 

officials.50  Nor were the silent or separate systems compatible with widely-dispersed employment 

of prisoners on public works.  The punishment regime which emerged thus had a ‘distinct colonial 

identity’, its continued use of flogging in particular signalling some level of independence from 

British precedents.51   

 

The discussion that follows relates only to punishment within the Fremantle Convict Establishment.  

At depots, outstations and road parties, very little machinery existed for the punishment of 

disobedience.  Warders in charge of remote parties were ‘without even the semblance of physical 

force to aid them in preserving discipline and order’.52  Often a single warder (with the aid of a 

convict promoted to the rank of ‘constable’) would command 20 to 50 prisoners.53  In this situation, 

even punishment through dietary reductions could incite open mutiny.54  Offences were instead 

referred to a magistrate who could have convicts returned to Fremantle Prison.55  The standard 

design used for the convict depots featured ‘lock-ups’ at which minor transgressions could be 

punished by imprisonment (and generally a punishment diet), but similarly, any serious offender was 

transferred to Fremantle.56  

 

  

 

                                                           
49 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 90-1; M. Ogborn, 'Discipline, Government and Law: Separate 
Confinement in the Prisons of England and Wales, 1830-1877', Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers, vol. 20, no. 3, 1995, p. 302. 
50 For information on shortages and shortcomings of prison warders in the Western Australian convict system, 
see Comptroller-General Newland's Annual Report, 13 February 1865, BPP, June 1865; Superintendent Dixon's 
Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 82; Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 20 
December 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 228. 
51 Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', p. 472. 
52 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Annual Report, 24 February 1869, BPP, 1869, p. 5.  As Trinca has noted, 
these isolated officials often relied upon ‘the perceived ‘natural’ obstacle of the bush’ to control their convict 
charges.  See Trinca, 'Control and Coercion', p. 31. 
53 Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 171; Comptroller-General Newland's Annual Report, 13 February 
1865, BPP, June 1865, pp. 24-5. 
54 Superintendent Dixon's Annual Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 24. 
55 The Herald, 1 January 1870, p. 2. 
56 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 280, 285, 313; Rules and Regulations for the Convict 
Department, Western Australia, 1862, Fremantle, The Government, 1862, pp. 4-5 (Officers in Charge of Depots 
section).  For plans of the punishment cells at Toodyay, York and Guildford depots, see TNA (UK), Plan of 3 
Cells for Guildford Depot, Annual Estimates for 1857-58, MPG 1/722/22; TNA (UK), Plan of 3 Cells and Porters 
Lodge for York Depot, Annual Estimates for 1857-58, MPG 1/722/24; TNA (UK), Plan of 3 Cells and Porters 
Lodge for Toodyay Depot, Annual Estimates for 1857-58, MPG 1/722/28.  
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The Temporary Establishment  
 
As Governor Fitzgerald put it in 1853, the temporary convict establishment at Fremantle was badly 

lacking ‘in so many of the appliances essential to the power of coercion and control’.  Equipped with 

only thirteen ‘separate cells’ and four ‘punishment cells’ for a population that often exceeded 500, 

the prison was incapable of enforcing reform through solitary contemplation.57  The cells were used 

for those who committed minor prison offences, for short-sentenced reconvicted men, and for 

colonial prisoners sentenced to penal servitude.58  Short sentences in the cells were often 

accompanied by a ‘punishment diet’ of bread and water.  The ‘most indispensable object’ of 

isolating reconvicted prisoners from each other was not achieved to any degree until a ‘separation 

ward’ was constructed in 1853, featuring ‘isolation to some extent’ and a regime of strict silence.59 

All reconvicted men spent an initial proportion of their sentence in this ward, followed by ‘rigorous 

discipline in association with their fellows upon the works’.60   

 

The limited capacity for cellular punishments at the temporary establishment meant that leg irons 

and the lash were required as additional instruments for controlling convicts.61  Irons were used 

primarily for reconvicted prisoners at this time.  Superintendent Thomas Dixon reported that 78 

reconvicted men were held in chains during the second-half of 1854 (out of a mean reconvicted 

population of 121).62  The average weight of their irons was eight pounds.63  Flogging was also 

prescribed for serious prison offences from the beginning.  The 1850 convict department regulations 

                                                           
57 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 March 1852, BPP: Further Correspondence on the 
Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 13 December 1852), London, George Edward Eyre 
and William Spottiswoode, 1853, p. 193.  For population numbers at the temporary establishment, see 
SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 1A, June 1850 - April 1855, Acc. 1156/R&D1A, AN 358. 
58 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 October 1851, BPP: Further Correspondence on the 
Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented 30 April 1852), London, George Edward Eyre and 
William Spottiswoode, 1852, p. 195; Rules and Regulations for the guidance of the Warders and the other 
Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, p. 241; Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 
January 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 171. 
59 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 101; 
Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 30 June 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 242. 
60 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 171. 
61 The need for convict labour to construct the temporary and permanent prisons and other convict 
department buildings may also have deterred the authorities from punishing prisoners through cellular 
isolation.  Roberts has argued that solitary confinement was ‘simply impractical’ during the early years of the 
Wellington Valley convict station in New South Wales, because it ‘merely relieved men from the rigours of 
ploughing and sawing at a time when their labour could not be spared.’  Henderson noted similarly ‘pressing’ 
demands on prison labour during the years of the temporary convict establishment.  See Roberts, 'A Sort of 
Inland Norfolk Island?', p. 68; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, 
August 1851, p. 105. 
62 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 80.  Mean reconvicted 
population numbers calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1A. 
63 Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers [inquiring into the present convict dietary], enclosure in Governor 
Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 45. 
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declared ‘whipping up to 100 lashes’ as the standard punishment for absconding.64  Serious prison 

disturbances, assaults on prisoners or warders, abusive language, destruction of prison property, 

and serious ticket-of-leave crimes were also commonly punished with the lash in these early years.65  

 

Fremantle Prison 
 
The transfer of convicts to the permanent convict establishment (Fremantle Prison) in 1855 initiated 

a number of disciplinary changes.  In particular, efforts were made to establish a more stringent 

form of separate confinement for reconvicted men.  The new system was intended to replicate the 

mandatory separate confinement which marked the first stage of a British sentence of 

transportation (termed penal servitude from 1853).  Reconvicted prisoners were to serve one 

quarter of their sentence in separate confinement (up to a maximum confinement of one year), with 

a sentence of less than three months to be passed wholly in solitude.66  Colonial prisoners sentenced 

to penal servitude also served a mandatory nine months separate confinement at Fremantle.67  

While under separate treatment, convicts were confined to their cells for all but one hour of the day, 

which was reserved for exercise undertaken in ‘the strictest silence’.68  All noise and communication 

between prisoners was prohibited and communication with warders to be avoided where possible.69  

Prisoners were even forbidden from looking out of their cell windows, although it is unlikely this rule 

could be effectively enforced.70 

 

Punishments for absconding also became increasingly severe at the permanent prison.  In July 1858, 

‘The Absconders’ Class’ was created, to be peopled with unsuccessful or recaptured escapees and 

those who had threatened escape.71  As well as being flogged upon recapture, these men now faced 

an indefinite period of separate confinement (no longer than one year) under the same ‘rigid rules’ 

                                                           
64 Rules and Regulations for the guidance of the Warders and the other Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA 
(UK), CO 18/58, p. 239. 
65 BPP, August 1851, p. 116; Return of all Convicts who have received Corporal Punishment in Western 
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66 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 16; Department Order No. 
92, 21 November 1855, BPP, May 1862, p. 63. 
67 Comptroller-General Henderson's Report on Separate Confinement, 12 October 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 57. 
68 SROWA, Comptroller-General's Correspondence, January 1861 - December 1862, Cons. 133/14, WAS 1184, 3 
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69 Ibid.; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 194-5. 
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that prison officials found it difficult to enforce silence in and around the separate treatment cells. 
71 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 167; Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 27. 
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described above.72  They could be released only by special order of the Governor.73  In addition to 

separate treatment, short periods (up to 28 days) of solitary confinement in light or dark cells on a 

bread and water diet continued to be used as punishments for prison offences and for particularly 

inveterate absconders.74  Fremantle Prison had eighteen ‘refractory cells’ (six dark and twelve light) 

designated for this purpose.75   

 

This expanded catalogue of punishments based on prisoner isolation made the use of flogging and 

irons less necessary at the new prison.  In 1856, Governor Kennedy declared himself an ‘enemy’ of 

the whip, which he had seen used ‘with signal failure’ during his military past.76  Henderson and 

Dixon expressed similar views on corporal punishment and also advocated the abolition of chains.77  

From around 1856, leg irons were gradually phased out (although they would reappear in the mid-

1860s) and floggings declined to such an extent that by 1863 the prison’s Protestant chaplain 

reported their ‘virtual abolition’.78   

 

The Hampton Era 
 
The arrival of Governor Hampton in 1862 instigated another shift in punitive policy.  Perhaps the 

most notable development of Hampton’s tenure was the creation of a ‘Stringent Discipline Class’.   

This was intended partly as a replacement for mandatory separate confinement, which was 

abolished in early 1862 due to fears about its impact on prisoner health and because of the labour it 

withdrew from public works.79  Although separate confinement remained a permissible punishment 

for prisoner misconduct, it was sidelined in favour of shorter sentences to the dark cells on bread 

                                                           
72 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 27; Superintendent Lefroy's Yearly 
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73 Superintendent Lefroy to Comptroller-General Henderson, 18 July 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 62. 
74 See for example, SROWA, Superintendent's Order Book No. 7, October 1858 - March 1861, Acc. 1156/SO7, 
AN 358, 25 April 1859; 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 16 (General Rules for Prisoners section). 
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and water.80  During 1864, prolonged separate treatment was reintroduced as a punishment for a 

portion of men in the stringent class, but by 1866 such sentences were again ‘almost unknown’.81 

 

Reserved ‘for the worst class of offenders’, the stringent discipline class was intended to instil 

‘wholesome dread’ in the general convict population.82  Stringent class prisoners were assigned to 

the most odious labour that could be found, including pumping water, cleaning ashpits and privies, 

quarrying stone, and any other ‘dirty or disagreeable work which may be required.’83  Leg irons were 

also reintroduced among these convicts – heavy 28 pound irons for absconders and 14 pound irons 

for other men (both much heavier than the chains worn by prisoners in the early 1850s).84  From 

October 1863, the stringent discipline party was marched to and from its worksite under the guard 

of armed sentries empowered to shoot anyone attempting escape.85  Contemporary settler Janet 

Millett observed a ‘chain gang’ around this time cajoled at each end by ‘soldiers with mounted 

bayonets, and … revolvers on the full cock’.86   

 

Such ‘vigorous measures’, the authorities claimed, were a response to spiralling absconding rates.87  

A substantial increase in floggings during 1864-65 was similarly justified by the need to address a 

growing ‘insubordinate spirit’ among the prisoners and a corresponding rise in escape attempts.88  

With sparsely-supervised convict work parties increasingly spread throughout the colony, these 
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‘new’ punishments served to reassure colonists that steps were being taken to ensure their safety.  

In 1866, a series of articles showing ‘the unmistakable marks of an official pen’ were published in 

The Inquirer detailing the increasingly severe methods used to discipline absconders.89  The articles 

stressed that these men were dissuaded from escape not only by the chains they wore after 

returning to Fremantle Prison, but by confinement in dark cells on bread and water until ‘they are 

unable to bear the treatment any longer without danger to their lives’.90  Readers were assured that 

with such deterrents in place ‘we have no more occasion to fear the safety of our settlers than we 

had to fear it five years ago’.91   

 

Reports of increasing severity also came from the prisoners themselves.  In December 1866, a 

convict petition emerged, transmitted by a prison warder, exposing numerous ‘cruelties of Governor 

Hampton’s own construction’ present in the current convict system.92  It stressed the illegality of 

indefinite dark cell confinement and argued that sentences of 28 consecutive days’ bread and water 

‘without light, air, or exercise’ far exceeded the limits specified by British law.93  The petitioners also 

claimed that men were flogged excessively for ‘frivolous’ offences and that the instrument used was 

not a regulation ‘cat’.94  They further asserted that convicts were ‘debarred from getting any redress 

for wrongs’, a reference to a prison regulation which made ‘frivolous or groundless’ complaints liable 

to punishment.95  This situation was exacerbated by Hampton’s decision to abolish the board of 

visiting magistrates which had previously inspected Fremantle Prison every month and heard 

prisoners’ grievances.96  Hampton claimed these visits ‘interfered seriously’ with the magistrates’ 

‘legitimate duties’.97  

 

Largely as a consequence of the 1866 petition and Hampton’s subsequent dismissal from office in 

late 1867, historians have depicted the Governor’s tenure as a period of ‘harsh’ and ‘extreme’ 

punishment uncharacteristic of the Western Australian convict era as a whole.98  Kimberly, Hasluck 

and Crowley have emphasised the expansion of chain gang labour under Hampton, while Thomas 
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and Stewart have noted the increase in floggings during his reign (as have Crowley and Hasluck).99  

Although Edgar argued that the severity of Hampton’s regime has been ‘falsely mythologized’, he 

too noted the increasing use of the lash in this period to subdue the ‘recalcitrant element’ of the 

convict population.100  Hampton’s use of indeterminate bread and water sentences has also been 

highlighted as an example of punitive excess, with Thomas and Stewart in particular condemning 

these punishments as illegal.101    

 

Despite the predominance of such assertions in the literature, few studies have used archival 

punishment data to compare the Hampton era with other periods of Western Australian convictism.  

Rather it has been more or less assumed that the ‘cruelties’ highlighted by the 1866 petitioners were 

specific to Hampton’s governorship, since other regimes failed to produce documented convict 

uproar.  One exception to this is Millett’s statistical summary of floggings throughout the convict 

period.102  Millett found that the number of lashes inflicted per year was greater under Hampton 

than any other governor.103  While this claim is accurate, it fails to take into account changing convict 

population numbers.  Figure 2.4 shows that the per capita flogging rate (lashes per convict under 

sentence) was considerably higher in the mid-1850s than under Hampton, despite a noticeable rise 

during 1864-65. 

 

Chain gang labour was similarly more prevalent at the temporary establishment than during 

Hampton’s tenure.  Despite Crowley’s claim that the stringent discipline party contained 600 men in 

1863, superintendents’ order books for Fremantle Prison show that the average strength of this class 

was less than 50 men during Hampton’s governorship, and its maximum size 103 (in July 1867).104  

On average these chain gangs represented just ten per cent of the Fremantle Prison population 

during 1862-67, whereas fourteen per cent of convicts at the temporary establishment laboured in 

irons (using figures from 1854).105  If we examine chained prisoners as a proportion of the total 
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convict population in Western Australia, the disparity is even greater, with twelve per cent of the 

1854 population in irons, compared to just 3.6 per cent of those under sentence during 1862-67.106  

Although leg irons became notably heavier in the 1860s, convicts arriving in this period were much 

less likely to wear these restraints than early Western Australian transportees.  

 

   

Figure 2.4.107 

 

Superintendents’ order books also reveal that indefinite sentences were not Hampton’s invention.  

At least as early as 1858, convicts were regularly sentenced to the refractory cells on bread and 

water ‘until further orders’ or at ‘His Excellency’s pleasure’.108  Under Hampton, the wording of such 

sentences became increasingly severe.  In many cases, punishments were to continue ‘until the 

Surgeon reports he [the prisoner] is unable to bear the treatment longer without danger’.109  These 

orders rarely translated into harsher punishment, however.  Prisoners punished at the surgeon’s 

discretion served on average just three days longer in the refractory cells than men sentenced for 

definite periods (twenty days compared to seventeen).110  Moreover, bread and water punishment 

                                                           
106 Western Australian convict population figures taken from Appendix 1, Table A3 (‘probation and reconvicted 
combined’ column). 
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109 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 28 August 1866.  
110 These figures are for the period 1858-67.  Average time served in refractory cells calculated from SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO10; SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 2, September 1857 - June 1859, Acc. 
1156/R&D2, AN 358; SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 3, July 1859 - December 1861, 
Acc. 1156/R&D3, AN 358; SROWA, Probation Prisoners Register for Numbers 5586-6999, Acc. 1156/R7, AN 
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in the cells had always been contingent on surgeons’ assessments of an inmate’s health.  In the 

1850s, numerous refractory cell sentences were cut short ‘on surgeon’s recommendation’.111  In 

December 1858, prisoner William Smith was released from the cells on medical grounds just five 

days into his 28 day sentence.112  Although refractory cell sentences under Hampton appeared 

increasingly vindictive on paper, in practice these punishments differed little from earlier versions.   

 

Punishment in the 1870s 
 
Short sentences of solitude on bread and water persisted as a punishment for prison offences and 

absconding well after Hampton’s departure.  In 1871, there were 81 sentences to the refractory cells 

among a prison population that averaged less than 400 men.113  Absconders also continued to suffer 

particular stringency.  Millett highlighted orders in 1874 for the cells of all men ‘confined to prison’ 

(principally absconders) to be ‘rigidly searched and examined’ at night.114  As well as preventing the 

concealment of items that might aid escape, these searches imposed the additional punishment of 

sleep deprivation, as Millett pointed out.115  Although regular cell inspections were by no means 

unprecedented for incorrigible offenders, these nocturnal searches were a new development.116   

 

The stringent discipline party also remained a feature of Fremantle Prison in the 1870s, although in 

1869 its guard of armed sentries was disbanded and the party’s labour limited to stone breaking and 

pumping water within the prison walls.117  The number of men in the stringent class gradually 

declined from this point onwards.  Between 1873 and 1877, its average size was less than twenty 

men, equivalent to around six per cent of the dwindling Western Australian convict population.118  

                                                           
358; SROWA, Character Book for Numbers 4508-5585, Acc. 1156/R8, AN 358; SROWA, Reconvicted Prisoners 
Register, September 1856 - November 1859, Acc. 1156/R10, AN 358; SROWA, General Register for Various 
Numbers 1435-3784, Acc. 1156/R12, AN 358; SROWA, Character Book for Numbers 2373-3639, Acc. 1156/R18, 
AN 358; SROWA, Character Book for Numbers 3640-4432, Acc. 1156/R19, AN 358. 
111 See for example, SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6, 2 March 1858, 4 March 1858, 15 April 1858. 
112 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 4 December 1858; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8, entry for 4680 William Smith. 
113 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Yearly Report, 31 January 1871, BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict 
Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1871, p. 550.  For prison population figures, 
see Appendix 1, Table A1. 
114 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 176-7. 
115 Ibid. 
116 In the early 1860s, for example, refractory cell prisoners were ‘shifted from one cell to another at least once 
every three days’.  At each changeover, warders were to ‘examine most minutely the interior of the cell … in 
order to detect anything which might be deposited there’ for an incoming prisoner.  See SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO8, 15 December 1862. 
117 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Yearly Report, 26 February 1870, BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict 
Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1870, pp. 453-4. 
118 Stringent class population numbers compiled from Extracts from the Clerk of Works Report for 1873, BPP, 
1874, p. 539; Extracts from the Clerk of Works Report for 1875, BPP, 1876, p. 608; Extracts from the Clerk of 
Works Report for 1876, BPP, 1877, p. 633; Extracts from the Clerk of Works Report for 1877, BPP: Report of the 
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Floggings also continued during Fremantle’s twilight years as an imperial establishment, but declined 

drastically from 1868.119  Millett showed that, on average, just 92 lashes were inflicted per year after 

this point.120  This is equivalent to 0.24 lashes per Western Australian convict per year, a flogging 

rate well below those shown in Figure 2.4.121  Millett argued that the decline in flagellation was 

initiated by the discovery of ‘more efficient and durable punishments’, such as work, which would 

condition bodies and minds to adopt the moralities of wage-earning citizens.  Flogging only 

undermined the creation of useful citizens by producing physically-damaged men.122  It could also be 

argued that falling prisoner numbers increased convicts’ value as labour resources for the convict 

department.  To conserve a shrinking labour reservoir, the authorities may have steered away from 

physical penalties that might impair prisoners’ work capacities.   

 

Punishment at the Convict Establishment oscillated between phases that emphasised the infliction 

of physical pain and periods imposing mental suffering through solitude.  Hampered by limited 

cellular accommodation, the temporary establishment relied primarily on leg irons and the lash to 

enforce prison discipline.  This situation transformed dramatically at Fremantle Prison, where a 

much greater effort was made to isolate recalcitrant prisoners from human contact, either through 

short sentences to the refractory cells on bread and water, or extended periods of separate 

treatment.  With such measures in place, whips and chains became less important as instruments for 

maintaining convict compliance.  The rapid expansion of remote convict work parties under 

Governor Hampton prompted a return to painful deterrents such as the chain gang and the cat-o’-

nine-tails, not only to inspire terror in would-be absconders, but to reassure anxious colonists that 

their safety remained paramount.  Refractory cell confinement was also adapted to serve this 

purpose through increasingly intimidatory sentencing, while separate treatment was largely 

abandoned because it removed prisoners from public works labour for long periods.  Although 

                                                           
Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1878, p. 596.  Western 
Australian convict population figures sourced from Appendix 1, Table A3 (‘probation and reconvicted 
combined’ column). 
119 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 204. 
120 Ibid., p. 205. 
121 Calculated using ibid. and convict population numbers taken from Appendix 1, Table A3 (‘probation and 
reconvicted combined’ column); BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre 
and William Spottiswoode, 1879, p. 578; BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George 
Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1880, p. 947; BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, London, 
George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1881, p. 586; BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict Prisons, 
London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1882, p. 596; BPP: Report of the Directors of Convict 
Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1883, p. 536; BPP: Report of the Directors of 
Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1884, p. 240; BPP: Report of the 
Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1885, p. 224; BPP: Report 
of the Directors of Convict Prisons, London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1886, p. 232. 
122 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 144-5. 
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floggings and Hampton’s stringent class remained a part of Fremantle Prison’s punishment regime in 

the 1870s, they gradually declined in importance as authorities grew wary of ‘damaging’ their 

dwindling convict workforce.  Meanwhile, cellular isolation continued to be practised extensively, 

with prison administrators developing new methods (such as sleep deprivation) to compound the 

sufferings of those so confined.  

 

While it is difficult to assess the severity of convict punishment regimes without examining their 

impact on prisoner health (see Chapter Seven), it is clear from this exploration that episodes of 

harshness were not confined to the Hampton era, as many historians have argued.  Although 

Hampton restored chain gangs and the lash to Fremantle Prison’s punitive arsenal, both of these 

punishments were more prevalent during the early to mid-1850s.  Moreover, Hampton’s much-

condemned use of ‘indefinite detention’ was largely a continuation of existing punishment practices.  

It may be that convicts in the Hampton era were ‘made to suffer without deserving it’, as Kimberly 

claimed, but these sufferings were far from exceptional.123 

   

Living Conditions 
 
Aside from studies of Fremantle Prison’s construction and design, little research has been 

undertaken on the quality of convict accommodation in Western Australia.124  Hasluck briefly 

remarked upon the cramped and poorly ventilated barracks of the temporary establishment but 

provided little additional detail about prisoner living conditions.125  Kerr has also noted the 

‘extraordinarily small cell size’ at Fremantle Prison, but was more concerned with the prison’s 

architectural heritage significance than its impact on the incarcerated.126  In terms of the convict 

depots, Winter has argued that living arrangements were relatively spacious, due largely to small 

depot populations, but his analysis was relatively brief and confined to the 1850s.127  Discussions of 

road party life have also focussed little on housing conditions, although Gibbs has provided a useful 

summary of contemporary accounts of road party huts.128  Although Kerr and Campbell have 

                                                           
123 Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 194. 
124 For works discussing Fremantle Prison’s architecture and the process of its construction, see in particular 
Kerr, Design for Convicts, pp. 165-7; Kerr, Policy for Conservation, pp. 33-68; Campbell, 'Building Convict 
Establishment', pp. 7.1-7.33; R. Hoare et al., Fremantle Prison Conservation & Future Use: Main Cell Block, 
Perth, Building Management Authority of Western Australia, 1990. 
125 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 34. 
126 Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 49. 
127 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 286, 322. 
128 Gibbs, 'Convict Places', pp. 82-3.  Gibbs highlighted the testimony of convicts James Roe and John Casey, as 
well as contemporary journalist Howard Willoughby.  All three of these accounts are discussed below.  Casey 
and Willoughby’s descriptions of regional convict life also appear in Erickson, 'The Fenians', pp. 132-3. 
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documented developments in sewerage at Fremantle Prison, the provision of sanitation at other 

convict sites also remains largely unexplored by historians.129  The only study to examine sanitary 

measures outside of Fremantle Prison was Gertzel’s discussion of diarrhoeal disease at the 

temporary establishment, for which she blamed ‘impure and brackish’ drinking water and ‘insanitary 

conditions’ in the prison hospital.130  These fragmentary studies do not provide a complete or 

coherent picture of convict living conditions in Western Australia.  The following analysis of convict 

accommodation throughout the colony helps to remedy this deficiency.   

 

The Temporary Establishment 
 
Having initially consisted of a partially-roofed woolshed with no floor, by 1851 the temporary convict 

establishment contained three large stone ‘barracks’ buildings providing accommodation for 579 

men.131  The convicts slept in two tiers of hammocks, with 18 inches between hammocks and three 

feet vertically between the tiers (see Figure 2.5).132  The sleeping quarters doubled as ‘mess-rooms’, 

where the prisoners consumed their daily meals, the hammocks having been rolled up and stored 

elsewhere during the day.133  Little is documented about the fourth barrack building, or ‘separate 

ward’, added in 1853 for reconvicted men.  Given the large number of men this building was able to 

accommodate, it was probably configured along similar lines to the other wards (tiers of hammocks), 

the only difference in prisoner treatment being the enforcement of strict silence.134  

 

                                                           
129 Kerr, Policy for Conservation, pp. 51, 54; Kerr, Design for Convicts, p. 167; Campbell, 'Building Convict 
Establishment', pp. 7.21, 7.25, 7.30. 
130 Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 63. 
131 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 18 July 1850, BPP, May 1851, p. 230; Comptroller-
General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 October 1851, BPP, April 1852, pp. 191, 204. 
132 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 101. 
133 Rules and Regulations for the guidance of the Warders and the other Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA 
(UK), CO 18/58, p. 242. 
134 The new ward was wooden and capable of holding 130 men.  See Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of 
Newcastle, 12 September 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 203. 
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Figure 2.5.  Configuration of Prisoner Hammocks at the Temporary Convict Establishment, 1851.135 

 

Official reports on the standard of accommodation were somewhat contradictory.  In 1851, Surgeon 

John Shipton claimed the barracks were ‘roomy and well ventilated’ and in 1852 asserted that ‘every 

regard has been paid to the cleanliness of the prison and the comfort of the men; the wards are well 

and thoroughly ventilated, and the men lie warm and dry, nor is it possible they could be taken 

better care of.’136  His comments were supported by several reports from the Comptroller-General 

                                                           
135 Plan of Prisoners Barracks, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, pp. 275-6. 
136 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 106; Surgeon Shipton to 
Comptroller-General Henderson, August 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, p. 219. 
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and Governor highlighting the ‘order, discipline, and cleanliness’ of the establishment.137 However, 

these terms appear so regularly that it is likely they were used more to impress British superiors 

than to meaningfully describe conditions.  Other accounts of the barracks suggest a bare minimum 

level of comfort.  In 1851, Henderson described the height of the second and third divisions as ‘the 

least that would be consistent in such a warm climate with proper ventilation’.138  Governor 

Fitzgerald wrote in the same year that ‘the amount of prison restraint, … , is limited for the number 

spoken of, as will be somewhat the other arrangements for their comfortable housing, both as 

regards messing and sleeping space, …’.139  The low-lying, damp and swampy nature of the 

temporary prison site were also referred to often, once the new prison became occupied.140 

 

The only surviving convict account of the temporary prison comes from John Acton Wroth, whose 

1851 letter to his father offered a very positive portrayal of living conditions: ‘I am placed in really 

good circumstances for a Prisoner, … – [I] have a sufficiency of food & good lodgings provided, 

besides the many privileges which I have no room to enumerate …’.141  However, Wroth’s 

experiences were likely different to those of most convicts, for his education had gained him a 

privileged position as a clerk in Superintendent Dixon’s office.  His letter was also subject to a 

censor’s approval, meaning any ‘improper’ or defamatory remarks had to be avoided.142  

 

Analysing ward dimensions in the temporary establishment also provides insights into the convicts’ 

living circumstances.  Divisions two and three (the only wards for which measurements are available) 

would have provided only 260 cubic feet per prisoner when filled to capacity.143  This figure is well 

below standards of 600-1000 cubic feet per man introduced in British army barracks in the mid-

nineteenth century to combat disease transmission and increase ventilation.144  The Convict 

Establishment was instead comparable with the Tobago army barracks of 1827, held up by health 

reformers as an example of the evils of overcrowding.  Soldiers there were allotted 231 cubic feet of 

                                                           
137 See for example, Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 March 1852, BPP, December 1852, 
p. 169; Extracts from the "Visiting Book" during the Half Year ending 30th June 1852, BPP, July 1853, p. 212; 
Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 7 June 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, p. 3.  
138 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 101. 
139 Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 5 February 1851, ibid., p. 98. 
140 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 161; Surgeon 
Attfield's Annual Lunatic Asylum Report, 1 January 1864, BPP, June 1865, p. 21. 
141 Letter from Wroth to his father, June 1851, JSBL, Papers of John Acton Wroth, 1830-1876, Acc. 2816A. 
142 For the instructions given to convicts on the purposes and allowable content of their letters, see JSBL, 
Letters of Seth Eccles, 1856-1865, Acc. 4232A/7-8. 
143 Calculated from dimensions given in Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, 
BPP, August 1851, p. 101. 
144 P. Curtin, Death by Migration: Europe's Encounter with the Tropical World in the Nineteenth Century, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1989, pp. 60-1. 
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space, sleeping ‘in hammocks packed as close as was physically possible’.145  Nor did Fremantle far 

exceed the 215 cubic feet per slave offered by a ‘typical slave log cabin’ in nineteenth-century 

America.146  Fortunately for its inmates, the temporary establishment was seldom fully occupied – it 

was rarely even half full during its first two years.147  From 1853, however, divisions one, two and 

three would have been at least 80 per cent full on average, giving 325 cubic feet of space per 

prisoner.148  Although no longer reminiscent of slave conditions, this figure still falls drastically short 

of British barrack regulations.   In these years, Hasluck’s remark that the tiered hammocks ‘must 

have strongly resembled a nest of maggots twisting and wriggling’ was probably quite apt.149  It is 

not surprising that by early 1855 Dixon was complaining of ‘ill ventilation’ in the wards.150   

 

Probably more important than ventilation for prisoners’ health was the effective disposal of human 

waste.  Convicts in the temporary prison had access to ‘privies’ adjoining each of the wards.151  These 

were also accessible at night under the supervision of a warder.152  Thus unsanitary ‘night buckets’ 

would not have been required within the wards.  The privies were also referred to as ‘water closets’, 

suggesting that they were regularly flushed with water, the sewage most likely ending up in 

cesspools (as was the case for water closets installed at the new prison).153  Surgeon Elliot’s 

description of a ‘most abominable stench’ emanating from the privies suggests, however, that the 

flushing process was somewhat sporadic. 154  As Philip Curtin has noted, cesspools were also liable to 

leak into the water table, contaminating nearby wells – a problem likely compounded by the swamp-

like prison site.155 

 

Fortunately, the prison’s water was not sourced from its immediate surroundings, instead being 

carted there from several Fremantle wells.156  Water quality in Fremantle was nevertheless 

                                                           
145 Ibid. 
146 Nicholas, 'Care and Feeding of Convicts', p. 191. 
147 Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1A. 
148 This calculation uses average populations of probation prisoners for the years 1853 and 1854, taken from 
Appendix 1, Table A1.  The figure of 80 per cent is an absolute minimum based on the assumption that the 
prison hospital, separate cells and punishment cells were all filled to capacity with probation men, and that no 
reconvicted prisoners were accommodated outside of the ‘separation ward’.  
149 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 34. 
150 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 81. 
151 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, August 1851, pp. 100-1. 
152 Rules and Regulations for the guidance of the Warders and the other Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA 
(UK), CO 18/58, p. 229. 
153 BPP, August 1851, p. 110; James Manning, Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 27 February 1857, BPP, 
August 1857, p. 63. 
154 Surgeon Elliot's Half-Yearly Report, 25 January 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 163. 
155 Curtin, Death by Migration, p. 57. 
156 Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 18 October 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 216; Gertzel, 'Convict 
System', p. 63; Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 106. 
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questionable, as Gertzel has noted, and was more than once blamed for disease outbreaks in the 

town and prison.157  Surgeon Shipton reported in 1851 that the water often caused ‘a slight 

diarrhoea’ in those unaccustomed to it.158  In 1852, the ‘indifferent quality of much of the water’ 

used in Fremantle was blamed for a significant outbreak of fever of ‘a low typhoid character’ which 

first hit the town’s free inhabitants before reaching the Convict Establishment.159  As Su-Jane Hunt 

and Geoffrey Bolton have shown, these problems stemmed largely from the unlined cesspits that 

dotted the town’s landscape, many of which were located dangerously close to drinking wells.160   

 
Fremantle Prison 
 
Although Henderson initially reported that the removal of convicts to the new prison ‘is most 

beneficial in every way, both as regards discipline and health’, it soon became apparent that the new 

wards remained susceptible to problems of overcrowding and poor ventilation.161  Probation 

prisoners were confined in association wards, sleeping in two tiers of hammocks in a similar 

configuration to that of the old establishment.162  Early in 1856, staff surgeon George Galbraith 

voiced his concern that this overcrowded arrangement was ‘deleterious to the health of the men’.163  

A board of visiting magistrates had previously reported that ‘the want of ventilation … much 

required in the association wards, …, cannot be conducive to health’.164  By 1857, the authorised 

capacity of the wards had been reduced from 100 prisoners to 80 on Galbraith’s recommendation.165 

In terms of space per man, this meant an increase from 335 cubic feet to 419 cubic feet, both of 

which were well below the British military standards mentioned above.166  That the lower figure was 

deemed dangerous by Galbraith underlines the inadequacy of the temporary prison’s even more 

constricted wards.  Records of convict receipts and discharges at Fremantle Prison indicate that all 

association wards would generally have been filled to capacity.  In fact, for much of 1855-60, 

                                                           
157 Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 63.  See also S. Hunt and G. Bolton, 'Cleansing the Dunghill: Water Supply and 
Sanitation in Perth, 1878-1912', Studies in Western Australian History, vol. 2, 1978, pp. 3-5. 
158 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 106. 
159 Proceedings of a Medical Board to inquire into the Sickness which has lately prevailed in the Convict 
Establishment, 21 May 1852, BPP, July 1853, p. 218; Surgeon Shipton to Comptroller-General Henderson, 
August 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, pp. 217-8. 
160 Hunt and Bolton, 'Cleansing the Dunghill', p. 3. 
161 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 161. 
162 Galbraith's remarks on Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 2 June 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 79. 
163 Ibid. 
164 Extracts from Minute Book of Visiting Justices, 29 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 179. 
165 Acting Comptroller-General Wray's Half-Yearly Report, 31 March 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 20; 
Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, ibid., p. 51. 
166 Calculated using dimensions provided in Captain Wray's Half-Yearly Report of Works in Fremantle District, 
27 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 97. 
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probationer numbers were greater than could have been accommodated in the wards alone.167  The 

excess convicts may have been held in the prison’s separate cells, or wards may have been overfilled 

despite the 1857 recommendations.   

 

During 1860-61, the association wards were broken up and all Fremantle convicts were from then on 

housed in cells.168  These had originally been occupied only by reconvicted men, and colonial 

prisoners under separate treatment.  As Kerr has noted, Fremantle’s single cells were unusually 

small for the time, measuring seven feet long by four feet wide, and eight feet high.169  The cells 

were based on those constructed at Portland, an English public works prison at which inmates only 

occupied their cells at night.170  A considerable proportion of convicts in Fremantle’s cells, however, 

underwent separate confinement in these tiny enclosures for all but one hour of each day (at least 

until 1862, when mandatory separate treatment for reconvicted men was abolished).  Kerr also 

pointed out that Portland’s cells were partitioned with corrugated iron, allowing greater airflow than 

Fremantle’s solid stone.171  This ventilation problem was compounded in 1864 when Hampton 

ordered the under-door openings of numerous cells blocked up in order to prevent communication 

between absconders.172  It is therefore surprising that convict James Elphinstone Roe described the 

cells in 1866 as ‘cheerful, airy little dens’.173  Fellow prisoner John Mortlock also commended the 

quality of his prison ‘lodgings’ at Fremantle.174  The only source to allege poor cell conditions was 

newspaper The Herald (run by three expirees, including Roe), which wrote at length in 1869:  

 

of blankets washed at incredibly long intervals, of sheets undergoing the same process 

biennially, of cells wherein vermin have vested interests, of food utensils incrusted with 

                                                           
167 See SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 1, April 1855 - September 1857, Acc. 
1156/R&D1, AN 358; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3. 
168 Chaplain Alderson's Yearly Report, January 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 14; Superintendent Lefroy's Annual 
Report, 1 January 1862, ibid., p. 39. 
169 Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 49; Kerr, Design for Convicts, p. 165. 
170 Kerr, Design for Convicts, p. 165.  A small number of double-sized cells (each containing three men) and 
triple-sized cells (each containing five men) were also constructed in 1856, but as Kerr notes, these only 
reduced the amount of space per man, doing ‘nothing for the convicts’ wellbeing’. See Kerr, Policy for 
Conservation, p. 51; James Manning, Half-Yearly Report on Public Works, 27 February 1857, BPP, August 1857, 
p. 63. 
171 Kerr, Design for Convicts, p. 165. 
172 Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 52; Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, section 2.5.24. 
173 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'A Letter from a Convict in Australia to a Brother in England', The Cornhill Magazine, vol. 
13, London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1866, p. 504.  Although this ‘letter’ was penned anonymously, Sandra Potter 
has ascribed it to Roe.  See Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability', p. 131. 
174 J.F. Mortlock, Experiences of a Convict: Transported for Twenty-One Years, Sydney, Sydney University Press, 
1965 [1864], p. 220. 
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genuine, unadulterated filth and rust, and of the other phases of dirt deification in what-

ever garb, appearing within the walls of our model Convict Establishment.175 

 

Such conditions would have contravened the prison’s 1862 regulations, which granted convicts clean 

linen and towels every week, and clean sheets once a month.176  Official correspondence also makes 

no reference to vermin infestation, although Erin Mein’s recent archaeological dissertation argued 

this was a persistent problem throughout Fremantle Prison’s history.177   

 

Compared to its ordinary cells, Fremantle’s refractory cells (built in a separate cell-block in the prison 

yard) were surprisingly spacious, at eleven feet long by seven feet wide.178  But they were not 

initially healthy places.  A board of visiting justices reported in 1855 on the ‘extreme want of 

ventilation, and consequent most offensive effluvia’, emanating from the refractory block.179  They 

added that the cells were ‘very damp, so much so as to render it necessary to have the bedding 

exposed to the open air every morning to dry’.180  Although the board reported the refractory block 

‘all orderly and uniformly clean’ in 1861, the cells remained subject to intermittent flooding until 

Superintendent Lefroy had their floors raised by eight inches in 1863.181   

 

Early shortcomings in prison accommodation were compounded by inadequate sanitation.  As Kerr 

has noted, the association wards of the new prison initially lacked any form of privy.182  Large urine 

tubs were placed in the wards at night, causing such a stench that they had to be removed late in 

1856 due to fears for the prisoners’ health.183  Given the crowded nature of the wards, this was 

certainly a precarious hygienic arrangement, particularly if the men also ate where they slept, as had 

been the case in the temporary establishment.184  Late in 1856, the tubs were replaced by a water 

                                                           
175 The Herald, 4 December 1869, p. 3.  As Bolton has noted, The Herald generally stood ‘in opposition to the 
ruling cliques at Government House’.  This, of course, included those in charge of the convict department.  See 
G.C. Bolton, 'The Strange Career of William Beresford', Early Days, vol. 9, no. 2, 1984, pp. 12-4. 
176 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 18 (General Rules for Prisoners section). 
177 Mein, 'Inmate Coping Strategies', pp. 16-20, 98, 114. 
178 Kerr, Out of Sight, p. 67. 
179 Extracts from Minute Book of Visiting Justices, 29 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 179. 
180 Ibid. 
181 Report of Visiting Justices, 15 January 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 21; Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, sections 
2.2.13, 2.5.22. 
182 Kerr, Design for Convicts, p. 167. 
183 James Manning, Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 27 February 1857, BPP, August 1857, pp. 63-4; Kerr, 
Design for Convicts, p. 167. 
184 The prisoners’ messing arrangements are not documented.  No mess-rooms were shown in 1857 plans of 
Fremantle Prison, but the convicts may have eaten in the wider than usual corridor between cell ranges, which 
Kerr notes was designed to accommodate the men during meals and instruction.  See Figure 2.2; Kerr, Design 
for Convicts, p. 166. 
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closet attached to each ward for night use.185  Privies were also to be installed in the exercise yards 

for use during the day, but these were not operational until at least 1858.186 

 

According to Kerr, convicts confined in cells had day and night access to pairs of water closets 

located at both ends of each storey of the main cell block.187  However, it is unlikely that prisoners in 

the detached refractory block were able to use these facilities.  From at least 1862, the refractory 

cells instead housed ‘night buckets’ for human waste.188  By 1868, these were a feature of all 

‘separate cells’ at the prison.189  Despite their close-fitting lids, night buckets (particularly if 

improperly emptied) would have increased the risk of faecal contamination of meals, which were 

consumed daily in the same cells.190   

 

Fremantle Prison’s water closets and privies were to be flushed twice daily using water from the 

prison baths, washing sheds and sinks in the cells.  The waste was then deposited via wooden pipes 

into cesspools (also called dilution tanks), where it was filtered and used to irrigate the prison 

gardens ‘in a highly diluted state’.191  Both Kerr and Campbell have remarked that this sewerage 

system was advanced for the time, particularly for the Swan River Colony (Fremantle citizens would 

wait another 50 years for a piped sewage removal scheme).192  Nonetheless, the system was initially 

hampered by delays in completing the prison baths and washhouses.  Although pumps provided 

water to flush out waste in the interim, these were ‘somewhat deficient’ in sweeping the sewers 

clean, as prison surgeon George Attfield noted in 1858.193  Further problems arose in 1859, when the 

                                                           
185 James Manning, Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 27 February 1857, BPP, August 1857, pp. 63-4. 
186 Captain Wray's Half-Yearly Report of Works in Fremantle District, 10 July 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 207; 
James Manning, Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 26 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 110. 
187 Kerr, Policy for Conservation, pp. 54, 72. 
188 For references to the use of night buckets in the refractory cells, see SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 15 December 
1862; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 19 February 1867. 
189 Surgeon Attfield’s report for 1868 describes how sand could not be used as a deodorising agent in the 
‘utensils’ kept overnight in the prison’s ‘separate cells’, because it was prone to caking with the liquid excreta.  
Whether these ‘utensils’ were introduced with the ‘dry earth’ system in 1868 or were already in use is unclear.  
It is also unclear whether the term ‘separate cells’ referred only to cells containing convicts under ‘separate 
treatment’ or to all cells housing a single prisoner.  See Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 1 January 1869, BPP, 
1869, p. 9. 
190 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 504; Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 54. 
191 Captain Wray's Half-Yearly Report of Works in Fremantle District, 27 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 97; 
James Manning, Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 27 February 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 63; Kerr, Design for 
Convicts, p. 167. 
192 Kerr, Design for Convicts, p. 167; Campbell, 'Building Convict Establishment', p. 7.30.  In the mid- to late 
nineteenth century, most Perth properties had in their yards a ‘closet’ with an open, unlined cesspit, situated 
only a few yards from the well that provided their water.  In 1878, Colonial Secretary Goldsworthy made a 
public speech asserting that Perth citizens were living on a dunghill.  See Hunt and Bolton, 'Cleansing the 
Dunghill', pp. 2-3. 
193 Surgeon Attfield's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 417. 
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wooden pipes carrying raw sewage began to leak.194  The sewerage system was eventually 

abandoned after the summer of 1867-68, when a blockage in the main sewer ‘tainted the air’ 

throughout the divisions and was blamed for a severe outbreak of diarrhoea and dysentery.195   

 

In place of water-based sewerage, a ‘dry earth system’ of waste disposal was introduced, in which 

faeces were collected in ‘earth closets’, deodorised by the addition of sand, and carted away to be 

used as fertiliser.196  By 1874, all of Fremantle Prison’s water closets had been converted into earth 

closets.197  Similar systems were in place at all Western Australian convict depots by 1869.198  Convict 

administrators preferred dry earth because it removed the risk of cesspool seepage into the water 

supply.199  However, its deodorising piles of excreta also increased the risk of flies coming into 

contact with human faecal matter.  These flies could then contaminate prison food, if allowed 

access.  Curtin has shown that this mode of contamination contributed to outbreaks of typhoid fever 

at several British military stations employing dry earth sewage treatment.200 

 

While there was some risk of food contamination, the prison’s drinking water was safeguarded by 

wells cut through ‘solid rock the whole way down’.201  It is unlikely that sewage seepage could have 

permeated these structures, not least because cesspools were located well beyond prison walls 

(drinking wells were within the prison precinct).202  Official reports make many references to the 

‘beautiful water’ pumped from the wells.203  Even the disapproving Herald noted that Fremantle 

Prison was ‘abundantly supplied with water of remarkable purity’.204   

 

 

                                                           
194 Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, section 2.5.15. 
195 Surgeon Attfield to Comptroller-General Wakeford, 1 January 1868, SROWA, Surgeon's Letterbook, 
February 1864 - January 1876, Acc. 1156/M12, (no pagination); Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 1 January 
1869, BPP, 1869, p. 9. 
196 Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 1 January 1869, BPP, 1869, p. 9. 
197 Extracts from the Clerk of Works Report, 1874, BPP, 1875, p. 576. 
198 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Yearly Report, 26 February 1870, BPP, 1870, p. 454. 
199 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Yearly Report, 24 February 1869, BPP, 1869, p. 5. 
200 Curtin, Death by Migration, p. 59. 
201 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 41.  The prison’s 
cesspools were also purposely sunk into solid rock to prevent leakage.  See Captain Wray's Half-Yearly Report 
of Works in Fremantle District, 10 July 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 207. 
202 For a plan showing the location of the cesspits and wells, see Campbell, 'Building Convict Establishment', p. 
7.23 (Figure 7.18). 
203 See for example, Captain Wray's Half-Yearly Report of Works in Fremantle District, 27 January 1855, BPP, 
June 1856, p. 97; Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 1 December 1862, BPP, July 1863, p. 44.  From 1888, these 
wells provided the basis for a reticulated water supply for the town of Fremantle.  See Hunt and Bolton, 
'Cleansing the Dunghill', p. 6. 
204 The Herald, 23 February 1867, p. 2. 
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Convict Depots 
 
Convicts at depots and outstations were initially housed in tents while building more permanent 

accommodation, a process which could take up to two years, as Winter has shown.205  Once a 

barrack was completed, depot convicts slept and ate in large association wards configured in much 

the same way as the wards of the temporary establishment.206  Convict John Acton Wroth described 

how at York depot, hammocks were arranged in two tiers at night, then folded and stacked during 

the day to make way for tables and stools for messing.207  According to John Mortlock, this existence 

was ‘in some respects … even more comfortless’ than life in Fremantle Prison.208   

 

Available dimensions for the convict depots indicate that living arrangements could be very cramped 

indeed.  While Winter’s claim that the depots were relatively uncrowded in the 1850s is broadly 

accurate, population spikes during 1854-55 resulted in extreme congestion at many stations.209  In 

these years, peak convict numbers at Toodyay, York and Albany would have allowed less than 270 

cubic feet per man in depot dormitories, while at Guildford this figure was reduced to a measly 147 

cubic feet (see Table 2.1).  Average depot populations for 1851-56 also show that Winter’s assertion 

does not hold true for all stations.  Guildford depot provided only 340 cubic feet per prisoner during 

these years (Table 2.1), a living situation comparable to Fremantle Prison’s crowded association 

wards.  Overcrowding at depots became a more consistent and widespread problem in the 1860s, as 

Hampton’s expanded public works program brought more convicts to regional areas.210  Average 

population figures for the five-year period 1861-65 are available for all stations except Albany.  

Although Toodyay, Guildford and Mount Eliza remained relatively spacious in this period, Bunbury 

and Perth depots afforded prisoners less than 350 cubic feet on average, while Champion Bay 

offered only 242 cubic feet per man (see Table 2.2).  Peak 1860s populations at these last three 

stations reduced the space per prisoner even further, to less than 190 cubic feet.  While 

overcrowding at depots was not a persistent problem throughout the convict era, it was more 

                                                           
205 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 295-6. 
206 Henderson described the typical depot barrack layout as ‘one long room with a double row of hammocks 
slung on frames on each side’.  See Comptroller-General Henderson to Sir Joshua Jebb, 18 January 1855, JSBL, 
Papers of Sir Edmund Yeamans Walcott Henderson, 1852-1896, Acc. 2585A/7. See also TNA (UK), Despatches: 
Replies to Interrogatories Respecting Prisons, 1866, CO 18/148, pp. 15, 49, 137, 164, 443. 
207 Erickson, 'John Acton Wroth', p. 37. 
208 Mortlock, Experiences of a Convict, p. 223. 
209 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 322.  The depots functioned as ticket-of-leave hiring 
stations during these years, rather than accommodation for regional convicts under sentence. 
210 Convicts under sentence joined unemployed ticket-of-leave men at the depots during this time, but the two 
classes were separated within depot accommodation.  At Toodyay, a central dividing wall was constructed 
within the barracks for this purpose.  See Cromb, Toodyay Convict Depot, p. 96.  Ticketers also worked in 
separate parties to sentenced prisoners.  See Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 508. 
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prevalent than Winter’s study implied, particularly during periods of convict population increase and 

regional expansion.   

 

Depot Depot Barracks 
Volume 
(cubic feet) 

Peak 
Population 
1851-56 

Space per Prisoner 
at Peak Population 
(cubic feet) 

Average 
Population 
1851-56 

Average Space 
per Prisoner 
(cubic feet) 

Toodyay 24360 92 265 48 508 

York 24360 102 239 51 478 

Lynton 16536 40 413 18 919 

Guildford 26525 181 147 78 340 

Albany 12000 52 233 23 527 

Table 2.1. Space per Prisoner in Convict Depots, 1851-1856. 211 

 

Depot Depot Barracks 
Volume 
(cubic feet) 

Peak 
Population 
1861-65 

Space per Prisoner 
at Peak Population 
(cubic feet) 

Average 
Population 
1861-65 

Average Space 
per Prisoner 
(cubic feet) 

Toodyay 13713 54 254 24 581 

Bunbury 12112 73 166 35 346 

Albany 12120 41 296 Not Available Not Available 

Champion Bay 10800 62 174 45 242 

Guildford 26525 68 390 38 691 

Mount Eliza 45900 86 534 46 998 

Perth 29400 159 185 93 316 

York 26460 107 247 60 441 

Table 2.2. Space per Prisoner in Convict Depots, 1861-1865.212 

 

There is also evidence of laxity regarding sanitation and building maintenance at the convict depots.  

Shortly after his appointment to office in 1866, Acting Comptroller-General George Hampton 

(Governor Hampton’s son) highlighted the ‘disgraceful state’ of the York depot, regarding both 

cleanliness and order.213  At Bunbury, he found the officer in charge to be more concerned with 

                                                           
211 Space per prisoner calculated using dimensions from Gibbs, 'Lynton', p. 60; James Manning, Memorandum 
showing approximately the Amount of Work performed by Convict Labour, from June 1850, to November 
1862, dated 20 January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 51; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 304; 
Erickson, 'John Acton Wroth', p. 37; Campbell, 'Building Convict Establishment', p. 8.31 (Figure 8.19); TNA (UK), 
Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 15, 90, 167, 435.  Population figures sourced from BPP, December 
1852, p. 195; BPP, July 1853, pp. 208-9; BPP, May 1854, pp. 150, 238; BPP, February 1855, p. 166; BPP: Further 
Correspondence on the Subject of Convict Discipline and Transportation (Presented August 1855), London, 
George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1855, p. 110; BPP, June 1856, pp. 75, 164; BPP, March 1857, 
pp. 12, 90; BPP, August 1857, p. 25.  No vertical dimensions were given for Lynton depot, so twelve-foot 
ceilings were assumed.  Twelve feet was the standard height for barracks built by the Royal Engineers at this 
time.  It was also the height of barracks in the temporary prison at Fremantle.  See Kerr, Design for Convicts, p. 
47. 
212 All values either calculated from or given in TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 7, 15, 45, 
52, 83, 90, 121, 129, 160, 167, 198, 206, 386, 397, 428, 435. 
213 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 7. 
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creating ‘an elaborate display of ornamental white and yellow wash’ on the depot walls, than he was 

with ‘looking after the convicts’.   Champion Bay was also ‘in a most disgraceful state of disorder and 

dirt’.214  It appears that Hampton was not the first to make such observations.  Due to complaints 

about the effluvia created by outstation privies, 1862 convict department regulations stipulated that 

these were henceforth to be emptied ‘at least once in every two months, oftener if necessary’.215   

 

Archaeological studies by Winter and others have shown that depot privies comprised a single room 

of one or more toilet seats located ‘in long drop fashion’ over a cesspit.216  An 1866 questionnaire 

circulated to all ‘prisons’ in the British Empire (including all Western Australian convict depots) 

provides further insights into waste removal.   Depot officials reported that cesspits were emptied 

‘as required’ and waste ‘destroyed’ using fire and lime.217  Toodyay, Perth and Mount Eliza also 

noted smaller ‘closets’ adjoining the prisoners’ sleeping quarters for night use, removing the need 

for waste buckets within the dormitory.218  At some stations, privies were connected to covered 

brick drains which carried human waste into cesspools or into a river.219  These systems harnessed 

dirty water from kitchens or washhouses to flush out drains and efforts were generally made to 

locate cesspools outside the depot walls, or at least some distance from living quarters.220  These 

precautions reduced the risk of faecal matter entering depot food or water supplies.  At most 

depots, drinking water was sourced from wells several hundred yards away in any case.221  Only at 

Mount Eliza was a cesspool located dubiously close to the drinking well (and also ‘near the 

Cookhouse’).222  Privies which needed emptying were a greater threat to health than those flushed 

by water, since they left sewage accessible to flies for lengthy periods (up to two months, if the 1862 

regulations were followed).  As noted above, all depot privies were ‘upgraded’ to earth closets 

during 1868-69, increasing the risk of fly-borne faecal contamination.223   

 

 
 
                                                           
214 Ibid. 
215 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 4 (Department Orders section). 
216 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 291; I. Lilley and M. Gibbs, 'An Archaeological Study of the 
Lynton Convict Hiring Depot', Unpublished Report Prepared for the National Trust of Australia (WA), 1993.  For 
a diagram of a typical privy arrangement, see TNA (UK), Convict Establishment - Sappers' Barracks - Women's 
Privies, Fremantle, W.A., Annual Estimates for 1857-58, MPG 1/722/13. 
217 TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 128, 166. 
218 Ibid., pp. 11, 204, 395. 
219 Ibid., pp. 13, 51, 204, 395.  Winter’s archaeological findings at Toodyay showed these drains to be both 
‘substantial’ and ‘well-constructed’.  See Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 192.  
220 TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 51, 204, 395. 
221 Ibid., pp. 13, 89, 128, 166. 
222 Ibid., p. 204. 
223 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Yearly Report, 26 February 1870, BPP, 1870, p. 454. 
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Road and Working Parties 
  
The accommodation of prisoners labouring in road or working parties was certainly the most 

primitive within the convict system.  Mobile parties moving to different road sections each day went 

‘under canvas’, with five or six men to a tent.224  Others worked in one location for an extended 

period, living in simple brushwood huts of various shapes and sizes, roofed with paper-bark or 

blackboy rushes.225  Accounts of living conditions on the roads vary greatly.  George Hampton 

considered life in the huts demanding, for they offered little protection from the elements.  In 

winter, the men were subject to ‘considerable cold at night, while they are sometimes wet to the 

skin without the means of changing their clothes or properly drying perhaps for days those that they 

have on.’226  Fenian convict John Casey wrote a scathing account of his experiences at a quarry party, 

describing ‘a miserable filthy hut, … The wind easily penetrated the wicker “walls” and found free 

exit through the roof, whilst the interior literally swarmed with flies, fleas and mosquitoes, besides 

innumerable insects that kept continually falling from the roof on the sleeping captives.’227   

 

In stark contrast, visiting journalist Howard Willoughby found road party convicts ‘remarkably 

comfortable, both as regards shelter and diet’, returning from labour each night to find ‘a blazing fire 

to sit down before’, ‘a comfortable hut to shelter’, and ‘comfortable beds’ in which to sleep.228  

James Elphinstone Roe noted more emphatically that: ‘A hut is, in this country, one of the cleanest 

and most pleasant habitations you can have.’  Roofs of rushes kept the living space ‘cool in summer 

and dry in winter’.  Roe also asserted that huts had fewer insects than Western Australian houses 

and that the beds within, made also from rushes, were ‘springy and clean’ and free from bugs.229  

   

While most of these accounts have been cited in earlier studies, little effort has been made to 

resolve their disparate versions of events, aside from Gibbs’ remark that ‘presumably reality lay 

somewhere between the two extremes’.230  Given the primitive construction of convicts’ makeshift 

huts, claims that they offered superior protection against insect infestation and winter weather 

                                                           
224 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, pp. 25-6; H. Willoughby, The British 
Convict in Western Australia: A Visit to the Swan River Settlements, London, Harrison & Sons, 1865, p. 32. 
225 Willoughby, British Convict, p. 32; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75; Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a 
Convict', p. 504. 
226 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 8. 
227 Erickson, 'The Fenians', p. 132. 
228 Willoughby, British Convict, pp. 32-3. 
229 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 504. 
230 Gibbs, 'Convict Places', p. 83.  Battye, Hasluck and Erickson have also used parts of these accounts 
(particularly the writings of Willoughby).  See Battye, Western Australia, p. 461; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, 
p. 75; Erickson, 'The Fenians', pp. 132-3. 
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seem somewhat far-fetched.  It is likely that Willoughby’s remarks were disproportionately positive, 

since he intended to demonstrate the excessive leniency of the Western Australian system to anti-

transportationist readers in Victoria.231  Although Roe had no such ulterior motive, his account may 

have been coloured by the freedom which he enjoyed as a road party prisoner.  Roe noted that ‘out 

of working hours you are left to yourself entirely, being desired only to keep within certain limits 

defined by the officer in charge of the party.’232  Such privileges probably mitigated any deficiencies 

in housing.  Despite the freedoms road party men experienced, their living conditions more likely 

resembled the accounts of Hampton and Casey than the romantic imagery of Willoughby and Roe.   

 

Little information has survived about sanitation at road and work camps.  Being generally temporary 

settlements, it is unlikely that any form of privy was installed at these sites.233  For working parties 

on the move, this would not have presented a sanitary problem, but for more permanently 

inhabited camps, the build-up of human waste may have presented a health risk if its disposal was 

not well planned.   

 

This analysis has uncovered numerous deficiencies in the accommodation and sanitation provided 

for Western Australian convicts.  Dormitories at the temporary establishment fell far short of 

standards set for British military barracks and were severely overcrowded from 1853 onwards.  The 

makeshift prison’s privies were also infrequently cleaned and its water supply often contaminated 

by effluent.  Space shortages remained a problem in Fremantle Prison’s early association wards, and 

although the removal of all prisoners to individual cells in 1860 probably improved convict wellbeing, 

these cells were neither roomy nor well-ventilated.  The prison’s refractory cells were also damp and 

airless well into the 1860s.  Although drinking water was generally untainted at the permanent 

prison, the sewerage system suffered intermittent failures and was replaced by a ‘dry earth’ system 

that carried new risks of food contamination.  Unsanitary night buckets in the refractory cells also 

posed a threat to convict health.  Although overcrowding was perhaps less common at convict 

depots, during periods of regional expansion these men faced even greater congestion than 

Fremantle inmates.  Despite relatively advanced waste disposal schemes at some stations, depot 

officials were also prone to laxity regarding sanitation, as shown by reports of unemptied privies, 

uncleaned buildings, and cesspools constructed too close to wells.  Sparse and contradictory 

                                                           
231 Willoughby, British Convict, pp. 3, 36.  Battye similarly noted Willoughby’s desire to ‘strengthen the 
agitation against transportation’, but did not consider the journalist’s positive portrayal of convict life a 
product of this bias.  See Battye, Western Australia, p. 464. 
232 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 504. 
233 There is no evidence in official reports of privies being built at locations other than depots and prisons. 
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evidence makes it more difficult to assess living conditions for convict road parties.  However, it is 

likely that the rough dwellings and primitive sanitation these convicts experienced did little for their 

health.  Together these findings show that shortcomings in convict living conditions were far more 

extensive than the earlier research of Hasluck, Kerr, Campbell and Winter revealed.234   

  

Convict Diets 
 
Historians’ assessments of convict rations in Western Australia have been predominantly positive.  

Crowley declared the convicts ‘generally well-fed’ and Hasluck claimed that the standard Fremantle 

Prison ration was ‘ample, if somewhat starchy’.235  While Gertzel noted the convict system’s early 

reliance on salt meat, she similarly concluded that diets were ‘sufficient’ though monotonous.236  

Winter’s more recent archaeological study also claimed that despite the dubious ‘nutritional value’ 

of a diet lacking ‘fruit or green leafy vegetables’, the convict ration provided adequate sustenance 

through large quantities of meat, bread and potatoes.237  He also showed that convicts at depots 

attained more varied and nutritious diets by supplementing official rations with wild game and 

vegetable gardens.238  Millett is the only historian to have implied that prisoner diets were often 

meagre.  Although he noted the superior diet of road party prisoners, Millett went on to highlight 

the scanty rations supplied to reconvicted prisoners and men ‘under punishment’, as well as 

discussing Superintendent Dixon’s persistent complaints of inadequate prisoner diets.239   

 

Despite providing important insights, these contributions have largely ignored variations in convict 

diets over time, with most studies confined to the early to mid-1850s.  Fluctuations in the availability 

of ration items also remain underexplored, despite Winter’s admission that official dietaries were 

‘not necessarily indicative of actual consumption’.240  Historians are also yet to provide quantitative 

estimates of convict energy or nutrient intakes, a surprising oversight given the extraordinary detail 

of official reports on convict dietaries.241  Nor has any research examined the suitability of the ration 

                                                           
234 See Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 34; Kerr, Design for Convicts, pp. 165-7; Kerr, Policy for Conservation, 
pp. 49-54; Campbell, 'Building Convict Establishment', pp. 7.1-7.33; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local 
Networks', pp. 286, 322. 
235 Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 64. 
236 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 55-60. 
237 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 164, 317. 
238 Ibid., pp. 165, 315-6. 
239 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 179-85. 
240 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 165. 
241 As an example of the remarkable detail included in these sources, an 1855 report on the convict dietary 
included several independent measurements of the weight of rations distributed at the temporary convict 
establishment, including the meat ration before and after cooking and with or without the bone included, and 
the potato ration before and after cooking and when peeled or unpeeled.  It also provided details of the usual 
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for convict work regimes.  This study offers an unprecedented exploration of prisoner diets 

throughout the convict era, tracking changes in calorie and vitamin consumption and assessing the 

capacity of the diet to support prisoner labour.    

 

Transformations in the Official Ration 
 
Governor Fitzgerald wrote in 1854 that the scale of convict rations originally adopted in Western 

Australia had been ‘necessarily a very liberal one, with the view of giving those men no cause or plea 

for discontent, at a time when there was not even a semblance of an enclosed prison for their safe 

custody.’242  The ordinary prison dietary at this time contained eighteen ounces of meat and 27 

ounces of bread.243  Compared to Portland Prison, the English facility on which many of Fremantle’s 

regulations were based, this represented a 40 per cent increase in the meat ration and an increase in 

bread of nearly 30 per cent.244  In addition to these items, the convicts received one pound of 

vegetables daily, two pints of tea (each sweetened with ¾ ounce of sugar), half an ounce of rice or 

barley for soup, half an ounce of salt and a small amount of pepper for seasoning.245   Due partly to 

an excess of provisions on board the convict ships, salt pork, salt beef, ‘preserved meat’, and 

‘preserved potatoes’ were also part of the early Western Australian convict diet.246  Probation 

prisoners were also allowed ¼ ounce of tobacco daily, the price of which was deducted from the 

gratuities they were ‘paid’.247  Henderson reported in 1854, however, that ‘a very large proportion’ 

of probation men preferred to forego tobacco and retain their gratuity in full.248 

                                                           
modes of cooking for each of these items and the types of meat eaten.  See Proceedings of a Board of Medical 
Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, pp. 43-5. 
242 Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 6 March 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 119. 
243 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 64. 
244 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 126.  
According to figures provided by Valerie Johnston, the disparity between the Portland and Western Australian 
diets was equivalent to approximately 500 kilocalories (comparing the most common diets issued at each 
location – the ‘ordinary’ diet in Western Australia and the ‘increased’ diet at Portland).  See V.J. Johnston, Diet 
in Workhouses and Prisons, 1835-1895, New York, Garland, 1985, p. 211. 
245 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 126. 
246 Ibid.  The authorities had intended to issue salt meats to reconvicted men and road party convicts only, but 
the persistent arrival of surplus stores from the convict ships made it necessary to make salt meat a part of the 
ordinary probation diet as well. See Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 25 August 1852, BPP, December 
1852, pp. 215-6. 
247 Gratuities were monetary sums credited to each prisoner on the basis of their daily conduct and industry.  
These were not accessible to convicts until after they had received their tickets of leave.  See Governor 
Kennedy to Sir E.B. Lytton, 13 October 1858, BPP, 1860, p. 1.  The amounts awarded were relatively meagre in 
any case.  In 1858, a convict demonstrating consistent ‘exemplary behaviour’ earned 9 ⅓d per week, or just 
over £2 per year, less than one sixteenth of the average yearly ticket-of-leave wage at this time.  Earnings 
calculated from gratuity rates listed in Superintendent Dixon to Comptroller-General Henderson, February 
1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 552; TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, p. 390.  Ticket-of-leave 
wage rates are discussed further below. 
248 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 124. 
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The original convict ration contained five separate diets: ordinary diet (for probation prisoners), 

reconvicted diet during first six months incarceration, reconvicted diet after first six months, 

separate confinement diet, and extra rations diet (for sawyers, blacksmiths and other prisoners 

performing unusually heavy work).249  The chief difference between these diets was the amount of 

bread and meat allowed (see Table 2.3).  Reconvicted prisoners also received salt meat more often 

than probationers – five times a week during their first six months and four times a week thereafter, 

compared to twice a week for those on ordinary diet.250  The disparities in calories provided were 

substantial, with more than 1000 kilocalories per day separating the reconvicted and probation diets 

(Table 2.3).  Henderson noted in 1854 that this dietary discrepancy was important in the punishment 

of secondary offenders, for it underlined their lowly position within the prison and differentiated 

them from other convicts.  ‘I believe there is no portion of the punishment which they dislike more’, 

he wrote.251 

 

In January 1854, a board of officers was assembled to report on the suitability of the original ration 

scale.  It concluded that the food issued was excessive, so much so that ‘a large quantity’ of the 

rations ‘could not be consumed’ by the prisoners.252  The board recommended some minor 

reductions in the amounts of meat and bread given out, resulting in a decrease in energy content of 

between 300 and 400 kilocalories per day for the ordinary diet (Table 2.3).  The new dietary also 

included different summer and winter ration scales and the two reconvicted diets were collapsed 

into one.253  The board’s recommendations were in place from 1 February 1854 to 31 May 1855.254 

 

Amid persistent campaigning from Surgeon Rennie that excessive consumption of meat and bread 

was increasing the prevalence of disease among the convicts (discussed further below), the dietary 

was again reduced in June 1855 by a board of medical officers.255  The board dismissed the 

                                                           
249 A ‘punishment diet’ also existed, consisting of one pound of bread per day with water, but its nutritional 
content will not be examined here.  See Chapter Seven. 
250 Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 25 August 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 216. 
251 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 124. 
252 Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 6 March 1854, 
ibid., p. 121. 
253 Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor's Private Secretary to Colonial Secretary, 27 
December 1853, ibid., pp. 135-6; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 
65. 
254 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 65; Governor's Private 
Secreatary to Colonial Secretary, 27 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 131. 
255 For examples of Rennie’s voluminous theorising on this matter, see Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 
August 1854, BPP, August 1855, pp. 128-34; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, BPP, June 
1856, pp. 118-44; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), Despatches, October - 
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connection between overfeeding and disease, but agreed that the present diet ‘is more than is 

requisite for maintaining [a probationer] in good health’.256  The decrease in diet coincided with the 

occupation of the new convict establishment.  With its capacity for ‘greater separation and 

coercion’, Governor Fitzgerald reasoned, the new prison would allow the dietary to be diminished 

without impairing the work output of the prisoners.257  Increased machinery for the punishment of 

reconvicted men also made it no longer necessary to punish them through dietary restrictions.  As 

the board noted, ‘considering that probation and re-convicted prisoners are required to perform the 

same amount of labour, … the diet of the two classes [should] be assimilated as to quantity’.258  This 

‘assimilation’ meant that although probation men experienced a dietary reduction of around 500 

kilocalories, the diet of reconvicted prisoners actually increased by roughly 200 kilocalories.  The 

energy intake of separate treatment inmates also decreased by around 200 kilocalories (Table 2.3).   

 

The 1855 alterations predominantly affected the amounts of bread and meat that convicts received 

(Table 2.3).  Oatmeal and molasses were also added to the diet for their laxative properties, and the 

tobacco ration was discontinued in June 1856, only to be reinstated the following year (for 

probationers only) after precipitating an increase in prison crime.259  Notably, the vegetable ration 

was also reduced in 1855 from sixteen ounces to twelve.260 

 

But these changes did not resolve debates about the convict diet.  Following near-unanimous 

prisoner complaints of insufficient sustenance in the latter part of 1855, Superintendent Dixon 

moved to increase the ration but was fervently opposed by Rennie.261  In mid-1856, Secretary of 

State Labouchere deemed it necessary to bring the matter before Dr William Baly, medical officer of 

                                                           
December 1856, CO 18/96, pp. 205-326; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, January 1857, TNA (UK), 
Despatches, January - April 1857, CO 18/98, pp. 477-606; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 12 July 1857, 
TNA (UK), Despatches, August - October 1857, CO 18/100, pp. 230-369. 
256 Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 
1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 46. 
257 Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 19 January 1855, BPP, August 1855, p. 104. 
258 Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 
1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 46.  This justification was not strictly accurate.  Dixon had earlier reported to the 
board that: ‘Re-convicted men are expected to perform at least as much work as probation prisoners, and they 
carry in addition irons, the average weight of which is 8 lbs.’  See ibid., p. 45.  For Dixon’s views on the 
proposed 1855 dietary changes, see Dixon to Comptroller-General Henderson, 31 May 1855, SROWA, 
Superintendent's Letterbook, May 1855 - December 1857, Acc. 1156/C5, AN 358, pp. 2-5. 
259 Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 
1855, BPP, June 1856, pp. 45-6; Governor Kennedy to Secretary of State Labouchere, 13 August 1857, BPP, 
August 1859, p. 6. 
260 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 163. 
261 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 63; Extracts from Minute Book 
of the Board of Visiting Justices, 29 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 179; Extracts from Minutes of the Board of 
Visiting Justices, 3 August 1855, BPP, March 1857, p. 23. 
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Millbank Prison, whose recommendations were implemented in July the following year.262  The 1857 

ration scale would prove an enduring compromise, remaining in place until 1875.   

 

Baly’s alterations were relatively minor, increasing the bread ration of the ordinary diet by two 

ounces, and returning the vegetable ration to its 1854 level of sixteen ounces.263  The prisoners’ 

treacle ration was also curtailed.264  These changes amounted to a small energy increase of around 

150 kilocalories per day (Table 2.3).  The separate confinement diet was not altered (although it was 

renamed ‘light labour diet’).265 

 

In 1876, convict rations were once again reduced, perhaps because fewer men were employed at 

‘heavy open-air’ labour on the public works than previously.266  For prisoners on ordinary diet, the 

meat ration was decreased by two ounces, and bread by six ounces.267  Five ounces of boiled, 

sweetened rice was also to be consumed three times weekly, replacing vegetables on these days.268  

These changes caused a substantial decline in the dietary’s energy content – the ordinary ration 

dropped by more than 600 kilocalories per day (Table 2.3).  Within Fremantle Prison, the meat 

offering was reduced by a further two ounces, to be substituted with two ounces of oatmeal.  This 

alteration was implemented in 1870 and actually increased the prisoners’ calorie intake by around 

100 kilocalories.269  Prison Surgeon Attfield reported that the convicts were ‘much more satisfied and 

content with the oatmeal than the meat’ and recommended the substitution be adopted throughout 

the colony, but oatmeal was not added to official ration scales, suggesting it remained a localised 

substitute.270 

 

 

  

                                                           
262 Secretary of State Labouchere to Governor Kennedy, 15 September 1856, BPP, March 1857, pp. 129-31; 
Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 30 April 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 75. 
263 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 36; Secretary of State Labouchere to 
Governor Kennedy, 15 September 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 131; 1862 Rules and Regulations, pp. 27-8 
(Department Orders section). 
264 James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 9 July 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 107. 
265 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 36. 
266 Quotation is from Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, ibid., p. 24. 
267 JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1876, p. 101. 
268 Ibid. 
269 USDA, Composition of Foods: Raw, Processed, Prepared: National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference 
(Release 28), 2015, <http://www.ars.usda.gov/main/site_main.htm?modecode=80-40-05-25>, (accessed 15 
May 2016); Medical Officer's Report (Surgeon Attfield), 10 January 1871, BPP, 1871, p. 554. 
270 Medical Officer's Report (Surgeon Attfield), 10 January 1871, BPP, 1871, p. 554.  According to Kimberly, the 
oatmeal substitution was still in place at Fremantle Prison in 1880.  See Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 
170. 
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Diet Name Amount of 
Bread 
(oz.) 

Amount 
of Meat 
(oz.)271 

Amount of 
Vegetables  
(oz.)272 

Energy  
(upper bound) 
(kcal) 

Energy  
(lower bound) 
(kcal) 

June 1850 - January 1854 

Ordinary 27 18 16 3933 3597 

Reconvicted (first six months) 20 12 16 2769 2534 

Reconvicted (after six months) 20 12 16 2793 2547 

Separate Confinement  20 10 16 2672 2449 

Extra Rations  33 24 16 4806 4385 

February 1854 - May 1855273 

Ordinary 26 16 (14) 16 3565 (3697) 3079 (3163) 

Reconvicted 20 12 (10) 16 2873 (3013) 2467 (2556) 

Separate Confinement 20 10 (8) 16 2734 (2873) 2377 (2467) 

Extra Rations  30 20 (18) 16 4142 (4273) 3561 (3646) 

June 1855 - July 1857 

Ordinary 22 14 12 3152 2559 

Separate Confinement 18 10 12 2617 2104 

Extra Rations 26 18 12 3729 3042 

July 1857 - 1875 

Ordinary 24 14 16 3302 2715 

Light Labour 18 10 12 2546 2103 

Extra Rations 26 18 16 3721 3039 

Diet from 1876 

Ordinary 18 12 16 2687 2414 

Extra Rations 20 16 16 3106 2738 

Fremantle Prison  
(2 oz. meat replaced with oatmeal) 

18 10 16 2776 2550 

Table 2.3. Summary of Convict Dietary Changes and Calorie Content, 1850-1877.274 

                                                           
271 The weights specified in official rations were for uncooked meat with the bone included.  The medical board 
inquiring into the convict ration in 1855 calculated that on average a fourteen ounce piece of beef was 
reduced to 9 ⅞ ounces (including bone) when baked or 7 ⅞ ounces without the bone.  I have used these ratios 
to calculate the cooked weights of meat in the other convict dietaries, which were then used in energy 
estimates.  See Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 
18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, pp. 44-5.   
272 In 1855, the medical board examining the convict ration calculated that sixteen ounces of potatoes were 
reduced to fifteen ounces when boiled.  It has been assumed for energy calculations that the potato in all 
other dietaries was similarly reduced to fifteen sixteenths of its original weight.  See ibid., p. 45. 
273 As noted above, the 1854-55 ration was separated into summer and winter scales.  Here the winter ration 
amounts are shown, with the summer scale in brackets. 
274 Note that all energy calculations are estimates only.  Upper bounds assume higher energy meat cuts (beef 
shoulder blade and lamb shoulder) and that vegetables were issued as per official regulations.  Lower bounds 
assume poorest quality meat cuts in terms of energy per kilogram (chuck beef and lamb foreshank), and 
assume regular substitution of potatoes and other vegetables with less nutritious alternatives (chiefly rice and 
onions).  Although salt meat was probably consumed occasionally after 1854, it has not been included in 
nutritional calculations after the first convict dietary, because any estimate of the frequency of its issue would 
be a pure guess.  It has been assumed that all meats were baked and that all vegetables were boiled.  Convict 
ration details were sourced from Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, pp. 
64-5; Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, pp. 126-
7; Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor's Private Secretary to Colonial Secretary, 27 
December 1853, ibid., pp. 131-6; James Marten (Steward) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 9 December 
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  Diet Name Energy 
(upper bound) 
(kcal) 

Energy 
(lower bound) 
(kcal) 

New South Wales, 1819-20 4903 3919 

New South Wales (male convicts), 1824 3824* 

New South Wales (male convicts), 1834 3848* 

Assignees in Van Diemen’s Land, 1824 4353 4054 

Port Arthur (VDL), 1833 4081  

Port Arthur (VDL), 1836 4247  

Macquarie Harbour (VDL), 1822-33 3084 2956 

* This source did not provide upper or lower energy bounds.  

Table 2.4. Sample Calorie Intakes for Convicts in Eastern Australia.275 

 

Despite relatively static representations of the convict diet by previous historians, this analysis has 

shown that prisoner energy intakes varied considerably over time.  Between 1850 and 1876, the 

ordinary convict ration decreased by approximately 1200 kilocalories.  Table 2.4 also shows that 

most iterations of the Western Australian dietary provided far fewer calories than were available to 

transportees in eastern Australia.  Estimated energy intakes for New South Wales convicts (ranging 

between 3800 and 4900 kilocalories) exceed every version of the ordinary Western Australian ration 

bar the 1850 dietary.  Maxwell-Stewart’s lower bound of 4054 kilocalories for assigned convicts in 

Van Diemen’s Land also outstrips Western Australian figures.  Even the rations awarded to 

secondary offenders at Port Arthur penal station in the 1830s were more energy-rich than the meals 

consumed at the Fremantle Convict Establishment, although the diets of convicts at Macquarie 

Harbour penal station were less generous.  These comparisons strongly suggest that the convict 

ration in Western Australia was less favourable than hitherto supposed. 

 

 

                                                           
1853, ibid., p. 128; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 November 1854, BPP, August 
1855, p. 109; Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 
18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 46; Appendix to Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 
August 1855,  ibid., p. 106; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855, ibid., p. 
163; Secretary of State Labouchere to Governor Kennedy, 15 September 1856, BPP, March 1857, pp. 130-1; 
Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 36; 1862 Rules and Regulations, pp. 27-8 
(Department Orders section); The Inquirer and Commercial News, 27 October 1869, p. 2; JSBL, The Blue Book 
for Western Australia, 1875, p. 88; JSBL, Blue Book 1876, p. 101; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 
1877, p. 89; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1878, p. 96.  Calorie content was estimated using 
USDA, Composition of Foods.  Calorie content of salt pork calculated from R.A. Gabriel, The Ancient World, 
Westport, CT, Greenwood Press, 2007, p. 35. 
275 New South Wales energy estimates for 1819-20 taken from Nicholas, 'Care and Feeding of Convicts', p. 184.  
Other New South Wales estimates sourced from R. Walker and D. Roberts, From Scarcity to Surfeit: A History 
of Food and Nutrition in New South Wales, Kensington, NSW, New South Wales University Press, 1988, p. 187.  
Figures for Van Diemen’s Land assignees and Macquarie Harbour appear in Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 
161.  Port Arthur estimates taken from Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Journal Article]', p. 72. 
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The Quality and Nutrient Content of Convict Food 
 
Although official ration scales provide a valuable overview of dietary developments in the Western 

Australian convict system, they do not fully describe the food actually eaten by prisoners (as Winter 

has noted).276  Official dietaries do not mention how often items were substituted with alternatives 

(the caloric estimates in Table 2.3 do take food substitutions into account), nor do they reveal the 

quality or palatability of the foods issued.   

 

Ration scales did not, for example, specify the types and cuts of meat provided.  While the 

archaeological studies of Bavin and Winter have argued that convicts were fed almost exclusively on 

mutton, official contemporary reports suggest that beef was more commonly rationed.277  

Advertisements for Convict Establishment meat contracts also generally asked for ‘beef or 

mutton’.278  The nutritional estimates of Tables 2.3 and 2.5 assume that both meats were rationed 

with equal frequency.  According to Bavin and Alice Haast, freshly slaughtered whole carcasses were 

probably delivered to the prison and butchered on the premises.279  The prisoners thus consumed a 

large variety of cuts, which were cooked primarily by baking or boiling.280   

 

The quality of the meat ration was sometimes sub-standard.  In 1854, the prison steward reported 

that meat of ‘indifferent’ quality was often received by the establishment, depriving the prisoners of 

up to two ounces of palatable flesh per day.281  Problems with meat contractors resurfaced in 1857, 

when the steward reported that supplies received had been ‘decidedly inferior’, but by 1858 the 

prison’s fresh meat stocks had again reached a ‘satisfactory’ standard and remained so throughout 

the 1860s.282    

                                                           
276 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 165. 
277 Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', pp. 414-6; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 316-8.  For 
reports indicating that beef was the predominant fresh meat, see James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly 
Report, 31 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 30; Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in 
Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, pp. 43-4.  Archaeologist Alice Haast also 
found more beef than mutton bones in her excavation of the Fremantle Prison parade ground.  See Haast, 
'Economic Impact of Transportation', pp. 93-4. 
278 See for example, Inquirer, 7 December 1853, p. 2. 
279 Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', p. 417; Haast, 'Economic Impact of Transportation', p. 96. 
280 Haast, 'Economic Impact of Transportation', p. 95; Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', p. 418; Proceedings of 
a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, 
pp. 43-5. 
281 Steward James Marten to Comptroller-General Henderson, 9 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 128. 
282 James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 23 July 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 46; James Masters, 
Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 23 July 1857, ibid., p. 90; Samuel Padbury, Storekeeper's Annual Report, 16 
February 1861, TNA (UK), Despatches: Convicts, January - April 1861, CO 18/120, p. 167; Samuel Padbury, 
Storekeeper's Annual Report, 1 January 1862, TNA (UK), Despatches: Convicts, January - June 1862, CO 18/125, 
p. 127; Samuel Padbury, Storekeeper's Annual Report, 15 December 1862, TNA (UK), Despatches: Convicts, 
January - April 1863, CO 18/130, p. 177; Samuel Padbury, Accountant of Stores Annual Report, 1 February 
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Problems with unpalatable rations were compounded by the issuing of preserved meats.  As 

Governor Fitzgerald explained in 1852, ‘the day on which they [preserved meats] are issued is one 

without dinner to the prisoners, as they leave the meat untouched, living on vegetables and 

bread.’283  The consumption of salt beef and pork was also ‘strongly disrelished by the men’, forcing 

them in warm weather to drink ‘such large quantities of water’ that they became ‘weakened’ at 

work.284  According to Gertzel, salt meat, preserved meat and preserved potato rations were 

discontinued in July 1853.285  However, discussions in 1854 about how best to issue salt meats show 

that they were used at least until the introduction of the 1854 diet, and probably afterwards.286  

Convict department regulations still listed salt meats as potential substitutes for the fresh meat 

ration in 1862, suggesting that they remained a dietary option (even if only in cases of dire 

shortage).287  An 1870 supply contract for the commissariat also included salt beef among the items 

to be provided, although this may have been issued to military personnel rather than convicts.288   

 

Prison bread was also criticised for being ‘heavy, yellow, and of a sourish odour’ by boards 

examining the convict ration in 1853 and 1855.289   They attributed its ‘very indifferent quality’ to 

‘some error in its mode of baking’.290  The heavy nature of the bread at this time may have deprived 

convicts of a portion of their flour allowance, as loaves probably contained more water and less flour 

than the ratio specified in official regulations.291  These baking ‘errors’ seem to have been corrected 

once the permanent prison was occupied.292 

                                                           
1864, TNA (UK), Despatches: Convicts, January - July 1864, CO 18/137, p. 165; Samuel Padbury, Steward's 
Annual Report, 1 January 1865, TNA (UK), Despatches, January - February 1865, CO 18/141, p. 174. 
283 Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 25 August 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 216. 
284 Ibid. 
285 Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 57. 
286 Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor's Private Secretary to Colonial Secretary, 27 
December 1853, BPP, February 1855, pp. 133-4. 
287 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 28 (Department Orders section). 
288 The Inquirer and Commercial News, 27 October 1869, p. 2. 
289 Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor's Private Secretary to Colonial Secretary, 27 
December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 134; Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor 
Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 46. 
290 Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 
1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 46. 
291 Convicts received a specified mass of bread (rather than flour) per day.  Every 27 ounces of bread was 
supposed to contain 22 ounces of flour (this changed to thirteen ounces of flour per sixteen ounces of bread in 
1857), but in a ‘heavy’ loaf, less flour (and more water) may have been used to produce the required mass of 
bread.  For bread specifications, see Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, 
BPP, February 1855, p. 126; 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 28 (Department Orders section). 
292 Steward James Masters reported in 1857: ‘The flour has been of a fair quality, and the bread made 
therefrom has in general given satisfaction’.  See James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 23 July 1857, 
BPP, August 1859, p. 46. 
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The portion of the convict diet most commonly deficient was the vegetable ration.  Although Winter 

has noted the lack of vegetable variety in official dietaries, he did not examine further shortcomings 

in vegetable rationing caused by problems with supply.293  Convict department correspondence 

reveals that colonial vegetable shortages regularly undermined prisoner nutrition, particularly in the 

early 1850s.  During these years, potatoes were the only vegetable which could be reliably sourced 

to any degree.294  Although the convict department advertised in 1850 for ‘Onions, Cabbage, 

Turnips, or Potatoes, of good quality’, none but the latter seem to have been supplied.295  In 1854, 

Superintendent Dixon met Surgeon Rennie’s call for a greater variety of fresh vegetables with the 

terse response: ‘We could cook the vegetables mentioned by Dr. Rennie [yams, pumpkins, turnips, 

cabbage, peas], were they available to us.  Pease soup and pease pudding could be made if we had 

the pease.’  Dixon added that even potatoes were woefully undersupplied: ‘We had potatoes only 24 

days in three months [October to December 1853], … On all the other days the men have had 

rice.’296  Henderson similarly stressed that ‘hitherto potatoes have been the exception and rice the 

rule.’297    

 

By 1854-55, vegetable shortages had eased somewhat.  In November 1854, Henderson remarked 

that ‘the supply of vegetables is becoming daily more certain, and the lack of these will not in future 

I hope be so seriously felt as hitherto.’298  It is likely, however, that he referred principally to the 

supply of potatoes.  The dietary board assembled in 1855 called for more variety in the vegetables 

provided, recommending that cabbages, turnips and pumpkins be issued instead of potatoes 

‘whenever practicable’.299  This suggests that, up to this point, potatoes had remained the only 

vegetable eaten by convicts on a regular basis. 

 

Despite a reduction in vegetable matter in the 1855 ration scale, the board’s request for greater 

vegetable variety was heeded.  Turnips, pumpkins and cabbages were added to the diet, to be 

consumed twice weekly in soups.300  These items were made more available by an extensive prison 

                                                           
293 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 164. 
294 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 124. 
295 Inquirer, 12 June 1850, p. 2. 
296 Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor's Private Secretary to Colonial Secretary, 27 
December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 133. 
297 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, ibid., p. 123. 
298 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 November 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 106. 
299 Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 
1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 46. 
300 Appendix to Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1855, ibid., p. 106. 
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garden, which by 1856 was contributing ‘its share to the supply of provisions’.301  Its crops included 

potatoes, pumpkins, onions, and ‘cabbages, &c.’302  In 1857, a further ‘material increase’ was 

reported in vegetable production.303  Nonetheless there remained intermittent vegetable shortages.  

In early 1856, for example, a dearth of potatoes led to their replacement by onions, which in turn 

deteriorated so rapidly that much of the ration was lost.304 

 

The potato crop was again destroyed in 1860 and in 1861 and the prison garden was eventually 

grassed over in 1863 due to limited productivity.305  By this stage, however, the supply of produce 

from contractors had become more reliable, and the vegetables provided were of ‘generally good 

quality’.306  There is no evidence that vegetable intake dipped below that specified in the official 

ration scale during 1857-75.  Prisoner nutrition was also boosted by the introduction of peas and 

carrots during this time. 307 There is similarly little evidence of vegetable shortages after 1876, but 

the substitution of rice for vegetables three days per week significantly reduced the vegetable 

content of the convict diet.308 

 

Table 2.5 shows how these changes in vegetable rationing impacted the nutritional content of 

convict food.   The most deficient nutrient in the convict diet was vitamin A, which was not provided 

at all by the 1854-55 diet and was present only in minute amounts in the pre-1854 ration (supposing 

that peas were issued on salt meat days, as per official regulations).309  Vitamin A content increased 

substantially to almost 200 milligrams with the introduction of pumpkins in 1855, and this figure 

more than doubled in the 1857-75 diet due to carrot consumption.  But even these amounts are 

dwarfed by modern recommended vitamin A intakes (900 milligrams per day for Australian adult 

males).   

                                                           
301 James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 15 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 58. 
302 Ibid. 
303 James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 19 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 90. 
304 James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 9 July 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 107. 
305 Comptroller-General Henderson's Yearly Report, 1 January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 27; Comptroller-General 
Newland's Yearly Report, 15 February 1864, BPP, June 1865, p. 5; Samuel Padbury, Storekeeper's Annual 
Report, 16 February 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 167; Samuel Padbury, Storekeeper's Annual Report, 1 
January 1862, TNA (UK), CO 18/125, p. 127. 
306 Superintendent Lefroy's Yearly Report, 1 January 1862, BPP, May 1862, p. 40. 
307 1862 Rules and Regulations, pp. 27-8 (Department Orders section); Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 
31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 37.  Carrots were not listed in official rations as alternatives to potatoes, but it 
is probable they were part of convict diets at this time.  They were being grown in the prison gardens in 1858, 
most probably for use in the prisoners’ soup.  A commissariat supply contract for 1869 also included carrots 
among the vegetables to be provided twice weekly.  See The Inquirer and Commercial News, 27 October 1869, 
p. 2. 
308 JSBL, Blue Book 1878, p. 96. 
309 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 126. 
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Diet Name Vitamin C Vitamin A Calcium 

 Upper 
Bound 
(mg) 

Lower 
Bound 
(mg) 

Upper 
Bound 
(µg)(retinol 
equivalent) 

Lower 
Bound 
(µg)(retinol 
equivalent) 

Upper 
Bound 
(mg) 

Lower 
Bound 
(mg) 

June 1850 - January 1854 
      

Ordinary 46.0 0.0 26.0 0.1 317 289 

Reconvicted (first six months) 37.7 0.0 64.9 0.1 252 206 

Reconvicted (after six months) 40.5 0.0 51.9 0.1 250 210 

Separate Confinement  37.7 0.0 64.9 0.1 245 200 

Extra Rations  46.0 0.0 26.0 0.1 385 352 

February 1854 - May 1855 
      

Ordinary 55.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 291 276 

Reconvicted 55.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 232 218 

Separate Confinement 55.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 223 211 

Extra Rations  55.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 338 320 

June 1855 - July 1857        

Ordinary 55.3 5.9 188.5 0.0 349 250 

Separate Confinement 55.3 5.9 188.5 0.0 305 208 

Extra Rations 55.3 5.9 188.5 0.0 395 294 

July 1857 - 1875       

Ordinary 60.0 5.9 404.9 0.0 310 266 

Light Labour 50.1 5.9 404.9 0.0 247 208 

Extra Rations 60.0 5.9 404.9 0.0 341 294 

Diet from 1876       

Ordinary 36.3 31.6 404.9 0.0 259 206 

Extra Rations 36.3 31.6 404.9 0.0 290 234 

Fremantle Prison (2 oz. meat 
replaced with oatmeal) 

36.3 31.6 404.9 0.0 282 230 

Modern Recommended Intake 
(Australian Adult Males)310 

45 900 1000 

Table 2.5. Nutritional Content of Convict Diet, 1850-1877.311  

 

It is likely that early convict rations were also deficient in vitamin C.  Although the upper nutrient 

estimates for the 1850-54 diet approach modern recommended intakes, these assume that potatoes 

were issued on every fresh meat day.  The potato shortages discussed above make this an 

improbable scenario.  Therefore vitamin C levels were probably much nearer the lower limit 

calculated (a mere six milligrams).  With potato supplies more consistent from 1854, and additional 

                                                           
310 NHMRC, Nutrient Reference Values for Australia and New Zealand, 2006, 
<www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_nhmrc/publications/attachments/n35.pdf>, (accessed 16 May 2016), pp. 61, 121, 
158. 
311 Convict ration details are from same sources used in Table 2.3.  Upper bounds assume that vegetables were 
issued as per official regulations. Lower bounds assume the regular substitution of potatoes and other 
vegetables with less vitamin-rich alternatives (chiefly rice and onions).  Vitamin and mineral content of ration 
items calculated using USDA, Composition of Foods. 
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vitamin-rich vegetables added to the ration thereafter (particularly cabbage), Fremantle convicts 

probably received adequate vitamin C from 1854 onwards.  Although vegetable shortages remained 

a threat, the 1855 introduction of ‘occasional issues of lime juice’ would have helped remedy any 

deficiencies.312  It was not until 1876 that vitamin C content again dropped below modern 

recommended levels, but intakes remained well above the point at which scorbutic symptoms begin 

to appear.313 

   

Other important nutrients which are associated with deficiency disorders, such as niacin, thiamine, 

and iron, were amply supplied by the original convict ration and all subsequent dietary scales (Table 

2.5).  The convict staples of bread and meat contained large quantities of these micronutrients.314  

But the absence of dairy products from ration scales throughout the convict era made prisoner diets 

severely deficient in calcium.  At no point did the daily convict ration in Western Australia contain 

more than 400 milligrams of calcium (the modern recommended intake for Australian males is 1000 

milligrams per day).315 

 

The Diets of Depot and Road Party Convicts 
 
Although the ration scales discussed above extended to depots and outstations, convicts at these 

places experienced some variation from the diets of men imprisoned at Fremantle.  Winter has 

argued that while depot convicts were heavily reliant on the meat provided by official rations, ‘bush 

meats’ from native marsupials were also used to supplement prisoner diets.316  His excavation of 

faunal remains at Toodyay and York suggested that regional convicts also consumed better quality 

mutton than those at Fremantle, because the depots received specific cuts rather than whole 

carcasses.317   Winter further noted that each convict depot had a vegetable garden which probably 

                                                           
312 Appendix to Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 106. 
313 In 2006, the National Health and Medical Research Council (Australia) specified an ‘Estimated Average 
Requirement’ (EAR) of 30 milligrams of vitamin C daily.  This figure is estimated to meet the requirements of 
half of the healthy adult males in Australia and New Zealand.  In the case of vitamin C, the EAR is the halfway 
point between vitamin C saturation and ‘the point at which clinical signs of scurvy appear’.  Both the upper and 
lower vitamin C estimates for the 1876 ration scale exceed this value.  See NHMRC, Nutrient Reference Values, 
pp. 1, 121.     
314 USDA, Composition of Foods.  For more information on the disorders associated with niacin, thiamine and 
iron deficiency, see NHMRC, Nutrient Reference Values, pp. 67, 79, 186; R. Sutch, 'The Care and Feeding of 
Slaves', in P.A. David (ed.), Reckoning with Slavery: A Critical Study in the Quantitative History of American 
Negro Slavery, New York, Oxford University Press, 1976, pp. 270-4, 277-81. 
315 The bulk of the calcium that convicts consumed came from their bread ration, with small amounts also 
contained in their allowances of beef, mutton and potatoes.  See USDA, Composition of Foods. 
316 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 316-7. 
317 Ibid., p. 316. 
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supplemented the vegetable and cereal rations supplied by contractors.318  Depot prisoners were 

thus likely to have a slightly more varied diet than their Fremantle counterparts, a by-product of the 

need for some level of self-sufficiency at regional stations.   

 

Nonetheless, the immense distances to some outstations made supply shortages a persistent threat.  

Before its closure in 1857, the Lynton depot suffered periodic shortages of fresh vegetables, leading 

to numerous cases of scurvy.319  At Albany in 1866, extended unavailability of some food articles in 

the official ration, and the substitution of less palatable alternatives, incited convicts to refuse to 

work.320  According to Surgeon Attfield, the distribution of supplies to distant outstations had 

improved by 1869, making scorbutic outbreaks a rare occurrence.321   

 

Men on road parties were not rationed according to the ‘ordinary’ or probation diet.  In 1852, their 

official daily ration consisted of two pints of sweetened tea, 27 ounces of bread, one pound of salt 

pork, four ounces of preserved potatoes, half an ounce of salt, ⅟32 pint of vinegar, and ¼ ounce of 

tobacco.  If preserved potatoes were unavailable, rice, flour for pudding, or suet and raisins could be 

substituted.322  Contemporary accounts suggest that, in practice, the salt pork ration was at least 

partially replaced by native wildlife, such as kangaroo and emu.323   These meats contained less 

energy than salt pork but were generally richer in vitamins and minerals and certainly more 

palatable.324  According to James Elphinstone Roe, native animals were so abundant in the colony 

that ‘man need never be at a loss for food’.325  The road party diet was very high in energy (more 

than 4500 kilocalories per day if salt pork was the sole meat consumed), but severely deficient in 

vitamin C, vitamin A and calcium, due to the absence of dairy and fresh vegetables (see Table 2.6). 

 

 

     

                                                           
318 Ibid., pp. 165, 316. 
319 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 164; Gibbs, 
'Lynton', p. 60. 
320 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 7. 
321 Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 20 January 1870, BPP, 1870, p. 467. 
322 SROWA, Superintendent's Order Book No. 2, April 1852 - June 1853, Acc. 1156/SO2, AN 358, 5 July 1852. 
323 Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 171; Willoughby, British Convict, p. 33. 
324 S. Beilken and R. Tume, Nutritional Composition of Kangaroo Meat: Fat Content and Lipid Composition, 
2008, Rural Industries Research and Development Corporation, <https://rirdc.infoservices.com.au/items/08-
142>, (accessed 25 May 2016), p. 6; D.R. Daniel, L.D. Thompson, and L.C. Hoover, 'Nutrition Composition of 
Emu Compares Favorably with that of Other Lean Meats', Journal of the American Dietetic Association, vol. 
100, no. 7, 2000, p. 837. 
325 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 509. 
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Diet Energy 
(kcal) 

Vitamin C 
(mg) 

Vitamin A 
(µg) 

Calcium 
(mg) 

Official ration as listed 4552 5.8 0 249 

When preserved potatoes not available 4889 0.1 0 276 

Table 2.6. Road Party Ration 1852: Energy and Nutrient Content.326 

 

There is no extant record of the road party diet after 1852, but convicts on the roads did continue to 

receive more food than those on ‘ordinary diet’ at Fremantle.327  By 1858, fresh meat and fresh 

vegetables were included in contracts for supplying foodstuffs to remote parties.328  It is likely these 

were furnished in similar quantities to the 1857-75 ‘extra rations diet’ discussed above (see Table 

2.3), providing fewer calories than the 1852 ration, but more adequately meeting vitamin 

requirements.  Salt meats continued to be issued in the summer months, ‘when the heat of the 

weather will not admit of the daily issue of Fresh Meat’, and were probably supplemented by fresh 

native meats.329  In 1865, Howard Willoughby described a road party meal of ‘fried pork [probably 

salt pork], savoury kangaroo pie with a crust a housewife might envy, a loaf of good bread, and a pot 

of tea’.330  Interestingly, he made no mention of vegetables, implying that these were not always 

issued.  Nonetheless, it remains likely that the vegetable ration had improved since the days of 

unvaried preserved potatoes.   

 

In 1866, Acting Comptroller-General Hampton abolished the ‘pernicious system’ of granting ‘extra 

rations’ to all convicts stationed in the bush.331   This implies that road party diets were reduced to 

the ordinary ration scale, a probable decrease from extra rations diet of around 400 kilocalories (see 

Table 2.3).  This change would have altered the amounts of meat and bread provided to parties, but 

importantly not the vegetable ration.   

 

This examination of convict calorie and nutrient intakes has shown that Western Australian 

transportees were far from ‘well-fed’.332  The official convict ration introduced in 1850 was less 

substantial than the diets consumed by most prisoners sent to Australia’s eastern shores, and energy 

intakes in Western Australia only declined from this point onwards.  Prisoner diets in the 1850s were 

further diminished by unpalatable meat rations and heavy and sour bread.  Vitamin consumption at 

                                                           
326 Values calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO2, 5 July 1852; USDA, Composition of Foods. 
327 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 8. 
328 The Inquirer and Commercial News, 10 November 1858, p. 2. 
329 Ibid., 27 October 1869, p. 2. 
330 Willoughby, British Convict, p. 33. 
331 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 8. 
332 Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 61. 
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the Convict Establishment was also severely deficient in the early years of the convict era, a problem 

compounded by colonial vegetable shortages.  Although nutrient intakes improved as vegetable 

supplies became more reliable from the mid-1850s, the diet’s vitamin A content remained well 

below modern recommended levels.  Convicts at depots probably consumed better quality meat and 

more vegetables than Fremantle inmates, but were also more vulnerable to food shortages, given 

the great distance of many stations from convict headquarters.  Despite their initially high calorie 

intakes, road party convicts also suffered privations as a result of their isolation, consuming more 

salt meat than other convicts and few vegetables for much of the 1850s.  While the vitamin content 

of road party diets increased over the course of the convict era, the size of their ration was also 

consistently reduced.  From 1866, road party diets were likely as meagre as for incarcerated men.  

 

These findings call into question previous depictions of the convict diet as ‘ample’ or ‘sufficient’.333  

However, it is difficult to assess the sufficiency of prisoner rations without first examining the energy 

requirements of convict work (a problem which previous studies of Western Australian convictism 

have failed to acknowledge).  To this end, the next section examines the nature of convict work 

regimes in Western Australia and their demands on prisoner energy reserves. 

 

Work and Convict Energy Requirements 
 
Prisoner labour at the Convict Establishment was broadly divided into two categories: labour on the 

public works (including tasks such as quarrying, dredging, sawing, painting, carpentry, blacksmithing, 

bricklaying, lime burning and woodcutting); and trades or service work undertaken inside the prison 

(which included cooking, baking, cleaning, gardening, tailoring, shoemaking, printing, bookbinding, 

washing and working as clerks or storemen).  The work carried out at outstations and on road parties 

was more homogeneous.  In 1859, Superintendent Dixon noted that ‘all the men at out-stations may 

be simply described as employed at road-making and at occupations of a heavy open-air 

description’.334  For road parties, this heavy labour included felling trees, clearing bush, 

macadamising roads, building bridges to span rivers, removing barriers of rock, and filling gullies.335   

 

While the energy needs of these various convict workers cannot be measured precisely (nor is this 

feasible for any nineteenth-century population), it is possible to estimate such figures using calorie 

expenditure data from more modern cohorts.  Historians of convictism in eastern Australia have 

                                                           
333 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 64; Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 55; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local 
Networks', pp. 164, 317. 
334 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 24. 
335 Ibid., p. 26. 
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approximated energy requirements for a small number of convict work tasks (such as dragging logs, 

felling trees, digging ditches, clearing scrub, hoeing and scything), based on metabolic data for 

workers in the 1950s and 1960s performing similar activities.336  Expanding on this approach, this 

thesis used energy expenditure rates from a 1976 United Nations study of workers in developing 

countries to analyse the wide range of convict work types that existed in Western Australia.  The 

United Nations report largely measured the energy demands of non-mechanised, manual tasks, 

work which closely matched the labour of most Western Australian convicts.337  

 

The United Nations calorie expenditure figures were used to compute the daily convict energy 

requirements shown in Table 2.7.  In addition to calories expended while working, the table takes 

into account the energy convicts needed for sleeping and light activities such as chapel, meal times, 

cell-tidying and ablutions.338  Sawyers and blacksmiths had the highest estimated energy needs, at 

almost 4700 kilocalories per day, which suggests that their extra ration allowance was justified.  

Road party work was also particularly demanding, requiring approximately 4400 kilocalories.  For 

prisoners on ordinary or reconvicted diets, energy expenditure ranged from 4300 kilocalories for 

quarrymen to around 2200 kilocalories for cooks and clerks.  Men in separate confinement (most of 

whom worked as tailors) would have expended around 2600 kilocalories per day. 

 

Even using the upper estimates for calorie content from Table 2.3, the convict ration falls short of 

prisoner energy requirements in many cases (see Table 2.7).  In 1850, the ordinary diet was 

insufficient to support quarry labour and the 1854 version inadequate for both quarrymen and 

general labourers.  The situation was considerably worse for reconvicted men, who received a paltry 

65-71 per cent of their daily energy needs in 1850, and 69-75 per cent in 1854.  The extra rations 

diet was also inadequate for blacksmiths and sawyers by 1854.   

 

The considerable ration reductions of 1855 decreased the energy intakes of sawyers, blacksmiths 

and quarrymen to less than 80 per cent of the amount they required (for reconvicted men this was a 

slight improvement on the 1854 diet).  These deficiencies were only marginally improved by Dr 

Baly’s 1857 ration adjustments.  The most inadequate convict ration in terms of energy was that 

                                                           
336 Much of the data for 1950s and 1960s workers was sourced from J.V.G. Durnin and R. Passmore, Energy, 
Work and Leisure, London, Heinemann, 1967; E.H. Christensen, ‘Physiological Valuation of Work in Nykroppa 
Iron Works’, in W.F. Floyd and A.T. Welford (eds), The Ergonomics Research Society: Symposium on Fatigue, 
London, H.K. Lewis & Co., 1953, pp. 93-108.  For research on convict energy expenditure in eastern Australia, 
see Nicholas, 'Care and Feeding of Convicts', p. 185; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 153. 
337 See Food Policy and Nutrition Division of United Nations, The Feeding of Workers in Developing Countries, 
Rome, FAO, 1976, pp. 58-9. 
338 See footnote 341 for further details. 
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introduced in 1876.  Its calorie content was sufficient only for relatively low-exertion occupations 

such as cooking, writing, shoemaking, printing and tailoring.   

 

For road party convicts, the move away from preserved foods in the late 1850s dropped calorie 

intakes below the requirements of occupations like tree felling and land clearing.  The 1866 abolition 

of extra rations for bush parties reduced energy levels even further, to an estimated 75 per cent of 

the amount required for road party labour.   However, these figures assume that convicts only 

consumed official rations.  For men in bush parties, the ability to supplement the convict ration with 

‘bush meats’ may have offset energy deficiencies.339  Although more reliant on official rations, 

convicts at depots and outstations probably also gained bonus calories from the consumption of 

native marsupials.340  

 

Dietary Class/Labour Type Estimated 
Daily Energy 
Requirements 

Percentage of Energy Requirements Provided by Convict Ration 
(range given shows lower estimate and upper estimate) 

  
1850-54 

Diet 
1854-55 

Diet 
1855-57 

Diet 
1857-75 

Diet 
1876 
Diet 

Probation (Ordinary Diet)  
     

Quarrymen 4291 84-92 73-85 60-73 63-77 56-63 

Labourers 3921 92-100 80-93 65-80 69-84 62-69 

Masons, Carpenters 3057 118-129 102-119 84-103 89-108 79-88 

Tailors, Shoemakers, Printers 2527 142-156 124-144 101-125 107-131 96-106 

Gardeners, Cleaners 3137 115-125 100-116 82-100 87-105 77-86 

Cooks, Clerks 2165 166-182 144-168 118-146 125-153 112-124 

Reconvicted  
     

Quarrymen 4291 59-65 59-69 60-73 63-77 56-63 

Labourers 3921 65-71 64-75 65-80 69-84 62-69 

Separate Confinement  
    

Tailors 2570 95-104 94-109 82-102 82-99 
 

Extra Rations  
     

Blacksmiths, Sawyers 4695 93-102 77-90 65-79 65-79 58-66 

       

Road Parties  1852 Diet  1858 Diet  1866 Diet 

Clearing bush, tree felling, 
stone breaking 

4428 99-109  69-84  61-75 

Table 2.7. Sufficiency of Convict Rations, 1850-1877.341 

                                                           
339 For evidence of consumption of bush meats, see Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 171; Willoughby, 
British Convict, p. 33.  
340 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 316-7. 
341 Energy requirements estimated using Food Policy and Nutrition Division of United Nations, Feeding of 
Workers, pp. 58-9.  Energy expenditure was calculated per week and then averaged across seven days.  The 
average convict working week totalled 54 hours. Prisoners worked nine hours per day on average (9 ½ hours in 
summer, 8 ½ hours in winter), but did not labour on Sundays.  Work hours varied little throughout the convict 
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Energy deficiencies in the convict ration would have been exacerbated by leg irons.342  The United 

Nations study noted above estimated that carrying a 10 kilogram load while walking increases 

energy expenditure by around twelve per cent.343  The leg irons used at Fremantle Prison in the 

1860s weighed between 6.3 kilograms (light irons) and 12.7 kilograms (heavy irons), significantly 

augmenting the energy required for the convicts’ daily march to work.344  As well as carrying extra 

weight, ironed convicts suffered restricted movement, increasing the difficulty of many work tasks 

and further enlarging their energy expenditure.345  Chris Leppard’s study of leg irons in Van Diemen’s 

Land revealed that the average chain length of 21 inches ‘would not have allowed a man to walk at a 

comfortable pace without shuffling’.346  Janet Millett’s description of stringent class prisoners 

‘shuffling along’ near Fremantle, suggests that Western Australian ‘fetters’ were similarly 

restrictive.347   

 

The impact of hot weather on prisoner energy requirements should also be considered.  Convict 

administrators consistently highlighted the difficulties of performing labour under the oppressive 

                                                           
era and were the same for Fremantle Prison inmates, depot convicts, and road party men.  See Superintendent 
Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 July 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 114; BPP, 1860, p. 35; BPP: Annual Reports on 
the Convict Establishments at Western Australia and Tasmania (Presented May 1866), London, George Edward 
Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1866, p. 11; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75; Rules and Regulations for the 
guidance of the Warders and the other Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, p. 240.  In 
addition to 54 hours of work, convicts were allowed 64.75 hours per week by the authorities for sleeping.  This 
left a further 49.25 hours for light activities such as chapel, meal times, folding beds and ablutions.  Using the 
United Nations study, sleeping time was estimated to use 1.08 kilocalories per minute, and light activities 1.57 
kilocalories per minute (the midpoint between calorie consumption rates for sitting and standing).  For 
outdoor occupations (except gardening), it was assumed that an additional one hour per day (within the 54-
hour working week) was spent walking to the location of employment, expending 3.7 kilocalories per minute.  
The figure of one hour is based on four fifteen-minute trips to and from convict accommodation.  This was the 
amount of time allowed for parties ‘on the works’ to return to Fremantle Prison for lunch, and again for final 
parade.  See BPP, May 1866, p. 11; BPP, 1860, p. 35; Rules and Regulations for the guidance of the Warders 
and the other Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, pp. 242-3; Food Policy and Nutrition 
Division of United Nations, Feeding of Workers, p. 58.  The proportions of energy requirements provided by 
the convict ration were calculated using data from Table 2.3.  For road parties, 1858 energy percentages were 
computed using the 1857-75 ‘extra rations diet’, 1866 figures used the 1857-75 ‘ordinary diet’, and data from 
Table 2.6 was used for 1852.   
342 This applies particularly to the reconvicted class, who were most likely to labour in chains. 
343 Food Policy and Nutrition Division of United Nations, Feeding of Workers, p. 58. 
344 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 167.  The chains worn by reconvicted men in the 1850s were somewhat lighter at 
around 3.6 kilograms.  See Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers [inquiring into the present convict 
dietary], enclosure in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 45. 
345 As Chris Leppard has noted, tasks involving variable heights would have become particularly difficult when 
prisoners were restricted by leg irons.  Being ironed also increased the risk of accident during heavy manual 
labour.  See C. Leppard, 'Why Leg Irons Were Not Emancipated: The Role of Convict Leg Irons in Van Diemen's 
Land and New South Wales, 1788-1853', Hons Thesis, University of Tasmania, 2007, p. 81. 
346 Ibid. 
347 Millett, Australian Parsonage, p. 242. 
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Western Australian sun.  In 1853, Superintendent Dixon noted that ‘for a lengthened period of the 

year the heat is so intense that labour is of a very distressing character, nay, almost physically 

impossible, during some part of the day.’348  Two years earlier, the Convict Establishment surgeon 

had remarked that ‘the [summer] heat is so great as almost to incapacitate strong healthy men’.349  

Extreme temperatures can significantly increase calorie expenditure.350  A 1960 study of military 

personnel performing ‘light activities’ in 40 degree heat found that energy consumption exceeded 

expected values by almost 1000 kilocalories daily.351  Although convicts were not required to work 

during the hottest part of the summer day (between midday and two o’clock in the afternoon), they 

would often have experienced similar temperatures.352  In areas where shade was scarce, such as 

the Perth and Fremantle locales, work became ‘very oppressive’ indeed, as convict James Roe 

recalled.353  It is possible, however, that convicts gradually became acclimatised to these conditions.  

Lars Garby et al. have shown that the energy expenditure of men regularly exposed to 34 degree 

temperatures begins to decline within the first ten days of exposure.354  Although still important, 

summer’s impact on prisoner energy requirements may have diminished after a convict’s initial 

transition to the Western Australian climate.   

 

Inferior convict clothing may also have increased the energy demands of convict work.  Designed for 

English conditions, and assembled by English workers, convict garments were often ill-fitting and 

lacked durability.355  Prisoner boots in particular were regularly too heavy and stiff for summer use, 

having ‘a very cramping effect on the muscular exertions of the wearer’.356  This ill-adapted footwear 

                                                           
348 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 30 June 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 242. 
349 Surgeon Shipton to Comptroller-General Henderson, January 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, p. 281. 
350 M.E. Valencia et al., 'The Effect of Environmental Temperature and Humidity on 24 h Energy Expenditure in 
Men', British Journal of Nutrition, vol. 68, no. 2, 1992, p. 325; C.F. Consolazio et al., 'Energy Requirements of 
Men in Extreme Heat', Journal of Nutrition, vol. 73, no. 2, 1961, pp. 126-34. 
351 C.F. Consolazio et al., 'Food Consumption of Military Personnel Performing Light Activities in a Hot Desert 
Environment', Metabolism, vol. 9, 1960, pp. 435-42. 
352 On convicts’ summer work hours, see for example, BPP, June 1865, p. 29. 
353 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 504. 
354 L. Garby, O. Lammert, and E. Neilsen, 'Changes in Energy Expenditure of Light Physical Activity during a 10 
Day Period at 34°C Environmental Temperature', European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, vol. 44, no. 3, 1990, pp. 
241-4. 
355 James Masters, Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 23 July 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 47; Superintendent Dixon's 
Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1854, BPP, February 1855, pp. 172-3; Secretary of State to Governor Kennedy, 
30 December 1857, TNA (UK), Letters from Secretary of State: Despatches: Convicts, 1855-1860, CO 397/17, p. 
283; Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1866, BPP, May 1866, p. 7.  These deficiencies were 
less pronounced between 1859 and 1864, when all convict clothing was manufactured at Fremantle Prison 
(out of fabric imported from England).  Superintendent Lefroy wrote in 1860 that in terms of ‘fit, adaptation to 
climate, and durability’ clothing made up at the prison was far superior to imported articles.  See 
Superintendent Lefroy's Yearly Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 67. 
356 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1866, BPP, May 1866, p. 7. 
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likely enlarged convict calorie expenditure, particularly for those with a long daily trek to work.357  

The tendency for convict clothing to wear out quickly would also have increased prisoner exposure 

to the summer sun and winter rains, increasing the energy needed for thermoregulation 

(maintaining core body temperature).358  Imported uniforms of fustian and duck cloth perished 

quickly when undergoing ‘rough usage’ in the bush, and boots were prone to lose the nails that 

bound them in a matter of weeks.359  Although convicts employed near the Convict Establishment 

could have their clothing and footwear promptly repaired in the prison workshops, men ‘in the 

districts’ were forced to ‘go barefoot’ and work in tattered uniforms until fresh supplies were 

received from Fremantle.360   

 

The Limits of Coercion 
 
The extent to which prisoner energy expenditure outstripped calorie intakes also depended on how 

far overseers were able to push their convict charges.  For remote convict work parties, extreme 

workloads were difficult to enforce, given the fragile authority of the solitary warder in command 

and his complete lack of military support.361  James Roe noted that road party men were only 

required to do ‘a fair day’s work in proportion to your strength’.362  This was not the result of warder 

benevolence, but the maximum output that could safely be extracted.  As newspaper The Herald 

noted, a zealous road party officer insisting on hard labour would only incite open mutiny.363  The 

Herald also asserted that warders who consistently brought convict shirkers before the resident 

magistrate were considered nuisances and were often removed from office.364  According to 

Comptroller-General Newland, road party convicts also benefitted from warder loneliness.  An 
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officer left for months on end with only convicts for company was prone to ‘familiar intercourse’ 

with these men, a habit which proved ‘destructive to discipline’.365   

 

It is likely that labour extraction at the temporary convict establishment was also hampered by 

insufficient means of coercion and control.  Despite the consistent presence of coercive tools such as 

leg irons and the lash in this period, Governor Fitzgerald nonetheless stressed that ‘the insecurity of 

our present prison’ made it necessary to avoid ‘as far as possible’ any ‘measure by which discontent 

may be produced’.366  This fragile position may have forced a compromise between the authorities’ 

labour expectations and the needs of convict workers.  Superintendent Dixon’s 1854 observation 

that men on the reconvicted diet ‘do not perform as much work as the better fed men’ suggests that 

convicts were able to modify their labour output depending on calorie intakes.367  Reconvicted men 

were expected to perform ‘at least as much work as probation prisoners’ but evidently could not be 

coerced to do so.368   

 

Although the permanent Fremantle Prison was considerably more secure than its predecessor, and 

possessed more disciplinary machinery, prison officers continued to fall short of extracting ‘the 

greatest useful result from [convict] labour’.369  In 1859, Superintendent Lefroy lamented the 

‘inferior zeal and industry’ of Fremantle Prison convicts employed on public works.370  He blamed an 

‘antagonistic system of supervision’ featuring both military and convict department officials, which 

meant that prison warders were ‘neither formally nor virtually responsible for the quantity or quality 

of work effected’ by their convict parties.371  Although this system was reformed in 1862, Lefroy 

continued to assert that prisoners employed on public works were far less industrious than those 

employed in ‘domestic services’ within Fremantle Prison.372   

 

Shortcomings in supervision and coercive machinery within the Western Australian convict system 

likely enabled prisoners to exert some control over their work regimes.  Thus although convict 

                                                           
365 Comptroller-General Newland's Yearly Report, 13 February 1865, BPP, June 1865, p. 25.  Janet Millett also 
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energy intakes appear dangerously inadequate for many types of labour, in practice prisoners may 

have reduced their labour output to partially counteract calorie deficiencies.  Nonetheless the fact 

remains that official rations were often insufficient for the work expected of transportees.  The diets 

of convict quarrymen and labourers were particularly inadequate, as were the energy intakes of 

prison blacksmiths and sawyers, despite the extra rations these men were granted.  Road party 

convicts were also largely underfed, although supplementary calories from native meats may have 

allayed these deficiencies.  If convict labourers were able to subsist on the rations provided to them, 

then this was not the result of generous dietary bulk, as Gertzel, Hasluck and Winter have asserted, 

but of prisoner resistance to their overseers’ work demands.373  To discern how often subsistence 

was achieved requires analysis of convict health records, the object of Chapters Three and Four. 

 

Medical Care and Convict Hygiene 
 
Although comparatively little research has been undertaken on the medical care provided to 

Western Australian convicts, some important findings have been made.  Gertzel has outlined the 

‘hopelessly inadequate’ state of the hospital at the temporary establishment and Millett has 

discussed the punitive treatment meted out to many sick prisoners.374  Millett and Brasier have also 

highlighted episodes of ‘dangerous’ medical experimentation on Western Australian convicts, while 

Winter has argued that prison medical officers were hamstrung by ‘extremely limited resources’ and 

that Fremantle’s convict hospitals were understaffed and poorly designed.375   Although these are 

important contributions, they focus almost exclusively on convicts incarcerated at the Convict 

Establishment, leaving the provision of medical care to regional convicts largely unstudied.  Similarly 

few scholars have examined preventative health measures within the convict system, such as the 

facilities and regulations in place to foster personal hygiene among the prisoners.376  This study 

provides a more complete picture of convict medical care, including a discussion of these much-

neglected topics.   

 

 

 

 
                                                           
373 Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 55; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 64; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local 
Networks', pp. 164, 317. 
374 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 61-2; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 190-2. 
375 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 188-9; Brasier, 'Prisoners' Bodies', pp. 25-31; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local 
Networks', pp. 162-3. 
376 Both Kimberly and Hasluck have briefly outlined the hygiene procedures to which convicts were subjected 
upon admission to Fremantle Prison, but their analyses extended no further than this.  See Kimberly, History of 
West Australia, p. 170; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 60-1. 
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Healthcare at the Convict Establishment 
 
Inmates of the Fremantle Convict Establishment had daily access to medical care.  Before parading 

for work each day, convicts who had reported themselves sick were examined by the prison 

surgeon.377  Those not suspected of malingering were either admitted to hospital, exempted from 

work, or given a dose of medicine before being sent off to their usual daily labours.378  The surgeon 

was also required to visit every prisoner in separate or solitary confinement as part of his daily 

rounds, and once a month conducted an inspection of ‘the general body’ of prisoners.379   

 

Despite the advantages of ready access to a medical practitioner, the system’s reliance on prisoner 

self-reporting was sometimes problematic.  As Superintendent Dixon noted in 1857, ‘the majority of 

prisoners are quite unable to state the proper particulars of their ailments when they visit the 

medical officer, and many of them on that account may be sent out to their usual laborious 

employment when they are really unwell’.380  As Millett has shown, those who were exempted from 

work were often punished as a result.  He pointed to an 1853 order from Dixon to henceforth place 

‘excused’ convicts in punishment division on half diet without tobacco.381  Although the dietary 

‘punishment’ of sick prisoners eased in the 1860s, their rations remained inferior to ordinary 

convicts.382  Prisoners found to be malingering were subject to still more punitive measures.  From 

1851, they could receive whippings up to 100 lashes and their sentences were to be extended by the 

length of their absence from work.383  

 

The quality of the hospitals to which convicts were admitted was also questionable.  As both Gertzel 

and Winter have noted, this was particularly the case at the temporary convict establishment.384  

The 27-bed hospital erected there in 1851 soon became ‘inadequate to the proper reception of the 
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number requiring medical treatment’, as numbers of sick spiralled in 1852.385  In 1853, Surgeon Elliot 

labelled the hospital ‘totally inadequate for the purpose’.386  Even when the ward was not 

overflowing, its 27 berths were in his opinion ‘far too many for this climate’.387  Moreover, the 

building was situated next to both the prison privy and stables, the former diffusing ‘a most 

abominable stench’ over the ward.388  The hospital also had no separate room for the dead, nor any 

means of isolating contagious cases.389  The prison chaplain noted in 1852 that ‘very sick or dying 

men’ were housed in one large ward with ‘the convalescent, and those but slightly ailing’.390 

 

The temporary establishment hospital remained in use until at least the end of 1855.  By this time, 

additional wards had been added, expanding the hospital’s capacity to 53 men.391  During 1856, the 

sick were moved to ‘wooden division’ at the new prison site.392  This building had previously been 

used as an overflow barracks, because of insufficient space in the partially-constructed Fremantle 

Prison.393  The only extant reference to conditions in the wooden division hospital comes from 

Surgeon Attfield, to whom the building seemed ‘but ill adapted for the purpose, low, narrow, and 

insufficient in size to accommodate more than about 25 beds’.394  Attfield arrived in 1857, at which 

point the hospital contained 36 patients.395  Given Attfield’s description, it is likely these men were 

treated in a single ward, with little provision for segregating infectious prisoners.  Henderson 

confirmed that conditions were substandard, asserting in December 1859 (when the new hospital 

was completed and occupied) that ‘the invalids will be greatly benefitted by their removal from the 

temporary hospital’.396   
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The new hospital contained a general ward, a fever ward and an ophthalmia ward, as well as two 

smaller wards for prisoners ‘under observation’ for mental disorders, and four ‘separate cells for 

cases of bad diarrhoea and scabies variola and for other contagious disorders’.397   This configuration 

demonstrates a significant improvement in efforts to isolate contagious cases, substantially reducing 

the chances of epidemic episodes.  The hospital also contained a separate surgery, a bath room and 

water closets.398  This was clearly a superior hygienic arrangement to the conditions denounced by 

Surgeon Elliot at the temporary establishment, but by the early 1870s, deterioration of the hospital 

water closet system had begun to jeopardise prisoner wellbeing.  Clerk of Works J.G. Broomhall 

warned in 1873 that ‘the whole of the water closet system now in use at the prison hospital is in a 

very bad state, ..., and owing to the position of the drains is likely to be dangerous to health.’399   

 

Despite advancements in prison hospitals, Winter has shown that convict department expenditure 

on medical care was miniscule.400  He asserted that hospitals were short of staff and that very little 

was spent on medicines or equipment, concluding that the authorities’ commitment to healthcare 

extended little beyond the construction of infirmaries and the appointment of a medical officer.401  

Winter focused heavily on the early 1850s and consequently misrepresented the poor conditions 

documented by men like Elliot as typical.  Although medicinal shortages did occur, stocks were 

generally replenished by local medical suppliers.402  Staffing issues had also been addressed by the 

late 1850s.  An assistant surgeon was appointed to Fremantle Prison in 1857 and hospital orderlies 

were employed at a minimum ratio of one for every ten patients.403  It could also be argued that the 

underspending Winter highlighted would have had little impact on prisoner health.  Given that the 

benefits of mid-nineteenth-century medical intervention were slight, the availability of medical staff, 

medicines and equipment was probably less important than a hygienic hospital.404  Nonetheless, 

Winter did reveal that prisoner health was rarely a budgetary priority. 
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Historians have also questioned the commitment of prison medical officers to convict health, noting 

in particular the experiments conducted by surgeon David Rennie on convict patients in the mid-

1850s.  Brasier has examined Rennie’s experimental treatment of dysenteric fever at the temporary 

establishment in 1854.  Believing that the bodily ‘poison’ causing this fever was best expelled by 

stimulating the bowels, Rennie trialled powerful purgatives on his patients in doses that he admitted 

‘were more suited to horses than human beings’.405  These treatments caused one convict to 

defecate 30 pounds of ‘feculent matter’ in just three days.406  Brasier argued that Rennie’s 

experimental dosages were part of a growing body of British medical research that utilised convicts 

as a ‘convenient controlled population’.407  Such experiments subordinated prisoner health to the 

‘greater good’ of medical advancement.408   

 

In the Western Australian case, convicts were exposed to dangerously high purgative doses in order 

to demonstrate the effects of diet as a cause of disease.409  Rennie regarded the ‘need’ for extensive 

purgative treatments as proof of his theory that excessive meat and bread in the convict ration was 

causing fermentation and decomposition of faecal matter within the body, producing a poison which 

had to be expelled.410  In 1856, Rennie pursued further evidence for this theory, denying medicine to 

29 patients suffering ‘evacuations … of the most unhealthy character’ and placing them in cells for 

observation. 411  This enabled him to check their diseased stools for signs of a ‘disorganised condition 

of the mucous membrane of the bowels’ which he considered indicative of faecal fermentation.412  

By depriving seriously-ill prisoners of medical treatment, Rennie had again disregarded convict 

health in the pursuit of medical knowledge.   
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Despite his unorthodox techniques, Rennie was not accused of malpractice, although he was 

labelled dangerously obsessive with an ‘over-fondness for theorizing’.413  As Brasier pointed out, the 

authorities’ reluctance to condemn Rennie’s actions reveals the extent to which convict bodies were 

accepted as ‘opportune means for advances in medicine’.414  Millett has similarly noted that Rennie’s 

experiments ‘powerfully demonstrated’ the role of convicts as ‘sites of knowledge production’.415  It 

was not until 1857 that these dubious practices were finally curtailed.  In late 1855, Rennie had 

inoculated several patients suffering from amaurosis (a type of blindness) with the discharge taken 

from the eyes of ophthalmic patients, in order ‘to test experimentally the question of contagion’.416  

Two years later, reports of these tests reached the Secretary of State, who promptly dismissed 

Rennie from his post, citing the ‘unwarrantable’ methods that would ‘add materially to the 

unfortunate condition’ of the men subjected to his experiments.417  

 

Medical Care for Regional Convicts 
  
While aspects of healthcare at the Convict Establishment have sparked historical interest, the 

medical treatment provided to convicts at depots and road camps has received very little scholarly 

attention.  Despite episodes of medical malpractice at Fremantle, regional convicts remained 

considerably worse off in terms of medical care than their incarcerated comrades.  In the early 

1850s, convict department officials consistently lamented ‘the paucity of medical practitioners in 

this colony, competent to fill the post of medical attendants at the various depots.’418  At numerous 

stations, unqualified ticket-of-leave men were given medical charge in the absence of a trained 

medical officer, attending the sick in a ‘very negligent manner’, according to Governor Fitzgerald.419  

In 1854, the Perth Gazette reported an arm amputation carried out in depot which had been so 

badly botched that the patient was removed to Fremantle convict hospital with ‘the bones 

projecting through the stump’.420   
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Little had changed by the end of 1856.  Out of seven depot medical posts, only four were filled by 

qualified surgeons.421 The remaining depots were served by a former surgeon’s apprentice, a man 

who had ‘attended courses of lectures in London’, and a ticket-of-leave holder whose sole 

qualification was knowledge he ‘might have picked up while compounder of drugs’ at the Convict 

Establishment.422  Shortages of medical men were so great that Staff Surgeon Galbraith warned:  

 

Were anything now to occur causing a vacancy at any of the Stations, I know of no one with 

even the most meagre medical qualifications available, to fill it up – I know not even of any 

inmate of the Convict Establishment (a source to which the necessity of having some one at 

the Depot to represent the Doctor, has compelled us to resort) with a smattering of medical 

knowledge, acquired either at home or in the Hospital here.423 

 

Not for the first time, appeals were made for additional surgeons to be sent out from England.424  It 

is difficult to say when or if these men arrived.  An increase in expenditure on medical salaries of 

almost £200 between 1859 and 1860 suggests that additional qualified practitioners were hired 

during this time.425  Surgeons were certainly employed at all depots by 1868, their hefty salaries 

(£100 per year) indicating that these men were ‘professionals’, rather than untrained stand-ins.426    

   

Depot hospitals had been erected at Mount Eliza, Guildford, York, Toodyay, Bunbury and Champion 

Bay by 1857.427  Little information is available on conditions within these facilities, except for Janet 

Millett’s remark that York hospital was lacking both in space and ventilation in the mid-1860s.428  

York hospital was spacious compared to the other depots, with 62 square feet of floor space per 

patient.429  At Mount Eliza and Champion Bay, less than 40 square feet were available to each man in 
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1866.430  Except for Guildford hospital, all of the depot infirmaries were more crowded than 

Fremantle Prison’s 1859 hospital, which allowed 70 square feet per patient in its general ward.431  

  

Aside from the hospital at Perth gaol (which accommodated convicts from 1858), none of the depot 

infirmaries contained more than one ward.432  Probably due to limited space, procedures for 

separating the sick from the healthy were often lax.  Several cases of sick men being housed in depot 

barracks rather than confined to hospital prompted an 1862 convict department regulation against 

this ‘irregularity’.433  Infectious cases would not have remained in depot hospitals for long in any 

case.  These facilities were equipped only for the treatment of minor ailments (although they also 

had adjacent surgeries for urgent cases).434  Patients requiring ‘closer attention’ were transferred to 

Fremantle, which meant a journey of several hundred miles if the convict fell ill at a remote station 

such as Albany or Champion Bay.435  As Governor Fitzgerald noted, these long-distance transfers 

‘proved an aggravation of [convict] sufferings’ in many cases.436     

 

The situation was worse for convicts in road or working parties, who often faced a journey of 20 to 

30 miles (usually by bullock dray) just to reach the basic medical care provided by a depot 

infirmary.437  These men were often incapacitated for several days before any form of transport 

reached their party, further prolonging the wait for medical assistance.438    
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beds.  See TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 397, 418.  For plans and descriptions of the 
other depot hospitals, see ibid., pp. 129, 152, 206; TNA (UK), MPG 1/722/25; TNA (UK), MPG 1/722/27; TNA 
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433 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 3 (Department Orders section). 
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Maintaining Convict Hygiene 
 
Another aspect of convict healthcare neglected by historians is the use of preventative health 

measures, such as the enforcement of personal hygiene, to combat disease.  Throughout the convict 

era, official regulations stipulated a strict hygiene regimen at the Convict Establishment, whereby 

newly-arrived inmates were made to wash thoroughly, had their hair cut short and were medically 

examined.439  Once in prison, convicts were to wash their hands and faces daily, shave every two 

days, and ‘wash their feet or bathe once a week’.440   

 

Despite official emphasis on the importance of regular washing, the facilities provided for these 

tasks were somewhat deficient.  Rennie commented disparagingly in 1856 that ‘while the 

gastronomic comfort of the prisoner has always been an object of the utmost solicitude to the 

authorities, the provision of the means of applying soap and water to his person has not met with a 

corresponding degree of interest’.441  At the temporary convict establishment, a ‘rough shed’ 

erected in 1851 was the only means of performing one’s daily ablutions.442  In summer, the men also 

bathed in the sea one to three times per week.443  Similar temporary ablution sheds were erected at 

the new prison and used until a permanent bathhouse could be completed.444  Prison cells were also 

equipped with a water tap and basin for washing the hands and face (these were removed in late 

1863 due to the smell emanating from the plug holes).445  According to Rennie, the sheds and basins 

were inadequate ‘to admit of the prisoners frequently performing ablutions of the whole body’, a 

process which he considered ’a very essential requisite for health generally, and for the prevention 

of skin disease in particular, in a warm climate.’446  Rennie’s complaints were remedied in 1859 by 

the installation of 25 baths supplied with hot and cold water at the new prison bathhouse.447 

 

For convicts at outstations and road parties, regulations for personal cleanliness were not as 

stringent.  Due to limited means of coercion and control in such locations, commanding officers 

                                                           
439 Rules and Regulations for the guidance of the Warders and the other Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA 
(UK), CO 18/58, p. 237; 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 13 (General Rules for Prisoners section). 
440 BPP, May 1851, p. 116; 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 18 (General Rules for Prisoners section). 
441 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 53. 
442 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, May 1851, p. 101. 
443 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 30 June 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 244. 
444 James Manning, Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 26 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 110. 
445 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 26 October 1863; Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, 2.5.22.  See also M. Bosworth, 
Convict Fremantle: A Place of Promise and Punishment, Crawley, W.A., University of Western Australia Press, 
2004, pp. 62-3. 
446 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 53. 
447 James Manning, Memorandum showing approximately the Amount of Work performed by Convict Labour, 
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were instructed that ‘while order and cleanliness are to be strictly enforced, any unnecessary 

[hygiene] regulations, tending to excite feelings of degradation and annoyance, are particularly 

prohibited’.448  Depot bathing facilities were primitive throughout the convict era.  As late as 1866, 

convicts at most stations washed in large water troughs, sometimes inside a ‘washhouse’ building.449  

Champion Bay did not even offer this convenience, the prisoners instead using buckets.450  At some 

depots, washing facilities were supplemented in summer by weekly bathing in the local river.451   

 

On the roads, the need for prisoners to wash their own clothing, linens and blankets (rather than 

sending them to a prison washhouse) further hampered the maintenance of hygiene standards.  In 

1869, newspaper The Herald satirised the hopeless inadequacy of the soap ration (five drams per 

day) in such circumstances: 

 

Which is best – or worst – to shew clean hands and face by a proper use of the orthodox “5 

drs,” and leave his textile fabrics to their natural growth of soil, highly congenial to animal 

life other than that of the wearer: - or to expend his “soap rations” on them, while in his own 

person he attains the simplicity of aboriginal life, and performs his ablutions annually?452 

 

The standard of medical care provided to Western Australian convicts was often questionable.  

Although Winter overstated the authorities’ indifference to prisoner health, there were clearly 

periods at the Convict Establishment in which hospitals were overcrowded and insanitary, bathing 

and washing facilities were deficient, and prison surgeons prioritised medical experimentation over 

the welfare of patients.  These episodes were largely confined to the 1850s.  By the end of this 

decade, Surgeon Rennie’s departure and the completion of Fremantle Prison’s hospital and 

bathhouse had somewhat enhanced the prevention and treatment of disease.  There is more 

consistent evidence of deficient medical care at convict depots.  Although dire shortages of qualified 

medical practitioners in the districts were probably partially remedied in the 1860s, depot hospitals 

remained undersized, measures for isolating sick prisoners were lax, and severely-ill men continued 

to endure long, debilitating journeys to Fremantle for treatment.  Disease prevention at regional 

stations was also inhibited by rudimentary washing facilities and lenient hygiene regulations.  Road 

party men faced even greater obstacles to personal hygiene and were often precariously isolated 

                                                           
448 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 39 (Department Orders section). 
449 TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 13, 166, 205, 396. 
450 Ibid., p. 128. 
451 Ibid., pp. 13, 51, 166, 205. 
452 The Herald, 30 October 1869, p. 3. 
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from even the basic medical assistance offered at the nearest depot infirmary.  While previous 

historians have recognised the shortcomings of surgeons and hospitals at the Convict Establishment, 

deficiencies in medical care were far more widespread than their findings suggest.  The quality of 

convict healthcare only worsened the further from Fremantle a prisoner travelled, as did his ability 

to access medical treatment.    

 

Life on Ticket of Leave 
 
So far the question of convict treatment has been restricted to men under sentence, but there 

existed another important group, the largest sector of the convict population, comprised of men 

holding a ticket of leave.  Most of these were employed by private settlers, while a small proportion 

who were unable to find a job remained ‘on the hands of the government’, labouring in work parties 

based at convict depots and outstations.453  Much of the existing literature on ticket-of-leave men 

debates the extent to which their lives were regulated by the convict department.  Historians such as 

Crowley, Gertzel, Edgar, and Smith have contended that restrictions on ticket-of-leave movements 

and behaviour were not particularly ‘irksome’ and that these men enjoyed ‘all the essential 

privileges of a free labourer’.454  In contrast, Kimberly emphasised that convict authorities and 

private settlers retained ‘a strong hold’ over ticket-of-leave workers, while Millett has outlined the 

discriminatory legislation employed to maintain ticketer obedience.455  Not one of these studies 

provides a detailed picture of ticket-of-leave living standards.  Although Stevens gave some insights 

into the treatment of ticket holders in private service and Winter documented conditions in ticket-

of-leave depots in the early 1850s, Gertzel’s 1949 honours dissertation remains the most detailed 

account of ticket-of-leave life in Western Australia.456  Her portrayal of a benign system in which the 

average ticket holder was able to ‘live well’ off his earnings is long overdue for review.457  This study 

reassesses the treatment that ticket-of-leave men received and estimates their standards of living 

through systematic analysis of wage rates and living costs.  

 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
453 Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 15 November 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, pp. 138-9. 
454 Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 82-7; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 120-2, 132, 237; 
Smith, Australia's Birthstain, p. 266. 
455 Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 173; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 215-7, 279. 
456 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 48-61; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 164-78, 
315-24; Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 79-126. 
457 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 86-93. 
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Ticket-of-Leave Men in Depot 
 
In the early 1850s, efforts were made to ensure that ticket holders in government employ at depots 

enjoyed similar freedoms to those working for settlers.  Henderson wrote in 1852 that ‘the utmost 

pains have been taken to treat the men [in depot] as much as possible as free labourers,’ echoing 

Governor Fitzgerald’s claim that ticketers in private service were ‘to all intents and purposes free’.458   

Depot ticket-of-leave men were granted free time after work hours, provided they returned to depot 

before the eight o’clock curfew, and their work regime featured ‘as little coercion’ as was 

practicable.459  They also received wages, which could be used to purchase items such as clothing, 

alcohol, medicines and weapons for hunting, as well as additional food to supplement the 

government ration.460   

 

While Gertzel claimed that ticketers in government service led ‘a comfortable life’ in these early 

years, there are many signs their living standards differed little from prisoners under sentence.461  

Depot wages, for example, were unlikely to stretch far.  These were initially equal to the minimum 

wage prescribed for a ticket-of-leave man in private service (8d per day), half of which was deducted 

as ‘passage money’ to compensate the government for the cost of the voyage to Australia.462  The 

remaining sum, Henderson claimed in 1853, was ‘only barely sufficient to enable a man to supply 

himself with necessaries and clothing’.463  Due to fears that ticket holders were shirking private 

service to remain on the government’s books, wages for men in depot were reduced to 2 ½d per day 

(plus 4d passage money) by the end of 1853.464  Controls on ticket-of-leave movements were 

similarly increased, leading Henderson to remark that ‘under present prices and regulations, it is 

hard to say whether a man obtaining his ticket of leave, if obliged to stay in depot …, is any better, or 

even so well off as a prisoner’.  He argued that the bulk of ticket-of-leave earnings were spent on 

                                                           
458 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 13 February 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 146; 
Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 16 March 1852, ibid., p. 137. 
459 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 13 February 1852, ibid., p. 146; Governor Fitzgerald 
to Earl Grey, 16 March 1852, ibid., p. 137.  Erickson listed the curfew as ten o’clock rather than eight.  See 
Erickson, 'John Acton Wroth', p. 54. 
460 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 165. 
461 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 91, 106-7. 
462 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 13 October 1853, BPP, May 1854, pp. 224-5.  Here 
the term ‘minimum wage’ is not strictly correct. Ticket-of-leave men were not allowed to refuse wage offers 
above 8d per day, but they could in theory accept lower wages if desperate for private employment.  Any 
ticketer refusing wages above 8d would be considered a ‘malingerer’ and would no longer receive government 
rations.  See Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 13 February 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 
146. 
463 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 13 October 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 224. 
464 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 165. 
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clothing, boots, soap and tobacco, items which sentenced prisoners received for free.465  Winter has 

similarly questioned whether depot wages allowed men to improve their situation.  His excavations 

at Toodyay and York depots revealed that ticketers rarely used their earnings to acquire personal 

possessions.466  Nor did they purchase meat, preferring to hunt native marsupials as a means of 

supplementing the official ration.467  Instead, a significant portion of wages was spent on alcohol and 

tobacco products.468  Although such purchases allowed convicts to exercise free choice and feel 

somewhat empowered, they would not have improved convict health.469  Winter did, however, 

argue that ticket-of-leave men ‘regulated their own health’ through the purchase of medicines, as 

demonstrated by the numerous medicine bottle fragments found at both excavation sites.470   

 

Any small advantages that depot ticket-of-leave men held over convicts under sentence were 

removed in 1856 – a bid to drive all remaining able-bodied ticketers into private employment.471  

Instead of being scattered in small parties with little supervision, depot men now ‘worked in gangs 

under the immediate eye of a warder’.472  They were confined after work hours and their wages 

abolished.473  From this point on, the experiences of government-employed ticket-of-leave men in 

every way mimicked those of regional probation convicts.  Even their appearance became more 

prison-like, with the introduction of uniforms (cotton shirt with fustian jacket and trousers).474  The 

only privilege that remained was the possibility of being allowed a period of leave to search for 

work.475  Gertzel presented these changes as a dramatic reversal in ticket-of-leave treatment, 

transforming depot life from an ‘inviting’ prospect to a last resort for unemployable men.476  But the 

1856 alterations were less significant than she asserted.  Although wages and freedom of movement 

                                                           
465 Ibid., pp. 164-5. 
466 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 323. 
467 Ibid., pp. 315-7.  Although they rarely purchased meat, there is some evidence that convicts bought extra 
bread when dissatisfied with the official ration.  When, in 1855, the bread allowance for ticketers in depot was 
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from a Convict', p. 508. 
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475 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 508. 
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offered ticket holders small advantages in the early 1850s, conditions in depot never greatly differed 

from those experienced by prisoners under sentence.  Regional convicts were housed in the same 

types of accommodation as ticketers in government service (depot and outstation buildings), ate the 

same food (official rations with some bush meats), and had the same level of access to medical care 

through depot infirmaries.477   

 

Ticket-of-Leave Men in Private Service 
 
Compared to the consistent regulatory adjustments applied to ticket-of-leave men in depot, the 

rules governing those in private service evolved little over the convict era.  From the beginning, 

ticket holders were confined to their assigned district unless they obtained a pass (for seeking 

employment elsewhere) from the resident magistrate.478  They were also compelled to report to the 

resident magistrate every six months or risk forfeiting their ticket.  Absconding from one’s master 

was punishable by imprisonment or the lash, as was drunkenness, indolence, and disobedience.479  

In all other ways, ticket-of-leave holders were to be treated as free men.  They were able to acquire 

property, could choose their employers and were protected by the Master and Servant Act in the 

same way as free labourers (admittedly this legislation was designed more to punish negligent or 

disobedient workers than to hold employers accountable).480  With a magistrate’s permission, ticket-

of-leave men could work for themselves, and could even become employers of other ticketers.481   

 

Historians such as Edgar and Gertzel have argued that these various privileges provided ample 

opportunity for ticket holders to achieve colonial success.482  As Governor Fitzgerald put it, a ticket of 

leave allowed men to ‘establish themselves in any trade or business their capacity fits them for’.483  

The account of convict James Roe, however, suggests that economic survival was rarely so 

                                                           
477 After 1862, regional prisoners had greater access to free medical care than ticket-of-leave men.  From this 
date, ticket holders were charged 1s 6d for each day spent in a convict hospital.  See Comptroller-General 
Henderson's Annual Report, 1 January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 26. 
478 Regulations for Holders of Ticket of Leave, 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, pp. 265-6. 
479 Ibid., pp. 265-7. 
480 Ibid., p. 268; Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 16 March 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 137.  In practice, 
ticket-of-leave men were not always allowed to choose their employers, since they were compelled to accept 
offers above the minimum wage of £1 per month (8d per day).  If only one such offer was available, then the 
ticket-of-leave man no longer had a choice of employer.  See Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 86.  On Master and 
Servant Acts in Western Australia, see F.K. Crowley, 'Master and Servant in Western Australia, 1829-1851', 
Early Days: Journal of the Royal Western Australian Historical Society, vol. 4, no. 5, 1953, pp. 94-115; F.K. 
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Australian Historical Society, vol. 4, no. 6, 1954, pp. 15-32.  The first Master and Servant Act was passed in 
1842 and was not substantially amended until the 1880s. 
481 Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 16 March 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 137. 
482 Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 120, 132; Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 82-8. 
483 Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 16 March 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 137. 
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straightforward.  Roe declared the ticket-of-leave system ‘as bad as it can be’.484  He argued that the 

incessant need for approvals, passes and reporting produced a mire of ‘discouragements and 

obstructions’ to any business undertaking.  This caused many ticketers to ‘fling away all their good 

resolutions in despair, throw down their money on the first public-house table, and spend it in a 

“glorious rouse” with their friends’.485  According to Roe, the Swan River Colony had ‘red tape 

enough for the oldest government in the world’.486    

 

Around the time of Roe’s writings, Acting Comptroller-General Hampton conversely labelled ticket-

of-leave monitoring ‘deplorably lax’, claiming that upwards of 200 ticket holders ‘were wandering 

about the country, nominally in search of employment, [but] practically living off pilfering’.487  In 

contrast to Roe, who claimed that convict business ventures were rarely approved, Hampton 

asserted that tickets allowing men to work ‘on their own account’ were handed out indiscriminately. 

Moreover, he claimed that many recipients were using their ‘business lodgings’ as a façade for petty 

thieving.488  It is difficult to say whether Roe or Hampton more accurately depicted the realities of 

the ticket-of-leave system, but both scenarios highlight impediments to successful convict 

rehabilitation.  Neither the vagrant, the undercover thief, nor the disheartened entrepreneur were 

likely to lead stable, successful or healthy lives.   

 

As Kimberly and Millett have noted, ticket-of-leave men were also disempowered by a prejudicial 

legal system.  Although a ticketer could in theory bring his master before a magistrate for improper 

treatment, there were many deterrents to him doing so.  As mentioned above, ticket-of-leave men 

could be sentenced summarily by a magistrate for offences as minor as drunkenness or disobeying 

their masters’ orders.489  Such indiscretions could result in months or even years of imprisonment 

with hard labour.490  As Anthony Trollope put it,  

 

men holding tickets of leave are subject to laws which make it criminal for a man to leave his 

master’s employ or to be absent from his master’s house after certain hours, or to allude in 

                                                           
484 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 507. 
485 Ibid., pp. 507-10. 
486 Ibid., p. 510. 
487 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 5. 
488 Ibid., p. 6. 
489 Such misdemeanours often contravened the Master and Servant Act as well as ticket-of-leave regulations.  
Although free workers could be convicted (by jury) for similar offences, ticketers were punished ‘many times 
more severely’, as Millett has noted.  See Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 214-5; Crowley, 'Master and Servant, 
1829-51', pp. 110-3; Crowley, 'Master and Servant, 1851-1901', pp. 17-8. 
490 Regulations for Holders of Tickets-of-Leave, 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, p. 267. 
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an improper manner in his master’s eyes.  And for these offences, sentences of punishment 

are given which seem to be heavy.491 

 

This ‘peculiar stringency … in the law between master and servant’, as Superintendent Dixon 

described it, meant that any dispute brought before a magistrate placed the ticket-of-leave man in a 

position of great vulnerability.492  According to John Boyle O’Reilly’s Moondyne, one bad report from 

a master could ‘wipe out all record of previous good conduct’.493  Conversely, any ticket-of-leave 

complaint against a master that was found to be ‘frivolous or groundless’ could result in a ticket 

being revoked.494  It is also likely that magistrates held a natural bias towards masters, because, as 

Shaw has noted for eastern Australia, it was in a magistrate’s direct interest to maintain convict 

subordination.495  Even the Perth Gazette, a newspaper often critical of excessive leniency in the 

convict department, recognised the ticketers’ legal plight.  In an 1858 article, it alleged multiple 

instances of wrongful reconviction among ticket-of-leave men.496 

 

Such legal vulnerability would have significantly increased a master’s capacity to extract work from 

his ticket-of-leave employees.  Since any dispute could easily result in a sentence to Fremantle 

Prison, ticket holders were more likely to accept harsh, coercive treatment from their masters.497  

Various appeals for ‘humane’ treatment of ticket-of-leave workers (from Dixon and the Perth 

Gazette among others) suggest that master abuses were common.498  James Roe asserted that 

ticketers in private service were worked harder than those in depot and that meals were irregular.  

There were few places, he claimed, where masters did not make ticket holders ‘feel their position’ 

                                                           
491 Trollope, Australia and New Zealand, p. 278.  For further opinions on the undue severity of ticket-of-leave 
sentencing, see Mortlock, Experiences of a Convict, p. 224; Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 509. 
492 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 45. 
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Independent Journal of Politics and News, 12 September 1851, p. 3. 
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through contemptuous treatment.499  Stevens has also noted examples of employers who sought to 

‘keep convicts in the shadows of society’ and treated their ticket-of-leave workers as ‘chattels’.500  

 

Estimating Living Standards for Ticketers in Private Service 
 
While the legal disadvantages faced by ticket-of-leave holders impacted their treatment in the 

workplace, the domestic lives of these men, particularly their living arrangements and diets, were 

perhaps more important in terms of health outcomes.  Since little information exists about the 

everyday lives of ticketers, wage rates are one of the most effective means of estimating their living 

conditions.  Although Gertzel has provided some example ticket-of-leave wage figures, this study is 

the first to systematically trace wage trends over time and to plot urban and rural variations.  Half-

yearly wage figures were compiled for each ticket-of-leave district from returns in British 

Parliamentary Papers between 1850 and 1861.501  These were then used to compute weighted 

average wage rates for the colony during this period (see Figure 2.6).502  

  

  

Figure 2.6.503 

                                                           
499 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 508. 
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The mean ticket-of-leave wage during 1850-61 was found to be £32 per year.504  This figure differs 

substantially from Gertzel’s claim (using the same statistical returns) that average wages varied 

between £40 and £50 during the 1850s.  Although these calculations were not explained in her 

thesis, they appear to have been drawn from the wage figures for Fremantle district.  In general, 

wages in Fremantle were considerably higher than most other regions, leading Gertzel to 

overestimate mean ticket-of-leave incomes.  Nonetheless, ticket-of-leave wages were generally 

considered ‘high’ by the authorities and more or less matched those of free workers, both in 

unskilled labouring positions and skilled trades.505  There was surprisingly little variation in wage 

rates over this period, considering the volatile and fragile state of the Western Australian economy 

in the 1850s.506  Between 1852 and 1855, mean ticket-of-leave wages rose from £20 to around £37 

per annum, before stabilising between £31 and £33 in the years 1856-60 (see Figure 2.6).  Wage 

figures are not available after 1861.  Although wage rates appear to be increasing at this point, it is 

likely that a decline occurred from around 1863, when an influx of ticketers saturated the labour 

market.507  Ticket-of-leave unemployment more than doubled between 1862 and 1863 and 

remained high for the next two years (see Figure 2.10).  However, there is no evidence of a fall in the 

wages of free labourers at this time, rates instead remaining stagnant throughout the 1860s.508   

 

The averages presented in Figure 2.6 mask some key disparities and complexities in the payment of 

ticket-of-leave men.  As Comptroller-General Henderson frequently stressed, average wage rates 

were highly inflated by the earnings of skilled ticket-of-leave tradesmen, who often received 7s - 8s 

per day (approximately £108 - £125 per year).509  The usual rate for ticketers, Henderson asserted, 

                                                           
11, 38.  From 1859, these statistical returns were compiled on a yearly rather than half-yearly basis.  The 
graph’s timescale therefore changes at this point. 
504 Average wage rate computed from data used in Figure 2.6. 
505 For references to the ‘high’ rate of wages paid to ticket-of-leave holders, see for example Comptroller-
General Henderson to Governor Fitzgerald, 1 November 1853, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, p. 379; Comptroller-
General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 160.  For a comparison of free 
and ticket-of-leave wages, see Comptroller-General Henderson to Governor Fitzgerald, 1 November 1853, TNA 
(UK), CO 18/69, p. 380. 
506 Stannage, People of Perth, p. 114. 
507 Governor Hampton to Duke of Newcastle, 19 February 1864, BPP, June 1865, p. 3. 
508 See JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1860, p. 214; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 
1861, p. 218; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1862, p. 228; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western 
Australia, 1863, p. 233; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1864, p. 240; JSBL, The Blue Book for 
Western Australia, 1865, p. 233; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1866, p. 215; JSBL, The Blue Book 
for Western Australia, 1867, p. 245; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1868, p. 265; JSBL, The Blue 
Book for Western Australia, 1869, p. 277. 
509 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 November 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 105; BPP, 
August 1851, p. 125; BPP, April 1852, p. 197. 
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was between £12 and £24 per annum.510  Even skilled shepherds, farming men and ploughmen, who 

were much in demand in the fledgling colony, rarely exceeded this salary. 511  As Gertzel recognised, 

average wage rates are also problematic because some ticket-of-leave employees were provided 

with lodgings and food in addition to their wage, while others were not.  Most labourers in rural 

districts fit the former category; men working in towns fit the latter.512  It is therefore useful to 

separate the districts of Perth and Fremantle from regional areas when calculating wage rates.  

Figure 2.7 shows an artificial gulf (around £15 on average) between the wages of urban and rural 

ticketers, caused by the uneven provision of board and accommodation. 

 

 

Figure 2.7.513 

 

To estimate living standards, ticket-of-leave wage rates must be compared with colonial prices.  

Throughout the convict era, retail food prices in Western Australia were listed annually in 

government ‘blue books’.514  Using these figures and convict ration scales, it was possible to estimate 

the annual cost of food equivalent to the ordinary prison dietary.  These estimates provide a 

conservative guide to the cost of sustenance for ticket-of-leave men in private service.  While Gertzel 

                                                           
510 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 November 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 105. 
511 Comptroller-General Henderson to Governor Fitzgerald, 1 November 1853, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, p. 380. 
512 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 89-90. 
513 Calculated from same sources used in Figure 2.6.  Districts categorised as ‘rural’ areas were: Albany, 
Bunbury, Canning, Champion Bay, King George’s Sound, Murray, Plantagenet, Sussex, Vasse, Swan, Toodyay, 
York, and Wellington. 
514 See for example, JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1850, p. 180; JSBL, Blue Book 1862, pp. 227-8; 
JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1874, p. 73. 
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has briefly discussed colonial food prices, historians are yet to estimate ticket-of-leave food 

expenses or to thoroughly evaluate the sufficiency of ticket-of-leave wages.515 

 

In 1856, Governor Kennedy stated that ‘the labouring man is not highly paid in this colony, in 

reference to the cost of living.’516  He was writing at a time when provisions neared their most 

expensive.  As Figure 2.8 shows, food prices in the colony progressively decreased after peaking in 

the mid-1850s.  Whereas in 1854 the standard convict ration would have cost over £26 at retail 

prices, by 1872 this figure had dropped below £15.  These prices exceed the wage rates quoted by 

Henderson, but he most likely referred to men already receiving food and lodgings.  Figure 2.9 

instead considers only town-based ticketers, plotting the percentage of their income absorbed by 

food purchases over time (assuming a diet equivalent to the standard convict ration).  The graph 

suggests that during 1850-60, at least 46 per cent of the average yearly ticket-of-leave wage would 

have been spent on food.  In 1852, this figure rose to 71 per cent.  This level of spending was 

required just to gain parity with convicts on official prison rations.  More expensive items such as 

dairy products and alcohol would have further stretched ticket-of-leave budgets.517  The high cost of 

provisions was an important consideration even for skilled tradesmen.  In an attempt to convince his 

wife to join him in Australia, convict mason Edward Langridge wrote in 1852: ‘there is a great diel of 

bilding going on hear at present and men are getten six or seven shillens a day’.  He then felt 

compelled to add the caveat: ‘but provisians are very dear at present’.518  

 

  

Figure 2.8.519 

                                                           
515 Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 92. 
516 Governor Kennedy to Secretary of State Labouchere, 6 October 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 86.   
517 For the prices of these items, see for example JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1856, p. 200. 
518 JSBL, Letters of Edward Langridge, 1852-1853, Acc. 305A/3. 
519 Food prices sourced from JSBL, Blue Book 1850, p. 180; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1854, pp. 
189-90; JSBL, Blue Book 1856, pp. 199-200; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1858, pp. 211-2; JSBL, 
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Figure 2.9.520 

 

Despite providing no estimates of annual food costs, Gertzel has argued that the average wage paid 

to ticket holders in towns ‘should have been ample’ for a substantial diet as well as lodgings.  Given 

that one half to two thirds of ticket-of-leave earnings were usually needed just to obtain food 

equivalent to prison rations, Gertzel’s claim seems ill-founded.  Considering the additional expenses 

of lodgings, clothing, and other ‘necessaries’, it is unlikely that town-based ticketers ate well during 

1850-60.  In fact, they may have been better sustained in prison.  Nonetheless, ticket holders in 

private service did escape the monotony of official rations, meaning that their diets were probably 

more varied and balanced than convicts under sentence.  Men with access to vegetables and dairy 

products in particular may have gained a nutritive advantage over their incarcerated fellows, despite 

probably losing out in terms of quantity.  There also existed particularly well-paid ticketers who 

could afford abundant supplies.  In 1856, convict department interviews with employers revealed 

                                                           
Blue Book 1860, pp. 213-4; JSBL, Blue Book 1862, pp. 227-8; JSBL, Blue Book 1864, pp. 242-3; JSBL, Blue Book 
1866, pp. 217-8; JSBL, Blue Book 1868, pp. 267-8; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1870, p. 63; JSBL, 
The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1872, p. 76; JSBL, Blue Book 1874, p. 73; JSBL, Blue Book 1876, p. 93; 
Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 2 September 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 231.  Information on 
convict rations taken from Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, pp. 64-5; 
Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 163; 
Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 36; JSBL, Blue Book 1878, p. 96.  All 
figures are based on the ‘ordinary’ or probation diet for the year in question. 
520 Computed using data from Figures 2.7 and 2.8.  
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that some ticket-of-leave workers purchased up to two pounds of flour and one and a half pounds of 

meat (usually kangaroo) per day, as well as consuming large amounts of tea and sugar.521 

 

After 1860, the affordability of provisions is more difficult to discern.  Ticket-of-leave unemployment 

rates suggest that demand for labour fell in the mid-1860s and then again around 1870 (see Figure 

2.10).  In 1871, Comptroller-General Wakeford noted a ‘severe depression and consequent scarcity 

of employment throughout this colony’.522  As a result, wage rates probably declined throughout the 

1860s and early 1870s, alongside food prices (see Figure 2.8).  By the mid-1870s, free wages were 

increasing and ticket-of-leave unemployment reached record lows.523  In this period, rising wages 

may have outstripped food costs, improving the diets of ticketers who bought their own supplies. 

 

 

Figure 2.10.524 

                                                           
521 Acting Comptroller-General Wray's Half-Yearly Report, 4 September 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 88. 
522 Comptroller-General Wakeford's Annual Report, 31 January 1871, BPP, 1871, p. 539. 
523 JSBL, Blue Book 1874, p. 73; JSBL, Blue Book 1875, p. 74; JSBL, Blue Book 1876, p. 92. 
524 Calculated from BPP, August 1859, pp. 25, 78, 144; BPP, 1860, pp. 19, 63; BPP, May 1862, pp. 11, 37; BPP, 
July 1863, p. 28; BPP, June 1865, pp. 10, 30; BPP, May 1866, p. 5; BPP, May 1867, p. 10; BPP: Annual Reports on 
the Convict Establishments at Western Australia and Tasmania (Presented July 1868), London, George Edward 
Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1868, p. 5; BPP, 1869, pp. 5-6; BPP, 1870, p. 461; BPP, 1871, p. 550; BPP, 1872, 
pp. 514-5; BPP, 1873, p. 574; BPP, 1874, pp. 527-8; BPP, 1875, p. 564; BPP, 1876, p. 594; BPP, 1877, p. 621; 
BPP, 1878, pp. 586-7.  Unemployment rates have not been included for the years 1850-56, because wages for 
ticket-of-leave men in depot had not yet been abolished at this point.  Unemployment was therefore 
significantly higher (ranging from 16 per cent to 40 per cent) during this early period, but these rates are not 
representative of real trends in the demand for labour.  Ticketers were far more likely to choose government 
employment during 1850-56 than they were in later years, when unemployment more often reflected a 
genuine inability to obtain work.  Also note that the unemployment numbers given here differ somewhat from 
those quoted in convict department reports.  This is because official reports always included both sick and 
invalided convicts among the unemployed, which is somewhat misleading when estimating the difficulty of 
obtaining work.  Hence, I have included only able-bodied ticketers in calculations of unemployment rates.  
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In terms of accommodation, the greatest setback for town-based ticket-of-leave men was not the 

price of rent but housing availability.  Average rental rates for this period are not available, but in 

1857, ‘a good substantial house’ in Fremantle could be rented for £30 per annum, or a six-roomed 

house for £50.525  Assuming these rates were split between multiple ticket-of-leave holders, such an 

abode may have been affordable.   During 1850-60, a ticketer eating the same food and wearing the 

same type of clothing as that provided to prison convicts, would have had, on average, £13 11s 

remaining for other expenses, including rent.526  But ‘respectable lodgings’ were rarely available.527  

As Superintendent Dixon noted in 1854, ‘it is notorious that ticket-of-leave holders encounter the 

greatest difficulty in the attempt to find accommodation, and the result is, they become huddled 

together in habitations of the most uncomfortable description …’.528  Prison chaplains similarly 

highlighted the scarcity of comfortable housing which forced many ticketers to seek out the public 

house, returning to ‘paths of vice’.529   

 

As Brian Harrison has argued, the nineteenth-century public house was not only a source of 

accommodation, but was home to a ‘distinct, vigorous, earthy culture … a whole complex of 

recreational behaviour.’530   Alcohol was embedded in all of these rituals and practices, increasing 

the temptation for a ticketer to ‘fling away his little savings’ on drink, as one prison chaplain put it.531  

Alcohol was not cheap in the colony.  Using 1852 prices, a man consuming five bottles of ale per 

week would have spent almost £12 on beer over the course of a year – more than a quarter of the 

mean income of a town-based ticket holder.532  As Winter has noted, ‘drunkenness’ was a persistent 

social problem in the Swan River Colony, not least among ticket-of-leave holders.533  The formation 

of a Working Man’s Association in the early 1860s helped to curb the centrality of the public house 

to ticket-of-leave life.534  A ‘Post Office Savings Bank’ was founded around the same time, giving 

                                                           
525 Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 29 May 1857, p. 2; The Inquirer and 
Commercial News, 27 May 1857, p. 2. 
526 Calculated using data from Figures 2.7 and 2.8.  Prices for clothing taken from SROWA, Superintendent's 
Order Book No. 1, August 1850 - November 1852, Acc. 1156/SO1, AN 358, 16 September 1851. 
527 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 45. 
528 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 83. 
529 Chaplain Fletcher's Half-Yearly Report, 1 July 1851, BPP, April 1852, p. 207; Chaplain Brown's Half-Yearly 
Report, 10 July 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 122. 
530 B. Harrison, Drink and the Victorians: The Temperance Question in England, 1815-1872, Staffordshire, Keele 
University Press, 1994, p. 50. 
531 Chaplain Alderson to Comptroller-General Wakeford, 1 January 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 127. 
532 Calculated from prices listed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 2 September 1852, BPP, 
December 1852, p. 231. 
533 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 166.  See also Stannage, People of Perth, p. 98; Millett, 
Australian Parsonage, pp. 338-9. 
534 Chaplain Alderson to Comptroller-General Wakeford, 1 January 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 127. 
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ticketers another outlet for any disposable cash.535  Although alcohol remained a temptation, in 1867 

Acting Comptroller-General Hampton stated that less drunkenness existed in Western Australia than 

any other part of the world he had visited.536   

 

Assessing the living standards of ticket-of-leave men in country districts is problematic.  Wage rates 

are less useful as an indicator, because the dispositions of masters, rather than the incomes of 

ticketers, largely determined housing and diets (assuming all employees were provided with board 

and lodging).  Nonetheless, it seems clear that unskilled rural wages, at around £12 per year, would 

not have allowed a high standard of living.  Up until 1857, these meagre salaries were further 

diminished by the requirement to pay the government £5 per year in passage money.537  Although 

Gertzel claimed that the remaining £7 ‘enabled the convict to live well’, colonial prices suggest 

otherwise.  This small sum was barely enough to cover the cost of clothing (£2 10s - £3 per year, if 

bought from the commissariat store at reduced rates), tobacco (£1 - £2 per year for the small 

amount granted to convicts under sentence) and soap (10s per year for the standard convict 

ration).538  With virtually no capacity to purchase extra food, the diets of unskilled rural ticketers 

were entirely dependent on the generosity and means of their masters.  Nor were they able to 

accumulate cash reserves to protect against poverty in future.539  As Henderson pointed out in 1853, 

unskilled ticket-of-leave holders were unable to save ‘anything but the most trifling amount’, while 

passage money persisted.540  In many cases, men voluntarily returned to depot work because they 

were unable to support themselves on private wages.541  The abolition of passage money in February 

1857 alleviated problems to some extent, but living standards likely remained low.542    

  

There were some more prosperous groups among the rural ticketers, however.  Janet Millett 

asserted in the 1860s that shepherds in the York district were paid £30 - £40 per year, with food 

included.543  Ticket-of-leave men in the Champion Bay district were also consistently paid £5 - £10 

                                                           
535 Ibid., p. 128. 
536 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Annual Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 6. 
537 Duke of Newcastle to Governor Fitzgerald, 25 April 1854, BPP, May 1854, pp. 282-3  
538 Calculated using sources cited for Figure 2.8.  Clothing prices taken from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO1, 16 
September 1851. 
539 Potter has argued that this was a problem even for ‘hard working white-collar’ ticketers.  During 
depressions or recessions, these men had ‘little or no monetary reserves to fall back on’ and consequently lost 
most or all of their properties, businesses and possessions.  See Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability', p. 123. 
540 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 13 October 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 224. 
541 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 160. 
542 Acting Comptroller-General Wray to Colonial Secretary, 31 March 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 17; Acting 
Comptroller-General Wray to Governor Kennedy, 1 September 1857, TNA (UK), CO 18/100, p. 217. 
543 Millett, Australian Parsonage, p. 249. 
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more than those in any other rural area, averaging £31 per year over the period 1850-61.544  Stevens’ 

research on Greenough, a small town within the Champion Bay region, suggested that religion may 

have played a role in this anomaly.  He argued that the Methodist ethos of many Greenough masters 

encouraged benevolence towards the labouring classes, resulting in wages as high as £4 per month 

for a simple storekeeper.545   

 

The method by which wages were paid was just as important as the rate that was given.  The system 

of paying wages ‘by truck’, in which men were paid in goods from their master’s shop, was seen as a 

particular evil by contemporaries.  Janet Millett labelled it the ‘crowning grievance’ of the ticket-of-

leave system.546  The truck system generally occurred in rural ‘up-country’ districts and was easily 

abused, because masters could charge what they liked for the goods paid out.547  According to 

Millett, employees were often left with no earnings upon dismissal, because a master claimed they 

had already received goods to the value of all wages earned.  In some cases, masters even insisted 

they were owed a sum by discharged employees.548 

 

It is clear that ticket-of-leave men suffered considerable hardship in Western Australia.  Ticketers in 

depot faced a raft of increasingly punitive measures that reduced their already meagre privileges 

(such as modest wages and some freedom of movement) and placed them on an equal footing with 

probation convicts.  Ticket holders in private service enjoyed greater freedoms, but suffered legal 

disadvantages which undermined their power to resist harsh work conditions, and were discouraged 

in business enterprises by an excess of ‘red tape’.  Although ticket-of-leave wages appear relatively 

generous, they were not so in comparison to the cost of living in Western Australia, and a large 

salary gap existed between skilled and unskilled work.  Shortages of housing and the temptations of 

alcohol only compounded the difficulties faced by town-based ticketers, while rural employees were 

largely dependent on the dispositions of their masters, especially if paid under the truck system.  

Although it was possible for ticket-of-leave men to enjoy healthy, comfortable lives, this was by no 

means easily achieved.  Depictions of ticket holders as more or less free workers, by historians such 

as Crowley and Edgar, significantly underestimate obstacles to ticket-of-leave success.549  Gertzel’s 

positive assessments of ticket-of-leave living standards appear similarly ill-founded.550   

                                                           
544 Calculated using sources cited for Figure 2.6. 
545 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 53-6. 
546 Millett, Australian Parsonage, p. 245. 
547 Ibid., pp. 245-7. 
548 Ibid., p. 246. 
549 Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 120-2, 132, 237. 
550 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 89-93, 106-7. 
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Conclusion 
 
The findings outlined in this chapter strongly suggest that convict treatment in Western Australia 

was more severe than previously supposed.  Punishment data revealed that the alleged cruelties 

imposed by Governor Hampton were not (as many historians have argued) isolated to his regime.551  

Leg irons and floggings were more prevalent in the early 1850s and Hampton’s use of indefinite 

sentences drew on already established practices.  Although Hasluck, Kerr and Campbell have noted 

accommodation deficiencies at the Convict Establishment, analysis of prison ward dimensions in the 

1850s showed that space shortages were more severe than previously implied.552  Prison sanitation 

was also hampered by faltering sewerage systems, the use of night buckets in cells, and cesspool 

seepage into the temporary establishment water supply.  This study also uncovered previously 

undocumented episodes of acute overcrowding and inadequate sewage disposal at convict depots.  

Convict diets were also less adequate than historians have asserted.553  Pioneering analysis of the 

nutritional content of convict rations showed that calorie intakes were considerably lower than for 

prisoners transported to eastern Australia and vitamin consumption was severely deficient in the 

early to mid-1850s.  For many convict workers, rations were insufficient to support stipulated labour 

regimes, although limited means of labour coercion may have reduced energy requirements.  In 

terms of medical care, convict hospitals in Fremantle were undersized and unhygienic for much of 

the 1850s, and episodes of medical experimentation further undermined prisoner health.  Although 

Millett, Brasier and Winter have largely acknowledged these medical shortcomings, the greater 

plight of convicts in regional areas has not been studied.554  Depot infirmaries were often ill-

equipped, overcrowded and peopled by unqualified practitioners, while convicts at road camps 

lacked even these healthcare provisions.  Finally, the ticket-of-leave ‘freedoms’ emphasised by 

Gertzel, Edgar and others were likely counteracted by the legal disempowerment of ticketers in 

private service and by punitive regulations enforced upon men ‘in depot’.555  The average ticket-of-

                                                           
551 See in particular, Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 194, 197; Battye, Western Australia, p. 254; 
Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 145; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 62; Crowley, Western Third, pp. 35-6; 
Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment, pp. 28-9. 
552 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 34; Kerr, Design for Convicts, pp. 165-7; Kerr, Policy for Conservation, pp. 
49-54; Campbell, 'Building Convict Establishment', pp. 7.1-7.33. 
553 On the sufficiency of convict diets, see Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 64; Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 55; 
Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 164, 317; Crowley, Western Third, p. 34. 
554 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 188-9; Brasier, 'Prisoners' Bodies', pp. 25-31; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local 
Networks', pp. 162-3. 
555 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 79-126; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 120-2, 132, 237; Crowley, Western Third, p. 
34; Smith, Australia's Birthstain, p. 266. 
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leave wage was also inadequate to allow comfortable living, a problem exacerbated by housing 

shortages and the ‘truck’ system of worker remuneration.   

 

While this survey of convict treatment has uncovered considerable new evidence of hardship in the 

Western Australian convict system, extant convict health records allow a still more detailed 

assessment of prisoner experiences.  Due to a lack of first-hand convict accounts, some of the 

conclusions reached in this chapter rest chiefly upon the testimony of prison administrators.  Other 

questions remain unanswered – such as the extent to which arduous work regimes could be 

enforced.  The illnesses and injuries that befell Western Australian convicts provide alternative 

evidence of deficiencies in prisoner care and treatment.  Armed with this medical data, the next two 

chapters will further examine variations in convict conditions and their impact on prisoner health.
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CHAPTER THREE 

Health Patterns at the Fremantle Convict Establishment 

 

While the official convict department reports featured in Chapter Two provide valuable details about 

the convict experience, it is important to recognise that these were produced with the interests of 

British superiors in mind.  For the most part, the reports adopted a self-congratulatory tone, 

celebrating the achievements of the Western Australian convict system, and raising only serious 

problems which required action or approvals from Britain.  Techniques such as computing the space 

available per prisoner in convict accommodation, and estimating the nutritional value of convict 

rations, help to challenge the monopoly of government-produced reports in constructing a narrative 

of convictism in Western Australia, but the scarcity of convict-written sources remains a great 

impediment to a balanced account of convict conditions.1  In an attempt to rescue the convict voice, 

this chapter uses the diseases, ailments and injuries suffered by convict patients to illuminate 

aspects of their treatment as prisoners.   

 

The health records of inmates at the Fremantle Convict Establishment have not yet been subjected 

to detailed historical inquiry.  Winter’s seven-page outline of the prevalence of various diseases at 

the prison remains the most in-depth discussion of this source material, despite making little 

attempt to identify causes of prisoner health problems or to analyse changes in health over time.2  

This chapter marks an unprecedented attempt to map, analyse and explain disease and death trends 

at the Convict Establishment over the course of the convict era.  Using compiled databases of convict 

deaths and hospital admissions for the period 1850-77, it examines the relative importance of the 

changes in diets, living conditions, punishment, hygiene and healthcare discussed in the previous 

chapter in shaping prisoner health outcomes.  This abundance of health data also provides an 

opportunity to test the claims of previous historians of the Western Australian convict era.  This 

chapter re-examines the contention (made by Kimberly, Hasluck, Crowley, and Thomas and Stewart) 

that convict sufferings were unusually great during Government Hampton’s tenure.3  It also 

                                                           
1 Cullity and Gibbs have both acknowledged this problem.  Although there are a great many reports from 
administrators and newspapers describing the convict experience, these cannot, as Cullity points out, 
‘establish first-hand what the experience of incarceration may have been like for the prisoners’.  See Cullity, 
'Reform and Punishment', p. 64; Gibbs, 'Convict Places', p. 74. 
2 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 156-62.  Winter did not calculate rates of mortality or 
morbidity.  Rather he documented the percentage of convict deaths caused by different types of disease and 
classed non-fatal prisoner ailments as ‘low’, ‘medium’ or ‘high’ frequency.   
3 See Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 194, 197; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 62; Crowley, Western 
Third, pp. 35-6; Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment, p. 28.  These assertions are yet to be significantly 
challenged.  Although Edgar has argued that Hampton was not personally inclined towards penal severity, he 
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evaluates Gertzel’s claim that health improved dramatically after the convicts’ removal from the 

temporary establishment to Fremantle Prison.4   

 

The Production of Convict Medical Records 
 
Although medical records can reveal details of a prisoner’s personal hardships, these too were 

filtered through the handwriting of those in command – Convict Establishment surgeons.  To 

understand how this might have impacted disease recording, it is necessary to explore the nature of 

doctor-patient relationships in nineteenth-century Britain.  In 1800, ‘bedside medicine’ was 

dominant, with doctors visiting patients primarily in their own homes.5  These interactions were 

controlled by the patient; it was they who decided whether to permit a bodily examination, whether 

to accept or reject treatments, and whether a particular medical man was suitable.6  In addition, the 

chief aids to diagnosis in this period were symptoms described by the sick man himself.7  As hospital 

medicine gained supremacy over the course of the nineteenth century, patients were sidelined to a 

passive, uncritical role in the consultative relationship.8  Their self-reported symptoms were 

increasingly disregarded as subjective.9  As Amy Kamphuis wrote, ‘the patient’s body was no longer 

their own, but a description, a diagnosis, a number laid bare (both physically and on paper)’.10  

Isolation, classification, supervision, physical examinations and copious note-taking became key 

practices in the search for objective clinical signs of disease.11  No environment was more conducive 

                                                           
did not dispute the fact that conditions became more severe during the Governor’s tenure.  Edgar argued that 
increasingly ‘harsh regimens of convict discipline’ were instituted in the Hampton era to combat the ‘more 
serious-type of offender’ arriving in the 1860s.  See Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 221-2, 236, 265-6. 
4 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 61-4. 
5 N. Jewson, 'The Disappearance of the Sick-Man from Medical Cosmology, 1770–1870', International Journal 
of Epidemiology, vol. 38, no. 3, 2009, pp. 624-6. 
6 Ibid., p. 626; C. Hamlin, 'Predisposing Causes and Public Health in Early Nineteenth-Century Medical Thought', 
Social History of Medicine, vol. 5, no. 1, 1992, pp. 43-5. 
7 R. Porter, Bodies Politic: Disease, Death and Doctors in Britain, 1650-1900, London, Reaktion, 2001, p. 89. 
8 Jewson, 'Disappearance of the Sick-Man', p. 628. 
9 R. Porter, The Greatest Benefit to Mankind: A Medical History of Humanity from Antiquity to the Present, 
London, Harper Collins, 1997, p. 313. 
10 A. Kamphuis, 'Bleeding, Blistering and Observations of the Bowel: A Comparative Analysis of Hospital 
Treatment in the Mid-Nineteenth Century', PhD Thesis, University of Tasmania, 2011, p. 119.  See also G. 
Morgan and P. Rushton, 'Visible Bodies: Power, Subordination and Identity in the Eighteenth-Century Atlantic 
World', Journal of Social History, vol. 39, no. 1, 2005, pp. 40-1. 
11 Kamphuis, 'Bleeding, Blistering and Observations', p. 119; Porter, Greatest Benefit, p. 313; R. Porter, 'The 
Rise of Physical Examination', in W.F. Bynum and R. Porter (eds), Medicine and the Five Senses, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1993, pp. 179-80.  Michel Foucault has noted the ‘moral problem’ this diagnostic 
approach created.  ‘By what right’, he asked, ‘can one transform into the object of clinical observation’ (and 
thus the object of an invasive and oppressive ‘gaze’) ‘a patient whose poverty has compelled him to seek 
assistance at the hospital’.  Of course for men who were already prisoners, this transformation would have 
been less stark.  Their experience of hospitalisation was merely another manifestation of the ubiquitous 
surveillance which governed their existence.  See M. Foucault, The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of 
Medical Perception, trans. A.M. Sheridan Smith, London, Tavistock Publications, 1973, pp. 83-4.   
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to this process of investigation than the prison, granting prison medical officers particular power 

over convict bodies and rendering their diagnoses almost unchallengeable.12  It is therefore 

important to emphasise that the convict medical records utilised below contain only the surgeon’s 

interpretation of a patient’s condition. In an era when little in medicine had reached the point of 

consensus, there existed ample scope for theorising on medical matters (as the experiments of 

Surgeon Rennie show) and diagnoses could be remoulded to agree with a particular practitioner’s 

view of disease.13   

 

Another difficulty in the interpretation of nineteenth-century medical data is the tendency for vague 

diagnoses, often describing symptoms rather than diseases.  In the early nineteenth century, many 

diseases were not yet conceptualised as specific entities with recognisable clinical courses.  As 

Charles Rosenberg put it, illnesses were often viewed as ‘points in time … during a process that could 

follow any one of a variety of possible trajectories’.14  Fevers, for example, were understood as 

discrete physiological processes, rather than part of the broader trajectory of an underlying infective 

process.15  The course of any particular disease case was explained in terms of the idiosyncrasies of 

the individual sufferer.16  All aspects of a patient’s emotional, spiritual and physical life could impair 

their constitution and increase susceptibility to illness, with moral habits as much a factor as diets, 

                                                           
12 J. Sim, Medical Power in Prisons: The Prison Medical Service in England, 1774-1989, Milton Keynes, Open 
University Press, 1990, pp. 11-40; T.A. Markus, Buildings and Power: Freedom and Control in the Origin of 
Modern Building Types, New York, Routledge, 1993, pp. 113-4.  As well as holding power over convict bodies, 
prison medical officers had considerable control over punishments and prisoner work regimes.  The dual role 
of these medical men as carers and disciplinarians has been thoroughly explored in recent literature.  See for 
example, A. Hardy, 'Development of the Prison Medical Service, 1774-1895', in R. Creese, W.F. Bynum, and J. 
Bearn (eds), The Health of Prisoners: Historical Essays, Amsterdam, Editions Rodopi, 1995, pp. 75-6; C. 
Breathnach, 'Medical Officers, Bodies, Gender and Weight Fluctuation in Irish Convict Prisons, 1877-95', 
Medical History, vol. 58, no. 1, 2014, pp. 67-86; A. Kamphuis, 'Medicine and the Convict Body: The Colonial 
Surgeon in Van Diemen's Land', Hons Thesis, University of Tasmania, 2007, pp. 17-34; C. Bowden, 'The Blind, 
the Paralytic, the Aged and the Destitute: The New Norfolk Colonial Hospital in Van Diemen's Land', Hons 
Thesis, University of Tasmania, 2007, pp. 56-7; W. Nichol, '"Malingering" and Convict Protest', Labour History, 
no. 47, 1984, pp. 18-27; H. Maxwell-Stewart, 'Crime and Health: An Introductory Overview', in P.A.C. Richards 
(ed.), Effecting a Cure: Aspects of Health and Medicine in Launceston, Launceston, Myola House of Publishing, 
2006, p. 52.  
13 On competing views about the transmission and aetiology of disease, see in particular Hamlin, 'Predisposing 
Causes', pp. 43-70; L.I. Conrad et al., The Western Medical Tradition: 800 B.C.-1800 A.D., Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1995, pp. 406-9; M.W. Flinn, 'Introduction', in M.W. Flinn (ed.), Report on the 
Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population of Great Britain, by Edwin Chadwick, Edinburgh, Edinburgh 
University Press, 1965, pp. 62-4. 
14 C. Rosenberg, 'The Tyranny of Diagnosis: Specific Entities and Individual Experience', The Milbank Quarterly, 
vol. 80, no. 2, 2002, p. 242. 
15 Hamlin, 'Predisposing Causes', p. 51. 
16 Rosenberg, 'Tyranny of Diagnosis', pp. 242-3.  This explanatory model has been described by Roy Porter as 
the ‘personalisation of illness’.  See Conrad et al., Western Medical Tradition, p. 406. 
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personal hygiene and exposure to damp or cold.17  Christopher Hamlin argued that these 

‘predisposing causes’ were often given greater importance by early nineteenth-century medical 

practitioners than ‘exciting’ causes such as miasma (noxious odours given off by decaying matter) or 

‘contagia’ (‘seeds of disease’ spread by human contact).18  Although these latter concepts gained 

momentum amid the British public health movement from the 1840s, their discussion remained 

limited to a small range of diseases, such as cholera, plague, and various epidemic fevers.19  In the 

absence of identifiable ‘exciting agents’ or disease mechanisms, symptoms (or ‘proximate causes’ in 

contemporary parlance) remained the primary means of differentiating and describing cases.20 

 

From the mid-nineteenth century, advances in pathology and anatomy produced a growing 

catalogue of accurate clinical descriptions of specific illnesses.21  In ‘scientific’ circles, symptoms 

were relegated from defining characteristics to ‘secondary indicators of disease’ and were listed 

alongside pathological signs and post-mortem findings as part of typical disease progressions now 

detached from the idiosyncrasies of individual patients.22  Diseases were increasingly presented as 

‘discrete entities’ linked to particular mechanisms, such as the formation of internal lesions in a 

bodily organ.23  Tuberculosis, for example, had previously been viewed as a ‘generalized morbid 

wasting process’ that followed a previous malady, but was now shown to be a specific disease 

identifiable through ‘tubercles’ (tuberculous nodules) found in the lungs, gut, liver or brain.24   

 

Although concepts of disease specificity gained support among scientific elites, everyday clinicians 

were slow to accept this new learning.  Many mid-century practitioners clung to notions of 

predisposition and restated the importance of understanding individual patient constitutions.25  

Some even maintained that poverty and poor moral habits were sufficient explanations for ill-

health.26  Methods of disease classification also lagged behind scientific developments.  William 

                                                           
17 Jewson, 'Disappearance of the Sick-Man', p. 624; Hamlin, 'Predisposing Causes', p. 54; Conrad et al., Western 
Medical Tradition, p. 406.   
18 Hamlin, 'Predisposing Causes', pp. 55-8; Conrad et al., Western Medical Tradition, pp. 406-7. 
19 G. Alter and A. Carmichael, 'Classifying the Dead: Towards a History of the Registration of Causes of Death', 
Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences, vol. 54, no. 2, 1999, p. 124; Hamlin, 'Predisposing 
Causes', p. 46. 
20 Hamlin, 'Predisposing Causes', pp. 57-8; Rosenberg, 'Tyranny of Diagnosis', p. 242. 
21 Porter, Greatest Benefit, pp. 307-19; Kamphuis, 'Bleeding, Blistering and Observations', p. 131. 
22 Jewson, 'Disappearance of the Sick-Man', p. 625; Rosenberg, 'Tyranny of Diagnosis', p. 243. 
23 Porter, Greatest Benefit, pp. 311-3, 318. 
24 Ibid., pp. 311-2. 
25 C. Rosenberg, 'The Therapeutic Revolution: Medicine, Meaning, and Social Change in Nineteenth-Century 
America', Perspectives in Biology and Medicine, vol. 20, no. 4, 1977, pp. 499-501; Hamlin, 'Predisposing 
Causes', pp. 67-8. 
26 Hamlin, 'Predisposing Causes', pp. 67-8. 
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Farr’s widely-adopted nosological system (proposed in 1855), for example, made ample room for 

predisposing causes.  As well as categories for ‘zymotic’ (contagious or epidemic) diseases and ‘local’ 

ailments (confined to certain anatomical areas), Farr’s system included ‘constitutional’ illnesses (to 

which patients were predisposed) and ‘developmental’ diseases caused by constitutional frailty in 

periods of ‘developmental crisis’ (such as teething, puberty and menopause).27  Lingering concepts 

of predisposition were accompanied by a continued emphasis on diagnosing and treating symptoms 

rather than underlying disease entities.  With medical researchers increasingly questioning the 

capacity of contemporary medicine to impact disease outcomes, physicians instead emphasised 

their traditional ability to relieve, or at least modify, symptoms.28  Many practitioners continued to 

use ‘therapeutic’ treatments (such as emetics and purgatives) for this purpose, most of which were 

relics of classical humoral theory.29  As Rosenberg pointed out, while therapeutics were unlikely to 

effect a cure, they at least produced some ‘perceptible physiological response’ from the patient, 

ensuring that medical intervention retained a meaningful role in healing.30   

 

It was during this transitional period for disease theory that the Convict Establishment’s medical 

officers learned and plied their trade.  Their medical reports, diagnoses and case notes reflect the 

conflicted state of medical science in the mid-nineteenth century.  Surgeon Rennie’s investigations 

into dysenteric fever, for example, included post-mortem examinations of intestinal lesions that 

allowed him to correlate observed symptoms with internal mechanisms.31  However, his treatment 

of such patients while they were alive relied heavily on traditional therapeutics (particularly 

purgatives) and he routinely invoked ‘constitutional predisposition’ as a catch-all cause for dysentery 

                                                           
27 Alter and Carmichael, 'Classifying the Dead', pp. 122, 125; R. Kippen, '"Incorrect, Loose and Coarse Terms": 
Classifying Nineteenth-Century English-Language Causes of Death for Modern Use. An Example Using 
Tasmanian Data', Journal of Population Research, vol. 28, no. 4, 2011, p. 276; Rosenberg, 'Therapeutic 
Revolution', p. 488. 
28 Rosenberg, 'Therapeutic Revolution', pp. 497-500.  One particularly outspoken critic of nineteenth-century 
medical practices was French clinical researcher Pierre Louis.  Using statistical patient data, he showed that 
traditional therapeutic methods such as bloodletting did very little to alter the outcome of an illness.  Such 
scepticism earned Louis and several like-minded European academics a reputation as ‘therapeutic nihilists’.  
See Porter, Greatest Benefit, pp. 312-3. 
29 Rosenberg, 'Therapeutic Revolution', pp. 499-501.  A product of Ancient Greek and Roman medical thought, 
humoral theory conceptualised ill-health as the result of an imbalance of the four humours within the body – 
blood, phlegm, black bile and yellow bile.  Associated treatments aimed to restore this balance by removing 
quantities of a particular bodily humour, through bloodletting, purging, vomiting and other ‘therapeutic’ 
means.  Although humoral concepts had morphed considerably by 1800, there remained a residual belief 
among medical practitioners and laymen that forces and substances within the body needed to be kept in 
balance.  This reasoning underwrote the survival of therapeutic medicine into the second half of the 
nineteenth century.  See ibid., pp. 485-506; Porter, Greatest Benefit, pp. 57-8, 75; Curtin, Death by Migration, 
p. 50.  
30 Rosenberg, 'Therapeutic Revolution', pp. 498-500. 
31 D.F. Rennie, 'Dr. William Budd's Views relating to the Connexion between Intestinal Ulceration & the 
Elimination of Febrile Poisons by Internal Eruptions', The Lancet, vol. 76, no. 1932, 1860, p. 250. 
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and other endemic prison ailments.32  Surgeon Attfield similarly confirmed tuberculosis cases at 

autopsy by identifying tubercular lesions in the lungs.33  Yet he attributed the disease largely to 

predisposing factors, arguing that a ‘want of fresh air and exercise’ in English prisons left convicts 

with ‘permanent constitutional damage’.34  Thus although Fremantle’s prison surgeons were aware 

of the need to link external symptoms with internal bodily markers, they did not yet view diseases as 

distinct clinical entities with defined causative pathways.  As a result, convict diagnoses were often 

symptom-based, including conditions such as ‘cough’, ‘debility’, ‘fever’ and ‘haemoptysis’ (spitting 

blood).35 

 

This piecemeal adoption of advances in medical theory suggests that Convict Establishment medical 

officers were more or less typical of mid-nineteenth-century British physicians.  Despite a preference 

for symptomatic diagnosis and predisposing causes, these men had clearly received sufficient 

training to identify internal lesions and to understand their importance in terms of disease 

pathology.  Evidence of their early careers and qualifications supports the notion of a suitably-

trained medical cohort.  The four medical officers who served at Fremantle during 1850-77 were 

John Shipton (1850-52), R.C. (Robert Charles) Elliot (1852-53), David Rennie (1853-57), and George 

Attfield (1857-77).  Although three of these were qualified in surgery only, by the mid-nineteenth 

century surgeons had escaped their tag as ‘macabre butchers’ as the discipline became more 

systematised and academic.36  Surgical training now often involved a program of lectures, 

introductions to patients and theoretical analysis of their cases, as well as the supervised practical 

procedures which had dominated surgical apprenticeships in the past.37  The key centres for these 

new developments were training hospitals such as St. Bartholomew’s (London), where George 

Attfield received his surgical qualification in 1850.38  Attfield also acquired experience as a prison 

                                                           
32 See for example, Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 200; Surgeon 
Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, ibid., p. 119. 
33 Surgeon Attfield's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 424. 
34 Surgeon Attfield to Comptroller-General Henderson, 30 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 63. 
35 See for example, SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
36 S. Lawrence, 'Medical Education', in R. Porter and W.F. Bynum (eds), Companion Encyclopedia of the History 
of Medicine, London, Routledge, 1993, Vol. 2, p. 1165; Kamphuis, 'Bleeding, Blistering and Observations', p. 
171.  Rennie was the only medical officer to have obtained a degree in medicine, graduating from the 
University of St. Andrews in 1848.  See Ancestry.com, UK Medical Registers 1859-1959: The Medical Register, 
1863, <http://interactive.ancestry.com.au/33538/31183_A400002-00325/10100?backurl=%2f%2fsearch.Ances
try.com.au%2fcgi-bin%2fsse.dll%3fdb%3dT31183%26gss%3dsfs28_ms_db%26new%3d1%26rank%3d1%26msT
%3d1%26gsfn%3ddavid%2bfield%26gsfn_x%3dNN%26gsln%3dRennie%26gsln_x%3d1%26MSAV%3d1%26uidh
%3dumj&ssrc=&backlabel=ReturnSearchResults&rc=1178,4502,1300,4553;793,4950,991,4998;1012,4960,114
6,5003>, (accessed 7 December 2016), p. 325. 
37 Lawrence, 'Medical Education', pp. 1163-5. 
38 Ibid., p. 1164; T. Gelfand, 'The History of the Medical Profession', in R. Porter and W.F. Bynum (eds), 
Companion Encyclopedia of the History of Medicine, London, Routledge, 1993, Vol. 2, p. 1134; Southern 
Morning Herald, 28 September 1923, p. 4.  Attfield’s qualification was as a Member of the Royal College of 
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surgeon, serving at Millbank penitentiary in the mid-1850s.39  Military hospitals could also offer a 

great deal of clinical training for emerging practitioners.40  Both Elliot and Rennie held military posts 

before joining the convict service, accumulating knowledge in patient examination and diagnosis.41  

Rennie was particularly well-equipped for hospital medicine, having obtained both a medical degree 

and surgical licence in Edinburgh, a city at the forefront of nineteenth-century medicine, unrivalled 

in its integration of ‘physic’ with surgery; of hands-on training with scientific instruction.42  It is 

unclear whether Shipton enjoyed the same level of clinical instruction as his successors, but he was 

by no means purely a surgeon.  With dual licences from the London Royal College of Surgeons and 

Society of Apothecaries, Shipton typified the ‘general practitioner’, a role which emerged in the early 

nineteenth century, transcending medical and surgical categories.43  This broad title made him well-

suited to the diverse responsibilities of a lone medical officer to the Convict Establishment.    

 

While Convict Establishment medical men possessed adequate levels of training and experience, 

their diagnostic abilities were nonetheless limited by the shortcomings of contemporary clinical 

medicine.  As noted above, concepts of disease specificity remained disputed among physicians and 

breakthroughs in pathology had failed to displace the prevailing emphasis on predisposing causes of 

illness.  The consequent gulf between mid-nineteenth-century diagnostic practice and modern 

disease labelling demands careful treatment of the cause of death and hospital data analysed below.  

 

Death Rates and Causes of Death at the Convict Establishment 
 
The database of convict deaths used in this dissertation was compiled from multiple sources, each 

cross-checked with the other to generate as much detail and accuracy as possible (particularly for 

                                                           
Surgeons, England.  See Ancestry.com, UK Medical Registers 1859-1959: The Medical Register, 1867, 
<http://interactive.ancestry.com.au/33538/31183_A400003-00016/967?backurl=%2f%2fsearch.Ancestry.com.
au%2fcgi-bin%2fsse.dll%3fdb%3dT31183%26gss%3dsfs28_ms_db%26new%3d1%26rank%3d1%26msT%3d1%2
6gsfn%3dgeorge%2bcook%26gsfn_x%3dNN%26gsln%3dattfield%26gsln_x%3d1%26MSAV%3d1%26uidh%3du
mj&ssrc=&backlabel=ReturnSearchResults&rc=779,1856,1029,1891;1052,1852,1207,1888;1213,2844,1385,28
81>, (accessed 7 December 2016), p. 16. 
39 Southern Morning Herald, 28 September 1923, p. 4. 
40 Gelfand, 'History of the Medical Profession', p. 1129. 
41 Brasier, 'Prisoners' Bodies', pp. 26-7; R. Erickson (ed.), The Bicentennial Dictionary of Western Australians, 
pre-1829–1888, Nedlands, W.A., University of Western Australia Press, 1988, Vol. 2, p. 971. 
42 Ancestry.com, The Medical Register, 1863, p. 325; Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and 
News, 16 December 1853, p. 3; R. Porter, 'Hospitals and Surgery', in R. Porter (ed.), The Cambridge History of 
Medicine, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006, p. 194; Jewson, 'Disappearance of the Sick-Man', pp. 
623, 631; Lawrence, 'Medical Education', p. 1164. 
43 Perth Gazette and Western Australian Journal, 28 October 1843, p. 2; Gelfand, 'History of the Medical 
Profession', p. 1134; Kamphuis, 'Medicine and the Convict Body', p. 11; J. Pickstone, 'Medicine, Society, and 
the State', in R. Porter (ed.), The Cambridge History of Medicine, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2006, 
p. 272. 
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information regarding date of death, cause of death, and place of death).  Convicts in Western 

Australia (compiled by Erickson and O’Mara) was used as a starting point and its data was then 

compared with tables of deaths from British Parliamentary Papers, hospital death data for Fremantle 

Prison, and records of burials listed in superintendents’ order books and chaplains’ reports.44  To 

accommodate imprecise and symptomatic diagnoses, cause of death information was grouped into 

broad categories based on those formulated by Kippen to analyse death registers in nineteenth-

century Tasmania (see Table 3.1).45  Kippen merged Farr’s influential 1855 system of disease 

classification with the modern International Statistical Classification of Diseases, used today by 

nearly every country which maintains cause of death statistics.46  She also gave specific categories to 

diseases that were major killers in nineteenth-century Australia, such as diarrhoea and dysentery, 

influenza, measles, and respiratory tuberculosis.47  Some new categories were developed for analysis 

                                                           
44 Sources used to compile the database were as follows: Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia; 
BPP, August 1851, p. 107; BPP, April 1852, p. 203; BPP, December 1852, pp. 193-4; BPP, July 1853, pp. 203, 
211; BPP, May 1854, pp. 153, 158, 240; BPP, February 1855, p. 169; BPP, August 1855, p. 113; BPP, June 1856, 
pp. 78, 166; BPP, March 1857, pp. 15, 93; BPP, August 1857, pp. 19-23, 28; BPP, August 1859, pp. 28, 147; BPP, 
1860, p. 64; BPP, May 1862, pp. 12, 38, 56; BPP, July 1863, pp. 29, 49; BPP, June 1865, pp. 11, 21, 30, 41; BPP, 
May 1866, pp. 6, 22; BPP, May 1867, pp. 13, 19; BPP, July 1868, pp. 8, 13-14; BPP, 1869, pp. 8, 13; BPP, 1870, 
pp. 464-5, 481; BPP, 1871, p. 566; BPP, 1872, p. 525; BPP, 1873, pp. 541, 547; BPP, 1874, pp. 530, 537; BPP, 
1875, pp. 567, 575; BPP, 1876, pp. 597, 606; BPP, 1877, pp. 624, 631; BPP, 1878, pp. 589, 594; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 384; Surgeon 
Attfield's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, ibid., p. 425; Chaplain Alderson's Yearly Report, 1 December 
1862, TNA (UK), CO 18/130, p. 155; Chaplain Alderson's Yearly Report, 1 January 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 
137; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO1; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO2; SROWA, Superintendent's Order Book No. 3, July 1853 - 
December 1854, Acc. 1156/SO3, AN 358; SROWA, Superintendent's Order Book No. 4, January 1855 - April 
1856, Acc. 1156/SO4, AN 358; SROWA, Superintendent's Order Book No. 5, April 1856 - June 1857, Acc. 
1156/SO5, AN 358; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9. 
45 See Kippen, 'Incorrect, Loose and Coarse Terms', pp. 267-291.  This classification system was also used by 
the Founders and Survivors Project to categorise deaths aboard convict voyages to Van Diemen’s Land.  See 
Founders and Survivors Project, 'Summary of Diagnoses on Convict Vessels Sailing to Van Diemen’s Land, 1818-
1853', unpublished database, 2011. 
46 Kippen, 'Incorrect, Loose and Coarse Terms', pp. 274-9.  Although Farr’s system made little effort to 
accommodate new theories of disease aetiology (as discussed above), it promoted greater uniformity and 
precision in cause of death reporting and was soon adopted in official death registers throughout Britain and 
Australia (in Western Australia, Farr’s nosology was in use by the 1860s – see W. Knight (Registrar General), 
Census of the Colony of Western Australia, taken on the 31st March, 1870, Perth, Richard Pether, Government 
Printer, 1870, p. 69).  As Farr consistently lamented, the gathering of cause of death data had long been 
hampered by inconsistent use of disease terminology and the persistence of ‘vague, inconvenient names’ for 
many ailments and causes.  His system sought to group conditions that were easily confused or conflated by 
non-expert physicians, in a bid to make ‘vital statistics’ more useful for statisticians and epidemiologists.  Farr’s 
emphasis on systematic, accurate and thorough cause of death registration enabled new studies of mortality 
trends by region and socio-economic status, analyses which featured heavily in the research of public health 
reformers such as Edwin Chadwick.  See W. Farr, 'Vital Statistics; or the Statistics of Health, Sickness, Diseases, 
and Death.', in R. Wall (ed.), Mortality in Mid-19th Century Britain, Farnborough, Gregg International, 1974, pp. 
585-601; Alter and Carmichael, 'Classifying the Dead', pp. 121-5; Kippen, 'Incorrect, Loose and Coarse Terms', 
p. 270; M.W. Flinn (ed.), Report on the Sanitary Condition of the Labouring Population of Great Britain, by 
Edwin Chadwick, Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 1965. 
47 Kippen, 'Incorrect, Loose and Coarse Terms', p. 279. 
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of Western Australian convicts, largely to separate the high number of drownings from other 

accidental deaths, and to accommodate executions and murders.  

 

Code in Database Cause of Death Classification 

1 Accident and injury 

2 Ear, nose, throat and oral/dental diseases 

3 Debility 

4 Diarrhoea and dysentery 

5 Diseases of the blood and blood forming organs 

6 Diseases of the circulatory system 

7 Diseases of the digestive system 

8 Diseases of the eye 

9 Diseases of the genitourinary system 

10 Diseases of the musculoskeletal system 

11 Diseases of the nervous system 

12 Diseases of the respiratory system (excluding tuberculosis) 

13 Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue 

14 Endocrine, deficiency and metabolic disorders 

15 Influenza 

16 Malingering 

17 Measles 

18 Mental and behavioural disorders 

19 Neoplasm 

20 Old age and decay 

21 Other fever 

22 Other infectious diseases 

23 Other tuberculosis 

24 Paralysis 

25 Parasitic diseases 

26 Respiratory tuberculosis 

27 Sexually transmitted diseases 

28 Suicide 

29 Unclassifiable 

30 Indecipherable 

31 Undiagnosed ('nil' or '-' written in diagnosis column) 

32 Alcohol-related disorders 

33 Unspecified natural causes 

34 Executed (includes men killed while attempting to escape) 

35 Murdered/Violent death 

36 Drowned 

999 Missing from record 

Table 3.1. Cause of Death Classification System. 
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Including ticket-of-leave men, 802 convict deaths were recorded in Western Australia between 1850 

and 1877.  Of these, 164 were deaths of men incarcerated in the Fremantle Convict Establishment.48  

This large bank of death data makes it possible to track mortality rates over time.  Figure 3.1 shows 

an initial period of high mortality at the Convict Establishment, peaking in 1857 at around 34 deaths 

per thousand convicts per year.  From 1858, Fremantle inmates enjoyed a sharp decline in mortality, 

possibly fuelled by an easing of prison overcrowding, or by a reduction in physical punishment under 

Governor Kennedy (these factors are explored in greater detail below).  The arrival of Governor 

Hampton coincided with a second smaller mortality rise from 1863, before a gradual decline in death 

rates occurred during the 1870s.  At first glance then, it appears that the alleged suffering inflicted 

by Hampton’s regime had less impact on convict mortality than the deficient diets, poor quality 

water supply and crowded prison dormitories of the early to mid-1850s.  To explore the factors 

behind these mortality trends further, it is necessary to examine cause of death information.   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations of imperial convicts at the Convict Establishment. 

Figure 3.1.49 

                                                           
48 The number of men who died at the Convict Establishment was significantly higher than this, but many who 
perished in the prison hospital were either ticket-of-leave holders or men admitted directly from outstations.  
Including these deaths in a mortality analysis which explores conditions inside the Convict Establishment 
would be misleading.  ‘Previous location’ entries from hospital admission records were therefore used to 
eliminate men admitted to hospital from outside of the prison.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32.  Only convicts 
who were stationed at Fremantle immediately before their hospitalisation have been considered as Convict 
Establishment inmates for the purposes of mortality analysis. 
49 Note that mortality rates were not adjusted for age.  Figures relate only to imperial convicts under sentence 
(those transported from Britain, Ireland and British dominions) and to those reconvicted while on ticket of 
leave.  The Convict Establishment also housed ‘colonial prisoners’ (men sentenced to penal servitude in 
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of Causes of Death, Fremantle Convict Establishment, 1850-1877.50 

 

As has been recognised by Winter and others, the leading cause of death at the Convict 

Establishment was overwhelmingly respiratory tuberculosis, accounting for 29 per cent of fatalities 

where cause of death was recorded (see Figure 3.2).51  Other important killers were: other 

respiratory conditions (fourteen per cent of deaths); digestive system diseases (nine per cent); 

diarrhoea and dysentery (nine per cent); diseases of the circulatory system (eight per cent); and 

fevers (seven per cent).  To analyse time trends in cause of death data, the convict era was divided 

into five-year blocks (1858-62, 1863-67, 1868-72, 1873-77).  The period of highest mortality (1850-

57) was split into two smaller blocks, either side of the move from the temporary establishment to 

Fremantle Prison.  The small number of deaths in individual cause of death categories made it 

difficult to discern time trends for many disease groupings, but patterns for several key illnesses can 

be analysed. 

 

 

                                                           
Western Australia, including imperial men reconvicted after gaining a conditional pardon) and, from 1858, 
‘local prisoners’ (men sentenced in Western Australia to short prison terms).  Mortality rates calculated using 
deaths database (see footnote 44 for a list of sources included) and Fremantle Prison population figures in 
Appendix 1, Table A1. 
50 Computed from deaths database.  See footnote 44 for a list of sources used. 
51 Cause of death information was obtained for 83 per cent of Fremantle Prison convict deaths.  For references 
to the prevalence of tuberculosis among the convict population, see Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local 
Networks', pp. 156-8; Snow, Progress of Public Health, pp. 40-1. 
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1850-55 
 
The primary death category which distinguished the temporary establishment era from all other 

periods was ‘other fever’ (see Figure 3.3).  Mortality from fevers averaged 4.1 deaths per thousand 

men per year between 1850 and June 1855, almost seven times the figure for any other five-year 

block.  The majority of these cases occurred in 1852, as part of a severe outbreak in the Convict 

Establishment of fever of ‘a low typhoid character, of a decidedly bilious tendency’.52  ‘Typhoid’ in 

this context was not a final diagnosis, but an adjective used to describe symptoms of ‘debility, low 

delirium, and other … general prostration’ which might accompany several types of fever.53  The 

absence of skin lesions among sufferers makes typhus fever unlikely and the bilious nature of the 

ailment suggests some form of enteric infection.54  Given the relatively explosive nature of the 

outbreak, typhoid fever seems the most likely cause of death for these prisoners.55  Typhoid is 

transmitted by water or food contaminated with the faecal matter of a person infected with 

Salmonella typhi.56  Given that numerous cases of the 1852 fever had occurred among Fremantle 

townspeople before the disease reached the prison, it is likely that prison water sources (several 

wells located within the town) became contaminated with typhoid bacilli from the cesspools of 

Fremantle residents, which were often poorly sealed during this period.57  A further death from 

                                                           
52 Surgeon Elliot to Comptroller-General Henderson, August 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, p. 217. 
53 T. Andrew, A Cyclopedia of Domestic Medicine, Glasgow, Blackie and Son, 1842, p. 607. 
54 Typhus fever (often misdiagnosed in the nineteenth century as ‘spotted typhoid’) is a louse-borne infection 
characterised in particular by ‘a peculiar eruption of reddish or purple spots’.  Although typhus can sometimes 
involve symptoms of nausea, it does not produce the diarrhoea, vomiting and intestinal haemorrhage that 
often marks cases of typhoid and other enteric fevers.  See C. LeBaron and D. Taylor, 'Typhoid Fever', in K.F. 
Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993, pp. 1071, 
1073; L.G. Wilson, 'Fevers', in R. Porter and W.F. Bynum (eds), Companion Encyclopedia of the History of 
Medicine, London, Routledge, 1993, Vol. 1, p. 402; V. Harden, 'Typhus, Epidemic', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The 
Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 1081; J.H.L. Cumpston, 
Health and Disease in Australia: A History, edited by M.J. Lewis, Canberra, Australian Government Publishing 
Service, 1989, pp. 201, 230. 
55 Although often an endemic condition, typhoid can follow an epidemic pattern when a normally safe water 
source is suddenly contaminated with Salmonella typhi.  Although the water quality in Fremantle was viewed 
with suspicion, the chief complaint was that it was ‘impregnated with magnesia’.  That no deaths were 
recorded from either dysentery, diarrhoea or fever before 1852, suggests a water supply relatively free from 
effluent.  See Surgeon Shipton to Comptroller-General Henderson, January 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, pp. 279-
80; A. Hardy, The Epidemic Streets: Infectious Disease and the Rise of Preventative Medicine, 1856-1900, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1993, p. 156. 
56 Hardy, Epidemic Streets, pp. 155-6. 
57 In 1879, Dr Henry Calvert Barnett, resident medical officer for the town of Fremantle, noted that ‘in the 
great majority of cases … wells are sunk in close proximity to cesspools; the well pierces the porous and filth-
soaked soil to a greater depth than its foul neighbour, and becomes poisoned and abominable beyond 
description.  See Hunt and Bolton, 'Cleansing the Dunghill', p. 3.  The typhoid bacillus can survive for up to 
thirteen months in soil saturated with typhoid-infected human excreta, making the cesspit a particularly 
potent source of infection.  See F.B. Smith, The People's Health, 1830-1910, Canberra, Australian National 
University Press, 1979, p. 246. 
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typhoid fever was recorded in 1854, but it is unclear whether Rennie was able to precisely 

distinguish between typhoid and typhus when making this diagnosis.58 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations of imperial convicts at the Convict Establishment. 

Figure 3.3.59 

 

Death rates from diarrhoea and dysentery also peaked at the temporary establishment, providing 

further evidence of a contaminated water supply.  This also suggests that inadequate flushing of 

prison privies (as shown by Surgeon Elliot’s complaints of an ‘abominable stench’ – see Chapter Two) 

may have produced a convection of flies which tainted prison food with effluent.60  This is 

particularly likely given the close proximity of the cookhouse to the temporary prison’s latrines.61  

Both amoebic and bacillary dysentery are contracted by ingesting faecal matter, generally via 

contaminated food or water.62   

                                                           
58 Despite the relatively disparate symptoms and pathology of these two diseases, they were consistently 
confused with each other by physicians in mid-nineteenth-century Britain and Australia.  See Wilson, 'Fevers', 
pp. 402-3; Cumpston, Health and Disease, p. 230.  
59 Calculated using same sources as Figure 3.1. 
60 Virtually all flushing mechanisms for water closets before the 1870s were seriously deficient in removing 
pathogens such as those associated with typhoid and dysentery from waste receptacles.  As well as increasing 
the chances of faecal contact with insect vectors, this made possible direct cross-infection of other individuals 
using the same closet afterwards.  See Hardy, Epidemic Streets, p. 162. 
61 See Figure 2.1. 
62 K.D. Patterson, 'Amebic Dysentery', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 569; K.D. Patterson, 'Bacillary Dysentery', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The 
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Seasonal death patterns show that convict mortality from diarrhoea and dysentery was greatest 

during autumn (see Figure 3.4).  This is because warm summer temperatures are more conducive to 

the growth of dysenteric bacteria or amoeba in stagnant water and to the proliferation of flies.63  A 

time-lag then occurs before death rates peak in early autumn, because of the delay in transmitting 

the bacteria to food and water supplies.64   

 

 
* Based on monthly average populations of imperial convicts at the Convict Establishment. 

Figure 3.4.65 

 

As J.H.L. Cumpston has noted, dysentery was a very broad term in nineteenth-century nosology, 

including such conditions as ‘bloody flux’, ‘black gripes’, ‘watery gripes’, and ‘inflammation of the 

                                                           
Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 604; Patterson, 
'Dysentery', p. 696. 
63 T. McKeown, The Modern Rise of Population, London, Edward Arnold, 1976, p. 117; H. DuPont, 'Diarrheal 
Diseases (Acute)', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1993, p. 677; Bowden, 'New Norfolk', p. 69. 
64 E.A. Wrigley and R. Schofield, The Population History of England, 1541-1871: A Reconstruction, Cambridge, 
MA, Harvard University Press, 1981, pp. 390-1. 
65 Computed from deaths database (see footnote 44) and monthly population figures for the Convict 
Establishment compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1A; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 4, February 1863 - June 
1865, Acc. 1156/R&D4, AN 358; SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 5, June 1865 - April 
1868, Acc. 1156/R&D5, AN 358; SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 6, October 1871 - April 
1874, Acc. 1156/R&D6, AN 358; SROWA, Fremantle Prison: Receipts and Discharges No. 6A, February 1874 - 
May 1879, Acc. 1156/R&D6A, AN 358. 
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colon’.66  Cumpston suggested that many of these symptoms actually represented enteric fever.67  In 

the case of the Convict Establishment, however, the age distribution of dysenteric deaths suggests 

this was probably not the case.  Convicts over the age of 45 were eight times more likely to be killed 

by dysentery than those aged between 15 and 29.68  Enteric fever on the other hand, is typically 

most lethal for ages 15 to 30.69    

 

1855-57 
 
The time trends so far discussed agree with Gertzel’s assertion that ‘gastric complaints’ were the key 

diseases in the early history of the Convict Establishment.70  These were fuelled, she argued, by 

‘impure and brackish’ drinking water and a monotonous diet featuring salt meat.71  Gertzel also 

claimed that once prisoners were removed to the permanent Fremantle Prison, improvements in 

health were ‘most marked’.72   Although death rates did decrease markedly in the late 1850s, this 

trend did not coincide with the occupation of Fremantle Prison in June 1855.  Mortality continued to 

rise for a further two years after this point (see Figure 3.1).   

 

Possible explanations for this lag in prisoner health are the overcrowded nature of Fremantle 

Prison’s association wards during 1855-56, or the storage of large urine tubs within these wards at 

night (see Chapter Two).  Deficient removal of human excreta from the prison’s sewerage system 

may also have been a source of water- and food-borne disease before an adequate flushing process 

was developed with the completion of the prison bathhouse in 1859.73  But such diseases were not 

the key contributors to the rise in mortality during 1855-57.  As the importance of digestive illnesses 

and fevers declined, mortality from respiratory infections and tuberculosis spiralled upwards (see 

Figure 3.3).  For these two categories combined, death rates increased from 4.6 per thousand 

convicts per year between June 1850 and June 1855, to almost 13 deaths per thousand per year 

from July 1855 to December 1857.   It is appropriate to group the two categories for this analysis 

because it is likely that several cases of tuberculosis were misdiagnosed as unspecified chest 

                                                           
66 Cumpston, Health and Disease, p. 224.   
67 Ibid., pp. 224-6.  Enteric fever is an umbrella term for typhoid and paratyphoid fevers caused by bacteria 
from the Salmonella family.  See LeBaron and Taylor, 'Typhoid Fever', p. 1071. 
68 Computed using odds ratio from binomial logistic regression model detailed in Appendix 2, Table A6.  This 
model showed that age was a statistically significant (p<0.01) predictor of death from diarrhoea and dysentery.  
No other cause of death showed a statistically significant relationship with age (see Appendix 2, Table A6). 
69 Cumpston, Health and Disease, p. 232. 
70 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 63-4. 
71 Ibid. 
72 Ibid., p. 63. 
73 Surgeon Attfield's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 417. 
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conditions.74  That Rennie pronounced convict John Molloy’s cause of death as ‘chronic chest 

disease’ in 1857, despite finding the man’s lungs to be ‘one mass of tubercular matter’ upon 

dissection, reveals the degree of imprecision that was acceptable regarding respiratory illness.75   

 

Most respiratory infections are airborne diseases, spread through the fine saliva spray expelled 

when speaking, coughing or sneezing.76  Rates of infection are therefore strongly related to levels of 

crowding and ventilation.77  Tuberculosis in particular was historically linked with overcrowded 

housing.78  In cramped sleeping quarters such as Fremantle’s association wards, ‘droplet nuclei’ 

carrying tubercle bacilli (from the exhalations of active cases) can accumulate in the air, since each is 

light enough to remain suspended for a considerable time.79  Although not normally a highly 

infectious disease, under these circumstances the risk of tuberculosis transmission is greatly 

increased.80  Because tuberculosis symptoms often remain undetectable until the disease reaches an 

advanced stage, active cases at Fremantle Prison were unlikely to be isolated from the general body 

of prisoners until it was too late.81   

 

But overcrowding alone cannot explain the rise in respiratory disease mortality during 1855-57, since 

the dormitories of the temporary establishment were just as crowded as those of the new prison.  

Another possible explanation is diet.  Bernard Harris has argued that the development of bacterial 

and viral respiratory infections is more strongly affected by the nutritional status of the patient than 

other lethal illnesses such as smallpox, syphilis, typhus and typhoid.82  Tuberculosis in particular 

                                                           
74 On the difficulties involved in distinguishing tuberculosis from other respiratory diseases in nineteenth-
century death registers, see A. Hardy, 'Diagnosis, Death, and Diet: The Case of London, 1750-1909', in R.I. 
Rotberg (ed.), Health and Disease in Human History: A Journal of Interdisciplinary History Reader, Cambridge, 
MA, The MIT Press, 2000, pp. 50-52. 
75 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 384. 
76 W. Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 1060; Hardy, Epidemic Streets, p. 213. 
77 McKeown, Modern Rise of Population, p. 116. 
78 Hardy, Epidemic Streets, pp. 240-5. 
79 Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', pp. 1060-1.  Tuberculosis infection does not necessarily imply the development of 
‘active disease’.  Most people who are infected (around 90 per cent of the British population in 1900) 
overcome the disease before even recognising its presence.  Symptoms only become non-trivial when the 
infection is ‘activated’ by a drop in immunological resistance, or when re-infection occurs.  See Hardy, 
Epidemic Streets, p. 213; A.J. Proust (ed.), History of Tuberculosis in Australia, New Zealand and Papua New 
Guinea, Canberra, Brolga Press, 1991, pp. 1-2. 
80 Hardy, Epidemic Streets, p. 213. 
81 Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', p. 1061. 
82 B. Harris, 'Public Health, Nutrition, and the Decline of Mortality: The McKeown Thesis Revisited', Social 
History of Medicine, vol. 17, no. 3, 2004, p. 382.  Historians are by no means agreed on the relative importance 
of nutrition in protecting against disease in the nineteenth century.  Concerning the relationship between poor 
diet and the development of infection, F.B. Smith has noted that ‘beyond broad correlations the mechanisms 
are little understood’.  See F.B. Smith, The Retreat of Tuberculosis, 1850-1950, London, Croom Helm, 1988, p. 
171. 
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becomes active only when immunological resistance falters, an outcome strongly linked to 

insufficient protein consumption.83  As discussed in Chapter Two, the dietary changes of June 1855 

reduced the convict diet to its lowest caloric value yet (and the lowest it would reach until 1876).   

This may have pushed convict nutrition levels below a ‘threshold’ value at which resistance to 

respiratory infection became severely impaired.84  

 

1858-62 
 
The period 1858-62 saw a reduction in mortality for almost every cause of death category.  Overall 

convict mortality at Fremantle Prison dropped from 34 deaths per thousand men per year in 1857 to 

below 9 deaths per thousand per year in 1860 and 1861 (see Figure 3.1).  A small increase in convict 

energy intakes from July 1857 may have contributed to this trend.  Convict energy requirements 

were also reduced by the gradual phasing out of leg irons from around 1856.  The revulsion of many 

senior members of the convict department concerning such ‘degrading’ physical punishments may 

have also precipitated a general easing of discipline around this time, reducing prisoner stress and 

probably prisoner workloads.85     

 

A gradual reduction in crowding at Fremantle Prison also looms as an important cause of the 

mortality decline.  The reduction of dormitory capacities from 100 men to 80 in early 1857 (although 

constituting an increase in space per prisoner of less than 100 cubic feet), combined with minor 

dietary improvements to decrease total respiratory mortality to 4 deaths per thousand per year 

during 1858-62 (see Figure 3.3).86  The relocation of probation prisoners to individual cells from 1860 

would also have curbed the transmission of respiratory infections.  

 

Deaths from digestive conditions, diarrhoea and dysentery were also conspicuously absent during 

1858-62, suggesting that the prison’s sewerage system functioned effectively once integrated with 

                                                           
83 Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', pp. 1061-2; Hardy, Epidemic Streets, p. 213.  On the impact of diet on resistance to 
tuberculosis, see also 'Tuberculosis and Nutrition', Tubercle, vol. 29, no. 1, 1948, pp. 20-1. 
84 Harris, 'McKeown Thesis Revisited', pp. 382-3.  Most studies of the immunological effects of diet have 
argued that the relationship between malnutrition and immune response is not continuous – that is, diets 
have a significant impact on resistance to infection only when their deficiencies become sufficiently severe.  
See for example, N. Scrimshaw and J. Sangiovanni, 'Synergism of Nutrition, Infection, and Immunity: An 
Overview', The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, vol. 66, no. 2, 1997, pp. 464S, 467S. 
85 These senior members included Comptroller-General Henderson, Superintendent Dixon and Governor 
Kennedy.  See for example, Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 80; 
Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 November 1855, ibid., p. 161; Governor Kennedy to Sir 
William Molesworth, 7 January 1856, ibid., p. 158. 
86 Although the number of probation convicts in Fremantle Prison gradually decreased from 1858, the prison’s 
association wards would still have been occupied at close to their (reduced) capacity when probationers were 
moved to individual cells in 1860.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3. 
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the bathhouse.87  The transfer of all prisoners to cells (each of which was equipped with a hand basin 

at this time) would also have enabled more consistent hand-washing after defecation.  

    

The age distribution of convict deaths during 1858-62 also suggests a general improvement in 

conditions.  This was the only period for which age was a statistically significant predictor of death 

(p<0.001).88  Prisoners aged 45 and over were six times more likely to die during 1858-62 than those 

aged 15 to 29.89  That old age emerged as a predictor during this period alone, suggests that other 

factors which might obscure such a correlation had been removed (such as sanitation problems, 

malnutrition, harsh work regimes and overcrowding).   Conversely, there was little difference in the 

mortality rates of different age groups during 1850-57, a period characterised by inadequate diets 

and poor sanitary conditions (see Figure 3.5). 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations for each age group at the Convict Establishment. 

Figure 3.5.90 

                                                           
87 Only one death occurred in these categories, at the very beginning of the period in question – probation 
prisoner Edward Stevens died from ‘dysentery’ at the prison hospital in February 1858. 
88 Based on binomial logistic regression models.  See Appendix 2, Table A4 for details. 
89 Computed from odds ratio listed in Appendix 2, Table A4. 
90 Calculated from deaths database (see footnote 44) and Fremantle Prison population figures in Appendix 1, 
Table A1.  Age data computed from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  (The data from this 
volume was made available to me in the form of a digital spreadsheet by researchers at Fremantle Prison, for 
which I offer many thanks).  Note that the periods for which specific convicts were Fremantle inmates are not 
known.  All age figures for the Convict Establishment population are estimations based on the age distribution 
of all convicts in Western Australia during a given year.  These estimates were then weighted to account for 
differences in the constitution of the Fremantle prisoner population compared to the Western Australian 
convict population more generally – such as differences in the proportion of men who had earned a ticket of 
leave (reconvicted prisoners in the Fremantle case).  The ages of convicts who died are not estimations but 
direct calculations from birth years listed in Convicts in Western Australia. 
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1863-67 

 
The mortality increase which began around 1863 was largely confined to two cause of death 

categories: respiratory tuberculosis, and diarrhoea and dysentery (see Figure 3.3).  Since the prison 

was relatively uncrowded during this period and there is no evidence of any change in diet, the 

factors which raised tuberculosis mortality to its highest level for the entire convict era (5.7 deaths 

per thousand convicts per year) are difficult to ascertain.  It may be that work regimes became more 

punishment-oriented in an attempt to deter spiralling numbers of escapees.91  This would have 

driven up convict energy requirements, reducing the adequacy of their diet and increasing 

malnutrition.  This particularly applies to men in the stringent discipline class (created in May 1862), 

whose labour was designed to be a punishment in its own right.92  Specially-selected onerous work 

in chains of up to 28 pounds likely undermined the nutritional status of these prisoners.93  The 

constant presence of armed guards with loaded weapons would also have increased levels of 

sustained psychological stress, a recognised trigger of tuberculosis activation.94   

 

But coercive labour in chains was not a punishment unique to the Hampton era.  As shown in 

Chapter Two, convicts at the temporary establishment were more likely to suffer chain gang labour 

(albeit in lighter irons) than Fremantle Prison inmates in the 1860s.  Other stress-inducing 

punishments such as flogging and separate confinement were also more common in the 1850s than 

during Hampton’s tenure.95  It is therefore problematic to ascribe rising tuberculosis death rates to 

greater labour severity or heightened prisoner stress.   

 

Another possible explanation for the increase in tuberculosis mortality is that the proportion of 

Fremantle Prison men employed at outdoor labour (principally skilled building work and unskilled 

tasks performed by gangs) increased significantly from 36 per cent in 1861 to 60 per cent in 1865, a 

result of Hampton’s increased emphasis on roadbuilding and public works projects.96  This increase 

in outdoor labour meant a significant rise in the proportion of convicts whose estimated energy 

                                                           
91 According to Superintendent Lefroy, it was this urgent need to ‘repress the tendency to abscond’ that 
prompted ‘the resumed use of corporal punishment’ and the ‘extended use of irons’ in the mid-1860s.  See 
Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1865, BPP, June 1865, p. 32. 
92 See Superintendent Lefroy to Comptroller-General Newland, 1 January 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 112. 
93 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 23 May 1862; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 167. 
94 Hardy, 'Diagnosis, Death, and Diet', p. 58; Smith, Retreat of Tuberculosis, p. 173. 
95 See Chapter Two.  On the mental trauma inflicted by separate treatment and the lash, see Chapter Seven. 
96 Calculated from BPP, 1860, pp. 36, 78; BPP, May 1862, pp. 28, 44; BPP, July 1863, p. 32; BPP, June 1865, pp. 
16, 29; BPP, May 1866, p. 11. 
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requirements outstripped their estimated calorie intakes (see Chapter Two), from 33 per cent in 

1861 to 49 per cent by 1865.97  Although occupational information is not available for convict 

fatalities, prisoners employed on the public works had considerably higher rates of respiratory 

disease than those employed at indoor trades and service work within the prison (see Chapter Five).    

 

The rise in deaths from diarrhoea and dysentery during 1863-67 has a simpler explanation.  In the 

lead up to the installation of the ‘dry earth’ system of sewage removal (early 1868), blockages in 

Fremantle Prison’s main sewer caused air ‘throughout the divisions’ to become tainted with 

unpleasant odours.98  Under these circumstances, lingering raw sewage probably became more 

accessible to flies and other insect vectors, increasing the likelihood of faecal matter entering prison 

food and water.  All of the 1863-67 deaths from diarrhoea and dysentery were recorded in the 

sixteen months preceding the move to dry earth, as the prison sewerage system began to falter.  

 

1868-72 
 
Although the period 1868-72 saw a general decline in death rates, mortality from respiratory disease 

increased and deaths from pulmonary tuberculosis remained high (see Figure 3.3).  Overcrowding 

can be ruled out as a factor influencing this trend, with the prison population declining markedly 

from an average of 484 inmates in 1868, to 339 in 1872.99  Nor was there a reduction in the prison 

diet at this time (although protein intakes did decrease slightly with the substitution of oatmeal for a 

small portion of the meat allowance).100  It is possible, however, that an unusually high proportion of 

men were employed at heavy outdoor labour for which their energy intakes were inadequate, as 

                                                           
97 Calculated using energy sufficiency estimations from Chapter Two (Table 2.7), combined with occupation 
and population data from E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 19 February 1861, 
TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 165; Samuel Padbury, Storekeeper's Annual Report, 16 February 1861, ibid., pp. 173-
81; E.M. Grain & James Manning, Return of Prisoners employed in the Royal Engineer Department at 
Fremantle during the 12 months ending 31st December 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/125, p. 50; Samuel Padbury, 
Storekeeper's Annual Report, 1 January 1862, ibid., p. 148; E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers) to Comptroller-
General Henderson, 17 December 1862, TNA (UK), CO 18/130, p. 193; Samuel Padbury, Storekeeper's Annual 
Report, 15 December 1862, ibid., p. 186; James Manning, Return of Prisoners Employed in the Public Works 
Department Fremantle during the Year ending 31st December 1864, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 194; Samuel 
Padbury, Accountant of Stores Annual Report, 1 January 1865, ibid., p. 193; Clerk of Works (Manning) to 
Comptroller-General Newland, 8 February 1866, TNA (UK), Despatches, January - February 1866, CO 18/147, p. 
433; Acting Accountant of Stores Annual Report, 5 February 1866, ibid., p. 425; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D5. 
98 Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 1 January 1868, BPP, July 1868, p. 9; Kerr, Policy for Conservation, pp. 51, 
54. 
99 Mean population figures taken from Appendix 1, Table A1. 
100 Medical Officer's Report (Surgeon Attfield), 10 January 1871, BPP, 1871, p. 554. 
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was the case during 1863-67.101  With no new convicts arriving in Western Australia after 1868, the 

proportion of reconvicted men in the Convict Establishment population rose steadily during 1868-

72.102  This meant that the proportion of men serving secondary punishments of ‘hard labour’ was 

almost certainly greater than in any previous period.  Such sentences predominantly involved 

ganged labour on the public works.103  Reconvicted prisoners were responsible for 33 per cent of 

deaths from respiratory disease (including tuberculosis) during 1868-72, compared to just eight per 

cent during the Hampton era.104   

 

1873-77 
 
A decline in mortality from dysentery and diarrhoea during 1868-72 suggests that the adoption of 

‘dry earth’ sanitation was beneficial to prisoner health.  This trend continued during 1873-77, but 

mortality rates from diseases of the digestive tract increased markedly (see Figure 3.3).  Upon closer 

inspection, all of these deaths were found to be attributed to liver disease and were therefore 

unlikely the result of deficient sanitation.105  These diagnoses probably referred to cirrhosis, because 

dropsy, a probable consequence of advanced cirrhosis, was often listed as an additional cause of 

death.106  Cirrhosis can be caused by any of the hepatitis viruses (and various other infectious and 

toxic agents), but it is also often the result of alcohol abuse.107  If, as Winter has argued, alcohol was 

regularly provided to probation men as a labour incentive, this may have had damaging cumulative 

effects for convicts undergoing long sentences.108  Two of the liver disease victims had been 

                                                           
101 Labour distribution information is not available for Fremantle Prison during 1868-72.  Thus the actual 
number of men performing outdoor labour cannot be provided.  Nor is it possible to estimate the proportion 
of convicts whose calorie intakes were insufficient for their labour.  
102 See Appendix 1, Table A1. 
103 As will be shown in Chapter Six, reconvicted prisoners were far more likely than probation men to be 
assigned to unskilled work and chain gang labour. 
104 Calculated using deaths database compiled for this dissertation (see footnote 44). 
105 Note that hepatitis A is to some extent associated with poor sanitation.  It can be spread through faecal 
contamination of food and water, making it more common in locations with unsafe drinking water and 
inadequate waste removal.  See F.L. Black, 'Infectious Hepatitis', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World 
History of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 795. 
106 J.W. Estes, 'Dropsy', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 1993, p. 689. 
107 T. Chen and P. Chen, 'Cirrhosis', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1993, pp. 649-50. 
108 Winter based this claim largely on the account of a Convict Establishment warder, who in 1851 described 
giving ‘grog’ and ‘a glass of beer’ to some convict boatmen ‘to push them forward a little’.  See Winter, 'Global, 
Regional and Local Networks', p. 171.  Around the same time, Comptroller-General Henderson requested 
permission to provide ‘a small allowance of beer’ to prison sawyers, blacksmiths, mortar-mixers and 
washermen, although it is unclear whether these extras were ever issued.  See Comptroller-General 
Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 3 September 1850, BPP, August 1851, p. 141.  It is also likely that black 
market trading in alcohol occurred at the Convict Establishment.  Numerous allegations of illegal trading of 
convict department property were documented in the Perth Gazette in 1859.  Several items had been 
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probation prisoners for eight years prior to their deaths.109  Prison terms of this length were very 

rare for convicts arriving before the mid-1860s (see Figure 3.6), which may explain why liver disease 

only emerged as a cause of death in the period 1873-77 (not a single death was attributed to this 

cause in previous periods).   By the 1870s, many reconvicted prisoners had also experienced lengthy 

periods on ticket-of-leave, where the temptation for drink was ubiquitous (see Chapter Two).  The 

two reconvicted men who died from liver disease had received their tickets of leave more than ten 

years earlier.110  This suggests that although age was not a significant predictor of death during 1873-

77, an increase in the average time that Fremantle inmates had spent in the convict system may 

have altered mortality patterns.  

  

 

Figure 3.6.111 

 

Despite the emergence of liver disease, the period 1873-77 brought a general decline in mortality 

rates, from 12 deaths per thousand convicts per year in 1872, to 7 deaths per thousand per year in 

1876 (see Figure 3.1).  The greatest mortality decrease occurred in the category of respiratory 

tuberculosis, where death rates dropped by more than 70 per cent (Figure 3.3).  This occurred 

despite dramatic reductions in the convict ration in 1876 and an ever-growing proportion of 

prisoners undergoing secondary sentences of hard labour.112  While a sparsely-populated prison (less 

                                                           
smuggled out of prison workshops by convict labourers, probably in exchange for alcohol and other luxuries.  
See Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 15 April 1859, p. 2; ibid., 3 June 1859, p. 2. 
109 These were probation prisoners James Howell (registration number 8884) and John Kerly (9796). 
110 The men in question were Patrick Murphy (5637) and James Parker (5340). 
111 Calculated from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  Note that no convicts arrived in 1860. 
112 During 1873, reconvicted prisoners outnumbered probationers by 95 to 74, on average.  By 1877, only 12 
probation prisoners remained, against 98 reconvicted.  See Appendix 1, Table A1.  For details of the 1876 
convict diet, see JSBL, Blue Book 1878, p. 96.   
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than 250 inmates remained by 1874) may have reduced convict exposure to tubercle bacilli, this was 

unlikely to negate the damaging immunological effects of a scanty diet combined with heavy 

labour.113  An alternative explanation is that convict work regimes (including ‘hard labour’) eased 

substantially during the 1870s, allowing prisoners to maintain adequate energy reserves.   

 

That the general decrease in mortality rates occurred among an aging population is further evidence 

of an improvement in convict treatment.  Table 3.2 shows that the proportion of Fremantle Prison 

convicts aged 45 and over increased markedly during the 1870s.  Many of these individuals would 

have suffered impaired immune function due to their advancing age, elevating both their risk of 

contracting infectious disease and their likelihood of mortality.114  The relationship between 

nutritional status and susceptibility to infection also becomes more pronounced with age.115  The 

downward trend in mortality during 1873-77 therefore strongly suggests that living conditions at the 

Convict Establishment had become relatively benign and, in particular, that convict energy intakes 

were made adequate by a reduction in the difficulty of prison labour.    

 
 

Percentage of Fremantle Inmates 
 within Age Group Listed 

15-29 30-44 45+ 

1870 20 65 15 

1871 16 66 18 

1872 12 68 21 

1873 6 70 24 

1874 4 68 28 

1875 2 65 34 

1876 1 62 37 

1877 1 58 41 

Table 3.2. Change in Age Structure of Fremantle Prison Population, 1870-1877.116 

 

The picture of prison conditions presented by mortality analysis is a complex one.  Cause of death 

comparisons have shown that initial deficiencies in water quality and sanitation were largely 

resolved by the mid-1850s.  Deaths from enteric fevers were confined almost entirely to the period 

of the temporary establishment, as were diarrhoeal causes of death, aside from a brief spike during 

                                                           
113 For population figures at Fremantle Prison during this period, see Appendix 1, Table A1. 
114 A.K. Simon, G.A. Hollander, and A. McMichael, 'Evolution of the Immune System in Humans from Infancy to 
Old Age', Proceedings of the Royal Society of Biological Sciences, Series B, vol. 282, no. 1821, 2015, p. 5; R.K. 
Chandra, 'Nutrition and the Immune System from Birth to Old Age', European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, vol. 
56, no. 3, 2002, p. S74. 
115 Chandra, 'Nutrition and the Immune System', pp. S75-6. 
116 Calculated using Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R&D6A.  See footnote 90 for further details on the computation of Fremantle Prison age figures. 
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1867-68, the result of a failing sewerage system.  Alongside these sanitary improvements, however, 

repeated reductions in the prison diet appear to have weakened convict resistance to respiratory 

disease, which peaked as a killer in the early years of the new prison.  Changes in the distribution 

and composition of the convict workforce during the 1860s may also have encouraged respiratory 

conditions (particularly tuberculosis) by undermining the nutritional status of a greater proportion of 

workers.  From 1873, the near elimination of fatal respiratory disease suggests that convicts 

regained adequate dietary energy, probably due to reduced workloads rather than expanded diets.  

Despite an aging inmate population, the Convict Establishment witnessed a substantial mortality 

decline in the 1870s, indicating that life in the prison became increasingly benign as the convict 

system drew towards its closure.   

 

Disease at the Fremantle Convict Establishment 
 
The most complete source of medical information on Western Australian convicts is the ‘hospital 

admissions book’ for Fremantle Prison.  Holding comprehensive data for the years 1857-86, the 

admissions book lists the name, registration number, age, convict class, previous location and 

disease diagnosis of every man admitted to the prison hospital, as well as doctors’ remarks and 

dates of admission and discharge.117  As part of this project, every hospital admission up until 1877 

(4179 entries) was transcribed into a database.118  Diagnoses were then classified and coded using a 

slight variation on the cause of death categorisation listed above (Table 3.1).119  To examine convict 

morbidity before 1857, hospital admission figures were compiled from early surgeons’ reports.120  

These records do not provide details of individual prisoner admissions, but merely the total number 

of hospitalisations for each disease over a given period (usually six months).    

   

                                                           
117 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
118 After 1877, the imperial convict population fell below 100 men.  This sample size was deemed insufficient 
to enable meaningful statistical analysis of health data (note that the number of hospitalised cases available 
for analysis was much smaller than this total population figure).  See also the introduction to this dissertation.    
119 The only alteration made was the omission of categories for ‘unspecified natural causes’, violent deaths, 
executions, and drownings, since these terms were applicable only to deaths, rather than illnesses and injuries.  
120 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 107; Surgeon Shipton's Half-
Yearly Report, 11 August 1851, BPP, April 1852, p. 209; Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, 20 January 1852, 
BPP, December 1852, p. 181; Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, August 1852, BPP, July 1853, p. 219; 
Surgeons Rennie and Elliot, Half-Yearly Report, 15 July 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 256; Surgeon Rennie's Half-
Yearly Report, 1 August 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 135; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, 
BPP, June 1856, pp. 115-7; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1855, ibid., pp. 197-8; Surgeon 
Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, pp. 47-8; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 
31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, pp. 260, 307; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, January 1857, TNA (UK), 
CO 18/98, pp. 581-2, 584; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 12 July 1857, TNA (UK), CO 18/100, pp. 309-10; 
Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, pp. 372, 380-1. 
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By combining these two sets of data, it was possible to examine changes in hospital admission rates 

(also referred to here as morbidity rates) over the entire period 1850-77.  Figure 3.7 shows a 

dramatic spike in morbidity in the mid-1850s, with hospital admission rates generally declining 

thereafter (aside from a slight rise in the mid- to late 1860s).  In broad terms, this graph resembles 

the trends in death rates discussed above, but the difference between the twin peaks of the mid-

1850s and mid-1860s is considerably starker (see Figure 3.1).  Furthermore, the initial spike in 

morbidity ends in 1855, whereas death rates remained elevated until at least 1857.  Far more than 

mortality patterns, disease rates strongly suggest that the move from the temporary establishment 

to Fremantle Prison (June 1855) was a key turning point for convict health.   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations of imperial convicts at the Convict Establishment. 

Figure 3.7.121 

 

But this apparent transformation in health outcomes may be misleading.  It is likely that at least part 

of the mid-1850s morbidity rise (where morbidity is measured by hospital admissions) was the result 

of different approaches towards hospitalisation from the various prison surgeons.  Whereas Surgeon 

Shipton (1850-52) admitted eleven per cent of sick prisoners to hospital and Surgeon Elliot (1852 - 

May 1853) 27 per cent, between June 1853 and June 1855 Surgeon Rennie hospitalised 35 per cent 

of men requiring medical treatment.122  In 1854, Rennie began to take into hospital ‘every man … 

                                                           
121 As was the case with mortality, these figures relate to imperial convicts only.  Repeated hospitalisations of 
the same convict in a given year were counted as separate disease episodes and all were included in morbidity 
tallies.  Rates calculated from Fremantle Prison population figures (Appendix 1, Table A1), from surgeons’ 
reports for 1850-57 (see footnote 120), and from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32.   
122 Calculated from BPP, August 1851, p. 107; BPP, April 1852, p. 209; BPP, December 1852, p. 181; BPP, July 
1853, p. 219; BPP, May 1854, p. 256; BPP, February 1855, p. 182; BPP, August 1855, p. 135; BPP, June 1856, pp. 
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that was not fit to go out to his work on the morning of reporting himself sick,’ a policy which 

severely inflated the year’s medical statistics, according to Rennie’s superior Dr George Galbraith.123 

To some extent then, the increase in morbidity rates during 1853-55 probably reflects reductions in 

the level of sickness required for hospital admission, rather than necessarily a dramatic rise in health 

problems. 

 

The morbidity decline which began sharply in mid-1855 may also be somewhat artificial.  Rennie’s 

theory that the majority of prison illness was caused by excessive diet depended largely on the 

prevalence of ophthalmia, dysentery and ringworm, diseases which he considered ‘mere local 

varieties of a constitutional disease occurring as an effect of an over supply of food.’124  Following 

reductions in the prison diet in June 1855, these ailments all but vanished from medical reports.  

Only 294 such cases were admitted to hospital between July 1855 and December 1856, compared to 

more than 1000 in the preceding eighteen months.125  This almost entirely accounts for the post-

1855 drop in morbidity.  But these hospital numbers may not be representative of a real drop in 

disease cases.  In September 1855, a board of justices visiting Fremantle Prison reported ‘a 

considerable number of men … affected with ophthalmia and cutaneous eruptions not borne on the 

sick report.’126  Once Rennie’s fervent calls for dietary reductions had been answered, it is possible 

that his interest in observing patients with dysentery, ophthalmia and skin conditions waned, 

lessening the incentive to admit such men to hospital.  Reducing hospital numbers for these diseases 

would also help confirm the new diet’s success.  There is evidence Rennie downplayed other 

diseases that would have undermined his dietary theories.  Despite Galbraith’s findings in March 

1856 that ‘a great proportion’ of the convicts had ‘spongy, bleeding gums, supposed generally to be 

indicative of a scorbutic taint’, Rennie made no mention of scurvy in his reports for that half-year.127  

  

It should also be noted that before 1856, disease figures include ticket-of-leave men treated at the 

Convict Establishment hospital and prisoners transferred from outstations, whereas later morbidity 

                                                           
115, 197.  Sick prisoners who were not admitted to hospital either received treatment in their cells or were 
given medicines each morning before being sent to their usual prison labour.  These men were described as 
‘out-patients’ or ‘casual sick’.  See Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 
1857, p. 34. 
123 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 125; Staff Surgeon Galbraith to 
Comptroller-General Henderson, 25 April 1855, ibid., p. 146. 
124 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, ibid., p. 132. 
125 Calculated from BPP, August 1855, p. 135; BPP, June 1856, pp. 115-7, 197-8; BPP, March 1857, pp. 47-8; 
TNA (UK), CO 18/96, pp. 260, 307; TNA (UK), CO 18/98, pp. 581-2, 584. 
126 Extracts from Minutes of the Board of Visiting Justices, 7 September 1855, BPP, March 1857, p. 23. 
127 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, p. 221. 
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rates count only those who were Fremantle inmates before their hospitalisation.128  Because few 

sentenced prisoners were stationed outside of Fremantle in the early 1850s, the contribution of 

outstation convicts to hospital admission numbers is likely to have been much less than in later years 

(in the period 1857-77, almost half of those treated in the Convict Establishment hospital were 

admitted from outside the prison).129  Nonetheless, the inflation of hospital figures due to outstation 

and ticket-of-leave admissions must be taken into account.  In the second half of 1854, such men 

accounted for fourteen per cent of hospital cases at the temporary establishment.130  Unfortunately, 

similar statistics were not recorded for other six-month periods before 1856. 

 

1850-55 
 
Although disease rates at the temporary establishment may have been lower than Figure 3.7 

suggests, for several illness categories morbidity rates appear so dramatically elevated as to demand 

explanation.  The high incidence of fever during 1850-55 is particularly worthy of remark, since fever 

patients were always likely to be admitted to hospital, regardless of the surgeon in charge or his 

professional agenda.131  At 94 admissions per thousand convicts per year, the fever morbidity rate 

during 1850-55 dwarfed those of the periods that followed, which rarely exceeded 20 cases per 

thousand men per year (see Figure 3.8).  Most fever cases were recorded in 1854 and during the first 

few months of 1851 and 1852 and were diagnosed simply as ‘fever’ or ‘febricular’.132  The 1851 

disease was described by Shipton as ‘the mildest form of simple continued fever’, producing no 

fatalities.133  The disease’s mild character effectively rules out louse-borne typhus and typhoid fever, 

and its lack of diarrhoeal symptoms eliminates other enteric infections.134  One possibility is that the 

convicts had contracted murine typhus, a considerably milder form of typhus spread by fleas (via 

rats).135  If this was the case, then there is reason to question Shipton’s claims of warm, dry and 

                                                           
128 Ticket of leave and outstation convicts were omitted from the hospital admissions database using the 
convict class and ‘previous location’ entries in the hospital admissions book (SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32). 
129 The exact proportion of prison hospital cases admitted from external locations during 1857-77 was 47 per 
cent.  Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
130 Calculated from figures listed in Staff Surgeon Galbraith to Comptroller-General Henderson, 25 April 1855, 
BPP, June 1856, p. 146. 
131 Fevers were treated with particular urgency by nineteenth-century physicians, due to the known high 
mortality rate of many febrile conditions.  See Wilson, 'Fevers', p. 404.  
132 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, August 1851, BPP, April 1852, p. 209; Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly 
Report, August 1852, BPP, July 1853, p. 219; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1854, BPP, August 
1855, p. 135; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, BPP, June 1856, pp. 115-7. 
133 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, August 1851, BPP, April 1852, p. 208. 
134 The term ‘simple continued fever’ generally referred to fevers without ‘any notable determination to 
particular organs’ and without symptoms of gastric derangement.  See R.J. Graves, Clinical Lectures on the 
Practice of Medicine, 2nd edn., Dublin, Fannin and Co., 1864 [1848], p. 80. 
135 Harden, 'Murine Typhus', p. 1085; Cumpston, Health and Disease, p. 204.  Many contemporary medical 
men saw ‘simple continued fever’ as a mild, non-fatal variation of typhoid fever.  Given the nineteenth-century 
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clean prisoner accommodation at the temporary establishment.136  The consumption of meals in 

dormitories (due to a lack of separate mess rooms) and the temporary prison’s damp, swampy 

surrounds may also have encouraged vermin.  

 

The 1852 fever was the same outbreak discussed in the above section on mortality data, where it 

was attributed to typhoid, probably caused by a contaminated water supply.  Although the 1854 

fever produced some symptoms associated with typhoid (diarrhoea and intestinal perforation), 

patient mortality was much lower than would be expected (around 1.5 per cent, compared to almost 

nine per cent in 1852).137  Post-mortem findings of intestines ‘studded with copious pustular 

eruption’ are consistent with shigellosis (or bacillary dysentery) which produces extensive intestinal 

inflammation and ‘microabscesses’, often accompanied by fever.138  In any case, typhoid and 

dysentery are both contracted from food or water contaminated with human faeces.  As in 1852, the 

fever outbreak may have been caused by residential cesspools leaking into prison water sources.  

Overcrowding in the temporary establishment’s final years may also have exacerbated difficulties in 

thoroughly flushing waste from prison privies.139    

    

The enormous peak in cases of diarrhoea and dysentery during 1850-55 further underlines 

deficiencies in sanitation at the temporary establishment.  Morbidity rates for these diseases 

reached almost 230 cases per thousand men per year during this period before dropping below 50 

cases per thousand per year for the remainder of the convict era (see Figure 3.8).  As was the case 

with mortality trends, hospital admissions for diarrhoea and dysentery peaked at the end of each 

summer (Figure 3.9), when fly numbers were greatest and high temperatures aided the spread of 

harmful pathogens in prison food and water.   

 

                                                           
confusion between typhus and typhoid, it is likely that many diagnoses of simple continued fever actually 
represented typhus-like illnesses.  Murine typhus was not identified as a distinct illness (separate from louse-
borne typhus) until the early twentieth century.  See H.D. Rowan, 'Enteric Fever v. Simple Continued Fever: A 
Question of Nomenclature', The Lancet, vol. 141, no. 3635, 1893, p. 995; Cumpston, Health and Disease, p. 
204.   
136 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 106. 
137 These percentages were calculated using the deaths database compiled for this dissertation (see footnote 
44), as well as Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, August 1852, BPP, July 1853, p. 219; Surgeon Rennie's 
Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 135; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 
1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 115.  According to Charles LeBaron and David Taylor, untreated typhoid fever 
generally has a mortality rate between ten and twenty per cent.  See LeBaron and Taylor, 'Typhoid Fever', p. 
1073. 
138 Rennie, 'Dr. William Budd's Views', p. 250; DuPont, 'Diarrheal Diseases', pp. 677-8. 
139 As mentioned in Chapter Two, barracks at the temporary prison were at least 80 per cent full (on average) 
from 1853 onwards.  There is no evidence of an expansion of the latrine system during these years to cater for 
increased prisoner numbers.   
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* Based on yearly average populations of imperial convicts at the Convict Establishment. 

Figure 3.8.140 

 

 
* Based on monthly average populations of imperial convicts at Fremantle Prison. 

Figure 3.9.141 

                                                           
140 Calculated from same sources used in Figure 3.7. 
141 Monthly disease data unavailable for 1850-55.  The monthly population figures used for this analysis were 
compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1A; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 
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Skin conditions were also far more prevalent in 1850-55 than in any other period (see Figure 3.8).  At 

the temporary establishment, these consisted primarily of ‘cutaneous eruptions’, as well as a 

considerable number of abscesses and ulcers.  Many of the eruptions were identified by Rennie as 

cases of ringworm, occurring primarily about the head, neck and face.142  As Surgeon Attfield later 

realised, ringworm affected only parts of the face which had been shaved, indicating that the highly-

contagious fungal infection was ‘doubtless propagated by the shaving brush’.143  The spread of such 

infections was probably encouraged by relatively primitive washing arrangements within the 

temporary establishment’s ‘rough shed’.144  However, the decline in skin disease morbidity occurred 

well before any substantial improvements were made to bathing procedures.  At the new prison, 

most convicts continued to perform their ablutions in temporary sheds until 1859.145   

 

It is likely that vitamin deficiencies also contributed to the prevalence of skin disease.  The 

shortcomings of the early convict diet regarding vitamins A and C were discussed at length in 

Chapter Two.  These deficiencies were likely exacerbated by the high incidence of diarrhoeal 

infection during this period.  Partha Dasgupta and Debraj Ray have shown that individuals subjected 

to repeated bouts of diarrhoea are able to digest only 80 per cent of the nutrients they consume.146  

Numerous links have been made between vitamin A and cutaneous disease.147  This association has 

even been highlighted in studies of convict health.  J. Burton Cleland argued that insufficient vitamin 

A consumption at Port Arthur penal station increased convict susceptibility to pyogenic (pus-

producing) skin ailments.148  It is also possible that the dry, scaly skin frequently described by Rennie 

was an early symptom of scurvy (vitamin C deficiency).149  Dietary experiments conducted by Staff 

                                                           
1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D6A.  Hospital admissions data sourced from Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, January 1857, TNA 
(UK), CO 18/98, pp. 581-2, 584; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 12 July 1857, TNA (UK), CO 18/100, pp. 
309-10; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, pp. 372, 380-1; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/M32. 
142 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 123. 
143 Surgeon Attfield's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 417. 
144 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, May 1851, p. 101. 
145 See Chapter Two. 
146 P. Dasgupta and D. Ray, 'Adapting to Undernourishment: The Biological Evidence and its Implications', in J. 
Dreze and A. Sen (eds), The Political Economy of Hunger, Volume 1: Entitlement and Well-being, Oxford, 
Oxford University Press, 1990, pp. 215-6. 
147 See for example, Z.A. Leitner and T. Moore, 'Vitamin A and Skin Disease', The Lancet, vol. 248, no. 6417, 
1946, p. 262. 
148 J.B. Cleland, 'Morbidity and Mortality in the Convict Settlement at Port Arthur, Tasmania, from 1830 to 
1835', Medical Journal of Australia, vol. 2, no. 12, 1932, p. 349.  Hansford-Miller also posited a link between 
skin ulceration and vitamin deficiency among both settlers and convicts in early Western Australia.  See 
Hansford-Miller, Disease in Early Western Australia pp. 71-3. 
149 This stage of scurvy occurs well before other signs more widely documented in the nineteenth century, 
such as spongy, swollen gums.  Thus prison medical officers may not have suspected that the convicts’ skin 
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Surgeon Galbraith at North Fremantle depot in 1854 further suggest that vitamin intake played a 

role in the development and alleviation of skin disorders.  After adding half a pound of peas to the 

ration three times weekly, Galbraith observed that cutaneous disease ‘disappeared with a rapidity 

exceeding my most sanguine expectations.’150  Peas are an important source of both vitamin C and 

vitamin A.151  Rationing lime juice to patients with cutaneous illness at the temporary establishment 

hospital produced a similarly rapid recovery.152 

 

Generating 285 hospital cases per thousand prisoners per year, eye disease (almost exclusively 

‘ophthalmia’) was the most ubiquitous ailment at the temporary establishment (see Figure 3.8).  In 

the nineteenth century, the term ‘ophthalmia’ was used for almost any disease causing 

inflammation of the eye.153  Most cases were probably trachoma or bacterial conjunctivitis, both of 

which are most common where the climate is hot and dry, and where winds and dust further irritate 

already dried-out conjunctivae.154  According to multiple Fremantle surgeons, it was these climatic 

conditions which made ophthalmia so virulent at the temporary establishment.155  With convicts 

exposed every day to the sun’s blinding glare and endless ‘drifts’ of windblown sand, eye problems 

were considered inevitable.156  Some Western Australian fly species were also known to cause 

severe inflammation through bites to the eyelid.157  According to Galbraith, ophthalmia was most 

common in summer and early autumn, when all of these factors were at their most intolerable.158  

 

Hospital admissions data reveals that ophthalmia was actually most prevalent in late winter and 

early spring (see Figure 3.9).  This suggests that factors other than the weather were contributing to 

ophthalmia rates and vitamin A deficiency may once again be central.  Inadequate vitamin A 

consumption is associated with a number of eye conditions, many of which produce inflammation of 

                                                           
problems could have scorbutic origins.  See R. French, 'Scurvy', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History 
of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 1001. 
150 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, p. 223. 
151 USDA, Composition of Foods. 
152 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, p. 223. 
153 M. Karasch, 'Ophthalmia (Conjunctivitis and Trachoma)', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of 
Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 897. 
154 Ibid., pp. 897, 899. 
155 Numerous historians have endorsed these claims.  See for example, Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local 
Networks', p. 160; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 107; Hansford-Miller, Disease in Early Western Australia 
pp. 21-2. 
156 Surgeon Shipton to Comptroller-General Hampton, January 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, p. 279; Surgeon 
Attfield's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, pp. 417, 419. 
157 Millett, Australian Parsonage, p. 256. 
158 Observations of the Principal Medical Officer on the Surgeon's Half-Yearly Report, 16 November 1854, BPP, 
August 1855, p. 135. 
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the conjunctiva and ‘granular’ eyelids.159  O’Donnell has suggested that ‘very prevalent’ ophthalmia 

at Newcastle penal station in the 1810s was partly caused by a diet deficient in vitamin A.160  Given 

that Galbraith’s introduction of peas at North Fremantle produced a decline in ophthalmia (as well 

as skin disease), it is plausible that convict eye problems in Western Australia had similar origins.161   

 

The prevalence of ophthalmia at the temporary establishment also suggests a great degree of 

overcrowding and filth in prison accommodation.  Trachoma is strongly associated with dirty, 

crowded living quarters which help spread the microorganisms responsible for the disease.162  

Deficient sanitation which leaves remnants of raw sewage also accelerates transmission rates by 

attracting greater numbers of eye-seeking flies.163   

 

Other disease categories which had morbidity peaks in 1850-55 included respiratory illnesses, as well 

as accidents and injuries (see Figure 3.8).  For respiratory diseases, the most important point is that 

mortality rates did not peak during the same period, but were much higher during 1855-57, when 

pulmonary morbidity was in decline.  This suggests that while ration reductions in mid-1855 

contributed to respiratory deaths (by undermining nutrition levels vital to a patient’s recovery), the 

rate at which convicts contracted respiratory ailments may have been more related to overcrowding 

(space per prisoner reached its minimum for the convict era during 1853-54).164   

 

Seasonal patterns suggest that climatic influences also impacted respiratory morbidity, with winter 

hospital admission rates 2.6 times greater than in the summer (see Figure 3.9).  A possible 

explanation for this trend is that reduced winter work hours left convicts spending more time 

indoors.165  This meant longer periods of close contact with other men, often in dormitories with 

insufficient ventilation, and with increased winter humidity promoting the propagation of airborne 

                                                           
159 See D. Lanska, 'Vitamin A-Deficiency Eye Disease Among Soldiers in the U.S. Civil War: Spectrum of Clinical 
Disease', Military Medicine, vol. 180, no. 7, 2015, pp. 777-8.  This article discusses several outbreaks of eye 
disease resulting from diets deficient in vitamin A in wartime situations – among European children in World 
War II, among Chinese soldiers in the 1920s, and in particular among US soldiers on both sides of the Civil War.   
160 O'Donnell, 'Newcastle Convict Hospital', p. 228. 
161 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, p. 223. 
162 Karasch, 'Ophthalmia', p. 898.  See also Gordon, 'Sickness and Death at Moreton Bay', pp. 174-5, 179. 
163 Karasch, 'Ophthalmia', p. 898. 
164 Medical historians and nutritionists generally agree that, in the case of infectious disease, poor nutrition 
prolongs convalescence and increases the risk of death.  See P.G. Lunn, 'Nutrition, Immunity and Infection', in 
R. Schofield, D. Reher, and A. Bideau (eds), The Decline of Mortality in Europe, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 
1991, p. 136.  On levels of crowding at the temporary convict establishment, see Chapter Two. 
165 Although details of winter work hours are not available for the period of the temporary establishment, 
arrangements are likely to have been similar to those documented in 1858, when convicts worked 8 ½ hours in 
winter compared to 9 hours and 40 minutes during the summer months. See BPP, 1860, p. 78. 
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pathogens.166  All of this would have been exacerbated by the paltry 325 cubic feet allowed per 

prisoner at the temporary establishment from 1853.167   

 

The high accident rate during 1850-55 suggests that convict labour was at its most dangerous in this 

period.168  This may be because a large number of workers were employed blasting and quarrying 

stone at this time.169  This was acknowledged as particularly dangerous work by Surgeon Shipton in 

1852, although he stressed the absence of any fatal accident up to that point.170  Leg irons could also 

compromise safety during heavy manual labour by inhibiting movement, and could cause muscle 

strains of the hip and groin due to increased load bearing.171  That the peak accident rate occurred 

during 1850-55 suggests that chains had a greater impact on prisoner wellbeing in this period than 

under Hampton. 

 

High accident numbers may also indicate a population substantially weakened by diet and disease, 

and a work regime which failed to take this into account.  In their work on prisoners of war, C.G. 

Roland and H.S. Shannon have argued that malnutrition increased the likelihood of physical trauma 

while performing heavy labour.172  They found that accident numbers peaked at the same time as 

vitamin deficiencies and diarrhoeal infections, as was the case at Fremantle during 1850-55.173  The 

presence of these debilitating factors probably meant that many convict labourers were pushed 

beyond their physical capabilities in these years.   

                                                           
166 For descriptions of ventilation within the temporary establishment barracks, see Chapter Two.  The link 
between winter weather and rates of respiratory infection has been well-documented.  Auda Fares has 
proposed that the human tendency to spend more time indoors during winter, amid conditions of high 
humidity and reduced airflow (to conserve heat), creates an environment in which airborne pathogens can 
survive for long periods.  Fares also suggested that reduced vitamin D intake and decreased food availability in 
the winter months might contribute to this seasonality.  See A. Fares, 'Seasonality of Tuberculosis', Journal of 
Global Infectious Diseases, vol. 3, no. 1, 2011, pp. 48-9.  
167 See Chapter Two. 
168 Morbidity figures for accidents and injuries were probably the most reliable of any disease category in the 
period 1850-55, because such cases were rarely transferred from outstations.  Both ticket-of-leave men and 
convicts in regional areas were more likely to be treated for their injuries at surgeries attached to regional 
depots.  Between 1857 and 1877, Fremantle inmates made up 76 per cent of accident cases treated at the 
prison hospital, but only 50 per cent of all other disease cases treated there (computed from SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32).  It is likely that a similar disparity existed during 1850-55. 
169 A large amount of stone was required in this period for extensions to the temporary prison and 
construction of the new one.  See Comptroller-General Henderson to Governor Fitzgerald, 1 November 1853, 
TNA (UK), CO 18/69, p. 389. 
170 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, 20 January 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 181.  See also Gandevia, 
Occupation and Disease, p. 172. 
171 Leppard, 'Leg Irons', p. 81; Cullity, 'Reform and Punishment', pp. 76-7. 
172 C.G. Roland and H.S. Shannon, 'Patterns of Disease among World War II Prisoners of the Japanese: Hunger, 
Weight Loss and Deficiency Diseases in Two Camps', Journal of the History of Medicine, vol. 46, no. 1, 1991, p. 
72. 
173 Ibid. 
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1855-57 
 
The remarkable decline in morbidity during 1855-57 (although perhaps artificially enhanced by 

Rennie’s recordkeeping) suggests significant improvements in convict treatment.  That morbidity 

rates for ophthalmia and cutaneous disease fell sharply despite continued reports of overcrowding 

and substandard bathing facilities, suggests a probable increase in the vitamin content of the convict 

diet.174  Galbraith’s observations of spongy, bleeding gums among many of the prisoners in 1856 

imply that vitamin C intakes remained deficient in this period.175  However, the introduction of 

pumpkins to the ration in June 1855 may have increased vitamin A consumption to as much as 200 

micrograms per day (from virtually zero in 1850-55), if issued as often as officially stipulated.176  

Although well below modern recommended intakes, this number approaches current estimated 

‘basal’ requirements for vitamin A (300 micrograms per day for adult males) and may have been 

sufficient to help stave off eye and skin infections.177   

 

The move to the permanent convict establishment, located further from the shoreline, may also 

have slightly reduced prisoner exposure to wind and sand, decreasing the risk of eye and skin 

irritation.178  This effect was deemed insignificant by Surgeon Attfield, however, who insisted that 

‘the flare of the sun and the drifting sand’ continued to create ‘bleared eyes and scurfy faces’.179 

 

The fivefold drop in cases of diarrhoea and dysentery in 1855-57 (see Figure 3.8) suggests a 

significant reduction in faecal contamination of prison food and water.  Given that the new prison 

initially faced similar difficulties to the old in effectively flushing out excreta, developments in 

sewerage probably had little influence on convict intestinal health.180  The most likely reason for the 

diarrhoeal decline is that the new prison wells, dug through solid limestone rock, were less 

susceptible to seepage (from excreta that may have entered groundwater) than were previous wells 

                                                           
174 For information on washing facilities and prison crowding during this period, see Chapter Two.  
175 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, p. 221. 
176 Official ration scales specified that pumpkins were to be issued twice weekly in soups, alongside turnips and 
cabbages.  See Appendix to Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1855, BPP, June 
1856, p. 106.  For estimated vitamin intakes at this time, see Table 2.5. 
177 FAO/WHO (Joint Report), Requirements of Vitamin A, Iron, Folate and Vitamin B12, Rome, FAO, 1988, p. 26.  
This basal requirement represents the amount of vitamin A needed ‘to prevent demonstrable impairment of 
function.’  See A. Sommer and K. West, Vitamin A Deficiency: Health, Survival and Vision, Oxford, Oxford 
University Press, 1996, p. 359. 
178 Surgeon Shipton's Half-Yearly Report, January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 106. 
179 Surgeon Attfield's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 417. 
180 Ibid. 
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located in the town of Fremantle.181  Moreover, the prison’s ‘dilution tanks’ for sewage treatment 

(also sunk into rock) were far better sealed than the often unlined cesspits of Fremantle residents.182  

The prison kitchen was also considerably further from outdoor latrines than it had been at the 

temporary establishment, decreasing the risk of fly-borne faecal matter entering prison meals.183 

 

The greatest transformation in convict health during 1855-57 occurred in the category of accidents 

and injuries, where morbidity rates decreased by 82 per cent (see Figure 3.8).  There is no indication 

that convict work became less dangerous at this time.  Although the new prison was occupied in 

June 1855, there remained significant building works (such as the bathhouse and hospital) for which 

a great deal of dangerous quarrying and log-cutting work was required.184  The gradual phasing out 

of chains from 1856 may have improved worker agility, reducing the physical difficulty and hazards 

of heavy labour.  A 65 per cent drop in musculoskeletal ailments (primarily rheumatism) at this time 

also implies that convict labour became less strenuous (see Figure 3.8).185  At the same time, 

prisoners were hampered less by vitamin deficiency and intestinal infections than they had been at 

the temporary establishment.  In terms of accidents, these gains seem to have outweighed the drop 

in calorie intake brought by the 1855-57 diet, a decrease which particularly depleted the energy 

reserves of convicts in physically-demanding (and dangerous) jobs such as sawyer and quarryman.186   

 

Amid this spectrum of disease categories in recession, hospital admission rates for digestive illnesses 

actually increased during 1855-57 (see Figure 3.8).  The majority of these were diagnosed as 

indigestion (almost 60 per cent of cases), which probably referred to constipation in most cases.187   

So great were the numbers of men requiring medicinal aid to evacuate dangerous ‘morbid matter’ 

                                                           
181 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 41. 
182 Captain Wray's Half-Yearly Report of Works in Fremantle District, 10 July 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 207. 
183 For a plan showing the position of the kitchen at the permanent prison, see Campbell, 'Building Convict 
Establishment', p. 7.23 (Figure 7.18). 
184 Captain Wray's Half-Yearly Report of Works in Fremantle District, 10 July 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 208. 
185 One mid-nineteenth-century medical encyclopedia defined rheumatism as any ‘pain of the joints, following 
the tracts of the muscles, and affecting the knees and larger joints rather than the joints of the feet and 
hands’.  Many such cases were probably rheumatoid arthritis, a disease which is not caused by excessive 
physical exertion, but is certainly aggravated by it.  See Andrew, Cyclopedia, p. 450; H. Duncan and J. Leisen, 
'Arthritis (Rheumatoid)', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Human Disease, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1993, p. 600. 
186 For estimates of the adequacy of the 1855-57 ration in relation to these occupations, see Table 2.7. 
187 Calculated from Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856,  BPP, March 1857, pp. 47-8; Surgeon 
Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, pp. 260, 307; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly 
Report, January 1857, TNA (UK), CO 18/98, pp. 581-2, 584; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 12 July 1857, 
TNA (UK), CO 18/100, pp. 309-10; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, 
pp. 372, 380-1. 
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from their bowels that Rennie’s supplies of purgative medicine were rapidly exhausted.188  In 1856, 

he was forced to begin using saline purgative solutions as an alternative.189  Despite Rennie’s claims 

that excessive diet fuelled this ‘disordered digestion’, decreased consumption of dietary fibre is a 

more likely cause.190  In June 1855, the prisoners’ daily bread and vegetable rations had been 

reduced by four ounces each, decreasing their daily fibre intake by almost twenty per cent.191 

 

1858-62 
 
Morbidity continued to fall during 1858-62, reaching its nadir in 1861 (see Figure 3.7).  Eye disease 

continued its rapid retreat, assisted by the abolition of association wards at the new prison, which 

would have significantly decreased the chances of trachoma transmission through person-to-person 

contact or proximity to contaminated bedding.192  The hand basins attached to prisoner cells may 

also have reduced ophthalmia transmitted to the eye by dirty fingers and the completion of the 

bathhouse doubtless improved general standards of personal hygiene.193  Importantly, the vitamin A 

content of the convict diet also increased to approximately 400 micrograms per day with the 

addition of carrots to prison soups from around 1858.194  Prisoner intakes now exceeded modern 

minimum levels recommended for healthy eye function.195   

 

Indeed there is no medical evidence of micronutrient deficiency from 1858 onwards.  Attfield’s 

yearly reports make no mention of scorbutic symptoms.  This supports the assertion made in 

Chapter Two that vegetable shortages were rare by the late 1850s.  The sharp drop in digestive 

diseases at this time also suggests an increase in vegetable consumption (see Figure 3.8).  

Improvements in the ration’s fibre content from 1857 appear largely attributable to vegetables, 

since bread intakes did not significantly increase (the 1857 diet raised the bread allowance by a 

mere two ounces).196 

 

The other key morbidity decline during 1858-62 occurred in the category of respiratory disease (see 

Figure 3.8).  It was argued above that the drop in respiratory mortality in this period was largely a 

                                                           
188 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 3 February 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 131; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly 
Report, 31 July 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, p. 211. 
189 Surgeon Rennie to Acting Comptroller-General Wray, 7 March 1856, TNA (UK), CO 18/96, p. 211. 
190 Ibid., pp. 208-12. 
191 Computed from BPP, June 1856, pp. 46, 106, 163; USDA, Composition of Foods. 
192 Karasch, 'Ophthalmia', p. 898. 
193 Ibid. 
194 See Table 2.5. 
195 FAO/WHO (Joint Report), Requirements of Vitamin A, p. 26. 
196 Secretary of State Labouchere to Governor Kennedy, 15 September 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 131. 
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product of reduced crowding and the transfer of convicts to individual cells, with the small 1857 

increase in prisoner rations playing only a minor role.  The same factors appear to account for the 

fall in respiratory disease hospitalisations.  It is unlikely that nutritional improvements greatly 

impacted respiratory health at this time, because rising hospital admissions for injuries and 

musculoskeletal disease suggest that the caloric requirements of prison labour had also increased.   

 

It is also important to note that the general decrease in respiratory infections did not extend to 

respiratory tuberculosis, which increased in prevalence during 1858-62 (see Figure 3.8).  Before 

1858, the recorded number of tuberculosis patients was often lower than the number of deaths 

from the disease, suggesting that many cases were misdiagnosed as other respiratory problems on 

admission to hospital.197  Winter has similarly suggested that many convicts diagnosed with ‘catarrh’ 

in this period were undetected tubercular patients.198  Surgeon Attfield’s appointment in November 

1857 may have led to an improvement in diagnostic precision, or at least a tendency to suspect 

tubercular disease.  Attfield was certainly quick to criticise Rennie’s ignorance of the ‘tubercular 

state’ of convict William Harris, who died in hospital in December of that year.199  Changes in 

diagnostic practice may partly account for the dramatic post-1857 decline in non-tubercular 

respiratory conditions and the corresponding rise in tuberculosis morbidity.  Nonetheless, even if 

these ailments are grouped together, there remains a 25 per cent decrease in pulmonary morbidity 

between 1855-57 and 1858-62.200   

 

Hospital admissions data also revealed that age was a statistically significant predictor of disease 

during 1858-62.  Although this was not the only period in which such a relationship existed, in both 

other periods where age was significant (1863-67 and 1868-72), it was the young rather than the old 

who were most likely to be admitted to hospital.201  In 1858-62, however, men aged 45 and over 

were 50 per cent more likely than any other age group to contract an illness requiring 

hospitalisation.202  As argued in the section on mortality, this relation may reflect a general 

                                                           
197 See surgeons’ half-yearly reports, 1850-57 (full reference details given in footnote 120). 
198 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 162. 
199 Harris died eighteen days after a leg amputation which Attfield argued should not have been performed in 
the first place, given the convict’s tubercular symptoms.  Attfield disapprovingly noted in his first half-yearly 
report that Rennie ‘did not think the symptoms sufficiently obvious to contraindicate the operation’, and that 
the patient’s failure to rally afterwards was largely due to his tubercular lungs.  See Surgeon Attfield's Half-
Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, pp. 423-5.   
200 Computed from data used in Figure 3.8. 
201 Based on binomial logistic regression models – see Appendix 2, Table A8 for details.  The periods 1858-62, 
1863-67 and 1868-72 all showed statistical significance at the p<0.01 level.  Age was not a significant predictor 
of hospitalisation during 1873-77 (p>0.05).  The relationship between age and hospital admission could not be 
examined for the years 1850-57 because the ages of sick prisoners were not listed in surgeons’ reports.   
202 Calculated using odds ratios listed in Appendix 2, Table A8. 
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improvement in convict treatment which reduced the impact of other major determinants of disease 

(such as diets, living conditions and work regimes) and allowed old age to emerge as a predictor.   

 

1863-67 
 
Despite a slight increase in overall disease morbidity during 1863-67 (see Figure 3.7), there is little 

evidence of increasing severity under Governor Hampton.203  A small rise in accident rates suggests 

an increase in the difficulty of convict labour (Figure 3.8), but these rates remained almost 30 per 

cent lower than in 1850-55, despite large-scale use of leg irons in the mid-1860s and extensive 

quarrying operations.204  A minor increase in ulcers and abscesses during 1863-67 may also be 

indicative of damage inflicted by leg irons, but there was no corresponding increase in other injuries 

associated with chains, such as strains, sprains and hernias.205  The 1863-67 morbidity rate for ulcers 

and abscesses was also less than half of the 1850-55 figure for these ailments.206   

 

Morbidity rates in Hampton’s stringent discipline class were also relatively low.  During 1863-65, 

stringent class men were hospitalised less than half as often as ganged labourers had been in 1858-

62.207  Thus the group often viewed by historians as exemplars of Hampton’s excessive severity were 

                                                           
203 Average morbidity rates over the period 1863-67 were approximately twenty per cent higher than those for 
the period 1860-62.  Computed from data used in Figure 3.7.   
204 Between 1860 and 1865, ‘quarryman’ was consistently the second largest prison occupation in terms of 
number of workers.  See E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 19 February 1861, 
TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 165; E.M. Grain & James Manning, Return of Prisoners employed in the Royal 
Engineer Department at Fremantle during the 12 months ending 31st December 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/125, p. 
50; E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 17 December 1862, TNA (UK), CO 18/130, 
p. 193; James Manning, Return of Prisoners Employed in the Public Works Department Fremantle during the 
Year ending 31st December 1864, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 194; Clerk of Works (Manning) to Comptroller-
General Newland, 8 February 1866, TNA (UK), CO 18/147, p. 433. 
205 See Cullity, 'Reform and Punishment', pp. 76-7. 
206 Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32, and population figures from Appendix 1, Table A1. 
207 The average morbidity rate for stringent class labourers during 1863-65 was 186 hospital admissions per 
thousand men per year, compared to 409 admissions per thousand per year for ganged labourers in 1858-62. 
Occupation-specific hospital admission rates could not be calculated from 1866 onwards, due to a lack of 
extant convict employment information.  Figures calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Casual 
Sick Register No. 5, January - August 1859, Acc. 1156/CS5, AN 358; SROWA, Casual Sick Register No. 6, July - 
December 1858, Acc. 1156/CS6, AN 358; SROWA, Casual Sick Register No. 7, February - November 1861, Acc. 
1156/CS7, AN 358; SROWA, Casual Sick Register No. 8, November 1861 - July 1862, Acc. 1156/CS8, AN 358; 
SROWA, Casual Sick Register No. 9, October 1859 - March 1860, Acc. 1156/CS9, AN 358; SROWA, Casual Sick 
Register No. 10, July 1862 - April 1863, Acc. 1156/CS10, AN 358; SROWA, Casual Sick Register No. 11, 
December 1863 - September 1864, Acc. 1156/CS11, AN 358; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS13; TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 165; TNA (UK), CO 18/125, p. 50; TNA (UK), CO 18/130, p. 193; TNA (UK), 
CO 18/141, p. 194; TNA (UK), CO 18/147, p. 433; BPP, 1860, pp. 25, 67-8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9.  ‘Ganged labourers’ primarily consisted of convict ‘laborers’ and ‘quarrymen’, as well as men listed 
under ‘jetty’, ‘roadmaking’, ‘carters’ and ‘woodcutters’.  The occupational information of hospitalised convicts 
was gathered by matching data from casual sick list entries (which listed occupations) with the hospital 
admissions book.  More details on this process and the categorisation of convict employment will be given in 
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in fact less prone to ill-health than earlier convicts labouring without chains.208  This significant 

finding will be discussed further in Chapter Five, but it strongly implies that Hampton’s rigorous anti-

absconding measures failed to amplify the intensity of convict work.   Although the morbidity rates 

of some other public works convicts did increase during 1863-67 (see Chapter Five), the overall 

hospital admission rate for outdoor labourers rose by only two per cent between 1858-62 and 1864-

65.209  This supports the argument presented above that the primary cause of rising mortality under 

Hampton was not an increase in the severity of public works labour, but an increase in the 

proportion of convicts performing it. 

 

As argued above, this increased deployment of prisoners to the public works was most likely to 

influence convict health through its impact on nutritional status.  Morbidity data indicates that the 

inadequacy of the convict ration for heavy labour was indeed a key determinant of disease at this 

time.  Figure 3.10 suggests a strong association between likelihood of illness and sufficiency of 

energy intake during 1858-65.  Logistic regression analysis confirmed a statistically significant 

relationship between these two variables (p<0.001).210  Convicts whose diets were insufficient to 

support the energy demands of their labour (including quarrymen, labourers, smiths and sawyers) 

were considerably more likely to fall ill than prisoners achieving caloric neutrality (100 per cent of 

energy needs provided).  For those consuming a surplus of energy (such as tailors, shoemakers, 

cooks and clerks), the likelihood of hospitalisation was further reduced.  Not only does this suggest 

that the work a convict performed strongly impacted his health (discussed further in Chapter Five), 

but it indicates that prison diets continued to undermine convict wellbeing long after vitamin 

deficiencies had abated.  Although prisoners were less likely to suffer scurvy, skin disease or vitamin-

related eye problems after the mid-1850s, many remained weakened by insufficient dietary energy.   

                                                           
Chapter Five.  Men hospitalised from the stringent discipline class were identified by linking the hospital 
admissions database with punishment data from superintendents’ order books (which provided the start and 
end dates of prisoner terms in the stringent class).     
208 See in particular, Crowley, Western Third, pp. 35-6; Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 197.  
209 The average morbidity rate for convicts on the public works during 1858-62 was 377 hospital admissions 
per thousand men per year, compared to 384 admissions per thousand per year during 1864-65 (rates could 
not be computed for 1863 because of insufficient prison employment data).  Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS8; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS12; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/CS13; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; BPP, 1860, pp. 36, 78; BPP, May 1862, pp. 
28, 44; BPP, July 1863, p. 32; BPP, June 1865, pp. 16, 29; BPP, May 1866, p. 11.  The principal public works 
occupations were: ‘labourer’, ‘quarryman’, ‘lime-burner’, ‘roadmaker’, ‘carpenter’, ‘mason’, ‘painter’, ‘smith’, 
‘sawyer’, ‘carter’, and ‘brickmaker’.   
210 See Appendix 2, Table A10.  The regression model also included a ‘calendar year’ variable to adjust for 
changes in morbidity over time. 
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* Based on yearly average populations in each labour grouping (e.g. ‘smiths & sawyers’) at Fremantle Prison. 

Figure 3.10.211 

 

1868-72 
 
For respiratory illnesses in particular, there is some evidence that energy deficiency continued to 

impact health outcomes into the period 1868-72.  Despite rising respiratory mortality throughout 

the 1860s, hospital admission rates for respiratory diseases (including tuberculosis) decreased by 43 

per cent between 1858-62 and 1868-72.212  This drop in morbidity suggests that a declining prison 

population (less than 400 inmates on average in 1868-72, compared to 512 in 1858-62) may have 

                                                           
211 Average morbidity rates exclude 1863, since detailed prison employment data was not available for this 
year (and therefore energy sufficiency estimates could not be made).  Convicts in separate confinement were 
also excluded from the analysis as an outlying group (energy adequacy 99 per cent, average morbidity 606 
cases per thousand men per year).  The psychological stress of solitude likely obscured any relation between 
disease and energy sufficiency for these men (see Chapter Seven). 

Figure 3.10 compiled using energy adequacy estimates from Table 2.7, and employment and disease 
data from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS7; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13; E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 19 
February 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 165; E.M. Grain & James Manning, Return of Prisoners employed in 
the Royal Engineer Department at Fremantle during the 12 months ending 31st December 1861, TNA (UK), CO 
18/125, p. 50; E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 17 December 1862, TNA (UK), 
CO 18/130, p. 193; James Manning, Return of Prisoners Employed in the Public Works Department Fremantle 
during the Year ending 31st December 1864, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 194; Clerk of Works (Manning) to 
Comptroller-General Newland, 8 February 1866, TNA (UK), CO 18/147, p. 433; BPP, 1860, pp. 25, 67-8. 
212 The mortality rate for respiratory disease (including tuberculosis) doubled between 1858-62 and 1868-72, 
from 4.0 deaths per thousand per year to 8.0 per thousand per year.  Calculated from Figure 3.3.  Change in 
hospital admission rates computed from Figure 3.8.   
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reduced convict exposure to airborne pathogens.213  But the lower incidence of respiratory infection 

did not reduce deaths from these illnesses.  Convicts admitted to hospital for respiratory disease 

during 1868-72 were almost three times as likely to die from their ailments as similar patients 

admitted ten years earlier.214  This increasing lethality may indicate compromised immune response 

among hospitalised men, a possible product of deficient nutrition.  Adequate dietary energy is 

particularly important in combating tuberculosis, a disease which can in some instances be 

suppressed by a recovery of immune function.215  With a growing proportion of convicts performing 

heavy outdoor labour in the 1860s and early 1870s, the relatively meagre calorie content of prison 

rations may have rendered respiratory disease increasingly fatal. 

 

Another important disease category during 1868-72 was fever.  Although considerably lower than 

the 1850-55 peak, the fever morbidity rate during 1868-72 was almost double that of any other 

period since the move to Fremantle Prison (see Figure 3.8).  These ailments appear to have been 

relatively minor, however, and were not deemed worthy of note in yearly medical reports.216  

Surgeon Attfield’s case notes show that many patients experienced symptoms of diarrhoea, often 

acute but relatively short-lived, which suggests they may have been suffering from a gastrointestinal 

disorder such as salmonellosis.217  James Brown, for example, was admitted to hospital in 1871 after 

being ‘taken suddenly a few hours ago with purging & vomiting’.  This ceased after 2 days.218  

Gastrointestinal pathogens (including various Salmonella strains) are generally ingested via food 

contaminated by human or animal excreta.219  Attfield suspected bad food as the source of Michael 

Brady’s fever in December 1871, noting that the patient ‘ate something 3 days ago to disagree’.220  

Increased food contamination in this period may have resulted from the dry earth system of sewage 

removal.  It is unclear exactly how long human waste was kept at the prison while ‘deodorising’ in a 

sand mixture, but the risk of contact with flies during this process was great.221  Rates of fever 

peaked in 1869, before declining as the newly-installed dry earth system was perfected and the 

                                                           
213 Average population figures computed from Appendix 1, Table A1. 
214 During 1858-62, eleven per cent of convicts hospitalised with respiratory conditions died from their 
illnesses.  By 1868-72, this figure had risen to 30 per cent.  Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32.  
215 Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', pp. 1061-2. 
216 See BPP, 1869, pp. 9-10; BPP, 1870, pp. 467-8; BPP, 1871, p. 554; BPP, 1872, p. 519; BPP, 1873, pp. 541-2. 
217 LeBaron and Taylor, 'Typhoid Fever', p. 1071; DuPont, 'Diarrheal Diseases', p. 677. 
218 SROWA, Hospital Patient Records, September 1870 - August 1874, Acc. 1156/M9, AN 358, p. 146. 
219 LeBaron and Taylor, 'Typhoid Fever', p. 1071. 
220 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M9, p. 151. 
221 Curtin, Death by Migration, pp. 59-60.  The most detailed description of the dry earth system’s operation at 
Fremantle Prison can be found in Surgeon Attfield to Comptroller-General Wakeford, 1 January 1869, TNA 
(UK), Despatches, January - March 1869, CO 18/161, pp. 382-3. 
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prison population declined (decreasing the amount of waste in need of disposal).222  Morbidity from 

diarrhoea and dysentery was also slightly elevated during 1868-72 compared to previous periods, 

but 60 per cent of these cases occurred in 1868, mostly during January and February, which suggests 

closer links to the malfunctioning previous sewerage system than to dry earth.223   

 

Morbidity rates for virtually all other disease categories receded during 1868-72.  Particularly 

notable were 50 per cent decreases in accident and skin disease rates.  These transformations 

probably partly reflect a decline in the use of leg irons during this period.  By the end of 1871, only 

three Fremantle inmates continued to labour in irons.224  The drop in skin conditions also suggests 

that prison hygiene was more meticulous than in previous eras.  It is likely that most ulcers and 

abscesses were caused by small wounds or abrasions which then became infected, a process 

encouraged by deficient personal hygiene or infrequently washed clothing and bedding.225  The 

decline of these ailments is therefore somewhat at odds with The Herald’s 1869 claim that filthy 

blankets and sheets were the norm at the Convict Establishment.226   

 

1873-77 
 
Morbidity patterns for 1873-77 show improving standards of health across almost all disease 

categories (see Figure 3.8).  Hospital admission rates for diarrhoea and dysentery declined by a 

remarkable 73 per cent during this time.  This was likely the product of a reduced prison population, 

which therefore produced less faecal matter than previously.227  For the dry earth system, this was 

particularly important, because less human waste meant faster cleaning of earth closets and faster 

deodorising of excreta, thereby limiting contact with flies.   

  

Another striking trend was the near disappearance of tuberculosis during these years.  Because the 

prison surgeon did not change between 1857 and 1877, variations in diagnostic practice are not a 

plausible explanation for this decline.  As was argued in the section on mortality, a sharp drop in 

                                                           
222 Surgeon Attfield to Comptroller-General Wakeford, 1 January 1869, TNA (UK), CO 18/161, pp. 382-3.  For 
population data from 1868-72, see Appendix 1, Table A1. 
223 According to Attfield, these cases were a continuation of the diarrhoea and dysentery ‘epidemic’ which had 
begun in the last months of 1867, due to a blockage of the sewerage network.  In February, the dry earth 
system was still ‘yet to come into full operation’.  See Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 1 January 1869, BPP, 
1869, p. 9; Surgeon Attfield to Superintendent Lefroy, 1 February 1868, SROWA, Acc. 1156/M12, (no 
pagination). 
224 Extracts from the Comptroller-General's Report, BPP, 1872, p. 513. 
225 See Hansford-Miller, Disease in Early Western Australia pp. 74-6. 
226 The Herald, 4 December 1869, p. 3. 
227 The prison population averaged less than 250 during 1873-77.  Computed from Appendix 1, Table A1. 
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tuberculosis cases during 1873-77 suggests a dramatic easing of convict workloads (sufficient to 

more than counteract dietary cutbacks).  A 68 per cent reduction in musculoskeletal disease 

between 1868-72 and 1873-77 supports this theory.  Most of this decline was for ailments involving 

joint pain (synovitis and rheumatism) or back pain (lumbago), which suggests that convict work 

required less physical exertion than previously.228   

 

The aging convict population may also have played a role in reducing the incidence of tuberculosis.  

Logistic regression modelling of age data against hospital admissions showed that tuberculosis at the 

Convict Establishment was predominantly a disease of the young.  Age was a statistically significant 

predictor of tuberculosis cases (p<0.01), with those aged between 15 and 24 more than three times 

as likely to contract the disease as men aged 35 and over.229  Estimated age distributions indicate 

that not one man aged between 15 and 24 remained at Fremantle Prison by 1873.230  Thus the age 

group most vulnerable to tubercular infection had been removed.  The disappearance of this age 

bracket may also help explain the decline in fevers during 1873-77, another disease category for 

which youth was a statistically significant predictor of illness (p<0.01).231   

 
Conclusion 
 
Health trends at the Convict Establishment largely reveal a pattern of improving prison conditions.  

Mortality and morbidity patterns for diarrhoeal disease and fevers indicate that sanitation improved 

dramatically after 1855, due largely to better-constructed wells and cesspits at the new prison.  The 

beneficial effects of increasing vegetable availability on convict nutrition are also powerfully 

demonstrated by sharp declines in skin conditions and ophthalmia in the mid- to late 1850s.  

Downward trends in the incidence of ophthalmia, fungal disease, and abscesses and ulcers, also 

imply consistent improvements in personal hygiene and prison cleanliness over the convict era.   

 

                                                           
228 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. The decrease in cases of rheumatism in the 1870s also discredits Winter’s theory 
that such ailments became more common as the average age of Fremantle inmates increased.  See Winter, 
'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 162. 
229 For odds ratios and details of the regression model, see Appendix 2, Table A9.  A study of more recent 
tuberculosis morbidity in Australia, conducted by Justin Denholm and Emma McBryde, found a similar peak 
incidence between ages 20 and 24, with another peak between 70 and 74 years, an age which very few 
convicts reached.  See J.T. Denholm and E.S. McBryde, 'Risk of Active Tuberculosis in Immigrants: Effects of 
Age, Region of Origin, and Time since Arrival in a Low-Exposure Setting', The Medical Journal of Australia, vol. 
197, no. 8, 2011, pp. 458-9. 
230 Estimations made using Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6.  See 
footnote 90 for further details. 
231 Based on binomial logistic regression modelling – see Appendix 2, Table A9 for details.  Cumpston has 
similarly asserted that the incidence of enteric fevers is strongly dependent on the proportion of a given adult 
population aged between 15 and 30.  See Cumpston, Health and Disease, p. 232. 
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There is also evidence that convict work regimes eased over time.  Accident trends suggest that 

convict labour was at its most severe at the temporary establishment.  Already debilitated by 

diarrhoeal infections and vitamin deficiency, these men were pushed to the point of injury more 

often than in any other period.  Labour extraction eased somewhat at the new prison, as shown by 

dramatic declines in accident rates and musculoskeletal problems.  While ailments associated with 

leg irons and hard labour increased slightly under Hampton, they were far less prevalent than in the 

early 1850s.  The low morbidity rate of the stringent discipline class also suggests that the most 

punishment-oriented labour of Hampton’s regime had little impact on convict wellbeing.  The 

demands of convict work only declined further in the 1870s.  Despite diminishing prison diets, 

mortality and morbidity rates for respiratory tuberculosis fell dramatically during 1873-77, 

suggesting that most convicts were spared heavy labour in these years.  

 

But there were some complications in this narrative of improvement.  Sewerage failures during 

1867-68 temporarily elevated diarrhoeal mortality rates, and the replacement ‘dry earth’ system 

was similarly imperfect while prison populations remained relatively large (shown by a rise in enteric 

fever cases during 1868-72).  Despite the improved vitamin content of prison rations, insufficient 

dietary energy also continued to debilitate convict workers into the 1860s and early 1870s.  These 

deficiencies likely contributed to elevated rates of respiratory mortality during 1855-57 and 1863-72, 

by impairing prisoner resistance to respiratory pathogens.  In the 1860s, meagre diets were also 

exacerbated by the increased proportion of prisoners performing public works labour (such as 

quarrying, smithing and sawing), for which calorie intakes were generally inadequate.   

 

These health setbacks call into question Gertzel’s claim that the occupation of Fremantle Prison in 

1855 initiated a general decrease in convict disease.232  While gastrointestinal illnesses, skin 

conditions and ophthalmia declined considerably after this point, respiratory diseases only became 

increasingly lethal, possibly as a result of the depleted nutritional status of many Fremantle inmates.  

It should also be remembered that the post-1855 drop in morbidity was likely exaggerated by 

inconsistent hospital admission practices and recordkeeping.  Mortality figures may be a more 

reliable source for the early to mid-1850s.  These records suggest that prisoner health continued to 

worsen for two years after the move to Fremantle Prison.   

 

                                                           
232 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 63-4. 
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Disease and death trends also challenge the widely-endorsed assertion that convict treatment was 

uniquely harsh under Governor Hampton.233  Morbidity and mortality rates were considerably higher 

in the mid-1850s than during the Hampton era, suggesting that convict suffering was more 

pronounced in the earlier period.  This health disparity was due not only to vegetable shortages, 

water contamination and deficient hygiene practices in these early years, but to work regimes that 

were likely more debilitating and dangerous than those of the mid-1860s.  Aside from a peak in 

tuberculosis mortality in the Hampton era (possibly due to the convict ration’s inability to support 

his expanded program of public works labour), there is little evidence that Hampton’s regime 

uniquely undermined prisoner wellbeing.   

 

This is not to say, however, that convict treatment in the Hampton era was benign.  Between 1863 

and 1867, the mean Fremantle Prison mortality rate (15.4 deaths per thousand men per year) was 

comparable with the death rate at Port Arthur penal station during 1830-40 (14.8 deaths per 

thousand per year).234  As several historians have shown, this period at Port Arthur was 

characterised by severe food shortages, vermin-infested barracks, and labour regimes which aimed 

largely to extract pain rather than foster productivity.235  That Fremantle prisoners had similar death 

rates to these Port Arthur men suggests a considerable degree of hardship in the Hampton era.  The 

sufferings of Convict Establishment inmates in the 1850s were likely greater still.

                                                           
233 See for example, Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 194, 197; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 62; 
Crowley, Western Third, pp. 35-6; Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment, p. 28. 
234 Fremantle figure computed from deaths database compiled for this dissertation (see footnote 44) and from 
population numbers in Appendix 1, Table A1.  Port Arthur mortality rate calculated from figures provided in 
Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Hons Thesis]', pp. 80-1. 
235 See in particular, Tuffin, 'Evolution of Convict Management', pp. 69-83; Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', 
pp. 96-114; E. Cave, 'Pleasure or Punishment?: The Importance of Food Gardens to Secondary Penal 
Settlements', Hons Thesis, University of Tasmania, 2007, pp. 33-44; Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Hons Thesis]', 
pp. 13-16, 20-22. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Health of Regional Convicts and Ticket-of-Leave Men 

 

Incarceration at the Convict Establishment formed only part of a convict’s sentence in Western 

Australia.  From the mid-1850s, well-behaved (and physically-able) men were transferred to regional 

depots and outstations, and from there on to remote working parties.1  The next notional step 

towards freedom was a ticket of leave, which allowed convicts to enter the colonial workforce 

(albeit with strict controls on their movement and behaviour).  Although many historians have 

argued that these ‘promotions’ brought convicts milder treatment and improved living standards, 

the resulting effects on prisoner health have yet to be thoroughly explored.2  By comparing the 

mortality patterns of ticket holders, depot and road party convicts, and Convict Establishment 

inmates, this chapter examines the extent to which regional deployment or a ticket of leave gave 

convicts a health advantage over their incarcerated fellows.  It sheds new light on the living and 

labour conditions faced by ticketers and regional convicts, and explores the factors that altered their 

experiences over time.  Through a comparison of ticket-of-leave death trends and free settler 

mortality, the chapter also examines the socio-economic position of ticketers within colonial society.    

 

Mortality among Depot and Road Party Convicts 
 
Although most research on convict depots, outstations and road parties has been relatively brief, 

one consistent claim of this literature is that regional convict life was relatively benign compared to 

imprisonment at the Convict Establishment.  Kimberly, Battye, Hasluck and Edgar have all described 

the plentiful diets and discipline-free lives of road party convicts, a situation ‘infinitely preferable’ to 

any other part of convictism, according to Hasluck.3  Trinca has also noted that distant road parties 

often resembled ‘expeditionary forces’ rather than labour gangs, with warders and convicts joined as 

‘allies battling hostile, remote bush environments’.4  Erickson’s study of convict John Acton Wroth 

also demonstrated that life at a convict depot involved substantial freedom, while Winter’s 

archaeological study suggested greater dietary variation among depot men compared to Fremantle 

                                                           
1 Comptroller-General Henderson's Annual Report, 1 January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 26; Kimberly, History of 
West Australia, p. 171. 
2 For works stressing the comparatively benign experiences of regional convicts and ticket-of-leave men, see in 
particular Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 75, 110; Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 82-107; Edgar, 'Convict Era', 
pp. 120-41. 
3 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75; Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 171; Battye, Western Australia, p. 
461; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 141-2. 
4 Trinca, 'Convicts and Controlling Space', p. 49. 
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inmates.5  Although Erickson and Gibbs have noted Fenian convict John Casey’s account of filthy, 

insect-ridden work party accommodation, depictions of regional convict life remain predominantly 

positive.6    

 

Aside from Winter’s work, representations of superior conditions ‘in the districts’ are largely based 

on the descriptions of two white-collar convicts (James Elphinstone Roe and John Acton Wroth), 

both of whom led relatively privileged lives under sentence, as well as the writings of Howard 

Willoughby, a journalist critical of the Western Australian system’s leniency.7  These accounts are 

unlikely to represent the typical convict experience of outstation and road party life.  Mortality rates 

derived from the deaths database used in Chapter Three can provide an alternative, more 

generalised view of regional convict experiences, revealing whether transferral to the districts had a 

positive impact on convict wellbeing.   

 

Mortality figures also reveal changes in the treatment of regional convicts over time (changes which 

are otherwise difficult to identify given the dearth of extant sources relating to convicts outside 

Fremantle).  During the late 1850s and early 1860s regional convicts experienced similar mortality 

trends to Fremantle inmates (see Figure 4.1).  As was the case at the Convict Establishment, 

decreased crowding was probably a key factor in the mortality decline from 1858.  Although regional 

convict populations were relatively low in the mid- to late 1850s, these men were confined to a 

small number of depots and a handful of road camps.8  Regional accommodation was therefore 

relatively congested at this time.  Mount Eliza depot, for example, regularly housed 170-180 convicts 

in the period 1857-58, despite its stated capacity of 120 men.9  Although overcrowding did not 

produce elevated rates of respiratory illness during 1856-59 (see Figure 4.2), it may have contributed 

to the high proportion of fever deaths in this period (most of which were attributed to typhoid).  

Large depot populations would have exacerbated problems with infrequent emptying of latrines, 

documented by the authorities as a health risk at this time.10  By 1860-61, population numbers had 

                                                           
5 Erickson, 'John Acton Wroth', pp. 32-3; Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 316-7. 
6 Erickson, 'The Fenians', p. 132; Gibbs, 'Convict Places', p. 83. 
7 See Willoughby, British Convict, pp. 3, 36-7.  For more on the lives of Roe and Wroth, see Potter, 'Pathways to 
Respectability', pp. 75-85, 129-140. 
8 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, pp. 37-8; Superintendent 
Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 July 1857, BPP, August 1859, pp. 41-5. 
9 See Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 July 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 39; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D1; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2. 
10 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 4 (Department Orders section).  This health risk lay not in the offensive 
odours escaping from the privies, as the convict department asserted, but in the prolonged exposure of large 
amounts of human waste to flies, via toilet openings and unscreened privy entrances.  For a description of the 
layout of a depot privy, see Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 214-6, 291. 
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decreased substantially and the accommodation capacity of the depots had more than doubled, 

easing the pressure on depot sewerage systems and reducing the probability of disease transmission 

generally.11  Regional diets probably also improved in the mid- to late 1850s, as fresh meat and 

vegetables gradually replaced salt meat and preserved potatoes in the government ration provided 

to road and working parties. 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each category (regional convict or Fremantle Prison). 

Figure 4.1.12  

 

It is likely that overcrowding was also an important cause of the sharp rise in mortality which 

occurred in the mid-1860s.   Regional convict numbers increased dramatically during this period, 

from 484 men in 1862, to 1328 men in 1866 (see Figure 4.3).  At Perth, Bunbury and Champion Bay 

depots, the peak populations recorded between 1861 and 1865 would have pushed convict sleeping 

space below 200 cubic feet per man.13  This figure falls below the ‘typical’ sleeping space afforded to 

slaves in nineteenth-century America.14  Although post-1865 depot population figures are not 

available, regional convict numbers continued to rise after this point, suggesting that overcrowding 

only got worse.  Despite attempts to provide adequate ventilation at most depots, through 

                                                           
11 Governor Kennedy to Duke of Newcastle, 25 January 1862, BPP, May 1862, p. 32. 
12 Fremantle Prison mortality rates taken from Figure 3.1.  Regional mortality rate computed from deaths 
database compiled for this dissertation (see Chapter Three, footnote 44 for list of sources included) and from 
regional convict population numbers in Appendix 1, Table A2.  In order for regional mortality calculations to be 
consistent with the methods used to compute Fremantle Prison figures, years in which regional populations 
dropped below 100 men were excluded from the analysis (1850-55 and 1875 onwards). 
13 See Table 2.2. 
14 Sutch, 'Care and Feeding of Slaves', pp. 293-4; Nicholas, 'Care and Feeding of Convicts', p. 191. 
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numerous windows, eaves, under-door openings and roof ‘ventilators’, it would have been almost 

impossible to prevent the spread of airborne disease with men so tightly packed.15   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations of regional convicts. 

Figure 4.2.16  

 

 

Figure 4.3.17 

                                                           
15 TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 13, 51, 89, 128, 166, 204-5, 395-6, 434. 
16 Calculated from same sources used in Figure 4.1.  Causes of death were categorised using the classification 
system explained in Chapter Three.  Note that mortality rates for 1856-62 and 1863-69 were adjusted upwards 
(by factors of 1.9 and 1.2 respectively) because a much larger proportion of deaths in these periods had no 
cause recorded (compared to 1870-74).  Adjustment factors were computed using deaths database. 
17 Population figures taken from Appendix 1, Table A2. 
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The emergence of tuberculosis among regional convicts during 1863-69 probably owed much to this 

crowded environment.  Acting Comptroller-General George Hampton contended that numerous 

stations had also degenerated into a state of ‘disorder and dirt’ by this time, conditions favourable 

to the propagation of tuberculosis.18  Droplet nuclei containing tubercle bacilli can become part of 

the dust of a room, where they remain viable infectious agents for months if cleaning is neglected.19   

It is unlikely that nutrition strongly contributed to the rise of tuberculosis in the 1860s, given that no 

rationing changes occurred in this period (there may have been variability in the crop yields of depot 

vegetable gardens, but this information is not available).20  Although there were some problems with 

food distribution to remote depots in the late 1860s (particularly at Albany in 1866 and 1868), only 

one lethal tuberculosis case originated at a peripheral station.21   

 

Increased physical exertion may also have augmented tuberculosis mortality.  Accidental deaths rose 

considerably during 1863-69, implying that the nature of regional convict labour had transformed 

(see Figure 4.2).  The work of regional convicts had always been physically demanding (involving 

tasks like tree felling, clearing bush, cutting drains and quarrying), but the need to maximise convict 

labour output in the final years of transportation may have increased work demands.22  Acting 

Comptroller-General Hampton asserted in 1866 that bush party labour was more exhausting than 

any carried out at Fremantle Prison.23    

 

It is also possible, however, that the expansion of work parties into ever more remote areas from 

the mid-1860s produced more fatal injuries because of the vast distances these men had to travel to 

seek medical care.  Although surgical procedures were extremely hazardous in the mid-nineteenth 

century, access to a relatively hygienic hospital, where wounds could be adequately dressed and 

                                                           
18 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 7. 
19 McKeown, Modern Rise of Population, p. 115.  Although numerous scholars have emphasised the 
importance of dust-borne bacilli in spreading tuberculosis (see for example, ibid.; Smith, Retreat of 
Tuberculosis, p. 175), more recent research suggests that dust particles are not a key mode of transmission for 
the disease.  See Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', pp. 1059-60. 
20 See Chapter Two. 
21 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 7; Medical 
Officer's Report (Surgeon Attfield), 20 January 1870, BPP, 1870, p. 467. 
22 Hampton regularly expressed his desire to make full use of the remaining years of convict labour.  See for 
example, Governor Hampton to Secretary of State, 17 February 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 351.  For 
examples of the tasks carried out by regional convicts in the 1850s, see Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly 
Report, 10 July 1857, BPP, August 1859, pp. 41-5.   
23 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 9. 
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bandaged, would probably have improved survival chances.24  Deaths from sunstroke (28 per cent of 

regional accidental deaths in this period) were certainly preventable in locations close to medical 

aid.25  No sunstroke deaths were recorded at Fremantle Prison, despite six cases being admitted to 

its hospital between 1858 and 1876.26   Reduced labour supervision on the roads may also have 

increased the likelihood of accident.  Warder shortages in the mid-1860s meant that only one 

supervisor was assigned to each road party, making it more difficult to monitor labour risks or 

provide sufficient instruction on work tasks.27 

 

The most important causes of death during 1863-69 were diarrhoea, dysentery, and fevers (Figure 

4.2).  It is likely that most fever deaths were due to enteric disease.  Several were recorded as 

‘gastric’ or typhoid cases and seasonal mortality patterns for diarrhoeal conditions and fevers were 

almost identical, with strong autumnal peaks suggesting water- or food-borne bacterial origins in 

both cases (see Figure 4.4).28  The prevalence of these diseases therefore suggests significant failures 

in separating human excreta from food and water supplies during 1863-69.  This may indicate that 

proper disposal of human waste was neglected at the road camps which proliferated in this period.  

As mentioned in Chapter Two, it is unlikely that privies were constructed at these temporary sites, 

and the need to restrict convict movements for ease of supervision may have meant that sewage 

accumulated dangerously close to living quarters.29  Unless located near a river or creek, road parties 

would also have been unable to wash regularly, making hygienic food preparation difficult. 

   

                                                           
24 Kamphuis has rejected the idea that surgery was generally ineffectual or detrimental during this period.  She 
argued that while major operations were exceptionally dangerous, these were generally a last resort, 
undertaken only when the patient’s life would otherwise be lost.  Minor surgical procedures, such as draining 
septic inflammations and dressing wounds, were generally performed ‘with assured composure’ and were 
beneficial to a patient’s recovery.  See Kamphuis, 'Bleeding, Blistering and Observations', pp. 171-2. 
25 Calculated using deaths database compiled for this dissertation (see Chapter Three, footnote 44). 
26 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
27 Comptroller-General Newland to Governor Hampton, 13 February 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, pp. 84-5. 
28 An autumn mortality peak is characteristic of enteric fevers such as typhoid, which was often branded 
‘autumnal fever’ in the nineteenth century.  Influenza and typhus on the other hand (both plausible febrile 
killers of regional convicts) have been shown to be most lethal in the winter months.  See J. Landers and A. 
Mouzas, 'Burial Seasonality and Causes of Death in London, 1670-1819', Population Studies, vol. 42, no. 1, 
1988, p. 71; Wilson, 'Fevers', p. 404. 
29 James Elphinstone Roe noted that road party men were ‘required to keep within certain limits defined by 
the officer in charge’, but he gave no clues as to the usual extent of these limits.  Hasluck asserted that 
warders sometimes drew a line ‘in perimeter of the huts’ to serve as the camp boundary, which implies a 
relatively small area of permissible prisoner movement.  See Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 504; 
Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75. 
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* Based on yearly average populations of regional convicts. 

Figure 4.4.30 

 

Inadequate sanitation at the convict depots may also have raised dysentery and fever mortality 

rates.  Two-thirds of regional diarrhoeal deaths in this period occurred at the Guildford and Albany 

depot hospitals.31  According to depot questionnaires circulated in 1866, these two stations were 

among the most deficient in terms of sewage removal.  Unlike Toodyay, Perth or Mount Eliza, they 

lacked any mechanism for flushing water through latrines, which were instead emptied 

intermittently by hand and cleaned using ‘lime &c.’32  Furthermore, there is no evidence that privies 

were attached to the Guildford or Albany dormitories for night use, suggesting that waste buckets or 

tubs may have been kept among the sleeping convicts.33  Surprisingly, these depots were also among 

the least crowded during 1861-65, an indication that overcrowding was not an important cause of 

intestinal infection in this period.34 

 

Fever deaths were most common at Perth prison hospital.35  Assuming these were largely enteric 

fevers, this probably indicates faecal matter in the prison water supply.  Colonial mortality figures 

suggest, however, that this contamination came from outside rather than inside the prison.  Fever 

                                                           
30 Because monthly population data was not available for regional convicts, it was assumed when calculating 
seasonal mortality that populations were constant throughout the year.  Death rates computed from same 
sources used in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
31 Calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44). 
32 TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 89, 166. 
33 Ibid., pp. 87, 166.  ‘Night closets’ adjoining prisoner barracks were documented at Mount Eliza, Toodyay and 
Perth in 1866.  See ibid., pp. 11, 204, 395. 
34 See Table 2.2. 
35 Some of these cases probably originated elsewhere.  Sick convicts from Mount Eliza, for example, were 
generally sent to Perth prison for treatment.  See TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, p. 229. 
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death rates among Perth convicts were highest in 1868, a peak year for diarrhoea and dysentery 

mortality across the colony (see Figure 4.5).36  As Cumpston has argued, many of these colonial 

deaths were probably misdiagnosed cases of enteric fever.37  Situated in a major town, Perth 

prison’s wells were more vulnerable than those of the other depots to contamination from the 

excreta of infected free people, particularly given that many of Perth’s residential cesspits were 

unlined at this time.38  Thus elevated fever rates in 1863-69 may have been part of wider disease 

patterns rather than the result of poor sanitation within the convict system. 

 

 
* For the years 1850-53, death rates are per thousand free colonists (male and female) rather than per thousand free males. 

Figure 4.5.39 

                                                           
36 Based on his examination of ticket-of-leave causes of death, Winter has also argued that a colony-wide 
diarrhoea epidemic occurred at this time.  See Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 162. 
37 Cumpston, Health and Disease, p. 224.   
38 Hunt and Bolton, 'Cleansing the Dunghill', pp. 2-3. 
39 Death rates for the period 1850-53 include females because mortality records were not differentiated by sex 
in these years.  All mortality rates also include children, as cause of death information listed in censuses and 
‘blue books’ was rarely subdivided into age groups.  Also note that the 1859 census gave cause of death data 
only as a cumulative total of the previous six years.  Hence the years 1854-59 are grouped together in Figure 
4.5.  That zero deaths were recorded from diarrhoea and dysentery during 1854-59 is also worthy of comment.  
Mortality from ‘bowel disease’ (classified for this study under digestive diseases) peaked in these years, 
suggesting that diarrhoeal deaths may have been reassigned to this grouping. 
 Death rates calculated from JSBL, Blue Book 1850, pp. 134-5; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western 
Australia, 1851, pp. 132-3; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1852, pp. 133-133a; JSBL, The Blue Book 
for Western Australia, 1853, pp. 116-7; JSBL, Blue Book 1870, pp. 33-4; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western 
Australia, 1871, pp. 35-6; JSBL, Blue Book 1872, pp. 35-6; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1873, pp. 
35-6; JSBL, Blue Book 1874, pp. 35-6; JSBL, Blue Book 1875, pp. 36-7; JSBL, Blue Book 1876, pp. 40-1; JSBL, Blue 
Book 1877, pp. 40-1; A. Durlacher (Registrar General), Western Australia: Report of the General Statistics of the 
Colony, for the year 1859, Perth, Government Press, p. 31; Knight (Registrar General), WA Census 1870, p. 68; 
JSBL, Blue Book 1854, p. 137; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1855, p. 110; JSBL, Blue Book 1856, p. 
138; JSBL, The Blue Book for Western Australia, 1857, p. 138; JSBL, Blue Book 1858, p. 138; JSBL, The Blue Book 
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As regional convict populations reduced and remote working parties were disbanded, death rates 

began to decline during 1869-70.  From 1871, however, convict mortality ‘in the districts’ increased 

markedly.  This contrasted sharply with death trends at Fremantle Prison for the same period (see 

Figure 4.1).  It appears that the aging regional convict population played a key role in the post-1870 

mortality spike.  Estimated age profiles suggest that the proportion of regional prisoners aged 45 

and over increased substantially during 1870-74 (see Table 4.1).  The relationship between age and 

mortality risk was also stronger for regional men than Fremantle inmates, probably because of the 

harsh toll of bush labour on older bodies and the increased exposure to summer heat and winter 

rains brought by road party life.40  Whereas age was not a statistically significant predictor of death 

at Fremantle Prison (except in the period 1858-62), logistic regression analysis showed age to be 

significant at the p<0.05 level for regional convicts.41   

 
 

Estimated Percentage of Regional Convicts 
within Age Group Listed 

15-29 30-44 45+ 

1870 22 63 15 

1871 19 64 17 

1872 13 66 21 

1873 7 70 23 

1874 5 66 29 

Table 4.1.  Change in Age Structure of Convicts at Depots and Road Parties, 1870-1874.42 

 

Causes of death which became substantially more prevalent during 1870-74 included heart disease, 

respiratory disease (chiefly bronchitis) and nervous system disorders (chiefly strokes).43  These are all 

                                                           
for Western Australia, 1859, p. 134; JSBL, Blue Book 1860, p. 136; JSBL, Blue Book 1861, p. 144; JSBL, Blue Book 
1862, p. 138; JSBL, Blue Book 1863, p. 150; JSBL, Blue Book 1864, p. 147; JSBL, Blue Book 1865, p. 140; JSBL, 
Blue Book 1866, p. 132; JSBL, Blue Book 1867, p. 148; JSBL, Blue Book 1868, p. 164; JSBL, Blue Book 1869, p. 
164.  Deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and ticket-of-leave population numbers from 
Appendix 1 (Table A3) were also used to remove ticket-of-leave men from free mortality figures. 
40 This increased exposure to weather was the result of more primitive accommodation at road and work 
camps, labour that was exclusively outdoors, and limited access to replacement clothing when uniforms were 
sodden or damaged.  See Chapter Two. 
41 For details of the age-versus-mortality regression models for Fremantle inmates and regional convicts, see 
Appendix 2, Tables A4 and A5.  Odds ratios from Table A5 show that, during 1856-74, regional convicts aged 45 
and over were 40 per cent more likely to die than those aged between 15 and 29. 
42 As was the case for the Fremantle Prison age estimates in Chapter Three, age figures for regional convicts 
were estimated from the ages of all convicts under sentence in Western Australia during each year examined 
(calculated from birth years and ticket-of-leave dates listed in Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western 
Australia). These overall figures were then adjusted to account for known differences in the composition of the 
regional convict population compared to Western Australian convicts more generally (such as the 
comparatively low proportion of reconvicted men at depots and in road parties). 
43 See Figure 4.2. 
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chronic, degenerative conditions of the middle-aged and elderly.44  Mortality rates for fevers, 

diarrhoea and dysentery declined as convict work parties gradually withdrew to the Perth and 

Fremantle areas, where sanitation was less primitive than at far-flung road camps.45  ‘Dry earth’ 

waste disposal, adopted at all depots by 1869, may also have reduced intestinal infections by 

eliminating the risk of cesspool seepage into wells (provided that the dried excreta was carted well 

away from depot premises).  Diarrhoeal mortality in the free population was also relatively low in 

the early 1870s (Figure 4.5), reducing the risk of water-borne depot epidemics transmitted from 

nearby towns.   

 

A Regional Convict Health Advantage? 
 
Despite surpassing mortality rates at Fremantle Prison during the 1870s, in general regional convicts 

enjoyed a substantially lower risk of death than their incarcerated comrades.  Between 1856 and 

1874, the total mortality rate for regional prisoners was 11.2 deaths per thousand men per year, 

compared to 16.2 deaths per thousand per year among Fremantle inmates for the same period.46  

One might conclude, then, that discharge to the districts brought with it a significant health 

advantage, but there are certain problems with this supposition.  It is clear, for example, that men 

sent to depots and road parties were selected not only for good behaviour but also on the basis of 

their health and physical strength.  Superintendent Dixon noted in 1857 that Fremantle inmates had 

to be ‘certified by the surgeon as fit’ before proceeding to ‘out-stations’.47  This ensured a workforce 

capable of the ‘laborious occupations’ associated with regional public works.48  The standard of 

health required appears to have been relatively high, with Dixon complaining that over half the 

prison population failed to meet the surgeon’s benchmark.49  Thus the convicts sent to depots and 

outstations were among Fremantle’s hardiest inmates.  It is likely that part of the difference in death 

rates between Fremantle prisoners and regional convicts stemmed from the greater resilience of 

those selected for regional labour, rather than from a disparity in work regimes or living conditions.  

     

Moreover, there were several cause of death categories in which regional mortality rates outpaced 

those at Fremantle Prison (see Figure 4.6).  The elevated accidental death rate in the districts is 

perhaps the most intuitive of these, given that almost all regional labourers were employed at heavy 

                                                           
44 A.C. Harper and L.J. Lambert, The Health of Populations: An Introduction, New York, Springer Publishing 
Company, 1994, p. 22. 
45 Extract from the Acting Comptroller-General's Report, 1874, BPP, 1875, p. 562. 
46 Calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44). 
47 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 July 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 32. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. 
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outdoor work involving many physical dangers.50  This labour was not necessarily more dangerous or 

physically demanding than similar work at Fremantle Prison, but a much greater proportion of 

regional men were so employed.  Seasonal trends for regional accidental deaths do, however, 

suggest a link between fatigue and accident, with mortality highest under the exhausting summer 

sun and lowest in winter (see Figure 4.7).   Regional convicts probably also worked longer hours in 

summer than in winter, as was the case at the Convict Establishment.51   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each convict category (Fremantle Prison or ‘outstations and work parties’). 

Figure 4.6.52 

 

                                                           
50 All outstations employed a handful of convicts in service work, as cooks, cleaners, hospital orderlies and 
washers.  At Perth prison, a small proportion of men also worked as shoemakers and tailors.  See TNA (UK), 
Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 93, 172, 211, 277, 402. 
51 Hasluck noted that road party men worked nine-hour days, but did not consider any seasonal variation in 
work schedules.  See Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75.  Records of sleeping hours at convict depots reveal 
that convicts were allocated an extra 1-2 hours (depending on the depot) for sleep in winter compared to 
summer.  Due to limited daylight, convicts rose later in winter and finished work earlier. See TNA (UK), Replies 
to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 22, 60, 98, 137, 175, 214, 443. 
52 Mortality rates calculated from the sources used in Figures 3.1 and 4.1.  The analysis was limited to 1856-74 
because only during this period did both Fremantle Prison and regional convict populations exceed 100 men. 
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* Based on yearly average populations of regional convicts. 

Figure 4.7.53 

 

Regional men also had a much higher death rate from drownings.  Many of these probably occurred 

while bathing in a river.54  The death of Fremantle inmate John Pickering in 1856 illustrates just how 

easily this could happen.  As a number of prisoners went to bathe in the Swan River, Pickering, ‘who 

was unable to swim, ventured beyond his depth, and, although assistance on the part of his fellow-

prisoners was promptly rendered, the occurrence terminated fatally’.55  River bathing was much 

more common at depots and road camps, where ablutions facilities were either primitive (consisting 

of troughs or buckets) or non-existent, and it is likely many regional convicts suffered a similar fate 

to Pickering’s.56  Drownings were most prevalent in summer (although only marginally), which was 

the most common season for river bathing among depot convicts.57  Work on jetties and bridges 

may also have led to drownings.  Although Fremantle prisoners built such structures, these were 

more common undertakings for regional convicts.58   

 

                                                           
53 Calculated from same sources used in Figure 4.4. 
54 The drownings of two regional convicts were explicitly attributed to this cause (‘accidentally drowned whilst 
bathing’).  Many others who were merely described as ‘drowned’ or ‘accidentally drowned’ may also have met 
their deaths while bathing.  Death descriptions taken from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
55 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 31. 
56 For examples of river bathing among regional convicts, see TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, 
pp. 13, 51, 166; Willoughby, British Convict, p. 33. 
57 TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 13, 51, 166. 
58 Fremantle inmates built a jetty and bridge at North Fremantle, and worked to clear a sandbar from the 
mouth of the Swan River, but this was the extent of projects carried out on waterways.  Reconvicted prisoner 
Charles Thompson accidentally drowned while labouring on the North Fremantle jetty in 1862.  See Chaplain 
Alderson to Comptroller-General Henderson, 1 December 1862, TNA (UK), CO 18/130, p. 155.  For examples of 
convict labour on waterways, see Extracts from the Clerk of Works' Report, 1873, BPP, 1874, pp. 538-40. 
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Most notably, regional death rates from fever were almost four times greater than those within 

Fremantle Prison during 1856-74.59  As argued above, most regional fever deaths were from water- 

and food-borne diseases.  Together with a 50 per cent higher regional mortality rate for diarrhoea 

and dysentery, these figures suggest that sanitation at outstations and working parties was markedly 

inferior to sewerage at Fremantle Prison.  Few depots had the means to flush their privies, waste 

instead remaining accessible to flies between periodic emptying and cleaning.  Those that did use 

water systems of sewerage employed far less sophisticated methods than the multiple cisterns, 

reservoirs, pumps and sluices utilised at Fremantle.60  Considering that the cesspools and wells at 

Fremantle Prison were sunk into solid rock, it is also probable that depot cesspits produced more 

seepage and that depot wells were more prone to contamination.61  Not only would this have 

encouraged endemic water-borne disease within depots, but it also increased the exposure of 

regional convicts to colony-wide epidemics, as was the case at Perth prison in 1868.  Outside of the 

depots, at road and work camps, methods of waste disposal were likely temporary and primitive 

(discussed above).  Most faeces were probably buried, presenting a health risk to convicts if not 

sufficiently separated from a camp’s water source. 

   

Among causes of death that were more prevalent at the Convict Establishment than in the districts, 

respiratory diseases were the most important.  During 1856-74, the death rate from tuberculosis and 

other respiratory conditions at Fremantle Prison was six times greater than among regional 

convicts.62  This disparity may have stemmed partly from the limited exposure of most regional men 

to crowded living conditions.  Although episodes of severe overcrowding occurred at several depots 

in the mid-1860s (see above), this was not a general pattern throughout the years 1856-74.  As 

noted in Chapter Two, periods of depot congestion were interspersed with phases in which barracks 

were sparsely populated and well ventilated.  A significant proportion of regional prisoners were also 

employed in working parties, where the risk of airborne disease transmission was considerably 

reduced.  The huts and tents that housed these men contained many fewer potential disease 

carriers (convicts) than depot barracks or prison dormitories, and parties were rarely congregated in 

close quarters outside of the hours of sleep. 63 

 

                                                           
59 Computed from data presented in Figure 4.6. 
60 The clearest explanation of Fremantle Prison’s elaborate sewerage system can be found in TNA (UK), Replies 
to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, p. 270. 
61 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 41; Captain Wray's Half-
Yearly Report of Works in Fremantle District, 10 July 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 207. 
62 Computed from data in Figure 4.6. 
63 See Chapter Two. 
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The vast discrepancy in respiratory mortality may also indicate differences in immune status 

between regional and Fremantle Prison convicts.  Impaired immune response plays a particularly 

important role in the activation and progression of respiratory tuberculosis.64  The deliberate 

selection of fit and healthy convicts for outstations and road parties meant that resistance to 

respiratory disease was likely to be greater among regional men.  Superior nutrition may also have 

enhanced immunity to respiratory illness in the districts.  The ability of regional convicts to 

supplement their diets with meat from native marsupials provided additional protein important in 

generating resistance to tuberculosis.65  Vegetables from depot gardens may also have alleviated 

vitamin deficiencies at times when ration contractors failed to provide the supplies required (as 

occurred at Albany in 1866).66  Vitamin A in particular plays a pivotal role in human immune 

response.67  Reduced levels of psychological stress may also have increased resistance to 

tuberculosis for men at outstations and road camps.68  In this sense, the greater freedoms and 

comparatively relaxed discipline of regional life highlighted by numerous historians may well have 

benefitted convict health.69 

 

In terms of general likelihood of mortality, convicts at regional depots, outstations and road camps 

held a marked health advantage over those incarcerated at Fremantle Prison.  The major killers 

which plagued the Convict Establishment – tuberculosis and other respiratory diseases – were 

relatively unimportant in the regions, where diets were more varied and probably more generous, 

stress was somewhat reduced, and where the congregation of large groups of men was less 

common.  But there were certainly disadvantages to regional convict life.  These men suffered sub-

standard sanitation and were more vulnerable to colonial epidemics, making them far more likely to 

experience lethal fevers and diarrhoeal infections than those who remained incarcerated.  Regional 

prisoners were also more likely to perform dangerous labour and spent more time in hazardous 

waterways.  Depot and road party life was particularly demanding for aging men.  Unlike at 

Fremantle Prison, age was a strong predictor of death in the districts.  This meant that the health 

                                                           
64 Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', p. 1060. 
65 On the effects of dietary protein on the course of tuberculosis infection, see for example J.V. Merrick and 
H.L. Ratcliffe, 'Tuberculosis Induced by Droplet Nuclei Infection; Its Development Pattern in Hamsters in 
Relation to Levels of Dietary Protein', The American Journal of Pathology, vol. 33, no. 1, 1957, pp. 107-129. 
66 In Albany, the substitution of certain foods for unavailable official ration items nonetheless led to a work 
strike among the convicts.  See Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, 
May 1867, p. 7. 
67 See J.R. Mora, M. Iwata, and U.H. von Adrian, 'Vitamin Effects on the Immune System: Vitamins A and D 
Take Centre Stage', Nature Reviews Immunology, vol. 8, no. 9, 2008, pp. 685-98. 
68 On the link between psychological stress and tuberculosis, see Hardy, 'Diagnosis, Death, and Diet', p. 58; 
Smith, Retreat of Tuberculosis, p. 173. 
69 See in particular, Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75; Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 171; Battye, 
Western Australia, p. 461; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 141-2. 
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advantages of regional deployment diminished as the age structure of the convict population began 

to transform in the 1870s.  From 1872, regional death rates exceeded mortality at Fremantle Prison.   

 

It must also be emphasised that convicts were selected for regional labour partly because they 

enjoyed superior health to their fellow prisoners.  Convicts most likely to fall ill or die were kept at 

Fremantle Prison, where they would be less burdensome than on public works projects in the 

interior.  To some extent, then, the lower mortality rate of regional convicts reflects not their benign 

treatment, but their superior prior health.  Although it is unclear how much this contributed to the 

regional health advantage, it is probable that the sufferings of Fremantle inmates and regional 

convicts were more similar than mortality rates suggest.   

 

Ticket-of-Leave Mortality 
 
Whereas historians largely discuss regional convicts through comparisons with incarcerated 

prisoners, debates about ticket-of-leave men have been centred around their resemblance to free 

workers.  Hasluck, Edgar, Crowley and Smith have emphasised the freedoms afforded to ticketers, 

such as the ability to choose one’s employer, earn competitive wages, and acquire property, as well 

as the right to legal protection against mistreatment.  They saw vigilant police supervision and harsh 

punishments for breaching regulations as minor encumbrances for ticket holders, endorsing 

Hampton’s claim that such convicts ‘possess in almost every important point the privileges of free 

men’.70  Gertzel added to these claims the assertion that ticket-of-leave men received ‘ample’ 

wages, allowing them to ‘live well’.71   

 

Other historians have been more sceptical of the benefits of a ticket of leave.  Kimberly pointed out 

that ticketers were often forced to accept meagre wages, and that avenues for legal protection were 

weighted heavily towards masters.  He also noted examples of ‘hard inhuman’ treatment from 

ticket-of-leave employers.72  Stannage further asserted that many ticketers ‘eked out semi-

pauperised existences’ or died as paupers.  He questioned claims made by Crowley and Hasluck that 

free colonists were content to live among felons, arguing that fear and hostility were more common 

responses to the ticket-of-leave presence.73  Perhaps most importantly, Stevens has stressed that 

                                                           
70 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 110; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 120-2; Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Smith, 
Australia's Birthstain, p. 266. 
71 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 88-93. 
72 Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 173-4. 
73 Stannage, People of Perth, pp. 94-5, 98. 
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ticket-of-leave experiences varied widely, and were contingent on the suitability of a man’s 

occupational skills as well as the disposition of his master.74    

 

Many studies of ticket-of-leave treatment have focussed heavily on the rules drawn up by the 

convict department to regulate the lives of these men.75  Stevens’ article was the first concerted 

attempt to identify factors other than these official constraints that influenced ticket-of-leave 

experiences.  An examination of ticket-of-leave mortality can provide further details about how 

these men lived and why their experiences varied.  Although limited information on ticket-of-leave 

diets and living conditions makes it difficult to pinpoint causes of health problems, it is possible to 

identify the general effects of food prices, wage rates and colonial disease patterns on ticket-of-

leave wellbeing.  It is also possible to examine regional variations in ticket-of-leave health, as well as 

variations by age.  Through comparisons between ticket-of-leave mortality figures and data for free 

settlers and convicts under sentence, this study also examines whether ticketers held a health 

advantage over other convicts, and whether they were disadvantaged in comparison to free men.76   

   

This is not the first study to examine ticket-of-leave health.  Winter’s 2013 archaeological study of 

several convict depots involved a cursory comparison of causes of death between ticket-of-leave 

men and Fremantle Prison inmates.77  He highlighted the much greater proportion of deaths from 

infectious disease among incarcerated convicts and attributed this to the lower exposure of ticketers 

(particularly those in sparsely-populated rural areas) to contagious illness.  On the other hand, a 

much higher proportion of ticket-of-leave deaths resulted from accidents and drownings than at 

Fremantle Prison.  Winter concluded that the ticket-of-leave lifestyle was ‘more vigorous’, and their 

labour more dangerous, than that of Fremantle inmates, but conditions were also considerably 

healthier (in terms of infectious disease) than at Fremantle Prison.78  Thus labour and physical 

exertion were presented as the key contributors to ticket-of-leave deaths.  

 

The factors influencing ticket-of-leave mortality were much more complex than Winter’s work 

suggests (even he admitted that his research did not constitute a ‘fine grained analysis’).79  Time 

trends for ticket-of-leave mortality rates suggest that economic fluctuations played a particularly 

                                                           
74 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 48-61. 
75 See in particular, Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 110; Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Shaw, Convicts and 
Colonies, p. 355.  
76 Ticket-of-leave mortality data is drawn from the deaths database discussed in Chapter Three (as was the 
data for regional convicts).  See Chapter Three, footnote 44, for a list of sources included in the database. 
77 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 150-9. 
78 Ibid., pp. 153-6, 159. 
79 Ibid., p. 159. 
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important role in shaping the health of ticketers.  Figure 4.8 shows a distinctly different mortality 

pattern for ticket holders compared to regional and Fremantle Prison convicts, with a much earlier 

initial drop in mortality and multiple peaks throughout the decade 1863-72 (compared to a single 

peak during the Hampton era for both other convict groups).   Rather than reflecting 

transformations in the convict system, these peaks and troughs signify fluctuations in food prices, 

wage rates and labour demand.   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each category (Fremantle Prison, ticket of leave, or regional convict). 

Figure 4.8.80 

 

As shown in Chapter Two, food prices in the colony peaked during 1852-54, coinciding with the peak 

ticket-of-leave mortality rate of 23 deaths per thousand men per year in 1853.  At this time, 60-70 

per cent of the average (urban) ticket-of-leave wage was needed to purchase food items equivalent 

to the standard prison convict ration (see Figure 2.9).  Under these circumstances, it is unlikely that 

the typical urban ticketer could have afforded a substantial diet in addition to clothing and shelter.81  

That respiratory disease (including tuberculosis) peaked among ticketers at this time (see Figure 4.9), 

further suggests that food and shelter were difficult to come by.  Such illnesses were likely fuelled by 

                                                           
80 Fremantle Prison rates taken from Figure 3.1.  Regional convict rates taken from Figure 4.1.  Ticket-of-leave 
mortality figures calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and population figures 
from Appendix 1, Table A3.  As with regional and Fremantle Prison mortality rates, years in which populations 
fell below 100 men were excluded from calculations (only the year 1850 in this case).       
81 See Chapter Two. 
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a combination of inadequate nutrition and overcrowded housing (because men could not afford to 

live separately).82 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations of ticket-of-leave men.  

Figure 4.9.83 

 

The percentage of a man’s earnings required for sustenance declined throughout the 1850s as food 

prices dropped and ticket-of-leave wages increased (see Figure 2.9).  This coincided with a sharp 

drop in mortality.  By the early to mid-1860s, rising ticket-of-leave unemployment rates suggest that 

the labour market was becoming overstocked (see Figure 2.10).  Governor Hampton wrote in 1863, 

that ‘the supply of ticket-of-leave men has been generally in excess of the demand’.84  It is likely that 

this labour glut reduced ticket-of-leave wages, which in turn decreased the affordability of food, 

clothing and shelter.85  A further period of significant unemployment occurred around 1870.  

Mortality peaks in 1864, 1869 and 1871 suggest that these ‘depressions’ strongly impacted ticket-of-

leave health.86  These were clearly men living on or below the poverty line.  For town-based ticketers 

                                                           
82 For evidence of crowded ticket-of-leave dwellings, see for example, Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly 
Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 83. 
83 Calculated using same sources as Figure 4.8. 
84 Governor Hampton to Duke of Newcastle, 19 February 1864, BPP, June 1865, p. 3. 
85 Meredith and Oxley found a similar relation between colonial labour demand and the wage rates of convict 
‘passholders’ in Van Diemen’s Land, although they noted that several other factors also influenced wage 
trends.  See Meredith and Oxley, 'Contracting Convicts', pp. 55-61, 71. 
86 The economic situation at this time was repeatedly labelled a ‘depression’ by Comptroller-General 
Wakeford.  See Comptroller-General Wakeford's Annual Report, 26 February 1870,  BPP, 1870, p. 453; 
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in particular (whose employers rarely provided meals or accommodation), a drop in wages or a rise 

in food prices was likely either to produce malnutrition or to force men into cheap, sub-standard 

housing in order to afford sustenance.87  

 

Economic fluctuations also impacted the health of ticket holders in rural areas.  Since these men 

were generally provided with food and lodgings as part of their employment, their living standards 

depended heavily on the level of concern masters showed for employee wellbeing.88  During periods 

of excess labour, when workers were easily replaced and therefore expendable, it is likely that 

masters were more prone to poor treatment of their ticket-of-leave labourers.89  This may further 

explain the correlation between depression periods and ticket-of-leave mortality peaks.  Accidental 

deaths in particular were noticeably elevated during 1863-67 and 1868-72 (see Figure 4.9), periods 

of relatively high ticket-of-leave unemployment and thus a labour surplus.  It is possible that many 

accidents were fuelled by exhaustion.  Those who perished or became debilitated could merely be 

replaced, so masters had little incentive to work their charges sparingly.  Such attitudes may also 

have reduced the quantity of food provided to rural ticket-of-leave employees.  Labourers weakened 

by inferior diets were particularly vulnerable to accidents, as Roland and Shannon have shown.90   

 

Seasonal death patterns further suggest that labour demand played an important role in ticket-of-

leave health.  For the majority of the convict period, rural ticket-of-leave death rates were 

approximately 30 per cent lower during the agricultural season than at other times of year (see 

Figure 4.10).  This season included the ploughing and sowing months of May and June and the 

harvest period from November to December.91  These were times in which ticket-of-leave labour 

was in particularly high demand.  They were also periods of high stress and high workloads, but 

diminished death rates suggest that masters recognised their heavy reliance on ticket-of-leave 

                                                           
Comptroller-General Wakeford's Annual Report, 31 January 1871, BPP, 1871, p. 539; Extracts from the 
Comptroller-General's Report, 1871, BPP, 1872, pp. 512-3. 
87 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 89-90. 
88 See Chapter Two. 
89 That most ticket-of-leave men in the agricultural sector were relatively unskilled made workers even more 
replaceable.  See Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 50-2; Chaplain Alderson to Comptroller-General 
Henderson, January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 198.  See also Chapter Five.  The link between an 
expendable workforce and coercive methods of labour extraction (as well as disregard for convict welfare) has 
been well-documented in literature on penal stations in eastern Australia.  See for example, Evans and Thorpe, 
'Freedom and Unfreedom', pp. 64-82. 
90 Roland and Shannon, 'Patterns of Disease', p. 72. 
91 A description of the Western Australian agricultural cycle in the 1850s can be found in Comptroller-General 
Henderson to Governor Fitzgerald, March 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, pp. 36-7. 
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labour at such times and ensured their workers were fit and healthy.92  In periods of labour surplus, 

such as the mid- to late 1860s, this trend reversed.  Between 1865 and 1871, death rates in the 

agricultural season were almost ten per cent higher than the remainder of the year.93  This suggests 

that when labour was readily available, harvest periods actually exacerbated the exploitation of 

ticket-of-leave workers.  With plentiful reserve labour at hand, the pressure of harvests may have 

encouraged masters to squeeze maximum output from each worker, regardless of the impact on 

employee wellbeing. 

 

 
* Based on yearly populations of rural ticket-of-leave men. 

Figure 4.10.94 

 

Transformations in the structure of the convict system may also have impacted ticket-of-leave 

health.  A dramatic reduction in the number of ticket-of-leave men in depot after 1856 – fuelled by 

the abolition of depot wages and moves towards more prison-like treatment – greatly reduced 

                                                           
92 On relations between masters and assigned convicts during the agricultural season in Van Diemen’s Land, 
see Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, pp. 157-8. 
93 Convict department reports consistently highlighted the oversupply of ticket-of-leave men during these 
years.  See for example, BPP, June 1865, p. 23; BPP, May 1867, p. 6; BPP, 1870, p. 453; BPP, 1871, p. 539. 
94 Throughout this chapter, the term ‘rural’ refers to all areas outside of Perth and Fremantle.  These districts 
included: Albany, Bunbury, Canning, Champion Bay, King George’s Sound, Murray, Plantagenet, Sussex, Vasse, 
Swan, Toodyay, York and Wellington.  Figures computed from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 
44) and from ticket-of-leave district population numbers found in BPP, August 1859, pp. 28, 80, 146; BPP, 
1860, pp. 20, 64; BPP, May 1862, pp. 11, 38.  After 1862, ticket-of-leave populations were not listed for 
individual regions.  Thereafter district populations were calculated from overall ticket-of-leave population 
figures (Appendix 1, Table A3), using the average ratio of urban to rural ticketers from the years 1857-62.  
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mortality from diarrhoea, dysentery and enteric fevers (see Figure 4.9).95  The same deficiencies in 

depot sanitation which plagued regional convicts from the mid-1850s onwards were likely an 

important cause of intestinal disease among depot ticket-of-leave men in the early convict period.  

There is also evidence that the abolition of ‘passage money’ in 1856 contributed to improvements in 

health.  All ticketers had previously been required to reimburse the government £5 per year for the 

cost of their transportation.96  Ticket-of-leave expenses therefore reduced considerably after 1856 

and there was no corresponding decrease in average ticketer wages (see Figure 2.6).97  The resulting 

rise in spending capacity likely improved ticket-of-leave diets and housing, contributing to uniquely 

low mortality rates during 1857-59.   

  

The changing age composition of the ticket-of-leave population also had a strong influence on 

mortality patterns.  Age was a more important predictor of death among ticketers than among 

Fremantle prisoners or regional convicts.  The relationship between age and likelihood of death was 

statistically significant at the p<0.001 level, with ticket holders aged 45 and over almost three times 

as likely to die as those between 15 and 29.98  The mean age of the ticket-of-leave population 

consistently increased during 1851-77 (see Figure 4.11), causing illnesses such as heart disease and 

liver, stomach and bowel disease, which were strongly correlated with old age, to become more 

prevalent over time (Figure 4.12).99  Brain disease and paralysis (probably caused by strokes in most 

cases) and genitourinary illness (largely kidney and bladder disease) also showed clear upward 

trends over the period 1851-77, suggesting a link with aging.100  

 

                                                           
95 As was the case among regional convicts, fevers were most prevalent in the autumn months, suggesting that 
many of these were water-borne intestinal disorders.  Evaluated from deaths database (see Chapter Three, 
footnote 44). 
96 Each ticket-of-leave convict owed a total of £15 passage money and could not receive a conditional pardon 
until the full sum had been paid.  See Regulations for Holders of Ticket of Leave, 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, pp. 
268-70. 
97 Duke of Newcastle to Governor Fitzgerald, 25 April 1854, BPP, May 1854, pp. 282-3. 
98 Based on binomial logistic regression modelling.  For odds ratios and details of the variables included in the 
model, see Appendix 2, Table A5. 
99 For both of these disease categories (diseases of the circulatory system and diseases of the digestive 
system), the relationship between age and mortality was shown to be statistically significant (p<0.01) using 
binomial logistic regression.  For odds ratios and details of the regression models, see Appendix 2, Table A7.   
100 The numbers of deaths in these categories were too few to permit meaningful regression analysis.  Thus the 
relationship between age and mortality was not formally investigated for genitourinary diseases, nervous 
system diseases, or paralysis. 
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Figure 4.11.101 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations of ticket-of-leave men. 

Figure 4.12.102 

 

This strong correlation between age and death reflects the particular vulnerability of elderly ticket 

holders to destitution.  Superintendent Dixon argued in 1857 that prisoners who had reached the 

                                                           
101 Age figures for each year were computed from birth years, ticket-of-leave dates and conditional pardon or 
expiration of sentence dates listed in Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  Convicts with no 
conditional pardon or expiration of sentence information recorded were excluded from these calculations.  
102 Calculated using same sources as Figure 4.8.   
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age of 45 before discharge were destined for pauperism.103  ‘Tickets-of-leave are of no use to these 

men’, he wrote, ‘for they are unfit for labour’.104  Many such men found themselves re-

institutionalised at invalid depots and poorhouses, places which were often more concerned with 

punishing the poorer classes than providing for them.105  No pre-1877 convict accounts of such 

places remain, but expiree Joseph Hattersley’s description of Mount Eliza poorhouse in 1886 offers 

some insight into the treatment provided to aged and incapacitated ex-convicts: 

 

The depot is overrun with vermin, the food bad and scanty.  We do not receive more than 3 

oz meat a day, no potatoes, I have also been ill on two different occasions. We are treated 

like prisoners down here and not allowed out …106 

 

Ticketers and Colonial Disease Patterns  
 
Because ticket-of-leave men were embedded in free society, it is also important to consider the 

influence of colonial disease patterns on their health.  Contagious, epidemic diseases which spread 

among the free population were likely also to infiltrate ticket-of-leave ranks.  Shared water sources 

and sanitation systems also made it probable that outbreaks of typhoid and dysentery would affect 

both free men and ticket holders concurrently.  Mortality data for free colonists suggests, however, 

that ticket-of-leave death patterns were largely independent from those of the wider colony.107   

 

Particularly revealing was the absence of measles in the ticket-of-leave population.  According to 

Fremantle Prison surgeon George Attfield, measles ‘spread rapidly through the country’ at the end 

of 1860, proving ‘very fatal among the white and the native population’.108  Among free male 

colonists, measles mortality reached four deaths per thousand men per year in 1861, the highest 

mortality rate of any cause of death for that year.109  The inclusion of childhood deaths in this figure 

probably accounts for some of the disparity between free and ticket-of-leave mortality, but measles 

is nonetheless a highly communicable disease which was often lethal to adults.110  In a later Western 

                                                           
103 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 42. 
104 Ibid. 
105 See W. Matthews, 'A Means of Punishment: The Mount Eliza Depot, 1878-1905', in C. Fox (ed.), Social Policy 
in Western Australia: Studies in Western Australian History, vol. 25, 2007, pp. 9-11. 
106 Quoted in ibid., p. 8. 
107 For details of the sources used to obtain free colonist mortality data, see footnote 39. 
108 Surgeon Attfield to Comptroller-General Henderson, 1 January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 209. 
109 Calculated using Knight (Registrar General), WA Census 1870, p. 68; JSBL, Blue Book 1860, p. 136; Erickson 
and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia; BPP, May 1862, p. 24. 
110 R. Kim-Farley, 'Measles', in K.F. Kiple (ed.), The Cambridge World History of Disease, Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 1993, pp. 871-2.  The census and blue book records used to calculate colonial cause-specific 
mortality rates did not differentiate cause of death information by age.  Thus childhood deaths are included in 
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Australian epidemic during 1883-84, around one third of fatalities were aged between 15 and 40.111  

The absence of a single reported measles death among ticket holders in 1860-61 suggests that these 

men were somewhat isolated from free settler communities, particularly from the colonial children 

most likely to carry measles.    

 

While many other infectious diseases struck both free and ticketer populations, there were 

considerable discrepancies in the timing of mortality peaks and troughs, providing little evidence of 

disease transmission between the two groups.  Airborne and water-borne illnesses were the most 

likely to span both populations, transmitted easily through saliva spray or shared use of a 

contaminated water source, but neither respiratory disease nor intestinal disorders showed any 

similarities in mortality trends for free men and ticket holders.  Respiratory disease was least 

important among free inhabitants during 1857-62, increasing its share of colonial deaths thereafter.  

In contrast, the proportion of ticket-of-leave deaths caused by respiratory problems peaked during 

1857-62 and then declined consistently through to 1877.  Fever, diarrhoea and dysentery (grouped 

together as water-borne diseases for this analysis) showed similarly disparate patterns, decreasing in 

importance over time among ticketers, while increasing their contribution to free mortality rates 

(see Figure 4.13).112  

  

                                                           
mortality calculations for all cause of death categories.  However, diseases known to be generally confined to 
children (such as croup, diphtheria, whooping cough, teething, marasmus and convulsions) were excluded 
from mortality analyses, as were deaths of stillborn babies and deaths from ‘malformation’ or ‘premature 
birth’. 
111 Western Mail, 7 July 1894, p. 28. 
112 It was not possible to determine the exact nature of the fevers listed as causes of death for free colonists 
because all were diagnosed simply as ‘fever’.  Nor are seasonal death patterns available to narrow down 
possible fever types.  The decision to include fevers as water-borne diseases rested largely on the fact that 
most fevers suffered by Western Australian convicts were water-borne.  Colonial ‘fever’ deaths may also have 
been caused by influenza or a number of other febrile conditions.  Particularly in outlying districts, where 
medical practitioners were frequently unavailable to assess causes of death, those registering a fatality often 
wrote down ‘fever’ or ‘inflammation’ as a general, catch-all description, as Ronald Richards has noted.  See R. 
Richards, The Murray District of Western Australia, Pinjarra, W.A., Shire of Murray, 1978, p. 198. 
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Figure 4.13.113 

 

These discrepancies may largely be explained by the high proportion of ticketers (around 75 per cent 

on average) residing outside of Perth and Fremantle in areas of low population density.114  Such men 

were less vulnerable to direct disease transmission through droplet spray or close human contact 

(the means by which measles and most respiratory diseases are spread).115  They were also less likely 

to use water sources shared with large numbers of free colonists.  Rural ticketers, particularly farm 

workers, were more likely to experience localised disease confined to the particular property on 

which they lived and worked, rather than being caught in large-scale outbreaks.   

 

The situation was more complex for town-based ticket holders.  Their mortality from diarrhoea, 

dysentery and fever, for example, showed similar patterns to free men.  For both groups, the 

                                                           
113 Free population mortality rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 4.5.  Ticket-of-leave data taken 
from Figure 4.9.  Due to the inclusion of childhood deaths in colonial figures and problems with death 
registration in the early 1850s, mortality rates have not been directly compared between free colonists and 
ticket-of-leave men.  Instead Figure 4.13 compares mortality as a percentage of the total death rate in a given 
year.  Death registration problems were such that the Registrar General noted in 1855: ‘Owing to the defective 
nature of the Registration Act and the inability to enforce the Registration of Deaths, this Return must not be 
taken as the actual number of Deaths which have occurred … Probably an addition of 50% would be nearer the 
true number …’.  These shortcomings seem to have been more or less addressed by the following year.  See 
JSBL, Blue Book 1855, p. 111; JSBL, Blue Book 1856, p. 139. 
114 Computed from BPP, March 1857, p. 92; BPP, August 1857, p. 27; BPP, August 1859, pp. 28, 80, 146; BPP, 
1860, pp. 20, 64; BPP, May 1862, pp. 11, 38. 
115 Landers and Mouzas, 'Burial Seasonality', p. 74; Kim-Farley, 'Measles', p. 871. 
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proportion of deaths attributed to these causes increased markedly during 1857-67, before declining 

slightly over the period 1868-77 (see Figure 4.14).  The largest fatal outbreak of diarrhoea and 

dysentery among urban ticketers occurred in 1869, when free people were also suffering from 

unprecedented diarrhoeal mortality (see Figure 4.5).116  It appears then that the severely deficient 

methods of waste disposal adopted in Perth and Fremantle at this time impacted both bond and free 

man alike.  Not only were household cesspools placed too close to wells, but all manner of refuse 

from ‘slaughtering and other nuisances’ lined town streets.117  Consequently, visitors to Fremantle 

found their ‘olfactory senses steeped in some of the vilest odours that ever floated above the 

surface of the earth,’ in the words of the Perth Gazette.118  

 

 

Figure 4.14.119 

 

                                                           
116 Urban ticket-of-leave mortality from diarrhoea and dysentery reached 6.7 deaths per thousand men per 
year in 1869, almost twice the mortality rate of any other year.  Computed from deaths database (see Chapter 
Three, footnote 44) and from urban ticket-of-leave population figures extrapolated from BPP, March 1857, p. 
92; BPP, August 1857, p. 27; BPP, August 1859, pp. 28, 80, 146; BPP, 1860, pp. 20, 64; BPP, May 1862, pp. 11, 
38. 
117 Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 30 April 1852, p. 3.  See also Report of the 
Commission into the Sanitary Condition of the City of Perth and the Town of Fremantle, 6 February 1885 
(Paper No. 20), WA Legislative Council, 1885, p. 9. 
118 Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 30 April 1852, p. 3. 
119 Throughout this chapter, the term ‘urban’ refers only to the districts of Perth and Fremantle.  Free 
population mortality rates taken from Figure 4.13.  Ticket-of-leave figures computed from sources used in 
Figure 4.10.   
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In terms of respiratory disease, however, mortality patterns for free men and urban ticket-of-leave 

holders were strikingly disparate.  Considering the ease with which most airborne infections spread, 

this disease asymmetry may indicate that most ticket-of-leave men lived in distinct enclaves within 

colonial towns.120  Even tuberculosis, which is not highly communicable, is prone to transmission 

between neighbouring households.  A study of Northampton (UK) during 1921-48 revealed that 

individuals living next door to an active tuberculosis case were 33 per cent more likely to contract 

the disease.121  Divergent respiratory disease patterns suggest that free men and ticketers were 

rarely close neighbours.  Nor is it likely that many moved in the same social circles.   

 

A Rural/Urban Health Divide 
 
Exposure to colonial disease patterns was just one of the factors differentiating urban and rural 

ticket-of-leave health outcomes.  Figure 4.15 shows that ticketers in Perth and Fremantle 

experienced significantly higher mortality than their rural counterparts, with a mean yearly death 

rate (excluding executions) of 17.2 per thousand men, compared to 11.7 per thousand in rural areas, 

during the period 1857-77.122  To explain the reasons for this discrepancy, it is necessary to compare 

causes of death between the two groupings (Figure 4.16).  

  

 
* Based on yearly ticket-of-leave populations in each location category (urban or rural). 

Figure 4.15.123 

                                                           
120 On the spread of airborne diseases, see McKeown, Modern Rise of Population, pp. 116-7. 
121 J. Webb, A. Stewart, and I. Sutherland, 'Spread of Tuberculosis from House to House', British Journal of 
Social Medicine, vol. 5, no. 1, 1951, p. 26. 
122 Calculated from data in Figure 4.15. 
123 Mortality rates computed from sources used in Figure 4.10.  Analyses of urban and rural ticket-of-leave 
mortality were limited to the period 1857-77 because accurate retrieval of a ticketer’s location before death 
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The clearest asymmetry in mortality was for respiratory tuberculosis, where urban death rates 

almost quadrupled those of rural ticket-of-leave men.  This strongly suggests that town-based 

ticketers lived in overcrowded and filthy housing favourable to the survival and spread of tubercle 

bacilli.  Superintendent Dixon’s descriptions of ticket-of-leave holders ‘huddled together in 

habitations of the most uncomfortable description’ and of houses ‘without the requisites of a home’ 

may have been typical experiences for ticketers located in Perth and Fremantle.124  The disparity in 

tuberculosis mortality may also indicate lesser immunological resistance among town dwellers, 

possibly as a result of inferior nutrition.  As mentioned above, because urban ticket-of-leave 

labourers rarely received rations from their employers, such men may have been particularly 

vulnerable to malnutrition when work was scarce and food prices were high.   

 

Death rates from heart disease were also three times higher among urban ticketers than rural men.  

It is possible that ticket holders with heart conditions were drawn to towns because physical 

weakness rendered them unfit for agricultural labour.125  However, many such men would have 

ended up in invalid depots, which have been excluded from the urban/rural comparison.126  Ticket-

of-leave men in towns also had greater access to alcohol than rural labourers, particularly via public 

houses.127  Recent studies suggest that, particularly among middle-aged men, heart disease mortality 

risk is elevated by recent heavy drinking episodes, more so than average consumption levels or 

former habits.128  Thus if urban ticketers did regularly enjoy a ‘glorious rouse’ at a public house, as 

                                                           
often relied on ‘previous location’ entries in the Fremantle Prison hospital admissions book (which covers the 
years 1857-77).  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32.  Ticket holders who died in the prison hospital before 1857 could 
not be traced to a particular pre-hospitalisation location, and place of death information for other ticket-of-
leave men was relatively scarce in this period.   
124 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 83; Superintendent Dixon's 
Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 45. 
125 This relates closely to an epidemiological phenomenon known as the ‘heathy worker effect’, whereby the 
process of selection for employment means that working people are typically healthier than the unemployed.  
See M. Kirian, 'Healthy Worker Effect', in S. Boslaugh (ed.), Encyclopedia of Epidemiology, Thousand Oaks, Sage 
Publications, 2012, p. 488.  In this case, the physical requirements of rural labour may have created a rural 
population whose health was superior to those who were not selected for this type of work (urban ticketers).   
This is not to say, however, that town-based ticket-of-leave men were merely the dregs of the farm labour 
pool.  Many urban ticketers were selected by masters for their proficiency in urban trades or settled in towns 
in order to start their own businesses.  See Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', p. 53; Smith, Australia's 
Birthstain, pp. 271-5. 
126 Among these exclusions were ticketers whose place of death was listed as ‘Freshwater Bay’ or ‘North 
Fremantle’ (depots which largely housed invalids), or ‘Lunatic Asylum’.  Those who died at Fremantle Prison 
hospital but were previously located at one of the above places were also excluded from the analysis.    
127 For a discussion of public house culture in relation to ticketers, see Chapter Two. 
128 See for example, M. Roerecke et al., 'Heavy Drinking Occasions in Relation to Ischaemic Heart Disease 
Mortality – An 11-22 Year Follow-Up of the 1984 and 1995 US National Alcohol Surveys', International Journal 
of Epidemiology, vol. 40, no. 5, 2011, pp. 1407, 1409. 
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convict James Roe asserted, then this may have significantly impacted their cardiovascular health.129  

It is also likely that tobacco was more readily available in towns than in rural areas, because such 

places were better connected to ports (the vast majority of tobacco was imported).130  Although 

heart disease is associated with long-term tobacco dependency, each additional year of tobacco use 

increases mortality risk, as does the quantity of tobacco currently consumed.131  Thus although 

cardiac deaths were probably largely influenced by life-long tobacco habits, discrepancies in tobacco 

consumption while on ticket of leave may have altered mortality patterns.   

 

The other important category in which urban death rates outpaced rural mortality was diarrhoea 

and dysentery (see Figure 4.16).  This discrepancy most likely reflects the poor sanitation standards 

of Perth and Fremantle noted above.  Although similarly primitive methods of waste disposal were 

probably used in rural areas, larger properties would have allowed settlers to increase the distance 

between cesspits and wells.  Bouts of water-borne illness were also less likely to reach epidemic 

proportions in these sparsely-populated regions. 

 

 
* Based on yearly ticket-of-leave populations in each location category (urban or rural). 

Figure 4.16.132 

                                                           
129 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 507.  On the prevalence of alcohol in early Western Australia, see 
J. Christensen, 'Drinking', in J. Gregory and J. Gothard (eds), Historical Encyclopedia of Western Australia, 
Crawley, W.A., University of Western Australia Press, 2009, pp. 287-8. 
130 Between 1859 and 1869, £78,000 worth of tobacco was imported through Western Australian ports, 
whereas only fifteen acres were opened up for domestic tobacco cultivation.  See Knight (Registrar General), 
WA Census 1870, pp. 42, 49. 
131 On the relationship between smoking and heart disease, see R. Doll et al., 'Mortality in Relation to Smoking: 
40 Years' Observations on Male British Doctors', British Medical Journal, vol. 309, no. 6959, 1994, pp. 904-7. 
132 Mortality rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 4.10. 
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There is, however, evidence that rural ticket-of-leave labour was more dangerous than town-based 

work.  Accidental death rates were around 35 per cent higher for rural ticketers and drownings 

almost three times as frequent (per capita) as in towns.   Bush labour, particularly farm work, clearly 

involved many hazards.  Many rural ticketers were trampled or kicked by horses, run over by carts or 

bullock drays, or crushed by falling trees.133  Such workers were also more likely to traverse rivers 

than the tradesmen and mechanics who predominated in Perth and Fremantle.  Winter has 

suggested such crossings were the source of many drownings.134  It is likely river bathing was also 

more common among rural ticketers, a pursuit that held considerable danger for inexperienced 

swimmers (as noted above). 

       

The magnitude of the rural/urban mortality divide suggests that the disadvantages of rural ticket-of-

leave life outlined in Chapter Two, such as payment ‘by truck’ and dependence on the goodwill of 

employers, had far less effect on ticket-of-leave health than the squalid living conditions, poor 

sanitation and unhealthy habits (such as tobacco and alcohol abuse) which prevailed among urban 

ticket-of-leave communities.  Whether or not urban ticketers were enmeshed in colonial disease 

patterns, colonial towns were clearly unhealthy places to live.  In 1869, free mortality rates (for men 

aged 20 to 60) in Perth and Fremantle were almost triple the average death rate of the other 

Western Australian districts.135   

 

Ticket-of-Leave Health in Comparative Perspective 
 
As well as revealing the various factors that impacted ticket-of-leave health outcomes, mortality 

data can help position ticket-of-leave holders within the convict system and within colonial society.  

In terms of total mortality rates over the period 1850-77, ticket-of-leave men (14.8 deaths per 

thousand men per year) fared better than Fremantle prisoners (16.7 deaths per thousand per year), 

but considerably worse than regional convicts (11.2 deaths per thousand per year).136  Age-adjusted 

mortality rates for the male free population during 1859, 1861 and 1869 (12.8, 12.3, and 12.5 deaths 

per thousand per year respectively) show that ticket-of-leave health also lagged behind that of free 

                                                           
133 Descriptions of accidental deaths taken from deaths database. See Chapter Three, footnote 44, for sources 
used to compile the database. 
134 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 156. 
135 Calculated from Knight (Registrar General), WA Census 1870, pp. 34, 67. 
136 Calculated from data used in Figure 4.8.  These are not age-adjusted figures, but the age profiles of the 
three different convict populations were very similar.  At no point during 1850-77 did the mean ages of the 
three groups differ by more than two years.  
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colonists.137  These comparisons suggest that ticketers were not ‘to all intents and purposes free’, as 

Governor Fitzgerald claimed in 1852 (and as many historians have reaffirmed).138  Nor did their 

emergence from the convict system proper constitute a substantial health advantage.   

 

As Winter has noted, ticket-of-leave holders did at least enjoy consistently lower mortality from 

infectious disease than Fremantle Prison inmates.  These disparities are particularly clear for 

respiratory illnesses and tuberculosis, and for fevers, diarrhoea and dysentery (see Figure 4.17). This 

implies that ticket-of-leave men were less exposed to contaminated food and water, enjoyed less-

crowded living arrangements, and had greater resistance to pathogens – a possible product of more 

substantial and vitamin-rich diets, or reduced levels of physical exertion and psychological stress.   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each convict category (Fremantle Prison or ticket-of-leave). 

Figure 4.17.139 

                                                           
137 Age-differentiated death numbers and population figures for free colonists were available only for these 
three years.  Death rates were adjusted for age by comparing the proportion of free men in each listed age 
group (0-15 years, 15-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60+) with the proportion of men in the same age group in 
the ticket-of-leave population.  Ratios of proportions were then used to adjust mortality figures for each age 
bracket of the free population.  Overall mortality rates were computed from these adjusted death numbers.  
Sources used were: Durlacher (Registrar General), WA General Statistics 1859, p. 31; Knight (Registrar 
General), WA Census 1870, pp. 34, 68; Western Australia Census of 1859, Perth, Government Press. Tables No. 
3 & 5; Western Australia Census, 31st March 1861, Perth, Government Press, p. 1; Erickson and O'Mara, 
Convicts in Western Australia; JSBL, Blue Book 1859, p. 134; JSBL, Blue Book 1861, p. 144; JSBL, Blue Book 
1869, p. 164; BPP, 1860, p. 63; BPP, May 1862, p. 37; BPP, 1871, p. 461.  The deaths database compiled for this 
dissertation (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) was also used to subtract ticket-of-leave and other convict 
deaths from colonial figures. 
138 Governor Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, March 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 137. 
139 Calculated from sources used in Figures 3.1 and 4.8.   
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But these advantages were limited largely to rural ticketers.  Among town-based men, death rates 

from respiratory disease were only 26 per cent lower than Fremantle Prison figures, and for 

respiratory tuberculosis specifically, this gap reduced to ten per cent (see Figure 4.18).  This last 

figure suggests similar living conditions between the two groups.  In fact from 1860, when the 

majority of Fremantle inmates were moved to one-man cells, urban ticketers were probably more 

likely to experience crowded and dirty sleeping quarters than convicts in custody.140  The similarity in 

tuberculosis death rates also suggests that ticketers in towns were rarely able to afford provisions 

that exceeded the standard convict ration.  Protein intakes, in particular, probably dipped below 

prison levels during times of recession, as meat was the most expensive of colonial staples (other 

than dairy products).141  As mentioned above, protein is particularly important in ensuring resistance 

to tuberculosis.  Elevated tobacco consumption among urban ticketers may also have increased the 

risk of tubercular infection.142   

 

 
* Based on yearly populations in each convict category (Fremantle Prison or urban ticket-of-leave). 

Figure 4.18.143 

                                                           
140 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1862, BPP, May 1862, p. 39; Chaplain Alderson to 
Comptroller-General Henderson, January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 198. 
141 For an example of colonial food pricings, see JSBL, Blue Book 1856, pp. 199-200. 
142 In their study of British doctors between 1951 and 1991, Richard Doll et al. found a ‘moderately close 
relation’ between smoking and pulmonary tuberculosis mortality.  Annual tuberculosis mortality among 
current cigarette smokers was 11 deaths per hundred thousand, compared to 4 deaths per hundred thousand 
among those who had ‘never smoked regularly’.  See Doll et al., 'Mortality in Relation to Smoking', p. 904. 
143 Fremantle Prison death rates computed from same sources used in Figure 3.1.  Ticket-of-leave figures 
computed from sources used in Figure 4.16. 
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In terms of water-borne disease, mortality rates for town-based ticket holders were higher than for 

Fremantle prisoners.144  Although prison sanitation was at times hampered by leaking pipes and 

imperfect flushing mechanisms, and some prisoners were exposed to ‘urine tubs’ and ‘night 

buckets’, these systems were evidently superior to the haphazard sewage removal of colonial towns.  

With no provision for a public sewage disposal scheme, the emptying of cesspits in Perth and 

Fremantle was left to the discretion of private householders and landlords, many of whom could not 

afford the expense of regular or thorough cleaning.145  In poor communities likely containing many 

ticketers, the only waste removal solution offered by town councils was to plant strong-scented 

eucalypts that would counteract ‘noxious effluvia’.146  Hotels and ‘boarding houses’ (to which many 

ticketers were drawn for want of accommodation alternatives) were also particularly neglected in 

terms of sanitation.147  One such lodging in Henry Street Fremantle was found ‘in a very disgraceful 

condition’ by a sanitation commission in 1885, its yard ‘full of rubbish and sewage, the cesspit 

closets nearly full and smelling very foul’.148  

 

The health advantages of ticket-of-leave life were also limited to the young.  Death rates among 

Fremantle inmates under 30 were more than twice those for the same age group of ticketers.  But 

for men aged 40 and over, ticket-of-leave and Fremantle Prison death rates were almost identical 

(see Figure 4.19).  This suggests that ticket-of-leave life became considerably harder once men began 

to degenerate physically, in a way that Fremantle Prison life did not.  Although aging men at the 

Convict Establishment might have their rations reduced when demoted to light labour duties (a loss 

of 600-700 kilocalories per day, using 1857-75 dietary scales), their diets remained tolerably 

adequate for the work performed and their living arrangements were not altered.149  Many aging 

ticket holders, on the other hand, were forced, through unsuitability for employment, to choose 

                                                           
144 Since fevers in both populations were found to primarily describe intestinal disorders, they will be discussed 
here alongside diarrhoea and dysentery.   
145 Report of the Commission into the Sanitary Condition of the City of Perth and the Town of Fremantle, 6 
February 1885 (Paper No. 20), WA Legislative Council, 1885, p. 9; M. Aveling (ed.), Westralian Voices: 
Documents in Western Australian Social History, Nedlands, W.A., University of Western Australia Press, 1979, 
p. 210. 
146 Aveling (ed.), Westralian Voices, p. 210. 
147 Chaplain Fletcher's Half-Yearly Report, 1 July 1851, BPP, April 1852, pp. 206-7. 
148 Report of the Commission into the Sanitary Condition of the City of Perth and the Town of Fremantle, 6 
February 1885 (Paper No. 20), WA Legislative Council, 1885, p. 9. 
149 For details of ration scales and calorie intakes, see Chapter Two.  Using energy expenditure values for ‘light’ 
work provided by Richard Sutch, the light labour ration would have fulfilled somewhere between 81 and 98 
per cent of prisoners’ energy needs during 1857-75.  Calculated using data from Table 2.3, in conjunction with 
Sutch, 'Care and Feeding of Slaves', p. 267; BPP, 1860, p. 35; BPP, May 1866, p. 11; Rules and Regulations for 
the guidance of the Warders and the other Prison Officers, 20 January 1851, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, pp. 242-3; 
Food Policy and Nutrition Division of United Nations, Feeding of Workers, p. 58. 
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between poverty and relinquishing their liberty at an invalid depot or poorhouse.  Such 

circumstances probably also increased the appeal of the public house and alcohol abuse, 

exacerbating the risk of heart disease.  Ticket holders over 40 were more than twice as likely to die 

from cardiovascular illness as their incarcerated counterparts (Figure 4.19).  

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each convict category (Fremantle Prison or ticket-of-leave). 

Figure 4.19.150 

 

But the most obvious health disadvantage for ticket-of-leave holders was their dramatically elevated 

accident mortality (see Figure 4.17).  This does not necessarily suggest, as Winter has proposed, that 

the ticket-of-leave lifestyle was more ‘vigorous’ than prison life or that ticket-of-leave workloads 

were severe.151  Judging from the large number of fatal accidents caused by horse-driven carts and 

bullock drays, it is likely, for example, that ticket-of-leave workers had greater access to labour-

saving animal-driven equipment than Fremantle inmates.152  In 1859, Comptroller-General 

Henderson lamented that the convict department budget could rarely admit such ‘mechanical 

assistance’ for prisoners under sentence.153  The following year Superintendent Lefroy complained 

that 20 to 30 prisoners were often employed at work that could be done by two men aided by a 

                                                           
150 Age-specific mortality rates calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and Erickson 
and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia; in conjunction with Fremantle Prison and ticket-of-leave population 
figures from Appendix 1, Tables A1 and A3. 
151 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 159. 
152 Accidents caused by horses, carts and bullocks accounted for 35 per cent of all ticket-of-leave accidental 
deaths (for which a specific cause was listed).  Calculated from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 
44).   
153 Comptroller-General Henderson's Yearly Report, 15 May 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 16. 
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horse and cart.154  Utilising animal power probably eased ticket-of-leave workloads but it also 

introduced risks that were relatively unknown to Fremantle prisoners.   

 

The other most common causes of accidental death were falling trees and branches, presumably as 

a result of logging.155  This was unlikely to occur at Fremantle Prison because convicts were rarely 

employed at timber harvesting.156  In contrast, ‘Messrs. Yelverton and Company’ alone employed 

around 100 ticket-of-leave men at tree felling in the early 1860s.157  Such disparities in the types of 

labour undertaken by prisoners and ticketers make it difficult to assess whether high accident 

numbers reflect poor treatment of ticket-of-leave labourers or merely the dangers inherent in 

industries such as farming and timber-getting. 

 

The heavy outdoor labour undertaken by regional convicts probably resembled ticket-of-leave work 

more closely in terms of hazards.  That these men suffered much lower accidental death rates than 

ticketers (see Figure 4.20) suggests factors such as exhaustion and nutritional deficiency may have 

contributed to ticket-of-leave accidents.  Perhaps there was some truth to James Roe’s claim that 

ticketers in private service suffered hard work, irregular meals and contemptuous treatment far 

more than convicts on road parties.158  Accidental deaths were also made more likely by the solitary 

nature of much rural ticket-of-leave labour.159  Working in large tracts of thinly-populated country, 

many injured men were not only hopelessly distant from medical assistance, but many hours or days 

from discovery by a ‘chance passer-by’.160  Janet Millett recalled the story of a ‘servant’ (probably a 

ticket holder) who lay upon a bush road for nine hours with a broken leg, awaiting his discoverer 

under the scorching summer sun.161   

 

                                                           
154 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, ibid., pp. 66-7. 
155 Such deaths accounted for twelve per cent of accident-related mortality among ticket-of-leave men.  
Computed from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44). 
156 Although Fremantle sawyers often worked with large logs (re-forming them into building materials such as 
boards, scantlings, and pylons), there is no record of these being harvested by prisoners.  See for example, 
Abstract of the Labour exacted, and the Works upon which it was employed, during the Half Year ending 31st 
December 1854, BPP, June 1856, pp. 87-8. 
157 Questions put to Messrs. Yelverton and Company, with their Answers, enclosed in Governor Kennedy to 
Duke of Newcastle, 24 August 1860, BPP: Further Correspondence on the Subject of Convict Discipline and 
Transportation (Presented March 1861), London, George Edward Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1861, p. 15. 
158 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 508. 
159 This applies particularly to shepherds and pastoral labourers.  See Millett, Australian Parsonage, p. 249. 
160 Ibid., pp. 259-63. 
161 Ibid., pp. 261-2. 
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* Based on yearly average populations in each convict category (‘outstations and work parties’ or ticket-of-leave). 

Figure 4.20.162 

 

Ticket-of-leave holders also had a much higher mortality rate than regional convicts from respiratory 

disease (including tuberculosis), further evidence that ticketers may have been undernourished and 

overworked.   As mentioned above, high respiratory death rates among urban ticket holders suggest 

an association between crowded housing and respiratory mortality.  However, the proportion of 

regional convicts living in close quarters in depot was generally greater than the proportion of 

ticketers living in urban areas.163  Nor is it likely that ticket-of-leave housing was more cramped than 

depot dormitories which at times provided less than 200 cubic feet per man.164  Thus crowding 

cannot satisfactorily explain the mortality disparity.  Rather it is likely that ticketer resistance to 

infection was compromised in some way, probably by a combination of inadequate diet and 

excessive labour requirements.  In rural areas, this suggests relatively little concern by masters for 

                                                           
162 Mortality rates calculated from sources used in Figures 4.2 and 4.8.   
163 Available depot population data for 1861-65 shows that at least 41 per cent of regional convicts were 
stationed at depots, whereas only 30 per cent of ticket-of-leave men were employed in urban areas, on 
average, during 1850-77.  Calculated from TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, pp. 7, 45, 83, 121, 
160, 198, 386, 428; BPP, August 1851, p. 125; BPP, April 1852, p. 197; BPP, December 1852, p. 186; BPP, July 
1853, p. 210; BPP, May 1854, pp. 152, 239; BPP, February 1855, p. 168; BPP, August 1855, p. 112; BPP, June 
1856, pp. 77, 166; BPP, March 1857, pp. 14, 92; BPP, August 1857, p. 27; BPP, August 1859, pp. 28, 80, 146; 
BPP, 1860, p. 64; BPP, May 1862, pp. 11, 24, 38, 41; BPP, July 1863, p. 29; BPP, June 1865, pp. 6, 26; BPP, May 
1866, p. 8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D5. 
164 See Tables 2.1 and 2.2. 
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ticket-of-leave health, while in colonial towns it indicates a ticket-of-leave population struggling for 

subsistence.   

 

Although ticket-of-leave mortality rates exceeded those of regional convicts in almost every disease 

category, ticketers did enjoy a health advantage in terms of water- and food-borne disease.  Even for 

urban ticket holders living amid the filth of Perth and Fremantle, death rates from diarrhoea and 

dysentery were twenty per cent lower than for regional convicts, and deaths from fevers occurred at 

less than one third of the regional rate.165  As well as underlining deficiencies in depot sanitation, 

elevated gastro-intestinal disease among regional prisoners may reflect the health risks of large-

scale meal preparation in an era when food hygiene was relatively unknown.166  The somewhat lax 

enforcement of personal hygiene at many regional depots (see Chapter Two) particularly suggests 

that careful washing of food items and cooking utensils may not have been routine practice.167  

Combined with inefficient waste removal which allowed flies to transport faeces into kitchens, 

unclean food was a potentially fertile source of diseases such as typhoid and dysentery, particularly 

with large groups of prisoners consuming portions of the same meal.  While ticket-of-leave men may 

also have disregarded food hygiene, contaminated meals were more likely to be confined to 

particular households or properties, rather than entire depot barracks. 

 

In general though, there were few health benefits to be gained from acquiring a ticket of leave, 

whether compared to regional convict life or incarceration in Fremantle Prison.  Those advantages 

which ticketers did possess were largely confined to the young and to those living in rural areas.  

These were the men best equipped to benefit from labour opportunities and best placed to avoid 

the sanitary hazards associated with fledgling settlements.  It is more difficult to determine whether 

ticketers achieved socio-economic parity with free workers, but mortality analysis can provide some 

insights into their position within colonial hierarchies. 

 

 

 

                                                           
165 Urban ticketers had a mortality rate from diarrhoea and dysentery of 1.0 deaths per thousand men per year 
during 1857-77.  Their fever death rate was 0.4 per thousand per year for the same period.  The corresponding 
mortality rates for outstation and road party convicts were 1.3 deaths per thousand per year for diarrhoea and 
dysentery and 1.5 per thousand per year for fevers.  Death rates calculated from sources used in Figures 4.2 
and 4.10. 
166 See Hardy, Epidemic Streets, pp. 187-9. 
167 Convict department regulations instructed depot officials to ensure that convict rations were ‘of good and 
wholesome quality’, but did not provide guidance regarding food preparation or cooking methods.  See 1862 
Rules and Regulations, pp. 6, 12 (Officers in Charge of Depots section). 
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The Status of Ticket Holders in Colonial Society 
 
As mentioned above, ticket-of-leave death rates were 15-20 per cent higher than those of the free 

Western Australian population during 1850-77.168  This may indicate that most ticketers were 

consigned to the colony’s lower social strata.  As Kippen and McCalman have argued for Tasmanian 

ex-convicts, survival after sentence was largely dependent on a prisoner’s ability to integrate into 

‘respectable society’.169  Although they found a link between post-sentence mortality and mental 

trauma under sentence, the authors presented social exclusion after release as the more immediate 

contributor to early death.170  The elevated mortality rates of Western Australian ticket-of-leave men 

may reflect a similar struggle to integrate.  Indeed cause of death data suggests that many ticketers 

were marginalised and poverty-stricken, occupying the lowest rungs of colonial society. 

 

The strongest indicator of socio-economic disadvantage among ticket holders was their elevated 

tuberculosis death rate, more than double the corresponding rate for free men during 1854-77 (see 

Figure 4.21).171  As many historians have noted, tuberculosis has very strong links with poverty.172  In 

the nineteenth century, low-income earners were more likely to consume poor diets, to live in 

overcrowded and dirty housing, and to have contact with other poor families containing serious 

tuberculosis cases.173  This association powerfully suggests that ticket-of-leave men were among the 

poorest residents of colonial Western Australia.  Stannage has asserted that urban ticketers in 

particular ‘subsisted at the bottom of the social pile’.174  The tuberculosis death rate for this group 

was three times greater than among free colonists.175  As noted above, divergent time trends in 

respiratory mortality also suggest that urban ticketers lived in distinctly different neighbourhoods to 

                                                           
168 As discussed in footnote 137, free death rates were adjusted to account for the disparate age distributions 
of free and ticket-of-leave populations.  
169 Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', p. 362. 
170 Ibid., pp. 353, 361-3.  As will be discussed in Chapter Seven, there is little evidence that harsh experiences 
under sentence increased the risk of death while on ticket of leave in Western Australia. 
171 Some of this discrepancy may have been caused by the notoriously vague nature of cause of death 
reporting among the free population, which probably led some tubercular deaths to be recorded under 
amorphous headings such as ‘Lungs’ or ‘Lung Disease’.  However, it should also be noted that childhood deaths 
are included in the free tuberculosis figures.  Given that infancy and puberty are periods of high susceptibility 
to tuberculosis, these additions are likely to have considerably exaggerated free death rates.   These two 
effects probably counteracted each other to some extent.  For a discussion of imprecise cause of death 
reporting in the colony, see Hansford-Miller, Disease in Early Western Australia pp. 24-30.  On the relationship 
between age and susceptibility to tuberculosis, see Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', p. 1060. 
172 See for example, Smith, Retreat of Tuberculosis, pp. 174-5; Hardy, Epidemic Streets, pp. 240-5; Johnston, 
'Tuberculosis', p. 1061. 
173 Smith, Retreat of Tuberculosis, p. 174. 
174 Stannage, People of Perth, pp. 100-1. 
175 Computed from data in Figures 4.18 and 4.21. 
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most of their free compatriots.  Many probably inhabited poor enclaves which formed on the low-

lying river flats of Perth and Fremantle.176   

 

Accidental death rates suggest that many ticketers also occupied a lowly position in the colonial 

labour force.  During 1854-77, the total ticket-of-leave mortality rate from accidents was at least 

twenty per cent higher than for free men.177  Although ticket-of-leave wages were generally similar 

to free labourers performing the same jobs, the disparity in accident rates suggests ticketers were 

overrepresented in the most dangerous areas of colonial work.178  These figures may also indicate 

that ticket holders were pushed harder at work than free labourers and that they were more 

commonly debilitated by insufficient nutrition which increased the risk of accident.  In many cases, 

employers found their ticket-of-leave workers inferior to free labour in terms of skill and 

efficiency.179  Such masters were likely to minimise their investment in ticket-of-leave wellbeing.180   

                                                           
176 For a description of these communities, see Correspondence and Reports upon the Sanitary Condition of 
the Colony (Paper No. 27), Minutes and Proceedings of the Western Australian Legislative Council, Perth, 
Government Printer, 1879, p. 10.  See also Aveling (ed.), Westralian Voices, p. 210. 
177 Free accident figures are problematic because of the inclusion of children.  However, age-differentiated 
death data from nineteenth-century Tasmania showed those aged one to fourteen to be the most at risk of 
any age group in terms of accidental death.  See Kippen, 'Incorrect, Loose and Coarse Terms', p. 280.  If a 
similar pattern existed in Western Australia, then the free death rates used here are likely to overestimate 
adult accident mortality rather than underestimate it.  It is therefore likely that the gap between ticket-of-
leave and free accident rates was larger than twenty per cent.   
178 The ‘usual’ rates of pay quoted by Henderson for rural ticket-of-leave labourers (£12-£24 per annum plus 
board and lodging) closely match colonial rates of £12-£18 a year for ‘ordinary’ free labourers.  Although some 
free rural workers were recorded as earning £40-£50 per year, such men were not supplied with food or 
accommodation.  These extras were considered expensive by colonial employers, as shown by the case of 
ticket-of-leave clerk Herman Moll, whose pay was reduced in 1867 from £25 per year to £9 8s, because board 
and lodging became a perk of his employment (see Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability', p. 128).  The wages 
documented for ticketers employed in urban trades (6s-8s per day) were also comparable to free rates, which 
varied from 5s to 10s per day in the years 1860-77.  See Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 
15 November 1854, BPP, August 1855, p. 105; Comptroller-General Henderson's Yearly Report, 15 May 1859, 
BPP, 1860, p. 15; Governor Kennedy to Secretary of State Labouchere, 6 October 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 
85; JSBL, Blue Book 1860, p. 214; JSBL, Blue Book 1861, p. 218; JSBL, Blue Book 1862, p. 228; JSBL, Blue Book 
1863, p. 233; JSBL, Blue Book 1864, p. 240; JSBL, Blue Book 1865, p. 233; JSBL, Blue Book 1866, p. 215; JSBL, 
Blue Book 1867, p. 245; JSBL, Blue Book 1868, p. 265; JSBL, Blue Book 1869, p. 277; JSBL, Blue Book 1870, p. 
63; JSBL, Blue Book 1871, p. 67; JSBL, Blue Book 1872, p. 76; JSBL, Blue Book 1873, p. 71; JSBL, Blue Book 1874, 
p. 73; JSBL, Blue Book 1875, p. 74; JSBL, Blue Book 1876, p. 92; JSBL, Blue Book 1877, p. 80; JSBL, Letters of 
Edward Langridge, Acc. 305A/3. 
179 Wheat farmer Thomas Cook wrote, for example, that ‘all the old colonial hands [free labourers] are worth a 
dozen of them [ticket-of-leave men]’.  Quoted in R. Erickson, Old Toodyay and Newcastle, Toodyay, W.A., 
Toodyay Shire Council, 1974, p. 102.  See also Stannage, People of Perth, p. 96.  Such sentiments were less 
common at the beginning of the transportation era.  Discussing the first crop of ticket-of-leave labourers hired, 
Comptroller-General Henderson wrote (in January 1851): ‘in almost every instance I have received from their 
employers most satisfactory accounts of them, and in many cases the assurance that they are the best 
servants they ever had.’  See Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, 
August 1851, p. 105. 
180 The attitudes of Greenough pastoralists towards ticket-of-leave shepherds exemplify this tendency. See 
Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 51-3. 
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* Based on yearly populations in each category (ticket-of-leave or free colonist). 

Figure 4.21.181 

 

Although historians have documented numerous ticket-of-leave success stories, mortality figures 

suggest that the majority of ticket holders belonged to a disadvantaged group of society.182  These 

men were more prone to poverty than free colonists and were more vulnerable to dangers and poor 

treatment at work.  More research is needed to determine the sources of these sufferings.  It may be 

that legal disadvantage and bureaucratic ‘red tape’ kept ticketers disempowered (as discussed in 

Chapter Two), or that colonial hostility to the ticket-of-leave presence curbed social mobility.  It is 

clear, however, that a ticket of leave did not guarantee admission into colonial society. 

 

Conclusion 
 
Historians’ emphasis on the ‘freedoms’ that ticket-of-leave men and regional convicts experienced 

has led many to understate the hardships these men endured.183  While the lives of ticketers, 

outstation prisoners and road party men were largely free of the regulated discipline of a prison 

                                                           
181 This chart is limited to cause of death categories mentioned in the text above.  Because childhood deaths 
were included in colonial mortality figures, cause of death comparisons are not straightforward and require 
interpretation specific to the diseases involved (see footnotes 171 and 177).  There is insufficient space here 
for such discussion and thus a comparison of all major disease categories would have been misleading.  Also 
note that the years 1851-53 have been excluded because female deaths were included in free settler cause of 
death data for this period.  Mortality rates calculated from the same sources used in Figures 4.5 and 4.8. 
182 For examples of success stories, see Smith, Australia's Birthstain, pp. 271-5; Potter, 'Pathways to 
Respectability', pp. 106-7, 133-6, 142-3, 154-5; Erickson, 'William Chopin', pp. 272-3; Erickson, '"Satan" 
Browne', pp. 249-51; Erickson, 'Daniel Marsh', pp. 229-34. 
183 See in particular, Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 75, 110; Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 82-107; Edgar, 
'Convict Era', pp. 120-41; Battye, Western Australia, p. 461. 
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environment, mortality data shows that neither of these groups enjoyed a substantial health 

advantage over Fremantle inmates.  Although convicts in the districts were much less likely to die 

from respiratory diseases than Fremantle Prison men, at least some of this advantage was due to the 

selection of strong, fit and healthy prisoners for regional postings.  Elevated mortality rates from 

diarrhoeal infections and fevers suggest that depots and road camps were far from benign living 

environments, while comparatively high rates of drowning and accidental death demonstrate the 

dangers of regional labour.  The harshness of convict life in the bush is also illustrated by the heavy 

death toll of older regional prisoners.  Once the supply of young, robust convicts dried up in the 

1870s (largely because transportation ended), the aging outstation population suffered death rates 

exceeding those of Fremantle inmates.   

 

There is also little indication that ticket-of-leave life was ‘relatively benign’, as Edgar put it.184  While 

rural ticketers were less vulnerable to infectious disease than Fremantle prisoners, this was not the 

case for ticket holders in urban districts.  Relatively high mortality rates from tuberculosis and water-

borne disease suggest that many town-based ticketers lived in filthy, overcrowded environments 

and could rarely afford substantial diets.  Aging convicts also gained little from acquiring their ticket, 

with many prone to poverty or re-institutionalisation as a result of their unsuitability for colonial 

labour.  Historians’ accounts of the similarities between ticketers and free workers are also 

somewhat misleading in a health context.185  While ticket-of-leave survival was dependent on labour 

market and wage fluctuations in the same way as free worker livelihoods, the absence of shared 

disease patterns between free and ticket-of-leave populations suggests that many ticketers were 

socially marginalised.  Substantially elevated death rates from tuberculosis and accidents also imply 

that ticket holders were undervalued as workers and that they were concentrated in the poorest 

classes of society.  Although a ticket of leave enabled convicts to join the colonial workforce, most 

remained underprivileged in comparison to their free compatriots.

                                                           
184 Edgar, 'Convict Era', p. 246.  Several historians have made claims similar to Edgar’s.  See for example, 
Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 82-93; Smith, Australia's Birthstain, p. 266. 
185 See in particular, Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 110; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 120-2; Crowley, Western 
Third, p. 34; Smith, Australia's Birthstain, p. 266. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Disease, Work and Prisoner Skills: Convict Labour Management and its Impact on Health 

 

Most historians have represented the convict experience in Western Australia as a product of two 

competing state agendas: the moral reformation of offenders and the punishment of crime.  

Kimberly, Battye, Hasluck, and Edgar have all stressed the Western Australian system’s ‘reformatory 

aspects’, while Bavin, Millett and Cullity have shown that both reformative and punitive objectives 

informed the treatment of transportees.1  Few Western Australian scholars have recognised that the 

authorities’ desire to extract useful labour from their convict charges also shaped prisoner 

experiences.  By comparing health outcomes for different sectors of the Fremantle Prison workforce, 

this chapter explores the complex relationship between the productivity goals of the state and the 

treatment that convicts received.  It shows how the use of labour incentives and coercion varied for 

different types of prison work and assesses the extent to which convict occupational skills were 

effectively utilised.  It also investigates whether skilled Fremantle inmates gained favourable 

treatment because of their economic value.  To test whether a convict’s labour utility impacted his 

experiences on ticket of leave, the chapter also compares mortality and reconviction rates for 

ticketers with differing pre-conviction skills.  This analysis reassesses the claims of numerous 

historians that the ‘iniquities’ of earlier schemes of convict assignment were absent from the ticket-

of-leave system in Western Australia.2 

 

The Punishment versus Productivity Debate and the Role of Convict Health Data 
 
A central purpose of this chapter is to explore the motivations and strategies that informed convict 

labour management at Fremantle Prison.  As shown in Chapter One, the debate about the primary 

purpose of convict labour has been a consistent feature of scholarship on convictism in Australia 

since the 1980s.  Nicholas’s Convict Workers (1988) argued that convict labour was chiefly organised 

to utilise convict skills and maximise productivity, largely through the use of rewards and benign 

prisoner treatment.3  In opposition to this, Evans and Thorpe provided examples of labour 

management at Moreton Bay in which productivity and economic efficiency were sidelined to 

                                                           
1 Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 168-74; Battye, Western Australia, pp. 463-4; Hasluck, Unwilling 
Emigrants, p. 109; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 5, 317; Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', pp. 479-80; Millett, 'Mild 
But Firm', pp. 143-205; Cullity, 'Reform and Punishment', pp. 63-79.  
2 See in particular, Battye, Western Australia, p. 464; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 109-10; Edgar, 'Convict 
Era', pp. 43-9. 
3 Nicholas and Shergold, 'Unshackling the Past', pp. 9-12. 
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enable the infliction of severe punishment.4  This ‘penal labour’ featured deliberately inefficient 

work methods and beatings, calculated to make labour ‘as painful as was consistent with the 

delivery of punishment’.5   

 

Other historians have offered more nuanced contributions.  Maxwell-Stewart has shown that 

punishment-centred and productivity-driven approaches coexisted at Macquarie Harbour.6  

Different types of labour required different management methods, according to the skill level of the 

workers involved and their position in the settlement’s punishment hierarchy.7  Maxwell-Stewart has 

also pointed out that at Port Arthur, management strategies varied considerably over time, 

oscillating between ‘the extraction of pain regardless of cost’ and ‘more lenient interludes’ which 

focussed on industrial output.8  Roberts and Ford have shown that labour objectives were similarly 

complex at New South Wales penal settlements.  Whereas early stations such as Newcastle were 

geared towards resource extraction through a mixture of punitive and reward-driven work, later 

settlements used ‘unremitted’ labour primarily to ensure prisoner hardship.9  Robbins has also 

documented changes in the management of New South Wales government work gangs.  From 1788 

to 1821, skill shortages and a focus on productivity gave the relatively skilled gang workforce 

leverage to negotiate lenient labour regimes.10  After this point, most skilled men were removed 

from the public sector to satisfy the labour needs of private settlers and the gangs became a vehicle 

for imposing punishment.  With productivity no longer a central concern, convicts’ bargaining power 

declined, as did their work conditions.11   

 

The position of the Western Australian convict system within these debates has yet to be 

established.  Although Winter has examined strategies in place to efficiently utilise ticket-of-leave 

labour in Western Australia, labour within Fremantle Prison has been considered by historians 

chiefly as a means of reform or a means of punishment.12  The possibility that economic motivations 

                                                           
4 Evans and Thorpe, 'Power, Punishment, and Penal Labour', pp. 103-4. 
5 Evans and Thorpe, 'Freedom and Unfreedom', pp. 71-2; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 143. 
6 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 157. 
7 Ibid., pp. 144-51, 156-7. 
8 Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', p. 108. 
9 Ford and Roberts, 'NSW Penal Settlements', (no pagination).  See also Roberts and Garland, 'Forgotten 
Commandant', pp. 11-16, 22-4. 
10 Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', pp. 147-153, 159; Robbins, 'Supervision of Convict Gangs', pp. 98-9; Robbins, 
'Governor Macquarie's Job Descriptions', pp. 3, 13-14. 
11 Robbins, 'Management and Resistance', pp. 368, 373-4; Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', p. 147. 
12 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. v, 45-8, 55-77.  For examples of the focus on reform and 
punishment, see in particular Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 144-6; Cullity, 'Reform and Punishment', p. 64; 
Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 330-1. 
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might also govern prison labour management has been largely overlooked.13  By analysing the health 

of convict workers, this chapter assesses the evidence for punishment-oriented and productivity-

driven labour schemes at Fremantle Prison, a key step towards the inclusion of Western Australian 

transportees in broader debates about convict labour in Australia.  

 

Health data can reveal much about the nature of convict labour management.  A system focussed on 

productivity, for example, was likely to feature a benign work environment and to place a premium 

on convict health.  Satisfactory industrial output required above all the maintenance of a physically-

able workforce.  At the very least, productive workers needed to be fed, clothed and housed at a 

‘subsistence’ level.14  To further enhance productivity, it was necessary either to induce convicts to 

work through a system of rewards or to coerce their labour participation through the threat of 

punishment.15  As several historians of slavery have argued, coercion was an effective management 

tool for simple, repetitive, ‘effort-intensive’ tasks requiring little skill.16  Although fear inhibited the 

ability to work ‘carefully’, it was effective in generating physical effort.17  Such tasks also allowed 

workers to be organised into teams, or ‘gangs’, so that a single supervisor could easily monitor 

compliance and detect shirkers, ensuring that the threat of punishment was real and limiting the 

costs of worker ill-will (which might produce escapes or rebellion).18  Despite these advantages, 

coercive methods were likely to produce greater casualties and to incur greater costs from 

supervision and convict escapes than labour systems based on rewards.19  These factors decreased 

profitability in the long run, especially in cases where worker manpower was limited.   

 

As many managers of convict labour in Australia realised, it was more often in their commercial 

interests to make convict work conditions ‘as comfortable as is consistent with economy’.20  A 

                                                           
13 Bavin has acknowledged that ‘hard work was recommended’ among Fremantle inmates not only ‘as a means 
of reforming idleness’ but also ‘for the commercial production of goods’.  However, she provided no 
explanation of the management strategies employed to foster industrial output.  See Bavin, 'Punishment, 
Prisons and Reform', p. 139; Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', pp. 431-2. 
14 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 144; R. Findlay, 'Slavery, Incentives, and Manumission: A Theoretical 
Model', Journal of Political Economy, vol. 83, no. 5, 1975, p. 926. 
15 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 144-5. 
16 See in particular S. Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision in Comparative Perspective: A Model', Journal of 
Economic History, vol. 44, no. 3, 1984, pp. 639-42; Findlay, 'Slavery, Incentives, and Manumission', p. 924. 
17 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', p. 637. 
18 Ibid., p. 639; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 145. 
19 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', p. 639. 
20 Quotation is from the Superintendent of the Van Diemen’s Land Company, writing in 1831.  See Shaw, 
Convicts and Colonies, p. 220.  Shaw also quoted New South Wales settler James Atkinson’s statement that 
‘kindness was more effective than severity’ in driving convict labour.  A Perth settler expressed similar 
sentiments in a letter to the Perth Gazette in 1851, arguing that ‘the person who hires a ticket-of-leave man, 
should be, as much as possible, his friend’.  See Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 12 
September 1851, p. 3.  The perceived benefits of labour incentives were so great that many assigned convicts 
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productive labour scheme required, ‘not a passive or defeated workforce’ but one motivated by 

morale and self-interest.21  Concessions and rewards encouraged prisoners ‘to identify their own 

best interests with the accomplishment of the task in hand’, as Maxwell-Stewart put it.22  For skilled 

work, or work that involved expensive equipment or goods, incentive-based management was the 

only viable option to increase productivity.  In such cases, the cost of supervision required to impose 

coercion was prohibitive.23  In the Fremantle Prison workshops, for example, the task of effectively 

monitoring whether each smith, shoemaker or tailor precisely followed the changing inflow of work 

instructions transmitted to him would have required close to one supervisor per worker.24  

Moreover, the use of coercion in these circumstances would likely only produce shoddy work and 

incite workers to sabotage goods or equipment.25  The higher casualty rates typically associated with 

coercive management might also be problematic, since skilled workers were generally difficult and 

costly to replace.26 

 

Nonetheless, productivity and economic gain were not the only purposes of convict work.  Labour 

was also a means of punishment.  In situations where the need to punish convicts overrode the 

necessity for labour productivity, convict health was likely to be neglected.  As in Evans and Thorpe’s 

definition of ‘penal labour’, the purpose of convict work under these circumstances was to inflict 

pain, both psychological and physical, through coercive measures and deliberately gruelling labour.27  

The monetary costs of doing so were largely irrelevant, as were the labour losses caused by convicts 

succumbing to illness or accident. 

 

Disease and Labour at Fremantle Prison, 1858-1861 
 
Although prison occupations were not recorded when convicts died at the Fremantle Convict 

Establishment, employment information is available for most men admitted to the prison hospital 

                                                           
in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land were paid wages by their masters, despite this being illegal.  See 
Meredith and Oxley, 'Contracting Convicts', p. 65.  The tendency to work harder and ‘better’ for kind masters 
than for harsh ones was also a feature of slavery in the antebellum southern United States.  See E.D. 
Genovese, Roll Jordan Roll: The World the Slaves Made, London, Andre Deutsch Limited, 1975, p. 307.  
21 Robbins, 'Management and Resistance', p. 370; Genovese, Roll Jordan Roll, p. 15. 
22 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 144. 
23 Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', p. 104. 
24 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', p. 640.  For examples of the difficulties involved in closely supervising 
labour in the Fremantle workshops, see SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 16 October 1858; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 24 
May 1866. 
25 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', pp. 639-41; Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', p. 104. 
26 See for example, Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', p. 153. 
27 Evans and Thorpe, 'Freedom and Unfreedom', pp. 71-2. 
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between 1858 and 1865.28  Combined with employment data for the general Fremantle Prison 

population (compiled from Royal Engineers’ and superintendents’ reports), this data allowed 

morbidity rates to be calculated for different types of convict work.  Around 50 different 

occupational titles were recorded in these datasets.29  To enable meaningful analysis of the data, 

these were grouped into four main categories (see Table 5.1).  The classification system was 

designed primarily to separate skilled work from unskilled work and to distinguish those who 

contributed to public works projects outside the prison from men employed in ‘manufactories’ 

within the prison walls.  A separate category was also given to convicts performing service work 

(mostly inside the prison), positions considered to be ‘responsible billets’.30  Comparing the health of 

prisoners in these work categories indicates their value to the convict department as productive 

assets.  It also provides clues about the relative role of incentives and coercion in the management 

of each labour group.  Separating the comparison into two periods (the first under Governor 

Kennedy, the second under Governor Hampton) exposes changes in the intent of prison 

administrators over time and allows a more nuanced assessment of Hampton’s approach to convict 

management than has been offered by previous historians.  

  

Code in Database Labour Category Occupations Included 

1 Unskilled (Mostly Ganged) 
Public Works Labour  

Labourer, Quarryman, Carter, Woodcutter, 
Pumping Water, Jetty  

2 Skilled Public Works 
Labour 

Carpenter, Mason, Blacksmith, Tinsmith, 
Brickmaker, Sawyer, Painter 

3 Skilled Work in Prison 
Manufactories 

Tailor, Shoemaker, Harness Maker, Hammock 
Maker, Mat Maker, Printer, Bookbinder 

4 Service Work Washer, Cleaner, Hospital Orderly, Messenger, 
Clerk/Writer, Storeman, Boatman, Gardener, Cook, 
Baker, Barber, Lamplighter, Butcher 

Table 5.1. Classification System for Fremantle Prison Occupations.31 

                                                           
28 This information was recorded in the prison’s casual sick lists (records of convicts treated as outpatients 
rather than in hospital) which I have linked to the admission records of men brought into hospital after their 
casual treatment.  Using this method, occupations were entered for almost 80 per cent of Fremantle inmates 
admitted to hospital during 1858-65.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
29 Note that not all of these occupations are listed in Table 5.1, largely to avoid unnecessary repetition of job 
titles that describe the same occupation.  For example, the job titles ‘orderly’, ‘orderly in hospital’, ‘hospital 
orderly’, ‘orderly messenger’ and ‘messenger’ were reduced to simply ‘hospital orderly’ and ‘messenger’ for 
the purposes of the table. 
30 The Herald, 4 December 1869, p. 3. 
31 These categories do not cover all convict occupations undertaken at Fremantle Prison at this time.  Some 
hospitalised men were also recorded as constables and ‘light labour’ convicts, but the numbers employed 
under these titles were recorded only sporadically for the overall prison population, which prevented the 
calculation of morbidity rates.  Men in separate confinement and those sentenced to the refractory cells were 
also excluded from the analysis.   
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* Based on yearly average populations in each labour category. 

Figure 5.1.32  

 

Figure 5.1 shows considerable discrepancies in health between the labour groupings during 1858-61.  

Service workers were the least-frequently hospitalised, with 85 admissions per thousand men per 

year.  Next-healthiest among the categories were skilled indoor workers, followed by skilled 

mechanics on the public works.  Unskilled labourers, most of whom performed ganged outdoor 

work, formed the unhealthiest group, suffering almost five times the morbidity of those in the 

service industries.  To some extent, this spectrum reflects differences in the amount of physical 

exertion required for each work type.  As shown in Chapter Three, the likelihood of falling ill 

increased considerably for prisoners whose labour required more energy than the convict ration 

provided (see Figure 3.10).  Much of the work performed by Fremantle Prison’s labour gangs during 

1858-61 fit this description.  The gangs principally carried out heavy manual tasks such as stacking 

timber, quarrying and raising stone, loading wagons, laying tramlines, making roads, pushing capstan 

bars to pump water from prison wells and driving the prison saw mill.33  The energy expenditure 

                                                           
32 Because prisoner occupational data was not extant for portions of 1858, 1860 and 1861, the contributions of 
these years to the total average morbidity rate were weighted according to the number of days in each year 
for which employment information was available.  Morbidity rates calculated using occupational information 
for hospitalised cases compiled from sources listed in footnote 28, and from overall labour category 
populations found in BPP, 1860, pp. 25, 67-8; TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 165; TNA (UK), CO 18/125, p. 50. 
33 Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 26 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 117; TNA (UK), Replies to 
Interrogatories, CO 18/148, p. 270; E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 19 
February 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 163.  The mode by which the saw mill was driven is not recorded.  
Such machines were normally powered by a steam engine or water wheel during this period.  Use of the job 
description ‘driving the saw mill’ implies that manpower was used as a motive force in the Fremantle case.  
This may have been done using a treadwheel in place of a waterwheel, a method sometimes used to mill flour 
through prisoner exertions.  See R. Tuffin, 'A Monument to Folly?: The Port Arthur Flourmill and Granary', 
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estimates in Chapter Two suggest that convict diets were often insufficient to support such work.  

Many skilled public works occupations also required a large energy input from workers (particularly 

blacksmiths and sawyers), producing similar energy deficits among some convicts (see Table 2.7).  In 

contrast, convict calorie intakes were more than adequate for the relatively sedentary work 

undertaken in the prison’s manufactories, such as tailoring, shoemaking, harness making and 

printing.  Service work such as cooking, cleaning, gardening, washing and clerical duties also placed 

little strain on prisoner energy reserves (see Table 2.7). 

 

Caloric deficiencies among convict workers were particularly likely to impact rates of respiratory 

illness.  Several historians have argued that the relationship between nutrition and morbidity is 

stronger for respiratory diseases than for most other infectious conditions.34  While many pathogens 

are so virulent that they produce disease regardless of the patients’ nutritional status, for most 

respiratory diseases, adequate sustenance offers at least some protection against infection.35  Thus if 

heavy workloads did undermine the nutrition of ganged and skilled public works convicts, these men 

would likely be more susceptible to respiratory illness than their better-sustained fellows.  Figure 5.2 

strongly suggests that this was the case.  Between 1858 and 1861, public works convicts (skilled and 

unskilled) were admitted to hospital for respiratory conditions almost four times as frequently as 

indoor workers.  This disparity suggests a marked difference in the energy demands of indoor and 

outdoor labour at Fremantle Prison.    

 

                                                           
Tasmanian Historical Studies, vol. 9, 2004, pp. 124-38; E.W. Cooney, 'Eighteenth Century Britain's Missing 
Sawmills: A Blessing in Disguise?', Construction History, vol. 7, 1991, pp. 28-31. 
34 See for example, Harris, 'McKeown Thesis Revisited', p. 382; T. McKeown, 'Food, Infection, and Population', 
The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, vol. 14, no. 2, 1983, p. 236; Bellagio Conference, 'The Relationship of 
Nutrition, Disease, and Social Conditions: A Graphical Presentation', The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 
vol. 14, no. 2, 1983, p. 506. 
35 Bellagio Conference, 'Relationship of Nutrition', pp. 505-6; M. Livi-Bacci, 'The Nutrition-Mortality Link in Past 
Times: A Comment', The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, vol. 14, no. 2, 1983, p. 294.  Note that nutritional 
status is less important in determining susceptibility to influenza.  See in particular, A. Carmichael, 'Infection, 
Hidden Hunger, and History', The Journal of Interdisciplinary History, vol. 14, no. 2, 1983, pp. 249-64. 
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* Based on yearly average populations for each labour grouping shown. 

Figure 5.2.36 

 

Public works convicts also had a much higher risk of accident than their indoor counterparts, 

suggesting that the tasks they performed were considerably more dangerous.  As mentioned 

previously, high accident rates are also characteristic of an underfed and debilitated workforce, a 

further sign that prisoner diets were often insufficient for public works labour.37  The prevalence of 

accidents may also indicate that coercive management was applied to segments of the outdoor 

workforce, generating high levels of worker stress that undermined the quality of convict work and 

hence worker safety.38   

 

Variations in the timing of seasonal morbidity peaks are also revealing (see Figure 5.3).  Whereas 

unskilled labourers were most prone to disease during the summer months, when work hours were 

longest (9 ½ hours), all other labour categories were most vulnerable during autumn and winter, 

when prisoners worked 9-hour and 8 ½-hour days respectively.39  This implies that the physical 

exertion of labour had a stronger impact on the health of the outdoor gangs than any other group.  

For these men, a slight increase in work hours had significant health ramifications, no doubt 

exacerbated by the debilitating summer sun.  These were evidently workers with low energy 

reserves who laboured close to the margin of ill health.  Skilled outdoor workers were less sensitive 

to the increased summer work schedule, despite many labouring in the same climatic conditions as 

                                                           
36 Hospital admission rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 5.1. 
37 Roland and Shannon, 'Patterns of Disease', p. 72. 
38 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', p. 637. 
39 Details of convict work hours sourced from BPP, May 1866, p. 11; BPP, May 1862, p. 27. 
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the gangs.  Nor were men at indoor trades and service work detrimentally affected by the heavier 

demands of long summer days.  The autumn and winter disease peaks among skilled and service 

workers suggest that factors like proximity to other convicts were more important work-related 

causes of disease than difficulty of labour.  These seasons were periods of high risk for the 

transmission of fevers and airborne diseases through close contact.40 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each labour category. 

Figure 5.3.41 

 

A Hierarchical Labour System 
 
The increasing scale of morbidity from service workers to ganged labourers strongly suggests a 

hierarchy of labour tiers at Fremantle Prison, ranging from benign, incentive-based treatment at the 

top to coercive, debilitating treatment at the bottom.  Evidence of the labour conditions experienced 

by each group confirms this picture.  After convict constables (for whom morbidity rates are 

unavailable), service workers made up the prison’s most privileged labour group.  These men were 

                                                           
40 Fever morbidity rates peaked among the prison population during these months.  Evaluated from SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6A.  The spread of airborne infections in 
workshops, cookhouses and washhouses would also have been exacerbated by the humid air and lesser 
ventilation (to preserve heat) which generally accompany the colder months.  See Fares, 'Seasonality of 
Tuberculosis', pp. 48-9. 
41 Because monthly labour distribution figures were not available for Fremantle Prison during this period, it has 
been assumed when computing seasonal morbidity rates that the number of prisoners in each work category 
was constant throughout the year.  Rates calculated from the same sources used to compile Figure 5.1. 
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selected from the best-behaved, most trustworthy and most efficient of Fremantle’s inmates and 

received a number of perks and incentives to industry.42  John Acton Wroth wrote of the ‘kindness 

and respect’ with which he was treated while employed as a clerk in Superintendent Dixon’s office 

and of ‘the many privileges which I have no room to enumerate’.43  John Mortlock similarly noted 

that as clerk for the prison hospital ‘[his] sufferings were not very intense’.44  Many in service 

positions were allowed considerable freedom of movement.  In 1859, Superintendent Lefroy 

ordered that Robert Eyre, a convict messenger, be allowed to go into the town of Fremantle 

unaccompanied ‘whenever required to do so’.45  Convict boatmen working at Fremantle were 

similarly allowed to remain on the water well after supervisors and other convicts had returned to 

the prison.46  Access to valuable prison commodities such as food and clothing also presented 

service workers with lucrative opportunities to participate in the extensive ‘system of petty frauds 

and trafficking’ prevailing at Fremantle Prison in the late 1850s.47  By pilfering and bartering clothing 

and stores, convicts could attain comforts such as ‘intoxicating spirits’ or acquire cash, probably from 

corrupt prison warders or military men.48  Evidence of these transactions can be found in the charges 

of ‘Drunkenness’, ‘making away with government property’ and ‘Having prohibited articles, money, 

&c.’ consistently brought against convicts during 1858-59.49  Concerns about illicit trading in surplus 

prison clothing (by convict cleaners and washermen) were so great that in June 1859 it was ordered 

that invoices must accompany all parcels of clothing travelling to and from the wash house.50  

  

The second labour tier was made up of mechanics on the public works and convicts in the prison’s 

manufacturing sector (labour categories two and three).  Although their labour experience was less 

                                                           
42 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', p. 281; Erickson, 'John Acton Wroth', p. 22; Acting 
Comptroller-General Wray's Half-Yearly Report, 31 March 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 21. 
43 Letter from Wroth to his father, June 1851, JSBL, Acc. 2816A. 
44 Mortlock, Experiences of a Convict, p. 220. 
45 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 21 May 1859. 
46 See for example, ibid., 22 January 1860. 
47 Comptroller-General Henderson's Yearly Report, 1 March 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 61.  In April 1859, the Perth 
Gazette accused the convict department of ‘an organised system of fraud’ involving illicit trading of 
government property between prison officers and convicts.  The period was later referred to by The Herald as 
one of ‘wholesale plunder’ within the Convict Establishment.  See Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of 
Politics and News, 15 April 1859, p. 2; ibid., 3 June 1859, p. 2; The Herald, 4 December 1869, p. 3. 
48 BPP, August 1857, p. 49; BPP, August 1859, p. 142; The Herald, 4 December 1869, p. 3.  The ‘vigorous 
excision’ of corrupt prison officers carried out in 1859 suggests that these men were considered the root of the 
trafficking problem.  See Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 65; Duke of 
Newcastle to Governor Kennedy, 27 July 1860, SROWA, Despatches relating to Convicts from the Secretary of 
State, April - September 1860, Cons. 134/19, WAS 1185, no. 41. 
49 See for example, BPP, August 1857, p. 49; BPP, August 1859, pp. 38, 142; BPP, 1860, p. 76. 
50 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 10 June 1859.  Although the ‘very Important duties’ of issuing clothing to the 
prisoners and receiving their dirty clothes in return were supposed to be discharged by prison warders, in the 
late 1850s these tasks were often carried out by convicts employed to clean the divisions.  See ibid., 9 February 
1859. 
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benign than service workers, these men were nonetheless managed principally through incentives.  

Due to the difficulties referred to above in supervising skilled labour, workshop convicts enjoyed 

relative freedom from the gaze of an overseer.51  In the blacksmiths’ ‘shop’, a single ‘discipline 

warder’ walked ‘rounds’ in order to monitor the prisoners’ progress.52  The limits of this supervisory 

system are shown by an 1858 order that warders should in future take care to prevent unauthorised 

keys being manufactured by convict smiths.53  This implies that irregular supervision had previously 

contributed to an escape attempt.  Similar oversights allowed workshop employees to engage in 

trafficking of goods and equipment.54  In 1859, police searches of the prison workshops (during an 

investigation of corruption and fraud among prison officials) found ‘secreted portions of [a] turning 

lathe and other articles in the Blacksmith’s shop’, and in the carpenters’ shop ‘veneers of all 

descriptions for an extensive trade in fancy boxes, picture frames, &c., &c.’55  These shortcomings in 

supervision make it unlikely that skilled convicts were coerced to work by the direct threat of 

punishment. 

 

Skilled convicts (blacksmiths and sawyers) were also the only labourers at this time to receive work 

inducements in the form of extra rations.56  While these were not conditional on work output, such a 

measure would certainly have boosted morale and was clearly designed to enhance work ethic.  The 

system of marks introduced in 1858 also gave skilled men unique access to labour rewards.  The 

nominal maximum number of daily marks available was four, awarded for ‘exemplary’ conduct and 

industry.57  Among ‘species of skilled labour’, however, five marks could be awarded per day to any 

convict who demonstrated ‘an amount of skill which renders his labour of more than usual value to 

the Government’.58  Convicts who earned more than three marks per day achieved remissions of 

sentence.59  For those receiving five marks, this amounted to a very substantial two days remission 

                                                           
51 Superintendent Dixon was keenly aware of the tendency for ‘compulsory labour’ to incite ‘evasion and 
deception in every form’, an outcome particularly harmful to the production of goods in the manufactories.  
See Superintendent Dixon to Comptroller-General Henderson, February 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 126. 
52 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 16 October 1858. 
53 Ibid. 
54 Dunning and Maxwell-Stewart have argued that skilled convicts in Tasmania’s probation gangs often struck 
deals with supervisory officers in order to participate in black market trading that defrauded the government.  
Because overseers could not risk halting productivity by prosecuting their most valuable mechanics, skilled 
prisoners were able to negotiate access to black markets in exchange for greater work output.  Goods 
trafficking at Fremantle Prison may have similarly resulted from supervisor complicity rather than negligence.  
See Dunning and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Mutiny at Deloraine', pp. 42-3.   
55 Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 3 June 1859, p. 2. 
56 1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 27 (Department Orders section); SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7. 
57 London School of Economics Archive, Sir Joshua Jebb, Memorandum on the Mark System in Western 
Australia, 1863, JEBB/6/65, pp. 1-2. 
58 Superintendent Dixon to Comptroller-General Henderson, February 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 130. 
59 London School of Economics Archive, Jebb, Mark System, JEBB/6/65, p. 2. 
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for every three days worked, although minimum periods of detention were enforced to prevent 

prisoners ‘getting off too easily’.60   

 

The contrast between the management of skilled workers and the treatment of ganged unskilled 

labourers was stark.  These convicts occupied the bottom tier of Fremantle Prison’s labour hierarchy.  

A large portion of the ganged workforce consisted of men sentenced to periods of hard labour, 

either on top of their probation sentences or as a punishment for misconduct while on ticket of 

leave.61  Thus the punitive role of their labour was more explicit than for any other work category.  

Although there is no evidence of beatings or the use of chains among the unskilled gangs, other 

aspects of their employment were consistent with ‘penal labour’, as defined by Evans and Thorpe.62  

In many cases, gang work was made deliberately difficult and inefficient.  Many of the tasks these 

men performed were the most physically strenuous that Fremantle Prison had to offer, performed 

without mechanical assistance or the aid of animal power.63  Superintendent Lefroy noted in 1860 

that ‘20 or 30 convicts [were] habitually employed to do the work which two of them, aided by a 

horse and cart, could do equally well in the same time’.64  As Lefroy lamented, this practice revealed 

to convicts ‘the low value obviously placed on their exertions’.65  It also equated work with 

punishment (rather than the pursuit of production goals), as Evans and Thorpe have pointed out.66   

 

Lefroy also argued that inefficient labour methods created despondency in the workforce.  As a 

result, the only means of generating ‘the fallacious semblance of industry’ was the ‘faltering and 

insufficient instrumentality of punishment’.67  Working in easily-supervised teams, performing tasks 

that required little skill and no expensive equipment (that could be damaged by worker resentment), 

Fremantle’s labour gangs were prime targets for such coercive methods.  Indeed ganging seems to 

have been a key determinant of worker treatment at the prison.  During 1858-61, the average 

                                                           
60 Superintendent Dixon to Comptroller-General Henderson, February 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 130.  Skilled 
public works convicts were granted remissions before the advent of the mark system, but this new scheme 
formalised the process.  See for example, Memorandum to Fremantle Prison Superintendent, 11 June 1856, 
SROWA, Comptroller-General's Letterbook (to Superintendent of Fremantle Prison), April 1856 - November 
1859, Acc. 1156/C26, AN 358. 
61 Such men were categorised separately under the heading ‘hard labour’ or ‘H.L.’ in the casual sick lists from 
which prison occupational data was drawn.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13. 
62 See Evans and Thorpe, 'Freedom and Unfreedom', pp. 71-2. 
63 Clerk of Works Half-Yearly Report, 26 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 117; Comptroller-General 
Henderson's Yearly Report, 15 May 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 16. 
64 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, pp. 66-7. 
65 Ibid., p. 67. 
66 Evans and Thorpe, 'Freedom and Unfreedom', p. 71. 
67 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 67. 
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morbidity rate for all non-ganged workers was 143 hospital admissions per thousand men per year, 

compared to 403 per thousand per year in the outdoor gangs.68  This disparity is of a similar order to 

the divergence between ganged and non-ganged death rates identified by Maxwell-Stewart at Port 

Arthur during 1832-43.69  Tuffin has described ganged labour at Port Arthur in this era as 

‘unmistakably punishment-oriented’.70  The substantial health disadvantage experienced by ‘hard 

labour parties’ at Fremantle Prison suggests their treatment was similarly punitive.   

 

Punishment or Productivity? 
 
It is clear that the methods employed to manage the labour gangs were not productivity measures.  

Inefficient use of manpower, low worker morale and morbidity levels that sidelined a significant 

portion of the workforce were unlikely to hasten the completion of public works projects.  Harsh 

treatment of the gangs instead represented an effort to subdue the increasing number of ‘utterly 

incorrigible characters’ noted by Superintendent Dixon in 1858, ‘to whom liberty is of no benefit 

whatsoever, and who, …, set at open defiance all rules of propriety and order.’71  These men were 

more valuable as exemplars of the harsh conditions that awaited disobedient convicts in the upper 

labour tiers than they were as labour resources.  As Maxwell-Stewart put it, dread of demotion to 

the hard labour party was necessary to curb ‘incentive inflation’ – to prevent the need for ever-

growing rewards systems to motivate workers in the top echelons.72  It is also likely that the ‘low 

value’ of unskilled labour enabled gang workers to be exploited.  Working these men until their 

health collapsed reduced the available labour pool, but their positions were much less difficult to fill 

than skilled ones, which often required training or the recruitment of replacement skilled men from 

outstations.73  Choosing unskilled workers as the exemplars of punishment labour therefore 

minimised the disruption to productivity caused by the need to punish.   

 

                                                           
68 Calculated from data used in Figure 5.1. 
69 Maxwell-Stewart calculated mortality rates of 48 deaths per thousand men per year among ganged workers, 
compared to 13 per thousand per year for the non-ganged.  See Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', pp. 104-5. 
70 Tuffin, 'Evolution of Convict Management', p. 78.  The most notorious of the Port Arthur gangs were the 
‘centipede’ or timber-carrying gangs.  For convict accounts of life in these gangs, see L. Miller, Notes of an Exile 
to Van Diemen's Land, Fredonia, W. McKinstry, 1846, pp. 334-9; M. Cash, Martin Cash, the Bushranger of Van 
Diemen's Land in 1843-4: A Personal Narrative of his Exploits in the Bush and his Experiences at Port Arthur and 
Norfolk Island, 5th edn., Hobart, J. Walch & Sons, 1929 [1870], p. 52.  
71 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 23. 
72 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 146, 156. 
73 By the end of 1857, Fremantle Prison had the capacity to train men as blacksmiths, carpenters, rough 
masons, tailors, shoemakers and printers.  See Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, 
BPP, August 1859, p. 88. 
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While punishment loomed large in the experiences of ganged unskilled labourers, the health records 

and work conditions of other convict occupations suggest that productivity was prioritised in these 

sectors.  In the indoor trades, the impetus for productivity stemmed from the authorities’ desire to 

reduce the convict system’s considerable operational costs.  Goods were produced largely for use 

within the convict department, to limit the costs of outsourcing supplies.  Tailors and shoemakers 

assembled and repaired clothing and footwear to be worn by prisoners, and made uniforms for the 

warders and police forces.74  Other textile workers made hammocks and tents to be used in the 

pensioner barracks and spun cloth and coir from recycled fabrics.75  Harness makers equipped ‘the 

transport branch of the service’ with reins and saddles, and bookbinders made up administrative 

forms and added to the prison library.76  In some cases, goods were produced for a wider market 

and the profits used to further offset convict department expenditure.  Government Gazettes were 

printed for the colonial government, blankets were washed for sale through the commissariat, and 

excess produce from the prison garden was sold at auction.77 

 

The need for economic efficiency in the indoor trades was intensified in the late 1850s by reduced 

convict numbers, as transportation to Western Australia ceased temporarily.78  To preserve 

productivity on the public works, ‘retrenchment’ of indoor tradesmen and service workers was 

‘carried to the utmost limit’, enforcing ‘very great economy’ in the discharge of manufacturing and 

prison maintenance work.79  It is likely that the perceived economic value of indoor workers 

increased greatly in this period as a result.  Their superior health in comparison to other labour 

categories strongly supports this interpretation.  

  

                                                           
74 Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 19 January 1858, ibid., pp. 90-2. 
75 Ibid., p. 91. 
76 Ibid., p. 92. 
77 Ibid.; Samuel Padbury, Storekeeper's Annual Report, 15 December 1862, TNA (UK), CO 18/130, p. 177. 
78 No convict ships arrived in Western Australia between August 1859 and February 1861.  The Secretary of 
State explained that this was due to an ‘extreme deficiency in the number of available Convicts in this Country 
[Britain]’.  See Duke of Newcastle to Governor Kennedy, 18 August 1860, SROWA, Cons. 134/19, no. 48.  
Concerns about the maladministration of the convict system may also have influenced the decision to suspend 
transportation.  Allegations of financial corruption and embezzlement had led to Superintendent Dixon’s 
dismissal in 1859, and a concurrent rise in convict escape attempts was viewed by many settlers as further 
evidence of administrative laxity.  Edgar has also highlighted the outspoken opposition of Bishop Mathew Hale 
to the convict system at this time.  Hale claimed that little effort had been made to reform the convicts and 
that, as a result, discharged prisoners continued to exert a harmful moral influence on the community.  See 
Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 23 July 1858, p. 3; ibid., 15 April 1859, p. 2; ibid., 
22 April 1859, p. 2; ibid., 29 April 1859, p. 2; T. Stebbing, 'Thomas Hill Dixon: First Superintendent of Convicts in 
Western Australia', Early Days: Journal of the Royal Western Australian Historical Society, vol. 11, no. 5, 1999, 
pp. 621-3; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 176-8, 201.  For arguments put forward for the continuance of 
transportation, see BPP, March 1861, pp. 1-23. 
79 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 67. 
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On the public works, the urgent necessity for public buildings and infrastructure in the struggling 

colony ensured that maximising productivity was a central concern of convict administrators.80  As 

Lefroy noted, ‘the public wants of a young colony … principally roads, bridges and public buildings’ 

made it essential to ‘economize [the] health and strength’ of convict workers, and ‘to obtain the 

greatest useful result from their labour’.81  This applied particularly to skilled construction workers, 

whose expertise had been in short supply since the Convict Establishment’s beginnings.82  This 

combination of skill shortages and high demand for building works closely resembles the situation 

described by Robbins in early New South Wales.83  There the productivity imperative prevented 

brutal treatment of skilled convict timber workers and empowered them to withhold labour effort in 

order to acquire greater rewards.84  The focus on incentivising skilled work at Fremantle Prison, 

particularly through the 1858 mark system, suggests that skilled public works convicts held similar 

bargaining power in Western Australia during 1858-61.   

 

Despite the value of skilled labour, methods in place to utilise skilled workers at Fremantle Prison 

were far from optimised.  Comparing pre-arrival trades with prison occupations for a sample of 232 

Fremantle inmates during 1858-61 revealed that only 43 per cent of those working in skilled prison 

positions had relevant expertise.85  This occurred despite the fact that for every skilled prison trade, 

the number of transportees with prior experience exceeded the number of available positions.86  

These figures fall well short of Nicholas’s findings for New South Wales convicts in 1828, when 70 

                                                           
80 Governor Kennedy to Duke of Newcastle, 16 June 1860, BPP, March 1861, p. 3.  The need for passable roads 

was a particularly pressing concern.  In 1860, a petition signed by Western Australian settlers claimed that ‘the 

means of speedy and easy transport’ were then ‘more than ever required’.  See Memorial of Magistrates, 

Landowners, Merchants, and others to Governor Kennedy, 14 June 1860, ibid., p. 4. 
81 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, pp. 66-7. 
82 In the early 1850s, shortages of masons and carpenters were so great that free mechanics had to be hired 
from Adelaide to assist in constructing Convict Department buildings.  Public works projects continued to stall 
throughout the 1850s and into the 1860s for want of skilled convict construction workers.  See for example, 
Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, August 1851, pp. 101-2; Governor 
Fitzgerald to Earl Grey, 12 June 1851, BPP, April 1852, p. 153; Acting Comptroller-General Wray to Governor 
Kennedy, 3 July 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 81; Memorial of Magistrates, Landowners, Merchants, and others 
to Governor Kennedy, 14 June 1860, BPP, March 1861, p. 4.  
83 Robbins, 'Governor Macquarie's Job Descriptions', pp. 13-4. 
84 Ibid., p. 14; Robbins, 'Management and Resistance', pp. 369, 374. 
85 These ‘skilled positions’ included all jobs in labour categories two and three (see Table 5.1), as well as the 
service work positions of cook, baker, butcher and clerk.  The sample occupational data was obtained from 
casual sick lists.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS8.  Pre-arrival trades were compiled from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  
Because the sample consisted of sick convicts only, it is possible that the figure of 43 per cent is an 
underestimate – convicts mismatched to skilled occupations may have been considered more expendable by 
the authorities, making them more likely to be mistreated and fall ill.   
86 Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS8; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
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per cent of skilled urban workers and 59 per cent of skilled construction workers laboured in the 

same jobs they had held in Britain.87  Nicholas claimed this was evidence of the ‘efficient’ allocation 

of skill in convict Australia.88  

  

Part of the reason for Fremantle’s lagging efficiency in this area was the prison’s increasing role as a 

training facility.  In 1859, Dixon stated that Fremantle was no longer ‘a mere prison’, but ‘a school of 

industry for every man as yet unskilled in useful labour whom it receives within its wall.’89  Much like 

the lumber yards depicted by Robbins, Fremantle Prison workshops were organised so that skilled 

prisoners worked alongside and instructed the unskilled.90  The concentration of men with previous 

trade experience was therefore diluted by the presence of trainees.  Robbins argued that such 

methods ‘made better use’ of scarce skilled men by providing them with ‘apprentices’ to perform 

the more routine aspects of their work.91  In the Fremantle case, however, trainees did not merely 

supplement skilled labourers but often worked in their stead.  Over 80 per cent of men who arrived 

with skills useful to the prison were assigned to labour unfamiliar to them, while a portion of less 

useful men were retrained in the workshops.92  The prison’s ‘antagonistic system’ of labour 

organisation and supervision probably contributed to this misallocation of skill.93  Lefroy regularly 

complained that the staff of the Royal Engineers, who were solely responsible for apportioning work 

to prisoners, were not accountable to the prison superintendent but ‘only to their military 

superiors’.94  This independence, he argued, undermined the pursuit of ‘economy, or unity of 

purpose’ in the distribution of the convict workforce.95   

 

                                                           
87 Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', p. 123; Nicholas and Shergold, 'Convicts as Workers', p. 66.  Because pre-
arrival trade descriptions were generally more specific than Fremantle Prison job titles, the matching criteria 
used in this study were more generous than the ‘strict definition of occupations’ used by Nicholas (see 
Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', p. 121).  Joiners and cabinet makers, for example, were deemed to have 
experience relevant to Fremantle Prison carpentry, and iron moulders and braziers were treated as 
experienced ‘smiths’.  Other pre-arrival trades were not practised within Fremantle Prison but still offered 
skills relevant to prison labour.  Past experience as a confectioner, for example, was deemed relevant to prison 
employment as a baker.  Likewise, former professionals such as solicitors, whose jobs had demanded high 
levels of literacy, were considered to have expertise relevant to clerical work in the prison.  Because of these 
greater margins for job variation, the gap in labour allocation efficiency between New South Wales and 
Fremantle Prison is likely to have been even larger than the figures above suggest.   
88 Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', pp. 123, 125. 
89 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 25.  On vocational training at 
Fremantle Prison, see also Bush, 'Convicts' Contribution to Built Environment', pp. 227-35. 
90 Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', p. 148; Bavin, 'Punishment, Prisons and Reform', p. 139. 
91 Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', p. 148. 
92 Computed from same sample of 232 men from casual sick lists discussed above.   
93 Superintendent Lefroy to Comptroller-General Henderson, 1 January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 231. 
94 Ibid.; Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 71. 
95 Superintendent Lefroy to Comptroller-General Henderson, 1 January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 231. 
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These failings demonstrate that Fremantle Prison was yet to fully harness its ‘human capital’ during 

1858-61.  Other practices also undermined the pursuit of productivity.  The enforcement of 

mandatory periods of separate treatment for all reconvicted prisoners, for example, made large 

swathes of the labour force unavailable for public works employment.  Separate treatment inmates 

were confined to their cells in silence for all but one hour of each day.96  By December 1861, the 

number of men in cellular isolation had reached 132, almost one third of the Fremantle Prison 

population.97  Although many of these prisoners were assigned indoor trades such as tailoring, their 

work output was consistently less than men in the prison workshops – largely because of difficulties 

in properly supervising cell-based labour.98   

 

Although there is considerable evidence of a push for labour productivity during 1858-61, the 

authorities’ commitment to this goal was not comprehensive.  While efforts were made to 

incentivise skilled work and service industries, and to preserve prisoner health in these sectors, less 

attention was paid to matching convicts’ prior skills with their prison jobs.  Productivity was also 

hamstrung by adherence to punishments like separate treatment which diminished the labour pool 

for public works and produced little in terms of manufactured goods.  It is also clear that the pursuit 

of industry did not eliminate the need for punishment-oriented labour.  In the unskilled gangs, 

inefficient work methods were used to enhance labour difficulty and convicts were coerced to work 

by the threat of punishment.  The elevated morbidity rate of ganged labourers suggests that these 

men were not viewed directly as productive assets.  Rather, the image of harsh work conditions in 

the gangs served to enhance the efficacy of incentives provided to other labour tiers.  

    

Governor Hampton and Convict Labour Management 
 
The appointment of Governor John Hampton in February 1862 instigated a number of important 

changes in the management of convict labour in Western Australia.  As numerous historians have 

noted, Hampton pursued public works projects with a new vigour, increasing the proportion of 

convicts employed in constructing public buildings and dispersing myriad road parties to improve 

colonial transport networks.99  According to Crowley, this was an effort ‘to make the greatest 

                                                           
96 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 24 September 1864. 
97 Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8.  The mean Fremantle Prison population 
during 1861 was 410 men.  See Appendix 1, Table A1. 
98 Regarding the work output of separate treatment convicts, steward James Masters considered it ‘very 
evident that from cellular labour such an amount of industry will not be secured as would be the case if the 
employed were all in view at the same time’.  Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 19 January 1858, BPP, August 
1859, p. 92.  See also Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, ibid., p. 84.     
99 Shaw, Convicts and Colonies, p. 356; Crowley, Western Third, p. 37; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 73; 
Battye, Western Australia, p. 255; Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 195-6. 
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possible use of convict labour whilst it continued to be available.’100  This sense of urgency was 

conveyed by Hampton’s 1865 instruction ‘that all the Convict labor henceforth available for public 

works in the Colony should be employed on roads, bridges, jetties, …’.101  Hampton’s policies suggest 

a growing emphasis on labour productivity, with particular reference to construction work and road-

making.  Efforts to increase work output in these areas were not confined to outstations and road 

parties but were evident in the changing composition of the Fremantle Prison workforce.  As 

mentioned in Chapter Three, the proportion of Fremantle inmates employed on public works 

increased dramatically under Hampton, from 36 per cent of the prison population in 1861 to 60 per 

cent by 1865.102 

   

Hampton’s decision to abolish separate treatment for reconvicted prisoners further demonstrated 

his intention to maximise labour output among Fremantle inmates.  According to Hampton, the chief 

reason for the abolition was that ‘the whole of the work’ (mostly tailoring) performed by men in 

separation cells ‘could be executed by a tithe of the number’.103  He argued that separate treatment 

was ‘training men, in effect, to be idle’.  Moreover, it was ‘entirely wasting a large amount of labour’ 

that could be deployed on public works.104  An 1861 internal prison inquiry had also found evidence 

that prolonged solitude caused significant physical and mental damage to inmates.105  As Millett has 

argued, these findings may have persuaded the authorities that separate treatment would diminish 

convicts’ future labour capacity and was therefore counterproductive.106 

 

The efficiency of convict labour allocation at Fremantle Prison also improved in the Hampton era.  

While the proportion of transportees arriving with skills useful to the prison remained the same as in 

the late 1850s, under Hampton such prisoners were more often assigned to work consistent with 

their trade backgrounds.107  During 1862-65, 61 per cent of skilled prison positions were filled by 

                                                           
100 Crowley, Western Third, p. 37. 
101 Governor Hampton to Secretary of State, 17 February 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 351. 
102 Calculated from BPP, 1860, pp. 36, 78; BPP, May 1862, pp. 28, 44; BPP, July 1863, p. 32; BPP, June 1865, pp. 
16, 29; BPP, May 1866, p. 11. 
103 Governor Hampton to Duke of Newcastle, 19 February 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 24. 
104 Ibid. 
105 See Reports on the effects, both moral and physical, of solitary or separate confinement, enclosed in 
Governor Kennedy to Duke of Newcastle, 5 February 1862, BPP, May 1862, pp. 57-67. 
106 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 144-5. 
107 Approximately 46 per cent of convicts who arrived in Western Australia during 1858-61 had skills broadly 
applicable to labour regimes at Fremantle Prison.  The corresponding figure for 1862-65 was also 46 per cent.  
Calculated using Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  Pre-arrival skills classed as ‘useful’ in the 
prison environment included building trades, experience in textiles and industrial manufacturing, white-collar 
work, and backgrounds in the food and drink industry – in other words, all pre-arrival trades listed in 
categories 3, 4, 5, 9 and 10 in Table 5.2. 
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inmates who had worked similar jobs in Britain, a substantial increase from the 1858-61 figures 

calculated above.108  In the prison’s skilled construction sector, the proportion of men with relevant 

expertise reached 58 per cent, rivalling Nicholas’s New South Wales findings.109  In some cases, 

newly-arrived transportees in this period were ordered not to be transferred to outstations purely 

because they possessed skills valuable to Fremantle Prison.110  This greater emphasis on harnessing 

pre-arrival trade experience suggests that skilled convicts were more highly-prized under Hampton 

than during 1858-61.  Improvements in labour allocation also coincided with the withdrawal of the 

Royal Engineers from the colony in 1862, giving credence to Lefroy’s claims that low supervisor 

accountability had undermined the optimal assignment of convict labour tasks.111  

 

Accompanying Hampton’s pursuit of greater labour efficiency was an increase in the disciplinary 

machinery capable of extracting convict work effort by force.  In May 1862, a ‘stringent class’ was 

formed with the intention of inspiring fear among other convict labourers.112  Comprised largely of 

absconders, the bulk of these prisoners laboured in 14 or 28 pound chains.113  At least initially, they 

performed work specifically selected for its ‘dirty or disagreeable’ nature and from 1863, were 

placed under guard of armed sentries empowered to shoot would-be escapees.114  As Lefroy noted, 

these were measures calculated not only to punish men within the stringent class but to increase 

                                                           
108 As in the labour allocation analysis for 1858-61, these percentages were computed by comparing the pre-
arrival trades and prison occupations of a sample of Fremantle Prison inmates whose employment details 
were listed in casual sick lists.  The 1862-65 sample consisted of 229 convicts and their prison occupations 
were obtained from SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13.  Information on pre-arrival trades was compiled from Erickson and 
O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  Prison occupations designated as ‘skilled positions’ were the same as 
for 1858-61 and the job matching procedure was also identical (see footnotes 85 and 87).  
109 The corresponding figure for New South Wales convicts was 59 per cent (in 1828).  See Nicholas, 'Convict 
Labour Market', p. 123.  The ‘skilled construction sector’ refers to all occupations in prison labour category two 
(see Table 5.1). 
110 After the landing of the Corona in 1866, for example, new arrivals with experience as carpenters, French 
polishers, painters, circular sawyers, blacksmiths, engineers, fitters, moulders, masons and bricklayers were 
ordered to remain at Fremantle Prison, despite the majority of their shipmates being transferred to regional 
depots.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 28 December 1866.  To some extent, this practice mirrored Governor 
Macquarie’s efforts to withhold tickets of leave from indispensable skilled convicts in government employ in 
New South Wales.  See Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', p. 152. 
111 Secretary of State to G.A. Hamilton Esq., 25 September 1862, TNA (UK), Letters from Secretary of State: 
Domestic: Convicts, 1858-1863, CO 397/20, pp. 316-7. 
112 In this chapter, the term ‘stringent class’ is used to refer to all prisoners who were sent to the ‘iron class’, 
‘absconder class’, ‘stringent class’ or ‘chain gangs’.  Although Millett has asserted that each of the first three 
were distinct prison classes, these terms were often used interchangeably by prison officials.  In 
superintendents’ order books, prisoners were often described as entering the ‘iron class’ or ‘absconder class’ 
but were then discharged from the ‘stringent class’ or ‘chain gang’, and vice versa.  These classes were also 
often lumped together in prison parlance and worked together in joint parties.  Numerous orders referred to 
the ‘stringent and absconder class’ or the ‘stringent and iron class’.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 166-71. 
113 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 167. 
114 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 23 May 1862, 31 October 1863. 
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obedience and industry among other convict workers.  Lefroy considered such a class ‘a useful 

engine in the discipline of a large body of prisoners’, not only because it made ‘the lenient discipline 

of all other prisoners appear to themselves, by comparison, still easier and pleasanter than it would 

otherwise be esteemed’, but because it encouraged ‘good conduct among all those who are not in 

the stringent class, by a wholesome dread of being transferred to it.’115  This was the same principle 

that inspired harsh treatment of ganged labourers in 1858-61, but formalised through a designated 

prison class. 

 

The use of flogging also increased under Hampton, compared to 1858-61 levels (but not compared 

to the early 1850s).116  This punishment was used mainly for absconders (or those plotting to do so) 

and for mutinous or violent conduct, rather than to stimulate industry at work.117  Nonetheless, 

these acts were important modes of resistance in the convict labourer’s arsenal.118  Deterring such 

behaviour by the threat of the lash increased the amount of labour that could safely be extracted 

from convict workers.      

 

The Hampton era also saw a crackdown on freedoms and trafficking within the Fremantle Prison 

workshops.  Precautions were introduced to prevent prisoners ‘being improperly passed out of the 

Carpenters and Blacksmiths shops’, for example, with warders instructed to more closely monitor 

prisoner movements.119  A stringent tool-checking procedure was also instituted in the workshops to 

prevent stealing and equipment sabotage.  Prisoners were to be detained after work hours until all 

tools were confirmed present and undamaged, with any deficiencies immediately reported to the 

superintendent for further disciplinary action.120  Such heightened surveillance would have required 

an increase in supervisory staff (or at least an increase in the attentiveness of supervisors).  This in 

turn was likely to compel greater exertion from convict workers.121   

 

 

 

                                                           
115 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1865, BPP, June 1865, p. 31. 
116 For an examination of flogging rates over the course of the convict era, see Chapter Two. 
117 Return of all Convicts who have received Corporal Punishment in Western Australia, BPP, Letter from 
Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
118 For a categorisation of modes of convict resistance, see Atkinson, 'Four Patterns of Convict Protest', pp. 28-
51. 
119 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 13 April 1863. 
120 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 24 May 1866. 
121 Robbins has shown that even for skilled workers like sawyers, closer and more effective supervision could 
extract greater output without compromising quality.  Nonetheless, skilled workers ‘were still able to withhold 
some extra capacity’ as a form of resistance.  See Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', p. 145. 
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Disease and Labour at Fremantle Prison, 1862-1865 
 
Hospital admission data for 1862-65 reveals how the changes implemented by Hampton impacted 

upon the heath of convict labourers.  Figure 5.4 compares morbidity rates between work categories, 

using the same groupings as for 1858-61, with an additional category for chained ganged labourers 

(‘stringent class’ convicts).  Despite Hampton’s focus on harnessing all available labour resources, 

the proportion of men indisposed for work increased during his tenure.  For ordinary ganged 

workers, hospital admission rates increased by around twenty per cent compared to 1858-61 

figures.  The increase in respiratory illness and accidents among these men was much greater, with 

morbidity rates doubling for both disease groupings (see Figure 5.5).  As discussed above, elevated 

respiratory and accident-related morbidity can indicate energy deficiencies among workers.  Thus 

the labour exertions of ganged men probably had a greater impact on their health than overall 

morbidity trends suggest. 

   

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each labour category. 

Figure 5.4.122 

 

                                                           
122 These averages do not include the year 1863.  Morbidity rates could not be computed for 1863 because 
records of employment for the overall prison population (rather than just hospitalised men) have not survived 
from this period.  Morbidity figures calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS8; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13; TNA (UK), CO 
18/130, p. 193; TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 194; TNA (UK), CO 18/147, p. 433; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO9. 
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* Based on yearly average populations of non-chained ganged labourers. 

Figure 5.5.123 

 

Although the 1862-65 labour gangs performed similar tasks to those carried out during 1858-61, it is 

likely that the intensity of their work increased considerably under Hampton.  Fear-inducing 

punishments such as time in the stringent class provided warders with new means of coercively 

extracting labour effort.  Many convicts may have been willing to tolerate labour demands that 

overstrained their endurance rather than risk demotion to the chain gangs.  According to Lefroy, the 

newly-adopted punishment regime (floggings, severe muscular exertion in chains and dark cell 

sentences) was a more effective motivator of exertion than separate treatment had been.  Although 

solitary confinement was ‘distressing in actual experience’, the new punishments were far superior 

at creating ‘terror in anticipation’.124  Moreover, Lefroy argued that some convicts had actually 

preferred confinement to public works labour, since the former offered an ‘exemption from bodily 

fatigue’.125 

 

Despite this increased capacity for coercion, unchained ganged work was not purely punishment-

oriented under Hampton.  These labourers were managed partly through incentives, suggesting an 

attempt to foster productivity.  Several parties received extra meat and bread rations, while others 

were plied with ‘beverage tea’ and extra tobacco.126  Remissions of sentence were also offered to 

                                                           
123 Hospital admission rates computed from sources used in Figures 5.1 and 5.4. 
124 Superintendent Lefroy to Comptroller-General Henderson, 26 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 60. 
125 Ibid.  See also Chaplain Alderson's Yearly Report, 1 December 1862, BPP, July 1863, p. 37. 
126 These parties included men working in water at South Jetty (Fremantle) and Canning Flats, the North 
Fremantle groin party, men employed at pile driving, and prisoners clearing weeds and ‘opening the cut’ made 
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particularly hard-working gang men.127  Such ‘production deals’ were not typical of punishment 

labour.  In the punishment gangs at Macquarie Harbour, for example, overseers trying to improve 

worker performance by offering concessions were promptly dismissed.128  The presence of reward 

mechanisms within the Fremantle gangs suggests that the coercive strategies described above were 

primarily directed at increasing labour output rather than delivering ‘a just measure of pain’ to 

incorrigibles.  Although this management method was detrimental to convict health, the relatively 

minor labour losses caused by a twenty per cent morbidity rise may have been acceptable to convict 

administrators, given the greater inflow of replacement convict labourers at this time.  Whereas only 

1300 convicts had been landed during 1858-61 (largely due to a transportation hiatus in 1860), this 

number rose to 2500 in the first four years of Hampton’s tenure.129  The issue of supplementary 

rations to men performing particularly arduous labour, or work in water, also demonstrates that 

some effort was made to counteract the health impacts of rising labour intensity.130  The health of 

unchained gang labourers was not neglected under Hampton, but was nurtured only to a point 

consistent with maximising productivity. 

 

Skilled public works convicts were greater beneficiaries of Hampton’s labour management schemes.  

While hospital admission rates for this work category rose by fourteen per cent from 1858-61 levels, 

the health gap back to the unskilled gangs widened.131  Hospitalisation rates for accidents and 

respiratory tuberculosis also declined slightly among skilled outdoor workers, suggesting that calorie 

expenditure played less of a role in raising morbidity levels than it did for the gangs (see Figure 5.6).  

Although those performing skilled work could be sent to the stringent class for misconduct, practical 

difficulties in detecting shirkers and the possibility of provoking industrial sabotage probably 

prevented warders from extracting the same physical effort they demanded from the gangs.132  The 

increased value clearly placed on skill at this time (as shown by the careful allocation of men with 

previous trade experience) would also have encouraged benign treatment of skilled public works 

labourers.  These men were increasingly viewed as indispensable productive assets.   

                                                           
for wagons at Ferry Point. See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 25 August 1865, 7 January 1867, 16 May 1867; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO10, 25 November 1867. 
127 See for example, SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10, 15 March 1867, 29 October 1867.   
128 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 154-5. 
129 Computed from JSBL, Convict Shipping and Description Lists, Cons. 128/1-39.  On the reasons for the 
transportation hiatus, see footnote 78. 
130 See for example, SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 25 August 1865, 16 May 1867; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10, 29 
October 1867. 
131 During 1858-61, the morbidity rate for unskilled ganged labourers was 71 per cent greater than for skilled 
public works labourers.  By 1862-65, the margin had risen to 80 per cent.  Calculated from data in Figures 5.1 
and 5.4. 
132 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', pp. 639-40. 
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* Based on yearly average populations of skilled public works convicts. 

Figure 5.6.133 

 

This was less true of skilled indoor workers.  Although textile work had the highest concentration of 

convicts with relevant pre-arrival experience, outside of this core labour force the tailors’ and 

shoemakers’ ‘shops’ increasingly became repositories for men too dangerous to be let outside 

prison walls.134  Under Hampton, convicts released from the stringent class or solitary confinement 

were routinely assigned to tailoring and shoemaking positions, where they could be monitored more 

closely than on the public works.135  It was this process which likely sparked the increased 

surveillance of prisoner movements and tool usage mentioned above.  Rather than driving 

productivity through greater incentives and worker freedoms, the authorities sought to limit 

workshop losses by curbing trafficking and escape attempts through closer supervision.  The 

morbidity record of skilled indoor workers suggests that this crackdown increased the physical 

stresses of workshop labour.  Hospital admission rates increased by 72 per cent for this group during 

1862-65, a larger increase than for any other labour category (see Figure 5.4).  Although the 

productive use of convict skills remained a key goal of Fremantle Prison’s manufacturing sector 

under Hampton, increased security concerns and surveillance undermined the maintenance of a 

healthy workforce.  

                                                           
133 Hospital admission rates computed from sources used in Figures 5.1 and 5.4. 
134 This process had begun under Governor Kennedy but was extended under Hampton.  Superintendent 
Lefroy wrote in 1861 that tailoring and bootmaking work was suitable employment for men who, ‘from any 
disciplinary reasons, cannot conveniently be employed on the public works.’  See Lefroy to Comptroller-
General Henderson, 1 January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, pp. 239-40. 
135 See for example, SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 26 May 1865; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10, 5 July 1867. 
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Service workers were the only labour group whose overall health improved (marginally) between 

1858-61 and 1862-65.  This suggests these convicts retained their privileged position in Fremantle 

Prison’s labour hierarchy.  Service workers continued to be managed largely through incentives, such 

as the prospect of promotion to constable, a position which gained importance under Hampton due 

to a great shortage of warders.136  Men who proved themselves useful as cooks, writers or 

messengers had priority access to these roles, having already occupied positions of responsibility.137  

Although the convict department claimed that goods trafficking had been largely curtailed by the 

1860s, continued prisoner offences for ‘possession of prohibited articles’ suggest that service worker 

access to rations, clothing and stores would also have retained its earlier perks.138 

 

More surprising is the relatively low morbidity rate of stringent class prisoners.  At 282 hospital 

admissions per thousand men per year, the health record of the chain gangs was similar to skilled 

public works occupations and substantially better than ganged men labouring without irons.  Given 

the lowly position of the stringent class in Fremantle’s punishment pecking order, this result is 

significant.  There is little doubt that stringent class labour was established to punish.  Each new 

member was called before the superintendent and informed of the sentries’ orders ‘to fire on any of 

them who, being suspected of an intention to abscond, …, do not immediately halt and surrender 

themselves.’139  This was a clear demonstration of power intended to intimidate and subdue, not to 

inspire worker morale.  Similarly, the forced wearing of heavy irons while performing physically-

demanding labour (such as quarrying stone, excavating earth, sweeping chimneys and manning 

capstans) was designed to make work hurt (and to deter escape), rather than to increase output.140  

The decision to employ stringent class men outside the prison, despite the ‘inveterate absconders’ 

within their ranks, is also telling.  Not only did this increase the likelihood of escape, which meant 

wasting money and manpower on recapture, but it significantly increased supervision costs, 

                                                           
136 Comptroller-General Newland to Governor Hampton, 13 February 1865, TNA (UK), CO 18/141, p. 85.  Those 
warders who were available to serve at Fremantle Prison were generally lacking in energy and commitment.  
Lefroy complained in 1864 that he was consistently saddled with warders who ‘from age, constitution, defects 
of education, temper, or energy, are unequal to the more onerous duty of the charge of an isolated party.’  
Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1864, BPP, June 1865, p. 11.  See also Surgeon Attfield's 
Annual Report, 1 December 1862, BPP, July 1863, p. 44. 
137 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 5. 
138 Ninety-six such offences were recorded in 1863, and 106 in 1864.  This accounted for approximately six per 
cent of all prison offences in both years.  See BPP, June 1865, pp. 8, 28. 
139 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 31 October 1863. 
140 For examples of the labour performed by stringent class convicts, see SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 6 January 
1867, 15 June 1867; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 23 May 1862; Superintendent Lefroy to Comptroller-General 
Newland, 3 November 1863, SROWA, Superintendent's Letterbook, October 1861 - July 1865, Acc. 1156/C8, 
AN 358, pp. 371-2. 
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requiring a ‘vigilant officer’ as well as two sentries.141  To convict administrators, the perceived 

punitive benefit of hard outdoor labour clearly outweighed these financial losses. 

   

This emphasis on painful rather than productive (or cost-effective) labour makes the relatively low 

morbidity rate of the stringent class particularly puzzling.  It is possible that the apparent hardiness 

of chain gang prisoners stemmed partly from the practice of exempting debilitated convicts from 

heavy work.  Men discharged after long terms in the prison hospital, for example, were often 

excused from their stipulated sentences of hard labour.142  However, these exemptions applied to all 

strenuous outdoor work, not just labour in irons, meaning that the unchained gangs were just as 

unlikely to include convalescent or weakened men as the stringent class.  The large health disparity 

between the stringent party and other ganged workers therefore remains unaccounted for.   

 

Another possible explanation is that stringent class labour regimes failed to achieve the severe levels 

of prisoner exertion that the authorities envisaged.  Low rates of accident and respiratory infection 

in the chain gangs suggest that workloads were far from oppressive.  Not a single case of respiratory 

disease was recorded during 1862-65 and accidents occurred at barely one quarter the rate 

experienced by other ganged workers.143  These numbers do not suggest a fatigued workforce, nor 

one that was immunologically compromised by high energy expenditure.144  This may be because the 

degrading treatment applied to the chain gangs was more effective in generating prisoner resistance 

than extracting labour effort.  A government-sponsored article in the Inquirer in 1866 noted that 

despite the presence of armed sentries and the use of leg irons in the stringent class, additional 

‘inducements’ (such as minor remissions of sentence or early release from chains) were required to 

ensure a measure of industry and compliance from these men.145  Superintendents’ order books 

                                                           
141 Comptroller-General Henderson's Yearly Report, 1 January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 26. 
142 One such man was reconvicted prisoner Edward Ashby (registration number 1523).  Ashby was sentenced 
to three years hard labour in irons in October 1862, but was admitted to hospital shortly after arriving at 
Fremantle Prison and remained hospitalised for almost four months.  He was then discharged ‘to light labour’ 
rather than chain gang work.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 21 October 1862, 27 October 1862; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32, 30 October 1862. 
143 The stringent class morbidity rate from accidents during 1862-65 was 22 hospital admissions per thousand 
men per year, compared to 77 cases per thousand per year in the unchained gangs.  Calculated from same 
sources used to compile Figure 5.4. 
144 Note that the favourable health record of stringent class convicts was not a product of superior diet.  The 
rations these men received were identical to all other Fremantle Prison workers, except for blacksmiths and 
sawyers (who received approximately 400 kilocalories more per day) and ‘light labourers’ (700 kilocalories less 
per day).  Convicts performing light labour were not included in the labour categorisation for this chapter.  On 
prisoner diets during 1862-65, see Chapter Two (especially Table 2.3). 
145 The Inquirer and Commercial News, 5 September 1866, p. 2; ibid., 26 September 1866, p. 2.  A later article 
in the Perth Gazette asserted that these remarks had been written in either the Governor’s or the Comptroller-
General’s office, for they carried ‘the unmistakable marks of an official pen’.  See Perth Gazette and West 
Australian Times, 28 September 1866, p. 2. 
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reveal that such incentives were in place as early as 1863.146  The need for these reward mechanisms 

suggests that chain gang prisoners were able to resist their work regimes by withholding labour 

effort.147  These men may have been emboldened by the fact that the maximum penalty for idleness 

at work was a few days in the refractory cells on bread and water diet.148  Many had safely endured 

several weeks in the cells prior to their stringent class terms.149  The authorities were reluctant to 

employ ‘brute force’ methods such as flogging to enforce constant toil, due to fears these measures 

would further ‘harden and brutalize’ workers.150  Nor could chain gang shirkers be demoted to a 

more punitive prison class.  In short, there was limited scope for further punishment of stringent 

class labourers and these men therefore had little reason to comply with the harsh workloads the 

authorities sought to impose.  While the chain gangs suffered demeaning and restrictive conditions, 

they likely retained some control over their labour exertions, allowing many to avoid exhaustion and 

disease.   

 

There is also evidence that the punishment focus of chain gang labour diminished as Hampton’s 

tenure wore on.  By 1865, a section of the stringent class laboured inside the prison walls.151  While 

many of these men were employed at manual tasks such as ‘pumping water’, some worked in skilled 

positions.152  There are examples of stringent class masons and of men employed in the tailors’ shop 

‘according to their several abilities’.153  This suggests that some attempt was made to harness convict 

skills within the chain gangs, a move to increase productive output at the expense of punishment 

labour (which was largely incompatible with skilled tasks).154  The transition towards indoor labour 

was also a cost-saving measure, reducing expenses incurred from escape attempts and gang 

                                                           
146 On 19 May 1863, for example, stringent class prisoners John Gill (6597), John Rankin (6725) and Thomas 
Davies (6568) were released from chains less than four months into their three-year sentences of hard labour 
in irons (two years for Rankin), in consequence of their exemplary conduct and industry.  See SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO8, 21 January 1863, 25 February 1863, 19 March 1863, 19 May 1863. 
147 It is difficult to quantify levels of chain gang workplace resistance because statistical records of work-related 
offences (such as ‘idleness’, ‘insubordination’ and ‘refusal to work’) did not differentiate offenders by prison 
occupation or labour party.  See for example, BPP, June 1865, p. 8. 
148 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Half-Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, pp. 4-5. 
149 Between 1862 and 1867, 37 per cent of convicts placed in the stringent class had undergone refractory cell 
confinement within a month of starting their chain gang sentences.  (Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10.  For more on how convict punishment figures were 
computed, see Chapter Seven).  Refractory cell confinement followed by hard labour in chains was a standard 
punishment for absconding over much of the Hampton era.  See Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Half-
Yearly Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 4; The Inquirer and Commercial News, 5 September 1866, p. 
2. 
150 The Inquirer and Commercial News, 5 September 1866, p. 2; ibid., 26 September 1866, p. 2. 
151 The occupations of many stringent class labourers were described simply as ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ at this time.  
See SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS12. 
152 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 5 July 1867; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10, 23 November 1867. 
153 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10, 8 October 1867, 28 December 1867. 
154 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', pp. 639-41. 
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supervision.  Thus even the punitive aims of the stringent class were ultimately subordinated to 

Hampton’s drive for productivity and economic efficiency.   

 

Although convict health worsened in several labour categories during 1862-65, this was not the 

result of an increased emphasis on punishment, but the product of Governor Hampton’s drive for 

labour productivity.  In the unchained gangs, labour intensity increased due to new methods of 

coercion, but the use of incentives suggests that such work was not constructed purely as a 

punishment.  Instead rewards and punishments were meted out in the proportions needed to 

optimise productivity, and convict health was preserved only so far as it aided this goal.  Morbidity 

rates among skilled indoor workers also increased as supervision intensified.  The introduction of 

‘dangerous characters’ into the prison workshops meant that productivity depended not only upon 

efficient use of skilled labour but also on limiting subterfuge and absconding.  Perhaps most 

significantly, the labour class most infamous for its role in convict punishment – the chain gang – 

showed comparatively low rates of illness and injury.  Although stringent class convicts experienced 

psychological intimidation and galling treatment, morbidity data strongly suggests that they were 

not pushed to extremes of physical exertion.  The punishment impact of labour in chains was also 

diluted by the creation of indoor iron gangs in the mid-1860s, an effort to cut costs and increase 

productive output.  In contrast to most previous historians, this analysis of work conditions and 

health has shown that the Hampton era was not characterised by arbitrary punishments and cruelty 

intended only to increase the severity of convict servitude.155  Instead Hampton’s primary focus was 

on improving labour productivity, particularly on the public works, through a calculated system of 

incentives and coercion designed to more efficiently harness the labour resources at his disposal.156   

 

To some extent, this conclusion supports Edgar’s claim that Hampton was chiefly concerned with 

promoting economic growth rather than augmenting the severity of the convict system.157  However, 

Edgar considered developments such as the formation of the stringent class and the rise in floggings 

                                                           
155 For contrasting views, see in particular Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment, pp. 28-9; Hasluck, Unwilling 
Emigrants, p. 62; Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 196-7. 
156 This approach to labour management resembled strategies introduced at Newcastle penal settlement from 
1816.  Largely to improve the efficiency of commodity extraction at the settlement, the New South Wales 
government ordered a crackdown on malingering and goods trafficking and an increase in the use of irons and 
floggings.  These added means of coercion were tempered by an expanded system of rewards and incentives 
which permitted some convicts to live in their own houses and to manage small farms.  While such changes 
increased Newcastle’s capacity for harshness, the settlement’s emphasis on labour productivity set it apart 
from later New South Wales penal stations which sought above all to punish convicts, ‘irrespective of the 
commercial potential of their work’.  See Ford and Roberts, 'NSW Penal Settlements', (no pagination); Roberts 
and Garland, 'Forgotten Commandant', pp. 11-6. 
157 Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 5, 232-4, 265-6, 325.  
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as unfortunate departures from this general economic objective.158  He did not recognise that such 

measures helped facilitate the extraction of labour.  Edgar argued that Hampton’s ‘harsh regimens’ 

were introduced only to ‘control’ and ‘discipline’ intractable prisoners; they addressed punitive aims 

that were distinctly separate from the parallel objective of harnessing convict labour.159    

 

The Importance of Convict Skills 
 
A key result of the labour-based health analysis was the divide between skilled and unskilled work – 

between mechanics on the public works or in workshops and labour gangs carrying out manual 

tasks.  For the period 1858-65 as a whole, unskilled workers suffered 400 hospital admissions per 

thousand men per year, compared to just 190 per thousand per year in skilled jobs (excluding service 

work).160  This disparity arose partly because unskilled ganged work was better suited to coercive 

management, but it also reflected the greater economic value placed on skilled workers by convict 

administrators.  This raises the possibility that prisoners arriving in the colony with useful skills 

received preferential treatment as a result.  The next section examines the extent to which the 

demand for a convict’s skills (rather than the crime he committed or his behaviour once transported) 

determined the severity of his penal experience at Fremantle Prison.  

  

Maxwell-Stewart has argued extensively that skill was a driving factor behind convict treatment in 

Van Diemen’s Land.  Although particularly a feature of the assignment system, he argued that 

preferential treatment of skilled workers also permeated government-run labour gangs and penal 

stations.161  The productive value of convicts with skills applicable to these penal environments 

meant it was in the authorities’ interests to keep such men at occupations where their talents could 

be utilised, rather than demoting them for punishment.162  As described above, skilled workers also 

tended to enjoy relative freedom from supervision and the complexity of skilled tasks made it 

difficult to identify those not pulling their weight.163  This meant that offences were less likely to be 

detected in the first place, let alone prosecuted.  On the other hand, convicts who arrived with skills 

irrelevant to prison or gang life, or with no skills at all, were more often allocated to unskilled work 

or quickly demoted from skilled occupations to which they were unsuited.164  These men were 

                                                           
158 Ibid., pp. 232-6, 266, 325. 
159 Ibid., pp. 221-2, 266. 
160 Computed from sources used to compile Figures 5.1 and 5.4. 
161 Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, pp. 156-8, 162; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 146-7, 151; 
Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', pp. 104-6; Dunning and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Mutiny at Deloraine', p. 40. 
162 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 147; Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, p. 162. 
163 Fenoaltea, 'Slavery and Supervision', pp. 139-41. 
164 Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', p. 106; Dunning and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Mutiny at Deloraine', p. 40. 
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therefore more likely to experience coercive management, with its increased surveillance and 

harsher labour conditions, a combination which increased both the motive for committing offences 

and the likelihood of being caught.165  Thus the further convicts descended down labour hierarchies, 

the more likely they were to be punished and suffer further demotion.  This process continually 

widened the gap between convicts with useful skills and those without.  As Maxwell-Stewart put it, 

‘there was a tendency for a cream of skilled convicts to rise while the unskilled sank’.166 

   

Millett has identified a similar divergence between convicts at either end of Fremantle Prison’s 

punishment strata, to the point where ‘convicts at the very top were the only men to get remission, 

while the sentences of those at the bottom of the classificatory scale only got longer’.167  Millett 

argued that a convict’s position on this scale depended on his progress towards reform, measured 

by his adherence to fixed prison norms of proper conduct and in particular his willingness to accept 

the ‘moral’ importance of work.168  In practice, however, assessments of reform were likely distorted 

by the presence of in-demand occupational skills, assets which enhanced prisoners’ ‘worth as 

institutional beings’, as Millett called it.169  Judgements of a prisoner’s ‘habits of industry’ were 

particularly likely to favour men with pre-existing skills.170  As Maxwell-Stewart and Dunning have 

pointed out, convicts performing unfamiliar tasks tended to appear ‘ignorant’ and ‘stupid’ in 

comparison to colleagues with previous trade experience, who seemed ‘clever’, ‘well-informed’ and 

‘industrious’.171  As will be shown here, the treatment of convict labourers was as much a product of 

the skills they possessed as it was a response to their perceived moral failings or improvements.  

  

To demonstrate this point, it is necessary to compare rates of punishment for prisoners of different 

trade backgrounds.  Maxwell-Stewart has performed this type of analysis for convicts at Macquarie 

Harbour, identifying elevated flogging rates for men whose skills were of little value to the 

settlement.  Former textile and agricultural workers, for example, suffered a much higher number of 

lashes per man than prisoners with experience relevant to ship building, the station’s chief 

                                                           
165 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 147. 
166 Ibid. 
167 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 172. 
168 Ibid., pp. 144-6, 160-1, 172. 
169 Ibid., p. 172. 
170 Quotation is from Superintendent Dixon to Comptroller-General Henderson, February 1858, BPP, August 
1859, p. 125. 
171 Dunning and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Mutiny at Deloraine', p. 40. 
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industry.172  Convicts with valuable clerical experience were similarly whipped more sparingly than 

unskilled ‘labourers’.173   

 

In the Fremantle Prison case, convict pre-arrival trades were classified into twelve categories, 

according to both skill level and area of work (see Table 5.2).  The classification system was based 

largely on Taylor’s occupational analysis of Western Australian convicts, with some amalgamations 

and additions informed by the work of Nicholas, Kippen and McCalman, and Meinzer.174  Categories 

were designed to group together men whose skills were in similar demand at Fremantle Prison 

(hence the ‘construction and smithing’ category, for example, a collection of occupations applicable 

to Fremantle public works projects) and also to separate unskilled or semi-skilled labourers, who 

were easily replaced, from jobs requiring higher levels of training.  Punishment data was obtained 

from superintendents’ order books for a ten-year sample period from 1858 to 1867.175  These books 

recorded dates of admission to and discharge from the chain gangs, refractory cell confinement (on 

bread and water diet), and separate treatment.  Recorded floggings were added to this dataset from 

a list compiled by Governor Hampton in 1867.176  The analysis that follows considers sentencing 

rates for all four of these punishments combined, as opposed to Maxwell-Stewart’s focus on 

flagellation only.177  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
172 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 151-2. 
173 Ibid., p. 152. 
174 See Taylor, 'Who Were The Convicts?', pp. 39-40; Nicholas (ed.), Convict Workers, pp. 223-4; Kippen and 
McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', pp. 348-9; Meinzer, 'Western Australian Convicts', pp. 175-7. 
175 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10.  More details on the compilation of punishment data will be provided in Chapter 
Seven. 
176 Return of all Convicts who have received Corporal Punishment in Western Australia, BPP, Letter from 
Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
177 There were several more minor punishments meted out to convicts, such as loss of meals, docking of 
marks, withdrawal of tobacco, and removal from the position of constable, but these were recorded only 
intermittently in superintendents’ order books and will not be examined here.  For an example of the range of 
minor punishments inflicted, see BPP, August 1859, p. 142.   

Although he did not analyse any statistical data, Robbins has similarly examined the government’s 
reluctance to flog skilled convicts at the Sydney and Parramatta lumber yards.  This punishment was reserved 
for serious cases, and even then a less severe form of cat was used and sentences were limited to 25-50 
strokes to avoid incapacitating valued workers.  See Robbins, 'Lumber Yards', p. 153. 
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Code in 
Database 

Pre-arrival Trade 
Category 

Examples of Occupations Included 

1 Unskilled Labourers Labourer, Millhand, Pulling Hand, Road Worker, Navvy, Sweep 

2 Semi-Skilled 
Labourers 

Charcoal Burner, Lime Burner, Quarryman, Miner, Collier, 
Excavator, Stone Breaker, Digger, Fencemaker, Woodcutter 

3 Construction and 
Smithing 

Brickmaker, Bricklayer, Mason, Sawyer, Blacksmith, Silversmith, 
Builder, Carpenter, Joiner, Painter, Glazier, Plumber, Fitter, Turner, 
Machinist, Iron Worker, Brazier, Glassblower, Slater, Thatcher 

4 Textiles Tailor, Hatter, Bootcloser, Shoemaker, Sailmaker, Saddler, Tanner, 
Currier, Ropemaker, Weaver, Spinner, Dyer, Basket Maker, Wool 
Sorter, Bleacher, Fuller, Upholsterer, Mattress Maker 

5 Industrial 
Manufactures 

Wheelwright, Cooper, Toolmaker, Potter, Printer, Bookbinder, 
Jeweller, Watchmaker, Chairmaker, Boilermaker, Screwmaker, 
Knife Grinder, Gunmaker, Nailor, Lock Filer, Wood Turner, 
Wireworker 

6 Dealers and 
Salesmen 

Dealer, Storekeeper, Shopman, Warehouseman, Book Seller, 
Salesman, Commercial Traveller, Hawker, Stationer, Hosier, 
Draper, Clothes Dealer, Stock Dealer, Pawnbroker 

7 Transport Boatman, Cabman, Carter, Engine Driver, Railway Guard, Postman, 
Bargeman, Messenger, Waterman, Waggoner  

8 Domestic Service Servant, Gentleman's Servant, Domestic Servant, Groom, Waiter, 
Barman, Innkeeper, Publican, Porter 

9 Food and Drink Butcher, Baker, Fisherman, Cook, Fishmonger, Miller, Brewer, 
Confectioner, Tobacconist, Soapmaker, Florist, Grocer 

10 White-Collar Lawyer, Doctor, Engineer, Surveyor, Dentist, Accountant, 
Pharmacist, Architect, Clerk, Clergyman, Musician, Artist, 
Bookkeeper, Policeman, Auctioneer, Merchant, Broker 

11 Agricultural and 
Pastoral 

Farmer, Farm Labourer, Gardener, Shepherd, Ostler, Horse 
Breaker, Ploughman, Reaper, Teamster, Hay Maker, Vinedresser 

12 Military (includes 
Merchant Navy)178 

Soldier, Seaman, Sailor, Mariner 

Table 5.2. Classification System for Convict Pre-arrival Trades.179 

 

Figure 5.7 shows the number of punishments received per thousand men, per year spent under 

sentence, for each of the twelve pre-arrival trade categories during 1858-67.  Those punished the 

least were convicts from backgrounds in white-collar work.  These men were the most likely to fill 

the various privileged clerical positions within Fremantle Prison.  Using the 1858-65 labour allocation 

                                                           
178 Around 45 per cent of the convicts in this trade category reported themselves as soldiers.  A further twenty 
per cent (listed as sailors, seamen or mariners) were identifiable as navy men because they were sentenced in 
courts martial or because their offences were specific to the military (such as ‘desertion’, ‘mutinous conduct’, 
or ‘striking a superior officer’).  The remaining 35 per cent of those included in the ‘military’ category were 
former seamen, sailors or mariners who had been convicted in civilian courts.  These convicts may have been 
former navy men charged with civilian offences, or seafarers employed on merchant rather than military 
vessels.  Without extensive research into the backgrounds of each prisoner (a project well beyond the scope of 
this thesis), it was generally difficult to distinguish between these two possibilities.   
179 Because of the vast array of trades reported by Western Australian convicts, it was not possible here to list 
every occupation assigned to each pre-arrival trade category.  Instead sample trades have been selected to 
reflect the breadth of work types included.  All pre-arrival occupational data was taken from Erickson and 
O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  In cases where a convict possessed a variety of trades, they were 
classified under multiple categories. 
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sample, 44 per cent of transportees claiming previous expertise as professionals were employed as 

clerks, compared to less than one per cent from other pre-arrival trade categories.180  These 

prisoners were likely selected for their high levels of literacy, since only some had direct clerical 

experience.181  Although Western Australian convicts were on average more literate than the general 

British population, those with proficient writing skills probably remained scarce and in high 

demand.182  Indeed the promotion of competent writers to privileged positions which their conduct 

did not justify was a source of concern for Fremantle Prison administrators.  In 1867, an order was 

issued to prevent new arrivals being employed as writers (clerks) ‘without authority’.183  Convict 

William White, a literate gunsmith, was thereafter removed from his posting as writer in the 

carpenters’ shop and returned to hard labour on the public works.184  

 

Convicts with experience in the textile and manufacturing industries also suffered little in terms of 

punishment.  Many of these prisoners possessed specialised skills applicable to Fremantle Prison’s 

manufacturing sector, such as harness making, shoemaking, tailoring, ropemaking, weaving, 

printing, bookbinding, wood turning, toolmaking, and wheel manufacture.  Demand for such trades 

was so great that separate confinement prisoners with industrial expertise were sometimes released 

to assist in meeting production targets.  In 1862, John Cullen a former type-setter, was discharged 

from separate treatment to the printing office ‘in consequence of the pressure of business to bring 

up the arrears of printing’.185  Ex-saddler Robert Barnett was similarly released to the shoemakers’ 

shop in 1861, where his services were urgently required for harness repair.186 

  

                                                           
180 The ‘1858-65 labour allocation sample’ refers to the data used above to measure the efficiency of labour 
allocation at Fremantle Prison during 1858-61 and 1862-65.  This sample contained 461 occupational entries 
from casual sick lists (SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13), which were compared with pre-arrival trade information from Erickson 
and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  
181 Prisoner number 8631 William Leach had worked as a surveyor, for example, and Joseph Shaw (7537) as a 
solicitor.  See Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia, pp. 331, 492. 
182 Meinzer, 'Western Australian Convicts', pp. 177-80, 183.  Meinzer actually examined the numeracy of 
Western Australian convicts, using Whipple’s index to measure age heaping in the convict indents (age heaping 
refers to the tendency for innumerate individuals to round their ages to the nearest multiple of five years). 
However, there is also a well-established link between age heaping and literacy levels.  See Maxwell-Stewart, 
'State, Convicts and Longitudinal Analysis', p. 422.  Meinzer’s assertion that Western Australian convicts held a 
numeracy advantage over the general British population strongly implies superior literacy levels as well.  
183 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 16 February 1867. 
184 Ibid. 
185 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 16 January 1862. 
186 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 29 January 1861. 
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* Based on average populations for each pre-arrival trade category (at Fremantle Prison) over the period 1858-67. 

Figure 5.7.187 

 

It is also worth noting that those with experience in industrial manufactures were punished 30 per 

cent less often than skilled construction workers and smiths, despite working in many of the same 

prison occupations (particularly those related to woodwork and metalwork).  This suggests that the 

more specific expertise cited by the industrial manufactures group (see Table 5.2) corresponded to a 

higher skill level, which translated to greater competence in performing prison work tasks.  As a 

result, these men may have been viewed as more industrious and valuable workers than convicts 

qualified more broadly as carpenters, joiners, iron workers or blacksmiths.  

  

Towards the other end of the punishment spectrum were convicts with experience only as unskilled 

or semi-skilled labourers.  Both groups were punished almost four times as often as white-collar 

professionals.  Although a number of these men had work experience relevant to prison life – as 

quarrymen, woodcutters, lime burners and builders’ labourers, for example – the lack of skill 

                                                           
187 As mentioned above, punishment rates include floggings, separate treatment, refractory cell confinement 
and labour in chains.  These rates do not take into account the length of time for which a convict was punished 
or the number of lashes he received, only the number of times he was sentenced to punishment.  The total 
number of years spent under sentence by each trade category was calculated using occupational information, 
arrival dates and ticket-of-leave dates from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  Punishment 
figures for each pre-arrival trade were compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; BPP, Letter from Howard 
Association, pp. 12-5; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
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involved in these tasks made workers expendable, even when employed in their areas of ‘expertise’.  

According to the 1858-65 labour sample, around 90 per cent of unskilled and semi-skilled 

transportees ended up in ganged labour, where they faced close supervision and galling treatment 

likely to exacerbate offence rates.188    

 

The group most severely punished during 1858-67, by a considerable margin, were ex-military men. 

This was not a trend peculiar to Western Australia.  Philip Hilton has shown that military convicts 

transported to Van Diemen’s Land ‘were disproportionately punished in the chain gangs, penal 

stations and on the gallows’.189  He argued that many former soldiers and sailors, having suffered 

traumatic experiences of oppressive British military discipline, ‘found it difficult to simply accept the 

suborned role of convicts’.  These men became ‘intractable individuals … hell bent on either escape 

or resistance’.190  Coercive military treatment could also lessen the fear induced by violent 

punishments, inspiring an almost ‘nonchalant’ approach to prison regulations.191  Both scenarios 

produced inveterate offenders.  Several Western Australian military convicts fit this bill.  Michael 

McCarthy, for example, transported in 1862 for striking his superior officer, had served three terms 

in the refractory cells on bread and water and two in the stringent class before the year was out.  

During 1863-64, he spent a further eight months in the chain gang and was flogged in September 

1864 for cutting his leg irons in preparation for escape.  McCarthy eventually gained his ticket of 

leave in August 1869, having endured another 19 days on bread and water, and 281 days in separate 

confinement.192  

 

                                                           
188 Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
189 P. Hilton, '"Branded D on the left side": A Study of Former Soldiers and Marines Transported to Van 
Diemen's Land, 1804-1854', PhD Thesis, University of Tasmania, 2010, p. 368. 
190 Ibid., pp. 373-4.  Although some of the former sailors categorised as military convicts in this study had likely 
worked on merchant ships rather than naval vessels (see footnote 178), such men may have endured 
hardships and oppression reminiscent of Hilton’s depiction of military service.  While at sea, merchant seamen 
could be summarily flogged or imprisoned for offences such as disobedience, neglect of duty and drunkenness.  
Historians have also highlighted seafarers’ accounts of intolerable shipboard living conditions, poor diets and 
brutality at the hands of shipmasters.  See for example, R. Hope, A New History of British Shipping, London, 
John Murray Publishers, 1990, pp. 281, 287-91; R. de Oliveira Torres, 'Handling the Ship: Rights and Duties of 
Masters, Mates, Seamen and Owners of Ships in the Nineteenth-Century Merchant Marine', International 
Journal of Maritime History, vol. 26, no. 3, 2014, pp. 587-99; D.M. Williams, 'Mid-Victorian Attitudes to 
Seamen and Maritime Reform: The Society for Improving the Condition of Merchant Seamen, 1867', 
International Journal of Maritime History, vol. 3, no. 1, 1991, pp. 101-26. 
191 Hilton, 'Branded D on the left side', pp. 32-3.  See also Smith, Australia's Birthstain, pp. 267-70. 
192 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 11 August 1862, 20 August 1862, 29 August 1862, 29 September 1862, 13 October 
1862, 27 October 1862, 23 December 1862, 12 March 1863; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 8 August 1864, 28 
February 1865, 30 May 1865, 1 January 1867, 20 January 1867; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10, 25 July 1867; BPP, 
Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
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Hilton also argued that military convicts were vulnerable to punishment because they were ‘poorly 

skilled’ compared to Van Diemen’s Land convicts generally.193  This was also true in Western 

Australia.  Over the course of the convict era, less than one third of ex-military transportees arrived 

with an ancillary trade, whereas three quarters of civilian convict arrivals were skilled in some 

way.194  As Hilton noted, this was probably because early enlistment prevented men from 

completing apprenticeships or acquiring other skills.195  Although army or naval experience 

(particularly the ability to give and take orders) could improve one’s chances of becoming a convict 

constable, outside of these roles, ex-military men at Fremantle Prison were largely consigned to the 

unskilled labour gangs.196 

  

The elevated punishment rates of former soldiers, sailors, and unskilled and semi-skilled labourers 

strongly suggest that exposure to punishment at Fremantle Prison was dependent on the value of a 

convict’s skills.  Although, as Millett noted, official rhetoric emphasised conduct and industry as the 

only paths to convict promotion, these behavioural standards were not evenly enforced across skill 

categories.197  While the majority of men lacking useful skills toiled in labour gangs where the 

prospect of advancement relied upon ‘entire freedom from the slightest offence’, offending convicts 

with valuable pre-arrival trades were regularly plucked from the ranks of the punished to be put to 

productive use, as the cases of Robert Barnett, John Cullen and William White show.198  Such men 

were given more chances at reformation than their unskilled comrades, many of whom yo-yoed 

between the chain gang and hard labour parties for their entire Fremantle Prison careers.199  

Although Millett acknowledged the key role of work as ‘the arbiter of a convict’s individual worth’, 

he emphasised the importance of industry rather than skill in ensuring freedom from punishment.200  

The punishment rates analysed here show that the skill biases Maxwell-Stewart uncovered in Van 

Diemen’s Land also operated at Fremantle Prison.  These should be incorporated into Millett’s 

framework of convict classification and punishment.  

 

                                                           
193 Hilton, 'Branded D on the left side', pp. 368, 373. 
194 Experience in any job outside of pre-arrival trade categories one and twelve was considered a prior skill or 
‘ancillary trade’ for these calculations.  Figures computed from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western 
Australia. 
195 Hilton, 'Branded D on the left side', p. 373. 
196 Ibid., pp. 302, 308, 373; Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', pp. 98-100. 
197 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 145. 
198 Quotation is from The Inquirer and Commercial News, 26 September 1866, p. 2. 
199 Examples of such prisoners include former seamen Robert Willman (7298) and John Brown (6505), and 
unskilled labourers George Needham (7805), Thomas Smith (8988) and Henry Davies (6854).  See SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
200 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 145. 
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Ticket-of-Leave Skills and Reconviction 
 
Historians have also neglected the variation in ticket-of-leave treatment produced by differing 

occupational skills.  Battye, Hasluck and Edgar altogether ignored the possibility that ticket-of-leave 

treatment was inconsistent, arguing that Western Australian transportees avoided the objectionable 

inequalities of convict assignment in eastern Australia, where levels of suffering hinged upon the 

disposition of masters.201  Stannage later acknowledged that the Western Australian ticket-of-leave 

system was as ‘unpredictable in its effects’ as assignment had been, but did not examine the factors 

causing unequal ticket-of-leave experiences.202  Only Stevens has examined the impact of ticket-of-

leave skills in any detail, arguing that town-based ticketers in the Greenough region received 

preferential treatment partly because their predominantly urban trades were useful to employers.  

Similarly-skilled ticket holders employed by nearby pastoralists were treated with disdain, largely 

because they were unsuited to farm work.203   

 

There is certainly evidence that the assignment system practised in New South Wales and Van 

Diemen’s Land favoured convicts whose skills were in demand.  This was particularly true in terms of 

punishment.  Maxwell-Stewart has shown that it was in a master’s interests to charge useless 

convicts with offences, because if the charge resulted in a road gang or penal station sentence, the 

state was obliged to provide a replacement convict (who would likely be more skilled).204  In this 

way, magistrates’ benches provided masters with ‘a convenient means of turning over their labour 

force’.205  Conversely, it made little economic sense to bring valuable workers before the bench, as 

this could mean losing their services and there was no guarantee that a replacement would be 

nearly as useful.206  This punishment bias was reflected in flagellation figures.  Men with skills 

oversupplied to Van Diemen’s Land, such as tailors, weavers and cotton spinners were flogged 

considerably more than carpenters and clerks, whose expertise was always in demand.  In a largely 

agricultural economy, former farmhands also received fewer lashes over the course of their 

sentences than ‘common labourers’ with no livestock experience.207 

 

                                                           
201 Battye, Western Australia, p. 464; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 109-10; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 43-9, 
132, 237. 
202 Stannage, People of Perth, p. 98. 
203 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 50-3. 
204 Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, p. 162; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 146. 
205 Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, p. 162. 
206 Ibid., pp. 156-7. 
207 Ibid. 
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Methods of ‘turning over’ the labour force were somewhat different for Western Australian masters.  

Ticket-of-leave men could be fired from private service without resort to a magistrate’s bench.  

Employers were authorised to terminate any contract at a month’s notice and return the ticket 

holder to his nearest depot or police station, provided that a written report was transmitted to the 

Comptroller-General specifying the reason for termination.208  Masters therefore had less incentive 

to bring charges against incompetent workers than they would have done under assignment.209  

Nonetheless worker unsuitability could be a great source of tension between master and convict, as 

Stevens has noted.210  Masters unsatisfied with employee performance were more likely to treat 

their workers poorly and to deny them any leeway for misdemeanours or petty offences.  

Greenough pastoralists, for example, regarded ticket-of-leave shepherds as an ‘improvident’ class 

‘not in the least degree acquainted practically with agricultural pursuits’.211  As a result, shepherds 

were paid meagre wages, faced regular disputes with their employers, and formed the 

overwhelming majority of cases brought before the local magistrate.212  Moreover, ticketers 

employed in jobs not commensurate with their labour skills were more likely to become dissatisfied, 

particularly if treated with contempt by their masters.213  A letter to the Perth Gazette in 1851 

described how such circumstances tended ‘to drive certain characters to desperation’, greatly 

increasing ‘magisterial matters’.214  William Tizzard, for example, a former London mason, was 

driven to abscond by his disagreeable posting as a Greenough shepherd.215  Others brought their 

grievances before magistrates, only to have their tickets revoked when complaints were deemed 

‘frivolous’.216  Ticket-of-leave men were most commonly reconvicted for regulatory offences, such as 

absconding, disobeying orders, or neglect of work, all of which were likely increased by poor 

master/convict relations and worker dissatisfaction.217  It is therefore likely that ticket-of-leave men 

with limited or unsuitable skills were disproportionately punished in Western Australia, just as 

poorly-skilled assigned convicts had been in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.   

                                                           
208 Regulations for Holders of Tickets of Leave, BPP, December 1852, p. 188; Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 86. 
209 Contemporary chronicler Janet Millett asserted that ticketers who were reconvicted forfeited any wages 
they were owed.  She claimed that this provided a temptation for masters to charge their ticket-of-leave 
servants with offences in order to avoid paying them.  See Millett, Australian Parsonage, p. 245.  According to 
official ticket-of-leave regulations, however, even masters deprived of labour through magisterial sentences 
were required to forward ‘any balance of wages that may be due to the ticket-of-leave man at the point of 
leaving [his master’s service]’.  See Regulations for Holders of Tickets of Leave, BPP, December 1852, p. 188. 
210 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 51-3. 
211 Ibid., pp. 51, 53. 
212 Ibid., pp. 51-3. 
213 Nicholas and Shergold, 'Convicts as Workers', p. 66. 
214 Perth Gazette and Independent Journal of Politics and News, 12 September 1851, p. 3. 
215 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', p. 52. 
216 Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 173. 
217 Godfrey and Cox, 'Last Fleet', pp. 243-5; Regulations for Holders of Tickets of Leave, TNA (UK), CO 18/58, p. 
267. 
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Records of ticket-of-leave reconvictions between 1858 and 1861 provide an opportunity to test this 

hypothesis and to extend some of the themes of Stevens’ Greenough case study to a broader 

Western Australian context.  Because all reconvicted men were required to serve an initial period of 

separate confinement in Fremantle Prison at this time, it was possible to compute ticket-of-leave 

‘reconviction rates’ from the prison punishment data used in the previous section.218  These were 

calculated for each pre-arrival trade category, with the results for key categories shown in Figure 5.8.  

To provide a sense of the work undertaken by ticket-of-leave men, records of the first job acquired 

after discharge were also compiled for every convict acquiring his ticket between 1862 and 1877 

(employment details were rarely recorded in ticket-of-leave registers before this period).219     

 

 
* Based on average ticket-of-leave populations for each pre-arrival trade category over the period 1858-61. 

Figure 5.8.220 

                                                           
218 It was assumed that every sentence of separate treatment inflicted on a convict who had already received 
his ticket of leave (but not his conditional pardon) represented a reconviction.  Punishment data compiled 
from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8. 
219 Employment data was compiled from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  First job entries 
from this published volume were cross-checked with original convict register details for a sample of 500 ticket-
of-leave men and were found to be accurate in 98 per cent of cases.  Register used for cross-checking was 
SROWA, General Register for Numbers 6393-6932, Acc. 1156/R22, AN 358.  
220 Reconviction figures for each trade category calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  The time spent on 
ticket of leave by each trade category was computed using occupational information, ticket-of-leave dates, and 
conditional pardon or expiration of sentence details from ibid. (prison terms served by reconvicted ticketers 
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There are some strong indications that the utility of convict skills influenced reconviction rates.  Ex-

military convicts were the most frequently reconvicted of any ticket-of-leave group.  As mentioned 

above, these men were poorly skilled in comparison to the general convict population.  In particular, 

only five per cent of former soldiers and seamen had experience as rural workers.221  According to 

the 1862-77 employment data, 42 per cent of convicts from military backgrounds were hired as rural 

labourers and servants upon gaining their ticket.222  Their unsuitability for such roles was likely a 

source of frustration for employers and may have led to poor ticket-of-leave treatment and a rise in 

matters brought before the local magistrate. 

 

The next-highest reconviction rates were for ticket holders with pre-arrival experience in the food 

industry (largely as butchers or bakers) or as ‘dealers’ and salesmen.  Demand for such skills was 

relatively low in a fledgling colony with limited markets for meat, bread and consumer goods.223  The 

small profit margins of many colonial traders and shop owners may also have reduced their capacity 

to hire ticket-of-leave labour.224  As a result, only fifteen per cent of former food workers from the 

1862-77 sample found jobs that matched their pre-conviction occupations, and less than one per 

cent of former dealers were hired for retail work.225  Instead a large portion of both groups (around 

35 per cent) were relegated to rural labouring positions where they were of little value to 

employers.226 

    

The ticket-of-leave men least likely to be reconvicted were those with past experience as agricultural 

and pastoral workers.  Demand for skilled farm labour was consistently high throughout the Western 

Australian convict era.  Petitions and reports in the 1850s consistently stressed that the meagre 

proportion of ‘regular farming country people’ among the convicts fell ‘infinitely short of the number 

required to support the labour market’.227  Even into the 1860s, one settler claimed that the colony 

was ‘languishing in every district, at every farm, from a most distressing want of labour’.228  Although 

                                                           
were not counted as time spent on ticket-of-leave).  See Table 5.2 for the list of occupations included in each 
trade category.  
221 Calculated from pre-arrival trades listed in Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
222 Computed from ibid. 
223 Statham, 'Why Convicts I', pp. 2-3; Haast, 'Economic Impact of Transportation', p. 121. 
224 Statham, 'Why Convicts I', pp. 3-4; Appleyard, 'Western Australia', pp. 214-5. 
225 Computed from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
226 Calculated from ibid. 
227 Memorial of Landowners, Tenants, and others to Governor Fitzgerald, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir 
John Pakington, 21 March 1853, BPP, May 1854, pp. 130-1; Duke of Newcastle to Governor Fitzgerald, 20 
September 1853, ibid., pp. 260-1; R.J. Meares (York Resident Magistrate) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 9 
January 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 175; J.S. Harris (Toodyay Resident Magistrate) to Comptroller-General 
Henderson, 27 January 1852, ibid., p. 175. 
228 Mr. M. Waller Clifton to the Editor of the Perth Gazette, 17 September 1860, BPP, March 1861, p. 19. 
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only a small fraction of former farm workers were specifically employed as farmhands, herders, 

teamsters and ploughmen during 1862-77, a uniquely large proportion were employed in rural 

districts as ‘labourers’ and ‘general servants’, positions where farming experience almost certainly 

enhanced a worker’s utility.229  It was in a master’s interests to forgive misdemeanours perpetrated 

by skilled farmhands and to avoid disputes that might attract the attention of a magistrate.  Nor was 

it likely that ticketers with farming backgrounds would be ‘driven to desperation’ by contemptuous 

treatment.  

 

White-collar ticket-of-leave holders had a similarly low reconviction rate.  Some of these men quickly 

attained lucrative and privileged positions with colonial businesses or government departments.  

Lionel Holdsworth, for example, was earning £120 per year as a mercantile clerk at a merchants and 

importers firm less than two months after gaining his ticket in 1874.230  Such men were unlikely to be 

victimised by employers or to jeopardise their position by contravening convict regulations.  

However, employment data for 1862-77 suggests that the majority of former professionals worked 

as labourers or domestic servants initially after gaining their ticket.231  Although white-collar convicts 

were no more qualified for such work than unskilled men, their ‘superior education and deportment’ 

made them more acceptable to settlers, particularly for roles within homesteads.232  Some even 

received additional appointments as tutors to their master’s children, including James Coates 

Fleming, hired by a Fremantle settler in 1865 to work as a servant and schoolmaster.233  In a colony 

that treated most ex-prisoners with a measure of fear and hostility, ‘respectable’ white-collar 

ticketers were highly prized.234  They were not likely to be mistreated or to spark disputes with 

employers. 

 

While there is considerable evidence of a correlation between reconviction rates and worker 

usefulness, this explanatory framework has its limitations.  For example, it cannot explain the fact 

that unskilled and semi-skilled labourers were prosecuted less frequently than skilled construction 

and textile workers.  Despite their non-agrarian backgrounds, 46 per cent of unskilled or semi-skilled 

ticketers were hired as farmhands and rural labourers, jobs in which they had little to offer besides 

                                                           
229 Fifty-three per cent of ticketers from agricultural or pastoral backgrounds were hired as rural labourers and 
servants, a higher proportion than for any other pre-arrival trade category.  Computed from Erickson and 
O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
230 Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability', p. 154. 
231 Of the 111 white-collar convicts discharged on ticket-of-leave during this period, 58 were initially hired as 
servants and labourers.  Computed from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  
232 Erickson, 'Schoolmasters', p. 286. 
233 Ibid., p. 287; Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability', p. 142. 
234 Stannage, People of Perth, pp. 94-5. 
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basic muscle power.235  Such men were likely viewed as expendable by many settlers.  Construction 

and textile workers, on the other hand, were in high demand.  Ticketers with these skills were more 

often hired at their pre-arrival trades than any other ticket-of-leave group and less than one quarter 

were consigned to rural farming and labouring positions.236  According to Fremantle Magistrate 

Thomas Brown, brickmakers, sawyers, builders, carpenters, shoemakers and tailors were among the 

most sought-after employees in the Perth district in the 1850s.237  It is therefore unlikely that their 

elevated reconviction rates stemmed from the contempt of disgruntled masters.  

 

But there were other factors at play here.  Because ticketers from skilled urban backgrounds 

generally worked in colonial towns, they were subject to greater police surveillance than unskilled 

men, who were more often hired by rural settlers (see Figure 5.9).  Whereas in Perth and Fremantle, 

police patrols roamed the streets at night to enforce a ten o’clock curfew, in many country districts 

the preservation of law and order relied upon a small mounted police force scattered over a large 

area.238  An offence committed by a ticket-of-leave man in these regions was likely to go unnoticed 

unless reported by his master.  As Maxwell-Stewart has noted, rural punishment rates were also 

generally lower because masters had to travel vast distances to bring charges before a magistrate.239  

This would have been a considerable deterrent for employers in the more far-flung regions of the 

Swan River Colony.  As Henderson noted in 1854, the ‘inconvenience to employers’ caused by the 

immense distance to many resident magistrates, made regular journeys ‘almost impracticable’.240    

 

                                                           
235 Computed from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
236 Between 1862 and 1877, 39 per cent of skilled textile workers and 35 per cent of construction workers and 
smiths obtained jobs in their pre-arrival industries upon receiving their tickets of leave.  Calculated from ibid. 
237 Thomas Brown (Fremantle Police Magistrate) to Comptroller-General Henderson, 12 February 1852, BPP, 
December 1852, p. 176. 
238 Erickson, 'Introduction [to Brand on his Coat]', p. 5; Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability', p. 165; 
Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, pp. 158-9. 
239 H. Maxwell-Stewart, '"And All My Great Hardships Endured"?: Irish Convicts in Van Diemen's Land', in N. 
Whelehan (ed.), Transnational Perspectives on Modern Irish History, Florence, Taylor and Francis, 2014, p. 77. 
240 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 159. 
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Figure 5.9.241  

 

Industrial training at Fremantle Prison may also have increased the labour utility of ticketers who 

arrived as unskilled workers.  Eleven per cent of men from the unskilled category found colonial 

employment in trades taught at the prison (such as blacksmithing, carpentry, masonry, shoemaking, 

tailoring and printing), suggesting that many had acquired skills while under sentence.242  Fiona Bush 

has argued that prison trade experience, acquired in workshops or through participation in public 

works projects, was particularly important for convicts seeking post-release employment in the 

building industry.243  Unskilled ticketers who completed this process may have been as valuable to 

colonial employers as ticket-of-leave construction workers who had plied their trades in Britain. 

 

There is also some evidence that traumatic prison experiences influenced reoffending.  As will be 

shown in Chapter Seven, there was a strong statistical relationship between time spent in the 

                                                           
241 Figures compiled from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R22.  Perth 
and Fremantle were categorised as ‘urban’ districts, with all other districts labelled ‘rural’.  It is important to 
note that not all ticket-of-leave men hired in ‘rural’ districts performed rural work.  In Greenough, for example, 
a number of urban tradesmen were hired to erect buildings and work in mills or smithing shops.  See Stevens, 
'Convictism in Greenough', p. 53.  Conversely, several ticketers hired in Perth and Fremantle worked in the 
agricultural sector.  See for example, prisoners John Humphrey (registration number 6612), John Crompton 
(6537) and George Hill (6609) in SROWA, Acc. 1156/R22.  Nonetheless, the urban/rural categorisation is useful 
in providing a general picture of the distribution of ticket-of-leave pre-arrival skills. 
242 Calculated from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
243 Bush, 'Convicts' Contribution to Built Environment', pp. 227-8.  According to Bush, the impact of prison 
industrial training was greatest from 1858 onwards.  Before this point, the vast majority of skilled ticket-of-
leave men had acquired their trades in Britain.  See ibid., pp. 230-3. 
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Fremantle Prison chain gangs (while under sentence) and post-release recidivism.  Such punishment 

often inspired ‘escalated defiance’ rather than prisoner reform, a trend that has also been identified 

among Tasmanian convicts.244  The aggravating effects of labour in irons may explain the large 

discrepancy in reconviction rates between ex-military convicts and other unskilled Western 

Australian ticketers (see Figure 5.8).  While both groups were similarly lacking in useful occupational 

expertise, former soldiers and sailors were 50 per cent more likely to have spent time in chains than 

the ordinary unskilled.245  This may have made ex-military men less compliant as colonial employees, 

diminishing their already limited labour value and fuelling workplace disputes.  The low reconviction 

rate of white-collar ticketers may also have stemmed partly from their experiences under sentence.  

These men were the least likely of any ticket holders to have endured degrading labour in irons.246  

As a result, they may have been more willing than most to submit to the authority of a colonial 

master.   

 

These additional dynamics show that the factors influencing ticket-of-leave punishment were more 

complex than in the Fremantle Prison case.  Prisoner punishment histories, industrial training during 

incarceration and urban/rural discrepancies in policing all played a role in determining how 

frequently ticketers were reconvicted.  Nonetheless, in terms of avoiding a return to Fremantle 

Prison, it certainly paid to be a highly-prized farmhand rather than an unskilled labourer or former 

soldier.  Builders, smiths, shoemakers, tailors and clerks, whose skills and attributes were highly 

sought-after, held a similar advantage over dealers, salesmen, butchers and bakers, men who found 

few job vacancies relevant to their expertise.  In short, there is substantial evidence that demand for 

a ticket holder’s skills improved his chances of avoiding punishment.  This was not an anomaly 

confined to Stevens’ Greenough convicts, but a characteristic feature of the Western Australian 

ticket-of-leave system.247 

 

The Impact of Skill on Ticket-of-Leave Health 
 
There is also evidence that men well-suited to colonial employment enjoyed a health advantage over 

fellow ticket-of-leave holders.  By linking convict pre-arrival trade information with the deaths 

                                                           
244 See Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Old Lags and Recidivism', pp. 180-2.  Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart also 
found a relation between days spent in solitary confinement and reoffending, but no such association was 
present in the Western Australian system.  See Chapter Seven. 
245 Between 1858 and 1867, nine per cent of ex-military convicts received sentences of hard labour in irons 
each year on average, compared to six per cent of prisoners from unskilled backgrounds.  Computed from 
same sources used in Figure 5.7. 
246 On average (during the period 1858-67), just two per cent of white-collar convicts were sentenced to chain 
gang labour each year.  Calculated from sources used in Figure 5.7. 
247 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 50-3. 
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database utilised in Chapter Three, it was possible to calculate mortality rates for different ticket-of-

leave trade categories for the period 1851-77 (see Figure 5.10).  Categories with similar skill levels 

and whose labour was in similar demand in the colony were grouped together for ease of analysis.  

The results reveal health disparities which mirror the discrepancies in reconviction rates highlighted 

above.  Ticketers from unskilled or semi-skilled backgrounds (including former soldiers, sailors, and 

domestic servants) suffered death rates seventeen per cent higher than men with farming 

experience, while the mortality rate of former dealers, butchers and bakers exceeded that of skilled 

construction and textile workers by ten per cent.248     

 

 
* Based on average ticket-of-leave populations for each pre-arrival trade category over the period 1851-77. 

Figure 5.10.249 

 

The implications of these health disparities vary by region.  Unskilled or semi-skilled ticket-of-leave 

men and those with farming experience were hired predominantly in rural areas, where food and 

lodgings were generally provided by employers.250  The superior health of former farming men 

therefore suggests that masters were concerned with preserving their wellbeing.  Not only were 

                                                           
248 These death rates exclude ticket-of-leave men serving magisterial sentences at Fremantle Prison.  The 
similarity between reconviction and mortality trends was therefore independent of the fact that ticketers from 
frequently reconvicted trade categories spent more time in Fremantle Prison than other groups. 
249 Mortality rates were calculated from ticket-of-leave fatalities listed in the deaths database compiled for this 
dissertation (see footnote 44 in Chapter Three for a list of sources included), and from yearly ticket-of-leave 
population figures for each pre-arrival trade, computed from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western 
Australia.  As in the analysis of ticket-of-leave mortality rates in Chapter Three, the year 1850 was excluded 
because of the very small population of ticket holders at this time (just 21 men had acquired their tickets by 31 
December 1850).  See BPP, August 1851, p. 125. 
250 Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 89-90. 
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employers unlikely to stir up disputes with valuable agricultural workers, they were also seemingly 

more willing to provide favourable diets and living conditions for these men than they were for 

unskilled employees.  Ticket-of-leave groups more concentrated in towns, such as former 

construction and textile workers, dealers, salesmen, and food workers, were more likely to purchase 

food and accommodation out of their own pockets.251  Mortality disparities may therefore have 

resulted from differences in wage rates.  Ticket-of-leave mechanics often commanded very high 

wages and the majority of shoemakers and tailors were paid lucrative piece rates.252  In 1863, ticket-

of-leave carpenter William Gildon reported a salary of £126 per annum, while shoemaker James 

Wilson earned £108 in 1865.253  In contrast, a substantial proportion of former butchers, bakers and 

dealers worked as labourers or servants on close to the minimum wage payable to a ticketer (£12 

per year).  Even when employed at their pre-arrival trades, these men rarely earned more than £2 

per month due to the lack of demand for their services.254 

 

Ticketers with experience in the building and textile industries also experienced lower death rates 

than men from unskilled urban backgrounds, a reversal of the puzzling trend in reconviction rates 

discussed above.  While skilled mechanics and textile workers were frequently charged with 

offences, mortality data suggests that they were rarely subject to severe mistreatment or 

antagonism from masters.  On the contrary, employers were prepared to offer generous wages in 

order to secure the services of such men.255  The relatively low mortality rates of skilled urban 

ticketers suggest that their vulnerability to reconviction was largely an artefact of the heightened 

police presence in colonial towns, rather than the result of employer dissatisfaction.  

 

The health outcomes of white-collar ticketers also demonstrate that reconviction rates were not 

always reliable indicators of ticket-of-leave treatment.  Former professionals were the least likely of 

any pre-arrival trade category to be reconvicted, but they also suffered the highest mortality rate of 

any group, at 16.3 deaths per thousand men per year.256  Although these men were sought after as 

ticket-of-leave servants, clerks and tutors, this did not guarantee liveable wages.  Herman Joseph 

Moll, for example, a former clerk employed in 1866 as the accountant to prominent merchant and 

pastoralist John Henry Monger, earned only £18 per year and was not provided with food or 

                                                           
251 Ibid. 
252 SROWA, Acc. 1156/R22; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 November 1854, BPP, 
August 1855, p. 105. 
253 See entries for William Gildon (registration number 6595) and James Wilson (6490) in SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R22. 
254 Ibid. 
255 Ibid. 
256 Taken from Figure 5.10. 
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accommodation.257  Given that food equivalent to the ordinary Fremantle Prison ration would have 

cost around £17 15s per year at this time, Moll could scarcely have afforded a substantial diet as well 

as a roof over his head.258  Many other white-collar ticketers reported similar or lesser incomes 

(although most did not specify whether board and lodgings were included).259  According to Potter, 

even white-collar convicts with substantial pre-conviction savings commonly found themselves in 

precarious financial positions while on ticket of leave.260  She argued that many ‘had little or no 

monetary reserves to fall back on’ and as a result lost everything when economic recession struck.261  

Cause of death data further suggests that many white-collar ticketers lived in a state of poverty.  The 

tuberculosis death rate among these men was more than double that of any other ticket-of-leave 

group (see Figure 5.11).  As noted in Chapter Three, tuberculosis has strong historical links with 

poverty and is particularly associated with poor nutrition and overcrowded, low-quality housing.262   

 

 
* Based on average ticket-of-leave populations for each pre-arrival trade category over the period 1851-77. 

Figure 5.11.263 

                                                           
257 Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability', pp. 127-8. 
258 Calculated from JSBL, Blue Book 1866, pp. 217-8; Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, 
BPP, 1860, p. 36. 
259 Former veterinary surgeon George Wood, for example, reported a salary of £12 per year in 1863 and ex-
clerk Charles Barlow earned the same wage in 1864.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/R22, entries for 6474 George 
Wood and 6509 Charles Barlow.  See also Potter, 'Alfred Daniel Letch', p. 40. 
260 Potter gives the example of Joseph Lucas Horrocks, a convict whose colonial bank account was frequently 
overdrawn while on ticket of leave, despite a sizeable initial deposit of £241.  See Potter, 'Pathways to 
Respectability', pp. 86-7. 
261 Ibid., p. 123. 
262 On the relationship between poverty and tuberculosis, see in particular Smith, Retreat of Tuberculosis, pp. 
174-5; Hardy, Epidemic Streets, pp. 240-5. 
263 Calculated from same sources used in Figure 5.10. 
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While mortality figures for white-collar ticketers show that the relationship between occupational 

skills and quality of life should not be overstated, there remain many indications that ticket-of-leave 

treatment was dependent on the value of their labour to the colonial economy.  Those with farming 

experience integral to colonial development were less likely to suffer reconviction and more likely to 

survive the duration of their tickets than unskilled or semi-skilled labourers and servants, despite 

many working the same jobs in the rural workforce.  Similarly, men with in-demand urban skills, such 

as builders, smiths, shoemakers and tailors, enjoyed health and punishment advantages over 

ticketers with less useful urban trades.  This analysis of reconvictions and mortality has shown that 

the preferential treatment of convicts with valuable skills was as much a feature of the Western 

Australian ticket-of-leave system as it was a characteristic of convict assignment in eastern Australia.  

Although ticketers were allowed greater freedoms than assigned convicts (with some capacity to 

choose their employers and the right to earn wages and acquire property), this did not remove the 

temptation for masters to treat less useful ticket-of-leave labourers poorly, by offering low wages, 

providing inadequate food and housing, or targeting unsuitable workers for magisterial action.  

 

The Allocation of Ticket-of-Leave Labour 
 
The Western Australian ticket-of-leave system was also deficient in terms of its capacity to allocate 

labour efficiently.  From the sample of 3569 convicts discharged on ticket of leave between 1862 and 

1877, only 44 per cent of those who took skilled urban jobs had relevant pre-arrival expertise.264  

Among ticketers who found employment in the construction and smithing industries, the proportion 

of men with prior experience reduced to 39 per cent (see Table 5.3).  These numbers fall well below 

Nicholas’s figures for the New South Wales convict labour market (70 per cent skill matching for 

urban trades, 59 per cent for construction work).265  They are also inferior to labour allocation 

statistics for Fremantle Prison during 1858-65, when on average 55 per cent of skilled positions and 

52 per cent of construction jobs were filled by convicts with matching pre-arrival trades.266  That 

ticket-of-leave jobs were less frequently occupied by experienced men than prison labour positions 

is particularly unusual.  Nicholas discovered the opposite trend in New South Wales.  He found that 

while convicts in government employ could be forced into unfamiliar work required for colonial 

                                                           
264 These ‘skilled urban jobs’ included all building, smithing and textile work, manufacturing, jobs as dealers 
and salesmen, white-collar work, and positions in the food and drink industry such as fisherman, baker, cook, 
butcher, brewer and tobacconist.   
265 Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', p. 123. 
266 Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS11; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/CS12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/CS13; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
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public works projects, these men tended to reject their imposed job descriptions once they gained a 

ticket of leave, returning instead to their pre-arrival vocations.  Thus the efficiency of labour markets 

in matching pre-conviction skills to colonial jobs increased as convicts drew closer to freedom.267  

 

Type of Colonial Employment Percentage of Ticket-of-Leave 
Positions Filled by Men with 
Matching Pre-Arrival Skills268 

Construction and Smithing 39.0 

Industrial Manufactures 44.4 

Textiles 61.6 

Food and Drink 23.6 

White-Collar 62.2 

Dealers and Salesmen 20 

     All Skilled Urban Work 44.4 

Agricultural and Pastoral 4.5 

Domestic Service 6.2 

Unskilled or Semi-Skilled Labour 28.5 

Table 5.3. Efficiency of Ticket-of-Leave Labour Allocation, 1862-1877.269 

 

Why then did the Western Australian ticket-of-leave system struggle to fill skilled positions with 

suitably-skilled workers?  Employment data for 1862-77 suggests that this was not due to a shortage 

of capable ticketers.  For every skilled trade category, the number of ticket-of-leave men discharged 

with relevant pre-arrival expertise exceeded the number of colonial job openings (see Table 5.4).  

There is even evidence of an oversupply of skill in the agricultural and pastoral sector, work for 

which the vast majority of Western Australian convicts were ill-suited, according to Meinzer and 

Stevens.270  Only 137 ticket-of-leave farming jobs were taken during 1862-77, a period in which 187 

convicts with farming experience acquired their ticket.  It is possible that the number of positions 

requiring farming skills was actually considerably greater than 137, since many ‘servants’ and 

‘labourers’ in rural districts probably performed some farm work.271  Nonetheless, it is unlikely that 

                                                           
267 Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', pp. 123-4. 
268 To ensure that ticket-of-leave labour allocation figures were consistent with those calculated for Fremantle 
Prison, the definition of ‘matching skills’ used here was slightly more malleable than that used by Nicholas.  
See ibid., p. 121.  A background in brickmaking, for example, was deemed a match for colonial employment as 
a bricklayer or builder, masonry experience was considered applicable to colonial work as a plasterer, former 
bookbinders were matched to colonial printing jobs, and ex-clerks were treated as qualified tutors. 
269 This analysis considers only the first occupation taken by each convict upon receiving his ticket of leave.  
Figures calculated using pre-arrival and colonial employment information from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts 
in Western Australia; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R22. 
270 Meinzer, 'Western Australian Convicts', pp. 176-7, 183; Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', p. 52. 
271 Toodyay Magistrate J.S. Harris implied this was the case when he wrote in 1852 that men ‘with no idea of 
agriculture’ made ‘expensive servants’ for rural settlers.  See J.S. Harris to Comptroller-General Henderson, 27 
January 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 175.   
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men with rural skills were in such short supply as to justify their measly numerical contribution to 

the ticket-of-leave farming workforce.  Of the 137 ticketers hired specifically to work in agricultural 

or pastoral jobs (such as ‘ploughman’ or ‘shepherd’) only seven had any pre-arrival experience of 

farm work.   

 

Type of Colonial Employment Number of Convicts with 
Relevant Expertise Discharged 

on Ticket of Leave 

Number of Job Openings  
for Ticket-of-Leave Men* 

Construction and Smithing 649 425 

Industrial Manufactures 214 27 

Textiles 466 233 

Food and Drink 172 113 

White-Collar 111 37 

Dealers and Salesmen 74 5 

Agricultural and Pastoral 172 137 

* Based on the total number of convicts whose first jobs after receiving tickets of leave were in the area of work specified. 

Table 5.4. Supply of Ticket-of-Leave Skills, 1862-1877.272 

 

Oversight and deception in the negotiation of ticket-of-leave employment contracts played some 

part in mismatching ticket-of-leave skills with colonial work.  According to Police Magistrate Thomas 

Brown, masters anxious to acquire labour often engaged ticketers without first determining what 

tasks they were capable of performing.  He also noted that ticket holders ‘anxious to leave the 

regular discipline of the [convict] establishment’ at times ‘made engagements with employers to do 

work with which they were unacquainted’.273  As a result, Brown claimed, ‘tailors have been engaged 

to plough and work as farm-servants, and watchmakers have become brickmakers.’274  Dishonesty 

from prospective ticket-of-leave employees was particularly prevalent in the farming sector.  

Fremantle Prison chaplain William Alderson wrote in 1862 that ‘most prisoners on first going out [on 

ticket of leave] profess to be proficients [sic] in the management of horses, and in the performance 

of all kinds of farm work, of which few of them really know anything’.275  Such deceit undermined 

the efficient allocation of skilled agricultural and pastoral ticketers by increasing competition for 

rural positions.   

 

The vast distances between Western Australian settlements may also have contributed to inefficient 

labour allocation.  As Nicholas has noted, difficulties in transferring workers geographically tend to 

                                                           
272 Data compiled from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  
273 Thomas Brown to Comptroller-General Henderson, 12 February 1852, BPP, December 1852, p. 176. 
274 Ibid. 
275 Chaplain Alderson to Comptroller-General Henderson, January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 198. 
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inhibit the efficiency of labour markets.276  In Western Australia, geographical distance and primitive 

transport networks made a large swathe of ticket-of-leave labour inaccessible to many settlers in 

remote regions.277  For employers in areas like Champion Bay, Albany, Bunbury and Vasse, the 

available labour pool was effectively limited to ticketers discharged from depots and work parties 

within their district.278  With fewer workers to choose from, settlers were likely compelled to hire 

unsuitable men out of desperation for labour, rather than waiting weeks or months for the arrival of 

ticketers with skills more applicable to their needs.  This reliance on a shrunken labour pool probably 

contributed to the extensive misallocation of ticket-of-leave skills that Stevens identified in 

Greenough.279 

 

In light of the shortcomings highlighted here, it is difficult to maintain the claims of Battye, Hasluck 

and Edgar that the ticket-of-leave scheme adopted in Western Australia was manifestly superior to 

the assignment system of the eastern colonies.280  Not only did ticket-of-leave labourers suffer the 

same skill-based inequalities that dogged assignees in Van Diemen’s Land, but methods of ticket-of-

leave labour distribution were inefficient in matching convict skills with colonial job opportunities, a 

function that assignment had performed effectively, according to Nicholas.281   

 

Conclusion 
 
Although historians such as Bavin, Millett and Cullity have noted aspects of convict treatment that 

served to punish rather than rehabilitate prisoners, there remains a general acceptance among 

Western Australian historians that the primary goal of convict administrators was to morally amend 

the prisoners under their charge.282  Even Millett concluded that the ultimate aim of the Western 

Australian system was ‘to induce in a convict the decision to reform’.283  Through an analysis of 

                                                           
276 Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', p. 121. 
277 Winter, 'Global, Regional and Local Networks', pp. 69-70.  Ticketers employed on the Perth to Albany Road, 
for example, were rarely able ‘to meet with private employ’ because they were ‘so far removed from the 
settlements’.  See Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 
164.  
278 By the 1860s, the proliferation of convict work parties meant that large numbers of prisoners became 
eligible for tickets of leave while stationed at a remote work camp.  Tickets were distributed to these men by 
the resident magistrate of the district in question and the convicts were subsequently discharged from the 
nearest outstation. See Gertzel, 'Convict System', pp. 81-2. 
279 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 51-2. 
280 Battye, Western Australia, p. 464; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 109-10; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 43-9, 
132, 237. 
281 Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', p. 125. 
282 Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', pp. 479-80; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 166-7; Cullity, 'Reform and 
Punishment', pp. 75-7. 
283 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 280. 
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labour management at Fremantle Prison (during 1858-65), this chapter has shown that the need to 

extract work output from convicts was just as important in shaping prisoner treatment.   

 

In an effort to produce industrial goods that would offset convict department costs and to meet 

colonial demand for new infrastructure, prison authorities placed a strong emphasis on maximising 

labour productivity.  Although these objectives were hindered during 1858-61 by an ‘antagonistic 

system’ of labour allocation and a focus on cellular punishments, the extensive use of labour 

incentives in this period shows that enlarging work output was a key priority.284  The push for 

productivity became even more apparent under Governor Hampton.  Mandatory separate 

treatment was abolished, convict skills were more efficiently matched with prison jobs, and reward 

systems were extended to ganged work.  By reinstituting floggings and heavy leg irons, Hampton 

also enhanced coercive means of labour extraction.   

 

Underpinning the drive for productivity was a tiered labour scheme in which convicts in skilled jobs 

or service positions were managed largely through incentives, while unskilled work, generally 

performed in gangs, was more often driven by coercion.  These varied management strategies 

supported productivity goals in different ways.  Greater freedoms, extra rations, and generous 

sentence remissions were required to secure the cooperation of service workers crucial to the 

running of the prison and to encourage acceptable work output in skilled sectors without provoking 

industrial sabotage.  Coercive strategies based upon punitive threats and vigilant supervision were 

employed not only to extract labour effort, but to equate ganged work with punishment.  This made 

demotion to the gangs a fearful prospect for other convict workers, encouraging greater compliance 

and industry in the upper labour tiers.   

 

Such disparate management approaches meant that a convict’s experiences were largely contingent 

on his position within the prison labour hierarchy.  This is powerfully demonstrated by the divergent 

health outcomes of different work categories.  During 1858-65, prisoners from the unskilled gangs 

were hospitalised five times as frequently as service workers and twice as often as prisoners in 

skilled positions.  Differences in work conditions were key to these health disparities, as was shown 

by the great variation in accident rates and respiratory morbidity between labour tiers.  Ganging and 

coercive management were particularly harmful to convict wellbeing, because of the severe 

workloads these methods could enforce.  But there were limitations to the authorities’ coercive 

power.  The relatively low morbidity rate of stringent class prisoners suggests that extreme exertion 

                                                           
284 Superintendent Lefroy to Comptroller-General Henderson, 1 January 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 231. 
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was difficult to impose when workers had little further punishment to fear.  In such circumstances, 

coercive strategies were more likely to fuel workplace resistance than to extract labour effort.  

 

The skills a convict had acquired before transportation also influenced his treatment.  While officials 

claimed that promotion and demotion within Fremantle’s tiered labour structure depended only 

upon conduct and industry, there is evidence that men with expertise valuable to the prison 

regularly advanced to privileged positions their behaviour did not justify, while those lacking useful 

skills were disproportionately consigned to the gangs.  Less-skilled prisoners were also more likely to 

suffer penalties such as flogging, separate treatment and dark cell imprisonment on bread and 

water.  To some extent, this reflected their greater allocation to closely-supervised and distressing 

labour that both provoked offences and ensured they would be detected.  It also suggests that the 

authorities were reluctant to punish men on whom prison industries relied.   

 

Preferential treatment of skilled convicts also permeated the ticket-of-leave system.  Ticketers 

whose pre-conviction trades were in demand in the colony were less likely to find themselves in jobs 

for which they were unsuited.  This decreased sources of friction with employers and reduced 

motives for worker mistreatment.  As a result, men with desirable skills had lower rates of mortality 

and reconviction than convicts with backgrounds less relevant to the colonial economy.  Experienced 

farmhands enjoyed less punishment and better health than unskilled or semi-skilled labourers, and 

sought-after mechanics and textile workers held similar advantages over goods dealers and food 

vendors, industries in which the fledgling colony offered few jobs.  Although skill was by no means 

the only factor influencing ticket-of-leave experiences, useful occupational expertise certainly 

improved chances of survival and success.   

 

While Millett and many others have argued that the treatment a Western Australian convict 

received depended on his willingness to reform, it is clear that a prisoner’s value as ‘human capital’ 

also significantly influenced the severity of his penal experience.285  Punishments and harshness at 

Fremantle Prison were directed towards unvalued workers as much as moral deviants, and ticket-of-

leave reconvictions often stemmed from unsuitable skills rather than an incorrigible character.  Thus 

productivity goals and economic motives consistently undermined schemes of reformation by 

making punishments incongruous with prisoners’ conduct.  Similar inconsistencies in eastern 

Australia had convinced the Molesworth Committee that transportation was an unequal and 

                                                           
285 See in particular, Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 143-205, 280; Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 168-9, 
174; Battye, Western Australia, pp. 460, 463-4; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 109; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 
109-10, 317. 
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arbitrary system that created ‘extremes of comfort and misery’.286  While many historians have 

presented Western Australian convictism as more ‘humane’, equitable and ‘reformatory’, the 

disparate health and punishment records of convict workers challenge these assertions.287

                                                           
286 Quoted in M.J. Wiener, Reconstructing the Criminal: Culture, Law and Policy in England, 1830-1914, 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1990.  See also N. Townsend, 'A "Mere Lottery": The Convict System in 
New South Wales through the Eyes of the Molesworth Committee', Push from the Bush, no. 21, 1985, pp. 61-2; 
Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 147. 
287 See for example, Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 174; Battye, Western Australia, p. 463; Hasluck, 
Unwilling Emigrants, p. 109; Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 43-9, 218-20. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

‘Scum of the Convict Body’: The Treatment of Secondary Offenders in Western Australia 

 

While prison labour hierarchies and convict skills were clearly important in differentiating the 

experiences of Western Australian convicts, there was another key criterion by which prisoner 

treatment was calibrated.  Throughout the convict era, a distinction was made between reconvicted 

prisoners and those yet to reoffend in the colony – ‘probation prisoners’.  The former were widely 

viewed as ‘utterly incorrigible characters’, convicts who had ‘lost the desire to stand well among 

their fellow men’ and who ‘r[an] into punishment hopelessly, or by way of bravado’.1  In the words 

of Superintendent Dixon, the reconvicted class contained ‘the scum of the convict body’.2  To subdue 

and reform these men, the convict department sought to isolate them from probationers and 

impose uniquely severe treatment.  This chapter examines whether these efforts were successful, by 

comparing health outcomes between reconvicted and probation men.  It also explores the role of 

‘knock-on effects’ from the voyage to Australia in differentiating the mortality patterns of the two 

groups.  Most importantly, this chapter positions the experiences of Western Australian secondary 

offenders within a broader Australian context, by contrasting their treatment with that of 

reoffenders sent to remote penal stations in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.  

 

Secondary Offenders in Eastern Australia 
 
A persistent feature of the convict systems of eastern Australia was the greater severity applied to 

secondary offenders compared to other transportees.  Minor colonial offences were often punished 

by more gruelling labour in road gangs or ironed parties.3  More persistent reoffenders were 

‘retransported’ to remote penal stations such as Port Arthur and Macquarie Harbour in Van 

Diemen’s Land, or Moreton Bay and Norfolk Island in New South Wales.4  Although historians have 

highlighted the great variation in conditions experienced by retransported prisoners (particularly as 

a result of the labour they performed), it is generally agreed that the levels of harshness enforced at 

                                                           
1 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 23; Perth Gazette and Independent 
Journal of Politics and News, 2 December 1853, p. 2; Chaplain Alderson's Annual Report, January 1866, BPP, 
May 1866, p. 12. 
2 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 174. 
3 Ford and Roberts, 'NSW Penal Settlements', (no pagination); Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 145-6. 
4 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 145.  On the legal problems associated with exiling convicts already under 
sentence of transportation, see D.A. Roberts, 'Exile in a Land of Exiles: The Early History of Criminal 
Transportation Law in New South Wales, 1788-1809', Australian Historical Studies, vol. 48, no. 4, 2017, pp. 
470-85; L. Ford and D.A. Roberts, 'Legal Change, Convict Activism and the Reform of Penal Relocation in 
Colonial New South Wales: The Port Macquarie Penal Settlement, 1822-26', Australian Historical Studies, vol. 
46, no. 2, 2015, pp. 174-90. 
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penal stations distinguished these places from other convict sites.5  They became ‘ultra-penal’ 

locations where both physical and psychological punishments were meted out more frequently and 

with greater severity than in the ‘core regions’, and where a greater proportion of men undertook 

severe labour calculated to inflict pain.6  Rations at penal settlements were also deliberately kept 

below those offered at other colonial gaols and shortages of fresh meat and vegetables were 

common as a result of isolation, particularly during the initial establishment phase for each station.7  

These hardships were primarily imposed to deter misbehaviour within the core convict population 

assigned to settlers or government works – to make secondary punishment ‘an object of real terror’, 

as Commissioner Bigge put it.8  Penal settlements siphoned incorrigible prisoners out of the colonial 

workforce and put them to better use as examples of the misery that could befall any convict who 

transgressed authority.9   

 

As Ford and Roberts have shown, penal stations were also intended as reformative institutions.  

They were to be closed, controlled environments characterised by surveillance and prisoner 

classification systems, inculcating ‘habits of industry and exertion’ through ‘unremitted’, 

                                                           
5 On the variation in convict experiences within penal stations, see in particular Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah 
Island', pp. 148-57; Evans and Thorpe, 'Power, Punishment, and Penal Labour', p. 103; Maxwell-Stewart, 'John 
Longworth', pp. 103-5, 108; Roberts and Garland, 'Forgotten Commandant', pp. 14-5. 
6 Ford and Roberts, 'NSW Penal Settlements', (no pagination); Evans and Thorpe, 'Freedom and Unfreedom', p. 
72; Evans and Thorpe, 'Power, Punishment, and Penal Labour', pp. 102-4. 
7 Prisoners in Hobart Gaol in the late 1860s, for example, received around 800 kilocalories per day more than 
convicts stationed at Port Arthur during the same period.  See Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Hons Thesis]', pp. 
44, 53.  Maxwell-Stewart has shown that rations at Macquarie Harbour penal station were similarly deficient in 
comparison to the diets of assigned convicts in Van Diemen’s Land.  See Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 
153, 160-1.   
 Food shortages were accentuated in the early years of each penal settlement because farms for 
livestock and vegetables had yet to be established nearby.  Remote stations were therefore forced to rely on 
supplies of salt meat imported from Sydney or Hobart and a severely reduced vegetable ration.  See for 
example, Gordon, 'Sickness and Death at Moreton Bay', pp. 478-9; Cave, 'Pleasure or Punishment?', pp. 33-44; 
Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Journal Article]', pp. 71, 77-8; Roberts and Garland, 'Forgotten Commandant', pp. 
15-6; Hughes, Fatal Shore, p. 463. 
8 Evans and Thorpe, 'Power, Punishment, and Penal Labour', pp. 101-3; R. Evans, 'Creating "an Object of Real 
Terror": The Tabling of the First Bigge Report', in M. Crotty and D.A. Roberts (eds), Turning Points in Australian 
History, 2009, p. 49.  Some hardships, such as settlement food shortages, were partly a product of geographic 
circumstance.  Crop failures at Port Arthur, Macquarie Harbour and Moreton Bay, for example, were caused 
largely by poor quality soil rather than being ‘imposed’ by convict authorities.  However, such events were 
often exacerbated by the authorities’ emphasis on stringent discipline.  At Port Arthur, for example, the 
practice of allowing convicts to cultivate private food gardens was curtailed in 1833 as part of a disciplinary 
crackdown.  This measure led to dramatic vegetable shortages which caused scurvy to proliferate and death 
rates to climb significantly.  See Maxwell-Stewart, 'John Longworth', pp. 107-8; Cave, 'Pleasure or 
Punishment?', p. 33. 
9 Evans and Thorpe, 'Power, Punishment, and Penal Labour', p. 103.  As Maxwell-Stewart has shown, 
secondary punishment could also be employed to banish convict workers whose skills were of little value to 
colonial economies.  Those willing to comply with penal station discipline would be retrained in labour more 
suited to the colony, emerging as superior workers.  See Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, pp. 157-62. 
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‘compulsory’, ‘regular and systemic’ labour.10  In the 1850s, enforced solitude emerged as an 

additional vehicle for reforming secondary offenders, with the construction of a ‘separate prison’ 

within the Port Arthur penal settlement.11  A product of new British penal theories promoting 

solitary contemplation as an instrument of moral reform, Port Arthur’s ‘separate system’ imposed 

strict silence and prisoner segregation.12  Inmates were held in solitary cells and deprived of all 

human interaction.  When allowed outside their cells for an hour of daily exercise, they walked in 

silence, wearing face masks designed to prevent non-verbal communication.  Even in the prison 

chapel, convicts were segregated by wooden partitions which prevented them viewing anyone but 

the chaplain delivering his sermon.13  Despite its reformative pretensions, this scheme did not 

reduce the severity of penal station life.  As Miles Ogborn has noted, the separate system did not 

‘substitute reformation for deterrence’, but bound ‘them both together in the terrifying 

transformation of the soul of the criminal through solitude and prayer’.14  There are strong 

indications that separate confinement had a detrimental impact on both the physical and mental 

health of inmates.15  Moreover, separate treatment was only the first stage of a Port Arthur 

sentence.  Most convicts subsequently served a period of hard labour, usually in chains.16 

 

Perhaps the clearest indication of the increased harshness applied to secondary offenders was their 

substantially elevated mortality rates.  Between 1830 and 1838, the total crude death rate among 

Van Diemen’s Land convicts was 10.6 per thousand men per year.17  Men sent to Port Arthur during 

the same period suffered 16.5 deaths per thousand per year.18  The disparity was more pronounced 

at other stations.  On Norfolk Island, convicts suffered 20 deaths per thousand men per year 

between 1837 and 1843, and Macquarie Harbour had an annual death rate of 33 per thousand over 

                                                           
10 Ford and Roberts, 'NSW Penal Settlements', (no pagination). 
11 The separate prison was completed in 1852.  See I. Brand, The "Separate" or "Model Prison", Port Arthur, 
Launceston, Regal Publications, 1990, pp. 8-9.  After the closure of Norfolk Island in 1854, Port Arthur was the 
sole remaining penal station in the eastern Australian colonies.  See I. Brand, Penal Peninsula: Port Arthur and 
its Outstations, 1827-1898, Launceston, Regal Publications, 1989 [1978], p. 107. 
12 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 77-8, 90-3; Foucault, Discipline and Punish, pp. 128-9. 
13 Brand, Model Prison, pp. 6, 17-9; 'Rules and Regulations for the New Separate Prison at Port Arthur', in I. 
Brand (ed.), The "Separate" or "Model Prison", Port Arthur, Launceston, Regal Publications, 1990, p. 51. 
14 Ogborn, 'Discipline, Government and Law', p. 302. 
15 On the health impacts of separate treatment at Port Arthur, see for example, Marshall, 'Benign Institution 
[Journal Article]', pp. 86-91; M. Weidenhofer, Port Arthur: A Place of Misery, Melbourne, Oxford University 
Press, 1981, pp. 87-8.  For an overview of the health effects of separate confinement more broadly, see P. 
Scharff Smith, 'The Effects of Solitary Confinement on Prison Inmates: A Brief History and Review of the 
Literature', Crime and Justice, vol. 34, no. 1, 2006, pp. 441-528. 
16 Rules and Regulations for the Penal Settlement at Port Arthur, Hobart, Government Printer, 1868, pp. 44, 54; 
Brand, Penal Peninsula, p. 179. 
17 Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', p. 28.  This figure excludes executions. 
18 Calculated from data compiled in Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Hons Thesis]', pp. 80-2. 
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its lifetime (1822-33).19  The most lethal station was Moreton Bay, with a mortality rate of 39 deaths 

per thousand per year during 1825-36 and an astonishing peak annual death rate of 115 per 

thousand in 1829.20  The detrimental health impacts of penal station incarceration have largely been 

attributed to the combination of poor diets and severe, coercive work regimes.21  At early Port 

Arthur and Moreton Bay, the prevalence of ‘filth diseases’ such as dysentery, ophthalmia and typhus 

suggests that overcrowding and poor hygiene also exacerbated death rates.22  Whatever the causes 

of this heightened mortality, it is clear that secondary punishment in eastern Australia carried with it 

a significant health disadvantage. 

 

Reconvicted Prisoners in Western Australia 
 
Secondary punishment in the Western Australian convict system differed considerably from the 

methods of geographic exile discussed above.  Although Western Australia had several remote 

convict stations (Albany and Lynton depots, for example), these served as centres for ticket-of-leave 

hiring and as accommodation for probation parties, not as harsh places of banishment for secondary 

offenders.23  Recidivists were instead punished alongside probation convicts in Fremantle Prison, 

where they formed a ‘reconvicted class’ and were subjected, officially at least, to more severe 

discipline than their incarcerated fellows.24  Given these differences in modes of secondary 

punishment, it is unlikely that the principles driving penal station regimes in eastern Australia were 

transferred wholesale to the management of Western Australian reconvicted men.  It is therefore 

pertinent to examine how the treatment of secondary offenders in Fremantle Prison fits within a 

                                                           
19 Macquarie Harbour figure provided in Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, p. 253.  Norfolk Island death 
rates calculated from A. Maconochie, 'Criminal Statistics and Movement of the Bond Population of Norfolk 
Island, to December, 1843', Journal of the Statistical Society of London, vol. 8, no. 1, 1845, pp. 11, 27.  The 
Norfolk Island figures exclude executions. 
20 Calculated from Gordon, 'Sickness and Death at Moreton Bay', p. 474.  The 1829 death rate rivals mortality 
figures for the disastrous French convict transportation scheme to Guiana in the 1850s, an experiment which 
led Frenchmen to dub transportation the ‘dry guillotine’.  See H. Maxwell-Stewart, 'Isles of the Dead: Convict 
Death Rates in Comparative Perspective', Historic Environment, vol. 24, no. 3, 2012, pp. 29-30.  
21 See for example, Pearn, 'Scorbuticus et Contusio', p. 86; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 153-4; Gordon, 
'Sickness and Death at Moreton Bay', pp. 474-5, 477-9; Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Hons Thesis]', pp. 49-50. 
22 Gordon, 'Sickness and Death at Moreton Bay', pp. 474-5, 478; Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Hons Thesis]', 
pp. 45-7. 
23 From the late 1850s, a small proportion of the convicts sent to regional and remote stations were 
reconvicted prisoners.  However, these were men with proven records of good conduct, whose removal from 
Fremantle Prison to regional labour was intended not as a punishment but as a ‘stepping-stone to a ticket-of-
leave’.  See Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 13 September 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 
139; Superintendent Dixon's Annual Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 30. 
24 In official reports, convict administrators regularly referred to the ‘severe discipline’ imposed upon 
reconvicted men.  See for example, Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 October 1852, 
BPP, July 1853, p. 198; Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 30.  As will be 
shown below, these claims are not supported by reconvicted health outcomes.  
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broader Australian context.  To what degree did Western Australian convict administrators pursue 

the same policy of applying exemplary harshness to recidivists?  Did the treatment of Fremantle 

Prison’s ‘reconvicted class’ create the same health disadvantages suffered by convicts in eastern 

Australian penal stations?  These are both questions yet to be explored by historians.25 

 

Before these issues are investigated, it is important to explain what was meant by the term 

‘reconvicted prisoner’ in Western Australia.  For the purposes of this chapter, the term will be used 

to cover all men labelled in prison registers, hospital admission books, and superintendents’ order 

books as ‘reconvicted class’.26  This class consisted primarily of men sentenced in magisterial or 

superior courts while on ticket of leave.27  It was also peopled by probationers reconvicted while 

under sentence, for serious prison offences such as theft, assault or absconding.28  The reconvicted 

class did not include transportees reconvicted after gaining their conditional or free pardon.  These 

men were instead returned to Fremantle Prison as ‘local’ or ‘colonial’ prisoners.29  Although from 

1858 some reconvicted prisoners were sent to outstations and road parties during the final stages of 

their secondary sentences, this chapter only considers the experiences of reconvicted men in 

Fremantle Prison.30  This is because very little health data has survived for regional reconvicted 

prisoners.  Neither patient records nor admission figures are available for any of the hospitals at 

regional convict depots and death records outside of Fremantle Prison rarely differentiated between 

reconvicted men and ticket-of-leave holders.31  For Fremantle inmates, however, reconvicted 

                                                           
25 Millett’s relatively brief discussion of Western Australian reconvicted prisoners is the most detailed 
examination of their treatment to date.  He did not attempt to contextualise the experiences of these men in 
relation to secondary offenders in New South Wales or Van Diemen’s Land.  See Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 
164-6. 
26 This term was usually abbreviated to ‘recon.’, ‘recon. pris.’, ‘RC’, or ‘RCP’. 
27 As Millett has pointed out, not all reconvicted ticketers ended up in the reconvicted class.  A small minority 
were returned to Fremantle Prison as ‘a probation prisoner under magisterial sentence’, a mercy bestowed 
upon deserving men by the prison superintendent.  See Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 165. 
28 Not all convicts sentenced for such offences were demoted to the reconvicted class.  A significant proportion 
of men consigned to the stringent discipline party, for example, remained in the probation class despite having 
been apprehended for absconding.  See for example, the orders relating to prisoner number 6996 William 
Wilson in SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 4 August 1863, 8 December 1863. 
29 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 16.  As Dixon explained, 
the phrase ‘colonial prisoner’ was strictly limited to free emigrants, conditional pardon holders or expirees 
sentenced to ‘penal servitude’ or ‘transportation’ in the Quarter Sessions held at Perth and Albany.  ‘Local 
prisoners’, on the other hand, were men from these same groups serving short magisterial sentences of two 
years or less.  See Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 31; 
Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 23. 
30 Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 30. 
31 In most official reports, deceased convicts who had at some point acquired their ticket were recorded as 
ticket-of-leave deaths, regardless of whether they had been serving a term of secondary punishment when 
they died.  Prisoner number 6488 John Williams, for example, (who died near Geraldton in May 1864) was 
recorded in official death statistics as a ticket-of-leave man, despite having been handed a three-year 
magisterial sentence only seven months before his death.  Information on Williams compiled from Erickson 
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mortality data is available for the entire period 1850-77 and hospital admission data is extant from 

1856 onwards.  

  

Within the Fremantle Convict Establishment, there is evidence from the outset of an attempt to 

impose greater severity upon reconvicted men compared to probationers.  The original convict diet 

introduced in 1850 prescribed disparate ration scales for the two classes, with probation men 

consuming around 1000 more kilocalories per day than reconvicted inmates (see Table 2.3).  

According to Comptroller-General Henderson, this measure was intended to reproduce the 

gradations in convict treatment central to earlier Australian convict systems.  He noted that ‘a 

marked difference’ in rationing had always been maintained between penal station prisoners and 

convicts in the settled areas of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.32  The same disparity was 

necessary in Western Australia because, as Henderson put it, ‘reconvicted prisoners occupy the 

same relative position here as the prisoners sent to Norfolk Island’.33  Although the dietary 

discrepancy was abolished in June 1855 (when convicts were transferred from the temporary convict 

establishment to Fremantle Prison), reconvicted men continued to be denied the tobacco 

indulgence granted to probationers.34  As Henderson noted, many viewed this deprivation as ‘a very 

considerable portion of the[ir] punishment’.35  In 1861 alone, reconvicted men were charged with 

102 offences related to smoking or tobacco possession, suggesting that the uneven provision of this 

substance was indeed harshly felt.36   

 

Reconvicted men were also denied many of the inducements to industry and good conduct offered 

to other Fremantle inmates.  Whereas probationers were paid gratuities based on their conduct and 

the value of their labour output (ranging from 2d to 14d per week), reconvicted prisoners received 

no remuneration for their work.37  Although convicts could not access their accumulated earnings 

                                                           
and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia, p. 597; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4, 23 September 1863; BPP, June 
1865, p. 30.  As well as being documented in yearly reports, deaths at Fremantle Prison were recorded in 
superintendents’ order books and hospital records, in which the prison class of the deceased was precisely 
specified.   
32 Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 124. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Appendix to Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 August 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 106; 
Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 171.  Tobacco was not part 
of the official probation ration, but probationers could choose to forfeit a portion of their prison earnings in 
order to purchase ¼ ounce of tobacco daily.  See Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1862, BPP, 
May 1862, p. 39; Comptroller-General Henderson to Colonial Secretary, 21 December 1853, BPP, February 
1855, p. 124. 
35 Comptroller-General Henderson's Annual Report, 31 January 1862, BPP, May 1862, p. 35. 
36 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1862, ibid., p. 39. 
37 The gratuity rates given here describe prisoner earnings under the mark system, in place between 1858 and 
1865.  One mark was equivalent to one third of a penny (⅓d).  Thus the minimum daily award of marks (one 
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until released on ticket of leave, gratuities were nonetheless an effective means of incentivising 

labour, as Maxwell-Stewart has noted.38  They also helped to deter escape attempts and serious 

prison offences, since the costs of recapturing absconders and inflicting floggings were deducted 

from the gratuity account of the offender.39  Up until 1862, the reconvicted class were also ineligible 

for remissions of sentence.40  This removed a further powerful labour incentive from the repertoire 

of the convict authorities.  Under the mark system in particular (introduced in 1858), remissions 

offered to hardworking prisoners were the principle mechanism for inspiring ‘voluntary industry’ 

and eliminating the need for ‘brute compulsion’ of convict labourers.41    

 

The absence of reward mechanisms meant that extracting labour from reconvicted prisoners relied 

chiefly upon coercion.  These men were disproportionately allocated to unskilled work such as 

quarrying, carting and labouring, occupations in which labour was closely aligned with punishment 

rather than productivity.42  On average during 1860-62, only fourteen per cent of reconvicted men 

employed on the public works performed skilled jobs (as masons, carpenters and smiths), compared 

to 35 per cent of probationers.43  The reconvicted class were also more likely to labour in chains than 

probation men.  At the temporary establishment, they were seemingly the only class to suffer this 

punishment.  While Dixon regularly highlighted the ‘sense of degradation’ suffered by chained 

reconvicted men in the early 1850s, he made no mention of probationers wearing irons.44  In 

December 1854, almost two thirds of the reconvicted population was chained, their restraints 

weighing on average eight pounds.45  By the 1860s, Fremantle Prison’s ironed gangs included many 

                                                           
mark) equated to earnings of 2 ⅓d per week, while the maximum daily award of six marks, given only to 
convict constables, provided a gratuity of 14d per week.  See TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, 
p. 390; London School of Economics Archive, Jebb, Mark System, JEBB/6/65, p. 1.  Before 1858, the minimum 
value of prisoner gratuities was 3d per week, up to a maximum of 9d per week.  See Comptroller-General 
Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 165.  
38 Maxwell-Stewart, 'State, Convicts and Longitudinal Analysis', p. 417. 
39 TNA (UK), Replies to Interrogatories, CO 18/148, p. 390. 
40 Comptroller-General Henderson's Annual Report, 1 January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 26; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO4, 10 November 1856. 
41 Superintendent Dixon to Comptroller-General Henderson, February 1858, BPP, August 1859, pp. 125-6. 
42 See Chapter Five. 
43 Calculated from Return of Prisoners employed in the Royal Engineer Department at Fremantle, during the 12 
months ending 31st December 1860, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, p. 165; Return of Prisoners employed in the Royal 
Engineer Department at Fremantle, during the 12 months ending 31st December 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/125, 
p. 50; Report of Royal Engineers for 1862, E.M. Grain to Comptroller-General Henderson, 17 December 1862, 
TNA (UK), CO 18/130, p. 193. 
44 For examples of Dixon’s objections to the chaining of reconvicted men, see Superintendent Dixon's Half-
Yearly Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 80; Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 July 1855, 
ibid., p. 168. 
45 The total reconvicted prison population at this time was 121 men, 78 of whom wore irons.  See SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D1A; Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 80; Proceedings 
of a Board of Medical Officers [inquiring into the present convict dietary], enclosure in Governor Fitzgerald to 
Sir George Grey, 18 June 1855, ibid., p. 45. 
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probationers, but reconvicted men continued to bear the brunt of chained labour.  Between 1864 

and 1867, reconvicted prisoners made up on average only 22 per cent of the prison population, but 

40 per cent of the stringent and iron classes.46   

 

Like secondary offenders in eastern Australia, reconvicted men at Fremantle Prison were also 

exposed to a range of ‘reformative’ processes not experienced by probationers.  Most of these 

measures focussed on enforcing isolation and solitude.  As early as 1851, Henderson recognised the 

‘most indispensable object’ of separating reconvicted men from each other.47  This was achieved to 

some degree by 1853, with the erection of a ‘separation ward’ for reconvicted prisoners undergoing 

‘the primary stage of their sentence’.48  According to Dixon, these men were detained in ‘strict 

silence’ and faced ‘isolation to some extent’, but it is unlikely even these meagre standards could be 

effectively enforced, given that the men probably slept in tiers of hammocks in a dormitory 

(certainly there were no separate cells).49  A more stringent form of separate treatment was 

introduced after Fremantle Prison was occupied in 1855.  Under this system, men were held in 

solitary cells for 23 hours per day, with the remaining hour designated for exercise.50  On Sundays, 

they also attended divine service, but were to be kept apart from the rest of the convict 

congregation.51  This entire routine was to be carried out in ‘strict silence’.52  All noise and 

communication between prisoners was prohibited and warders were forbidden from speaking to 

inmates unless ‘absolutely necessary’.53  Between 1855 and 1862, every reconvicted prisoner 

returned to Fremantle Prison was subjected to this treatment for the first quarter of his secondary 

sentence (up to a maximum confinement of one year), with sentences under three months to be 

                                                           
46 Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D5; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10. 
47 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1851, BPP, August 1851, p. 101. 
48 All reconvicted men served an initial period in the separation ward ‘proportioned to the length of their 
sentence’, but it is unclear exactly what this proportion was.  See Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 
30 June 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 242; Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 15 October 1852, 
BPP, July 1853, p. 198.  Millett has argued that, from November 1853, separation was enforced for the first 
quarter of every sentence of reconviction and for the entirety of sentences less than three months, as was the 
case at Fremantle Prison after 1855.  See Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 194. 
49 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 30 June 1853, BPP, May 1854, p. 242.  The separation ward was a 
wooden, ‘temporary erection’ designed to accommodate 130 men.  There is no record of this building 
containing cells and given its large capacity, it is likely to have been configured along similar lines to other 
wards at the temporary convict establishment, all of which contained two tiers of hammocks.  See ibid.; 
Governor Fitzgerald to Duke of Newcastle, 12 September 1853, ibid., p. 203. 
50 SROWA, Cons. 133/14, 3 May 1861. 
51 Protestant reconvicted prisoners were to sit ‘on the back seat of the Gallery’, while Roman Catholic men 
were placed ‘on one of the front seats of the South side of the Chapel’ at a distance of ‘not less than 3 yards’ 
from ‘the general body of Prisoners’.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 24 September 1864. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
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passed wholly in separation.54  For those reconvicted multiple times, this could amount to many 

years of solitude.  One convict claimed, in 1861, to have served four years and nine months in 

separate confinement since his conviction (including nine months in England).55  Separate treatment 

as a compulsory component of secondary sentences was abolished in March 1862.56  The 

punishment continued to be used after this date against probation and reconvicted men ‘who give 

trouble either on the works or in the prison’, but the numbers confined dramatically declined.57  

During 1858-61, the number of prisoners under separate treatment averaged 56, compared to an 

average population of five during 1863-67.58   

 

While official regulations for separate confinement prisoners depicted a regime of oppressive 

control and surveillance – one particularly draconian rule ordered that ‘no prisoner is upon any 

account to look out of his cell window’ – other sources suggest that the separate system in place at 

Fremantle Prison was far less stringent than that of Port Arthur.59  According to prison surgeon 

George Attfield, separate treatment at Fremantle was implemented only ‘in a very mitigated form’ 

amounting to ‘simply seclusion’.  He asserted that ‘the prisoners hear people talking and moving 

about in the division all day long, and, moreover, they are able to communicate freely with one 

another in conversation from cell to cell’.60  During 1861, some separate confinement men also 

worked outside of their cells during the day, levelling the yard in which they exercised or working as 

assistant cleaners in the corridors of the separate treatment division.61  Nonetheless, hospitalisation 

rates suggest that even this milder form of separate confinement had a detrimental impact on 

convict health.  During 1858-61, morbidity rates among separate treatment convicts were twenty 

per cent higher than the remainder of the Fremantle Prison population.62  They also exceeded the 

                                                           
54 Department Order No. 92, 21 November 1855, BPP, May 1862, p. 63.  Although separate treatment was 
principally suffered by reconvicted men, small numbers of probationers also served periods of separation for 
prison offences (particularly absconding).  Probation prisoners William Renton (registration number 4327), 
William Muscroft (4402) and William Howard (4301), for example, spent four months under separate 
treatment after their escape attempt failed in December 1857.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO6, 2 April 1858.  
55 Chaplain Alderson's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 66. 
56 The reasons for the abolition will be discussed below. They are also examined in Chapter Five. 
57 Extract from a Memorandum to the Comptroller-General, enclosed in E.M. Grain and James Manning to 
Comptroller-General Henderson, 20 January 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 52. 
58 Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
59 SROWA, Cons. 133/14, 3 May 1861. 
60 Surgeon Attfield's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 64. 
61 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 13 September 1861, 5 February 1862. 
62 Men in separate confinement suffered 423 hospitalisations per thousand men per year during this period, 
compared to 354 per thousand per year among other Fremantle inmates.  Details of men under separate 
treatment compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; 
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elevated disease rates of the prison’s unskilled labour gangs discussed in Chapter Five.  These figures 

strongly suggest that exposure to separate confinement increased the severity of reconvicted 

prisoner experiences. 

 

Reconvicted men outside of separate confinement were also subjected to more stringent separation 

measures than probationers.  Outside of working hours, they were to be ‘strictly confined’ to 

individual cells.63  Although probation prisoners largely slept in single cells from 1861 (when the 

association dormitories were converted into storerooms, a school room, and a chapel), they were 

allowed to associate with other prisoners during the evenings, in the mornings before work and 

during the hours allotted for lunch.64  As convict James Roe put it, ‘out of working hours you can go 

down to the yard or stay in your cell – as you please.’65  Roe considered this ‘full liberty of entry and 

egress’ a most ‘pleasing’ aspect of the Fremantle system.66  The authorities considered the forced 

confinement of reconvicted men equally central to their ‘severe and disagreeable’ treatment.67  

 

Comparing the Health of Reconvicted Men and Probation Prisoners 
 
Despite the numerous measures designed to impose particular severity on reconvicted prisoners, 

mortality and morbidity data reveals that these men enjoyed consistently better health than 

probation convicts.  Over the period 1850-77, the total crude mortality rate for probationers (20.1 

deaths per thousand men per year) was more than twice the reconvicted death rate (9.3 deaths per 

thousand per year).68  In fact, there is no evidence that reconvicted men suffered a health 

disadvantage at any point during this period (see Figure 6.1).  To explore this extraordinary result 

further, it is necessary to draw upon hospital admission data.  While death rates provide a useful 

overview of the reconvicted/probation health disparity, the small number of reconvicted deaths (29 

over the course of 1850-77) impedes meaningful analysis of cause of death information.69  More 

                                                           
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19.  Hospital admission rates 
for these men then computed using SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32.  Rates for general prison population calculated 
from ibid. and from population figures in Appendix 1, Table A1.  A detailed analysis of health outcomes under 
separate treatment will follow in Chapter Seven. 
63 Comptroller-General Henderson's Report on Separate Confinement, 12 October 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 57. 
64 Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 53.  For a description of the convicts’ daily routine, see BPP, 1860, p. 78. 
65 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 504. 
66 Ibid., pp. 503-4. 
67 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1864, BPP, June 1865, p. 11. 
68 Total mortality rates computed from data used in Figure 6.1. 
69 Number of reconvicted deaths computed from deaths database compiled for this dissertation.  See Chapter 
Three, footnote 44, for a list of sources included in the database. 
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than 500 reconvicted men were admitted to Fremantle Prison hospital during 1856-77 and over 

1000 probationers, making these records more conducive to disease-specific analysis.70   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each prison class (probation or reconvicted). 

Figure 6.1.71 

 

Although the disparity in morbidity rates between reconvicted and probation men was considerably 

narrower than the mortality gap highlighted above, reconvicted prisoners were nonetheless 

consistently less vulnerable to disease than probationers (see Figure 6.2).  For the period 1856-77 as 

a whole, hospital admission rates were eighteen per cent higher among probation men.  This gap 

was considerably wider before 1869, at 26 per cent.72  After this point, probation morbidity rates 

dropped sharply and reconvicted prisoners became the group most likely to fall ill.  As will become 

clear below, this reversal was likely related to the cessation of convict voyages to Western Australia 

in 1868.73 

 

                                                           
70 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
71 Mortality rates calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and reconvicted and 
probation population figures from Appendix 1, Table A1. 
72 Both the 1856-77 and 1856-69 figures were computed from the data used in Figure 6.2. 
73 It will be shown that the voyage to Western Australia severely debilitated its convict cargo, producing 
elevated mortality rates during the first twelve months after convicts landed.  It is likely that convicts 
negotiating this initial danger period in the colony (almost all of whom were probation men) also experienced 
high rates of non-fatal disease.  Once convict transportation ceased, probation morbidity rates were no longer 
augmented by post-voyage debility and declined substantially as a result.   
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* Based on yearly average populations in each prison class (probation or reconvicted). 

Figure 6.2.74 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each prison class (probation or reconvicted). 

Figure 6.3.75 

                                                           
74 Morbidity rates calculated from reconvicted and probation population figures in Appendix 1 (Table A1), and 
from hospital admissions data found in Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, January 1857, TNA (UK), CO 
18/98, pp. 581-2, 584; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 12 July 1857, TNA (UK), CO 18/100, pp. 309-10; 
Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 1 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, pp. 372, 380-1; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32. 
75 Fevers were combined with diarrhoea and dysentery in this analysis because the majority of fever cases at 
Fremantle Prison likely resulted from intestinal infections such as salmonellosis, bacillary dysentery and 
typhoid, as was shown in Chapter Three.  Morbidity rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 6.2. 
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As Figure 6.3 shows, the elevated morbidity rate of probation prisoners was largely confined to 

infectious disease categories.  Probationers were 70 per cent more likely than reconvicted men to be 

admitted to hospital for fevers, diarrhoea and dysentery, 60 per cent more likely to suffer 

ophthalmia, 40 per cent more prone to diseases of the digestive system, and 30 per cent more likely 

to contract respiratory diseases.76  Conditions more strongly associated with labour – such as 

accidents and injuries, musculoskeletal problems, and ulcers and abscesses resulting from leg irons 

or work-related cuts and abrasions – struck the reconvicted and probation classes with relatively 

equal frequency.77  This suggests that the inferior health record of probation prisoners was not the 

result of a more severe or dangerous labour regime.  In fact from 1862 onwards, probationers 

enjoyed a health advantage over reconvicted men in terms of work-related afflictions (see Figure 

6.4), probably because of the greater exposure of the reconvicted class to punitive labour in 

Fremantle Prison’s unskilled gangs and chained parties.  The relatively low frequency of work-related 

ailments among reconvicted prisoners during 1856-61 was likely due to the large proportion of men 

undergoing separate treatment (36 per cent of the reconvicted population on average during 1858-

61).78  The labour regime for separate confinement prisoners was scarcely physically demanding or 

dangerous, consisting of largely unsupervised tailoring work.79 

 

                                                           
76 Calculated from data in Figure 6.3. 
77 Accident rates were ten per cent higher among reconvicted men, while skin diseases (predominantly ulcers 
and abscesses) and musculoskeletal conditions were more common among probationers – by fifteen and 
fourteen per cent respectively.  Computed from data in Figure 6.3. 
78 Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R&D3. 
79 See Steward's Half-Yearly Report, 19 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 92; Superintendent Dixon's Half-
Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, ibid., p. 84. 
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* Based on yearly average populations in each prison class (probation or reconvicted). 

Figure 6.4.80 

 

It is possible that probation prisoners were more vulnerable to infectious disease because they spent 

more time in association than reconvicted men.  This would have particularly increased exposure to 

respiratory diseases and ophthalmia, both of which are spread primarily through crowding and close 

human contact.81  Time trends for these disease categories suggest that levels of prisoner 

association played a role in their prevalence (see Figure 6.5).  Reconvicted men enjoyed a 

considerable health advantage in terms of respiratory and eye conditions during 1856-61, when 

most probationers slept in association wards in two tiers of closely-packed hammocks.82  This 

advantage subsequently disappeared in both disease categories, as probation men were moved to 

individual cells, a process completed by the beginning of 1862.83  The relationship between time 

spent in association and elevated disease rates was also observed by contemporaries.  Staff surgeon 

George Galbraith argued in 1856 that ‘crowded dormitories’ were ‘deleterious to the health of the 

men’, noting that reconvicted prisoners in separate cells ‘have latterly suffered less from sickness’ 

than probationers in association.84   

                                                           
80 Average morbidity rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 6.2. 
81 Most respiratory conditions are transmitted chiefly through the fine saliva spray expelled when speaking, 
coughing or sneezing.  Rates of infection therefore depend strongly upon levels of crowding.  See Hardy, 
Epidemic Streets, p. 213; McKeown, Modern Rise of Population, p. 116.  Ophthalmia (which probably referred 
to trachoma or conjunctivitis in most cases) is often contracted through eye-to-eye or finger-to-eye contact 
between an infected person and another, or by eye-seeking flies moving within crowded areas.  See Karasch, 
'Ophthalmia', pp. 898-9.  
82 Galbraith's remarks on Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 2 June 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 79. 
83 Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1862, BPP, May 1862, p. 39. 
84 Galbraith's remarks on Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 2 June 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 79. 
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* Based on yearly average populations in each prison class (probation or reconvicted). 

Figure 6.5.85 

 

Prison administrators also suggested that the health advantage experienced by reconvicted men was 

a consequence of them ‘having been a shorter time under confinement’, reasoning that the 

cumulative effects of prison diets and discipline had yet to take hold.86  While these factors may 

have contributed to superior reconvicted health in the early 1850s, by the 1860s reconvicted men 

were more likely to spend extended periods at Fremantle Prison than probationers, with most 

newly-arrived transportees promptly forwarded to outstations and road parties.  For most probation 

prisoners arriving at this time, Fremantle Prison was more akin to a ‘receiving depot’ than a place of 

prolonged incarceration.87 

 

Others presented tobacco as a key cause of the health disparity between probation and reconvicted 

men.  Surgeon Rennie, for instance, argued that tobacco consumption impaired respiratory function 

by forcing ‘air surcharged with carbon’ upon the lungs.88  Hence, ‘the re-convicted prisoners who do 

not get tobacco have on the whole much better health than the probation prisoners’.89  While 

Rennie did not fully understand the injurious effects of tobacco, it is indeed possible that a lack of 

                                                           
85 Average morbidity rates calculated from sources used in Figure 6.2. 
86 Extracts from Minutes of the Board of Visiting Justices, 7 September 1855, BPP, March 1857, p. 23; 
Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor's Private Secretary to Colonial Secretary, 27 
December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 133. 
87 Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Annual Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 9. 
88 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, p. 59. 
89 Ibid., p. 60. 
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access to this substance decreased respiratory morbidity among reconvicted men.90  The link 

between smoking and lung disease has been well-documented in twentieth-century studies.  As well 

as increasing the likelihood of developing illnesses such as pneumonia, asthma, chronic bronchitis 

and tuberculosis, tobacco consumption can exacerbate the severity of these conditions, raising the 

chances of repeat hospitalisation.91  The withdrawal of smoking privileges, a measure designed to 

underline the lowly status of secondary offenders, may therefore have granted them a health 

advantage over other inmates.   

 

Although there are some possible reasons for the lower prevalence of respiratory disease and 

ophthalmia among reconvicted men, their reduced morbidity from diarrhoeal infections, enteric 

fevers and digestive diseases is more difficult to explain (see Figure 6.3).  There is little evidence of a 

strong link at Fremantle Prison between gastro-intestinal disease and levels of prisoner association.  

While probation convicts were moderately more prone than reconvicted men to intestinal disorders 

during 1856-61 (when the former were congregated in congested dormitories), this disparity did not 

diminish after probationers were moved to individual cells, as was the case with respiratory illnesses 

and eye infections.  Instead the gap in morbidity rates substantially widened from 1862 onwards 

(see Figure 6.6), suggesting that proximity to other inmates was not an important driver of gastro-

intestinal health trends.   

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each prison class (probation or reconvicted). 

Figure 6.6.92 

                                                           
90 As well as noting tobacco’s injurious impact on the respiratory organs, Rennie asserted that smoking 
impeded digestion by preventing proper ‘oxygenization of the blood’.  See ibid. 
91 See Doll et al., 'Mortality in Relation to Smoking', p. 904; Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', p. 1061. 
92 Morbidity rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 6.2. 
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The other factor likely to impact rates of intestinal infection was exposure to faecally-contaminated 

food and water.93  There is little evidence reconvicted men were better off than probationers in this 

respect.  The meals of probation and reconvicted prisoners were cooked in the same kitchens and 

their drinking water drawn from the same wells.  In terms of sanitation, the only difference between 

the two classes was that reconvicted men were more likely to keep waste buckets in their cells for 

night use.  From at least the mid-1860s, night buckets were used by stringent class, refractory cell 

and separate confinement prisoners, groups in which reconvicted men were overrepresented.94  If 

anything, these ‘utensils’ increased the risk that meals – which were consumed in the same cells – 

would be tainted by faecal matter.95  Thus reconvicted men may have had a greater risk of ingesting 

gastro-intestinal pathogens than probationers, making their health advantage in this disease 

category especially puzzling.   

 

While the greater severity applied to reconvicted prisoners may paradoxically have improved their 

health by removing harmful tobacco indulgences and reducing exposure to potentially disease-

carrying fellow inmates, these factors cannot fully account for the gap in hospitalisation rates 

between reconvicted and probation men, let alone the vast disparity in death rates between the two 

classes.  Reconvicted men did, however, possess one further considerable advantage over probation 

prisoners: they had spent more time in Western Australia.  As Figure 6.7 shows, mortality rates 

among Western Australian convicts declined considerably during their first twelve to eighteen 

months in the colony, from almost 24 deaths per thousand men per year during the first two months 

after landing, to less than 14 annual deaths per thousand after the first year.  The risk of death then 

stabilised for the remainder of a convict’s sentence.  Whereas many probation convicts (who spent 

just 21 months under sentence on average) remained within the initial period of elevated mortality 

risk, the vast majority of reconvicted prisoners had already survived this phase.96  Almost 90 per cent 

of these men had been in the colony for more than eighteen months before reconviction.97  Their 

mortality risk was therefore considerably reduced.  

                                                           
93 On the epidemiological factors most associated with gastro-intestinal disease, see Patterson, 'Amebic 
Dysentery', p. 569; McKeown, Modern Rise of Population, p. 124; DuPont, 'Diarrheal Diseases', p. 677; LeBaron 
and Taylor, 'Typhoid Fever', pp. 1071-2. 
94 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 24 September 1864, 31 January 1866, 19 February 1867. 
95 Surgeon Attfield's Yearly Report, 1 January 1869, BPP, 1869, p. 9; Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 
504. 
96 Average time under sentence calculated from arrival dates and ticket-of-leave details listed in Erickson and 
O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
97 This figure is based on all reconvictions between 1858 and 1861.  Calculated using reconviction dates 
compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; 
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* Based on total population of convicts who remained alive at the number of months after landing specified (excluding convicts who had 
become free or received conditional pardons). 

Figure 6.7.98 

 

There were two processes driving this post-arrival mortality decline.  First, it is likely that the most 

physically vulnerable convicts from each cohort of arrivals died off during the first months after 

landing.  Those convicts remaining were by definition hardier and healthier individuals more likely to 

survive the remainder of their sentences (and subsequent reconvictions).  Thus an increasingly 

robust prison cohort was gradually ‘selected’ over time, reducing rates of mortality.  This process has 

parallels with the ‘healthy worker effect’, an epidemiological phenomenon which describes the 

tendency for occupational cohorts to remain ‘healthy’ because those who fall seriously ill are 

consistently removed from the workforce.99   

 

Second, as will be shown below, many convicts suffered what Maxwell-Stewart has termed ‘knock-

on effects’ from the debilitating voyage to Australia.100  Mortality rates were elevated during the 

months after landing because many prisoners arrived with illnesses contracted en route or landed in 

                                                           
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; and arrival dates listed in Erickson 
and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
98 Convict populations for each month after landing calculated from arrival dates and conditional pardon, 
conditional release, certificate of freedom or expiry of sentence dates listed in Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts 
in Western Australia.  Death numbers for each month after arrival computed from deaths database compiled 
for this dissertation (see Chapter Three, footnote 44). 
99 Kirian, 'Healthy Worker Effect', p. 487. 
100 Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', p. 25. 
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a weakened state due to the long period at sea.  Although death rates were very low on Western 

Australian convict ships compared to other mid-nineteenth-century sea voyages, months of 

prolonged close human contact in confined quarters and shipboard rations featuring very little fresh 

food were nonetheless detrimental to prisoner immune systems.101  Once convicts were able to 

shake off these lingering effects, death rates on land reduced considerably.   

 

The Impact of the Convict Voyage on Prisoner Health in Western Australia 
 
The remainder of this chapter examines the relationship between the voyage to Western Australia 

and convict death rates in the colony.  It also assesses the implications of this relationship for 

interpreting the health disparity between probation and reconvicted men at Fremantle Prison.  To 

test for a relation between sickness at sea and post-voyage mortality, all available sick lists for 

convict ships sent to Western Australia were transcribed into a database and linked to the convict 

deaths database discussed in Chapter Three.  Ship sick lists catalogued all disease cases sufficiently 

serious to require medical treatment during the voyage.  They recorded the date a convict was ‘put 

on the sick list’, the date he was taken off the list, his age, diagnosis, and how he was ‘disposed of’ 

(generally either ‘cured’, ‘died’ or ‘to [Fremantle convict] hospital’).  Sick lists were extant for sixteen 

Western Australian ships, constituting a total sample of 3902 convicts.102  Most of these vessels 

arrived between 1850 and 1856, aside from two voyages of the Merchantman in 1863 and 1864. 

                                                           
101 Jackson, 'Sickness and Health', p. 79.  For convict accounts of diets and living conditions on the voyage to 
Western Australia, see JSBL, Diary of Denis Cashman, 1867-1868, Acc. 555A, pp. 49-51; JSBL, Diary of John 
Acton Wroth, 1851-1853, Acc. 2816A/3; J.S. Casey, Journal of a Voyage from Portland to Fremantle on board 
the Convict Ship "Hougoumont": Cap Cozens Commander, October 12th, 1867, edited by M. Cussack, Bryn 
Mawr, Dorrance & Co., 1988.  The total mortality rate for all convict voyages to Western Australia was 1.7 
deaths per thousand convicts per month.  This compares favourably with convict voyages to Van Diemen’s 
Land between 1830 and 1853 (2.3 deaths per thousand per month), British and Irish emigrant voyages to 
Australia during 1838-53 (2.4 deaths per thousand per month among adults), and British and Irish emigrant 
voyages to New York during 1836-53 (4.5 deaths per thousand per month among adults).  See R. Haines, R. 
Schlomowitz, and L. Brennan, 'Maritime Mortality Revisited', International Journal of Maritime History, vol. 8, 
no. 1, 1996, p. 139; Maxwell-Stewart and Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and Migration', p. 134. 
102 See JSBL, G.D. MacLaren, Medical Journal of the William Hammond, 1856, AJCP, reel 3212; JSBL, A.B. 
Macleroy, Medical Journal of the Pyrenees [first voyage], 1851, AJCP, reel 3208; JSBL, J. Bower, Medical Journal 
of the Pyrenees [second voyage], 1853, AJCP, reel 3208; JSBL, F.W. Le Grand, Medical Journal of the Marion, 
1852, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, J.W. Bowler, Medical Journal of the Hashemy, 1850, AJCP, reel 3197; JSBL, S. 
Donnelly, Medical Journal of the Adelaide, 1855, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, C.W. Kevern, The Medical Journal of 
H.M. Convict Ship Dudbrook, 1853, AJCP, reel 3192; JSBL, J. Gibson, Medical and Surgical Journal of the Hired 
Convict Ship Minden, 1851, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, D. Ritchie, Medical and Surgical Journal of the Convict 
Transport Ramillies, 1854, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, J. Gibson, Medical and Surgical Journal of Hired Convict Ship 
Scindian, 1850, AJCP, reel 3209; JSBL, J.W. Bowler, Medical and Surgical Journal of Her Majesty's Transport 
Pheobe Dunbar, 1853, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, H. Morris, Medical and Surgical Journal of H.M. Hired Ship 
Robert Small, 1853, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, J. Caldwell, Medical and Surgical Journal of H.M. Hired Convict Ship 
Sea Park, 1854, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, A. Kilroy, Medical and Surgical Journal of Her Majesty's Convict Ship 
Mermaid, 1851, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, W. Smith, Admiralty Transport Department, Surgeon Superintendents' 
Journals of Convict Ships: Merchantman [first voyage], 1863, AJCP, reel M711; JSBL, W. Smith, Admiralty 
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The sick list and convict deaths data was used to construct a logistic regression model, with ‘death 

within twelve months of arrival’ as the dependent variable (see Table 6.1, model 1).  The key 

independent variable investigated was the number of days each convict spent on the voyage sick list 

(to indicate the severity of their shipboard illness).  The model was also adjusted for age, and for 

differences in the length of each voyage.  Regression results showed a statistically significant 

relationship (p<0.001) between days on the voyage sick list and death within the first twelve months 

in the colony.  This suggests that the ‘knock-on effects’ of diseases suffered at sea strongly 

influenced mortality on land.  These effects were proportional to the severity of shipboard disease 

episodes.  For every day a convict spent in the ship’s sickbay, the odds of dying within a year after 

landing increased by four per cent.103  There was also a moderate relation between age and post-

voyage mortality (p<0.05), with the odds of death in the year after arrival increasing by three per 

cent for every year of age.104  It appears that older convicts were less able to recover from the 

debilitating effects of a long sea voyage. 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Odds Ratios 

Days on the Sick List 1.037*** 1.037*** 1.037*** 1.037*** 

Age on Arrival (Years) 1.029* 1.032* 1.029* 1.032* 

Length of Voyage (Days) 0.997 1.005 0.999 1.005 

Era of Arrival 1850-56 (Ref. Cat.) 
1863-64 

 
- 
0.441 

 
- 
0.461 

Class on Arrival Probation (Ref. Cat.) 
Ticket of Leave 

  
- 
1.263 

- 
1.171 

 Pseudo R2 

0.038 0.042 0.039 0.043 

Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
For continuous variables, odds ratios show the change in likelihood of death (within the first year after landing) for every unit increase in 
the predictive variable.  In model 1, for example, an age increase of one year increases the likelihood of mortality in the year after landing 
by a factor of 1.029 (equivalent to an increase of 2.9%).   
For categorical variables, odds ratios describe the likelihood of death in the year after arrival relative to the reference category.  A ratio of 
1.263, for example, indicates that convicts were 1.263 times as likely to die within a year after landing as those in the reference category. 

 

Table 6.1. Summary of Logistic Regression Models: Factors Influencing Mortality in the Year after 

Landing (for 3902 convicts arriving in Western Australia during 1850-56 and 1863-64).105  

 

                                                           
Transport Department, Surgeon Superintendents' Journals of Convict Ships: Merchantman [second voyage], 
1864, AJCP, reel M711. 
103 Computed from odds ratio listed in Table 6.1, model 1. 
104 Computed from odds ratio listed in Table 6.1, model 1. 
105 Death and sickness data for regression compiled from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) 
and ship sick lists (see this chapter, footnote 102).  Other convict information (age, arrival date, voyage length, 
etc.) compiled from JSBL, Cons. 128/1-39; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
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Figure 6.8 more clearly conveys the heightened mortality risk of convicts who appeared on voyage 

sick lists.  Death rates for these men were almost ten times the Fremantle Prison average during the 

first two months after arrival, at 155 deaths per thousand men per year.  Twelve months after 

landing, mortality rates had dropped to 15.6 per thousand per year.  These figures suggest that 

many convicts who fell ill aboard ship were on the brink of death when landed.  Around ten per cent 

of those who appeared on the sick lists were marched directly into Fremantle Prison hospital after 

disembarking.106  Although many of these men slowly regained their health, a considerable number 

continued to deteriorate.  Seven died within one week of landing and others lingered in hospital in a 

chronic, terminal state.107  George Bray, for example, who ‘landed as an incurable’ from the William 

Hammond in March 1856, remained in hospital almost eighteen months before his eventual death 

from ‘chronic chest disease’.108   

  

 
* Based on population of sick list convicts who remained alive at the number of months after landing specified (excluding those who had 
become free or received conditional pardons). 

Figure 6.8.109 

 

                                                           
106 Of the 767 convicts who appeared on the ship sick lists analysed here, 78 were discharged ‘to hospital’ 
immediately after landfall.  Calculated from ‘how disposed of’ entries in ship sick lists (see footnote 102).  
107 Computed from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and ship sick lists (this chapter, footnote 
102).  
108 JSBL, MacLaren, Medical Journal of the William Hammond, AJCP, reel 3212; Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly 
Report, 1 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, p. 384. 
109 Death rates computed using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44), ship sick lists (this chapter, 
footnote 102) and Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
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The cause of death most strongly associated with shipboard sickness was respiratory tuberculosis.  

‘Days on the voyage sick list’ was a significant predictor of tuberculosis death within twelve months 

after arrival at the p<0.01 level (using logistic regression, see Table 6.2).  Every day spent in hospital 

on the voyage increased the likelihood of death from tuberculosis in the year after landing by five 

per cent.110  Although not previously statistically tested, the notion that convicts’ pre-arrival health 

influenced tuberculosis mortality at Fremantle Prison is not new.  Medical historian Frank Hansford-

Miller argued that colonial tuberculosis was largely imported from England, surmising that many 

convicts and immigrants were probably ‘in early or advanced stages of the disease’ before 

arriving.111  Fremantle Prison surgeons also claimed that many inmates arrived with pre-existing 

tubercular conditions.  Surgeon Attfield complained in 1865 that ‘every fresh convict ship, …, brings 

out many prisoners affected in a more or less advanced stage with this disease [consumption], and 

they all eventually die in this hospital’.112  Surgeons Rennie and Galbraith also recognised the 

‘imperfect state’ of many prisoners’ lungs in the mid-1850s, arguing that many respiratory deaths 

were the result of ‘long standing’ chest complaints developed prior to landing.113   

 

The convict authorities blamed the poor state of prisoners’ pulmonary health on inadequate disease 

screening procedures before embarkation.  Henderson in particular highlighted ‘the necessity of 

some more stringent medical examination prior to transportation’.114  Although pre-voyage medical 

inspections were far from infallible (as Foxhall in particular has shown), it is unlikely that large 

numbers of Western Australian convicts embarked with clearly recognisable symptoms of 

tuberculosis.115  Only 36 per cent of those on ship sick lists who later died from tuberculosis had 

suffered tubercular symptoms during the voyage.116  The majority were treated for unrelated 

                                                           
110 Computed from odds ratio listed in Table 6.2. 
111 Hansford-Miller, Disease in Early Western Australia pp. 45, 51-2. 
112 Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report, 1 January 1866, BPP, May 1866, p. 19. 
113 Surgeon Rennie's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1856, BPP, March 1857, pp. 56-7; Principal Medical Officer 
(Galbraith) to Acting Comptroller-General Wray, 30 March 1857, TNA (UK), CO 18/98, p. 612; Extracts from 
Reports of Visiting Justices, July 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 89. 
114 Acting Comptroller-General Wray's Half-Yearly Report, 1 September 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 21. 
115 Foxhall has argued that British prison surgeons often persuaded transportees to conceal their ailments from 
ship surgeons, in order to remove unwanted invalids from English and Irish gaols.  These attempts at deception 
made pre-boarding medical inspections tense and messy affairs in which gaol and ship surgeons faced off 
across courtyards and decks.  As Surgeon-Superintendent George Fairfowl wrote in 1830: ‘The examination of 
the convicts … is very unsatisfactory, for the men being anxious to get away, and the [gaol] surgeon equally 
anxious to get rid of bad or troublesome cases, both the parties from whom the naval surgeon expects to 
receive information are interested to conceal symptoms of disease.  Many therefore were approved who 
ought never to have been brought forward for examination, and even some of those I had rejected were 
embarked – a piece of ingenuity not found until too late to be remedied.’  See Foxhall, Health, Medicine, and 
the Sea, pp. 16-25. 
116 Computed from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and ship sick lists (this chapter, footnote 
102). 
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shipboard ailments such as diarrhoea, scurvy and rheumatism and only showed signs of tubercular 

infection once landed.  These men may have contracted active tuberculosis after arrival, due to a 

drop in immunological resistance brought about by voyage disease episodes.117  It is also possible 

that many convicts did have active tuberculosis on or before the voyage, but showed limited signs of 

illness, since the disease often lacks obvious symptoms in its early stages.118  In either case, more 

rigorous pre-boarding medical checks would have made little difference to tuberculosis mortality 

rates at Fremantle Prison.   

 
 

Respiratory 
Tuberculosis 

Diarrhoea & 
Dysentery 

Circulatory 
System 

Other Respiratory 
Disease 

Odds Ratios 

Days on the Sick List 1.045** 1.040** 1.023 1.014 

Age on Arrival (Years) 1.005 1.062* 1.014 1.030 

Length of Voyage (Days) 0.992 1.010 1.005 0.991 

 Pseudo R2 

0.047 0.059 0.007 0.007 

* indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Odds ratios show the change in likelihood of death (within the first year after landing) for every unit increase in the predictive variable.  
For example, the likelihood of death from diarrhoea and dysentery during the year after arrival increases by a factor of 1.062 (equivalent 
to an increase of 6.2%) for every one year increase in age. 
 

Table 6.2. Summary of Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between Shipboard Illness and 

Mortality in Key Disease Categories in the Year after Landing (for 3902 convicts arriving in Western 

Australia during 1850-56 and 1863-64).119  

 

Time spent on the voyage sick list was also a significant predictor of post-arrival deaths from 

diarrhoea and dysentery (p<0.05).  As was the case for tuberculosis, few of these diarrhoeal fatalities 

had shown symptoms of gastric infection on the voyage.120  Diarrhoeal deaths on land were more 

                                                           
117 While the vast majority of nineteenth-century Englishmen were infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 
in most cases the bacilli remained dormant, causing no adverse health effects.  These ‘quiescent’ infections 
only developed into active tuberculosis when host immune function was depressed, particularly during periods 
of poor nutrition, high stress, or convalescence from other illnesses.  The latter was probably the key cause of 
tuberculosis activation among those on ship sick lists.  See Hardy, Epidemic Streets, p. 213; Johnston, 
'Tuberculosis', pp. 1061-2. 
118 Johnston, 'Tuberculosis', p. 1061.  It is also possible that some observed cases of shipboard tuberculosis 
were not recorded.  It was not unusual for ship surgeons to falsify the sick list.  Harvey Morris, surgeon-
superintendent on the Robert Small (which arrived in Fremantle in 1853), is known to have recorded only one 
third of those who came to him sick during the voyage.  He described candidly in his journal the value of 
‘keep[ing] the sick list down, …, with a view to deceiving the general body as regards the healthfulness of the 
Ship’.  See Weaver, 'Voyages of Robert Small and Phoebe Dunbar', p. 233.  
119 These were the only four disease categories for which post-voyage death numbers were sufficiently high to 
enable logistic regression analysis.  Data for regression drawn from same sources cited for Table 6.1. 
120 Only one third of those on ship sick lists who died from diarrhoea or dysentery on land were diagnosed with 
intestinal conditions during the voyage.  Computed from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) 
and ship sick lists (this chapter, footnote 102). 
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commonly linked to non-intestinal shipboard illnesses such as catarrh and scurvy.  These conditions 

would have undermined immune function, decreasing convicts’ capacity to combat water-borne 

illnesses contracted once in the colony.  As Surgeon Attfield noted in 1858, diarrhoeal infections 

‘generally prevail[ed]’ among all ‘fresh arrivals’, but the likelihood of death from these ailments was 

greater among men landed ‘in a debilitated state’.121  

 

The Role of Convict Treatment on Land 
 
To gain further insights into the relationship between voyage experiences and convict deaths at 

Fremantle Prison, it is necessary to draw upon studies of post-voyage mortality in eastern Australia.  

Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart identified a similar correlation between sickness at sea and mortality 

after landing for Van Diemen’s Land convicts transported between 1830 and 1853.122  They 

concluded, as I have, that the knock-on effects of poor shipboard health were central to post-voyage 

mortality trends.123  Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart also argued, however, that convict treatment on 

land could exacerbate or alleviate these effects.124  In an earlier article, Maxwell-Stewart pointed out 

that female convicts recovered from the voyage more quickly than their male counterparts, despite 

suffering higher death rates at sea.125  He attributed this trend partly to differences in the 

accommodation provided for male and female prisoners on land.  While both were initially housed in 

barrack-style institutions in Hobart, female convicts spent less time in these places because the 

logistics of their assignment were less complicated (men were often assigned to distant road gangs 

or up-country farms, whereas most convict women worked as domestic servants in nearby Hobart 

households).126  Nineteenth-century barracks were often breeding grounds for disease.  Numerous 

accounts of Hobart’s convict barracks depict poor hygienic arrangements conducive to flea and lice 

infestation.127  The health disadvantages of barrack living were also illustrated by the elevated death 

rates of Van Diemen’s Land soldiers (housed in barracks), compared to convicts predominantly 

                                                           
121 Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report, 1 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 49. 
122 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', pp. 50, 61.  See also Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill 
Dishonoured Graves?', p. 27.  Herbert Klein et al. found a similar link between poor voyage health and high 
mortality after disembarkation for African slaves sent to the Americas between 1764 and 1841.  See H.S. Klein 
et al., 'Transoceanic Mortality: The Slave Trade in Comparative Perspective', William and Mary Quarterly, vol. 
58, no. 1, 2001, pp. 103, 117.  Elevated post-voyage mortality rates were also common among Pacific Island 
indentured labourers shipped to unfamiliar islands or to Australia in the late nineteenth century.  However, 
these trends have been largely attributed to the ‘exotic’ disease environments encountered after landing, 
rather than to knock-on effects from the voyage.  See R. Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and the Pacific Labour Trade', 
The Journal of Pacific History, vol. 22, no. 1, 1987, pp. 44, 47-9. 
123 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', p. 61. 
124 Ibid. 
125 Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', pp. 23-5. 
126 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', pp. 61-2. 
127 See Dunning, 'Convict Care and Treatment', p. 79. 
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accommodated by private settlers.128  As well as spending more time in unhealthy barracks, male 

convicts were more likely than female transportees to perform hard manual labour and generally 

had to march further to their first employment location.129  Both of these factors made it more 

difficult for men to shake off the debilitating effects of a long voyage at sea.130  The dangers of 

manual work such as quarrying and timber-felling also meant that those weakened by voyage illness 

were particularly vulnerable to lethal accidents.131   

 

Death rates in the first year after landing also varied according to the system of convict management 

prisoners encountered on arrival.  Schlomowitz and Maxwell-Stewart have shown that first-year 

death rates were higher under the probation system (introduced in Van Diemen’s Land from 1840) 

than they had been under assignment, despite similar voyage death rates in the two eras.132  Rather 

than being assigned to private settlers, all convicts arriving during the probation era underwent an 

initial stint of hard labour in road parties, a development likely to exacerbate post-voyage debility.133  

The impact of probationary labour on post-voyage death rates was particularly pronounced at 

Norfolk Island, a place notorious for its severe labour regime.134  Here death rates in the year after 

disembarkation were almost twice what they had been in Van Diemen’s Land under assignment, 

despite comparatively low mortality rates on the voyage from Britain.135   

 

To test whether convict treatment on land had a similar impact on post-voyage mortality patterns in 

Western Australia, the logistic regression model was expanded to include convicts’ ‘era of arrival' 

(1850-56 or 1863-64) and ‘class on arrival’ (ticket-of-leave man or probationer).  The ‘era’ variable 

was intended to measure the impact of changing Fremantle Prison regimes on post-voyage recovery.  

As discussed in Chapter Three, important improvements in prison diets, sanitation, hygiene practices 

and levels of crowding occurred in the mid- to late 1850s, and these may have enhanced convicts’ 

chances of surviving their first year in the colony.  The ‘class’ variable tested whether men 

incarcerated in Fremantle Prison on arrival had different post-voyage health outcomes to those 

                                                           
128 Maxwell-Stewart and Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and Migration', pp. 135-6. 
129 Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', pp. 25-7. 
130 Ibid., p. 27. 
131 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', p. 62. 
132 Maxwell-Stewart and Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and Migration', p. 137. 
133 Ibid. 
134 Regarding Norfolk Island’s reputation for severity, see Ford and Roberts, 'NSW Penal Settlements', (no 
pagination). 
135 Convicts transported directly to Norfolk Island (during 1843-46) suffered 33 deaths per thousand men per 
year during their first twelve months on the island.  The first-year mortality rate in Van Diemen’s Land 
between 1830 and 1839 was just 17.5 deaths per thousand per year.  Conversely, only 2 deaths per thousand 
per month occurred on voyages to Norfolk Island, compared to 2.4 deaths per thousand per month on ships 
bound for Van Diemen’s Land.  See Maxwell-Stewart and Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and Migration', p. 137. 
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immediately released on ticket of leave.  Fremantle inmates were more likely than ticketers to 

experience coercive labour, barrack-style accommodation and physical punishment (through 

floggings and the use of chains), factors likely to impede post-voyage recuperation. 

 

Despite clear disparities in the conditions faced by convicts landed in different ‘eras’ and ‘classes’, 

there was no statistically significant relationship between either of these variables and the likelihood 

of death within twelve months of arrival (see Table 6.1, models 2-4).  This suggests that prisoner 

treatment in the colony had little impact on mortality rates during the first year after landing.  

Deaths during this initial post-disembarkation period were far more closely linked to shipboard 

disease episodes (and, to a lesser extent, advanced age).   

 

However, these findings only apply to convicts from ships with extant sick lists.  These lists provide a 

useful cross-section of convict arrival classes, but cover only a small portion of the Western 

Australian convict period (1850-56 and 1863-64), making any conclusions about changes in post-

voyage mortality over time somewhat tentative.136  To more thoroughly examine time trends in 

post-voyage health, a new set of models was created incorporating all Western Australian convict 

ships (see Table 6.3).  Rather than using days on the sick list to measure the voyage’s impact on 

individual prisoners, the new models used ‘total shipboard deaths’ to represent the overall 

‘healthiness’ of a given voyage (since death numbers were available for every ship).137  The ‘era of 

arrival’ variable was also altered to reflect the periodisation of Fremantle Prison mortality trends 

used in Chapter Three, with four eras covering June 1850 - June 1855, July 1855 - December 1857, 

1858-62, and 1863-68.  The models were also adjusted for age, length of voyage and season of 

arrival.  

 

 

   

 

                                                           
136 The practice of granting tickets of leave on arrival was effectively curtailed after the arrival of the William 
Hammond in March 1856.  Only ten convicts were landed with tickets from this point on (computed from 
Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia).  The ship sick lists therefore cover virtually the entire 
period for which ticket-of-leave and probation arrivals coexisted.   
137 For ships with extant sick lists, the number of deaths on board was closely related to the average number of 
days each convict spent on the sick list.  Using one-way ANOVA (for a sample of 3902 convicts, with ‘days on 
sick list’ as the dependent variable and ‘total shipboard deaths’ as the independent variable), this relationship 
was found to be statistically significant at the p<0.001 level.  This suggests that ‘total shipboard deaths’ was a 
useful indicator of levels of sickness during each voyage.  Data for ANOVA compiled from sources listed in 
footnote 102, as well as JSBL, Cons. 128/1-39. 
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Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
For continuous variables, odds ratios show the change in likelihood of death (within the first year after landing) for every unit increase in 
the predictive variable.  In model 2, for example, an age increase of one year increases the likelihood of mortality in the year after landing 
by a factor of 1.022 (equivalent to an increase of 2.2%).   
For categorical variables, odds ratios describe the likelihood of death in the year after arrival relative to the reference category.  A ratio of 
1.699, for example, indicates that convicts were 1.699 times as likely to die within a year after landing as those in the reference category. 
 

Table 6.3. Summary of Logistic Regression Models: Factors Influencing Mortality in the Year after 

Arrival (for 9687 convicts landed in Western Australia between 1850 and 1868).138 

 

Logistic regression analyses revealed a relationship between total shipboard deaths and the 

likelihood of death within twelve months after arrival, confirming the link between an unhealthy 

voyage and high initial mortality risk once landed.  Convicts on ships with over three deaths were 

more than twice as likely to die during their first year in the colony as convicts on ships with no 

fatalities (see Table 6.3, model 1).  The relationship between age and post-voyage mortality was also 

confirmed as a feature of the entire convict period (rather than just periods for which ship sick lists 

were available).  Each year of age increased the odds of death in the year after landing by two per 

cent.139  There was, however, no significant relationship between the ‘era’ in which a convict arrived 

and the risk of death during his first year (Table 6.3, model 2).  Conditions at Fremantle Prison 

transformed considerably across the four eras examined; from vegetable shortages, poor sanitation 

and crowded dormitories at the temporary convict establishment, to reliable rations, advanced 

                                                           
138 Data for regression compiled from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44); JSBL, Cons. 128/1-39; 
Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
139 Computed from odds ratio listed in Table 6.3, model 1. 

 
Model 1 Model 2 

Odds Ratios 

Age on Arrival (Years) 1.020* 1.022* 

Length of Voyage (Days) 1.001 0.999 

Season of Arrival Spring (Ref. Cat.) 
Summer 
Autumn 
Winter 

- 
0.845 
1.666* 
1.071 

- 
0.953 
1.699* 
1.143 

Shipboard Deaths 4 and above (Ref. Cat.) 
2 to 3 
1 
0 

- 
0.616 
0.967 
0.488* 

- 
0.693 
1.094 
0.600 

Era of Arrival 1863-1868 (Ref. Cat.) 
1858-1862 
July 1855 - December 1857 
June 1850 - June 1855 

 - 
1.170 
1.074 
1.400 

 Pseudo R2 

0.012 0.014 
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sewerage, and individual cellular confinement during Governor Hampton’s reign.140  There were also 

important changes in the distribution of newly-arrived transportees.  Whereas the vast majority of 

convicts landed in the 1850s spent their first year incarcerated within Fremantle Prison, by the mid-

1860s most new arrivals were promptly assigned to regional outstations and road parties, where the 

risk of death was considerably reduced.141  In light of these developments, it is remarkable that no 

significant transformation occurred in post-voyage mortality rates over time.  This result strongly 

suggests that, unlike in Van Diemen’s Land, the treatment convicts received upon arrival in Western 

Australia had little bearing on rates of recovery from the long sea voyage.    

 

Conditions on land may have been non-significant because the disparity between different arrival 

‘eras’ (and between arriving with or without a ticket of leave) was less pronounced for convicts 

landed with lingering health problems.  As Governor Fitzgerald noted in 1852, ticket-of-leave arrivals 

with ‘physical or other incapacity’ were generally avoided by private settlers and were instead 

accommodated in barracks at the convict hiring depots.  There they performed labour tasks similar 

to those carried out at the Convict Establishment, such as road-making and building construction.142  

Although these ticketers enjoyed some freedom after work hours, they held few other advantages 

over incarcerated probationers.143  Convicts debilitated by the voyage were also unlikely to benefit 

from the 1860s scheme of transferring new arrivals to regional parties.  Since prisoners had to be 

certified physically fit before proceeding to an outstation, those suffering voyage knock-on effects 

would largely have been retained at Fremantle Prison.144 

 

It is also possible that Western Australian convicts were more seriously debilitated on arrival than 

Van Diemen’s Land transportees had been.  As mentioned above, ten per cent of Western Australian 

convicts who suffered illness on the voyage were disembarked directly into Fremantle Prison 

hospital.  For voyages to Van Diemen’s Land during 1830-53, the proportion of sick prisoners 

transferred from the ship to colonial hospitals was less than five per cent.145  Thus a greater 

proportion of Western Australian transportees landed with severe health problems requiring urgent 

                                                           
140 See Chapters Two and Three. 
141 As shown in Chapter Four, the mortality rate among regional convicts was 30 per cent lower than for 
inmates of Fremantle Prison during 1856-74 (computed from data in Figure 4.1).  For examples of how new 
shipments of convicts were deployed in the mid-1860s, see SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 17-19 September 1864, 
15-18 August 1865, 28 December 1865 - 3 January 1866. 
142 Governor Fitzgerald to Sir John Pakington, 15 November 1852, TNA (UK), CO 18/69, pp. 138-9. 
143 Acting Comptroller-General Wray's Half-Yearly Report, 31 March 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 21.  See also 
Chapter Two. 
144 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 July 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 32. 
145 Calculated using sick list data for 236 ships transcribed by the Founders and Survivors Project.  See 
Founders and Survivors Project, 'Diagnoses on Convict Vessels'. 
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treatment.  For such seriously-ill men, the health impacts of conditions on land became somewhat 

irrelevant.  The numerous ‘incurable’ cases of consumption noted by Fremantle Prison surgeons, for 

example, were likely to be lethal regardless of the labour regimes or sanitary circumstances convicts 

encountered.146  Chances of recovery were also relatively low for diarrhoea and fever patients 

transferred directly from the ship.  These convicts were more than twice as likely to die from their 

illnesses as prisoners who contracted the same diseases in the colony.147  Many shipboard disease 

cases had clearly advanced beyond the point at which prison diets or living conditions could 

significantly alter health outcomes.  

  

The high number of post-voyage hospitalisations from Western Australian ships may have been a 

product of faster voyages.  Whereas the journey to Van Diemen’s Land took almost 120 days on 

average, the typical Western Australian convict passage lasted a mere 90 days.148  It is possible that 

these significantly shorter trips made the task of nursing ill convicts to land more achievable.149  Thus 

prisoners who may have died on longer voyages were landed successfully, but in a state of very poor 

health.  Convict Thomas Evans, for example, who had begun to show symptoms of phthisis one 

month into the voyage of the Dudbrook and was described a month later as having ‘but little hope of 

… recovery’, would likely have perished at sea had he been undertaking a 120-day journey.  Instead 

Evans faced just 77 days aboard ship and could therefore be kept in a ‘reduced’ but stable condition 

until he reached Fremantle, through a regimen of ‘medical comforts’ and ‘generous diet’.150  Once 

on land, he was transferred to the Convict Establishment hospital and died just three weeks later.151 

 

                                                           
146 For references to incurable consumptives, see Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report, 1 January 1866, BPP, May 
1866, p. 19; Principal Medical Officer (Galbraith) to Acting Comptroller-General Wray, 30 March 1857, TNA 
(UK), CO 18/98, p. 612; Surgeon Attfield to Comptroller-General Newland, 1 January 1865, SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M12, (no pagination). 
147 One out of every seven convicts hospitalised directly from the ship with diarrhoea, dysentery or fever died 
from their ailments.  For prisoners already in the colony, only one out of every seventeen hospitalisations for 
fevers or diarrhoeal diseases resulted in death.  Calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 
44), and hospital admission information from ship sick lists (this chapter, footnote 102) and SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32. 
148 Vessels carrying male convicts to Van Diemen’s Land spent 116 days at sea on average, while female 
voyages had a mean duration of 118 days.  See Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', p. 53.  
Average voyage length for Western Australian ships computed from JSBL, Cons. 128/1-39. 
149 Although nineteenth-century medical treatments were often ineffectual (with the exception of anti-
scorbutic remedies), the strict hygiene regulations enforced by surgeon-superintendents on convict ships could 
certainly prolong the lives of those taken ill.  For details of these hygienic measures, see in particular 
Humphery, 'New Era of Existence', pp. 63-6; Brand and Staniforth, 'Care and Control', p. 25.  On the benefits of 
improved hygiene for patient recovery, see Flinn, 'Introduction', pp. 19-20. 
150 JSBL, Kevern, Medical Journal of the Dudbrook, AJCP, reel 3192. 
151 Ibid.; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO2, 21 March 1853. 
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Mortality trends over the duration of each voyage suggest that Evans’ case was not exceptional.  

Maxwell-Stewart has shown that convict death rates tended to increase over the course of the 

journey to Van Diemen’s Land, as the accumulated privations of life at sea took their toll.152  Aside 

from the voyages of the Robert Small and Phoebe Dunbar (ships with especially traumatic passages 

uncharacteristic of Western Australian voyages in general), this trend of increasing mortality was far 

less pronounced for Western Australian vessels, suggesting that a larger proportion of sick prisoners 

were able to hold out for landfall, rather than succumbing to their ailments during the final stages at 

sea (see Figures 6.9 and 6.10).153  Diseases which struck convicts en route to Western Australia were 

more likely to kill them once they reached the colony rather than on the ship.  Excluding men from 

the Robert Small and Phoebe Dunbar, convicts who appeared on ship sick lists were 60 per cent 

more likely to die during the three months after landing than they were during the three-month 

voyage.154  The delayed mortality impact of shipboard illnesses may also explain why convict death 

rates during the twelve months after arrival were considerably higher in Western Australia than in 

Van Diemen’s Land, despite 30 per cent lower mortality rates on Western Australian voyages (see 

Figure 6.11). 

 

                                                           
152 This occurred despite concerted efforts from surgeon-superintendents to maintain shipboard hygiene and 
limit the spread of infections.  As Maxwell-Stewart noted, these trends also suggest that pre-boarding disease 
screening was effective in preventing disease outbreaks during the early part of a voyage.  See Maxwell-
Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', pp. 23-4. 
153 On both the Robert Small and Phoebe Dunbar, severe fever outbreaks occurred less than one month after 
embarkation.  These patients, most of whom were diagnosed with ‘typhus’ or ‘cholera’, had little chance of 
making it to land and most perished as their ship neared the Western Australian coast.  See Weaver, 'Voyages 
of Robert Small and Phoebe Dunbar', pp. 232-255. 
154 Of all prisoners registered on ship sick lists, 2.4 per cent died on the voyage, while 3.9 per cent died during 
the first three months in Western Australia.  Calculated from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) 
and ship sick lists (this chapter, footnote 102). 
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* Based on aggregated population of convicts embarked on the ships examined. 

Figure 6.9.155 

 

 

Figure 6.10.156 

 

                                                           
155 Since voyages were not uniform in length, each journey was split into four quartiles.  This method matches 
that used by Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart.  See Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', pp. 50-1.  
Also note that mortality rates have been weighted to a 30-day month.  Figures calculated from ship sick lists 
(see footnote 102) and JSBL, Cons. 128/1-39. 
156 Death rates taken from Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', p. 23. 
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* Western Australian ‘at sea’ figures based on aggregated population of convicts embarked in the years 1850-68.  Western Australian post-
arrival figures based on populations of convicts who remained unfree (i.e. no conditional pardon) each month after landing. 

Figure 6.11.157 

 

While there is little evidence that the treatment convicts received after landing impacted post-

voyage mortality, there are indications that the climatic conditions encountered on arrival 

influenced death rates.  The regression models for all Western Australian convict ships showed a 

significant relationship (p<0.05) between the season in which a convict arrived and the likelihood of 

death during his first year in the colony (see Table 6.3, model 1).  Post-arrival mortality rates were 

particularly high among convicts who arrived in autumn.  These men were 60 per cent more likely to 

die within twelve months of landing than prisoners disembarking in any other season.158   

 

Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart discovered a similar relationship between season of arrival and 

mortality after landing for Van Diemen’s Land convicts, although in this case post-voyage death rates 

were highest among winter arrivals.159  They argued that wild winter weather in the South Atlantic 

and Southern Oceans increased onboard sickness by putting excessive strain on water closets, 

                                                           
157 Western Australian voyage death rates computed from ship sick lists (see footnote 102) and JSBL, Cons. 
128/1-39.  Mortality rates on land in Western Australia calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, 
footnote 44) and Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  Van Diemen’s Land voyage figures are 
given in Maxwell-Stewart and Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and Migration', p. 134.  Death rates after landing taken 
from Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', p. 67. 
158 Computed from odds ratios listed in Table 6.3, model 1. 
159 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', p. 67. 
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impeding efforts to clean the ship, and keeping convicts ‘battened down’ below decks.160  Increased 

sickness on the ship then produced elevated mortality rates in the months after landing.161   

 

The high death rates of autumn arrivals in Western Australia were less likely the result of unhealthy 

conditions at sea.  As was the case on voyages to Van Diemen’s Land, levels of sickness (measured by 

the mean number of days on the sick list per convict) were significantly higher on ships that arrived 

during the Western Australian winter (see Figure 6.12).  Convicts on these vessels spent almost twice 

as much time in the voyage sickbay as men on ships that landed in autumn.  This suggests that 

seasonal trends in post-voyage mortality were not related to rates of shipboard disease.  The 

heightened mortality risk experienced by autumn arrivals was more likely a product of the colonial 

disease environment they encountered after landing.  As Surgeon Galbraith argued in 1857, convicts 

landed in autumn were especially vulnerable to disease because this was the peak season for 

colonial sickness.162  Galbraith observed that in many cases, ‘sickness to a considerable extent was 

actually prevailing in the Establishment’ when autumn ships arrived.163  Thus prisoners weakened by 

the long sea voyage were thrust into an environment where they faced a high risk of exposure to 

infectious disease.  The risk of death from diarrhoea and dysentery was particularly great during the 

autumn period, when pathogens that had proliferated over months of higher temperatures often 

infected prison food and water supplies.164  Intestinal infections were central to the initial health 

disadvantage of autumn arrivals, accounting for one third of deaths among this group in the first six 

months after landing, but just one fifth of other convict deaths in the same period.165 

 

                                                           
160 Ibid., pp. 60-1. 
161 Ibid., p. 60. 
162 Principal Medical Officer (Galbraith) to Governor Kennedy, 13 April 1857, TNA (UK), CO 18/100, p. 235. 
163 Principal Medical Officer (Galbraith) to Acting Comptroller-General Wray, 30 March 1857, TNA (UK), CO 
18/98, p. 609. 
164 See Chapter Three.  For an explanation of seasonal patterns in diarrhoeal mortality, see DuPont, 'Diarrheal 
Diseases', p. 677; Wrigley and Schofield, Population History, pp. 390-1. 
165 Calculated from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in 
Western Australia. 
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Figure 6.12.166 

 

This analysis has shown that convict health on the voyage to Western Australia had a strong 

influence on mortality patterns during the first year after arrival.  In fact the ‘knock-on effects’ of 

diseases contracted at sea were so important that the treatment prisoners received on land made 

little difference to post-voyage death rates.  In contrast to historians’ claims for voyages to Van 

Diemen’s Land, it was shown that improvements in prison conditions did not significantly alter 

prisoners’ risk of mortality in the months after landing (although seasonal variations in prison 

disease levels did have some impact).  Nor did it matter whether convicts were deployed to prison 

cells, road parties, or ticket-of-leave labour upon arrival.  The non-significance of these factors 

suggests that many Western Australian convicts arrived in a seriously debilitated state, from which 

recovery was unlikely regardless of the conditions they encountered on land.  While death rates 

were remarkably low on Western Australian voyages, the proportion of men requiring immediate 

hospitalisation after landing was greater than it had been in Van Diemen’s Land.  Although shorter 

voyages probably reduced shipboard deaths by allowing severe cases to be nursed to shore, this also 

increased the impact of the voyage on colonial mortality rates, since many who were landed sick 

                                                           
166 ‘Annualised average days on sick list per convict’ gives the mean number of days each prisoner spent in 
sickbay during the voyage, standardised so that each voyage is assumed to take one year.  Figures calculated 
using ship sick lists (see footnote 102) and JSBL, Cons. 128/1-39.   

Using one-way ANOVA, the disparity in mean sick list days for different arrival seasons was found to 
be statistically significant at the p<0.001 level.  The dependent variable for the ANOVA was ‘annualised days on 
sick list’ (number of days spent on the sick list, standardised for a voyage length of one year), the independent 
variable was ‘season of arrival’, and the number of convicts in the sample was 3902. 
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ultimately perished in prison hospital beds.167  As a result, death rates during the first year after 

landing were higher in Western Australia than they had been in Van Diemen’s Land and the 

influence of voyage knock-on effects was more pronounced.   

 

Explaining the Reconvicted Health Advantage 
 
The strong link between voyage experiences and mortality patterns in the first year after arrival has 

important implications for explaining the health discrepancy between reconvicted men and 

probation convicts at Fremantle Prison.  Since convict treatment during the initial post-

disembarkation period had little bearing on health outcomes, it is unlikely that the elevated death 

rate of newly-arrived probationers (20.6 per thousand in the year after landing) stemmed from 

severe prison discipline.168  These men died chiefly as a result of diseases contracted at sea, not 

conditions encountered on land.  This suggests that much of the mortality gap between probation 

and reconvicted prisoners (see Figure 6.1) was a by-product of the convict voyage rather than the 

policies of Fremantle Prison administrators.  Reconvicted men enjoyed a considerable health 

advantage primarily because the vast majority had outlived any harmful knock-on effects from their 

time at sea.169    

 

But the absence of voyage knock-on effects does not entirely account for the superior health record 

of reconvicted men.  Even when convicts serving their first year in the colony were excluded from 

mortality calculations, the death rate among probation prisoners remained considerably higher than 

for the reconvicted class (14.3 deaths per thousand men per year, compared to 9.3 per thousand per 

year, for the period 1850-77).170  These figures strongly suggest that secondary offenders in Western 

                                                           
167 The average mortality rate on Western Australian voyages longer than 88 days (the median voyage length) 
was 2.0 deaths per thousand convicts per month, compared to 1.2 deaths per thousand per month for 
journeys of 88 days or less.  Although this mortality disparity was not statistically significant (using one-way 
ANOVA, with shipboard deaths as the dependent variable and length of voyage as the independent variable), 
this may have been due to the relatively small sample size available (37 ships).  Death rates and ANOVA 
variables computed from ship sick lists (see footnote 102) and JSBL, Cons. 128/1-39.   
168 First-year mortality rate calculated from data used in Figure 6.7. 
169 Between 1858 and 1867, 96 per cent of convicts who were reconvicted had been in the colony for longer 
than twelve months.  Calculated from reconvictions listed in SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; and ship arrival dates listed in 
Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
170 Mortality rates calculated using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and Erickson and 
O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  The yearly population figures used to calculate these death rates 
included all convicts who arrived at least two calendar years before the year being examined.  A convict who 
arrived in April 1851, for example, would have been excluded from population figures for 1851 and 1852, but 
included for 1853 onwards.  Convict deaths were excluded only when they occurred within 365 days of the 
prisoner landing.  
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Australia did not experience the same exemplary severity applied to recidivists in other Australian 

penal colonies.   

 

Although the treatment of reconvicted men resembled many of the strategies applied at eastern 

Australian penal stations to inspire fear in the core convict population and suppress incorrigibles 

(such as lower rations, greater exposure to arduous and coercive labour, and reformative processes 

like separate treatment), at Fremantle Prison these measures were generally short-lived or 

somewhat ineffective.  The disparity between probation and reconvicted diets, for example, was 

removed in 1855, only five years after its introduction, and separate treatment was largely 

abandoned after 1862, having existed only ‘in a very mitigated form’ in the first place (according to 

Surgeon Attfield).171  Nor were efforts to impose punitive labour wholly successful.  Despite 

Henderson’s 1859 orders that reconvicted men on the public works should be ‘kept entirely distinct 

from probation prisoners where practicable’, by 1862 the two classes were ‘intermixed … in nearly 

every working party, both within and without the prison’.172  This made it increasingly difficult to 

single out the reconvicted class for severe labour.  Although a large proportion of reconvicted men 

were assigned to unskilled work, the tasks they performed were no more arduous than the 

probationers they worked alongside.  The job descriptions of reconvicted ‘labourers’ and ‘carters’, 

for example, were virtually identical to probation men in the same roles.173  The same was true of 

reconvicted and probation mechanics, suggesting that they too cooperated on the same projects.174  

Thus labour experiences were more a product of a convict’s prison occupation than his prison class.   

 

The piecemeal nature of secondary punishment at Fremantle Prison was partly a product of the 

facility’s key role in colonial public works projects.  The consequent emphasis on labour productivity, 

particularly in the 1860s, forced several compromises in the treatment of reconvicted prisoners.  The 

reluctance to wholly separate reconvicted and probation labourers, for example, stemmed largely 

from Governor Hampton’s push to more efficiently utilise convict workers.175  Greater emphasis on 

allocating convict labourers according to their abilities rather than their conduct meant that 

                                                           
171 Surgeon Attfield's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 64. 
172 E.Y.W. Henderson (Comptroller-General), Instructions for the Guidance of the Royal Engineer and Convict 
Departments in reference to the Employment of Convicts on the Public Works, 1859,  BPP, 1860, p. 89; 
Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1862, BPP, May 1862, p. 39.  For evidence of earlier 
attempts to separate probation and reconvicted men on the public works, see Superintendent Dixon's Half-
Yearly Report, 10 January 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 171. 
173 E.M. Grain (Royal Engineers), Return of Prisoners employed in the Royal Engineer Department at Fremantle, 
19 February 1861, TNA (UK), CO 18/120, pp. 161-5. 
174 Ibid., pp. 161-5. 
175 See Chapter Five. 
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reconvicted men were increasingly assigned to any task where they were needed, rather than being 

grouped solely with fellow recidivists (as they had been in the chained ‘hard labour parties’ of the 

temporary establishment).176  The appointment of reconvicted prisoners John Cullen and Robert 

Barnett to responsible positions in the prison workshops typified this trend.177  Mandatory separate 

treatment for reconvicted men was also abolished chiefly to reduce labour wastage.  As Hampton 

realised, the practice of confining men to cells for months on end dramatically reduced the labour 

available for public works endeavours.178  Moves to amalgamate the probation and reconvicted diets 

in 1855 may also have been driven by productivity concerns.  This measure increased the 

reconvicted ration but significantly reduced the calorie intake of probationers.179  The authorities 

reasoned that greater means of coercion at the newly-occupied Fremantle Prison would allow cuts 

to the probation diet without diminishing labour output.180  Curiously, the same logic was not 

applied to the reconvicted class.  This may have been due to concerns about falling productivity 

among reconvicted workers.  Superintendent Dixon observed in 1854 that reconvicted prisoners ‘do 

not perform as much work as the better fed men’.181  A year later, several men from the reconvicted 

class claimed ‘that they could not do the work expected of them on such a short allowance’.182  

Although the authorities provided little explanation for their decision to increase the reconvicted 

ration, the need to augment the output of reconvicted labourers was a likely motivator.183   

 

The comparatively benign experiences of Western Australian reconvicted men also owed much to 

Fremantle Prison’s location.  As Roberts has argued, the isolation of New South Wales penal stations 

                                                           
176 For examples of the work carried out by reconvicted labour parties at the temporary convict establishment, 
see BPP, May 1854, p. 157; BPP, July 1853, p. 207; BPP, December 1852, p. 184. 
177 Both Cullen and Barnett were removed from separate confinement to the workshops due to urgent 
demand for their services.  Cullen, who had previous experience as a type-setter, was employed as a printer, 
while Barnett, a former saddler, was transferred to the shoemakers’ shop.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 16 
January 1862; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 29 January 1861. 
178 Governor Hampton to Duke of Newcastle, 19 February 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 24. 
179 The energy content of the reconvicted diet increased by around 200 kilocalories per day, through the 
addition of two ounces of meat and two ounces of bread.  Meanwhile, probation diets were cut by 
approximately 500 kilocalories, with four ounces of meat and two ounces of bread removed from daily rations.  
See Table 2.3. 
180 Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 19 January 1855, BPP, August 1855, p. 104. 
181 Proceedings of a Board of Officers, enclosed in Governor's Private Secretary to Colonial Secretary, 27 
December 1853, BPP, February 1855, p. 133. 
182 Extracts from Minute Book of Visiting Justices, 29 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 179. 
183 The board of medical officers that recommended these dietary alterations merely stated that probation and 
reconvicted labourers should receive the same ration because the two classes were ‘required to perform the 
same amount of labour’.  The Board did not explain why this reasoning had not been adopted in the past.  As 
shown above, previous differences in the diets of reconvicted and probation men did not arise from different 
labour demands, but from a concerted attempt to punish the reconvicted class through dietary restrictions.  
See Proceedings of a Board of Medical Officers, enclosed in Governor Fitzgerald to Sir George Grey, 18 June 
1855, ibid., p. 46. 
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from the colony’s administrative centre often exacerbated levels of convict degradation.184  While 

the government’s official position on secondary punishment generally emphasised sternness, rigidity 

and judiciousness rather than oppression and physical punishment, at remote locations removed 

from bureaucratic scrutiny, station commandants were rarely held accountable and had 

considerable scope for bending the rules.185  Moreton Bay Commandant Patrick Logan, for example, 

regularly subverted government stipulations, overseeing ‘illegal and capricious floggings’ of up to 

300 lashes which in at least one case resulted in death.186  The judicial powers of Fremantle Prison 

superintendents were tightly controlled in comparison.  Whereas penal station commandants were 

permitted to exercise summary justice, superintendents were unable to order floggings or sentences 

of solitary confinement greater than 28 days without recourse to a visiting magistrate or convict 

department superior.187  Their punitive powers were instead expressed through ‘especial 

punishments … unlike the regular punitive fare’, such as cellular confinement ‘until further orders’ or 

the use of handcuffs and cell searches to deprive men of sleep.188  For these and all other aspects of 

prison governance, superintendents were directly answerable to the Comptroller-General, whose 

residence in Fremantle allowed for close observation of convict affairs.189  The Comptroller-General 

was in turn accountable to the Governor.190  Boards of visiting justices provided an additional 

safeguard against excessive cruelty (until abolished by Governor Hampton in 1867), inspecting the 

state of the prison every month and hearing convicts’ grievances.191  Although these bureaucratic 

structures did not prevent punitive harshness, they certainly reduced the capacity of prison officials 

to resort to brutality. 

 

Geographical isolation also worsened shortages of fresh food at eastern penal stations.  Barren soil 

and difficulties in farming livestock meant that, for much of their existence, stations like Port Arthur, 

Macquarie Harbour and Moreton Bay were heavily reliant on salt meat and flour shipped from 

                                                           
184 Roberts, 'A Sort of Inland Norfolk Island?', p. 56. 
185 Ibid., pp. 55-6, 65.  See also J. Reynolds, 'The Penal Stations of New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land: 
The Reality Behind the Legend', Journal of the Royal Australian Historical Society, vol. 67, no. 4, 1982, pp. 356-
7. 
186 Roberts, 'A Sort of Inland Norfolk Island?', p. 56; C. Bateson, Patrick Logan: Tyrant of Brisbane Town, 
Sydney, Ure Smith, 1966, pp. 106-7, 109.  Julian Reynolds has asserted that similarly arbitrary and tyrannical 
regimes were imposed at the Newcastle and Port Macquarie penal settlements by Commandants James 
Morisset and John Rollands.  See Reynolds, 'Penal Stations', p. 357. 
187 Bateson, Patrick Logan, p. 107; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 172-3. 
188 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 175-7.  See also Chapter Two. 
189 Ibid., p. 173; Campbell, 'Building Convict Establishment', p. 11.3.  For a map showing the location of the 
Comptroller-General’s house relative to Fremantle Prison, see TNA (UK), Convict Grant, Fremantle, MPG 
1/722/16. 
190 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 174. 
191 Extracts from Reports of Visiting Justices, July to December 1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 89. 
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colonial towns.192  At Port Arthur, convicts were still receiving less than half their stipulated 

vegetable ration in 1855, some 25 years after the station was established.193  These shortages 

accentuated the ration gap between secondary offenders and convicts in the core regions.  During 

the 1830s in Van Diemen’s Land, for example, assigned convict labourers commonly consumed fresh 

mutton, tea and sugar in ‘prodigious quantities’ far exceeding the official ration for assignees.194  

Meanwhile, Port Arthur prisoners subsisted on a diet which fell drastically short of even the 

relatively meagre rations listed in settlement regulations.195  Although shortages of fresh meat and 

vegetables were also common during Fremantle Prison’s early years, these scarcities affected both 

probation and reconvicted men equally.  The gap between probation and reconvicted diets (while it 

existed) was therefore unaltered.  This may not have been the case if secondary punishment centres 

had been established at remote Western Australian locations such as Port Gregory.  The ticket-of-

leave depot at this site regularly witnessed bouts of scurvy, due to the unfertile surrounding land 

and the immense distance to Fremantle (which made it impossible to import fresh provisions).196  

Reconvicted men banished to the region would likely have experienced similar hardships.  The 

abandonment of geographic exile as a secondary punishment likely spared reconvicted men many of 

the dietary privations faced by recidivists in eastern Australia, a factor which undoubtedly 

exacerbated penal station death rates.197   

 

Conclusion 
 
This chapter has demonstrated that reconvicted men enjoyed a considerable health advantage over 

probation prisoners at Fremantle Prison.  Despite efforts to impose greater severity on the 

reconvicted class through lesser diets, extended periods of separate confinement, reduced labour 

incentives and greater use of coercion, mortality rates for these prisoners were less than half those 

of probation convicts.  While it is possible that by banning tobacco consumption and restricting the 

freedom of reconvicted men to associate with other prisoners, convict authorities unwittingly 

reduced the vulnerability of this class to disease, these effects cannot fully account for the 

                                                           
192 Cave, 'Pleasure or Punishment?', pp. 33-48; Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Journal Article]', pp. 71, 77-8; 
Shaw, Convicts and Colonies, p. 210; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 153-4; Gordon, 'Sickness and Death at 
Moreton Bay', pp. 478-9. 
193 Cave, 'Pleasure or Punishment?', p. 44. 
194 Boyce, Van Diemen's Land, pp. 114, 117. 
195 Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Journal Article]', p. 78. 
196 Comptroller-General Henderson's Half-Yearly Report, 1 May 1854, BPP, February 1855, p. 164; Gibbs, 
'Lynton', p. 62. 
197 On the impact of deficient diets on penal station mortality, see in particular Gordon, 'Sickness and Death at 
Moreton Bay', pp. 474-5, 478-9; Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Hons Thesis]', p. 27; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah 
Island', pp. 153-4. 
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reconvicted health advantage.  The convict voyage played a much greater role in generating this 

mortality disparity.   Regression analysis of voyage sick lists and Western Australian convict death 

data demonstrated a strong relationship between shipboard disease and deaths during the first year 

after landing.  Moreover, convict treatment during these first twelve months in the colony had little 

impact on mortality risk.  Unlike in Van Diemen’s Land, changing prison regimes and differences in 

the distribution of new arrivals did not alter post-voyage death rates.198  Thus deaths in the first year 

after arrival were primarily related to voyage experiences rather than conditions in the colony.  

Because the vast majority of reconvicted prisoners had overcome any ‘knock-on effects’ from the 

sea voyage by the time they reoffended, these men enjoyed a substantial health advantage.  

 

Nonetheless, voyage knock-on effects remain insufficient to explain the discrepancy between 

probation and reconvicted death rates.  Even when prisoners recovering from post-voyage debility 

were excluded, the mortality rate among probationers was 50 per cent higher than for reconvicted 

men.199  Clearly, secondary punishment in Western Australia did not damage convict health to 

anywhere near the extent that penal stations detrimentally altered health outcomes in New South 

Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.  In fact, the substantial health advantage held by ordinary convicts 

over recidivists in eastern Australia was reversed at Fremantle Prison.  The prison’s lack of isolation 

contributed to this trend by placing the actions of superintendents under close scrutiny and reducing 

the likelihood that food shortages would exacerbate already inferior reconvicted diets.  Fremantle’s 

role as a public works prison also meant that attempts to differentiate the reconvicted class through 

severe treatment were often hamstrung by the need to maintain worker productivity.  Further 

research is needed to fully explain the stark difference in health outcomes between secondary 

offenders in Eastern and Western Australia, but this chapter marks a pioneering attempt to analyse 

this anomaly and locate the experiences of Western Australian reconvicted men within a broader 

Australian context.

                                                           
198 See Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', pp. 61-3; Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured 
Graves?', pp. 25-8; Maxwell-Stewart and Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and Migration', pp. 135-8. 
199 Calculated from sources listed in footnote 170. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Beaten Bodies and Tortured Minds: Comparing the Health Effects of Physical and 

Psychological Punishment 

 

Although several historians have explained and analysed the various punishments inflicted upon 

men transported to Western Australia, the impact of disciplinary action on prisoner wellbeing has 

yet to be evaluated.1  By linking convict punishment data with hospital admission and death records, 

this chapter investigates the influence of chain gang labour, floggings, and solitary and separate 

confinement on convict health outcomes, both during and after sentence.  Documenting both 

physical and psychological punishments, these records provide a valuable opportunity to examine 

the ‘cost’ to convicts of the nineteenth-century shift towards ‘punishment of the mind rather than 

the body’ which occurred both in Britain and Australia.2  While numerous historians have recognised 

that solitary and separate confinement could be severely detrimental to prisoner health (particularly 

by generating mental illness), few have examined how these effects compared with punishments 

centred around physical pain.  Building on Kippen and McCalman’s recent ‘pilot study’ of the impact 

of ‘insults’ of body and mind on convict mortality in Van Diemen’s Land, this chapter examines in 

greater detail the mental and physical trauma produced by convict punishments, and the factors 

which affected prisoner recovery and reintegration into society.3 

 

Transformations in British Penology 
 
The late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in Britain saw a gradual retreat from public 

punishments inflicted on the bodies of offenders and a growing emphasis on disciplining the minds 

of criminals in penitentiaries hidden from public view.  Late eighteenth-century penal reformers 

rejected the idea of punishment as a spectacle, arguing that public displays of violence (such as 

hangings and whippings) stimulated the passions of onlookers and encouraged callousness in 

society, thereby ‘working against the civilizing process’.4  Bloody penalties also tended only to 

                                                           
1 The most detailed and insightful explorations of punishment in the Western Australian convict system can be 
found in Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 143-206; Bavin, 'Punishment, Prisons and Reform', pp. 121-48; Cullity, 
'Reform and Punishment', pp. 63-79. 
2 Quotation is from prison reformer George Onesiphorus Paul, quoted in S. McConville, A History of English 
Prison Administration, Volume I, 1750-1877, London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981, p. 102. 
3 See Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', pp. 345-65. 
4 Wiener, Reconstructing the Criminal, pp. 93-4; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 77.  In another article, 
McGowen argued that changing conceptions of society in the eighteenth century led reformers to believe that 
social solidarity depended on promoting sympathy and respect for the human body.  Public punishment 
undermined these values and therefore threatened ‘the connections that held people together’.  See R. 
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degrade, corrupt and harden those receiving them, confirming offenders in villainy rather than 

altering their conduct.5  It was argued that the capricious severity of physical punishments was 

eroding respect for the law among both criminals and the general public.6   

 

To correct this trend, penal reformers sought to make justice neutral and predictable, dispassionate 

and uniform, ‘self-evidently rational’.7  The ‘turbulence and unpredictability’ of public punishment 

was to be replaced by a more ‘impersonal’ system of timetables, compulsory movements, strict 

discipline and regular labour, to be carried out behind prison walls.8  Such a system would more 

precisely apportion punishments to their crimes, since the severity of a penalty no longer depended 

on the strength of a flagellator or the level of indignation aroused in a crowd.9  Reformers also 

argued that imprisonment had a greater capacity to ‘amend the character and change the heart’ of 

offenders.10  Fuelled by Enlightenment optimism in human perfectibility and redemption, many 

asserted that criminals could be ‘cured’, if isolated from sources of moral contagion (other criminals) 

and exposed to persistent religious instruction.11  Most reformers therefore advocated some form of 

solitary confinement, since enforced solitude prevented moral contamination and prepared the soul 

to favourably receive a prison chaplain’s message.12    

 

These goals of order, uniformity, separation and moral reform required significant alterations to the 

eighteenth-century British prison system.  Gaols during this period were places of disorder, disease, 

corruption and cruelty.  Since many were run for private profit, gaolers often cultivated monetary 

economies within the institution, allowing those with cash and connections to purchase wardsman 

                                                           
McGowen, 'The Body and Punishment in Eighteenth-Century England', The Journal of Modern History, vol. 59, 
no. 4, 1987, pp. 678-9.  
5 M. Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain: The Penitentiary in the Industrial Revolution, 1750-1850, 
Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1989 [1978], p. 73; Ogborn, 'Discipline, Government and Law', p. 302; Wiener, 
Reconstructing the Criminal, p. 94. 
6 Wiener, Reconstructing the Criminal, pp. 93-4; Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 73. 
7 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 84; Wiener, Reconstructing the Criminal, p. 96; Ignatieff, Just Measure of 
Pain, p. 74; Foucault, Discipline and Punish, pp. 104-5. 
8 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, pp. 128-9; H. Franke, 'The Rise and Decline of Solitary Confinement: Socio-
Historical Explanations of Long-Term Penal Changes', The British Journal of Criminology, vol. 32, no. 2, 1992, p. 
134; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 84; Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 76. 
9 Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 75. 
10 A. Summers, 'Elizabeth Fry and Mid-Nineteenth Century Reform', in R. Creese, W.F. Bynum, and J. Bearn 
(eds), The Health of Prisoners: Historical Essays, Amsterdam, Editions Rodopi, 1995, p. 85. 
11 J. Gascoigne, The Enlightenment and the Origins of European Australia, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 2002, pp. 123, 128; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 77-8, 82-3.  As Ogborn has argued, in the 
nineteenth century ‘morality and immorality were understood to move from one ‘individual’ to another rather 
than being formed in the complex ethical and social relationships of everyday life’.  Exposure to immoral men 
might therefore lead to the ‘moral contamination’ of less-seasoned offenders.  See Ogborn, 'Discipline, 
Government and Law', pp. 300-1. 
12 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 77, 82-3, 90-1; McConville, English Prison Administration, p. 103. 
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positions and trade in liquor, while the penniless starved on the county allowance of bread and 

water in damp, unventilated and vermin-ridden cells.13  No effort was made to regulate the 

prisoner’s day through labour or education, and prison subcultures flourished as inmates passed 

their time with games, gambling and drunkenness.14  At the insistence of reformers, many prisons 

were redesigned around the turn of the nineteenth century to facilitate greater separation of 

prisoners, to promote order, and to reduce disease.15  These ‘reformed’ prisons featured a degree of 

enforced solitude, combined with servile labour intended to foster ‘industrious habits’.16  They were 

intended to represent a more ‘humane’ form of punishment, while simultaneously decreasing 

prisoner freedoms and enhancing state control over the criminal.17   

 

Despite these measures, crime in Britain was on the rise by the 1830s, creating public alarm and a 

crisis in penal policy.18  Critics claimed that the increase was due to uneven enforcement of the law 

and inadequate severity of punishment.19  A residual prison subculture had also survived, uniting 

offenders in resistance to the regime intended to reform them.20  The recommended solution was 

greater prisoner seclusion, since this would finally stamp out the ‘illicit associations’ between 

inmates and would enhance both the terror of penitentiary confinement and its capacity to reform 

offenders.21  In search of a more stringent system of prisoner isolation, reformers turned to the 

United States, where two rival systems of penitentiary discipline had emerged.22  The ‘silent system’, 

developed at Auburn Prison in New York State, kept prisoners in solitary cells at night but worked 

them in association during the day in strict silence.  Punishments such as whippings were meted out 

for even the smallest gesture detected by ever-present prison guards.23  The alternative was the 

                                                           
13 U.R.Q. Henriques, 'The Rise and Decline of the Separate System of Prison Discipline', Past & Present, vol. 54, 
no. 1, 1972, pp. 61-2; R. Porter, 'Howard's Beginning: Prisons, Disease, Hygiene', in R. Creese, W.F. Bynum, and 
J. Bearn (eds), The Health of Prisoners: Historical Essays, Amsterdam, Editions Rodopi, 1995, p. 10. 
14 Henriques, 'Rise and Decline', p. 62; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 74-5. 
15 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 81-3, 89. 
16 McConville, English Prison Administration, p. 141; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 80. 
17 P.C. Spierenburg, The Spectacle of Suffering: Executions and the Evolution of Repression, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1984, pp. 183-4; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 86-8; Foucault, Discipline 
and Punish, pp. 82, 129.  Foucault was sceptical of prison reformers’ humanitarian rhetoric, arguing that the 
overriding aim of penal reform was to enhance social control.  David Garland has questioned this 
interpretation, arguing that changing ‘cultural traits and sensibilities’ (such as growing aversion to physical 
violence) also shaped trends in punishment.  See D. Garland, Punishment and Modern Society: A Study in Social 
Theory, Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1990, pp. 159, 163-4. 
18 McConville, English Prison Administration, p. 163. 
19 Ibid. 
20 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 90. 
21 Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, pp. 78, 195. 
22 On the rise of the penitentiary in America, see D. Melossi and M. Pavarini, The Prison and the Factory: 
Origins of the Penitentiary System, trans. G. Cousin, London, Macmillan, 1981, pp. 123-30, 149-63; J. Price, 
Prison and Social Death, New Brunswick, Rutgers University Press, 2015, pp. 91-104. 
23 Melossi and Pavarini, Prison and the Factory, p. 129; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', pp. 90-1. 
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‘separate system’ instituted in Philadelphia, which enforced near-total isolation in separate cells 23 

hours per day, with one hour of silent exercise.24  Although both systems gained a foothold in Britain 

in the 1830s, it was the separate system which ultimately prevailed.25  Many argued that the 

temptation for prisoner interaction in the silent system subverted the goal of prisoner reflection and 

the system’s reliance on physical punishments was heavily criticised.26  Meanwhile, the pure solitude 

of the separate system ‘reconciled terror and humanity’, since it was ‘the prisoner’s own conscience’ 

that inflicted suffering, rather than ‘the rough or brutal hands’ of the state.27  The separate system 

was also presented as the only means of ensuring uniformity of punishment, because it was less 

dependent on the discretion of governors and prison officers than the Auburn model.28   

 

Although the separate system was retained as an element of penal policy into the twentieth century, 

faith in its value as an agent of reform had waned by the 1850s.29  Criminal statistics bore no signs of 

mass reformation among prisoners and there was growing evidence that long periods of solitude 

produced serious mental illness.30  As a result, the British public all but abandoned the notion of 

reforming the criminal, in favour of extracting hard labour that would produce some useful result.31  

Under surveyor-general Joshua Jebb, a ‘progressive stage system’ was introduced, featuring limited 

periods of separate confinement (nine months from 1853 onwards, reduced from the original 

eighteen months allowed in the 1840s), followed by associated labour on public works projects.32  As 

many historians have shown, separate treatment was included in this system largely because of its 

power as a deterrent, rather than as an instrument of reform.33  Nonetheless, punitive solitude 

continued to be preferred by the authorities over physical punishment, with floggings and chains 

rarely utilised in British prisons after 1850.34   

 

 

                                                           
24 Scharff Smith, 'Effects of Solitary Confinement', p. 448; Price, Prison and Social Death, p. 93.  Long periods of 
solitary contemplation were occasionally broken by brief interactions with prison staff, such as prison 
chaplains, medical officers and guards delivering meals.  See Ogborn, 'Discipline, Government and Law', p. 295. 
25 Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 178. 
26 Ogborn, 'Discipline, Government and Law', p. 301; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 91. 
27 Quotations are from prison reformer Jonas Hanway, quoted in Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 78; 
McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 77. 
28 Ogborn, 'Discipline, Government and Law', p. 303. 
29 Henriques, 'Rise and Decline', pp. 84-7; Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 200. 
30 Henriques, 'Rise and Decline', pp. 85-7. 
31 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 93. 
32 Ibid.; McConville, English Prison Administration, pp. 386, 396-7, 405-6. 
33 See in particular, Ogborn, 'Discipline, Government and Law', pp. 300, 304; Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 
200. 
34 McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 95; M. Finnane, Punishment in Australian Society, Melbourne, Oxford 
University Press, 1997, p. 113. 
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Penal Change in Convict Australia 
 
Many of the transformations in punishment which occurred in nineteenth-century Britain were 

imported to colonial Australia.  This was partly because several of the criticisms levelled at the 

English justice system were also directed at transportation from the 1830s.  In 1837, the Molesworth 

Committee decried the convict system’s reliance on physical punishment and ‘spectacle’.35  

Molesworth claimed that in the Australian colonies, 

 

[e]very kind and gentle feeling of human nature is constantly outraged by the perpetual 

spectacle of punishment and misery – by the frequent infliction of the lash – by the gangs of 

slaves in irons – by the horrid details of the penal settlements; till the heart of the [free] 

immigrant is gradually deadened to the sufferings of others.36 

 

Not only were these methods inefficient in deterring crime, argued the committee, but they showed 

‘remarkable efficiency … in further corrupting those who undergo the punishment’.37  Mark Finnane 

has argued that such politically-charged appeals to emotion ‘moulded a colonial aversion’ to the 

lash, causing flogging to decline as a judicial punishment in Australia more rapidly than in England.38  

Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart have demonstrated a shift in convict punishments in Van Diemen’s 

Land ‘away from flogging in favour of solitary confinement’ during the late 1830s, although they 

noted that ganged labour and the use of chains also increased around this time.39 

 

The Molesworth Committee also denounced transportation as an unpredictable and arbitrary 

punishment.  The assignment system in particular was labelled a ‘strange lottery’ in which the 

treatment a convict received depended upon the disposition of his master, not the severity of his 

crime.40  Convict administrators responded to these criticisms with the ‘probation system’ 

(introduced in Van Diemen’s Land in 1839), in which all convicts initially spent time confined at 

probation stations and labouring in gangs.41  This system more closely reflected the classificatory 

                                                           
35 Wiener, Reconstructing the Criminal, pp. 97-100. 
36 Quoted in ibid., p. 99. 
37 Quoted in Townsend, 'Mere Lottery', pp. 78-9. 
38 Finnane, Punishment in Australian Society, p. 22.  Finnane does not seem to consider Western Australia 
when making this claim.  Floggings were more common at Fremantle Prison throughout the 1850s and 1860s 
than they were in English prisons during the same era, as will be discussed below. 
39 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Old Lags and Recidivism', pp. 168-9. 
40 Wiener, Reconstructing the Criminal, p. 98. 
41 I. Brand, 'Charles Joseph La Trobe and the Van Diemen's Land Probation System', Bulletin of the Centre for 
Tasmanian Historical Studies, vol. 2, no. 1, 1988, pp. 52-4.  The probation system was never fully implemented 
in New South Wales, as transportation to the colony ceased in 1840.  However, in the late 1830s, newly-
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rigour of the penitentiary, categorising prisoners according to the severity of their offences and 

separating inexperienced criminals from hardened offenders in order to prevent moral 

contamination.42  Probation was also geared towards reform.  Only convicts who successfully 

negotiated five stages of decreasing severity through sustained good conduct could graduate to 

freedom.43  Despite growing emphasis on morally improving transportees, it was not until the 1850s 

that Tasmanian convicts were exposed to the reformative potential of the separate system.44  Port 

Arthur’s separate prison (completed in 1852) closely mimicked the design and regulations of 

Pentonville Prison, England’s archetypal separate system facility.45  Although separate confinement 

was only the first stage of punishment at Port Arthur, with prisoners then progressing to hard labour 

(a system more akin to Jebb’s stage system than the strict separation of English prisoners in the 

1840s), the separate prison nonetheless marked a key point in the transition from physical to 

psychological punishment in convict Australia.46   

 

Changing Punishments and Prisoner Health 
 
Despite myriad studies of the shift from bodily punishments to penalties inflicted on the mind (both 

in Britain and throughout Europe), few historians have explored the impact of this transformation on 

prisoner health.47  Several works have highlighted the severe psychological effects of solitary 

confinement on nineteenth-century prison inmates.  Bill Forsythe and Philip Priestley have examined 

the psychological responses and coping mechanisms of English prisoners in cellular isolation, while 

Peter Scharff Smith, Stuart Grassian and Hans Toch have studied similar mental disturbances in 

Denmark, Germany and the United States respectively.48  Maxwell-Stewart has also noted the 

elevated death rates associated with separate treatment, as did nineteenth-century commentator 

                                                           
arrived transportees in Sydney were increasingly employed in government gangs (in line with the probation 
model), rather than being assigned to free settlers.  See Shaw, Convicts and Colonies, pp. 275-90.   
42 Gascoigne, Enlightenment, p. 137; M. Sprod, 'The Probation System', in A. Alexander (ed.), The Companion to 
Tasmanian History, Hobart, Centre for Tasmanian Historical Studies, University of Tasmania, 2005, p. 290; 
Brand, 'Charles Joseph La Trobe', p. 56. 
43 Brand, 'Charles Joseph La Trobe', pp. 52-3. 
44 Gascoigne, Enlightenment, p. 132. 
45 Brand, Model Prison, pp. 7-9. 
46 Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Journal Article]', p. 90; Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', p. 64; S. O'Toole, The 
History of Australian Corrections, Sydney, University of New South Wales Press, 2006, p. 170. 
47 For examples of studies focussed on continental Europe rather than Britain, see Franke, 'Rise and Decline', 
pp. 125-43; Spierenburg, Spectacle of Suffering.  
48 Forsythe, 'Loneliness and Cellular Confinement', pp. 759-70; Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, pp. 39-49; 
Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 1-25; Grassian, 'Psychiatric Effects', pp. 367-72; Toch, 'Early 
Experiments with Supermax Reform', pp. 221-8.  Catherine Cox and Hilary Marland have also examined mental 
illness at Pentonville Prison (England), but they focussed largely on the responses of prison officials to cases of 
mental breakdown, rather than on the suffering of the inmates themselves.  See Cox and Marland, 'He Must 
Die or Go Mad', pp. 78-109. 
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Francis Gray, pointing out that America’s separate prisons experienced much higher mortality than 

those enforcing the silent system.49  However, no study within this substantial body of research has 

compared the detrimental health effects of enforced solitude with health outcomes associated with 

more physically painful punishments such as hard labour in irons or whipping.    

 

Until recently, this was also the case for histories of convict punishment in Australia.  Kippen and 

Maxwell-Stewart remarked in 2014 that ‘the cost to convicts’ of the transition from corporal 

punishment to solitary confinement ‘has yet to be evaluated’.50  The first attempt to compare the 

health impacts of physical and psychological punishments in the convict system was produced by 

Kippen and McCalman the following year.  Using a sample of 7084 male convicts transported to Van 

Diemen’s Land between 1840 and 1852, their study sought to identify the key contributors to 

convict mortality under and after sentence, examining the effect of background characteristics 

(nationality, occupation, crime, and so on), as well as conduct under sentence and punishments 

received.51  In terms of punishment, Kippen and McCalman found that deaths under sentence were 

most associated with solitary confinement and ‘accumulated insults of both mind and body’.52  The 

latter included floggings, time at Port Arthur, chainings, and treadmill labour, as well as stints in 

solitary, but the authors asserted that ‘the most significant impact of penal servitude on mortality 

emerges as that on the mind’.53  Survival after sentence was also related to the number of days 

served in solitary confinement, rather than the number of lashes received or accumulated physical 

‘insults’.54  According to Kippen and McCalman, this demonstrated the ‘damaging’ impact over time 

of ‘mental suffering, humiliation, frustration and bullying’.55  They concluded that the Tasmanian 

convict system ‘was a psychological testing ground even more than it was a disciplinary regime’.56  

 

Despite its valuable insights, Kippen and McCalman’s work was a self-professed ‘proof-of-concept 

article’ or ‘pilot study’.57  Although it provided a useful outline of the key factors influencing convict 

mortality, the article provided little explanation of how certain punishments might have increased 

convicts’ likelihood of death.  Nor did it examine the incidence of psychiatric illness or other non-

                                                           
49 Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', p. 28; F. Gray, Prison Discipline in America, London, John 
Murray, 1848, pp. 94-100. 
50 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Old Lags and Recidivism', p. 168. 
51 Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', p. 346. 
52 Ibid., pp. 362-3. 
53 Ibid., pp. 351, 361. 
54 Ibid., pp. 355, 363. 
55 Ibid., p. 362. 
56 Ibid., p. 361. 
57 Ibid., p. 346. 
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fatal maladies among Van Diemonian transportees.  The heterogeneous ‘accumulated insult’ 

variable also made it difficult to disentangle the health impact of punishments such as hard labour in 

chains or terms of separate treatment (which were presumably included in some sentences coded as 

‘Port Arthur’).58  Building on the work of Kippen and McCalman, this chapter provides a more 

detailed account of the relationship between convict punishments and health outcomes, for 4959 

convicts transported to Western Australia between 1858 and 1867.59  It examines the short-term 

health effects of floggings, chain gang labour, solitary confinement and separate treatment by 

testing for associations between days punished (or lashes received) and deaths under sentence.  

Non-fatal mental and physiological disease is also explored by linking punishment data to the 

number of days each convict spent in Fremantle Prison hospital.  Although this study lacks the rich 

life-course data available for Tasmanian convicts, it also offers a provisional assessment of longer-

term health impacts by analysing the relationship between punishment under sentence and ticket-

of-leave mortality.60   

 

Western Australian Punishment Data 

 
The Western Australian convict system is well-suited to a comparison of mental and bodily 

punishment.  As Bavin has noted, although the colony was strongly influenced by developments in 

British penology, in many respects the punishment regime implemented at Fremantle Prison ‘clung 

to old ways’.61  While prison discipline included separate confinement (largely for reconvicted men) 

and public works labour reminiscent of the English progressive stage system, leg irons and the lash 

were also used considerably more freely than at the same time in England.62  In the 1850s, England’s 

Reading Gaol attracted critical notice for recording three floggings per year.63  Meanwhile, Fremantle 

Prison logged fourteen whippings annually during the period 1858-67, many of which inflicted the 

maximum penalty of 100 strokes.64  The extent to which corporeal and mental penalties coexisted at 

Fremantle Prison was also unusual in the context of Australian convictism.  In Van Diemen’s Land, for 

example, flogging was wholly abolished in 1848, four years before the appearance of the separate 

                                                           
58 For details of the variables used in Kippen and McCalman’s study, see ibid., pp. 348-51. 
59 This number represents the entire cohort of convicts who arrived during these years. 
60 See Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', pp. 346-8; Bradley et al., 'Founders and 
Survivors Project', pp. 467-77. 
61 Bavin, 'Punishment Administered', p. 472. 
62 On the use of chains and flogging in mid-nineteenth-century English prisons, see Priestley, Victorian Prison 
Lives, pp. 214-8; McGowen, 'Well-Ordered Prison', p. 95. 
63 Finnane, Punishment in Australian Society, p. 113. 
64 Calculated from Return of all Convicts who have received Corporal Punishment in Western Australia, BPP, 
Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
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system at Port Arthur.65  Western Australia therefore presents a rare opportunity to study prisoners 

concurrently exposed to separate treatment, solitary confinement, hard labour and the lash.  The 

coexistence of these punishments also allowed this study to focus on a relatively short time period, 

limiting potential confounding factors such as changes in convict living conditions and diets over 

time.  Over the entire sample period chosen (1858-67), the Fremantle Prison dietary was not altered, 

prison sanitation and hygiene measures transformed very little, and even the prison medical officer 

remained constant.66   

  

Records of punishment at Fremantle Prison are also remarkably rich.  The prison’s twelve extant 

volumes of superintendents’ order books are particularly comprehensive, providing a day by day 

account of punishments and other occurrences at the prison from August 1850 until April 1874.  

These books recorded orders to place convicts in chain gangs, separate confinement, and refractory 

cells (on bread and water diet), as well as instructions to remove men from these punishments.  All 

such orders issued between 1858 and 1867 were transcribed as part of this study, and punishment 

start and end dates were then collated to establish the length of time served under each penalty.67  

‘Receipts and discharges’ books for Fremantle Prison and conduct registers for individual convicts 

were also used to supplement the order books, as punishment start dates were not always listed for 

reconvicted men serving mandatory separate treatment upon their return to custody.68  Governor 

Hampton’s compilation of all floggings administered between 1850 and 1867 was also added to the 

punishment database.69 

 

One advantage of using order books, rather than the prisoner conduct registers referenced by most 

other studies of convict punishment, is the capacity to calculate the actual time a convict spent 

under punishment, rather than merely the sentence meted out.  Sentences of solitary confinement, 

separate treatment and hard labour in irons were often cut short when deemed dangerous to a 

                                                           
65 Weidenhofer, Port Arthur, p. 69; Brand, Model Prison, pp. 8-9. 
66 Fremantle Prison’s sewerage system, including flushing water closets, urinals, and hand basins in each cell, 
was completed and fully operational by 1858.  Aside from the removal of plumbing from prisoner cells in 
October 1863, no sanitary changes were made until the introduction of the ‘dry earth’ system of waste 
disposal in 1868.  The prison bathhouse was also completed around 1858 and was not altered during the 
period of this study.  See Chapters Two and Three. 
67 Orders transcribed from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10. 
68 The ‘receipts and discharges’ volumes used were SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3.  
Conduct registers sourced from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
69 Return of all Convicts who have received Corporal Punishment in Western Australia, BPP, Letter from 
Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
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prisoner’s health.70  Chain gang labourers at Fremantle Prison were also occasionally granted 

remissions for good behaviour.71  Although these adjusted punishment durations were sometimes 

noted in conduct registers, in Western Australia such corrections were rare.  Thus conduct books did 

not always accurately reflect the extent of a convict’s suffering.  Conduct registers have also been 

lost for some sequences of Western Australian convict arrivals and the entries that have survived 

often omit punishment details after reconviction.72  The superintendents’ order books offer a more 

complete picture of convict punishments, permitting analysis of the penalties suffered by every 

inmate who passed through Fremantle Prison between 1858 and 1867.73 

 

Punishment and Mortality under Sentence in Western Australia  
 
To examine the relationship between punishment and health outcomes, the punishment data 

described above was linked to records of convict deaths and hospital admissions, using each 

prisoner’s unique registration number (recorded in all three record series) as a convict identifier.  

Associations between days punished (or lashes received) and convict mortality and morbidity were 

then tested using the regression techniques employed by Kippen and McCalman.74  To investigate 

mortality under sentence, logistic regression models were created with ‘death under sentence’ as 

the dependent variable (see Table 7.1).75  The predictive variables investigated were ‘days in 

separate treatment’, ‘days in refractory cells’, ‘days hard labour in irons’, and ‘number of lashes 

received’.  The models were also adjusted for age and for the actual time spent under sentence 

(including reconvictions).  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
70 Prisoner number 5195 Henry Jobson, for example, was released from separate treatment ‘on surgeon’s 
recommendation’ in April 1861, less than two months into his six month term of solitude.  See SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 22 April 1861. 
71 See for example, SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 15 March 1867. 
72 See SROWA, Convict General Registers, Acc. 1156/R1-R5, R7-R31, AN 358. 
73 Order book entries were compared with selected prisoner conduct registers to check for missing 
punishment data.  Aside from the omission of some refractory cell sentences before 1862, there was little 
indication that the record of punishments in the order books is incomplete.  Registers used for cross-checking 
sourced from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
74 See Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', pp. 356-7. 
75 Throughout this chapter, the term ‘under sentence’ is used to describe convicts who had not yet gained 
their tickets of leave, or who were serving a sentence of reconviction.  In other words, ‘convicts under 
sentence’ refers to both probation and reconvicted prisoners, but not to ticket-of-leave men. 
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Odds Ratios 

Age on Arrival (Years) 1.004 1.005 1.004 1.005 1.005 

Actual Time under Sentence (Years) 0.423*** 0.401*** 0.406*** 0.403*** 0.400*** 

Days in Separate Treatment 1.000 
   

0.996 

Days Hard Labour in Irons 
 

1.003* 
  

1.000 

Numbers of Lashes Received 
  

1.019** 
 

1.014 

Days in Refractory Cells 
   

1.049*** 1.041* 

 Pseudo R2 

0.071 0.074 0.075 0.080 0.082 

* indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05).   
Odds ratios show the change in likelihood of death under sentence for every unit increase in the predictive variable.  In model 3, for 
example, the likelihood of death under sentence increased by a factor of 1.019 (equivalent to an increase of 1.9%) for every lash received. 
 

Table 7.1.  Summary of Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between various Punishments 

and Mortality under Sentence (for 4959 convicts arriving in Western Australia during 1858-1867).76 

 

The results of this analysis suggest that time spent in the refractory cells was the most important 

predictor of mortality for convicts under sentence (probation and reconvicted men).  Every day 

spent in the refractory cells increased the odds of death under sentence by a remarkable 4.1 per 

cent.77  It is possible that deficient living conditions in the cells contributed to this relation.  As noted 

in Chapter Two, a board of justices visiting the refractory cell block shortly after its completion 

commented on ‘the extreme want of ventilation, and consequent most offensive effluvia’ emanating 

from within.78  The cells were also so damp ‘as to render it necessary to have the bedding exposed to 

the open air every morning to dry’.79  The latter problem likely persisted until 1863, when 

Superintendent Lefroy finally ordered that the floors be raised in order to prevent the usual flooding 

after heavy rains.80  Refractory cell prisoners also used waste buckets at night rather than the 

prison’s water closets, a practice which may have increased their chances of contracting diseases 

transmitted through human excreta, such as dysentery and enteric fevers.81  The bread and water 

                                                           
76 Time ‘under sentence’ includes terms served as a reconvicted prisoner.  Convicts executed under sentence 
were excluded from the regression analysis, as were those granted tickets of leave on arrival.  Data for 
regression obtained from deaths database compiled for this dissertation (see Chapter Three, footnote 44, for a 
list of sources included) and from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5; Erickson and O'Mara, 
Convicts in Western Australia. 
77 Calculated from odds ratio in Table 7.1, model 5. 
78 Extracts from Minute Book of Visiting Justices, 29 June 1855, BPP, June 1856, p. 179. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, sections 2.2.13, 2.5.22. 
81 The procedure for emptying these buckets was detailed in a list of refractory cell regulations in 1862.  It is 
likely that ‘night buckets’ had been used since the 1850s, as there were no water closets in the refractory cell 
block.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 15 December 1862; Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, section 1.5.3. 
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ration enforced in the cells may also have increased susceptibility to disease.82  Convict James Roe 

described those emerging from the Fremantle refractory block as ‘famine-stricken’, while Mark 

Jeffrey claimed the bread and water ration he endured at Norfolk Island had ‘reduced [him] to a 

mere skeleton’.83  Such malnutrition would likely have compromised prisoner immune systems.   

 

Despite these potential sources of disease, cause of death information for convicts who perished 

after or during refractory cell sentences shows that only one of six deaths recorded in the 1858-67 

sample resulted from illness.84  The remainder were suicides and drownings.  Suicide in particular 

appears to have been a problem endemic to the cells.  The only two completed suicides recorded 

during 1858-67 both occurred in the refractory block, as did the only attempted suicide documented 

for this period.85   

 

In explaining the elevated suicide rate of refractory cell inmates, it is helpful to draw on studies of 

modern-day solitary confinement facilities.  As is discussed below, several scholars have found 

evidence that the mental and physiological impacts of solitary confinement on prisoners have 

remained relatively consistent over the last 200 years.86  As Scharff Smith has noted, these findings 

suggest that prison inmates isolated from social contact respond in reasonably similar ways, 

regardless of the historical or geographical context, and regardless of associated variations in prison 

discipline, hygiene and amenities.87  Research on modern experiences of solitary confinement can 

therefore provide valuable insights into the hardships of Fremantle Prison convicts consigned to 

solitude. 

 

                                                           
82 This ‘punishment diet’ consisted of sixteen ounces of bread daily and an unspecified amount of water.  See 
1862 Rules and Regulations, p. 27 (Department Orders section). 
83 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 506; M. Jeffrey, A Burglar's Life, or, The Stirring Adventures of the 
Great English Burglar Mark Jeffrey: A Thrilling History of the Dark Days of Convictism in Australia, edited by W. 
Heiner and J.E. Heiner, Sydney, Angus & Robertson, 1968 [1893], p. 93. 
84 Calculated from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
85 Suicide data compiled from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44); Surgeon Attfield's Annual 
Report, 1 January 1866, BPP, May 1866, p. 19; Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report, 1 January 1861, BPP, May 
1862, p. 18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32.  Refractory cell inmate Aaron Sharpe (registration number 8131) was also 
admitted to hospital in 1866 with signs of self-inflicted strangulation, but this was dismissed by a medical 
board as a ‘feigned’ suicide attempt.  See Proceedings of a Medical Board held at the Convict Establishment 
Hospital, 13 February 1866, SROWA, Acc. 1156/M12, (no pagination). 
86 See in particular, Grassian, ‘Psychiatric Effects’, pp. 333-6, 367-72; Scharff Smith, ‘Effects of Solitary 
Confinement’, pp. 488-93; Toch, ‘Early Experiments with Supermax Reform’, pp. 221-8. 
87 Scharff Smith, ‘Effects of Solitary Confinement’, p. 488 
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In terms of prisoner suicides, Toch’s 1992 study of self-harming and suicidal inmates in New York 

State prisons is particularly illuminating.88  Like several other scholars, Toch found that solitary 

confinement sharply increases the likelihood of suicidal impulses.89  He argued that the experience 

of isolation can induce ‘a panic state’ in prisoners.90  Social segregation, sensory deprivation and 

physical restrictions can lead to ‘a feeling of abandonment, a back-to-the-wall, dead-end 

desperation, an intolerable emptiness, helplessness, tension’.91  This psychological distress in turn 

produces ‘a physical reaction, a demand for release or a need for escape at all costs’, an objective 

which is sometimes fulfilled through suicide.92  Although Toch noted that some symptoms of 

‘isolation panic’ occur among all incarcerated populations, he argued that the high prevalence of 

these traits in solitary confinement showed ‘a dichotomy in the minds of inmates … between 

imprisonment, which is tolerable, and isolation, which is not’.93  

 

This dichotomy may have been particularly stark for convicts sentenced to Fremantle Prison’s dark 

cells.  Many refractory cell terms (particularly those meted out to absconders) began in these seven-

by-eleven-foot spaces devoid of light and sound, in which prisoners were confined day and night 

with only one hour of outdoor exercise to break up the darkness.94  Contemporary accounts of 

Fremantle’s dark cells suggest a harrowing and psychologically traumatic experience for those 

confined.  Superintendent Lefroy described dark cell imprisonment as ‘both formidable in 

anticipation and very distressing in actual experience’, pointing out that sentences any longer than 

those presently inflicted ‘would be so severe a treatment that humanity would prevent [their] 

                                                           
88 H. Toch, Mosaic of Despair: Human Breakdowns in Prison, Washington, DC, American Psychological 
Association, 1992. 
89 For examples of other studies that have identified a link between prisoner isolation and suicide risk, see L. 
Hayes, 'National Study of Jail Suicides: Seven Years Later', Psychiatric Quarterly, vol. 60, no. 1, 1989, pp. 7-29; 
A. Liebling, Suicides in Prison, London, Routledge, 1992, pp. 51-2, 149-50; M. Joukamaa, ‘Prison Suicide in 
Finland, 1969-1992’, Forensic Science International, vol. 89, no. 3, 1997, pp. 167-74. 
90 Toch, Mosaic of Despair, p. 52. 
91 Ibid., pp. 49-50, 52. 
92 Ibid., p. 52. 
93 Ibid., p. 54. 
94 Kerr, Out of Sight, p. 67; Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 56.  For a list of the regulations for refractory cell 
prisoners, see SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 15 December 1862.  The refractory block contained six dark cells and 
twelve light cells.  It is unclear exactly how prisoners were distributed between the two cell types, although the 
yearly reports of convict officials suggest that absconders were primarily detained in darkness.  See for 
example, Acting Comptroller-General Hampton's Annual Report, 31 January 1867, BPP, May 1867, p. 4.  During 
1858-67, fifteen per cent of refractory cell sentences specifically prescribed dark cell confinement, with the 
remainder ordering convicts to the ‘refractory cells’ or to ‘bread and water punishment’ (which was strictly to 
be carried out in the refractory block).  Computed from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10.  Those serving several weeks in the 
refractory cells were often removed to light cells towards the end of their sentences.  Prisoner number 3791 
John Shorrock, for example, was transferred from darkness to a light cell sixteen days into his three week 
sentence.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6, 16 January 1858; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
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application’.95  Superintendent Dixon also noted the dark cells’ tendency to ‘outrage and make 

frantic the mind’, suggesting that inmates were prone to surges of panic and rage characteristic of 

Toch’s findings.96  Kimberly similarly asserted in 1897 that the cells drove men to desperation, 

claiming that even ‘the braggart’ soon ‘whimpered and prayed for a little light’.97     

 

The practice of imposing indefinite sentences on refractory cell inmates may also have exacerbated 

prisoner ‘panic states’.  Open-ended sentences to the refractory block were common at Fremantle 

Prison throughout the period 1858-67, with men often held in the cells ‘until further orders’ or ‘until 

the Surgeon reports that he [the inmate] can bear it no longer’.98  As Toch has argued, such 

indefinite terms increase the likelihood of panic responses by making punishments appear arbitrary, 

uncertain and unjust.99  In solitude these perceptions develop into feelings of helplessness, suspicion 

and indignation, which are then dwelt on to the point of obsession, making confinement even more 

intolerable.100  Dixon’s observation that ‘unnatural’ or indiscriminate dark cell sentences ‘nurse in 

the hearts [of prisoners] feelings of revenge’ suggests that similarly ingrained ideas of persecution 

and injustice formed in the minds of some refractory cell inmates at Fremantle Prison.101 

 

The high prevalence of drownings among men who had served refractory cell terms may also have 

stemmed from the psychological trauma of isolation.102  It is possible some of these deaths were 

unacknowledged suicides.  As Kippen has noted, ‘found drowned’ was often used as a euphemism 

for suicide in mid-nineteenth-century British death registers.103  Anxious to avoid criticism for undue 

                                                           
95 Superintendent Lefroy's Report on Separate Confinement, 26 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 60.  In the 1858-

67 sample period, the longest time a convict served in the dark cells was 25 days.  Computed from SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO10.    
96 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 24. 
97 Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 171. 
98 See for example, SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 12 April 1864, 22 September 1866. 
99 Toch, Mosaic of Despair, pp. 50-1.  Alison Liebling et al. have similarly argued that perceptions of injustice 
and illegitimate treatment increase levels of prisoner distress and rates of suicide.  See A. Liebling et al., 
'Revisiting Prison Suicide: The Role of Fairness and Distress', in A. Liebling and S. Maruna (eds), The Effects of 
Imprisonment, Uffculme, Taylor and Francis, 2013, p. 212. 
100 Toch, Mosaic of Despair, pp. 50-1. 
101 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 24. 
102 Of those subjected to refractory cell punishment during 1858-67, 1.2 per cent died from drowning while 
under sentence, compared to just 0.5 per cent of the remaining convict cohort landed in Western Australia 
during these years.  Calculated from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and from SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; Erickson and O'Mara, 
Convicts in Western Australia. 
103 Kippen, 'Incorrect, Loose and Coarse Terms', p. 274. 
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cruelty and harshness, the convict authorities may have similarly camouflaged suspected suicides.104  

Those who drowned after refractory cell sentences certainly had more reason than most convicts to 

succumb to despair.  All three drowning victims had suffered alternating terms of hard labour in 

chains and refractory cell confinement on bread and water.  William Osborne in particular served 

five consecutive terms of stringent class labour and bread and water in the cells between October 

1862 and May 1864.105  The effects on the mind of punitive labour interspersed with dietary and 

sensory deprivation are illustrated by the case of Edward Andrews, an inmate of Birmingham prison 

in the 1850s.  Andrews was repeatedly employed at the exhausting labour of the ‘hand crank’ and 

then thrown into a dark cell on bread and water diet when he resisted.106  After two months 

alternating between these punishments, he became ‘weak’, ‘jaded’ and ‘very deathly’ in 

appearance.107  Victimised, isolated and broken, Andrews resorted to suicide, hanging himself from 

his cell window.108  William Osborne’s plunge into the Swan River from North Fremantle Bridge may 

have been a similarly desperate response to prolonged suffering.109 

 

It is also possible that physical weakness created by weeks of bread and water diet made those 

emerging from refractory cell sentences disproportionately vulnerable to the dangers of working 

near water or bathing in the sea.110  Weakened men were likely at greater risk of being swept away 

by a current or undertow, or of falling from a jetty or bridge on which they were employed.  

Lingering confusion and disorientation are also common after-effects of solitary confinement (as will 

be discussed below).111  Quaker missionary Frederick Mackie, for example, described the ‘half 

frightened, half bewildered’ appearance of Port Arthur inmates recently released from the dark 

                                                           
104 As Liebling and Ward have pointed out, prison deaths were politically sensitive because they suggested the 
authorities had misjudged the balance between maximising the deterrent effect of punishment and preserving 
prisoners’ health.  Suicides could be particularly damaging to a prison’s reputation and were often highlighted 
by critics as evidence of an excessively harsh regime.  See A. Liebling and T. Ward, 'Prison Doctors and Prison 
Suicide Research', in R. Creese, W.F. Bynum, and J. Bearn (eds), The Health of Prisoners: Historical Essays, 
Amsterdam, Editions Rodopi, 1995, p. 122.  On the reluctance of convict administrators to disclose suicides, 
see also L. Ross, 'The Final Escape: An Analysis of Suicide at the Penal Settlement of Port Arthur', Journal of 
Australian Colonial History, vol. 7, 2005, pp. 197-9. 
105 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 8 October 1862, 12 March 1863, 10 April 1863, 15 July 1863, 8 August 1863; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 17 March 1864, 3 May 1864. 
106 Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, pp. 207-8. 
107 Ibid., p. 208. 
108 Ibid.; Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, p. 212. 
109 Records of Osborne’s death can be found in Return of Deaths for the Year ended 31st December 1866, BPP, 
May 1867, p. 13; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia, p. 425. 
110 As argued in Chapter Four, these activities were probably responsible for most convict drownings in 
Western Australia. 
111 See in particular, C. Haney, 'Mental Health Issues in Long-Term Solitary and "Supermax" Confinement', 
Crime & Delinquency, vol. 49, no. 1, 2003, p. 139; S. Grassian, 'Psychopathological Effects of Solitary 
Confinement', American Journal of Psychiatry, vol. 140, no. 11, 1983, p. 1453; T. Kupers, Prison Madness: The 
Mental Health Crisis Behind Bars and What We Must Do About It, San Francisco, Jossey-Bass, 1999, pp. 56-7. 
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cells.112  Prisoners in such a state were probably more likely to mistakenly venture beyond their 

depth while bathing and less likely to have the composure to recover.   

 

Mortality, Hard Labour and the Lash 
 
In terms of the relationship between physical punishment and convict health, Table 7.1 shows that 

‘days hard labour in irons’ and ‘number of lashes received’ were significant predictors of mortality 

under sentence when examined individually (models 2 and 3), but when tested in the same model as 

refractory cell punishments, both became non-significant.  This suggests that chain gang labour and 

floggings only increased the likelihood of death under sentence when suffered in conjunction with 

refractory cell confinement.  Time in the cells could certainly worsen the mental trauma of flogging.  

In the same way that it amplified the injustice and uncertainty of indefinite sentences, solitary 

contemplation also magnified the fear and despair suffered by those anticipating the lash.  For 

George Collins, admitted to the refractory cells on 8 December 1859, two days before he was 

scheduled to be flogged, the prospect of impending physical pain became too much to bear.113  In a 

bid to evade the flagellator, Collins attempted suicide by cutting his throat with a piece of tin.114  

When this failed, he ‘feigned insanity, obstinately refused to speak or eat, and reduced himself to a 

very weak state’, hoping that the prison medical officer would exempt him from punishment.115  

Despite his best efforts, Collins was declared a malingerer and received his 36 strokes.116  Although 

no other case of attempted suicide was recorded during 1858-67, the mental anguish experienced 

by Collins likely afflicted many other refractory cell prisoners awaiting the lash.117 

 

Refractory cell terms also exacerbated the tortuous aftermath of a flogging.  Around ten per cent of 

those whipped during 1858-67 were sent straight to the cells.118  There the injuries they had 

                                                           
112 Weidenhofer, Port Arthur, p. 85. 
113 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 8 December 1859, 10 December 1859. 
114 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32, 13 December 1859; Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report, 1 January 1861, BPP, May 
1862, p. 18. 
115 Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report, 1 January 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 18. 
116 Ibid.; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
117 Information on attempted suicides gathered from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; Report of the Comptroller-
General of Convicts for the year 1858, BPP, 1860, pp. 15-51; Report of the Comptroller-General of Convicts for 
the year 1859, ibid., pp. 59-92; Report of the Comptroller-General of Convicts for the year 1860, BPP, May 
1862, pp. 7-28; Report of the Comptroller-General of Convicts for the year 1861, ibid., pp. 32-56; Report of the 
Comptroller-General of Convicts for the year 1862, BPP, July 1863, pp. 24-52; Report of Comptroller-General 
for the year 1863, BPP, June 1865, pp. 3-22; Report of Comptroller-General for the year 1864, ibid., pp. 23-43; 
Report of the Comptroller-General for the year ended 31 December 1865, BPP, May 1866, pp. 3-23; Report of 
the Acting Comptroller-General for the year 1866, BPP, May 1867, pp. 3-18; Comptroller-General's Report for 
the year 1867, BPP, July 1868, pp. 3-13. 
118 Computed from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 
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sustained added considerably to the pains of dietary deprivation and enforced solitude.  Reduced to 

a bloody mass by the cat-o’-nine-tails, convicts were not only subjected to the psychological turmoil 

of the transition to isolation, but also the physical hardship of agonising wounds which likely 

rendered any form of sleep impossible.119  Convict Mark Jeffrey, sent from the flogging post to the 

dark cells on Norfolk Island, wrote of ‘suffering indescribable misery, being unable to rest in any 

position owing to the torture I was undergoing’.120  Such ordeals likely deepened the psychological 

scars inflicted by whippings.  All three deaths recorded for flogged convicts during 1858-67 were due 

to suicide or drowning, suggesting that these mental effects were more damaging than any physical 

debilitation caused by the lash.121    

 

The impact of refractory cell sentences on the lethality of chain gang labour more likely stemmed 

from the debilitating effects of bread and water treatment.  One in eight convicts sent to the chain 

gangs during 1858-67 had been transferred directly from a refractory cell.122  Having spent several 

weeks on bread and water diets, many of these men were severely weakened and vulnerable to 

infectious disease.123  Their daily allowance of sixteen ounces of bread provided only around 1200 

kilocalories per day, enough energy to sustain a 65 kilogram man for just seventeen hours (assuming 

sixteen hours of resting or sleeping and one hour of walking).124  Although this nutritional handicap 

did not produce substantial mortality from disease in the cells, it may have had serious health 

ramifications once inmates were exposed to physically-demanding labour and potentially disease-

                                                           
1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
119 As Maxwell-Stewart has noted, a sentence of 50 lashes was enough to cut a man across the throat, armpits, 
ribs and belly, while a full 100 lashes would turn him into ‘a bloody mass’.  Convict ‘Jack Bushman’ described 
how the 100 strokes he received at Moreton Bay had ‘cut and chopped’ his back ‘until it was scarcely ever 
well’.  See Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, pp. 79-80, 83; 'Jack Bushman', 'Passages from the Life of a 
"Lifer"', Moreton Bay Courier, 16 April 1859, p. 4.  Almost 40 per cent of those flogged at Fremantle Prison 
during 1858-67 received the maximum punishment of 100 lashes, including two of the three flogged convicts 
who later died under sentence.  Calculated from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and BPP, 
Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
120 Jeffrey, Burglar's Life, p. 92. 
121 Death numbers and causes compiled from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and BPP, 
Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
122 Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
123 On the relationship between malnutrition and infectious disease, see in particular Harris, 'McKeown Thesis 
Revisited', pp. 380-5. 
124 Calorie estimate is based on the energy content of thirteen ounces of whole-grain wheat flour.  According 
to convict department regulations, this was the amount of flour to be used for a one pound loaf of bread.  
Estimated using 1862 Rules and Regulations, pp. 27-8 (Department Orders section); USDA, Composition of 
Foods.  Energy requirements for resting and walking taken from Food Policy and Nutrition Division of United 
Nations, Feeding of Workers, p. 58. 
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carrying fellow prisoners in the chain gangs.  Convict James Roe recognised the plight of these ‘weak, 

sickly, famine-stricken men’, who upon leaving Fremantle’s refractory cells looked ‘much as persons 

do who are in a consumption’.125  He described their removal to ‘very hard work’ in heavy irons as a 

punishment ‘to which death itself were leniency’.126   

 

It appears, then, that the deaths of men subjected to hard labour in irons were primarily linked to 

pre-labour nutritional status, rather than to the severity of the work performed.  These results agree 

with the Chapter Five finding that levels of physical exertion in the stringent discipline class were 

generally insufficient to damage prisoner health.  Only when a convict was weakened by bread and 

water treatment did such labour demands become debilitating.  The elevated mortality of convicts 

who were flogged was similarly unrelated to the physical severity of whippings.127  Rather, the 

refractory cell terms which often preceded and followed sentences to the triangle heightened the 

psychological trauma of the event, increasing the risk of prisoner suicides and drownings.  

Ultimately, it was the panic, despair and debility created by solitary confinement that influenced 

mortality under sentence, more so than the infliction of physical pain. 

 

Separate Treatment and Mortality under Sentence 
 
The relationship between solitude and mortality did not, however, extend to sentences of separate 

confinement.  Days spent under separate treatment were not related to mortality under sentence 

(see Table 7.1), despite the similarities between refractory cell sentences and separate confinement 

in terms of social isolation.  This may partly be due to the lack of indefinite sentencing in separate 

treatment cases.  Whereas refractory cell inmates were regularly detained for indeterminate periods 

designed to emphasise prisoner powerlessness, terms of separate treatment were in most cases 

fixed sentences stipulated in official regulations.128  The feelings of uncertainty and injustice which 

                                                           
125 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 506. 
126 Ibid., pp. 506-7. 
127 Four per cent of the prisoners who were flogged during 1858-67 died under sentence, compared to only 2.3 
per cent of the remaining convicts who arrived in this period.  Calculated from deaths database (see Chapter 
Three, footnote 44) and from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5; Erickson and O'Mara, 
Convicts in Western Australia. 
128 The procedure for separate treatment sentencing was precisely detailed in ‘Department Order No. 92’, 
issued in November 1855.  The first quarter of every ‘sentence of re-conviction’ was to be passed in solitude, 
with sentences under three months ‘to be wholly passed in separate confinement’.  The order added that ‘the 
maximum period to be passed in separate ward will be twelve months’.  See Department Order No. 92, 21 
November 1855, BPP, May 1862, p. 63.  Although separate treatment sentencing became more malleable after 
Hampton took over as Governor in 1862, indefinite sentences remained rare.  Notable exceptions were the 
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increased the pains of refractory cell confinement were therefore less likely to afflict separate 

treatment prisoners.  As Toch noted, ‘finite sentences imposed for acknowledged acts seem less 

prone to inspire [isolation] panic’.129   

 

Most separate treatment inmates also performed work in their cells (generally tailoring) and 

attended religious services, mental distractions that were unavailable to refractory cell men.130  

Separation cells were also less isolated from exterior noise than the refractory cells.  From 1858, 

separate treatment was carried out in ordinary cells in a ward of the main cell block, from which 

inmates could ‘hear people talking and moving about in the division all day long’.131  The refractory 

cell block, on the other hand, was largely isolated from warder foot traffic and double cell chambers 

with an inner and outer door prevented the entry of sound (and light, in the case of the dark 

cells).132  Although these were relatively minor differences in the experience of solitude, they may 

have provided separate treatment inmates with momentary relief from the sensory deprivation and 

social abandonment that could produce fatal episodes of ‘isolation panic’.133     

 

Separate confinement was also far less likely to be succeeded by further punishment than were 

refractory cell terms.  Whereas 50 per cent of men held in the refractory block immediately 

proceeded to a new punishment upon release, only four per cent of separate treatment inmates 

suffered consecutive prison penalties.134  As will be shown below, a relatively high proportion of 

                                                           
sentences handed down to Robert Willman, Charles Bennett and William Burnside, who absconded together in 
June 1865.  All three received 100 lashes, followed by separate confinement to be carried out until ‘they 
cannot any longer be retained under that form of treatment without injury to their health’.  While Burnside 
was released to association after three months, Bennett and Willman spent almost one year in solitude.  See 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 24 June 1865, 16 September 1865,  19 April 1866, 16 June 1866; BPP, Letter from 
Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
129 Toch, Mosaic of Despair, p. 50. 
130 Superintendent Dixon's Half-Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, BPP, August 1859, p. 84; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9, 24 September 1864.  Refractory cell regulations made no mention of divine service, nor is there any 
mention of labour being performed in the cells.  Dixon’s complaint that dark cell sentences ‘have the effect of 
withdrawing prisoners from their labour’ further suggests that these men were not employed at any trade.  
See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 15 December 1862; Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 
1860, p. 24. 
131 Quotation is from Surgeon Attfield's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 64.  
See also Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, section 2.5.14; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 15 December 1862. 
132 Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 56.  For a plan of the refractory cell block showing the double chamber 
layout, see Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, section 1.5.3.  
133 Toch, Mosaic of Despair, pp. 48-9. 
134 Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5.  Penalties were considered 
‘consecutive’ when less than one month separated the end date of the first punishment from the start date of 
the second. 
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separate confinement men were instead released to indoor work or light labour, allowing them a 

period of mental and physical recovery.  Few convicts discharged from separate treatment suffered 

the same subsequent accumulation of mental and physical insults endured by refractory cell inmates 

like William Osborne.   

 

But the absence of a relation between time in separate treatment and mortality under sentence 

does not necessarily indicate that convict health was unimpaired by separate confinement.  Because 

prisoners who became seriously ill under separate treatment were generally removed to hospital or 

associated labour, men in a very poor state of health were likely to serve fewer days in solitude than 

more robust individuals.135  Similar removal of gravely-sick convicts occurred in the chain gangs and 

the refractory cells.136  Relationships between days punished and likelihood of death may therefore 

have been obscured by the fact that those most vulnerable to death largely avoided lengthy 

punishments.  In a form of ‘healthy worker effect’, the mortality risk associated with punishment 

was artificially lowered because the least healthy of the convict cohort were consistently removed 

from the ranks of the punished.137  This means that both psychological and physical punishments 

probably had a greater impact on convict health than the above regression results suggest.   

 

Punishment and Disease under Sentence 
 
To further illuminate the effects of punishment on health, this study also investigated episodes of 

non-fatal illness using Fremantle Prison’s hospital admission records.  Linear regression models were 

constructed to test for relationships between each of the punishments examined above and the 

number of days spent in hospital while under sentence (the dependent variable).  As in the analysis 

of convict mortality, the models were adjusted for age and time served under sentence (see Table 

7.2).  The results of this analysis revealed a similar link between punishment of the mind and convict 

health problems.  In this case, however, it was separate treatment rather than refractory cell 

confinement that was associated with poor health.  Separate confinement was a significant predictor 

of days in hospital at the p<0.01 level, with the average time a convict spent in the infirmary 

increasing by one day for every sixteen days served in separation.138  

                                                           
135 Prisoner number 4013 Abel Tomes, for example, was admitted to hospital for phthisis less than a month 
into his three month sentence of separate treatment.  After 157 days in hospital, Tomes was transferred to 
light labour in association and exempted from the remainder of his term of solitude.  See SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D3, 21 January 1860; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32, 16 February 1860. 
136 See for example, the cases of John Ashby (prisoner number 6208) and J.B. Lomas (4406) in SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9, 6 January 1867; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32, 13 December 1859. 
137 For an explanation of the healthy worker effect, see Kirian, 'Healthy Worker Effect', p. 487. 
138 Computed from B-value in Table 7.2, model 5. 
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Slope (B) 

Age on Arrival (Years) 0.168 0.141 0.156 0.153 0.157 

Actual Time under Sentence (Years) 3.483*** 4.386*** 3.900*** 4.011*** 3.799*** 

Days in Separate Treatment 0.069*** 
   

0.064** 

Days Hard Labour in Irons 
 

-0.016 
  

-0.023 

Numbers of Lashes Received 
  

0.076 
 

0.059 

Days in Refractory Cells 
   

0.059 0.070 

 R2 

0.011 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.012 

* indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05).   
Slopes (B-values) indicate the mean change in days hospitalised for every unit increase in the predictive variable.  In model 1, for example, 
each additional day of separate confinement was associated with an increase of 0.069 days in the average time a convict spent in hospital.  
 

Table 7.2.  Summary of Linear Regression Models: Relationship between various Punishments and 

Days Spent in Fremantle Prison Hospital while under Sentence (for 4959 convicts landed during 

1858-1867).139 

 

Time in the refractory cells, on the other hand, was unrelated to hospital morbidity.  While 

refractory cell terms could induce severe psychological distress which at times drove men to suicide, 

the relatively brief nature of these sentences may have limited the development of stress-induced 

disease.  Stress has been shown to depress immune function, increasing susceptibility to pathogens 

and reactivating latent infections.140  As Sheldon Cohen and Gail Williamson have noted, however, 

chronic stress is more likely to influence infection than acute short-term stress, because the latter 

would need to precisely coincide with exposure to an infectious agent.141  Thus psychological stress 

probably had a greater impact on convict morbidity over the course of a lengthy separate treatment 

sentence (104 days on average) than during refractory cell punishments which averaged just 

seventeen days.142   

                                                           
139 As in Table 7.1, time ‘under sentence’ includes sentences of reconviction.  Convicts granted tickets of leave 
on arrival were excluded from the regression analysis unless subsequently reconvicted.  Data for regression 
compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5; Erickson and 
O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
140 See in particular, S. Cohen and G.M. Williamson, 'Stress and Infectious Disease in Humans', Psychological 
Bulletin, vol. 109, no. 1, 1991, pp. 8-9, 16-19; A.L. Marsland et al., 'Stress, Immune Reactivity and Susceptibility 
to Infectious Disease', Physiology & Behaviour, vol. 77, no. 4, 2002, p. 715. 
141 Cohen and Williamson, 'Stress and Infectious Disease', pp. 19-20. 
142 Average punishment durations calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
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Floggings and hard labour in irons were also unconnected to the number of days spent in the prison 

hospital.  As was the case for mortality under sentence, it is probable that a form of ‘healthy worker 

effect’ was operating here.  Although chain gang convicts transferred to hospital for relatively minor 

illnesses were generally returned to the gangs on discharge from medical treatment, men suffering 

chronic ailments that required long-term hospitalisation were often exempted from further work in 

irons.143  This meant that prisoners who spent long periods in hospital were unlikely to have also 

served long terms of chain gang labour.  In fact, as Table 7.2 shows, each extra day of ironed labour 

was associated with a slight decrease in the average time hospitalised.144  Convicts could also be 

exempted from flogging on the advice of the surgeon, making it similarly unlikely that chronic 

hospital-goers would accumulate a high lash count over the course of their sentences.145  The 

exemption of a minority of chronically-ill men from punishment may have masked the effects of 

hard labour and whippings on prisoner morbidity.   

 

Such distortions were not confined to physical punishments, however.  The practice of relieving 

hospitalised prisoners from further punishment was also applied to refractory cell and separate 

treatment inmates.146  Of those admitted to hospital from separate or solitary confinement, only 65 

per cent resumed their sentence of solitude once discharged.147  This is similar to the proportion of 

hospitalised chain gang prisoners (70 per cent) who were returned to labour in irons.148  These 

figures suggest that the removal of sick prisoners from punishment was relatively uniform across all 

prison punishments.  It is therefore likely that all relationships between days punished (or lashes 

received) and days in hospital were similarly distorted by this practice.  Thus while it may be 

misleading to conclude that physical punishment did not affect convict health, it remains evident 

that disease under sentence was more strongly associated with the pains of solitude than with pain 

inflicted on the body.   

                                                           
143 One example of a chronic case was prisoner 6204 Thomas Andrews, who spent 165 days in hospital 
suffering from an anal fistula during 1866-67.  Andrews had served just three months of his twelve month 
sentence of hard labour in irons when admitted to hospital, yet he was discharged from the infirmary directly 
to the light labour class and never returned to the chain gangs.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 12 May 1866; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32, 11 August 1866. 
144 Note the negative B-values for ‘days hard labour in irons’ in models 2 and 5 (in Table 7.2). 
145 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', p. 186; Gandevia, Occupation and Disease, p. 172; Surgeon Attfield to Comptroller-
General Newland, 19 October 1865, SROWA, Acc. 1156/M12, (no pagination). 
146 See for example, the cases of John Jones (registration number 4454) and Joseph Baldwin (5281) in SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/M32, 13 August 1860, 14 September 1861. 
147 Computed using SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
148 Computed from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
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Separate Confinement, Disease and Mental Breakdown 
 
It is unlikely that the detrimental health effects of separate treatment stemmed from inferior living 

conditions or diets.  The rations provided to convicts in separation were more adequate in terms of 

energy than those available to chain gang workers and had a similar vitamin content (see Chapter 

Two).149  Stringent class and separate treatment prisoners also used the same modes of waste 

disposal (water closets during the day, ‘slops’ buckets at night) and were housed in virtually identical 

seven-by-four-foot cells in the main cell block.150  The disparity in health outcomes between hard 

labour and separate confinement was more likely due to differences in the level of psychological 

distress each punishment inflicted.  Although the chain gang, with its hostile environment of ‘dirty or 

disagreeable’ work and armed sentries, was likely to induce chronic stress in prisoners, literature on 

the health effects of solitary confinement suggests that the mental trauma of isolation may have 

been even greater.151   

 

Numerous studies of nineteenth-century separate treatment facilities, and of isolation units in 

modern-day prisons, have uncovered more or less matching sets of prisoner symptoms indicative of 

severe psychological trauma.152  These ailments were prevalent irrespective of the hygienic 

conditions within the prison and regardless of variations in sensory stimulation (cells in many 

modern isolation units contain televisions, for example), suggesting that lack of meaningful social 

contact was the primary cause of mental disturbance.153  As the physician of the New Jersey 

Penitentiary lamented in 1840, not even ‘wholesome food, abundantly supplied, sufficient clothing, 

cleanliness, [and] kind treatment’ could prevent ‘the injurious effects’ of solitude.154  The symptoms 

                                                           
149 During 1858-67, separate treatment inmates received an estimated 82-99 per cent of their daily energy 
needs, compared to 63-84 per cent for men at hard labour.  The real disparity in nutrition was probably 
greater, since these figures do not take into account the increased energy expenditure associated with leg 
irons.  From 1857 onwards, the separate treatment diet contained up to 50 milligrams of vitamin C and 400 
micrograms of vitamin A.  Those in the chain gangs (ordinary diet) received the same amount of vitamin A, but 
up to 60 milligrams of vitamin C.  See Tables 2.5 and 2.7 in Chapter Two. 
150 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9, 24 September 1864, 31 January 1866, 19 February 1867; Hoare et al., Main Cell 
Block, section 2.2.14; Kerr, Policy for Conservation, p. 49.  Separate confinement took place in E ward of the 
main cell block from 1858, and then G ward from 1864.  In G ward, thick blocks of timber were added at the 
base of the cell doors to ‘cut off communication with the corridor’.  The ceilings of these cells were also 
reinforced with an extra layer of wooden planks to prevent escape.  See Hoare et al., Main Cell Block, sections 
2.2.12, 2.5.24. 
151 Quotation is from Superintendent Lefroy in SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 23 May 1862. 
152 See for example, R. Korn, 'The Effects of Confinement in the High Security Unit at Lexington', Social Justice, 
vol. 15, no. 1, 1988, pp. 14-6; Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 1-25; Grassian, 'Psychiatric 
Effects', pp. 335-7, 367-72; Haney, 'Mental Health Issues', pp. 133-4; Gray, Prison Discipline, pp. 116-9. 
153 Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 4, 12; Scharff Smith, 'Effects of Solitary Confinement', p. 
488; D. Sestoft et al., 'Impact of Solitary Confinement on Hospitalization Among Danish Prisoners in Custody', 
International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, vol. 21, no. 1, 1998, p. 100. 
154 Gray, Prison Discipline, p. 118. 
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commonly associated with solitary confinement fit into two categories.  The first contains recognised 

physiological indicators of mental trauma and severe stress.  These include: severe headaches, heart 

palpitations and an increased pulse rate, pains and pressure in the chest, muscle pains in the neck 

and back, pains in the abdomen, diarrhoea, problems with digestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, 

fainting, insomnia, lethargy, and chronic tiredness.155  The second grouping is comprised of 

‘psychopathological symptoms’, such as severe anxiety and nervousness, depression, oversensitivity 

to stimuli, delusions and hallucinations, paranoia, ‘confusional states’, inability to concentrate, 

primitive aggressive fantasies, problems with impulse control (which can lead to sudden violent 

outbursts or self-mutilation), and amnesia.156  These psychiatric problems have been so endemic to 

isolation prisons that Grassian has used them to define ‘a clinically distinguishable syndrome’ 

associated with solitary confinement from the nineteenth century to the present.157   

 

Physical signs of psychological distress were clearly visible in the medical records of Fremantle 

inmates undergoing separate treatment.  Among the 104 cases admitted to hospital from separate 

confinement during 1858-67 were 32 diagnoses resembling the physiological symptoms of trauma 

listed above.  Eight patients were admitted for ‘debility’, six for diarrhoea or dysentery, five for 

headache, four for pains of the back and joints, three for gastrodynia (stomach pains), two for 

dyspepsia, and one each for vertigo, chest pains, insomnia, and ‘ringing in the ears’.158  In addition to 

these cases, extant patient case notes reveal several further convicts who were hospitalised for 

ailments unrelated to isolation but also exhibited signs of psychological distress.  Edward Bowe, for 

example, was diagnosed simply with ‘carbuncle’, yet his case notes revealed complaints of a 

headache, pains in the neck and difficulty sleeping.  Surgeon Attfield also noted that Bowe appeared 

‘pale, anaemic & depressed’ and that his pulse was ‘feeble’.159  Another separate treatment inmate, 

John Jones, was hospitalised for ophthalmia, but also suffered from ‘great nervous debility’ and 

‘much headache’.160  That such complaints were mentioned only as subsidiary symptoms suggests 

that, on their own, many signs of mental distress were not considered sufficient to require medical 

treatment.  Hospital records may therefore reveal only a fraction of the total number of isolation-

induced ailments.   

                                                           
155 Haney, 'Mental Health Issues', p. 133; Scharff Smith, 'Effects of Solitary Confinement', pp. 488-90, 492-3.  
156 Grassian, 'Psychiatric Effects', pp. 370-1; Haney, 'Mental Health Issues', p. 134; Kupers, Prison Madness, pp. 
56-7; Forsythe, 'Loneliness and Cellular Confinement', pp. 762-4; Cox and Marland, 'He Must Die or Go Mad', 
pp. 89-90, 97-8. 
157 Grassian, 'Psychopathological Effects', p. 1453; Grassian, 'Psychiatric Effects', p. 370. 
158 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
159 SROWA, Hospital Patient Records, December 1857 - August 1858, Acc. 1156/M6, AN 358, p. 11. 
160 SROWA, Hospital Patient Records, December 1858 - July 1859, Acc. 1156/M17, AN 358, p. 11; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32, 13 August 1860. 
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Nonetheless, hospital admission data did show that diseases characteristic of prisoner isolation were 

much more prevalent among separate treatment inmates than the remaining Fremantle Prison 

population.  Separate treatment morbidity was substantially elevated for nervous system disorders 

(chiefly headaches), general debility, musculoskeletal problems (rheumatism, lumbago and joint 

pain), digestive diseases and respiratory tuberculosis (see Figure 7.1).  Each of the first four disease 

types has featured in studies of the physiological impact of solitary confinement.161  Although not a 

recognised indicator of psychological trauma, tuberculosis incidence may also have been related to 

the stresses of social isolation.  Numerous studies have shown that sustained mental stress can 

trigger the onset of active tubercular disease.162 

 

 
* Based on yearly average populations in each category (separate confinement or ‘other Fremantle inmate’). 

Figure 7.1.163 

                                                           
161 See for example, Gray, Prison Discipline, p. 116; Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 12, 15; 
Haney, 'Mental Health Issues', pp. 133, 139. 
162 See for example, R.H. Rahe et al., 'Social Stress and Illness Onset', Journal of Psychosomatic Research, vol. 8, 
1964, pp. 35-44; N.G. Hawkins, R. Davies, and T.H. Holmes, 'Evidence of Psychosocial Factors in the 
Development of Pulmonary Tuberculosis', American Review of Tuberculosis and Pulmonary Diseases, vol. 75, 
no. 5, 1957, pp. 768-80.  
163 Separate treatment morbidity rates only include convicts hospitalised directly from separate confinement.  
These men were identified by linking hospital admissions book entries (SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32) with 
punishment start and end dates compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 
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Psychopathological markers of mental disturbance were more difficult to identify through convict 

medical data.  By modern standards, mental illness was drastically under-reported in nineteenth-

century prisons, as Scharff Smith has noted.164  Diagnoses were also often imprecise, with a broad 

range of symptoms grouped under amorphous headings such as ‘temporary insanity’ or ‘mental 

derangement’.165  In the case of Fremantle Prison, these difficulties were compounded by the fact 

that no patient case notes have survived for separate treatment inmates hospitalised for mental 

disorders.  As a result, mentally ill patients could be identified only through phrases such as ‘under 

observation’ or ‘observation for insanity’ entered in the diagnosis column of the hospital admissions 

book.166  Analysis of these entries revealed that the proportion of men hospitalised for psychological 

observation was unusually large among separate treatment convicts.  These prisoners were 

admitted for suspected mental illness at more than three times the rate of the general prison 

population (see Figure 7.2).  As well as men held ‘under observation’, there were several instances in 

which prisoners hospitalised for physical ailments also displayed psychopathological symptoms.  

Surgeon Attfield described multiple separate confinement patients as ‘depressed & anxious’, while 

others suffered from ‘great nervousness’ or ‘general uneasiness’ during their hospital stays.167  

 

                                                           
1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19.  Morbidity rates for the remaining Fremantle Prison 
population were calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D3; BPP, July 1863, p. 45; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D5. 
164 Scharff Smith, 'Effects of Solitary Confinement', p. 462.  See also Cox and Marland, 'He Must Die or Go Mad', 
pp. 92-3. 
165 Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 10-11; Toch, 'Early Experiments with Supermax Reform', p. 
223; Cox and Marland, 'He Must Die or Go Mad', p. 105. 
166 Those ‘under observation’ who were not diagnosed as ‘insane’ were described by Surgeon Attfield in 1860 
as suffering ‘head symptoms not amounting to insanity’ brought about by ‘the moral depression attaching to 
prison life’.  See Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report, 1 January 1860, BPP, 1860, p. 83. 
167 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M6, pp. 11, 151, 167; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M17, p. 177. 
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* Based on yearly average populations in each category (separate confinement inmate or ‘other Fremantle prisoner’). 

Figure 7.2.168 

 

Separate Confinement Morbidity in Profile 
 
Although symptoms of psychological distress were clearly prevalent among Fremantle’s separate 

treatment inmates, there is evidence these adverse health effects were relatively short-lived.  Figure 

7.3 shows a ‘morbidity profile’ over the duration of separate confinement sentences.  As the time 

served in isolation increased, hospital admission rates declined sharply, from around 38 admissions 

per thousand convicts per month during the first month of confinement, to less than five per 

thousand per month after six months of solitude.  No convict who endured more than eight months 

of separate treatment was taken into hospital after this point.  In contrast, one quarter of all men 

hospitalised from the separate cells were admitted during their first two weeks of isolation.169  This 

dramatic downward morbidity trend may stem partly from the gradual removal of chronically-ill men 

from separation.  As noted above, those whose health was most vulnerable to the stresses of 

separate confinement did not return to their punishment after admission to hospital.  The 

proportion of prisoners unable to withstand the terrors of solitude therefore decreased over time, 

                                                           
168 Hospital admission rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 7.1.  After undergoing observation in 
the prison hospital, the most severe and protracted cases of mental illness could be removed to the Fremantle 
Lunatic Asylum (located in the former buildings of the temporary convict establishment from 1858, until a new 
purpose-built asylum was completed in 1864).  See Extracts from Reports of Visiting Justices, July to December 
1857, BPP, August 1859, p. 89; Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report of Lunatic Asylum, 1 January 1864, BPP, June 
1865, pp. 20-1; Surgeon Attfield's Annual Report of Lunatic Asylum, 1 January 1865, ibid., p. 41; McPherson, 
'Class of Utterly Useless Men', pp. 64-5, 67-8.  None of the separate treatment inmates hospitalised for mental 
disorders during 1858-67 were transferred to the asylum.  Once their ‘head symptoms’ had subsided, these 
men were either returned to the separation cells or discharged to ordinary imprisonment.  See SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32. 
169 Calculated from data used in Figure 7.3. 
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leaving only ‘hardier’ individuals more likely to emerge without recorded mental or physical 

disorders. 

 

 
* Based on population of convicts who served the number of months of separate treatment specified on graph (in the years 1858-67). 

Figure 7.3.170 

 

High initial prisoner morbidity is also a widely-observed characteristic of solitary confinement in 

modern prisons.  Psychiatric disorders in particular are most prevalent during the early stages of a 

sentence of separation.  A study of Swiss solitary confinement prisoners in the 1980s found that 36 

per cent of admissions to a psychiatric clinic occurred within the first five days of isolation.171  More 

recent research into Danish remand prisoners held in solitude found that episodes of mental 

disturbance were disproportionately confined to ‘the first weeks in custody’.172  As Toch has argued, 

this initial period of transition to isolation constitutes an ‘abrupt shift in life conditions’, to which 

                                                           
170 Twelve months was the maximum allowable sentence of separate treatment at Fremantle Prison (see 
Department Order No. 92, 21 November 1855, BPP, May 1862, p. 63).  Between 1858 and 1867, thirteen 
prisoners were confined for this maximum period.  Calculations of the number of prisoners remaining in 
separate confinement after eleven months, ten months, nine months, and so on, were made using punishment 
start and end dates compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19.  These population figures were used to compute the monthly morbidity 
rates presented in Figure 7.3, in conjunction with hospital admissions data from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32.  For 
this and subsequent morbidity profiles, 30 days spent in separate confinement was considered equivalent to 
one month. 
171 Scharff Smith, 'Effects of Solitary Confinement', p. 494. 
172 Sestoft et al., 'Impact of Solitary', p. 102. 
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‘gross psychological disturbances’ are not an uncommon response.173  At Fremantle Prison, the 

trauma of this transition was likely exacerbated by the fact that most separate treatment inmates 

were reconvicted prisoners transferred directly to isolation from the relative freedom of ticket-of-

leave life.174  Joel Harvey has shown that the initial shift from freedom to incarceration is a 

particularly distressing period for prisoners, as many struggle to cope with the sudden loss of control 

over their immediate environment and the loss of relationships formed ‘on the outside’.175  Although 

these privations are most harshly felt by people yet to experience prison, repeat offenders returning 

to the penal environment can experience similar feelings of uncertainty, loss and frustration.176  

Many Western Australian reconvicted men probably suffered such hardships when removed from 

the social associations and personal liberties they had acquired as ticketers.  Surgeon Attfield noted 

the ‘mental torpor induced by the sudden cessation of their accustomed sources of excitement’.177  

These stressors would have been amplified by separate confinement, in which ordinary prison 

‘coping resources’, such as human relationships with other convicts, were removed.178  As Forsythe 

has argued, the separate system’s official prohibition of ‘intimate contact and kindness’ only served 

to intensify prisoner yearnings for loved ones and life outside.179   

 

Mental illness data confirms that the initial transition to isolation was a period of heightened 

psychological distress for Fremantle inmates.  Over 70 per cent of separate treatment convicts 

hospitalised under suspicion of insanity were admitted during their first month of solitude.180  All 

remaining cases of mental illness occurred within the first three months of separate treatment (see 

Figure 7.4).  The severe stresses of this transition period may also have increased the risk of convicts 

contracting infectious disease.  Michael Massoglia has argued that ‘stress-induced immune 

                                                           
173 Toch, Mosaic of Despair, pp. 54, 200. 
174 Of the 1208 sentences of separate treatment served between 1858 and 1867, 971 were served by men 
reconvicted while on ticket of leave.  Calculated from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
175 J. Harvey, 'Crossing the Boundary: The Transition of Young Adults into Prison', in A. Liebling and S. Maruna 
(eds), The Effects of Imprisonment, Uffculme, Taylor and Francis, 2013, pp. 232, 242-7.  See also E. Zamble and 
F.J. Porporino, Coping, Behaviour and Adaptation in Prison Inmates, New York, Springer-Verlag, 1988, pp. 85, 
91; H.S. Andersen et al., 'A Longitudinal Study of Prisoners on Remand: Repeated Measures of 
Psychopathology in the Initial Phase of Solitary versus Nonsolitary Confinement', International Journal of Law 
and Psychiatry, vol. 26, no. 2, 2003, p. 175. 
176 Harvey, 'Crossing the Boundary', p. 241; Hayes, 'Jail Suicides', p. 20. 
177 Surgeon Attfield's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 63. 
178 Toch, Mosaic of Despair, p. 50; Harvey, 'Crossing the Boundary', p. 234. 
179 Forsythe, 'Loneliness and Cellular Confinement', p. 765.  See also Toch, Mosaic of Despair, p. 50. 
180 Computed from data used in Figure 7.4. 
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dysfunction’ is a key cause of poor health in modern incarcerated populations.181  He asserted that 

rapid and stressful ‘behavioural adjustments’, such as those forced upon prisoners entering solitary 

confinement, place increased strain on the physiological system, decreasing prisoner resistance to 

infection.182  As Figure 7.5 shows, hospital admissions from infectious disease in Fremantle’s 

separation cells declined more rapidly than morbidity from non-communicable illnesses such as 

musculoskeletal problems, heart disease and nervous system disorders.  Almost three quarters of all 

infectious disease cases were confined to the first two months of separate treatment.183  These 

figures suggest a probable relationship between levels of prisoner stress in separate confinement 

and rates of infectious disease. 

 

 
* Based on population of convicts who served the number of months of separate treatment specified on graph (in the years 1858-67). 

Figure 7.4.184 

 

                                                           
181 M. Massoglia, 'Incarceration as Exposure: The Prison, Infectious Disease, and Other Stress-Related Illnesses', 
Journal of Health and Social Behaviour, vol. 49, no. 1, 2008, pp. 58, 65-6; M. Massoglia and W.A. Pridemore, 
'Incarceration and Health', Annual Review of Sociology, vol. 41, 2015, pp. 299-300. 
182 Massoglia, 'Incarceration as Exposure', p. 58. 
183 Computed from data used in Figure 7.5. 
184 Morbidity rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 7.3. 
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* Based on population of convicts who served the number of months of separate treatment specified on graph (in the years 1858-67). 

Figure 7.5.185 

 

Perhaps more surprising than the elevated initial morbidity of men in separate confinement is the 

dramatic reduction in disease risk during the latter stages of longer separate treatment sentences 

(see Figure 7.3).  Despite the extreme sensory and social deprivation of separate confinement at 

Fremantle Prison, it appears that the stresses of solitude eased over time, reducing the prevalence 

of convict health problems.  It is possible that longer-term inmates found ways of ‘adapting’ to life in 

separation.  As Craig Haney has noted, many prisoners subjected to prolonged isolation in modern 

‘supermax’ prisons ‘gradually change their patterns of thinking, acting and feeling’ to make the ‘day-

to-day misery’ of solitude ‘seem more manageable’.186  One common coping mechanism is complete 

‘social withdrawal’, in which prisoners ‘recede even more deeply into themselves’ than their physical 

isolation dictates.187  Such men often create their own imagined reality in place of the painful truth, 

residing in a comforting ‘world of fantasy’.188  Extreme social reclusion has also been documented 

                                                           
185 Disease categories classified as ‘infectious’ for this comparison were: diseases of the ear, nose and throat; 
diarrhoea and dysentery; diseases of the eye (principally ‘ophthalmia’); diseases of the respiratory system; 
diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue; influenza; measles; other fever; other infectious diseases; 
respiratory tuberculosis; and sexually transmitted diseases.  With the exception of accidents and injuries, and 
mental and behavioural disorders, all other disease categories were grouped as ‘non-communicable’.  For full 
details of the disease categorisation system used in this dissertation, see Chapter Three (especially Table 3.1).  
Morbidity rates computed from same sources used in Figure 7.3. 
186 Haney, 'Mental Health Issues', p. 138. 
187 Ibid., p. 140. 
188 Ibid. 
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among prisoners undergoing separate treatment in nineteenth-century England and Denmark.189  

Chaplain Alderson’s 1861 observation that separate treatment had ‘a tendency to subdue’ men may 

reflect a similar social reticence among isolated Fremantle inmates.190   

 

This kind of modification of behaviour may have alleviated stress levels and allowed some degree of 

immunological adjustment during the latter stages of Fremantle separate treatment sentences.  The 

total absence of sickness after the seventh month of separate confinement (see Figure 7.3) certainly 

suggests that convicts had become less susceptible to infection.  Prisoner adaptation to solitude may 

also have reduced observable signs of psychological illness.  Although coping strategies such as social 

withdrawal might today be viewed as signs of mental disturbance, to nineteenth-century prison 

authorities this behaviour confirmed an inmate’s progress towards reform.191  Reserved conduct and 

a reluctance to attempt communication with other prisoners were interpreted as signs of a 

‘softened heart’ and of a mind that had shunned the contaminating influence of fellow criminals.192  

Such men were much less likely to be viewed as mentally ill than prisoners who became violent or 

troublesome.  As Scharff Smith has pointed out, it was these ‘problematic individuals’ rather than 

the ‘mentally ill in general’ who were branded as lunatics by nineteenth-century prison officials.193  

 

Morbidity after Release from Separate Treatment 
 
As well as providing insights into disease patterns during separate treatment, hospital admission 

data makes it possible to examine morbidity trends after release from isolation.  Although post-

isolation health outcomes are often neglected in studies of solitary confinement, most who do 

examine this issue assert that the mental and physiological effects of segregation are largely 

temporary and that the majority of prisoners recover quickly once returned to association.194  

Psychopathological symptoms in particular have been found to diminish swiftly upon discharge from 

solitude.  Grassian included ‘rapid subsidence of symptoms’ as a key component of his solitary 

                                                           
189 Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 15, 22; Henriques, 'Rise and Decline', pp. 86-7; Franke, 'Rise 
and Decline', p. 128. 
190 Comptroller-General Henderson to Governor Kennedy, 12 October 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 58. 
191 Henriques, 'Rise and Decline', p. 87; Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', p. 22; Haney, 'Mental 
Health Issues', p. 138.  Scharff Smith asserted that ‘withdrawal and loss of desire for social contact’ would be 
interpreted by modern clinicians ‘as a sign of serious psychological problems caused by solitary confinement’.  
Haney has noted, however, that even in twenty-first-century isolation prisons, psychological deterioration 
often escapes the attention of mental health staff unless it is particularly ‘obvious or disabling’. 
192 Henriques, 'Rise and Decline', pp. 86-7; Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', p. 22. 
193 Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', p. 23.  See also McPherson, 'Class of Utterly Useless Men', pp. 
64-8.  For an example of a ‘problematic individual’ among Fremantle’s separate treatment inmates, see the 
patient case notes for prisoner number 4909 John Morris, found in SROWA, Acc. 1156/M17, pp. 65, 136. 
194 See for example, Andersen et al., 'Longitudinal Study', p. 174; Grassian, 'Psychiatric Effects', p. 371; Kupers, 
Prison Madness, pp. 62-3; Toch, 'Early Experiments with Supermax Reform', p. 224. 
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confinement ‘syndrome’.195  Others have noted the observations of nineteenth-century prison 

doctors that increased human contact promptly relieved ‘symptoms of derangement’.196 

    

 
* Morbidity rate during separate confinement based on yearly average populations under separate treatment.  Post-discharge morbidity 
rates based on population who remained at Fremantle Prison for six months after release from separate treatment (in the years 1858-67). 

Figure 7.6.197 

 

Morbidity data for Fremantle Prison supports these theories of rapid prisoner recovery.  Hospital 

admission rates during the first six months after discharge from separate treatment to ordinary 

imprisonment were less than half the average morbidity rate during isolation (see Figure 7.6).  In fact 

by the end of the first month after release, hospitalisation rates had fallen by a remarkable 42 per 

cent from the levels experienced in solitude.198  This morbidity decline was consistent across all 

major disease categories associated with separate confinement (see Figure 7.7).  Cases of debility 

reduced by 80 per cent in the six months after isolation, musculoskeletal and digestive disease by 70 

                                                           
195 Grassian, 'Psychopathological Effects', p. 1453. 
196 Gray, Prison Discipline, p. 119; Toch, 'Early Experiments with Supermax Reform', p. 224. 
197 All post-discharge morbidity rates include only convicts who remained at Fremantle Prison after their 
removal from separate confinement.  These men were identified through ‘where released to’ information 
provided in superintendents’ order books.  Such details were available for 372 of the 997 prisoners discharged 
from separate treatment between 1858 and 1867.  The remaining separate confinement inmates were 
excluded from post-release morbidity analysis.  Hospital admission rates calculated using SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R19.  Note that every 30 days after discharge was considered equivalent to one month. 
198 Computed from data in Figure 7.6. 
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per cent, admissions for psychological observation by 60 per cent, and headaches and diarrhoeal 

diseases by 40 per cent.199  While it is possible this reduced morbidity was partly a flow-on effect 

from the disease-free final stages of long separate treatment sentences, Figure 7.8 shows that 

prisoners discharged during the initial unhealthy months of separation also enjoyed a swift post-

release recovery.  

 

 
* Morbidity rates during separate confinement based on yearly average populations under separate treatment.  Post-discharge morbidity 
rates based on population who remained at Fremantle Prison for six months after release from separate treatment (in the years 1858-67). 

Figure 7.7.200 

 

                                                           
199 Computed from data in Figure 7.7. 
200 Morbidity rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 7.6. 
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* Morbidity rate during separate confinement based on yearly average populations under separate treatment.  Post-discharge morbidity 
rates based on populations in each sentence-length category who remained at Fremantle Prison for six months after release from separate 
treatment (in the years 1858-67). 

Figure 7.8.201 

 

Although the rapid diminution of symptoms associated with separate confinement probably owed 

much to increased amounts of human contact upon release, there is some evidence that exemptions 

from heavy labour during the post-isolation period also contributed to low morbidity rates.202  A 

recent study of post-release morbidity at Port Arthur’s separate prison suggested that transitions 

from separate confinement to punitive labour could be particularly disastrous for convict health.203  

Most separate prison inmates were discharged directly to Port Arthur’s chain gangs, where 

unfamiliar physical strain took a heavy a toll on men already weakened by the stresses of solitude.204  

In the first three months after release from isolation, these men suffered morbidity rates two to 

three times greater than the general Port Arthur population.205  Hospital admission data suggests 

that Fremantle prisoners transferred from separation to labour in irons faced a similar health 

disadvantage.  Morbidity rates for these men were 35 per cent higher than for other newly-released 

separate treatment convicts at Fremantle Prison.206  Unlike at Port Arthur, however, only 2.3 per 

                                                           
201 Sentence lengths indicate actual time spent in isolation, as opposed to the nominal sentence meted out by 
a magistrate.  Morbidity rates calculated from same sources used in Figure 7.6. 
202 For evidence of the restorative effects of greater human interaction, see Toch, 'Early Experiments with 
Supermax Reform', pp. 223-5. 
203 Marshall, 'Benign Institution [Journal Article]', pp. 90-1. 
204 Ibid. 
205 Ibid., pp. 88-9. 
206 Separate treatment inmates transferred to the prison chain gangs within a month of release were 
hospitalised at a rate of 18.5 cases per thousand men per month during the six months after isolation.  
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cent of Fremantle’s isolated inmates were transferred to chain gangs.207  A much greater proportion 

(63 per cent) were discharged to ‘ordinary’ public works labour, and almost one quarter were 

employed at trades, service work, and light labour.208   

 

This reluctance to expose formerly-isolated prisoners to punishment labour probably stemmed from 

an awareness among key Fremantle Prison officials of the potential dangers of separate treatment.  

An 1861 inquiry into the system of separate confinement carried out in Western Australia contained 

statements from both Superintendent Lefroy and Surgeon Attfield condemning the ‘very marked 

injurious action’ of the practice on convicts’ mental and bodily health.209  Attfield in particular 

emphatically stated: ‘there can be no question but that separate or solitary confinement acts 

injuriously, from first to last, on the health and constitution of anybody subjected to it’.210  Such 

concerns were more than purely humanitarian.  Prison deaths and cases of insanity would reflect 

poorly on the disciplinary regime of Fremantle Prison.211  After all, widespread reports of mental 

disturbance had already undermined faith in the separate system in England.212  ‘Imbecilic’ or 

incapacitated prisoners were also unable to contribute to public works projects and were destined 

only to become a burden on the state.213  To minimise these effects, Attfield appears to have been 

particularly cautious in his recommendations for convict work assignments after separate treatment.  

On several occasions, isolated inmates yet to be hospitalised for any ailment were nonetheless 

discharged to light labour or unexacting tasks in the prison workshops ‘on surgeon’s 

                                                           
Inmates discharged to other public works labour or work within the prison experienced a morbidity rate of 
13.9 cases per thousand per month over the same period.  These figures exclude convicts discharged from 
separate confinement to the refractory cells.  Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from 
Howard Association, pp. 12-5. 
207 This figure includes all convicts removed to hard labour in irons within one month of release from separate 
treatment.  Calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5.   
208 Figures computed from SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10. 
209 Superintendent Lefroy's Report on Separate Confinement, 26 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 61; Surgeon 
Attfield's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, ibid., pp. 63-4. 
210 Surgeon Attfield's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, ibid., p. 63. 
211 Liebling and Ward, 'Prison Suicide Research', p. 122; Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 22-3. 
212 See in particular, Franke, 'Rise and Decline', p. 128; Henriques, 'Rise and Decline', p. 86; Cox and Marland, 
'He Must Die or Go Mad', pp. 101-8. 
213 Superintendent Dixon's Yearly Report, 10 January 1857, BPP, August 1857, p. 42; McPherson, 'Class of 
Utterly Useless Men', pp. 62, 69-70. 
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recommendation’.214  Despite the authorities’ call for reconvicted punishments to be ‘as irksome and 

unpalatable as may be consistent with justice’, Attfield’s belief in the debilitating impact of separate 

treatment often led him to subvert this cause and prioritise the health of those emerging from 

isolation.215   

 

Although hospital admission figures suggest that the injurious mental and physical effects of 

separate treatment were generally quick to recede once convicts returned to ordinary confinement, 

there were examples of lingering symptoms of psychological trauma.  Perhaps most revealing is the 

case of prisoner 4909 John Morris, who was admitted to hospital in January 1859, twelve days after 

being released from a three-month sentence of separate confinement.216  Despite showing no 

previous signs of ill health during his time in the colony, Morris had recently begun to experience an 

‘intense’ and unrelenting headache.217  After four days in hospital, Surgeon Attfield noted that the 

prisoner’s ‘expression, conversation and general conduct [were] such as to indicate mental 

disease’.218  Morris was ‘very nervous’ with an ‘abrupt & dogged’ manner, and a week later became 

‘extremely noisy and violent’.219  Despite a continued vacant expression and ‘considerable loss of 

memory’, he was eventually discharged from hospital in mid-May, having become ‘quite rational in 

every way’.220  Although his more dangerous mental disturbances did not resurface, Morris was 

readmitted several times over the next two years for similar cases of ‘pains and dizziness in the 

head’, accompanied by drowsiness, lethargy and loss of appetite.221  In fact he was still suffering 

from severe headaches six years later, when returned to Fremantle Prison as a reconvicted man.222  

                                                           
214 See for example, the discharge orders for prisoners Robert Lennox (5883) and Henry Martin (5582), found 
in SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8, 10 August 1861, 23 September 1861.  Neither of these men had been admitted to 
the Fremantle Prison hospital up to this point.  See SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32. 
215 Staff Surgeon Rennie to Governor Kennedy, 16 July 1858, BPP, May 1862, p. 58.  Bryan Gandevia has also 
noted Attfield’s ‘humane’ approach to convicts recently released from ‘seclusion’.  See Gandevia, Occupation 
and Disease, pp. 172-4.  There were several other indications that Attfield considered preserving the health of 
prisoners his foremost duty.  Upon his arrival at the Convict Establishment in 1857, Attfield criticised the 
punitive diet administered to ill prisoners by his predecessor Surgeon Rennie, claiming that the ‘system of low 
diet’ only weakened patients further and created ‘permanent invalids’.   Attfield also blamed the death of 
prisoner William Harris in December 1857 on Rennie’s deficient hospital diet, arguing that the prisoner was 
unable to rally after a leg amputation because of his ‘listless’ and emaciated state.  See Surgeon Attfield's Half-
Yearly Report, 10 January 1858, TNA (UK), CO 18/104, pp. 418-20, 423-4.   

On the responses of other nineteenth-century prison surgeons to the pressures of their dual roles as 
arbiters of punishment and health practitioners, see Hardy, 'Prison Medical Service', pp. 75-6; Breathnach, 
'Medical Officers', pp. 85-6; Sim, Medical Power in Prisons, pp. 14-22. 
216 SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6, 12 October 1858; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7, 12 January 1859; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/M32, 24 January 1859. 
217 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, Acc. 1156/M17, p. 65. 
218 SROWA, Acc. 1156/M17, p. 65. 
219 Ibid. 
220 Ibid., pp. 65, 136. 
221 Ibid., p. 136. 
222 See SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32, 16 February 1865, 24 January 1867. 
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Morris’s case notes provide a valuable insight into the psychological turmoil that could follow time in 

isolation.  His sufferings also suggest that even relatively brief periods of enforced solitude could, in 

some cases, have an enduring physiological impact.223   

 

In addition to diagnosed cases like John Morris, it is probable that at least some separate treatment 

convicts developed ‘social pathologies’ unlikely to result in hospitalisation.  Haney coined this term 

to describe behaviours that assist survival in conditions of isolation, but become dysfunctional traits 

when prisoners are returned to ‘normal social settings’.224  He found such ‘adaptations’ to be so 

ingrained in some inmates that they formed ‘more or less permanent changes in who these 

prisoners are’.225  One of the most common problems Haney observed was difficulty with ‘self-

initiation of behaviour’.226  Because the daily routines of segregated prisoners are completely 

controlled by an institution, when faced with the comparative autonomy of ordinary prison life many 

struggle to organise their own activity or to focus their attention on specific projects or purposes.227  

Many formerly-isolated inmates become apathetic and lethargic and some are unable to complete 

even the most mundane work tasks.228  Other long-term ‘pathologies’ include great anxiety in social 

situations, fear of emotional contact, aversion to noisy or crowded environments and even 

agoraphobia.229  As Joane Martel has shown, some isolated inmates develop an ‘utter hate of being 

around people’ and prefer to seclude themselves from other prisoners even once allowed to 

associate.230  Although the work of Haney and Martel relates to late twentieth-century prisons, 

similar post-isolation effects were documented in Victorian England.  Some of the prisoners released 

from separation at Pentonville reportedly asked for cotton wool to stop up their ears, due to the 

‘deafening’ sounds of the outside world.  Others fell into a ‘listless torpor’ that took months to shake 

off.231  Critics of the separate system also noted ‘the complete alienation of [discharged] prisoners 

from social life’.232   

 

 

                                                           
223 For a further example of prolonged physiological symptoms of isolation trauma, see patient case notes for 
prisoner 1435 George Heaps, found in SROWA, Acc. 1156/M6, pp. 151, 231. 
224 Haney, 'Mental Health Issues', p. 138. 
225 Ibid., pp. 138, 141. 
226 Ibid., p. 139. 
227 Ibid., pp. 138-9. 
228 Ibid., p. 139. 
229 Scharff Smith, 'Effects of Solitary Confinement', p. 496; J. Martel, Solitude and Cold Storage: Women's 
Journeys of Endurance in Segregation, Edmonton, ACI Communication, 1999, pp. 85-7. 
230 Martel, Solitude and Cold Storage, p. 86. 
231 Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 11. 
232 Franke, 'Rise and Decline', p. 128. 
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Isolation and Health after Sentence 
 
Not surprisingly, behavioural disorders like those uncovered by Haney and Martel act as significant 

obstacles to success after incarceration.  As Haney put it, the psychological pressures of ‘supermax’ 

confinement ‘uniquely disable prisoners for freeworld integration’.233  Social pathologies would have 

been no less crippling in convict Australia, where survival after sentence relied to a large extent on 

integration into respectable society, as Kippen and McCalman have noted.234  Prisoners suffering 

from diminished personal initiative and focus as well as severe social disablement were less likely to 

find stable colonial jobs or to forge meaningful social relationships, factors which bind individuals to 

society and aid economic survival.235  It may be these long-term behavioural impacts of isolation that 

explain the relationship between punishment of the mind and elevated mortality after sentence 

identified by Kippen and McCalman in Van Diemen’s Land.236  Those socially impaired by the 

experience of enforced solitude may have formed a particularly disadvantaged portion of the 

Tasmanian community.  Another study of Van Diemonian convicts showed that solitary confinement 

was positively correlated with recidivism, further suggesting that prisoners subjected to isolation 

struggled to reintegrate into society.237  Numerous criminologists have associated reoffending with a 

lack of secure employment and the absence of successful personal relationships.238   

 

To test whether Western Australian convicts suffered similar long-term disadvantages as a result of 

separate or solitary confinement, two further statistical models were constructed.  The first 

resembled Kippen and McCalman’s analysis, using Cox regression to examine the effects of 

punishment under sentence on mortality risk over time after convicts had received their tickets of 

leave.239  The binary outcome investigated was ‘death or not’ (while on ticket of leave), with ‘days on 

ticket of leave’ as the time variable and predictors the same as for previous models in this chapter 

(see Table 7.3).  Time served under sentence and age on arrival were included as control variables.  

The second analysis used logistic regression to examine the relationship between punishments 

suffered during probation and recidivism while on ticket of leave.  Predictive variables were the 

same as above and ‘reconvicted on ticket of leave or not’ was used as the dichotomous dependent 

                                                           
233 Quoted in Scharff Smith, 'Effects of Solitary Confinement', p. 496.  See also Haney, 'Mental Health Issues', p. 
141. 
234 Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', p. 362. 
235 Godfrey and Cox, 'Last Fleet', p. 242.   
236 Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', pp. 362-3. 
237 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Old Lags and Recidivism', pp. 180-2. 
238 Godfrey and Cox, 'Last Fleet', p. 242.  See also J. Braithwaite, 'Crime in a Convict Republic', Modern Law 
Review, vol. 64, no. 1, 2001, pp. 26-7. 
239 See Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', pp. 353, 356.  Punishments ‘under 
sentence’ include those suffered by reconvicted prisoners.  
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variable.  The model was adjusted for time under sentence and time spent on ticket of leave (see 

Table 7.4). 

 
 

Hazard Ratios Significance 

Age on Arrival (Years) 1.031 0.003** 

Actual Time under Sentence (Years) 1.149 0.097 

Days in Separate Treatment 0.999 0.763 

Days Hard Labour in Irons 0.998 0.330 

Numbers of Lashes Received 0.995 0.222 

Days in Refractory Cells 0.981 0.920 

 Pseudo R2 

0.066 

* indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05).   
Hazard ratios show the change in mortality risk at each time point after receiving a ticket of leave, for every unit increase in the predictive 
variable.  For example, a one year increase in ‘age on arrival’ multiplies the mortality risk at any particular time point after gaining a ticket 
of leave by a factor of 1.031 (equivalent to an increase of 3.1%). 

Table 7.3. Cox Regression Model: Relationship between Punishment under Sentence and Mortality 

Risk while on Ticket of Leave (for 3483 convicts landed in Western Australia during 1858-1867).240 

 
 

Odds Ratios Significance 

Actual Time under Sentence (Years) 0.797 <0.001*** 

Time on Ticket of Leave (Years) 1.598 <0.001*** 

Days in Separate Treatment 1.002 0.457 

Days Hard Labour in Irons 1.007 <0.001*** 

Numbers of Lashes Received 1.011 0.140 

Days in Refractory Cells 0.961 0.175 

 Pseudo R2 

0.124 

* indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05).   
Odds ratios show the change in likelihood of reconviction (while on ticket of leave) for every unit increase in the predictive variable.  For 
example, likelihood of reconviction increased by a factor of 1.007 for every day spent at hard labour in irons during probation (equivalent 
to an increase of 0.7%). 

Table 7.4. Logistic Regression Model: Relationship between Punishment under Sentence and 

Reconviction while on Ticket of Leave (for same 3483 convicts analysed in Table 7.3).241 

                                                           
240 Although ‘time on ticket of leave' does not appear in Table 7.3, it was built in to the regression model as a 
time variable.  Cox regression explicitly considers the time until an event occurs (in this case the time spent on 
ticket of leave until death) when calculating hazard ratios.  Also note that aggregated punishment figures for 
each convict include punishments suffered after reconviction (that is, after gaining a ticket of leave).  The 
sample of 4959 convicts used elsewhere in this chapter was reduced when analysing mortality after sentence 
because many of these men either died under sentence or did not receive their tickets of leave before the end 
of the sample period (1858-67).  Convicts executed while on ticket of leave were also excluded from the 
analysis.  Data for regression compiled from deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44) and from 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; 
BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
241 As in Table 7.3, convicts who died under sentence or who received their tickets of leave after 1867 were 
excluded from this analysis.  Because punishments suffered by reconvicted prisoners were often a 
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As Table 7.3 shows, neither days in the refractory cells nor time under separate treatment were 

significant predictors of mortality risk after sentence.  Nor were they related to likelihood of 

reconviction (see Table 7.4).  These results suggest that convicts subjected to punitive solitude were 

no more prone than other ticketers to poverty, stigmatisation, or other maltreatment that might 

produce negative health outcomes or drive men to reoffend.242  In short, these findings imply that 

the trauma of separate or solitary confinement did not alter a prisoner’s capacity to successfully 

integrate into Western Australian society.  This may indicate that formerly-isolated Western 

Australian prisoners were less likely to develop lasting ‘social pathologies’ than Van Diemonian 

convicts.  It is possible, for example, that experience of the separate system in Britain assisted 

Western Australian convicts in recovering from subsequent sentences of isolation imposed in the 

colony.  Whereas only a minority of prisoners sent to Van Diemen’s Land during the period of Kippen 

and McCalman’s study had suffered separate treatment prior to transportation, every Western 

Australian transportee had already served at least nine months in solitude as part of Jebb’s 

progressive stage system.243  Post-isolation morbidity data for Fremantle Prison suggests that 

familiarity with the transition from solitude to association may have reduced the after-effects of 

isolation on prisoner health.  Morbidity rates in the six months following separate confinement were 

60 per cent higher among convicts serving their first colonial separate treatment sentence, 

compared to those who had already been confined in Fremantle’s separation cells.244  It is likely that 

the accelerated recovery of seasoned isolated inmates was due to lesser feelings of uncertainty 

                                                           
consequence (rather than a cause) of ticket-of-leave recidivism, the aggregated punishment data used in the 
regression only includes penalties inflicted upon probation convicts.  Data for regression compiled from 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19; 
BPP, Letter from Howard Association, pp. 12-5; Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
242 On the factors contributing to ticket-of-leave mortality and reconviction, see Chapters Four and Five. 
243 The first convicts sent to Western Australia served a mandatory twelve months of separate confinement in 
Britain before being shipped to the colony.  This was changed to nine months from 1853.  See Millett, 'Mild But 
Firm', p. 73.  For Van Diemen’s Land convicts, a system of mandatory separate confinement prior to 
transportation was not implemented until 1848, two-thirds of the way through Kippen and McCalman’s study 
period (1840-52).  The 1848 transportees were termed ‘exiles’ and had served most of their sentences 
(including a portion under separate treatment) in England.  Most were granted tickets of leave upon arrival in 
Hobart.  Several shiploads of convicts also arrived in Van Diemen’s Land as ‘probationary ticket-of-leave 
holders’ during 1850-51, having undergone separate treatment and hard labour in England.  See Meredith and 
Oxley, 'Contracting Convicts', pp. 62-3. 
244 First-time inmates of Fremantle’s separate cells suffered a morbidity rate of 16.3 hospital admissions per 
thousand men per month during the first six months after their removal from isolation.  Those who had 
previously experienced separate treatment at the prison enjoyed much lower rates of post-release illness, at 
10.1 cases per thousand per month.  These figures were calculated using SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19. 
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upon release.  As Scharff Smith has noted, prisoner responses to discharge from segregation were 

often exacerbated by anxiety, worry and fear for the future.245  Such concerns may have diminished 

as repeat offenders became familiar with the process of reintegrating into the prison population and 

the outside world. 

 

It is also possible that the disabling effects of solitary imprisonment were less of a barrier to post-

release success in Western Australia than they had been in Van Diemen’s Land.  Aside from an 

economic recession in the mid-1860s, demand for ticket-of-leave labour in Western Australia was 

relatively high during 1858-67, particularly in skilled work sectors.246  Indeed many colonists claimed 

that a continued ‘regular supply’ of convict labour for settler employ was essential to the progress of 

the colony.247  This reliance on ticket-of-leave workers may have encouraged colonial employers to 

overlook the social deficiencies of former separate treatment inmates and hire these men 

regardless.  As John Braithwaite has argued, the dependence of early Australian colonies on convict 

labour often forced communities to reintegrate ‘deviant’ or problematic individuals, since excluding 

or stigmatising them would jeopardise society’s economic survival.248  In this way, colonial labour 

shortages may have allowed convicts mentally ‘damaged’ by separate confinement to gain a stake in 

Western Australian society.  As a result, these men were no more likely than their fellow ticketers to 

suffer poor health or to continue their criminal careers after sentence. 

 

The Tasmanian convicts in Kippen and McCalman’s 1840-52 sample encountered a very different 

economic climate upon release.  The majority of these men were emancipated in the mid- to late 

1850s, at the beginning of a severe economic downturn that depressed Tasmanian wages and labour 

demand for over a decade.249  With many colonial employers struggling to make ends meet, it is 

                                                           
245 Scharff Smith, 'Isolation and Mental Illness', pp. 14-5. 
246 Stannage, People of Perth, p. 124; Appleyard, 'Western Australia', p. 214; Anderson, 'Economic Aspects of 
Transportation', pp. 109-120.  On the demand for skilled workers during this period, see Chapter Five.  For a 
graphical representation of ticket-of-leave unemployment figures during 1858-67, see Figure 2.10. 
247 See for example, Memorial of Magistrates, Landowners, Merchants, and others to Governor Kennedy, 14 
June 1860, BPP, March 1861, p. 4; Extracts from the Minutes of the Legislative Council, 5 December 1860, ibid., 
pp. 22-3; Mr. M. Waller Clifton to the Editor of the Perth Gazette, 17 September 1860, ibid., p. 19. 
248 Braithwaite, 'Crime in a Convict Republic', p. 37.  Braithwaite argued that this increased impetus to 
reintegrate ex-convicts produced a rapid reduction in Australian crime rates following the cessation of 
transportation.  Tasmania in particular, he asserted, ‘became incredibly peaceful’ during the late nineteenth 
century.   More recent studies of convict desistance have shown that Braithwaite’s conclusions were 
somewhat overdrawn.  Although Supreme Court reconvictions did decline among former convicts, these men 
continued to contribute heavily to rates of minor crime in both Tasmania and Western Australia.  See Godfrey 
and Cox, 'Last Fleet', pp. 244-6; Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Old Lags and Recidivism', pp. 167, 182. 
249 Almost 60 per cent of the convicts in Kippen and McCalman’s sample served between seven and fourteen 
years under sentence.  For those who arrived at the midpoint of the sample period (1840-52), this equates to a 
release year between 1853 and 1860.  Computed from Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after 
Sentence', p. 350.  On the depressed state of the Tasmanian economy from the late 1850s, see B. Meikle, 
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probable that only the most employable convict labourers were able to secure stable or well-paid 

jobs.250  Ex-prisoners whose capacity for social interaction and self-direction had been compromised 

by solitary confinement were more likely to be found among the mounting numbers of paupers 

produced by the recession.251  It is therefore unsurprising that cellular isolation was associated with 

elevated reoffending and greater post-sentence mortality risk during this period. 

 

Despite the apparent link between labour demand and prisoner reintegration, there are some 

problems with the depiction of colonial Western Australia as a society content to incorporate ex-

convict members.  Stannage has argued that many Western Australian ticket-of-leave men were not 

welcomed into colonial society but were stigmatised and ostracised, subsisting ‘at the bottom of the 

social pile’.252  The mortality disparities between ticket-of-leave men and free settlers discussed in 

Chapter Four also suggested that ticketers were disproportionately prone to poverty and generally 

belonged to a disadvantaged group of the community.   These findings suggest that former separate 

confinement prisoners achieved an equal footing with other ticket-of-leave men not because labour 

shortages offered them a stake in society, but because nearly all ticketers ended up marginalised 

and disempowered, regardless of their psychological state following incarceration. 

 

Physical Punishments and Life after Sentence 
 
Although floggings and hard labour in irons were similarly unrelated to mortality risk after sentence, 

there was a strong relationship between time in the chain gangs and recidivism (see Tables 7.3 and 

7.4).  Every ten days served in irons as a probation prisoner increased the odds of reconviction while 

on ticket of leave by seven per cent.253  These figures suggest that the ‘severe and galling’ experience 

of chain gang labour tended to produce intractable individuals rather than submissive workers.254  As 

convict James Roe put it, ‘every day does something towards making them [chain gang prisoners] 

hard, fierce and savage. … And when they come to their liberty, it will be found they have been 

                                                           
'Hard Times in the Golden Age: The Long Depression of Tasmania, 1857-1875', Tasmanian Historical Studies, 
vol. 15, 2010, pp. 39-70; W.A. Townsley, 'Tasmania and the Great Economic Depression, 1858-1872', Papers 
and Proceedings: Tasmanian Historical Research Association, vol. 4, no. 2, 1955, pp. 35-46. 
250 Meikle, 'Hard Times', p. 45; G.J.R. Linge, Industrial Awakening: A Geography of Australian Manufacturing, 
1788 to 1890, Canberra, Australian National University Press, 1979, pp. 633-6. 
251 W.A. Townsley noted that ‘pauperism and even destitution [were] not uncommon’ during this period, as 
wages fell more rapidly than living costs.  See Townsley, 'Great Economic Depression', pp. 37-8. 
252 Stannage, People of Perth, pp. 94-5, 98, 100-1.  McPherson has argued that ex-prisoners burdened with 
mental instability were particularly vulnerable to social exclusion.  See McPherson, 'Class of Utterly Useless 
Men', pp. 62, 69-70. 
253 Calculated from odds ratio in Table 7.4. 
254 Quotation is from Superintendent Lefroy's Annual Report, 1 January 1864, BPP, June 1865, p. 11. 
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made very dangerous men’.255  Whereas convicts subjected to isolation were prone to listlessness, 

social withdrawal and ‘imbecility’, those shackled in work gangs more often responded with ‘open 

defiance [to] all rules of propriety and order’.256   

 

Such hostility to authority might be expected to deter colonial employers from hiring former chain 

gang convicts and to preclude their acceptance into respectable society.  However, the absence of a 

relation between hard labour and mortality after sentence suggests that these brutalised men were 

no more disadvantaged or poverty-stricken than their better-behaved fellow ticketers.  In line with 

Braithwaite’s argument, this may be because labour shortages compelled settlers to hire recidivists 

and to allow these men ‘another chance’ to rejoin law-abiding society.257  Such leniency was evident 

in sentencing patterns for repeat offenders throughout the convict era, as Godfrey and Cox have 

shown.  Generally high demand for labour meant that Western Australian magistrates were 

reluctant to impose long prison sentences for recidivism, regardless of the bond or free status of the 

offender.258  Nonetheless, these judicial practices were not necessarily indicative of wider attitudes 

towards ex-convicts.  The evidence of ticket-of-leave social marginalisation discussed above suggests 

that few colonists adopted a lenient or accommodating approach towards former felons.  Rather 

than benefitting from settlers’ willingness to rehabilitate recidivists, it may be that former chain gang 

prisoners were relatively ‘well-off’ because the underprivileged and stigmatised state of ticket-of-

leave men in general meant that a man’s incorrigible nature did little to further disadvantage him.   

 

Conclusion 
 
By linking punishment records, mortality data, and hospital admission book entries for some 4959 

Western Australian convicts, this chapter has provided rich insights into the mental and physical 

hardship experienced by those subjected to Fremantle Prison’s more oppressive penalties.  Echoing 

the findings of Kippen and McCalman in Van Diemen’s Land, regression analysis revealed that deaths 

under sentence in Western Australia were primarily associated with punishment of the mind rather 

than punishment of the body.  The severe psychological distress initiated by refractory cell 

confinement produced fatal episodes of ‘isolation panic’ and high drowning rates (some of which 

were probably suicides) once inmates were released to prison work gangs.  It was also shown that 

floggings and hard labour in irons increased mortality risk only when suffered in conjunction with 

                                                           
255 Anon. [J.E. Roe], 'Letter from a Convict', p. 506. 
256 Surgeon Attfield's Report on Separate Confinement, 30 April 1861, BPP, May 1862, p. 63; Superintendent 
Dixon's Yearly Report, 31 January 1859, BPP, 1860, p. 23. 
257 See Braithwaite, 'Crime in a Convict Republic', pp. 37-8; Godfrey and Cox, 'Last Fleet', pp. 250-1. 
258 Godfrey and Cox, 'Last Fleet', pp. 251-2. 
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refractory cell treatment – solitude intensified the mental trauma of a flogging, while bread and 

water diets weakened men sent to the gangs.  

 

This study also extended the work of Kippen and McCalman by exploring the relationships between 

convict punishments and non-fatal disease.  Here again it was psychological privation rather than 

physical pain which emerged as the key predictor of adverse health outcomes, with the number of 

days a convict spent in hospital strongly related to time served in separate confinement.  Many of 

the ailments suffered by separate treatment inmates indicated severe psychological trauma and 

mirrored typical symptoms identified in other studies on the health effects of solitary confinement 

(in both nineteenth-century and modern-day prisons).  Both physiological and ‘psychopathological’ 

symptoms of distress also occurred at a much higher rate among isolated inmates than within the 

general Fremantle Prison population.  Hospitalisations for these conditions were, however, largely 

confined to the first weeks of isolation, after which point many prisoners appear to have ‘adapted’ 

to the stresses of solitude.  In most cases, convicts were also quick to recover after release from 

separation to ordinary imprisonment, with hospital admissions declining dramatically in the six 

months after discharge.  Although high initial morbidity and fast recovery have been widely-

acknowledged as trends typical of solitary confinement, in the Fremantle Prison case Surgeon 

Attfield’s efforts to prioritise the wellbeing of isolated inmates probably further aided their return to 

health.  Aware of the damaging effect that insane or invalided convicts would have on the prison’s 

reputation and industrial output, Attfield regularly thwarted the authorities’ calls for severity by 

exempting former separate treatment prisoners from heavy labour. 

 

Despite its strong association with prison disease, separate treatment had no discernible impact on 

convict health after sentence in Western Australia.  Although literature on the after-effects of 

solitary confinement suggests that some isolated inmates probably developed long-term behavioural 

disorders or ‘social pathologies’, there was little evidence that these conditions significantly reduced 

a convict’s capacity to integrate into society or achieve subsistence.  Time in solitude was not related 

to mortality after sentence, nor did it influence likelihood of reconviction (indicative of a failure to 

integrate).  These results contrast sharply with Kippen and McCalman’s findings for Tasmania, where 

a strong relation existed between solitary confinement and post-emancipation mortality risk.  It is 

possible that prior experience of separate confinement in Britain enabled Fremantle inmates to 

recover more quickly from post-isolation stresses than their Tasmanian counterparts.  Greater 

demand for labour in Western Australia may also have forced settlers to employ and reintegrate 

convicts socially impaired by separate treatment.  But perhaps the most likely reason that prisoner 
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isolation had little effect on post-sentence health outcomes is that the generally marginalised and 

poverty-stricken position of ex-convicts in Western Australia rendered disadvantages such as 

lingering mental trauma or social disablement comparatively insignificant.  This may also explain why 

physical punishments had little impact on mortality after sentence.  Even the persistent 

disobedience of convicts hardened by chain gang labour did little to disadvantage these men in 

relation to other ex-prisoners.   

 

Although the detrimental health effects of enforced solitude were relatively short-lived among 

Western Australian convicts, it is clear that punishments based upon sensory and social deprivation 

were far more damaging to prisoner health than those calculated to inflict physical torment.  The 

aspects of Fremantle Prison’s punishment regime which most resembled the ‘humane’ and ordered 

approach of the penitentiary were considerably more likely to produce hospital cases and deaths 

than were the chain gangs and floggings condemned by contemporaries as archaic, brutal and 

capricious.  It appears then that ‘the cost to convicts’ (as Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart put it) of the 

transition from corporal punishment to solitary confinement in mid-nineteenth-century Australia 

was probably considerable.259  Not only did the pressures of cellular isolation drive men to suicide 

but they exposed inmates to a specific set of stress-induced mental and physical disorders ranging 

from severe headaches, chest pains and diarrhoea, to chronic anxiety, insomnia, ‘delusions’ and 

amnesia.  As Michael Ignatieff has noted, these sufferings constituted ‘a new, historically specific 

type of pain’, a suffocating mental torture which, crucially, prisoners were forced to endure alone.260

                                                           
259 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Old Lags and Recidivism', p. 168. 
260 Ignatieff, Just Measure of Pain, p. 208. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Through a detailed analysis of convict treatment, this thesis has challenged some of the dominant 

themes of Western Australian convict historiography.  It has explored a number of much-neglected 

areas of Western Australian convictism and has provided a new impetus for future research into 

convict experiences.  This conclusion outlines the major contributions of this study to convict 

scholarship and highlights potential avenues for further investigation.   

 

Reassessing the Convict System in Western Australia 
 
One of the enduring claims of the Western Australian literature is that convictism in the Swan River 

Colony was relatively ‘benign’ outside of the ‘tyranny and oppression’ imposed by Governor John 

Hampton between 1862 and 1867.1  This assertion is misleading for two reasons.  First, as Chapters 

Two and Three revealed, convict treatment in other periods was far from benign.  For much of the 

1850s, prisoner accommodation at the Fremantle Convict Establishment was overcrowded, 

sanitation systems were deficient, and hygiene measures rudimentary.  Hospital facilities were 

congested and often unsanitary and patients were subjected to medical experimentation.  Convict 

rations were also inadequate, both in terms of energy and vitamin content, and were considerably 

less substantial than the diets of most eastern Australian transportees.  These numerous deficiencies 

produced substantially elevated rates of disease and death in the Convict Establishment’s early 

years.  Injuries related to leg irons and workplace accidents were also prevalent, suggesting that 

prison labour was at its most severe in this initial period.  Thus there is considerable evidence that 

convict suffering was widespread well before Governor Hampton arrived in the colony.  Severe 

methods of prisoner treatment were not imported from Hampton’s chequered past in Van Diemen’s 

Land (as many scholars have asserted), but were visible from the convict system’s inception.2   

 

The second reason to doubt Hampton’s portrayal as the initiator of penal severity is that the regime 

he oversaw was not unique.  Although penalties such as flogging and hard labour in chains were 

significant elements of Hampton’s approach, these punishments were utilised to an even greater 

                                                           
1 See for example, Battye, Western Australia, pp. 254, 458-65; Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 168-
202; Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 145; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 62, 109-10; Crowley, Western Third, 
pp. 34-6; Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment, pp. 22-32; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 49, 109-10, 114, 218-22, 265-
6.  As discussed in Chapter One, although Edgar claimed that Hampton was personally averse to methods such 
as corporal punishment, he nonetheless conceded that the Governor implemented a regime of unusually 
‘harsh regimens’ and ‘stringent measures’, including increased use of the lash. 
2 See in particular, Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 62; Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment, p. 28; Crowley, 
Western Third, p. 35. 
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extent at the temporary convict establishment in the mid-1850s.  Hampton’s much-condemned use 

of ‘indeterminate sentences’ in the refractory cells similarly drew largely on existing punishment 

practices.  Chapter Five also demonstrated that Hampton’s methods of convict labour management 

were consistent with the schemes of earlier administrators, focussing on the productive potential of 

prison work rather than its role as a punishment.  Although some sectors of the Fremantle Prison 

workforce experienced greater coercion under Hampton than previously, this was accompanied by 

an enlarged scheme of work incentives, as well as greater efforts to efficiently harness convict skills 

and reduce labour wastage.  The Hampton era was not, as many have claimed, characterised by 

arbitrary punishments and indiscriminate brutality.3  Instead it featured a carefully calibrated system 

of rewards and severity that differentiated convicts’ treatment according to their productive value.   

 

This evidence of a push for labour productivity challenges another oft-repeated historical claim – 

that the primary purpose of the Western Australian convict system was prisoner reform, rather than 

the ‘unscrupulous exploitation’ of convict labour that had prevailed in eastern Australia.4  Chapter 

Five’s analysis of work conditions at Fremantle Prison showed that economic motivations were just 

as central to convict management in Western Australia as Nicholas, Maxwell-Stewart and others 

have shown was the case in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.5  The need for public 

infrastructure to aid the fledgling colony and prisoner-made goods to reduce convict department 

expenditure made it essential to harness the productive capacity of convict labour.  Prisoners were 

organised in a hierarchical labour system in which service work and skilled occupations were 

incentivised with rewards and concessions, while unskilled tasks were performed by ganged convicts 

managed through coercion and punitive treatment.  As had been the case at penal stations like 

Macquarie Harbour, fear of demotion to these gangs served to maintain compliance among workers 

in the upper labour tiers and prevent ‘incentive inflation’.6  Although Fremantle’s labour hierarchy 

was officially conceptualised as a promotional pathway for the well-behaved and a descent 

mechanism for incorrigibles, in practice the degree of punishment a convict suffered depended more 

upon the skills he possessed than the level of reform he had achieved.  While the majority of men 

lacking useful skills were consigned to labour gangs from which advancement was rare, regular 

offenders with valuable trades were often plucked from the ranks of the punished to serve in skilled 

                                                           
3 See in particular, Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 194, 197; Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 145; Hasluck, 
Unwilling Emigrants, p. 62; Thomas and Stewart, Imprisonment, pp. 28-9. 
4 Quotation is from Crowley, Western Third, p. 34.  See also Kimberly, History of West Australia, pp. 168-74; 
Battye, Western Australia, pp. 460, 463-4; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 109; Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 
143-205; Cullity, 'Reform and Punishment', pp. 63-79; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 5, 317. 
5 See in particular, Nicholas (ed.), Convict Workers; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', pp. 142-62; Robbins, 
'Lumber Yards', pp. 141-61. 
6 Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 156. 
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jobs where they could enhance industrial output.  Thus the ‘reformative system’ highlighted by 

Millett, Hasluck and others was frequently circumvented in the pursuit of productivity goals.7 

 

Another largely unchallenged assertion of the literature is that Western Australian convictism was 

‘superior’ to earlier Australian transportation schemes because it abandoned convict assignment.  

Battye, Hasluck and Edgar particularly noted the absence in Western Australia of the arbitrary and 

unequal severity experienced by assigned convicts, an ‘evil’ which stemmed largely from the 

preferential treatment of men with useful skills (as Maxwell-Stewart has shown).8  Building on the 

work of Stevens, Chapter Five demonstrated that similar skill biases created uneven ticket-of-leave 

experiences in Western Australia.9  Analysis of mortality and reconviction rates among ticketers 

suggested that those with skills valuable to the colony received better wages, food and lodgings 

from masters and were less likely to become targets for magisterial action.  Highly-prized farm 

workers, for example, enjoyed better health than unskilled and semi-skilled labourers and were 

returned to Fremantle Prison for punishment less often.  Men with in-demand urban skills (such as 

builders, smiths, shoemakers and tailors) similarly had greater chances of colonial success than those 

with less useful expertise as butchers, bakers, dealers and salesmen.  As well as creating skill-based 

inequalities, the ticket-of-leave system was considerably less efficient at matching convict skills with 

colonial positions than assignment in New South Wales had been (using data provided by 

Nicholas).10  Oversight and deception in the negotiation of ticket-of-leave employment contracts 

contributed to this failing, as did the immense logistical difficulties of distributing convict labour in a 

vast colony.  Despite the claims of earlier histories, the Western Australian ticket-of-leave system 

offered few advantages over earlier schemes of convict assignment.  It was no more effective at 

preventing inconsistency and unequal treatment, nor was it more capable of providing 

appropriately-skilled workers for free settlers.  

 

Many historians have also emphasised the freedoms that ticket-of-leave holders possessed and the 

advantages they held over convicts under sentence, echoing Governor Fitzgerald’s claim that 

ticketers were ‘to all intents and purposes free’.11  Chapter Two challenged these portrayals by 

                                                           
7 Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 143-206; Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 109.  See also Kimberly, History of West 
Australia, pp. 168-9; Battye, Cyclopedia, p. 146; Cullity, 'Reform and Punishment', pp. 67-74. 
8 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, pp. 109-10; Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Battye, Western Australia, p. 464; 
Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 43-9, 132, 237.  On the relationship between skills and convict treatment, see 
Maxwell-Stewart, Closing Hell's Gates, pp. 156-8; Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 147. 
9 Stevens, 'Convictism in Greenough', pp. 48-61. 
10 Nicholas, 'Convict Labour Market', pp. 120-5. 
11 Quotation is from Gertzel, 'Convict System', p. 86.  See also Crowley, Western Third, p. 34; Hasluck, Unwilling 
Emigrants, p. 110; Smith, Australia's Birthstain, p. 266; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 120-2, 132, 236-7.  
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exposing the increasingly punitive treatment imposed at ticket-of-leave depots and questioning the 

legal protection available to ticketers in private employ.  It also showed that ticket of-leave wages 

were relatively meagre compared to the cost of living in colonial Western Australia.  By comparing 

mortality rates between ticket holders and prisoners under sentence, Chapter Four confirmed that 

there were few advantages to be gained by acquiring one’s ticket.  Although ticketers enjoyed 

consistently lower mortality from infectious disease than Fremantle Prison men, these advantages 

were largely confined to the young and to those living in rural areas.  Town-based ticket holders 

were often unable to afford food comparable to the standard prison ration, and were more likely 

than Fremantle inmates to experience poor sanitation and crowded, dirty living quarters.  Living 

conditions for aging ticketers were similarly desperate, with many facing a choice between 

destitution and punitive poorhouse treatment due to their unsuitability for colonial labour.  Ticket-

of-leave men also experienced higher mortality rates than regional convicts for almost every cause 

of death category, further evidence that receiving a ticket often impaired rather than improved 

prisoner health.  There were also many indications that ticketers struggled to integrate into free 

society.  Heightened death rates during periods of economic downturn suggested that many ticket-

of-leave men lived on the brink of poverty and were vulnerable to poor treatment from masters 

during periods of labour surplus.  Comparing ticket-of-leave mortality patterns with those of free 

men further showed that ticketers were often segregated from society, suffered considerable socio-

economic disadvantage, and were largely consigned to the most dangerous areas of colonial work.  

Together these findings powerfully demonstrate that ticket-of-leave life was much harsher than it 

has been portrayed to date.  Not only were most ticketers underprivileged members of free society, 

but a considerable proportion were scarcely better off (in terms of health outcomes) than their 

incarcerated comrades. 

 

It has similarly been asserted that the experiences of convicts deployed to regional road parties and 

outstations were relatively benign compared to prisoners incarcerated at the Convict 

Establishment.12  Although overall mortality rates were considerably lower for regional convicts, 

there are several problems with the supposition that these men experienced superior living and 

labour conditions.  While the main killers of Fremantle inmates (tuberculosis and other respiratory 

diseases) were largely absent from life in the districts, regional convicts were far more likely than 

incarcerated men to die from fevers and diarrhoeal infections, a product of sub-standard depot 

sewerage schemes and primitive waste disposal methods at road camps.  These men were also more 

                                                           
12 See in particular, Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75; Battye, Western Australia, p. 461; Kimberly, History of 
West Australia, p. 171; Edgar, 'Convict Era', pp. 141-2. 
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vulnerable to accidents and drownings, due to the greater dangers of bush labour and more time 

spent bathing and working in hazardous waterways.  The advantages of regional deployment also 

faded towards the end of the convict era, as the aging prisoner population became ill-suited to 

heavy bush labour.  From the early 1870s, death rates were higher in the districts than at Fremantle 

Prison.  Finally, since regional work parties were selected partly on the basis of health and physical 

strength, their mortality rates were always likely to be lower than the ‘unselected’ who remained 

incarcerated.  It is probable that the superior health record of regional convicts was at least partly 

due to this selection bias rather than benign treatment.  There is little evidence to support Hasluck’s 

claim that regional convict life was ‘infinitely preferable’ to other aspects of transportation.13   

 

New Explorations in Convict Treatment 
 
As well as re-evaluating existing portrayals of Western Australian convictism, this thesis has opened 

up new areas of inquiry yet to be studied in relation to Western Australian transportees.  Chapter Six 

was the first detailed study of reconvicted prisoners at Fremantle Prison.  It also marked the first 

attempt to compare their treatment with secondary offenders in New South Wales and Van 

Diemen’s Land.  Like convicts ‘retransported’ to eastern penal stations, Western Australian 

recidivists were exposed to a range of punitive measures designed to differentiate them from 

ordinary convicts.  These included dietary reductions, denial of labour incentives, greater use of 

coercion, and ‘reformative’ treatment such as extended periods of separate confinement.  Whereas 

this greater severity produced elevated mortality rates among secondary offenders in the eastern 

colonies, at Fremantle Prison reconvicted men remarkably enjoyed far lower death rates than 

ordinary ‘probationers’.  Part of the reason for this reconvicted health advantage was that death 

rates were highest during a convict’s first year in Western Australia, chiefly due to the ‘knock-on 

effects’ of diseases suffered on the voyage out.  Because most reconvicted prisoners had already 

outlived this period of post-voyage debility by the time they reoffended, these men had a reduced 

risk of death.  But voyage knock-on effects cannot fully explain the superior health record of 

Western Australian recidivists (particularly because similar effects have been identified in Van 

Diemen’s Land).  Instead it appears that Fremantle Prison’s key role in colonial public works projects 

often undermined the severity of secondary punishment.  In an effort to drive productivity, prison 

administrators gradually brought an end to reconvicted dietary restrictions, limited the use of 

separate treatment (a practice perceived as wasting labour resources), and managed reconvicted 

labourers according to their skills rather than their prison class.  The proximity of Fremantle Prison to 

                                                           
13 Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 75. 
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the offices of senior convict department officials also limited the punitive powers of superintendents 

and placed their actions under closer scrutiny than the commandants of remote penal stations in 

New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.  Fremantle’s lack of isolation also reduced the likelihood 

of food shortages, a problem which had exacerbated penal station death rates.  Although further 

research is needed to delineate the differences between reconvicted treatment at Fremantle Prison 

and penal station conditions, this thesis is an important step towards an Australia-wide narrative of 

secondary punishment in the convict era.   

 

In addition to these pioneering attempts to contextualise the experiences of reconvicted men, the 

examination of voyage knock-on effects in Chapter Six was in itself a landmark study.  While several 

historians have highlighted the low incidence of death on convict ships bound for Western Australia, 

none have examined whether voyage experiences impacted prisoner health on land.14  This study 

found a strong relationship between time spent on a ship’s sick list and likelihood of mortality in the 

year after landing.  This suggests that many new arrivals either died from diseases contracted at sea, 

or as a result of impaired immune function following poor shipboard health.  Although Kippen and 

Maxwell-Stewart have identified a similar relationship in Van Diemen’s Land (over the period 1830-

53), there were some key differences in post-voyage mortality patterns between the two colonies.15  

While they stressed the lingering effects of shipboard sickness, Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart argued 

that the living conditions and labour regimes convicts encountered upon arrival also had a bearing 

on post-disembarkation death rates.16  In Western Australia, these factors had no such influence.  

Improvements in prison conditions over time did not alter mortality risk in the months after landing, 

nor did it matter whether convicts were disembarked to prison cells, road parties, or ticket-of-leave 

life.  These results suggest that many Western Australian prisoners arrived in sufficiently poor health 

that conditions on land had little impact on their chances of recovery.  While faster voyages to 

Western Australia probably reduced shipboard deaths by allowing severe cases to be nursed to 

shore, this also produced higher rates of hospitalisation upon arrival than in Van Diemen’s Land, as 

well as higher death rates in the first year after landing.  Thus the impact of conditions at sea on 

survival on land was more pronounced in Western Australia than it had been for Tasmanian 

transportees.   

 

                                                           
14 See for example, Millett, 'Journeying the Punishment', p. 4; Battye, Western Australia, p. 460. 
15 Kippen and Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sickness and Death', pp. 43-69. 
16 Ibid., pp. 50, 61-2.  See also Maxwell-Stewart, 'To Fill Dishonoured Graves?', pp. 23-7; Maxwell-Stewart and 
Schlomowitz, 'Mortality and Migration', pp. 135-7. 
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Chapter Seven offered an important contribution to an emerging debate in convict scholarship – the 

impact on prisoner wellbeing of the mid-nineteenth-century transition from punishment of the body 

to punishment of the mind.  The chapter’s central conclusion was that solitary and separate 

confinement had a greater effect on convict health than physical penalties such as flogging or chain 

gang labour.  Although this echoed the findings of Kippen and McCalman’s research on convict 

mortality in Van Diemen’s Land, this thesis provided a much richer explanation of how and why 

cellular isolation undermined convict health than was offered by the Tasmanian study.17  It explored 

the phenomenon of ‘isolation panic’ and argued that this contributed to the predominance of 

suicide in Fremantle Prison’s refractory cells.  It also showed that the psychological trauma and 

minimal diet of refractory cell confinement could magnify the mental and physical strain of floggings 

and chain gang sentences, thereby raising prisoner death rates.  Unlike Kippen and McCalman’s 

study, Chapter Seven also analysed the relationship between punishment and non-fatal illness (at 

Fremantle Prison).  It particularly emphasised the severe mental stress inflicted by separate 

treatment, noting the prevalence of physical and psychiatric symptoms of trauma amid the hospital 

records of patients admitted from Fremantle’s separation cells.  It also showed that, despite the 

stresses of isolation, many convicts appear to have developed coping mechanisms (such as social 

withdrawal) which reduced observable health problems in the latter stages of long separate 

treatment sentences.  The worst health effects of isolation were also quick to recede after discharge, 

a process aided by the Fremantle Prison surgeon’s efforts to prioritise inmate health rather than 

punishment.  This study also provided new insights into the relationship between punishment and 

health after sentence.  In contrast to Kippen and McCalman’s discovery that time in solitary 

confinement increased post-sentence mortality risk, neither physical nor mental punishments 

suffered under sentence had any bearing on ticket-of-leave health outcomes in Western Australia.18  

Whereas the efforts of Tasmanian convicts to reintegrate into society and earn their livelihoods 

were likely hampered by ‘social pathologies’ developed in solitary, former separate treatment 

inmates in Western Australia suffered no such disadvantage.  In a colony where the majority of 

ticket-of-leave men already found themselves marginalised and poverty-stricken, lingering mental 

trauma and social disablement did little to further harm one’s chances of survival.   

 

Directions for Future Research 
 
Despite the new and ground-breaking analyses that this thesis provides, much work is still to be 

done in reconstructing the convict experience in Western Australia.  The relative scarcity of previous 

                                                           
17 Kippen and McCalman, 'Mortality under and after Sentence', pp. 345-65. 
18 Ibid., pp. 361-3. 
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literature on convict health and prisoner treatment in the Swan River Colony means that key 

portions of convict life remain underexplored.  Conditions on the voyage to Western Australia, for 

example, have yet to be thoroughly examined, despite an abundance of extant sick lists, patient case 

notes and surgeons’ journals documenting the welfare of the convicts on board.19  Such studies 

would be valuable additions to the significant body of literature on convict vessels sent to Australia’s 

east coast and may also provide further insights into the voyage knock-on effects uncovered in this 

dissertation.   

 

Life after sentence also remains largely neglected, aside from studies of particular convict success 

stories.20  This thesis used mortality data to show that ticket-of-leave men formed a disadvantaged 

portion of the community.  By tracing emancipated convicts to their deaths (a process already begun 

by Erickson and O’Mara), it may be possible to analyse the broader position of ex-convicts within 

colonial society: To what extent were these men able to integrate and succeed? Were they socially 

mobile?21  Ex-convict mortality trends may also reveal longer-term impacts of punishments such as 

solitary confinement, effects that were imperceptible in the ticket-of-leave population examined in 

Chapter Seven.  Extant admission registers from institutions such as Perth Colonial Hospital, 

Claremont Mental Hospital, Fremantle Lunatic Asylum and Mount Eliza Poorhouse are also fertile 

data sources for investigating the hardships and health problems experienced by expirees.   

 

There is also ample scope for further studies of convict labour management in Western Australia.  

The study of labour organisation and work conditions in this thesis focussed on an eight-year sample 

period (1858-65) in which occupational morbidity data was available for Fremantle Prison.  It is 

possible that the productivity-driven approach uncovered by this research differed during other 

periods or at regional convict sites.  Although a health-based analysis is not possible outside of these 

years, occurrence and order books from convict depots and Fremantle Prison may provide further 

evidence of labour management practices throughout the colony and the convict era.  

  

Perhaps the most fruitful forms of future research are likely to be comparative studies of convict 

treatment in Eastern and Western Australia.  This thesis has shown that despite the historiographical 

                                                           
19 Millett has examined the voyage in terms of the disciplinary regime imposed by surgeon-superintendents.  
His discussion made passing reference to shipboard death rates, hygiene regulations and prisoner rations, but 
it was primarily concerned with identifying mechanisms of punishment and reform, rather than illuminating 
convict experiences.  See Millett, 'Mild But Firm', pp. 104-42. 
20 See for example, R. Erickson (ed.), The Brand on his Coat: Biographies of some Western Australian Convicts, 
Nedlands, W.A., University of Western Australia Press, 1983; Potter, 'Pathways to Respectability'; Smith, 
Australia's Birthstain, pp. 271-5. 
21 Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
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divide between Western Australian convictism and earlier transportation schemes, there are many 

reasons to study these systems side by side.  Western Australian methods of convict labour 

management were in part borrowed from the east, as was the preferential treatment of skilled 

convicts both under and after sentence.  The severity applied to Fremantle’s reconvicted inmates 

was similarly intended to reproduce the sufferings of penal station prisoners, despite its failure to 

achieve this goal.  Western Australian transportees also suffered the same post-voyage mortality 

spike as their eastern counterparts, and were similarly debilitated by the mental trauma of punitive 

solitude.  While a detailed comparison of convict diets, work regimes and living conditions in Eastern 

and Western Australia was beyond the scope of this thesis, surviving penal station health records 

may enable such a study.  Detailed death and disease data is available for particular periods at 

Norfolk Island, Moreton Bay, and Port Arthur penal settlements, making it possible to replicate some 

of the analyses performed for Fremantle Prison in this dissertation.   

 

This thesis has demonstrated that convict treatment in Western Australia was far less benign than 

most previous scholarship has asserted.  It showed that the accommodation, sanitation and medical 

care provided for Fremantle Prison inmates was often deficient and had a detrimental effect on 

health outcomes.  Official rations were also insufficient to support many forms of prison labour, 

further undermining convicts’ resistance to disease.  Harsh work conditions also exacerbated 

suffering in many cases.  While the authorities’ emphasis on productivity benefitted workers in 

skilled sectors, the coercive extraction of labour in Fremantle’s unskilled gangs imposed considerable 

hardship.  During 1858-65, ganged men suffered a morbidity rate five times that of prison service 

workers.22  The health record of convicts sentenced to separate treatment and refractory cell 

confinement was similarly poor.  Under the severe stresses of solitude, prisoners broke down 

physically and mentally, and in some cases were driven to suicide.  Although many Fremantle 

inmates did not suffer isolation or ganged labour, such ordeals were not marginal experiences.  

Between 1858 and 1861, ganged men and separate treatment inmates comprised 55 per cent of the 

prison population on average.23   

 

                                                           
22 See Chapter Five, Figures 5.1 and 5.4. 
23 Numbers of ganged labourers compiled from BPP, 1860, pp. 25, 67-8; TNA (UK), CO 18/120, 165; TNA (UK), 
CO 18/125, 50.  Numbers of prisoners undergoing separate treatment calculated using SROWA, Acc. 
1156/SO6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO8; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO9; SROWA, Acc. 1156/SO10; 
SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R7; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R8; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R10; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R12; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R18; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R19.  Overall prison 
population figures taken from Appendix 1, Table A1. 
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Life outside of the Convict Establishment was also less ‘comfortable’ than many historians have 

supposed.24  Both regional convicts and ticket-of-leave men enjoyed few health advantages over 

Fremantle inmates, and ticketers in particular were prone to lives of poverty and stigma far removed 

from the ‘privileges’ their tickets supposedly guaranteed.25  This thesis also showed that the voyage 

to Western Australia was a debilitating experience.  Although shipboard mortality was low, the 

privations of life at sea nonetheless had a lasting impact on convict death rates in the colony.  The 

only stage of a convict’s sentence that might be described as comparatively benign was reconviction.  

Despite efforts to impose exemplary severity on recidivists, mortality data suggests these men 

endured less hardship than secondary offenders in eastern Australia.  Aside from the reduced health 

impact of secondary punishment, there is little evidence that the Western Australian convict period 

marked a uniquely ‘humane’ chapter of Australia’s convict past.26  As was the case in New South 

Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, a significant proportion of Western Australian convict lives were 

‘nasty, brutish and short’.27

                                                           
24 Melbourne journalist Howard Willoughby described Western Australian road party convicts in the 1860s as 
‘remarkably comfortable, both as regards shelter and diet’.  See Willoughby, British Convict, p. 33.  His account 
has been echoed by numerous Western Australian historians.  See for example, Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, 
p. 75; Battye, Western Australia, p. 461; Kimberly, History of West Australia, p. 171.  
25 Governor Hampton claimed in 1863 that ‘ticket-of-leave holders possess in almost every important point the 
privileges of free men’.  See Governor Hampton to Duke of Newcastle, 19 February 1863, BPP, July 1863, p. 25. 
26 For references to an unprecedentedly ‘humane’ system, see in particular Battye, Western Australia, p. 463; 
Hasluck, Unwilling Emigrants, p. 109; Edgar, 'Convict Era', p. 49. 
27 See Maxwell-Stewart, 'Sarah Island', p. 142.  
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APPENDICES 

 
Appendix 1: Convict Population Numbers 

 
Table A1. Fremantle Convict Establishment, Mean Annual Population Numbers.1 
  

Probation 
Prisoners 

Reconvicted 
Prisoners 

Total 
Imperial 
Convicts 

Colonial 
Prisoners 

Local 
Prisoners 

Total 
Incarcerated 
Persons 

1850 101 0 101 0 0 101 

1851 219 0 219 0 0 219 

1852 311 47 358 7 0 365 

1853 507 70 577 6 0 583 

1854 425 121 546 7 0 553 

1855 359 135 494 14 0 508 

1856 487 153 640 32 0 672 

1857 408 188 596 40 0 636 

1858 465 179 644 39 14 697 

1859 379 133 512 25 21 558 

1860 219 147 366 24 33 423 

1861 167 172 339 31 40 410 

1862 233 150 383 32 54 469 

1863 261 98 359 26 59 444 

1864 294 83 377 26 46 449 

1865 250 93 343 27 52 422 

1866 313 108 421 29 48 498 

1867 321 123 444 22 38 504 

1868 293 126 419 22 43 484 

1869 229 122 351 28 46 425 

1870 171 116 287 47 62 396 

1871 122 109 231 55 67 353 

1872 108 108 216 64 59 339 

1873 74 95 169 67 46 282 

1874 45 93 138 68 40 246 

1875 43 118 161 75 51 287 

1876 31 124 155 86 7 248 

1877 12 98 110 78 3 191 

                                                           
1 Note that small numbers of ticket-of-leave men, conditional pardon holders and expirees were also housed at 
the Convict Establishment (usually in the prison hospital) while receiving medical treatment.  These men are 
not included in the figures presented here.  In convict department returns, the phrase ‘colonial prisoner’ 
referred to free emigrants, conditional pardon holders or expirees sentenced to ‘penal servitude’ or 
‘transportation’ in the Quarter Sessions held at Perth and Albany.  ‘Local prisoners’ were men from these same 
groups serving short magisterial sentences of two years or less.  Population numbers compiled from SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R&D1A; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; BPP, July 
1863, p. 45; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D5; BPP, 1869, p. 11; BPP, 1870, p. 470; BPP, 
1871, p. 556; BPP, 1872, p. 521; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6A. 
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Table A2. Regional Convicts in Western Australia, Mean Annual Population Numbers.2 
  

Probation 
Prisoners 

Reconvicted 
Prisoners 

Total Regional 
Convicts 

1850 5 0 5 

1851 4 0 4 

1852 0 2 2 

1853 83 10 93 

1854 80 0 80 

1855 32 1 33 

1856 199 4 203 

1857 342 7 349 

1858 655 20 675 

1859 541 34 575 

1860 247 22 269 

1861 217 28 245 

1862 444 40 484 

1863 696 79 775 

1864 844 125 969 

1865 746 94 840 

1866 Not available Not available 1328 

1867 Not available Not available 1273 

1868 Not available Not available 1173 

1869 672 204 876 

1870 Not available Not available 692 

1871 Not available Not available 389 

1872 Not available Not available 392 

1873 Not available Not available 187 

1874 Not available Not available 148 

1875 Not available Not available 98 

1876 Not available Not available 42 

1877 Not available Not available 36 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
2 The term ‘regional convicts’ includes all probation and reconvicted prisoners who were not housed at the 
Fremantle Convict Establishment.  During 1866-77, mean yearly populations were not recorded in convict 
department returns.  For this period, the table shows the number of regional convicts on December 31st of 
each year.  Population figures compiled from SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1A; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D1; SROWA, 
Acc. 1156/R&D2; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D3; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D4; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D5; SROWA, Acc. 
1156/R&D6; SROWA, Acc. 1156/R&D6A; BPP, 1860, pp. 31, 73-4; BPP, May 1862, pp. 24, 41; BPP, July 1863, 
pp. 29, 45; BPP, June 1865, pp. 6, 26; BPP, May 1866, p. 8; BPP, May 1867, p. 10; BPP, July 1868, p. 5; BPP, 
1869, pp. 6, 11; BPP, 1870, pp. 461, 470; BPP, 1871, pp. 550, 556; BPP, 1872, pp. 518, 521; BPP, 1873, p. 538; 
BPP, 1874, p. 531; BPP, 1875, p. 568; BPP, 1876, p. 598; BPP, 1877, p. 625; BPP, 1878, p. 590. 
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Table A3. Total Convicts in Western Australia, Mean Annual Population Numbers.3 

  
Probation 
Prisoners 

Reconvicted 
Prisoners 

Probation and 
Reconvicted 
Combined  

Ticket-of-Leave 
Men 

1850 106 0 106 21 

1851 223 0 223 412 

1852 311 49 360 958 

1853 590 80 670 900 

1854 505 121 626 1631 

1855 391 136 527 1517 

1856 686 157 843 1347 

1857 750 195 945 1304 

1858 1120 199 1319 1490 

1859 920 167 1087 1666 

1860 466 169 635 1728 

1861 384 200 584 1331 

1862 677 190 867 1137 

1863 957 177 1134 1294 

1864 1138 208 1346 1449 

1865 996 187 1183 1479 

1866 Not available Not available 1749 1547 

1867 Not available Not available 1717 1444 

1868 Not available Not available 1592 1494 

1869 901 326 1227 1369 

1870 Not available Not available 979 1908 

1871 Not available Not available 620 1083 

1872 Not available Not available 608 911 

1873 Not available Not available 356 725 

1874 Not available Not available 286 613 

1875 Not available Not available 259 504 

1876 Not available Not available 197 421 

1877 Not available Not available 146 378 

                                                           
3 As with Table A2, the entries from 1866 onwards give population figures for December 31st of each year, 
rather than mean annual populations.  Population numbers for probation and reconvicted prisoners computed 
from sources listed for Tables A1 and A2.  Ticket-of-leave population figures compiled from BPP, August 1851, 
p. 125; BPP, April 1852, pp. 196-7; BPP, December 1852, p. 195; BPP, July 1853, pp. 208-9; BPP, May 1854, pp. 
150, 238; BPP, February 1855, p. 166; BPP, August 1855, p. 110; BPP, June 1856, pp. 75, 164; BPP, March 1857, 
pp. 12, 90; BPP, August 1857, p. 25; BPP, August 1859, pp. 25, 78, 144; BPP, 1860, pp. 19, 63; BPP, May 1862, 
pp. 11, 37; BPP, July 1863, p. 28; BPP, June 1865, pp. 10, 30; BPP, May 1866, p. 5; BPP, May 1867, p. 10; BPP, 
July 1868, p. 5; BPP, 1869, pp. 5-6; BPP, 1870, p. 461; BPP, 1871, p. 550; BPP, 1872, pp. 514-5; BPP, 1873, p. 
574; BPP, 1874, pp. 527-8; BPP, 1875, p. 564; BPP, 1876, p. 594; BPP, 1877, p. 621; BPP, 1878, pp. 586-7. 
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Appendix 2: Regression Models referred to in Thesis (excluding those already tabulated above) 

 
Table A4.  Summary of Binomial Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between Age and 
Mortality in various Time Periods, Fremantle Convict Establishment 1850-1877.4 
 
Dependent variable: died or survived (derived from the number of convicts in each age group who 
died/survived in each calendar year).  ‘Calendar year’ was included as a control variable to account for changes 
in age group mortality within each five-to-seven-year time period. 

  
1850-57 1858-62 1863-67 1868-72 1873-77 

Odds Ratios 

Calendar Year 1.123 0.855 0.950 0.903 0.780 

Age Group 15-29 (Ref. Cat.) 
30-44 
45+ 

- 
1.048 
0.737 

- 
1.465 
6.237*** 

- 
0.565 
1.816 

- 
1.797 
3.157 

N/A 
(Ref. Cat.)5 
2.226 

 
Pseudo R2 

0.006 0.044 0.018 0.013 0.029 

Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Age group odds ratios show the likelihood of death in a given calendar year within the time period specified (e.g. 1858-62), relative to the 
reference category.  In the period 1858-62, for example, Fremantle inmates aged between 30 and 44 were 1.465 times as likely to die in a 
given calendar year as inmates in the reference category (ages 15-29).   

 
 
 
 
Table A5.  Summary of Binomial Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between Age and 
Mortality, Regional Convicts and Ticket-of-Leave Men, 1856-74/1851-77.6 
 
Dependent variable: died or survived (derived from the number of convicts in each age group who 
died/survived in each calendar year).  ‘Calendar year’ was included as a control variable to account for changes 
in age group mortality over time. 
  

Regional Convicts 
1856-74 

Ticket-of-Leave Men 
1851-77 

Odds Ratios 

Calendar Year 1.058** 0.995 

Age Group 15-29 (Ref. Cat.) 
30-44 
45+ 

- 
0.781 
1.399* 

- 
1.619*** 
2.800*** 

 
Pseudo R2 

0.009 0.011 

Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Age group odds ratios show the likelihood of death in a given calendar year relative to the reference category.  For example, ticket-of-
leave men aged 45 and above were 1.399 times as likely to die in a given calendar year as ticketers in the reference category (ages 15-29). 

                                                           
4 Data for regression obtained from deaths database compiled for this dissertation (see Chapter Three, 
footnote 44), from Table A1, and from Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia. 
5 During 1873-77 there were no inmates at the Convict Establishment aged less than 30.  The 15-29 age 
grouping was therefore excluded from the regression model for this period and convicts aged 30 to 44 were 
used as the reference category. 
6 Data for regression compiled using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44), Tables A2 and A3, and 
Erickson and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  
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Table A6.  Summary of Binomial Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between Age and 
Mortality in Key Cause of Death Categories, Fremantle Convict Establishment 1850-1877.7 
 
Dependent variable: died or survived (derived from the number of convicts in each age group who 
died/survived in each calendar year).  ‘Calendar year’ was included as a control variable to account for changes 
in age group mortality over time. 

  
Diarrhoea & 
Dysentery 

Circulatory 
System 

Digestive 
System 

Respiratory 
Tuberculosis 

Other 
Respiratory 
Disease 

Odds Ratios 

Calendar Year 0.969 0.976 0.995 1.022 0.947 

Age Group 15-29 (Ref. Cat.) 
30-44 
45+ 

- 
0.832 
8.025** 

- 
2.162 
3.410 

- 
1.738 
2.245 

- 
0.829 
0.184 

- 
1.074 
2.023 

 
Pseudo R2 

0.060 0.011 0.006 0.009 0.010 

Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Age group odds ratios show the likelihood of death in a given calendar year relative to the reference category.  For example, Fremantle 
inmates aged 45 and above were 8.025 times as likely to die from diarrhoea and dysentery in a given calendar year as inmates in the 
reference category (ages 15-29). 
 
 
 
 
Table A7.  Summary of Binomial Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between Age and 
Mortality in Key Cause of Death Categories, Ticket-of-Leave Men 1851-1877.8 
 
Dependent variable: died or survived (derived from the number of ticket-of-leave men in each age group who 
died/survived in each calendar year).  ‘Calendar year’ was included as a control variable to account for changes 
in age group mortality over time. 
  

Accident 
& Injury 

Diarrhoea 
& 
Dysentery 

Circulatory 
System 

Digestive 
System 

Respiratory 
Tuberculosis 

Other 
Respiratory 
Disease 

Drowning 

Odds Ratios 

Calendar Year 1.023 0.955 1.020 1.024 0.958* 0.997 0.961 

Age 
Group 

15-29 (Ref. Cat.) 
30-44 
45+ 

- 
1.059 
1.763 

- 
4.426* 
10.592** 

- 
2.970* 
4.023** 

- 
12.103* 
19.921** 

- 
1.879* 
1.837 

- 
0.675 
1.500 

- 
1.113 
1.570 

 
Pseudo R2 

0.005 0.031 0.019 0.043 0.007 0.005 0.004 

Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Age group odds ratios show the likelihood of death in a given calendar year relative to the reference category.  For example, ticket-of-
leave men aged between 30 and 44 were 1.113 times as likely to die from drowning in a given calendar year as ticketers in the reference 
category (ages 15-29). 

                                                           
7 Table only includes cause of death categories in which fatalities were numerous enough to enable meaningful 
regression analysis. Data for regression obtained from same sources cited for Table A4. 
8 Data for regression compiled using deaths database (see Chapter Three, footnote 44), Table A3, and Erickson 
and O'Mara, Convicts in Western Australia.  All cause of death categories with more than 20 fatalities (over the 
period 1851-77) are shown in the table. 
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Table A8.  Summary of Binomial Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between Age and 
Hospitalisation by Time Period, Fremantle Prison 1858-1877.9 
 
Dependent variable: hospitalised or not (derived from the number of convicts in each age group who were 
admitted/not admitted to the Fremantle Prison hospital in each calendar year).  ‘Calendar year’ was included 
as a control variable to account for changes in age group morbidity within each five-year time period. 
  

1858-62 1863-67 1868-72 1873-77 

Odds Ratios 

Calendar Year 0.773*** 0.966 0.869** 0.884 

Age Group 45+ (Ref. Cat.) 
35-44 
25-34 
15-24 

- 
0.557* 
0.646** 
0.651* 

- 
0.496** 
0.663* 
1.399 

- 
0.601** 
0.974 
1.963* 

- 
0.725 
1.189 
N/A10 

 
Pseudo R2 

0.045 0.031 0.036 0.018 

Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Age group odds ratios show the likelihood of hospitalisation in a given calendar year within the time period specified (e.g. 1863-67), 
relative to the reference category.  In the period 1863-67, for example, Fremantle inmates aged between 15 and 24 were 1.399 times as 
likely to be hospitalised in a given calendar year as inmates in the reference category (ages 45 and above).  
 
 
 
 
Table A9.  Summary of Binomial Logistic Regression Models: Relationship between Age and 
Hospitalisation for Disease Categories showing Significance, Fremantle Prison 1857-1877.11 
 
Dependent variable: hospitalised or not (derived from the number of convicts in each age group who were 
admitted/not admitted to the Fremantle Prison hospital in each calendar year).  ‘Calendar year’ was included 
as a control variable to account for changes in age group morbidity over time. 
  

Diarrhoea & 
Dysentery 

Digestive 
System 

Eye 
Disease 

Genito-
urinary 

Musculo-
skeletal 

Fevers Respiratory 
Tuberculosis 

Odds Ratios 

Calendar Year 0.989 0.978 0.888*** 0.966 0.952** 1.067*** 0.973 

Age 
Group 

45+ (Ref. Cat.) 
35-44 
25-34 
15-24 

- 
0.457*** 
0.590** 
0.671 

- 
0.471** 
0.578* 
0.484* 

- 
0.520* 
0.463** 
0.434* 

- 
0.304** 
0.417** 
0.405 

- 
0.877 
0.801 
0.380* 

- 
0.779 
2.245** 
3.174** 

- 
0.907 
1.796 
3.062** 

 Pseudo R2 

0.008 0.007 0.038 0.015 0.011 0.027 0.023 

Ref. Cat.: Reference Category. * indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Age group odds ratios show the likelihood of hospitalisation in a given calendar year relative to the reference category.  For example, 
Fremantle inmates aged between 15 and 24 were 3.062 times as likely to be hospitalised with respiratory tuberculosis as inmates in the 
reference category (ages 45 and above).  
 

 

                                                           
9 Data for regression compiled from Table A1, and from SROWA, Acc. 1156/M32; Erickson and O'Mara, 
Convicts in Western Australia. 
10 As was the case in Table A4, the 15-29 age grouping was excluded from the 1873-77 regression model 
because there were no Fremantle inmates aged under 30 during this period. 
11 Data for regression obtained from same sources cited for Table A8. 
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Table A10.  Binomial Logistic Regression Model: Relationship between Sufficiency of Energy Intake 

and Hospitalisation, Fremantle Prison Inmates, 1858-1865.12 

Dependent variable: hospitalised or not (determined on a yearly basis).  ‘Calendar year’ was included as a 
control variable to account for changes in morbidity over time that were independent of energy sufficiency. 
  

Odds Ratios Significance 

Calendar Year 1.103 <0.001*** 

Sufficiency of Energy Intake  
(expressed as a percentage of 
estimated energy requirements) 

0.979 <0.001*** 

 
Pseudo R2 

0.070 

* indicates statistical significance (***p<0.001; **p<0.01;*p<0.05). 
Odds ratio for ‘Sufficiency of Energy Intake’ shows the change in likelihood of hospitalisation (in a given calendar) for every percentage 
point increase in energy sufficiency.  In other words, if convict energy intakes increased from 80 per cent of their energy requirements to 
81 per cent, this would multiply their likelihood of hospitalisation in a given calendar year by a factor of 0.979 (equivalent to a 2.1% 
decrease in likelihood). 

  

                                                           
12 Note that this analysis excludes 1863.  Prison employment data was not available for this year and thus the 
sufficiency of convict diets could not be adequately estimated.  Also note that because the age structure of 
different convict labour types is not documented, the model could not be adjusted for age.  Data for regression 
compiled from sources cited for Figure 3.10 (see Chapter Three, footnote 211). 
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